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Pohey- /bfti 1.101 Dear Readers: 

The Overseas Development Council presents the 13L edition of the 
,0,'Ij.,i',,r,.XU' Washinton Economic Watch:,A Digest of Development Policy Information. 

,, ,,,,,14i q41,)11:. In'1)..:!0,kIn Wathishis issueyouwillis u youvwillnffind critical testimonies, studies, and reports covering the 
Washington policy debate on several issues, incl ding the environmental andi202)-i-S701 labor aspects of the NAFTA agreement, the 1994 U.S. International Affairs 
Budget, the priorities of the U.S. Agency for International Development, and 
.health care reform in the United States, among others; it also includes several 
pieces that address 'sustainable development' in aid programs., We hope you
and your colleagues find the Summer 1993 issue helpful to your institution's 
research. 

. . In June ODc sent your institution a questionnaire which we hope will 
serve several purposes. The survey is a means to assess the degree of 
usefulness of the WEW to our subscribers, identify institutions that publish,
and explore the technological capabilitities of each institution. We encourage 
you to return the questionnaire as soon as possible and ask you to include any
suggestions for future issues of the Washington Economic Watch. All 
publications, correspondence, and the aforementioned questionnaire should be 
forwarded to: 

WEW Project c/o-. 
Acquisitions Librarian 
The American University 
4400 Massachusetts Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20016-8046 
U.S .A. ... 

We look forward to hearing from you.' 

" Sincerely, 

lChristine E. Contee 
Director of Public Affai s 
&YFellow 
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Trade 

i' 	 many people in the American public 
think that trade hurts them, that tradeTrade Central to America's may take away their jobs. The truth isFuture in the World 	 the opposite.

The numbers speak for themselves. 
Every billion dollars of exports createsMichael Kantor, US Trade Representative 	 20,000 new jobs in the United States.
 
There are now more than 7 million
Address before the National Press Club, Washington, DC, May 5, 1993 	 Americans whose weekly paychecks
are related to and dependent on
 
merchandise exports alone. A majority

l ocfover 2 months ago, atAlittle 	 those people work in the manufac-Gone are the days when this nation turing sector, and they earn almostAmerican U~niversity, President could subordinate trade concerns to $3,500 per year more than the averageClinton set forth his vision of "national security" in the traditional American worker.America's role in the global economy, sense of the term. The strategy of And when jobs in the service sectorIt is a vision rooted in the belief that containment was appropriate during are oriented toward trade, they alsowe are at the third great moment of the Cold War, but it was a static provide workers with valuable incendecision in the 20th century. strategy, aimed at halting Soviet tives. The average salary for a service"Will we repeat the mistakes of the expansionism. In those years, we worker in the export field is estimated1920s or the 1930s by turming inward," worried about the "doomsday clock"- to be 20% higher than the average
he asked, "or will we repeat the 
 with hands perilously close to the service worker's salary.successes of the 1940s and the 1950s by midnight of nuclear war. For a long So trade means the hands of thereaching outwa'd ... ?" His answer time, our strategy was mutually clock move forward, toward higherwas clear: We will reach outward and assured destruction. wages and better jobs for workingadapt to the new global economy. We Today our challenges are dynamic, 	 Americans. Take Ron Thomason, awill compete, not retreat, not static. Economic strength, founded materials expediter at Caterpillar'sTrade is central to the President's on human resources and nourished by large bulldozer assembly plant in Eastvision of America's future in the world, trade, is a pillar of national security in Peoria, Illinois. He says, "I owe my jobTradL is not an abstract concept, this new Post-Cold War age. Our to exports." At the IBM facility inTrade means money in people's security interests-and those of Rochester, Minnesota, 200 out of900pockets. Trade means jobs. Trade others--are inextricably linked to the people know that their jobs depend onmeans that working men and women in growth and fairness of the global exports. So do the 18 employees ofaRaleigh, North Carolina, make and sell trading system. process control company in Tucson.elec.trical products for computers in 70 Economic policy begins with the At the same time, we have thecountries. Trade means that a minor- President's domestic economic pro- largest open market in the world. We
ity-owned company in California g'ram. The challenges are enormous, 
 take the largest share of exports fromexports electromehanical products to Unemployment is still at 7%. More developing countries. In four majorfive countries. All over this country, than 1 in 10 Americans is on food industries-textiles and apparel, steel,trade means that working people can stamps. More than 16 million people autos, and footwear-the United Statesput di 'er on the table and support are looking for full-time work and imports from . to 10 times as much pertheir ramiies. having no luck at all. capita as Japan. With this record,The benefits of trade are not limited We must provide American work- Americans want to be sure that no oneto the Jnited States. As the President era with the training they need for is taking advantage of them and thatwent on to declare in his speech at good jobs in the industries of the others establish and maintain compara-
American University, the fabric of 
 future. We must reduce our structural bly open markets.commerce will also shape global deficit. We must provide American To achieve our trade goals we willprosperity: "... for now and for the enterprise with the capital it needs to use all the negotiating tools at ourforeseeable future," he added, "the expand and compete. And we must disposal. We will negotiate multilaterworld looks to us to be the engine of provide the American economy with ally, regionally, bilaterally, industry byglobal growth and to be the leaders." the stimulus of a thriving global industry. We insist only that foreignWe can't live up to the twin tasks of marketplace. governmenta respect our rights underAmerican prosperity and global The goals of the Clinton Admin- current and future internationalleadership unless we are competitive. istration's trade policy are clear. We agreements. And we will respect'AThe Clinton Administration is commit- want to open more foreign markets. theirs. We seek mutuality of obligationted to making America competitive.We can only be competitive if trade We want to do more business with 	 and comparability of action-termsthose whose markets aro already open. that mean real partnership and mutualpolicy is an integral part of economic We want to eliminate trade barriers responsibility.policy, that are raised against us and others. Americans are sometimes accused 
We need to build faith in the of "nilateralism" whn we insist on

international trading system. Too 

US Departmen o State Oispatch * May 17, 1993 * Vol.4, No. 20 
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enforcement of agreements. But 
holding countries to their agreements
is the opposite. Enforcement strength-
ens Americans' support for an open
trading system, and it strengthens the 
credibility of that trading system as 
well. 

We cannot ask businesses and their 
workers to take the risks of doing 
business in the global marketplace 
unless we can guarantee that agree-
ments will be enforced. That is the 
essence of real partnership and mutual 
responsibility. These principles are 
reflected in each of our major trade 

initiatives, 


The Uruguay Round. The Uru-
guay Round is of primary importance 
because the General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade-the GATT-
remains the foundation of the global
trading system. These negotiations are 
now in their seventh year. To restore 
momentum, we need to make progress
in market access by agreeing to remove 
the barriers to trade in manufactured 

we intend to finish the Uruguay Round 

by December 15. 


Some are waiting for the US and 

the EC to show leadership in this area 

before making their own contributions,

For our part, we and the European

Commurity have accepted responsibil-

ity and have agreed to am for an 

tnanhearet a .imfonoutline on market access. We will only 

Japsucceanduh dever,if otrie 

anfull participants. 


Recent events indicate that we 
can
wRceno ent wihthe thatpecan
work together with the European 

ComntyhroudJand rar the
complete the round. Last January, the 

EC unilaterally imposed community-

wide requirements on government 


procurement that discriminated againstnon-European providers. There 
seemed no alternative but to impose
sanctions under our law. Last month, 

States and the EC reached agreement
to open up a major segment of that 
procurement market to both sides. The
EC will remove the discrimination 
against US suppliers of heavy electrical 
equipment. The United StateR will 
remove "buy America" preferences oncertain federal power administrations,
cring the Tennessee Valley Au-

thority. We viill
continue to negotiate 


US Department of State Dispatch * May 17, 1993 

on remaining barriers even as we are 
imposing nanctions for failure to open
the telecommunications market. 

The North American Free Trade 
Agreement. The North American 
Free Trade Agreement is a second key
link in the trade and economy chain. In 
response to the lowering of trade 
barriers in Canada and Mexico and in 
anticipation of NAFTA, trade and jobs 
are on the rise. Exports to Canada 
already support an estimated 1.5 
million US jobs. Export jobs related to 
Mexico have grown from 300,000 to 
700,000 over the last 5 years, wit.. 
another 200,000 predicted by I995 if 
NAFTA with the supplemental 
agreements is implemented. These 
jobs pay about 12% more than the 
national average. And for 38 of the 50 
states, Mexico is one of the top 10 
customers. Five of the ten states 
selling the most to Mexico are northernindustrial states. Without NAFTA, theUrited States will be unable to lock in 
and extend these gains, 

The current negotiations are 

addressing several key areas: border 
cleanup; commissions on labor and 
environment, with provisions for 
enforcement; import surges; stronger

enforcement of national laws; and 

promoting higher wages and productiv-
ity. In addition, the agreement we 
send to Congress will ensure that thereis adequate adjustment assistance forworkers. 

Looking beyond NAFTA, we see 

good prospects for additional trade 

agreements with successful market-

oriented economies throughout the
Americas, beginning with Chile. The 
combination of political and economicreform in this region isbreathtuking. 
US exports to the region are expanding 
at a rate that is three times the rate of 

export growth to the world as a whole. 
The Pacific Rim. A high-priority 

area for this Administration is the
Pacific Riba. We want to serve as a 
catalyst connecting the Pacific Rim and
the Americas, the two most dynamic
regions in the world today. In 1960, the
nations of the Pacific accounted for 
8.9% of the world's gross national 
product. By the year 2000, the figure 
will be nearly 26%. Forty percent ofcurrent US international trade is withthe Pacific B.r.in. Last year, trade 

Atlanic trade by 50%.across the Pacific exceeded trans-

eVol. 4, No. 20 

This year, the United States is 
cairing the Asia-Pacific Economic 
Cooperation forum, known as APEC. 
Our hope is that APEC will provide the 
framework for expanded trade and an 
increased investment flow throughout
the region. We intend to work with our 
Asian partners to further these goals.

When the United States looks to 
the Pacific, we think first of Japan.
There is no single count-y more 
important to our long-term interests. 
For well over a century now, history
has bound our two nations closely 
together. We have been adversaries 
and allies. Today, our alliance is 
fundamental. Our common interests 
and our common challenges are 
extensive. That's why the issues that 
divide us must be openly acknowl
edged; squarely faced; and, ultimately,
resolved.
 

We are now seeking to removerestrictions on access to Japan'sconstruction and supercomputer 
markets. These are but two examples
of deep-rooted political, social, and 

commercial practices and attitudes that 
gravely distort the workings of a free 
and open international trading system.
When Prime Minister Miyazawa visited 
Washington last month, President 
Clinton made it clear that the time has
 
come for Japan to take more substan
tial steps to open its market and play a
leadership role commensurate with itseconomic strength. But we need to 

make concrete, measurable progress on 
a number of sectoral and structural 
issues. Japan and the United Stateshave agreed to identify specific areasfor bilateral negotiation when the 
Tokyo economic summit convenes inJuly of this year. 

The purposes of our trade policies
and actions are the same: to open 

markets and create trade opportunities 
and, in so doing, to boost the global 
economy; strengthen the inte'national
trading system; and, above all, ensure 
that American workers and American 
companies are and will rema iompeti
tive. Trade is not a zero-sum gamae; it
is an engine of growth. This Adminis
tration will link all the resources at our 
disposal to ach'eve these goals. What
ever programs we have--exportpromotion, export finance, traderelated assistance-are tools of a 

comprehensive trade promotionstrategy. 
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Mexico 

market. US exports to Mexico haveFact Sheet: US National Interests and than tripled, from $12.3 billionin1986 to $40.6 billion in 1992. Fur-
Cooperation With Mexico thermore, the United States had a 

$5.4-billion trade surplus with Mexico 
in 1992. 

For more than 200 years, the United Mexico's Importance Mexico reiently overtook Japan as 
States and Mexico have shared a To the US Economy the United States' second-largest
continent but not a vision of the future. export market for manufrctured goods.
In the past 10 years, that has changed Mexico has become one of the most Seventy cents of every $1.00 that 
dramatically, as US and Mexican open, market-oriented developing Mexico spends for foreign products is 
political, social, and economic leaders countries in the world. In the Western spent on those from the United States. 
have realized that cooperation on a Hemisphere, it has become an economic Under NAFTA, the remaining Mexican
wide range of issues -from economic model for countries within the region trade barriers will be removed, creat
growth, to the environment, to narcot- and in Central and Eastern Eu-ope. ing new export opportunities for
ics control-benefit both countries. Recent Mexican economic reforms US firms. This also will increase US 

Consequently, managing the include reducing barriers to trade and employment: Every $1billion of US
bilateral relationship across the foreign investment, privatizing most exports to Mexico creates almost 
2,000-mile border will be a critical US state enterprises, and improving legal 20,000 jobs in America. 
security challenge in the 21st century. protection for firms doing business in 
With Mexico, the US Government has Mexico. 
been working to address mutual These reforms have spurred 
concerns and will need to expand such Mexican economic growth and ben
efforts in the years ahead. Key to this efited the United States. Mexico is the 
cooperation will be the North American third-largest US trading partner and 
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). its fastest-growing major export 

Continued from previous page 

The trading system and its support- The United States has always been
ing institutions must adapt to the willing to change. We embrace change,
realities of the new global economy. thrive on change, and depend on
We will need new assumptions--a change. As the President has said, we
whole new set of attitudes on the part must make change our friend. After
of the United States and its trading World War I, we raised trade barriers,
partners. The fundamental fact is that with disastrous results. After World 
the globalization of production and War I, we lowered tariffs and built
markets has changed the nature of global institutions to expand trade and
international competition. Self- investment even as we held commu
sufficiency is not realistic. "Imported" nism to a standstill. 
goods are no longer entirely produced The end of the Cold War is the third
in the exporting country; domestic decisive moment in this century. We
production is often involved. Trade and have a chance to build a new future and
investment are closely intertwined, to make it the brightest and most 

Similarly, domestic policies and enduring of all. Instead of a doomsday
regulations have become as important clock, with hands pointing toward a 
to the future of trade as trade mea- nuclear midnight, we want a "growth 
sures adopted at the border. Domestic clock," with hands pointing toward
policies have become major competitive noon. Instead of mutually assured
factors in world trade. Governments destruction, we will strive for mutually 
are competing to create high-wage, assured growth. Together, we need to 
high-skill jobs through a variety of summon up a small portion of the 
domestic measures. These new wisdom, vision, courage, and sense of
realities dictate the need to address the joint mission that our parents showed 
environment, technology, and competi- when confronted with the daunting
tion policies. Each of them is task of defeating fascism, containing
interrelated with trade, and each communism, and rebuilding the 
challenges our trade institutions to be postwar world. I believe we are up to 
more creative, open, and flexible, the challenge. U 
Addressing them and other trade 
issues will require change. 

US DepatnmentofState Oispatch * May 17, 1993 * VoL. 4, No. 20 
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USTR Announces Actions and Decisions
 
In Three Important Trade Areas
 

U S.Trade Representative 
Mickey Kantor on April 

u 30 announced decisions 
and initiated actions in three impor-
tant trade areas: Title VII/ 
discrimination in foreign govern-
ment procurement; the initiation of 
a review of Japan's compliance 
with the provisions of the U.S.-
Japan Supercomputer Agreement;
and special 301/protection of intel-
lectual property rights. 

*'Since assuming my respon-
sibilities as USTR, I have repeat-
edl,, expressed my commitment to 
e0nforcing the law as Congress has 
written it, and insuring that our 
trading partners adhere to those 
agreements that they enter into with 
us,' Kantor noted. 

"Enforcing the law and holding 
countries to their agreements are 
crucial in several respects: to open-
ing foreign markets to U.S. man-
ufactured goods, agricultural 
products, and services; to building 
support here in the United States 
for an open trading system; and 
ultimately, to confidence in, and the 
credibility of, the trading system." 

Title VII. The USTR identified 
Japan under Title VII provisions of 
the 1988 Omnibus Trade aid Coin-
petitiveness Act, which calls for the 
identification of countries that dis-
criminate against U.S. firms in their 
government procurement practices. 
Identification under this statute re-
quires that negotiations to end the 
discrimination be initiated imme-
diately and, absent resolution, 
provides for sanctions, subject to 
Presidential discretion. 

Under Title VII, Japan was cited 
for discrimination in procurement of 
construction, architectural, and 
engineering services. Kantor con-
tinued the identification of the 
European Community on the out-
standing dispute on telecommunica-
tions equipment; see box on page 
iI on EC's agreement to waive 
discriminatory provisions on the 

procurement of heavy electrical 
equipment. He also noted procure-
ment practices of concern in Aus-
tralia, China, and Japan. 

Supercomputer Review. Be-
cause of grave U.S. government 
concern that Japan may not be 
adhering to the terms of the U.S.-
Japan Supercomputer Agreement, 
Kantor announced that USTR will 
undertake a special review of Jap-
aitese actions under the Agreement 
under section 306 of the 1974 Trade 
Act. Based upon this review and the 
conduct and outcome of procure-
ments scheduled in the coming 
months, USTR will determine 
whether or not Japan is in com-
pliance with the terms of the 
Agreement. If USTR determines 
that Japan is not in compliance, it 
will initiate trade action against 
Japan under section 301. 

Special 301. Kantor identified 
Brazil, India, and Thailand as "pri-
ority foreign countries" under the 
"special 301" provisions of the 
Trade Act of 1974. These countries 
deny adequate and effective protec-
tion for U.S. intellectual property, 
such as patents, trademarks and 
copyrights, or fair and equitable 
market access for relevant U.S. 
products. 

Kantor also announced placement 
of 10 trading partners on the 
"priority watch list." In a departure 
from previous practice, Kantor 
stated that the Administration will 
take new steps to resolve outstead-
ing intellectual property rights prob-
lems by: initiating "immediate 

'action plans" for Hungary and 
Taiwan; conducting "out-of-cycle" 
reviews for Korea, Argentina, 
Egypt, Poland, and Turkey; and 
intensifying consultations with Aus-
tralia, the European Community, 
and Saudi Arabia. He also an-
nounced that 17 other countries had 
been placed on the "watch list." 

Significant progress has already 
occurred this year as 10 countries 

have enacted new copyright, patent, 
or trademark legislation, or 
strengthened their existing legisla
tion, since January, Kantor noted. 
These nations are Switzerland, Tai
wan, Colombia, Canada, China, 
Greece, Malta, Cyprus, and Ja
maica, and the mo-t recent addition, 
Russia, which adopted a copyright 
law recently. 

"These actions show a growing 
commitment to intellectual property 
protection around the world, which 
we believe will contribute to a 
strong intellectial property text in 
the Uruguay Round, and the suc
cessful completion of the Round 
itself." Kantor stated. 

The new steps announced April 
30 include a promise of a strong, 
speedy response for countries that 
fail to meet commitments, a deter
mination to gain from U.S. trading 
partners a high level of protection, a 
vow to pay special attention to 
countries that do not enforce their 
laws and a pledge to initiate "im
mediate action plans" to make sure 
that countries do not take up 
permanent residence on the "spe
cial 301" lists. 

Kantor declared that USTR will 
conduct "out-of-cycle" reviews, in
cluding deadlines and benchmarks 
for evaluating a country's perform
ance, to address problems of slow 
legislative progress or erratic enfor
cement efforts. Kantor stressed the 
fact that the 1974 Trade Act permits 
the USTR to make additional identi
fications at any time that the facts 
warrant. 

Background on Special 301: The 
USTR stressed that he was corn
mitted to giving a fresh direction to 
the "special 301" review process 
to ensure that the Administration's 
objectives are clear and that ocher 
countries know what we expect. 
"Any partner that fails to meet its 
conimitments," Kantor said, "can 
expect a strong, speedy response 
from this Administration." Kantor 
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added, "I am determined to ensure 
that foreign countries provide high 
levels of protection because I want 
to make sure that we solve particu-
lar problems brought to our atten-
tion by the U.S. intellectual 
property community." 

Kantor emphasized that it is 
critica! that foreign governments 
enforce laws that they have already
enacted. "Countries that do not 
enforce their laws can expect to 
receive special attention under 
"special 301," Kantor went on to 
note. "Moreover, the United States 
will not tolerate countries that are 
exporters of pirate and counterfeit 
goods." 

"in the past, rather than steady 
progress we have seen an annual 
springtime flurry of enforcement 
actions," Kantor said, and he 
vowed to not let this continue. 
"Countries must make sustained 
progress in addressing the problem 
issues." To address these problems, 
Kantor announced that his staff, 
working with an interagency team 
of government experts, will initiate 
"immediate action plans" that will 
include deadlines and benchmarks 
for evaluating a country's 
performance. 

"I am detLrmined to enforce 
these deadlines and take action, if 
necessary, through out-of-cycle re-
views of a country's status under 
"special 301." 

Special 301 Announcements. 
USTR announced the following 
steps under "special 301": 

"Priority foreign countries: 
* The Administration will dete'-

mine whether to initiate an inves-
tigation of Brazilian practices and 
will announce its deciions on or 
before May 30. 

* Regarding India, Kantor has 
instructed an interagency task force 
to explore future actions. 

* The Administration is meeting 
with Thai officials on intellectual 
property rights issues; at the same 
time, the interagency task force is 
exploring future actions, including
options for apprupriate retaliation, 

"Priority watch list" countries: 
* 	On Aug. 1, the Administration 
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will decide whether Hungary and 
Taiwan have met the objectives of 
"immediate action plans." If it is 
determined that these objectives 
hav.e not been met, the Administra-
tion will reclassify Hungary and 
Taiwan under "special 301" and 
decide what further action is 
appropriate. 
• The Administration also an-

nounced that "out-of-cycle" re-
views would be conducted with the 
following countries: 

-Argentina: the United States is 
seeking prompt enactment of 
satisfactory industry property 
legislation. 

-Egypt: The United States is 
seeking enactment of an 
amended patient law that 
provides adequate protection 
for pharmaceutical products. 

-Korea: The United States is 
seeking improved and sus-
tained enforcement of intellec-
tual property laws to deter 
piracy of products like com-
puter software, compact discs, 
and video and sound record-
ings and counterfeiting of 
trademarks oa U.S. products 
(such as footwear and 
cosmetics). 

-Poland: 	 The United States is 
seeking prompt enactment of 
copyright and antipiracy laws, 

of copyright laws, introduction 
of legislation to increase penal
ties and other actions to deter 
piracy. 

-Pakistan: The United States is 
seeking effective action against 
trademark and copyright viola
tions (particularly regarding 
textile designs). 

-Spain: The United States is 
seeking elimination of market 
access restrictions affecting 
motion pictures. 

-Venezuela: The United States 
is seeking fulfillment of corn
mitments to improve patent 
and copyright laws. 

a 	The Administration placed 12 

pro

other trading partners on the 
"watch list." 

The USTR commended the 
gress that Greece made during the 
course of the past 12 months in 
enacting a modem copyright law, 
and announced the removal from 
the "watch list" of three countries: 
Canada, Germany, and Paraguay. 

Background on Title VII. Title 
VII of the 1988 Trade Act directs 
the Administration to identify, in an 
annual report to Congress, foreign 
countries that are discriminating, as 
defined by the statute, against U.S. 
goods or services in their govern
ment procurement practices. 

In addition to the actions involv
as well as improved ing Japan and the EC, Kantor 
enforcement. 

-Turkey: The United States is 
seeking enactment of patent,
copyright aad related laws that 
provide effective protectior 

0 The Administration also placed
three additional trading partners on 
the "priority watch list"; these are 
Australia, the European Coin-
munity, and Saudi Arabia. 

"Watch iisi:countries": 
0 The Administration also an-

nounced that "out-of-cycle" re-
views would be conducted with the 
following countries: 

-Cyprus: The United States is 
seeking the lifting of the sus-
pension of criminal penalties 
for copyright violations. 

-Italy: The United States is 
seeking sustained enforcement 

expressed concern with specific 
procurement practices in the follow
ing areas: 

0 Australia maintains a 
restricted-membership, preselected 
"Information Systems Panel" for 
all federal procurements of informa
tion systems technology. The crite
ria for membership on this panel 
may include local investment and 
th.- ability to export from Australia. 

0 China's procurement practices 
remain, for the most part., secretive 
and inaccessible to foreign sup
pliers. However, China has corn
mitted to increase the transparency 
of its trade system by publishing 
rules and regulations related to 
trade. The changes are due to be 
implemented in the fall of 1993. 

* 	The United States has continu



ing concerns with Japanese pro-
curement practices in the super-
computer, computer, and 
telecommunications sectors. 

* The USTR will undertake a 
special review of the Japanese 
government's behavior under the 
1990 Supercomputer Agreement and 
will scrutinize its conduct of 
upcoming supercomputer 
procurements. 

0 U.S. concerns in the computer 
area involve the inability of the 
United States and Japan to imple-
ment a statistical monitoring system 
to evaluate progress in the bilateral 
Computer Agreement. The United 
States is addressing the problem in 
a review mechanism provided for in 
the agreement. f 

0 U.S. businesses have expressed 
frustration with the lack of oppor-
tunities outside of the NTT Agree-
ment in the Japanese telecommuni-
cations market. The United States 
will continue to address these issues 
bilaterally. 

* The United States is also con-
cerned that a variety of countrieshened 
t rae of ecountrie
have entered into trade or economic 
agreements with the European Com-
munity that require or might in the 
future require those countries to 
adopt the discriminatory provisions 
of the EC's Utilities Directive. The 
United States intends to monitor 
their actions over the coming year 
and review the situation in an 
annual Title VII review next year. 

Background on Supercomputer
"U.S. supercomputer man-

Reiew. "that 
ufacturers are the most competitive 
in the world, yet they continue to 
be effecti.-ely shut out of the 
Japanese government supercomputer 
market," Kantor said. 

Over the coming months, the 
Japanese government is scheduled 
to procure a number of supercom-
puters. Under section 306 of the 
Trade Act of 1974, USTR will 
undertake a comprehensive review 
of Japanese government behavior 
under the Agreement thus far and 
will closely scrutinize each of the 
upcoming procurements. If USTR 
determines that Japan is not in 
compliance, it will initiate trade 

action against Japan under section provide a fair and open government
301. procurement market for supercom-

Over the coming months, the puters," Kantor stated. "We are
Japanese government is scheduled determined to ensure that Japan
to procure a number of supercom- treats our companies fairly and 
puters. Under section 306 of the complies with its obligations under 
Trade Act of 1974, USTR will the Agreement.'' Kantor 
undertake a compre!:ensive review added,"We are taking this action 
of Japanese government behavior with a view toward ensuring that, in 
under the Agreement thus far and the years ahead, the Japanese gov
will closely scrutinize each of the enment market is fully open to new 
upcoming procurements. and emerging supercomputer tech

"The 1990 Supercomputer nologies in which U.S. manufac-
Agreement obligates Japan to turers have a decided lead." 

Secretary Sees Progress On U.S.-EC Trade Issues 
Secretary of Commerce Ronald H. Brown told the Conference on Washington
and World Business, April 30, that progress is being made in ironing out 
areas of friction in the U.S.-European Community commercial relationship.

In a speech to the conference, sponsored ty the European Council of 
American Chambers of Commerce in Washington, D.C., Brown noted that the 
United States is the EC's largest foreign supplier, exporting $103 billion to 
the EC last year. He also noted that sales by U.S. subsidiaries in the EC 
market and by EC subsidiaries operating in the U.S. market are estimated at 
well over $500 billion annually, accounting for an important part of each 
trading partner's gross domestic product."Ofcourse, no relationship of that size and complexity will be withoutproblems," the Secretary said. "These problems should not be ignored or 
'managed'--they need to be addressed fairly."

Brown cited two points of friction in U.S.-EC relations: EC airbus subsidies 
and government procurement. 

"Through enforcement of the 1992 U.S.-EC Airbus Agreement and its 
disciplines on government supports, we are working to ensure the 
competitiveness of our aircraft industry," the Secretary said. "We remain 
committed to the Airbus Agreement as a good starting point. But we must go
fu'ther to limit government supports for the aircraft industry. We support
stronger multilateral disciplines in the renegotiation of the 1979 GATT 
Agreement on Trade in Civil Aircraft." 

The Secretary said that progress is being made on procurement. He notedthe United States and EC recently reached a partial agreement to removethe discriminatory provision of the EC's utilities directive which went into 
effect last Jan. 1.The directive, which covers private and public procurement

of heavy electrical and telecommunications equipment, prevents U.S.
 
exporters from selling telecommunications switches, steam turbines, and large
 
power transformers in Europe. Meanwhile, EC companies freely 
 sell their 
telecommunications switches and large power equipment in the United States. 

On April 21, the EC Commission, negotiating with the U.S. Trade
 
Representative, agreed to waive the discriminatory provisions of the EC's
 
utilities directive for the procurement of heavy electrical equipment. (The
 
agreement was ratified May 10 by the EC Council of Ministers.) The EC
action opens to U.S. firms a market valued at $20 billion. For its part, theU.S. government will remove "Buy America" provisions for the Tennessee
 
Valley Authority and the five federal power administrations of the Department

of Energy. However, since the EC did not lift the discriminatory provisions

against U.S. suppliers of telecommunications equipment, the United States
 
will implement limited sanctions prohibiting EC suppliers from participating
 
in certain U.S. government tenders.
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Let me begin by thanking the Bankers Association for Foreign Trade, itsExecutive Director, Mary Condeelis and the General Counsel, Tom Farmer for inviting 
me to speak at your Conference. 

President Clinton has committed his Administration to a policy of engaged,
enlightened and hard-headed economic internationalism to go along with his program of
domestic renewal. We are living in an era of increasing global economic
interdependence, where national economies are interconnected as never before, and
domestic and foreign policies are inextricably linked. The nations of the world have the
opportunity to grow and prosper together - or stagnate and scapegoat apart. 

Four Critical Challenges 

Let me outline four critical policy challenges that confront the U.S. in its
relationship with the international community. 

First. the Administration is determined to reinvigorate macroeconomic

coordination with our G-7 partners to spur economic growth. 
 We are in the third year
of sub-par growth and the prospects for sustained recovery are by no means certain. The
U.S. is experiencing a modest recovery but with inadequate job creation. Growth in
Europe is weak, unemployment high and recovery still in the distance. Japan is expected
to grow only 1.3 percent this year, despite the stimulus program. Its trade surplus
continues to grow and serves as a drag on the rest of the world. 
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U.S. efforts to revive the G-7 economic policy coordination process are making
 
progress, but more has yet to be done. The President has offered a credible plan to
 
reduce the budget deficit and improve domestic savings and investment. The markets,
which are the most critical judge, have responded positively with a substantial decline in
long-term interest rates. Some have suggested that the decline reflects a weak economy.
However, forecasts for the economy are up, the stock market has increased and credit
quality spreads have narrowed. This indicates that the decline in interest rates is due to 
greater confidence in deficit reduction and not to the weaker economy. 

This program has brought us new credibility in the international economic arena;
it has strengthened our hand in encouraging our major trading partners to take 
complementary actions to strengthen growth in their own countries. Our G-7 partners
have begun to take the necessary steps to spur growth. The Japanese fiscal stimulus 
package is a useful step, but needs to be sustained and followed-up in the context of the
fiscal 1994 budget to protect against renewed slippage as occurred in last year's budget.
European interest rates have come down but the pace needs to quicken in the face of 
the current recession. 

The major challenge facing the G-7 is to restore growth and to ensure that the
composition of growth in the U.S. and its major trading partners contributes to 
reductions in external imbalances. The policies we pursue must reflect the specific
conditions in each of our economies and our own national interests. Fortunately, where 
economic growth is concerned, national imperatives and international interests 
increasingly coincide. It is vital to all that international economic growth be increased. 

Second the United States must do all we can to ensure that Russia's democratic
and economic reform program meets with success. History teaches several lessons. 
First, democracies do not wage war against each other; it is in the interests of all to 
support the democratic reforms in Russia. Second, democracies cannot survive
hyperinflation; unless Russia's leaders can reassert macroeconomic discipline, the country
could go the way of Weimar Germany or the Latin American countries during military
rule. Third, democracies and free markets go hand in hand; both require a legal
framework that respects personal freedom, individual initiatives and private property. 

The adoption of these democratic and economic reforms must be supported by
the U.S. and our allies. In cooperation with our allies, the Clinton Administration is
fully engaged in developing and implementing an effective assistance package for Russia 
and the other states of the former Soviet Union. The task of rebuilding the Russian 
economy is without doubt the greatest restructuring job since the Marshall Plan. 
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Third the United States must work to support sustainable and environmentallyresponsible development in the less developed world. Much has been accomplished inEast Asia and Latin America in recent years, as evidenced by renewed private capitalflows and improved growth. Economic reform and commercial bank debt reductionefforts have yielded success. The developing world represents the fastest growing


market for U.S. exports.
 

At the same time, we must recognize that the future of developing countries lieswith their entrepreneurs and not with the diminishing pool of foreign aid. Infrastructuredevelopment, global growth and open markets are essential to creating new opportunitiesfor economic growth in the developing world. These efforts must be financed with thehelp of private sector financial institutions. Your creativity and ingenuity are needed inthe developing world, as well as in Russia and the other states of the former Soviet 
Union. 

This brings me to the fourh and final critical challenge. Our efforts to achieve
stronger world growth and economic reform requires further openiiig for international
trade and investment. In particular, U.S. efforts to reduce our budget and trade deficitscan succeed only in the context of a world economy that is growing and markets that are open to our exports of goods and services. 

The U.S. historically has supported open markets and free trade. As the world'slargest and strongest economy after the Second World War, we opened our markets andpromoted a multilateral framework to promote a liberal trade and investment system.These policies served the interests of al nations, including our nwn. Over thesucceeding four decades, the world has changed. Other countries, which have benefittedfrom an open trading system, must now do more to catch up by opening their markets tocreate a level playing field. The world can no longer afford "free riders". 

The recent debate over trade policies is often presented in terms of two starkalternatives. One group advocates what might be called a "naive" free trade policydesigymri to benefit consumers through lower prices and greater choice based oncompwative advantage. They fail to recognize, however, that comparative advantage iscreated, not inherited, and that nations have an interest in promoting key industries andthat they need to be able to act to deter others from erecting trade barriers. The othercamp, the so-called protectionists, view imports as a threat to domestic industry withoutconsidering the cost to consumers or the benefits of competition. 

There is a third way, which can be labeled the "export activist" perspective. Thisview recognizes that we cannot have imports witbout exports, or exports without imports.As the President stated in his American University speech, "we must compete, not 
retreat." 
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It is for this reason that the Administration is giving a high priority to three
 
critical issues.
 

o 	 First, we are moving quickly to conclude the Uruguay Round in the belief 
that a successful negotiation will strengthen the multilateral trading system,
stimulate world growth and provide more open markets for U.S. exports 
and the high paying jobs they support. 

o Second, we need to finalize NAFTA by concluding the supplemental 
agreements on the environment and labor in time to implement the 
Agreement by January 1, 1994. Mexico is a rapidly growing market for 
U.S. exports which has more than tripled since 1986. NAFTA will ensure 
that the Mexican market stays open to us and that Mexico continues to 
grow and prosper. 

o 	 Third, we are pressing Japan to undertake a larger share of the burden of 
external adjustment by promoting domestic demand-led growth and 
undertaking structural and sectoral reforms to open its markets to foreign 
goods 	and services. 

Foreign Competition in Financial Services is Welcome 

Events of recent years demonstrate that a strong financ'al system and a healthy 
economy go hand in hand. The high interest rates and slow growth of the past recession 
contributed to the real estate collapse that undermined the position of U.S. banks. The 
need for the banks to restore their financial health has been an important element in the 
slow pace of our recovery. This situation is not unique to the United States but is also
evident in the boom and bust of Japan's bubble economy and the situation in the United 
Kingdom. 

We at Treasury recognize the key role of market access to the financial sector. 
The integration of the world economy has proceeded more rapidly in the financial area 
than in any other sector. Technological changes, innovations, market liberalization and 
global integration have fundamentally altered the face of financial services in the-United 
States and abroad. They have reduced the relevance of geographical space in all 
businesses - the world ja smaller  but in 	no business have these developments been 
more pronounced than financial services. And if I may quote Joseph Schumacher, "small 
is beautiful." 

The influences of internationalization are strikingly evident in the U.S. banking
market. Let me cite several statistics: 

o As of December 1992, nearly 700 foreign bank offices representing 300 
bank families from 61 countries, were active in the Uuited States. 
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o Foreign bank business loans account for more than one-third of all U.S. 
business loans; in New York and California, they now account for more 
than half of the market. 

Foreign competition in the U.S. banking and financial services market provides 
extensive benefits to consumers, investors and domestic b _iks in the domestic economy: 

- consumers can borrow more for mortgages and at lower in~irest rates; 

- more than 200,000 jobs and nearly $11 billion in additional expenditures 
have been attributed to the activities of foreign banks in the U.S. markets. 

Opening of foreign markets to U.S. financial firms similarly provides economic
benefits to our economy. Open international financial markets provide opportunities for
U.S. banks to demonstrate their technological advantages in many products, including
derivatives, syndicated loans and securitization. Furthermore, these mazkets permit U.S.
banks to diversify geographically their asset portfolio. Finally, the effects of the
comparative advantages enjoyed by our financial firms help offset the U.S. merchandise
trade deficit. A strong financial system may begin at home, but to the extent that foreign
activities augment their performance, our economic system benefits. 

The debate on market access in financial services is quite similar to the debate on
trade in goods. Some argue we must preserve the traditional U.S. policy of
unconditional national treatment regardless of how other countries behave. Others call
for wholesale discrimination against foreign financial institutions to keep the domestic
financial system in American hands. Both approaches would throw the baby out with the 
bath water. 

A third way can be labeled the "market access activist" view which seeks to open
financial markets abroad to U.S. firms, just as foreign financial firms have access to our
market. Secretary Bentsen expressed this view when he voiced concern during his
confirmation hearings that some foreign countries still do not give U.S. banks and
securities firms a fair opportunity to compete in their financial markets. 

How to Get From Here to There? 

This Administration is committed to promoting the interest of*U.S. financial
institutions in foreign markets. Our firms are world-class competitors. They will succeed
where given the opportunity to compete. Treasury's approach will be pragmatic and
consists of three components; multilateral, regional and bilateral. Each has an 
appropriate role to play. 
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In seeking increased market access and national treatment for U.S. financial firms, 
we must be mindful that regulatory regimes and international differences in prudential
standards require that our approach to financial services negotiations must differ from
negotiations to remove barriers to trade in goods. Regulations are justifiable on 
prudential or systemic stability grounds; they should not be used to impede access by
more competitive foreign financial firms. Nevertheless, there is clear scope to achieve
improved market access in many countries and we must pursue this effort through
multilateral and bilateral negotiations. 

The Uruguay Round negotiations are now coming to a critical stage with a major
effort underway to reach agreement on market access issues among the G-7 countries by
the time of the Tokyo Summit. Our efforts in financial services, however, have been
hampered by the nature of the Uruguay Round. Thus, the most favored nation (MFN)
provision included in the Dunkel text requires countries that have open financial markets 
to extend these benefits to all countries, even those with closed markets. It provides
little incentive for countries with significant barriers to market access to liberalize. 

It is for this reason that the U.S. has taken an MFN exemption in financial 
services and it is our intention to retain that position unless and until others undertake
significant liberalization that will provide meaningful market access for our financial 
firms. 

In Latin America, the United States has made progress in obtaining increased
market access. NAFTA represents a significant step forward that will permit U.S. firms 
to establish in Mexico for the first time in 50 years, enjoy full national treatment and
equality of competitive opportunity after a short transition, and provide an effective 
dispute settlement mechanism in the hands of financial experts. The agreement is not
perfect and there is scope for future improvement, particularly in the areas oi direct
branching and cross-border provision of services. However, the chapter provides real
competitive benefits and opportunities which, of course, can only be realized when the 
Agreement is approved by Congress. 

It is our hope that the approach to financial market liberalization embodied in
NAFTA be extended to other countries in Latin America. Unfortunately, ioo many
countries in the region continue to deny market access and equality of competitive
opportunities to U.S. financial firms. Negotiations with these countries will continue. 
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Outside Latin America, we are engaged in intensive bilateial negotiations withAsian countries. As you know, we have been engaged in Yen-Dollar discussions withJapan for more than a decade. Some progress has been achieved, but it has slowed inrecent years as concerns about the fragility of the financial sector have becomeparamount. Prudential and safety and soundness considerations should not be abused inorder to discriminate or to protect domestic firms from foreign competition. As thesecond largest economy and key financial center, the time has come for Japan to do itspart to help achieve a successful Uruguay Round by liberalizing access to the financial
market in such areas as banking, corpcrate underwriting, asset management and cross

border.
 

During their meeting last month, President Clinton and Prime Minister Miyazawaagreed to develop a new framework for dealing with structural and sectoral issuesaffecting our trade relations. Intensive work is now underway with a view to having thenew framework agreed by the Tokyo Summit. I am confident that, however theframework emerges, we will be in a position to address issues of financial services with 
new energy and directed at measurable results. 

Conclusion 

Our financial firms do not ask for special treatment or for protection but simplythat they be permitted to meet the competition head to head. Our financial firms aresteeled by the growth in foreign competition in our own market. Our market is so openand competitive that, to paraphrase Frank Sinatra, if our firms can make it here, they
can make it anywhere. 

The policies of the past may no longer be appropriate for the realities of today.A trade strategy based on market access activism may require new tools. The U. S.recognizes the benefit of an open trading system and is prepared to compete, not retreat.However, we insist that the playing field be level and that we have access to others' 
markets as they have to ours. 

Thank you. 

/ 



CLINTON TRADE POLICY AND
 
LATIN AMERICA
 

Michael Kantor 
UnitedStates 

There follow excerpts of remarks before the Council's Twenty
third Annual Washington Conference, Washington, D.C., May
4. 1993. 

Let me recognize three people who are critical to this 
organization, and also provided such leadership over the 
years not only in terms of the Amei :aibut in terms of open
ing world markets, expanding trade, and doing all the things
We need to do to grow this economy as well as make trade a 
viable part of the interaction between nations: David Rocke
feller and John Avery and George Landau - I thank all three 
of you for all the help you have given past administrations and 
this administration, and all the help you've given me person
ally. And I appreciate that very, very much. 

This isa great opportunity for me and this administration to 
be here today. All of you are critically important for what we 
;are trying to do with Canada and Mexico in terms of creating
the world's largest free trade area. 

The nations of the Americas have a central place in the 
president's vision of global growth. United States exports to
the region are expanding at three times the rate of exports to 
the world as a whole. Passage of NAFTA is a clear first test of 
our collective ability to realize the promise of the Americas. 

We intend to finish the NAFTA supplement nego-
tiations this summer. We intend to take the NAFTA 
to the Congress with implementng !egislation. We 
intend to meet the January 1, 1994, deadline for 
the implementation of NAFTA. We will not open the 
text of the NAFTA fG,"renegotiation. We will have a 
NAFTA by January 1, 1994. 

We're optimistic about NAFTA because itis so clear that 
expanded trade means jobs. Let me give you an example.
Expirt jobs related to Mexico have grown from 300,000 to 
700,000 in the last five years. It is estimated the next two 
years, with NAFTA and with the supplemental agreements, 
we'll grow from 700,000 export jobs directly related to Mex-
io.to 900.000 jobs. 

Frankly, this agreement is not only in the best interest of 
Mexico and Cai:ada; it is in the best interests of the United 
States of America. Without the NAFTA, that 900,000 gain in 
L-.. jobs would turn quickly into 500,000 jobs. Frankly, there 
are 400,000 jobs at stake. If we don't get the NAFTA and 
these supplemental agreements, those exports jobs will be 
lost; investment will leave Mexico, and this growing con-
surmer market will be lost to U.S. businesses. And we will pay
with 400,000 jobs, something we can't afford to see happen. 

We are working intensely to create supplementary agree

'radeRepresentative 

ments to the NAFTA that deal with labor rights, and protect
ing the environment. These are not just the concern of the 
Congress. They also reflect President Clinton's belief that the 
original agreement simply had too many serious omissions. 

Let me run down the six major tenets of these supplemental 
agreements and of other matters that we must address before 
we send the NAFTA to the Congress. 

* 	First of all, one that, is unilateral to the United States: we 
must have an adjustment assistance program for Ameri
can workers who will be dislocated. There will be some 
dislocations in this economy - they'll be small, they'll be 
localized, and they can be dealt with. But we are going to 
have to deal with this as a country as a whole and we're 
going to have to work with the Congress to get it done. 

* S.cond, we must have border cleanup. The chief prob
lem is how we're going to fund it. 

* 	Third, we need to make sure that the same kinds of 
reforms the Mexican government has already agreed to 
with regard to intellectual property rights are applied to 
worker standards and the environment as well. 

* 	Fourth, we should make sure that we strengthen the 
safeguards against import surges. Sections 801 and 802 
protect against surges of imports which disrupts either 
employment or any particular industry. We're going to 
try to add some strength to those agreements with these 
supplementary ag~eements. 
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" Fifth, we are going to try to promote wages tied to 
productivity. 

* Last, we are going to try to establish two commissions; 
one on worker standards and safety, the other on the 
environment. And we will have teeth at the end of this 
process. What does that mean? We're going to have to 
have some enforcement powers that don't do two things: 
one, tread o, the sovereignty of any nation, and two, 
don't exercise supranational powers. 

These supplementary agreements do not agree in and of 
themselves that NAFTA will have smooth sailing when it 
reaches the floor of the House and the Senate. There must be 
an active political constituency making a case for NAFTA. 

Put simply, momentum does not happen by chance. Earlicr 
this month, I met with your honorary chairperson, David 
Rockefeller. In that meeting he indicated the strong sup-
port of the Council for the agreement. Your support
for NAFTA, your willingness to make a strong case 
for its passage is needed at this critical juncture. 

Congress needs to know what NAFTA means in terms of 
jobs, investment and direct benefits to the Americaii people.
The message must be clear and simple: export, create high. 
wage, high skill jobs. 

NAFTA should also be seen as a way to strengthen our 
ability to compete in the global market place. If the United 
States does nothing to compete as the EC gains market 
strength and Japan reaches out to its Asian neighbors, we will 
surely find ourselves at a competitive disadvantage, 

NAFTA, then, represents a clear opportunity for the 
United States to strengthen its overall competitive position in 
the global economy. 

...
we willproceedby 
expanding the ATAFTA through 
accession orbilateralagreements 

to countriesof CentralandSouth 
America." 

Let us also keep very much in mind the importance of 
passage of the NAFTA to the rest of Latin America and our 
lknger-term effort to expand U.S. exports and trade in the 
Americas. President Clinton has already indicated his support
for additional free trade agreements for successful market-
oriented economies in the region. 

Our efforts to secure these new agreements will come into 
play once NAFTA and the Uruguay Round are successfully 
concluded this year, and in the context of the administration's 
global trade policy. 

Council of the Americas 
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Specifically, how we address the task of opening markets in 
the Americas is still to be decided. I am fully aware of Latin 
America's interest in and support for continued U.S. engage
ment in the region on trade and investment issues. I'm also 
cognL'ant of the U.S. private sector's view on the Americas. 

We intend to remain engaged. Our overall policy
towarL's Latin America and the Caribbean is clear: 
we will p.'oceed by expanding the NAFTA through 
accession or bilateral agreements to countries of 
Central and South Ame"ica. We will seek a separate 
fast track mechanism for trade agreements in addi
tion to our request pertaining to the Uruguay 
Round. 

Furthermore, the administration is committed to a free 
trade agreement with Chile and is interested in additional 
agreements with other economies in the region. Every effort 
should be made to create stepping stones that will eventually 
lead to free trade agreements with other Latin American 
countries. We are open to additional mini-agreements, for 
lack of a better term, that are consistent with GATT rules. 
We're prepared for example, to pursue bilateral investmen: 
treaties and bilateral intellectual property agreements.

The efforts by countries of the region to lower barriers 
among themselves is extremely important. We strongly 
encourage continuing efforts at GATT-consistent regional 
integration. 

All of these efforts should be seen as stepping stones 
toward the larger goal of hemispheric free trade. Working
together, we can unleash the tremendous potential for jobs, 
trade and investment throughout the Americas. This will fuel 
the growth of jobs and a growth of businesses and investment 
in the Untied States, and allow us to pursue our market
opening ambitions not only in South America and in the 
Americas, but also to provide the hub between the two 
fastest-growing regions in the world, Asia and the Americas. 

Question and Answer Sessio'z 

Q: Ambassador Kantor, your talk today is very clear, veryspecific, yet a lot of whpt we read in the newspaper doesn't 
seem to come across the way you c.,ne across today. Can you 
comment on that and why the press reports things a little 
distorted? 

AMBASSADOR KANTOR: I think the press does a 
good job in reporting on this. 

This administration's position on this issue, the NAFTA 
and the supplemental agreements, is absolutely clear. Since 
October 4, 1992, our position on this issue has not changed 
one iota. 

Q: Would you consider the possibility of negotiating a free 
trade agreement with subregional groups such as the Andean 
Pact? 

AMBASSADOR KANTOR: We would consider that. 
We've not really reache l that discussion, to be frank. Thp
President has already supported the accession of Chile to the 
NAFTA as soon as possible after it goes into effect. 

Obviously, Argentina and Venezuela would be proper sub
jects for discussions after Chile. But we have not talked spe
cifically about Andean Pact countries. 
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Q: Mr. Ambassador, could you comment, sir, on the state of 
congestion in the Congress that we will experience this com-
ing fall with the number of major proposals which seem to be 
headed for decisions in that time period? 

AMBASSADOR KANTOR: We hope that by the time 
we get to the fall, when we believe the NAFTA - with the 
supplemental agreements and the implementation legislation 
- will be in front of the Congress, that the President's eco-
nomic program will be passed. 

The question is whether or not the Congress and the admin-
istration can deal with so many major issues at one time. I 
believe the Congress and the administration are perfectly able 
to handle both of these issues at the same time, meaning* 
health care and the NAFTA. Remember, the Uruguay Round 
is going to be, hopefully, right behind it. We intend to con-
clude the Uruguay Round by December 15, but, of course,
there's a 120-day notice period to the Congress. 

Q: What are the differences in trade policy between this 
administration 	and the previous one? 


AMBASSADOR KANTOR: 
 More active, engaged 
and engaged is number one. Number two, we have tied our 
trade policy and international economic policy to domestic 
policy directly. Number three, the President has made it clear 
that our domestic economic strength is our national security. 
And number four, the President has clearly committed the 
United States to lead global growth. Those are just four obvi-
ously riajor differences, I think, between this administration 
and, frankly, the past two administrations, 

Q: The position of this administration on trade has been 
described as "free trade, but" - I wonder if you could elabo-
rate on what the "but" might mean. The term "managed 

trade" is often heard. 


AMBASSADOR KANTOR: I've never 
used the term 
"free trade, but"  but I will be glad to try to answer the 
implication in your question. We are deeply committed to 

opening markets and expanding trade. 


So, one, we want to negotiate on three different levels 
-
bilateral, regional, and multilateral. Two, we want to enforce 
trade agreements to build strength and credibility in the sys-
ten. And three, we would like to enhance a rule-based system
which everyone lives with. What we need to do is open mar-
kets and expand trade in every way within reason. 

Every time I hear someone called a name - they're protec-
tionists, they're free traders, they're managed traders, they're
results-oriented - it has no meaning for me. Frankly, I'm an 
agnostic when it comes to this. 

What I hopefully am is pragmatic and practical, working 
within a vision set by a President I work for. And I want to get
results. I want results and agreements. That's not results-
oriented in the sense of managed trade, but results-oriented in 
growing markets for American businesses and workers. 

Q: How can we be helpful in th, education process with 
Congress? 

AMBASSADOR KANTOR: We would love to see as 
much support as possible for the NAFTA, and for the 
Uruguay Round. 

We would like to see this organization, as it has in the past 
- you have been engaged in these activities for years. All of 
you have been enormously important to it. The kinds of advo-

cacy you can bring to building U.S. trade - bringing the 
Americas together - is extremely important.

Q: How do you reconcile the deficit reduction goals of this 
administration with the increased spending likely to result 
from something like border cleanup?
 

AMBASSADOR KANTOR: The 
 border cleanup is 
going to be fairly costly. We're going to try to be somewhat 
creative in how we provide for a funding mechanism for that 
in order to: one, be successful; and two, not have a major 
budgetary impact. 

Q: We have legislation at the moment to help the smaller 
nations, the Caribbean Basis countries. That he!p is being
eroded somewhat by the shift in emphasis towards Mexico 
and Latin America. I'm wondering what the administration's 
policy will be to continue this commitment which we have to 
the CBI countries? 

AMBASSADOR KANTOR: We're going to continue 
the commitment. We have obviously seen the problem, and 
we're trying to work on it. We have not reached a conclusion 
how best to intersect those two concerns. 

Q: Has the administration taken a position with respect to 
the proposed border transaction tax?
 

AMBASSADOR KANTOR: No. That has been one 
of 
the ideas that has been advanced in terms of how to fund 
border cleanup. One of the concerns with it, of course, is that 
as you lower tariffs and hopefully go zero-to-zero - which the 
NAFTA would do - there are some people who believe that 
to have a border transaction tax is counterproductive because 
what you're trying to do is lower all tariffs between countries, 
not raise a transaction fee in order to cut against what you've
just achieved. I believe that by the time we get to mid-July, 
we'll have a good package of approaches to this problem 
which will maLe the border cleanup effective. 

Q: Mr. Kantor, what arguments are you and your team 
using in Congress with expected opponents of the NAFTA to 
get them to go along with NAFTA? 

AMBASSADOR KANTOR: Well, the arguments we're 
using are the same arguments you heard here today. The 
arguments are about American jobs and American business. 
It's about growing our economy. It's about making sure that 
we make the largest free trade zone in the world effective. 

We're arguing that the supplemental agreements - which 
will protect the environment and protect worker standards, 
will harmonize worker standards all over North America, the 
number of jobs we'll create, the ability then for the Uniied 
States to become the hub between the Pacific Basin and the 
Americas - are in the best interest of the United States of 
America. 

Q: Ambassador, you've shown a lot of optimism about 
NAFTA, and that is, of course, very important for Mexico, 
perhaps for Chile, maybe in the long run for the rest of the 
Latin American countries. But for the near future, for many 
countries of Latin America, perhaps more important than 
NAFTA is the Urugaay Round. I would like you to comment 
whether you are as optimistic with the Uruguay Round as you
are for NAFTA. 

AMBASSADOR KANTOR: Let's sy I'm encouraged. 
What we're attempting to do is work on market access in the 
Uruguay Round and have a preliminary agreement on market 
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access, especially in the industrial products area and the ser
vices area, prior to the G-7 meetings in Tokyo. So at the G-7 
meeting we can have some positive news from those leaders
about the Uruguay Round. Which will then, we hope, give 
great impetus to the Round itself in other areas that we'll 
have to negotiate subsequent to that. 

Q: Mr. Ambassador, one person who poisons the well is
Ross Perot. What do you think the strategy should be to 
neutralize.., 

AMBASSADOR KANTOR: The one question I would 
have for Mr. Perot is to tell me how things are going to get
substantially better without the NAFTA and these supple-
mental agreements than with them? If he can tell me how they
will get better, how we will create more jobs, how we'll clean 
up the border, how we'll deal with workers' standards, how 
we'll deal with the environment, how we'll make sure we 
create jobs and deal with the growing economies of the Amer-
icas without the NAFTA and the supplemental agreements, 
I'd be willing to listen. But I have yet to hear that from Mr. 
Perot. But until he has come up with such a plan, I think that 
we ought to concentrate on what we're trying to do and not on 
what he's saying. 

CLINTON ON NAFTA
 
There follow excerpts from remarks by President Bill Clinton 
before the Export-ImportBank Conference, Washington, D.C., 
May 6,1993. 

I want to say a special word about our opportunities in our 
own backyard in Latin America. Latin America is reigning in 
its debt and what is emerging from a more stable economy is 
a populace clamoring for consumer products and entrepre
neurs who are shopping for capital goods. it's a market for 
our exports that is growing at three times the rate of any
other market in the world. That is why I strongly support the 
North American Free Trade Agreement, with the supplemen
tal agreements we are presently negotiating with Canada and 
Mexico relating to labor and the environment. 

NAFTA will help us to unlock a market that will create 
hundreds of thousands of high-paying jobs. And NAFTA,
therefore, is a high priority for this administration. The rea
son it is so controversial is that the American people have 
seen 12 years in which their wages have gone down and 3 
years in which we actually have fewer private sector jobs.
And everybody is afraid of change. But the only way a rich 
country can grow richer is by exporting more and by lhaving 
more partners and economic progress. And if we can make 
this agreement with Mexico work, th-n we can move forward 
to the other market economies of Latin America - to Chile, to 
Argentina, to any number of other nations who want to be a 
part of this kind of partnership. I think it is very, very 
important. 

Just listen to this: exports to Canada already support 1.5 
million American jobs. And in the past five years, the number 
of American jobs tied to Mexico have grown from 300,000 to 
700,000, almost exclusively because of the unilateral reduc
tion of trade restrictions by Mexico, which have allowed the 
volume of two-way trade to go up, and the trade deficit to be 
erased. These are very encouraging signs. We project another 
200,000 good jobs if we can have a successful implementation 
of the NAFTA process. 

Council of the Americas
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Trade and the environment
 
The following are excerpts from an ad. 
dress by GATT Deputy Direcior-General 
Charles R.Carlisle to the National Wil-
dlife Federation's "Synergy '93' meeting 
on 26 January1993 inWashington,D.C.: 

There am several important questions 
on the issue of trade and the environ-

ment that need to be addressed by the 
international community: 

First, should trade restrictions be used 
to inhibit "production pollution"? By
"production pollution" I mean the pollu-
tion that arises from making something, 
as distinct from "consumption pollution", 
which arises from the use of a product, 

The GAIT allows trade restrictions on 
products whose use or very presence 
causes pollution. But them is nothing in 
the GATr or in the draftUruguay Round 
text which permits trade restrictions based 
on production methods, 

Z6 

GAIT Deputy Director-General Charles 
R.Carlisle: for a constructive alliance. 

Should tharm be? This is a question 
which governments will have to address, 
no doubt with a lotof input fromyou. 
Apart from the environmental arguments
that have to be carefully thought through, 
restricting tae on the ginunds of how a 
product has b-en harvested or manufac, 
tured raises fundamental commercial 
issues that business interests will have to 
weigh .efully and take a position on. 

Scond, if trademeasures are to be used 
to enforce production pollutionstandards, 
who should e t .hose standards? Individ-
ual governments, or the international 
community, acting through negotiated 
agreements? 

It seems to me tia we cannot liav,ta 
system in which individual governmenu, 
however wise, however well intention, 
can set standards not only for thetnselves 
but for other natonis as well. hat would 
be a prescription, I should think, for con-
tinuous conflict 

If production and process standards am 

to be enforced by trade restrictions then 
those standards, Ibelieve, will have to be 
agreed intenationally. And GAIT i not 
theorganization in which thosu standards 
should be negotiated; tat has to La done 
in international bodies possessing com
petence on environmental matters. 

Third, to what extent should environ
mental standards be hannonized interna
tionally? This q;estion takes as of course 
tothe level-playing-field argument. Ifea
vironmental standards in country X are 
much mor lenient than those in country 
Y. will not producers in X have a compe
titive advantage over those in Y, and will 
not producers in Y move plants to take 
advantage of less demanding mgulations? 

Perhaps some would argue for har
monization at the highest possible level, 
but both instinct and experience say that 
that is not negotiable. Indeed. I noticed 
that the U.S. Vice President, in his best. 
sellew, Earth in the Balance, speaking 
about "a newv generation of international 
agreements", says, "these agreement must 
be especially sensitive to the vast dif. 
ferenccs of capability ad need between 
developed and undeveloped nations". 
Good advice, it seems to me. 

Fourth. should the trade provisions of 
international environmental agreements 
be applied to non-signatories with GATT 
rights? These agreements have trade pro
visions for good renson. Of course the 
signatories can agree to whatever they
wish, but problems can arise when those 
trade provisions are applied to non-signa
tories. 

Fifth, and finally, are trade restrictions 
the fight way or the best way to enforce 
environmental standards? Many profes
sional economists will argue that trade 
restrictions should not be used for such a 
purpose or used only rarely and as alast 
resort; money and the transfer of technol
ogy are, in their view, the preferred op 
tions. 

All countries have a vital stakein strong 
environmental protection and thank 
heaven that organizations like yours are 
fighting hard for this goal. But it is also 
very much in the interest of the internm
tional community that the Uruguay 
R und cad successfilly. 

The question, it seems to me, is not 
which intemst is paramount but how can 
they be reconciled? Whit we need to do is 
to forge a constructive and mutually sup. 
porting alliance between trade liberaliza
tion on the one hand and ervironmental 
protection on the other. That will not be 
an easy task but if we talk and rason with 
each other, it can be done. 
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BEYOND for North America? 
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and William B.P. RobsonR A 
Labor and Environmental IssuesEnvronLabo an enta IsuesCanada, The North American Free Td 	Agreement (AFrA) signed byunder the NAFTA 	 the Unied Staes, and Mexico In Augst 1992 will, If Ira

plemented, represent a long step forwad the economic Integra
tion of North America. The agreement will eliminate most barriers 
to trade In goods, liberalize crossberder flows of services and capital,

Jonothan Lemco 	 and open new areas of government procurement In each country to
businesses in the other tw. Confidence and certainty in economic
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relations among the three countries wIll be strengthened by the
OdOt's NAFIA's rules of origin and its protection cf intellectual property

and by Its preservation and extension of the dispute settlement" machinery of the Canada-US Free Trade Agreement (FTA). It shouldalso be stressed that the NAFTA provides a framework within which 
other countries can join the free trade area. 

Economic theory, bolstered by extensive experience with International trade liberalization, suggests that the new free trade area 
would bring important gains in incomes and output in all three countries, although there will be some job loss due to industrial restructuring. The removal of trade barriers is expected to lower prices for 
consumers and improve the competitiveness of existing businesses,while opening opportunities for new ventures. Mexico, in particular,
would gain more secure access to the markets of trading partners. 

C;In-'hi-Ani-ric-an Commit, 
This greater security should bring new investment in its wake and
enhance economic growth, which, in turn, will present new expoi topportunities for those partners. These arguments weigh in favor ofSponsored by speedy implementation of the agreement by the three countries. 
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2 Jonathan Lnnw and William B. Rob. n 

Trade Liberalization: 

The Social Dimension 

Inevitably, however, the debate over implementation of the NAFTA 
will force attention to broader social issues. Such issues as the 
distribution of income and wealth among the population generally,among diffelent occupations, and among regions, and the ability of 
governments to provide social programs are considerauons as cen-
tral to trade initiativesas theyare toany economic policy. ocial goals
such as these rank high on the political agendas of all democratic 
countries. Many countries have enshrined principles such as the
right to work, the right to health care, and provision of social insur-
ance as constitutional principles. All are regularly held accountable 
for their performance in these areas by voters, 

The fate of international !rade agreements can depend at least 
as much on public perceptions of their broad social consequences as 
on specific details of tariffs, quotas, and provisions for specific
industries. The Canadian debate over the FTA illustrated this fact. 
Opponents argued tha: freer trade would bring about lower wages
and greater regional disparities, lower the capacity of governments 
to provide health care and unemployment insurance, and debase 
Canada's standards for worker and consumer safety and environ-
mental protection.] 

Concern over the broader social goals that governments can 
protect and promote has again become prominent in the debate over 
the NAFTA. In both Canada and the United States, there are many
who fear that existing protections for labor and the environment, as 
well as other social programs, could be threatened by freer interna-
tional trade. These people suggest that the adjustment costs of freer 
trade in North America will fall disproportionately on certain re-
gions, and that poorerareas will loosen theirstandardsand cut social 
programs in a "race to the bottom" to attract new capital investment
and jobs. Looking ahead to further trade liberalization, such con-

Se1988.for
example,The Pro-Canada Network, "What's the Big Dl?'(Toronto,

1988). 

A Socia ChaLr forNorth Am"rica? 

cerns seem certain to be prominent, particularly given the likelihood 
of persistent slow global economic growth and chronic environmen
tal stress. 

Nonprotectionlst Responses to
Social Concerns about Freer Trade 
Concern about the possible adverse effects of freer trade on broad
social goals can take the form of straightforward opposition to 
international trade. During the second half of the twentieth century,
however, all countries have become more dependent on interna
cional trade. Moreover, there is convincing evidence from around the 
world that outward-oriented development strategies stressing Inter
nationa! L--:!z provide better living standards than inward-oriented 
stratrgies. As a result, strategies seeking maximum self-suffciency 
nr r.'en autarky have been largely discredited. 

Instead, there has been growing attention toward a strategy of 
combining agreements for freer trade with agreements on other 
issues. One prominent candidate for inclusion is labor standards. 
The European Community (EC) has made a "social charter' 
providing forgender equality in the workplace,support fordisabled 
persons at work. greater worker particiFation in decisionmaking,
health and safeLy requirements, and other related provisions - a 
part of its program of economic integration. Many in the Canadian 
labor movement, and some US trade unionists as well, perceive an 
EC-style social charter as one way of protecting worker interests in 
North America. The potential for an EC-style charter to provide
long-term benefits is a theme of several contributors to this volume. 
Environmental protection is also a key area for potential inclusion insuch dual agreements?2 

2 Itis worth emphasizing that a dual strategy linking frecrtrade with protectionfor labor and environmental standards is an alternative to protectionism that is 
quitedistinct fromanother alternative to traditional trade barriers  'managed
or -strategic- trade policies.-Strategic- trade policies tend to be dominated by
concerns about the tilt- of the playing field - about beggar-thy-neighbor... 
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This outward orientation on the part of those concerned about
social issues is evident in the increased level of cooperation between 
labor unions and environmental advocacy groups across Canada,
the United States, and Mexico in pursuing their goals with regard to
the NAFTA. Cross-country links in the business community are noth-
ing new. But unions such as the Amalgamated Clothing and Textile 
Workers' Union and the International Ladies' Garments Workers' 
Union are participating in hemispheric meetings to defend the inter-
estsoftheirmembersthroughout the Americasand intheCaribbean.
Other unions are following suit and forming common agendas.

The text of the NAFTA agreement makes some gestures in the
direction of these social concerns. In its preamble, for example, it 
states the commitment of the three countries to "protect, enhance 
and enforcebasic workers' rights." It reaffirms thecommitments that 
Mexico and the United States have made to environmental protec-
tion along their border. And its investment provisions renounce the
lowering of environmental standards to attract new fir-ms. For those 
concerned about a North America-wide race to the bottom in laborand environmental standards, however, these assurances are cold
comfort. Whether the NAFTA should be accompanied by more
specific and binding agreements in these areas  a social charter for
North America  is the question addressed by the contributors to 
this volume. 

How Broad Should the 

Scope of Trade Agreements Be? 

In broad terms, this issue boils down to a question that is becoming
familiar in all international trade forums: How far, and by what 
_on 

Not, 2- m'd, 

...strategies that attempt to establish dominance in leading edge high-value-addoc'sectors, leaving trade partnerstospecializeindoclining, low-valueddcd areas. "'cial charter' strategies. on the other hind. tend to be motivated by
concerns about the 'level of the playing field - about ensuring that races to thebottom are avoided so that each trading partner can have high and risingstandards in areas such as labor practices and environmental protection. 

A socid Charter-fr Norh Americ? 

means, is it legitimate foronecountry to use trade policies to respond
to the domestic policies of its trading partners? There is nothing
remarkable, for example, about a country changing its tariffs in 
response to changes in another country's tariffs. But what about a 
country changing its tariffs in response to another country's labor
standards, environmental controls, or social welfare programs? The 
essays that follow illustrate the wide spectrum of possible responses 
to this question. 

It is possible to argue for a minimal free trade position thatmakes the smallest possible demands on domestic policies. At the 
other extreme is a maximal position that submits a wide range of
domestic policies to the control of an international agency. To antic
ipate some of the discussion in the essays that follow, it is useful to
highlight some of the tradeoffs involved in moving across this 
spectrum by sketching briefly three points along it. 

A Minimal Position 
A minimal position would restrict the reach of international trade 
agreements to traditional instruments of trade policy In this view,
tariffs, quotas, and other measures that govern trade across borders 

are a legitimate concern of trade treaties. Other policies affecting the 
production and consumption of tradable goods and services are not. 

Because policies such as lax emission controls for airbornepollutants have spillover effects - imposing burdens that fall not 
only on the population of the host country, but also on the population 
of its neighbors  a minimal position does recognize some basis for
subjecting them to international constraints. But the onus is squarelythose who argve for international controls to demonstrate that 
spillover effects are a clear and pressing problem for neighboring 
countries. 

The minimal approach has the virtue of making it hard tomanipulate trade policy ;or protectionist ends. It limits the range of 
instruments that trade agreements may deal with and the types ofspillovers that trading partners can react against. It thus gives few 
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levers to special interests that might invoke lofty social principles 
simply to obtain protection from legitimate foreign competition. By
keeping the bulk of domestic policies beyond the reach of superna-
tional control, the minimal position also honors a principle known 
in the European context as "subsidiarity." Subsidiarity presumes 
that functions ofgovernment should be located as close to the people 
as is practical, r-ther than being exercised by central authorities. 
Subsidiarity offers the greatest degree of flexibility to all countries 
- and to regions within countries - in their search for economic 
d evelopment. 

However, the minimal position deprives governments of tools 
of commercial policy that can be used to pursue a variety of social 
goals. Open borders increase the sensitivity of social outcomes in one 
country :o the social policies of its partners. Whatever the virtues of 
subsidiarity may be - and however great respect for the choices of 
other countries would be in an ideal world - there are not many
who would advocate unrestricted free trade with a country where, 
for example, slave labor was widespread. Less extreme examples
also illustrate the point. Policies that affect the distribution of income 
among dilferent categories of workers in one country may affect the 
distribution of income in countries with whom it has trading agree-
ments in ways they do not like. A minimalist position lin, !s the 
options available to those trading partners to curb those effects, 

A Middle-of-the-Road Position 

At the middle of the spectrum is a position that regards a range of
domestic policies as potential subjects of international agreements.
The commercial policies of both the United States and Canada 
frequently respond to actions of actual and potential trading part-
ners that are quite far removed from traditional instruments of trade 
policy.3The introduction of subjects such as intellectual property and 

3 For example, the US Generalized System of Preferences providing preferential 
market access to less-developed countries imposes conditions related to labor
practices and protection of intellectual property 

A -Scial Charter for North Anci? 

"trade-related investment measures" into the multilateral trade ne
gotiations under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) 
can be seen as moving international trade relations toward this 
middle position. 

This more expansive position iLattractive for several reasons. 
On a technical or economic level, it recognizes that trade policy and 
other economic strategies are often not easily distinguishable. If a 
trading partner thwarts the intent of a freer trade agreement by, say,
invoking consumer protection in order to erect formidable technical 

ob ic g ns p r t lid eo m ore h t f o ab n 
obstades to import , a trade agreement that narrowly focuses on 
traditional trade policy instruments would be of little help. 

From a broader perspective, the mortexpansive position re
sponds to the desire for governments to mntch losses of economic 
leverage in commercial policy with new ecnomic tools elsewhere. 
Inpart, this position responds to changes i thedrelative importance
of various policy instruments. When tariff andb other trade barriers 
aresubstantial,variationsinpoliciessucha, Liborstandardsorsocial 
benefits will have a relatively small impa=t on competitiveness; 
when trade is freer, these variations loom larger. Sensitivity also 
draws countries toward this position. The mcre a set of trading 
partne-s is exposed to the consequences o' each other's policies in 
areas such as labor standards, the more sa-i each will want to have 
in those policies. In his contribution to this v 'Iume,Peter Morici talks 
of "proximity" between two countries as a critical factor in determin
ing how far trade negotiations should infrrige on domestic policy
prerogatives in these areas. 

On a political level, more expansive trade agreements may
make liberalized trade more legitimate in the mind of the public,
since they enhance the sense that all countries are playing by the 
same rules. Many economists argue that reLiliating against the "un
fair" policies of a trading partner is usually more damaging than 
ignoring them. But the image of the unlevel playing field is powerful, 
and it is hard to maintain a liberal trading system in the face of
wiesrd publi tin a he tr side i chea Th 
widespread public perception that the other side is cheating. The 
proliferation of countervailing duty actions by the world's major 
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trade powers has made international codes tying trade actions to vocates ofasocialcharterin theCanadian Constitution, forexample,domestic subsidies more desirable. 

A more expansive position is not, however, without costs. As 

cited the need to forestall an interprovincial 
race to the bottom in.:,cial
the range of policies that are treated as legitimate targets for trade 
policies in order to attract investment in an increasingly inte

policy widens, so does the scope for protectionism. Also, the more 
grated national and world economy.

The drawbacks of the maximal position emerge quite readilydomestic policies are subject to binding international agreements,
the less individual countries 	 from this discussion. It gives protectionism a wide range of respect- and the area bound by the agree-mentsasa whole-areable to benefit from thediversityofapproaches 

able covers. Also, binding central direction violates the principle of 
to economic problems that plays such a key role in economic devel-	

subsidiarity, imposing uniform policies on populations who may
opment over time. 	 have sharply differing needs and desires and threatening to infringe

national sovereignty out of proportion to the benefits obtained. 

A Maximal Position 
Synopsis of the ContributionsAt the opposite end of the spectrum from the minimal position isaview that would subject 	 The varying approaches taken by the contributors to this volume toa wide variety of economic and socialpolicies within the trade area to binding central direction. At the 
the question of whether the NAFTA should be accompanied by a 

extreme, a maximal regime would in effect turn the area into some-	
social charter show how different the somewhat abstract skeletonjust described can look when covered with the flesh and blood of thething akin to a federal state, with the member states forming theconstituent units. actual North American situation. 

Elizabeth De Boer and Gilbert Winham open the volume withThe maximal position is likely to be associated with closer andmore comprehensive projects of economic integration. When coun-
an examination of the social charter idea, drawing on its antecedents 

tries renounce the use of standard tools of commercial policy, as 
in the process of European economic and political integration and inCanada's constitutional negotiations. They providealready noted, they increase the sensitivity of economic outcomes a brief back

within their borders to events outside. When, like the members of 
ground to the EC and Canadian debates, noting that the EC's soal 

the EC, they go further, increasing labor mobility and even planning 
charter is part of a program of integration and change, while in theCaradian context it is morea single currency, this sensitivity 	 inward-looking and nationalist. Theyis multiplied. Accordingly, thedesire to recapture at the center 	 stress that proponents of a social charter in Canada tend to opposesome of the control lost at thenational level is strong. The maximal position can be justified as 
the NAFTA, as they did the FTA. While not advocating any specificposition on the minimal/maximal spectrum, De Boer and Winhamputting a variety of economic and social programs into a coherent"nationbuilding" package. A federalist impulse clearly underlies 	
contrast the NAFTA with the more maximal FC and Canadiansituations. They conclude that it is unlikely that a social charter agreemuch of the pressure for r,social charter and other elements of ment will be concluded alongside the NAFTA, but they speculateEuropean political integration.By putting broader social policies under the umbrella of a that the issue will arise again insubsequent hemispheric trade talks.binding agreement, they may be protected from potential degrada-

Sidney Weintraub and Jan Gilbreath take a position near themiddle of the spectrum. They argue that, unlike Canada and thetion because of increased competitive pressures of freer trade. Ad- United States under the FTA, the three partners in the NAFFA must 
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deal with environmental and labor matters because of Mexico'smuch different political and economic structures. They point out thegrowing recognition of the link between trade and the environment,
especially as they have been revealed by the problems on the US-Mexico border. They argue that Mexico has been increasing itsefforts, and they discuss the US-Mexico border environmental planin this light. The biggest obstacle to trilateral environmental stan-dards is, in their view, the lack of infrastructure and financial re-
sources in Mexico. The same difficulties limit Mexico's ability to reactto US and Canadian criticisms of Mexican labor laws. They concludethat, as trade ties increase - as integration proceeds and incomesand living standards rise - there will be less objection on theMexican side to concluding side agreements on social issues. Ac-cordingly, they suggest that a tiered approach may be possible, withimmdiglyate y ggre (st th as e d pprometiacsu en ps swithsimmediate agreement on a set of (sometimes uneven) standards incertain areas and harm onization in other areas over the longer termas higher Mexican incomes make it more realistic, 


Closer to the 
 mimakl end of the spectrum is Robert Howselorserntthe mcompreende serum
a 
 t
who presents a comprehensive isgReritHo,case for establishing a "right toadjustment" for displaced workers alongside the NAFTA agree-menL His case rests on two principal lines of argument: first, that
ethics and economic considerations favor a reliable safety net for
displaced workers; second, that a commonly agreed "right to adjust-
ment" would limit the future scope for protectionist actions by thethreecountries. He argues that domestic remedies should be the firstrecourse of displaced workers but that a trinational committee of
experts could evaluate the adequacy of each country's adjustment
assistance and judge appeals by displaced workers who fail to
receive satisfaction from domestic authorities. He recommends that
the provision of adjustment assistance should be a precondition forthe imposition of trade barriers in response to job losses and thatadjustment programs in each country should be protected fromcou ntervail by its partners.D 

William Watson, by contrast, argues for a minirro-] approach.He registers a number of philosophical and practical objections to 

A SociaChate for North Aneum? if 

what he sees as a social charter's central purpose: the forcing up ofMexican real wages. He notes the asymmetry in proposals fora socialcharter binding on Mexico alone, and he asks if the greater politicalintegration implied by a charter would be acceptable to the UnitedStates and Canzda if all three countries were bound equally. Hestress 
 the economic basis for Mexico's low wages: plentiful laborsupply and low productivity. Unless these conditions change, asocial c.arter that, for example, mandates better working conditionsis likely to depress othercomponents of laborcompensation. Watsonconcludes by noting that certain circumstances - national securityor deeply offensive social policies - can justify denying marketaccess to other countries but warns that protectionism can only becurbed if these judgments are made multilaterally and ifdemocraticcountries give each other the benefit of the doubt.Peter Morici wraps up the volume by asking what criteria areuseful in decidinghul n how cernfar and by what means internationalinterna ti tradeu s c byw h at ons o r
treaties should concern themselves with variations inadomestic labor 
and environmental policies. He argues that the position ofanysingletrade agreement on the ninimnal/maximial spectrum will depend onthe proximity of the countries involved - particularly the degree towhich one country's labor and environmental conditions are exposed to policies in the others. Like Weintraub and Gilbreath andWatson, Morici emphasizes that much of the reason that Mexicodoesnot enforce its existing labor and environmental laws is its lack offinancial and technical resources. Fie therefore suggests that Mexico
ought to be assisted financially and technically in order to enforcestandards in these areas. He argues that making implementation ofthe NAFrA contingent on agreement with, and enforcement of,common standards will be more effective thian threats of sanctions 
and countervailing duties. 

Drawing Conclusions 
r w n Co c u i s
 

The variety of positions presented in these essays clearly rules outany hard and fast conclusions about the extent to which Canada, the 
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United States, and Mexico should conclude NAFTA-related agree-
ments on laborand environmental issues. Indeed, the purpose of this 

What guidancedo these two considerations offer? Those people 
volume is to air a who are enthusiastic about the gains to be had from liberalized traderange of opinions rather than to present firm in North America should riot wish to put those gains at risk. Tooconclusions. Nonetheless, a consideration of two themes may pro- vigorous anadvocacy of a minimal approach to North American freevide some guidance about where the three countries ought to come trade, with no trilateral agreementsdown on the minimal/maxinial spectrum. on labor and environmental 

First, the authors generally accept that the economic case for 
standards, may cause the NAFTA to be rejected by legislators and 

greater trade liberalization in North America is strong. Freer trade 
electorates who require evidence that labor and environmental stan

offers a much-needed boost to Mexico's living standards, enhanced 
dards are not threatened. And those people who are enthusiastic 

competitiveness for North American industry more generally, and 
about raising labor and environmental standards in North America 
- and particularly in Mexicobenefits to consumers. There - should be mindful of the importare cases - particularly along theUS-Mexico border ance of strong commercial relations in achieving those ends. Too- where freer trade may be accompanied by forceful a position in favor of a maximal approach to labor andspillovers that need bilateral or multilateral attention. In some indus-

tries, improved environmental issues could gut the trade liberalization provisions ofaccess by Mexican producers to US and Canadian
markets will put downward pressure on US and Canadian wages. 

the NAFTA or cause it to collapse altogether. If that is the outcome, 
But past experience of trade liberalization suggests strongly that 

both the leverage the agreement would have provided in furtheringthose goals and the trade-related gains that would have made fasterthere is little reason to fear that reducing the remaining barriers totrade in North America will suddenly unleash a massive race to the 
Mexican progress in these areas possible will be lost.

bottom in labor and environmental standards, 
Finding the right point at which to balancc these forces is the

The essays in this volume also reflect the belief that the NAFTA 
challenge now facing politicians and citizens whose task it is to

will increase the sensitivity of each partner to economic 
evaluate the NAFTA and decide whether, and possibly how, todevelop-dpoiyhgs otcherwillm rents thesensitivity implement it. The NAFTA's potential to sernertoeonoic deiop- e as a framework for awider free trade area and the relevance of these debates to futurements and policy changes in the others. Closer economic integrationwill increase the legitimate interest of each partner in social, labor, 
trade liberalizations naike our decision especially important.

and environmental policies in the others that affect its own citizens.
And the obligation of countries to look after those whose livingstandards are threatened by changes in trade policy is a prominent
theme in most of these essays. The European debate over the EC's
social charter and the debate in Canada over the proposal to include a social charter in the Canadian Constitution both illustrate the
continuing tension in all democratic countries between two essential
characteristics: citizens' freedom to pursue their own goals in amarket economy and society's obligation to provide basic opportu
nities and safety nets. Successful economic policies - including
those involving international trade agreements - must respond to 
both these needs. 



Statement by the AFL-CIO Executive Council 

on 

The North American Free Trade Agreement 

February 17, 1993 
Bal Harbour, FL 

The proposed North American Free Trade Agreement, signed by PresidentBush but not approved by Congress, would be a disaster for millions of workingpeople in the United States, Canada and Mexico. It should be rejected andrenegotiated to advance the overall public interest. 

As drafted, NAFTA Is an agreement based solely on exploitation. It woulddestroy jobs and depress wages In the U.S. and Canada by abetiting the furthertransfer of jobs to Mexico. At the same time, It would do nothing to uplift thedesperately low wages and harsh working conditions of the Mexican people. 
While providing extensive protection for investors, the agreement ignores therights of working people, and Itwould limit the ability of governments to adoptmeasures to promote employment and protect public health, safety and the

environment. 

We call on the Clinton administratlon to negotiate a new agreement that willstop the flight of jobs from the U.S. and will alleviate the deplorable conditions inthe maqulladora areas. Inorder to ensure that expanded trade provides broadlybased benefits, a renegotiated NAFTA should stand up for worker rights, stronglabor standards, consumer health and safety, and environmental protection. 
In particular, we urge that the next round of negotiations lead to theinclusion of the following elements In the agreement: 

* A measure whereby Infractions of labor rights or workplace standards can be enforced by tradf actions. Areas to be addressed Include theright to organize and bargain collectively, the establishment of strongworkplace health and safety standards, appropriate minimum wagestructures, the elimination of child labor, a prohibition on forced labor,and guarantees of non-discrimInatlon In employment. 
* Provisions to address the existing envircnmental degradation of theborder area, based on the "polluter pays" principle, as wall asprovisions to permit trade actions to address violations of

environmental standards. 
" Tougher rules of origin, so that any benefits derived from an 

agreement will accrue to workers and producers located in the three countries. 
* The immediate elimination of duty-drawback programs. 
* The Immediate elimination of export performance requirements and 

Import-licensing schemes. 
* The requirement that all Internationally-traded goods are marked with

their country of origin. 

* Safeguard provisions that protect U.S. workers against import surges. 
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No. 37 A Review of UnitedStates.Mexican Relations 

NAFrA UPDATEPanetta Statement Mobilizes NAFTA Supporters and
Changes Nature of the Debate. Leon Panetta, the Director of
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), created an uproar in
Washington when he sgQgested in an interview on April 27 that the
North Amnerican Free Trade Agreement was "dead." Panetta added
that President Clinton can salvage the NAFTA if he "defines his
priorities" and carries the fight for the trade pact to the American 
people Ironically, these comments have galvanized the ClintonAdministration to publicly support the free trade pact. White House
Press Secretary Dee Dee Myers reacted immediately to Panetta's
dire predictions by claiming that the NAFTA is "alive and well,"
and that the OMB Director was only speculating on the agreement's
prospects if it had gone up for a congressional vote it that time.Robert Reich, the Secretary of Labor, asserted at a U.S. Chamber 
of Commerce meeting that day that die NAFTA "isnot in any way,
shape, or form dead as reported," and that it "remains extremely
important for both American and Mexican workers." 

The remarks by Panetta also sent shockwaves throughout Mex-
ico. His statements triggered the year's second largest plunge in the 
Mexican stock market, received banner headlines in most Mexico 
City newspapers, and startled the Mexican political leadership. Theremarks also clearly underscored the free trade pact's current diffi-culties and the need for a much greater commitment by the Admin-
istration, supporters inCongress, and the U.S. business community.
According to Representative Robert T. Matsui, the California Dem-
ocrat and a strong supporter of the NAFTA, "From my perspective
aisomeone who is trying to move the legislation out of the House, 

:t%as agood early-warning signal and I'm happy (Pan ,tta] said it."


Gioomy predictions by Panetta and other Washington officials,

.:ombtned ,iththe uncertainty over the agreement's fate in Con-

-ress. have led NAFTA supporters to change their tactics. Until nov, upporters of the NAFTA argued that the trade pact expanded
U.S exports, created more jobs, and increased economic competi-
ti eness. Today, however, the strategic, security, and political argu-
ments ,urrounding the NAFTA debate are increasingly being raised,Said Dav.id Rockefeller, the Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank's 
international advisory committee and the honorary Chairman of theAmertcas Society, in the April 26 issue of the Mexican newspaper
E; *n.ancieroInternational, "The consequences of not passing
NAI-T.. will be so bad that I hate to contemplate them." Senator
Bill Bradley, the New Jersey Democrat, warned: "If NAFTA is
rejected, there will be the immediate problem of$40 billion in flight
c:apital leaving Mexico in a matter of weeks, creating incredible
instability, probably during the middle of the Mexican presidential
campaign. Mexico will go back to the old politics. There will be i
setback for democracy and we will have along-term problem on our
border, so much so that it could become anational security issue." 

May 1993 

A rejection of the NAFTA will surely undermine the progress
thathas been made in U.S.-Mexican relations over thepast six years
A defeat of the free trade agreement also will send a signal to the
rest of Latin America and the Caribbean that the U.S. reneged on its
economic and foreign policy commitments. This, in turn, could
dampen the free market and democratic reforms which are reshap
ing the region and possibly even fuel the dying flames of populism
and anti-Americanism. 

The death of the NAFTA also would jeopardize the gains the U.S.
has enjoyed since Mexico began opening its economy to U.S.
products and investment. Since 1986, a $5.6 billion U.S. trade
deficit with Mexico has turned into a$6billion annual trade surplus.
That trade has created a net gain of some 400,000 American jobs.According to U.S. Trade Representative Mickey Kantor, an esti
mated 700,000 industrial jobs currently depend on U.S. exports to
Mexico. That number, he says, would rise to 900,000 by 1995 if the
NAFTA is passed, but would drop to 500,000 if it is rejected. In
other words, a rejection of the NAFTA will cost America 200.000
industrial jobs, which would be asevere blow to the U.S. economic 
recovery. 

ECONOMIC NOTES 
Tough Enforcement Powers Sought in Parallel Talks.

The Clinton Administration has made it clear that it will not support
the free trade agreement with Mexico without far-reaching parallel

agreements addressing environmental and labor issues. Conse
quently, the White House is pressing for the creation of strong

supranational commissions 
 to enforce environmental and labor

standards throughout North America. According to congressional

sources, these commissions will be tasked with overseeing how the

three signatory countries 
are complying with environme'tal and
labor laws. They also would likely use trade and other economic
 
sanctions to punish persistent violators. The U.S., Canada, and
Mexico would have equal representation on the commissions,
which would have permanent staffs. 

However, the Clinton Administration's narrow focus on the 
parallel agreements, rather than on ratifying the already negotiated
agreement itself, has many NAFTA supporters worried. During a
May 13 speech at The Heritage Foundation, Republican Represen
tative Jim Kolbe ofArizona warned that "The dilemma for President
Clinton is simple: while the side agreements may be critical for
obtaining Democratic support, they are not for Republicans. Indeed,
it isexactly the opposite for Republicans. As the President attempts
to transform NAFTA, with these negotiations, into something more
palatable to Democrats, he runs a significant risk of losing
NAFTA's core support among Hot,se free traders. Many Republi
cans art conditioning their NAFTA support on whether or not the 



* The continuation of federal, state and local "Buy American" laws and 
regulations. 

" The enforcement of strict sanitary and phyto-sanitary standards with 
no restriction on Improvements In those standards. 

* 	 The continuation of necessary federal and state regulations concerning
the provision of financial and insurance services. 

* 	 Strict limitations -on the "temporary entry" of persons to provideservices, including transportation services, and the prohibition of entry
to affect a labor dispute. *Any temporary entrant must, at minimum, be 
paid and work under conditions prevailing In the host country. 

* 	 A prohibition on transferring work or workers across borders in the 
event of a labor dispute, and a prohibition on trade while a labor 
dispute is in progress. 

" 	 The ability of government to adopt standards and related measures to 
protect public safety or the environment. 

* 	 Reciprocity In the treatment of foreign Investment. 

" Equal market access for cultural industries. 

* Safeguards for U.S. automotive production, equivalent to safeguards
present In Mexico and Canada, and the continuation of existing CAFE 
rules. 

* Provisions that address the needs of Import sensitive industries,
Including but not limited to textiles and apparel, electrical and 
electronic, glass, tuna, meat, sugar and light duty trucks. 

* A five-year review of the economic impact of an agreement that would
permit parties to suspend provisions when necessary to address labor 
market disruptions. 

* 	 Provisions for additional debt relief for Mexico, so that it can begin
Investing at home to Improve the standard of living of Its people. 

* 	 A cross border transaction tax to serve as a major funding source for 
needed programs Including: 

- a substantial Increase in funds for food safety nspection and 
the customs service; 

- sufficient funds to Improve the Infrastructure of the border 
area, Including water treatment, electricity, and needed 
housing and schools; 

- a significantly Improved Trade Adjustment Assistance program
to provide guaranteed benefits to workers harmed by trade. 

Finally, legislation should be enacted to eliminate the foreign tax credit and
deferral end to deny trade benefits to companies that transfer production toMexico. For workers.dislocated by any-'uch transfers, companies should berequired to cover health Insurance, pay severance, training and job, search costs. 

###
 



President goes too far in altering... a good agreermen into a social or environmental charter for North America." 
As a reaction to such concerns, Mickey Kantor told tha SenateCommerce, Science, and Transportatioa Committee on May 6 thathe iswalking a "tCghtrope" between those who want tough new rulesto enforce environmental and labor laws, and others who argue thatsuch rules would be a crippling regulatory burden on U.S. businesses. Several important environmental groups, including the National Wildlife Federation and the National Audubon Society, announced on May 4 that they will support the NAFTA if supplementai
agreement3 provide for the creation of aNorth American Commission on the Environment (NACE). This commission would havethe power to "prepare reports and conduct investigations" on environmental matters. Moreover, these environmental advocates wantsignatory countries to be able to impose sanctions on violators.Meanwhile, such NAFTA critics as House Majority Leader Richard Gephardt of Missouri and Democrat Representative SanderLevin of Michigan ar- softening their criticism of the trade pact,saying that they could support it if the side agreements have "realteeth," They have urged their fellow House Democrats to withholdsupport for the NAFTA until the Administration concludes theparallel negotiations. Republican Senators, however, in an April 29letter to Clinton, said that they "oppose giving broad powers tothree-nation commission." Senator John C. Danforth of Missouri,the organizer of the letter to the White House, said that "if [Clinton]has to create whole new levels of regulation and bureaucracyrelating to environmental protection and labor laws, he will lose

most of the Republicans, including myself." 

POLITICAL NOTES
New U.S. Ambassador to Mexico Chosen. James R.Jones,the Chairman of the American Stock Exchange and a former Democratic Congressman from Oklahoma, has been chosen as the next
U.S. Ambassador to Mexico. If confirmed by the U.S. Senate, Joneswill replace John D. Negroponte, who has served in Mexico Cityfor fouryears. Negroponte was highly respected by Mexican authorides and played an instrumental role inimproving U.S.-Mexicorelations and in promoting the NAFTA. The Clinton Administrationchose Jones because it believes that his influence or,Capitol Hillwill be helpful in convincing Congress to support and ratify theNAFTA later this year. Moreover, Jones has broad experience intrade and investment policy that will be valuable in shaping U.S.-Mexican economic ties. During his fourteen years in Congress,Jones held various key positions, including a four-year tenure asChairman of the powerful House Budget Committee. Before that,the Oklahoma Democrat worked as a top aid in the Joh.ason Administration. Reaction in Mexico City about Jones has been positive,with Mexican government officials calling the announcement an 

excellent choice. 



TRADE
 

Mexican Roulette
 
For most Capitol Hill 

lawmakers, the North 
American Free Trade 

Agreement isa no-winA 
proposition. NAFTA 

would open up new 
markets for U.S. 

products in Mexico, but 
it would also give U.S. 

to set up shop there. 
Voters are divided on

the F sue, but with 

Rots Perot on the 
Ws
warpath, NAFTA is in 

deep trouble. 

BY BRUCE STOKES 

arly last year, General Motors
Corp. (GM) announced plans to 
close its assembly plant in North 
Tarrytown, N.Y., in 1995. At the same time!. the giant automaker let it be

known tlat it would transfer dieselengine production from its plant in 

Moraine, Ohio, to Toluca, Mexico. 
"You can imagine the outcry in our

municipality and from our 3,500 employ-
ees, who will lose their jobs," Rep. Ben-
jamin A. Gilman, R-N.Y., said. "Every. 
one cites GM's action as an example of 
what could happen" under free trade
with Mexico. 

With this searing political experience
fresh in his memory, Gilman istaking a 
hard, pragmatic look at the proposed
North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA). He represents towns along the
Hudson River and inthe foothills of the 
Catskills northwest of New York City. 
light industries--many of them vulnera-
bl to foreign competition-re the eco-
nomic heart of these communities. And
Gilman hasn't decided how he will vote if
NAFTA comes up for congressional 
approval this fall. 

Gilman is by no means alone. Many ofhis Capitol Hill colleagues face the same
quandary. By eliminating U.S. and Mexi-
can tariffs, NAFTA would open up new 
markets for U.S. exports, but it would 
also give U.S. companies incentives to 
locate their production facilities in Mexi-
co to take advantage of its cheap labor, 
Canada is also included in the trade pact,
but despite Ottawa's presence at the 
negotiating table, concerns about Canada
do not figure in :he current debate in 
Washington over NAFTA. 

For most Members of Congress, 
NAFTA is a no-win proposition political-
ly. Voters are divided on the issue. The 
pact has taken on broad symbolic signifi-
cance, stirring up concerns about the 
decline of the U.S. industrial base and 
criticism of Washington's traditional way
of trading away economic benefits. Popu-
lar erstwhile presidential candidate Ross 
Perot, sensing NAFTA's iitcreasing vul-
nerability, has stepped up his strident 
campaign against the pact. 

Many Capitol -ill lawmakers fear that
if they vote for the agreement, every time 
plants in their congressional districts 
close and move to Mexico, they will bethe villains. At the same time, they don't 
expect to reap much in the way of political benefits should NAFTA allow a local 

company to expand production to boost
its exports to Mexico. The poignant tele
vision image of a shuttered factory gate
will always prove to be more powerful
back home than another truckload of 
widgets rolling off the assembly line and 
heading south. 

For this reason, said a Democratic law
maker who's leaning toward voting for 
the agreement, "most people just want 
this issue togo away."

Congress's day of reckoning was merci
fully postponed when, soon after taking
office, President Clinton initiated aseries 
of supplemental negotiations with Mexi
co to ameliorate NAFTA-induced prob
lems relating tr the environment, labor 
standard; and import surges. Clinton had
first proposed these side deals during his
presidential campaign so that he could 
put off taking a firm stance on such a 
politically divisive issue. Many lawmakers
hoped that the supplementals. once nego
tiated, would provide them with similar 
political cover by mollifying most of the 
opposition to the main accord. 

But a Clinton Administration official 
suggested that som: of them may be in 
for adisappointment. "These people hold 
out too much hope for the supplemen
tals," he said. "They won't be a cure-ali 
for every concern." 

in the end, said Bill Cunningham, a 
lobbyist for the AFL-CIO, "'Members will 
have to actually make up their own 
minds." 

In the Senate, all sides agree that there 
are 65-70 votes in favor of the agreement. 
The real battleground will be in the 
House. And, as Leon E. Panetta, the 
director of the Office of Management
and Budget, incautiously admitted several 
weeks ago, NAFTA would lose there if 
the vote is taken this spring. What's more, 
Administration officials privately concede 
that they don't think the supplementals 
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alone will give them the votes they will 
need. 

Such political head-counting. of course,
is premature. A vote on NAFTA isn't 
expected before the fall at the earliest,

When the vote finally comes. NAFTA's 
fate will be scaled by three groups: the
powerful House freshman class, many of 
.,horm campaigned against the pact;
Republicans. many of whom initially sup.
purted NAFTA out of loyalty to Presi-
dent Bush. who initiated the talks; and an 
ideologically diverse collection of fence-
,ting Democrats. 

hands. "if hi. wants to see it done,"
Gilman said, "he will have to spend a lot 
of political capital." 

If Clinton is willing to pay that price.
most experts assume that he can get his 
way. But the cost continues to escalate. It 
extends far beyond further tinkering and
pork barrel dispcnsations to include 
major commitments from the Admini-
stration on an array of issues dear to spe.
cific lawmakers. 

The Administration has already suf-
fered a damaging political defeat over the 
President's economic stimulus plan and 

House Majority Leader Richard A.Gephardt, D)-Mo., an Influential player Intrade debates"What ought to govern here iswhat 
Congressional leaders and Administra-

tion officials agree that only two people
have the power to sway those votes: Clin. 
ton and House Majority Leader Richard 

A. Gephardt, D-Mo. 
Conventional wisdom in Washingtontrade circles holds that NAFTA won't 

make it through Congress without Gep.
hardt's support. Gephardt has long
voiced serious reservations about the 
adverse implications of trying to integrate 
two such disparate economies. His en-
dorsement of the deal and the supple-
mentals could sway a sizable number of 
House Democrats. But Administration 
officials nervously acknowledge that even 
with Gephardt's support, they could still 
lose NAFTA. 

Ultimately, the future of free trade 
with Mexico may rest in the President's 

.the host thing to do for our economy, our workers and our business.' me-I nll ruoieeI 
faces a bruising battle over budget recon-

ciliation and aid to Russia. (See this issue, 
p. 1165.) The impending fight over 
NAFTA now looks as if it will be another 

uphill struggle. 

FAMILIARITY BREEDS CONTEMPT 
The more Americans know about

NAFTA, the less they seem to like it. 
Public opinion surveys in 1991 showed 
that about half of those questioned
favored NAFTA. But barely a fourth of 
registered voters surveyed by NBC News 
and The Wall Sireet Journal in three polls
since last September now favor NA.FTA,
and a third oppose it. 

Celinda C. Lake, a partner in the 
Washington.based Democratic polling
firm of Mellman Lazarus Lake Inc., con-

tends that the polling data are dcccpti~c.
"What we are seeing in focus groups s 
that voters arc even more nc, iti%,e
underneath," she said. "Voter,, think ,..
will be taken advantage of. Thcs hcli., 
we produce nothing in thi, counIrv that,1 
the Mexicans can afford to huN.-

Such visceral distrust of intern;itinio
economic integration is rclcctcd In the 
views of Gilman's constituents. ,,lho 
blame NAFTA for the closing of G. Is
plant in North Tarrytown c,.n thouuh 
the agreement is not yet in place and 
there is ro connection bet, .en the hi,. 

ing of tha, ,oi ,ili nd 
GM's opening to a 
diesel engine plani In 
Mexico. 

Morcocer. NAI\'l. 
has becomec it s%lhilI 
of how Washmig n is 
out of touch s, llih 
average Americans. 
"The Member,, are 
hearing at just ab ut 
every town mecting 
back home that this is,
yet another example 
of the United States 
doing something for 
other people and not 
for ourselves." an 
Administration offi
cial said. "'Voier, 
think we are attempt.
ing to improse Mcsi
can society just at a 
time when Clinton 
talked about putting 
our society first." 

"These issues lend 
to bleed over one into_"the other." a Demoa

- cratic political cons, l. 
Itantl said. 'The Prcsident isain 'Trust 

you when thi,,hillpens.' "But focus groups of Dhmocrap,i 

various states have shown that Clinton's 
missteps on the issue of gays in the mili
tary and on his economic stimulus plan 

have raised new doubts about his trust
worthiness on NAFTA.With such public sentiment, a Demo
cratic House Member warned. "This isan 
easy no vote." 

A mid-March assessment of contes
sional attitudes toward NAFTA by the 
U.S. Alliance for NAFTA (USA-
NAFTA), a business coalition. hihlieht
ed the uphill struggle that free trade wilh 
Mexico faces in the House. The survey
found 115 House Members who opposed
NAFTA or were leaning toward volin, 
no, IS7who were undecided and onl ' 15v 
who supported the pact or were lcanine 
toward voting yes, according to la.'' 
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U.S. Trade. a Washington-based newslet-
ter. 

Similar ambivalence exists within the 
House's USA-NAFTA's freshman class,
According to the survey, only 38 of them
either support NAFTA or are leaning
toward voting for it, 24 oppose the deal 
or lean toward voting against it, and 47 
are undecided, 
"Weare very close to our constituen-

ces." said Rep. Karen Shepherd, a fresh-
man Democrat from Utah. "Much closer
than other Members of the House." 

"Freshmen are scared to death," aWashington business lobbyist said. "They 
were not sent to Washington to endorse 
the Bush program. But they have never 
before been ina position to cast a nega-
tive vote." 

To date, Republicans remain solidly
behind NAFTA. USA-NAFTA's survey 

that could blow up on them," said Rep.
Jim Kolbe, R-Ariz., one of NAFTA's 
main boosters on Capitol Hill. "Will they
sacrifice Republican votes to get the 
votes of Democrats?" 

Many analysts theorize, in fact, that it 
was the threat of Republican defections 
that led the Administration to rapidly 
reverse its initial tough-minded position
and oppose strong enforcement powers
in the environmental and labor supple-
mentas. 

The Administration's biggest challenge 
may be the large number of Democratswho remain uncommitted. "A lot of 
Democrats walked the plank for the Pres-
ident on the stimulus package, and they
will walk it again on the budget and tax 
increases," a House Democratic staff aide 
said. How many times, he asked, will they
want to fall on their swords for a Presi-

VA 

Rep. Jim Kolbe, R-A'lz, one of MAITA's biggest boosters on Capitol Hill"The Administration has a balancing ad that could blow up on them." 

found only 4 of 103 House Republicans
leaning toward voting no. 

But Republican sup! orters of NAFTA 
warn they shouldn't be aken for granted.
Conservative Republicat s are concerned
that the Clinton Admit istration's at-
tempts to put more teeth in the enforce. 
ment of environmental and labor stan-
dards through the supplemental 
agreements could backfire by giving the 
Mexicans a way to intrude on 
national sovereignty, 

U.S. 

"The Administration has a balancing act 
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dent who got only 43 per cent of the vote
in last year's election? 

These lawmakers are withholding judg.
ment on the agreement until they have 
seen the side deals. Their ambivalence
places a great deal of pressure on 
NAFTA negotiators to craft labor and 
environmental accords that are all things
to all people. Administration officials 
warn that may be asking too much. 

In any free-trade arrangement between 
an advanced industrial country such as 
the United States and a newly industrial 

nation such as Mexico, for example,
there's an implicit bargain. High-produc.
tivity, high-wage activities are expected to 
concentrate in the richer country and
low-productivity, low-wage work to
migrate to the poorer country. But Dem
ocrats who are close to organized labor 
are concerned about the growing evi
dence of pockets of excellence within the
Mexican economy: automobile and serni
conductor factories where workers are 
paid only afraction of what their coun-er
parts in the United States earn and yet
have higher productivity.

In theory, wages in such top-flight
Mexican plants would rise. But in the 
worst nightmares of NAFTA's oppo
nents. U.S. wages will be forced down
ward to remain competitive.

"There has to be a way to review
whether there is substantial progress 

being made on better 
linking Mexican 
wages and growth in 
productivity," Gep
hardt said. "And if 
there isn't, to try to 
figure out how bene
fits of the treaty can 
be pulled back." 

U.S. trade experts 
say that there may be 
some hortatory Ian
guage to that effect in 
the supplemental, butZ~ 	 they warn that any
thing more meaning
ful will be difficult to 
achieve. 

Overcoming such 
substantive disagree
ments iswhat politics
is all about. But the 
legislative horse-trad
ing that will be neces
sary to get NAFTA 
through the House is 
complicated by the 
sharp divisions be
twecii some interest 
groups with a stake in 

2 the outcome.Organized labor is 
generally assumed to 
be unalterably opposed to the agreement. "But even if

[AFL-CIO president Lane] Kirkland and 
[secretary-treasurer Thomas R.] Don
ahue were predisposed to make a deal," 
an AFL-CIO official said, "they wouldn't
be able to because of the staunch opposi
tion to NAFTA among many union 
locals." 

Similarly, NAFTA has opened a wide 
fissure between environmental groups. A 
number of establishment environmental 
organizations, including the Audubon 
Society, the Environmental Defense 



Fund and the National Wildlife Federa.

tion, are expected to support NAFTA. ...
 ' Leaders of these mainstream groups
acknowledge that once they persuaded
the Administration to go the extra mile
and negotiate environmental side ac
cords, they had little choice but to sup.
port the outcome. "There has to be a
political quid pro quo for doing some- .,
thing for you." one of them said, -or they
"Ill not do something for you on the next 

Nevertheless, the Citizens Trade Camp-lign. a coalition that includes Congress
Watch and Greenpeace, remains 
adamantly opposed to NAFTA, claims to
hba~e full-time organizers working against
the deal in 35 states and can generate
g.ass-roots opposition to the agreement
that reaches far beyond the immediate 
memberships of its constituent organiza
tions. And it's not alone. 

Manwhile NAFTA's natural con
s:'tuencv in the business community hastumbled the ball. "They have not beenoutspoken in supporting NAFTA," Rep. 
Kolbe

Thecomplained.
Democratic House Member 

aaireed. "The business community has 
tUken a duck." he said. "They are not 
" orking this issue like labor is. At the 
ceirly stage, there was a vacuum. It was abig miscalculation. They basically
allowed labor to work this issue without 
an. opposition, and a lot of commit-nnts have been made" by Members of 
. ,ngress. 

The business community is now scram-
hing to recover. USA-NAFTA recently
sponsored a nine-page "advertorial" in
Te .Veii York Times. but its annual bud-
vct is only S2 million. "What we are rely-
ni on is the energy and enthusiasm of 
tie companies themselves." said Sandra
,lasur, thle director of international trade 

p ,,.' tbr Eastman Kodak Co., which isa 
member of USA-NAFTA. "We can cre-
.t. the infrastructure, but the companies 
n.e to do the work." 


Man, on 
Capitol Hill. however, won-
der if that will be enough. 

GEPHARDT'S DILEMMA 
Such disarray among interest groups


heightens uncertainty in the House, plac-

ing an even greater premium 
on Gep-
hardt's stance toward NAFTA. 

Gephardt's endorsement in 1991 of:he 
extension of fast-track trade negotiating
authority, which permitted the comple-
ion of the NAFTA talks, is generally

credited with ensuring passage of that 
legislation. 

This year, Gephardt appears caught on
the horns of a dilemma. He has longbeen critical of NAFTA, and it's unlikely
that all of his concerns will be resolved If 

' " . 

. . 

Rep.
"Is"e a President who will sit down with Members and say we ate all on the same team." 



border environment is Rep. S"-rrod grown, D-Ohio, a leading op onent of NAITAalready degraded. Clinton won't risk his political capital on the pac. 

he continues to harbor national political
aspirations, Gephardt can ill afford to 
alienate his natural constituency in the 
labor movement, which opposes 
NAFTA. 

But few on Capitol 
Hill believe* that
 
Gephardt wants to cross 

swords with a Demo-

* 


cratic President so early. 
And Gephardt has built
 
his legislative career on
 
finding common ground

between disparate posi
tions.
 

"Gephardt will be
 
caught between loyalty 

to the President and his 

own inclinations," said
 
Rep. Ralph Regula, R-

Ohio.
 

Gephardt denies such
 
calculations. "The poli
tics are not determina
tive," he said. "What 
ought to govern here iswhat is the best thing to 
do for our economy, 
our workers and our 
business." 

In the end, those on 
Capitol Hill who know 
Gephardt best predict 
that he will endorse 
NAFTA because he 
believes that there is no 
turning back the clock. 
U.S. industry is already
fleeing tc Mexico. The 

Defeating NAFTA will not halt either 
process. Passing NAFTA with some safe' 
guards holds out hope of improving the 
situation. 

. . 

i, 
, 
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tal," said Rep. Sherrod Brown, D-
Ohio, a leading opponent of 
NAIFTA. 

But most observers say that the 
President can't afford to give up 
on NAFTA. "If he abandoned this, 
he would lose big-time in the busi-
ness community," a Democratic 
lawmaker said. And, the lawmaker 
added, the White House needs the 
support of the business community 
on health care reform and future 
budget and tax fights. 

Constrained to make NAFTA 
work, the President could go back 
to tht egotiating table yet again 
to extract even more concessions 
from Mexico. Some opponents of 
NAFTA argue that Washington 
can continue to squeeze Mexico 
City because Mexican President 
Carlos Salinas de Gortari has 
staked his party's entire future on 
the agreement. But followers of 

x 	Mexican politics warn that public
sentiment is shifting against the 
agreement and that further U.S. 

Rep. Ralph Reul, R-Ohio 	 demands could evoke a backlash,Gephardt will be taught between competing fores. Clinton could resort to old-fash-

Een though other hurdles must be 
cleared. Gephardt's endorsement is an 
c',,ential ingredient for NAFTA's pas-
sage. Administration officials admit, 

Ultimately, NAFTA is the White 
House's to win or lose. 

"By negotiating these supplementals, 
Clinton has taken on the mantle of this 
agreement." a Republican congressional 
aide ,aid. "And the pre:isure will be on to 
enurc that the embarrassment of losing 
this won't accrue to the President." 

If. as is widely expected, the supple-
mental agreements do not immediately 
er.stallize a winning majority in the 
House. Clinton has several options. 

lie could, for example, merely walk 
,,..i from NAFTA. "I think the Presi-

d.nt ,ill look at the fights he will have to 
mitke. .ind ! predict he will not be willing 
to expend the amount of political capi-

ioned presidential politics, court-
ing House votes one by one with arm-
twisting sessions in the Oval Office and 
promises of federal spending in individual 
districts, 

"1would see some horse-trading," said 
Rep. Shepherd, reflecting on what might
work with the House freshman class. 
"But more than that, I see a President 
who will sit down with Members and say 
we are all a member of the same team." 
But the problem with such an approach, 
Shepherd conceded, is that "we have to 
go up for reelection before Clinton 
does." 

There are growing signs, however, that 
the price the White House might have to 
pay for votes could involve policy matters 
that extend far beyond NAFTA. Rep. 
Sander M. Levin. D-Mich., who's skepti-
cal of NAFTA, wants to see a wide-rang-
ing U.S. motor vehicle policy laid out 

Clinton may play the foreign polcy card 
by arguing that NAFTA's rejection could 

economy, a left-wing takeover of the 

s lNAFTA
immigration into the United States. 
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before NAFTA is in place, to ensure that 
future Administrations can deal with 
NAIFTA-gcneratcd problems in the auto 
industry.

Lcvin has introduced legislation to cre
ate a motor vehicle commission, similar 
to the recently formed airline commis
sion, to craft such a policy. If such 
demands multiply-for the machine tool 
industry, the electronics industry and so 
forth-advocates of a national industrial 
policy could end up using NAFTA to 
leverage the creation of a lar-rcaching 
U.S. economic game plan.

To counter such pressures. the Presi
dent could go over the heads of Capitol 
Hill lawmakers and appeal directly to vot
crs. 

"I believe NAFTA will he won whole
sale, not retail." said Calman J.Cohen. a 
vice president of the Emergency Commit
tee for American Trade. agroup of major
U.S. multinational corporations that sup
port NAFTA. "It will be won by the Pres
ident speaking out on why it serves the 
U.S. national interest. He has to go to the 
American people and provide them with 
avision." 

Just about everyone inolved in the 
fight over NAFTA expects the Admini
stration to play the foreign policy card by 
arguing that rejection of the pact could 
lead to a collapse of the Mexican econo
my. a left-wing takeover of the govern. 
ment, growing instability along the border 
and more illegal immigration into the 
United States. 

But NAFTA's opponents warn that 
such an approach could boomerang.
"Most people up here are not worried 
about Mr. Salinas," Rep. Levin said. 
"What dictates will not be whether Mr. 
Salinas wins, but whether the U.S. wins.*" 

Come the fall, the greatest advantage 
the Administration may have in the 
NAFTA end game is voter apathy. De
spite their misgivings, pollster Lake said. 
"voters absolutely assume that NAFTA is 
inevitable." Such sentiment Suggests that 
the price individual Members may hake 
to pay for supporting the President and 
NAFT. may not be as high as the deal's 
opponents imply. 

U.S. trade officials argue that opposi
tion to NAFTA has peaked. and that 
once the business community makes itsce the agrementmmunjtrmais scase for the agreement. vritorv isassUred . 

The joker in the deck is Perot. The
Texas billionaire is scheduled to air a 
half-hour anti-NAFTA "infomercial" on 
NBC on May 30. And NAFTA's oppo
nents say that Perot iswilling to spend
whatever it takes to stop the deal.

If Perot can galvanize the latent anti
sentiment among voters, the 

free-trade deal isineven bigger trouble in 
the House. And Clinton may have one 
more embarrassing defeat on his hands. U 

.t 



ECONOMICS & FINANCE 

TRADE court would rule. Even if the court
decides as early as September, the de.Courtlay 	 could threaten the administra.tion's goal of having the pact through 
Congress and into effect by the begin-Appova ofning of next year. 

Afederal judge ruled June 30CLthat the Clinton adminis-
tration must conduct a compre-
hensive review of the environ-
mental impact of the North 
American Free Trade Agree-
meat (NAFTA), a requirement 
that, unless reversed on appeal, 
ctuld doom the controversial 
pact in Congress. 

Refusing to abandon its 
g,al of having the pact ap-
proved by the end of the year,

Trade Representative 
Mickey Kantor quickly an-
nounced that the administra-
tion would seek to have the rul- AP
ing reversed on an expedited Mickey Kantor responds to court ruling June 30.appeal. "itwill not delay the legisla-
tive process," Kantor said. 

Failing a reversal, however, it could 
take six months or more to assess the 
environmental effects and provide op-
p,,nents more time and ammunition to 
defeat the pact, which would eliminate 
tariffs and other trade barriers with 
Mexico and Canada. "It would do 
great damage to NAFTA," said Rep. 
R ,hert T. Matsui, D-Calif., chairman 
1,1a special panel trying to build sup-
port for the pact in the House. 

US. District Judge Charles R. 
Richey of Washington issued the ruling
in a case brought by three environmen-
t.a and consumer groups - the Sierra 
(lub.Friends of the Earth, and Public 
('tizen - which contended that a 1970 
1.x' requiring environmental impact
,Iidies of major federal actions should 
aipply to trade agreements. Both the
Buish administration, which negotiated
the pact, and the Clinton administra-
tion had argued that the law did not 
apply to trade agreements.

" We believe that the court's deci-
sin is not in the public's interest," 
Kantor said. Requiring an environ-
mental impact study on trade pacts
",nterferes with the president's ability
t, negotiate international agree-
ments," he said. 

Completion of environmental im-
pact studies often takes years because 
the law requires highly detailed analysis
and gives outside groups the opportu-
nity to challenge government findings, 

By David S. Cloud 
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Caliing the ruling a "a defining mo-
ment for the future of trade agree-
mentL," Sierra Club Chairman J. Mi-
chael McCloskey said, "We would be 
light years ahead with a trade agree-
ment if there had been an environmen-
tal impact study" originally. "Instead,
the former administration swept the 
problem urder the rug," he said. 

Though President Clinton en-
dorsed NAFTA during the presiden-
tial campaign, he also said that the 
agreement lacks adequate provisions
to protect the environment and clean 
up pollution in the region along the 
U.S.-Mexico border. He reopened ne-
gotiations with Mexico on supplemen-
tal accords to improve protections for 
the environment and for workers. But 
the negotiations have stalled over a 
U.S. demand that sanctions be per-
mitted against countries that do not
enforce their environmental laws. 

The negotiations to strengthen the 
pact were intended, in part, to mollify
Democrats in Congress, many of 
whom campaigned against NAFTA 
last fall, arguing that it would cost 
jobs and induce companies to relocate 
to Mexico to take advantage of looser 
enforcement of environmental laws.
The talks were also intended to head 
off Ross Perot, who has campaigned
hard against NAFTA. 

Delay May Threaten Goal 
The administration's appeal goes 

to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia Circuit, but it 
was unclear how quickly the higher 

It seems doubtful that the adminis
tration would risk submitting the agree
ment to Congress for approval while theappeal was pending, although Kantor 
did not rule that out. Once the pact is 
formally submitted, Congress must vote 
on it within 90 day3. 

House Speaker Thomas S. Foley, D-
Wash., said Congress could effectively 
overturn Richey's decision when it votes 
on a bill to implement the trade pact.
He said the measure could include pro
visions easing the requirement for an 
environmental impact study. "Legisla
tion would seem to me to be sufficient to 
solve any problems regarding impact 
statements," he said. 

But getting NAFTA through Congress wsnvrexpected togenwas never to be easy,Ax et Con
and it could be even more difficult if 
opponents could charge that the ad
ministration had failed to conduct a 
comprehensive analysis of the envi
ronmental consequences. 

"You can use the argument that 
where there's smoke, there's fire," said 
Matsui, "although that can be over
come if the administration comes up
with strong side agreements." 

Siding with the plaintiffs, Richey 
concluded that "there is a reasonable 
risk that the NAFTA may cause envi
ronmental injury" and that the ad
ministration is therefore obligated un
der the law to conduct tbe 
environmental impact study. 

The decision also offers a glimpse
of how detailed the study may have to 
be. In addition to citing grave pollu
tion problems along the border,
Richey raised the question of whether 
NAFTA could flood the U.S. market 
with lower-priced agriculture com
modities, spurring U.S. farmers 
 and 
ranchers to increase production in 
ways that would damage the environ
ment. Finally, Richey acknowledged 
concerns that NAFTA will create 
"pollution havens" in Mexico, enticing
U.S. 	companies to relocate. 

Richey rejected the administration's 
argument that requiring an environ
mental impact study would impede the 
president's power to conduct foreign
policy. "The NAFTA is a completed
document," Richey said. "The only re
maining step to be taken regarding the 
NAFTA is a domestic one, specifically, 
the submission of the NAFTA for ap
proval by the Congress." u 



Energizing Trade of the States
 
of the FormerUSSR
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or the 15 newly i n , 

dent states ofthe former 
USSR, transitional trade 

andpayments arrange. 
nents are urgently neededto 

stop the precipitousdecline 
trade.Next steps shouldinclude 
a sharp cut in export controls, a 
reductionof state tradinganda 

parallelexpansion of inter-
enterprisetrading,andthe de-

velopment of multilateralclear-
ing andpayment mechanisms 

Since August 1991, the 15 states of the former 
USSR have been establishing themselves as 
independent nations, each embarking upon 
systemic reform on a different scale and at a 
different pace. But with a new incentive struc. 
ture that discourages trade among the states 
of the former USSR (so-called interstate trade) 
and without the necessary institutions to fa. 
cilitate trade, trade relations among the states 
have been thrown in disarray, at times verg. 
ing on a collapse. 
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Interstate trade had traditionally accounted 
for the bulk of tGtal trade of the states of theformer USSR. Russia was the least depen,
dent, with trade with the other states account. 

ing for 61 percent of its total trade in 1990, 
compared with over 80 percent for the others 
(see table). Inthe aftermath of the breakdown 
of the USSR, precise data on trade among the 
New Independent States are not available. Butpreliminary estimates suggest that interstate 
trade declined by over 30 percent in 1991. 
Ominously, further substantial drops in this 
trade are widely reported for 1992 and the
outlook for 1993 is grim. 

Of course, some decline intrade flows was 
expected. After all, for the past 40 years, as in
Eastern Europe, trade among these countries 

was not based on economic principles of com-
parative cost and locational advantage,Indeed, studies indicate that in the years 

ahead, these economies can be expected to (1) 
trade less with each other and more with 
other cotutries, notably those in Western 
Europe, and (2)import more machinery prod-
ucts and export more raw materials and metal 
products. Unlike Eastern Europe, the former 
Soviet states must now struggle not only with 
serious payment problems but also a lack of 
monetary coordination among those states 
still using the ruble, and uncertainty sur. 
rounding the creation of new currencies, 

The main worry now is that the continued 
contraction in interstate trade will contribute 

to further declines in output and incomes 
Thus, policymakers need to adopt transitional 
mechanisms that would help states restore ef
ficient trade flows and avoid further serious 
disruptions of trade flows in the short term, 
while supporting their longer-term adjust
ment and integration into the world economy. 
Major causes for concern
 

Throughout 1992, an almost chaotic situs
tion characterized trade and payments in the 
former Soviet states, reflecting a variety of 
problems. At the root was the collapse of the 
monetary and payments system. 

Payments regimes During the first six 
months of 1992, Russia alone could print
rubles, but the central banks of all the stai; 
in the ruble zone could expand the money 
supply by creating credit in rubles. Inthe absence of monetary coordination, this quickly 

gave rise to a "free rider" problem, because 
monetary restraint by some central banks 
could be exploited by others able to expand 
their money supply independently. Not only 
did this situation contribute to inflation but it 
also impeded efforts to stabilize the ruble and 

Forafler discussion, see "Trade and Paymens 
Arrangements forStats of the FormerUSSR," by 
theauthor, Studies of Economies in 
Transformation No. 2. The World Bank. 1992, 
avwaibatfromWorld Bank Publications Seices& 
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posed difficulties for trade and payments. It port direct enterpriso-to-enterprise trade. notably for energy, are still well below thedid so by creating a disparity in incentives to Otherwise, trade among enterprises (ill con.export between enterprises and for the econ. 
world level. Without export restraints, suchtinue to be quite inefficient, as it would be products would be exported to world markets.omy as a whole. Assuming enterprises felt based on barter and state-to-state agreements or to other republics who have higher prices.they had as much chance of getting paid (in Trade regine&Perhaps the most signifi.rubles) when exporting to another state as 

On the import side, formal restraints arecant trade barrier--both for interstate and quite low, as licensing has largely beenwhen selling in the domestic market-not al. convertible currency trade-is rearea ways a valid assumption-they would be in. 
the moved and tariffs are either low or not applied.widespread use of export licenses and quotas.different as between the two markets; but for 

Competition from abroad is nonetheless weak,The motivation for these controls derives from because those who must pay market rates forthe country as a whole, it would be less advan. two main considerations: foreign exchange purchase foreign exchangetageous to exchange goods for rubles-after *Given a lack of monetary coordination with a substantially undervalued ruble. Thereall, its central bank could create all the rubles within the ruble zone, each country has aitwanted, are extensive foreign exchange subsidies, butstrong incentive to import goods and pay for these are available only on non-import-com.As the year wore on, Russia, notwithstand. them in rubles, which their central banks caning its peting products.own considerable monetary expansion, create independently. One way countriesaccumulated a significant trade surplus with 
can Given prevailing market rates of the rubleguard against this is to impose quantitative to the US dollar in most states in 1992, work.other republics. This reflected, in part, tradi. limits on export& ers have been earning only about I0US dol.tional structural relationships and, in part, the 

relatively large upward adjustment in the 
*Given that the extent of price liberaliza. lars a month, demonstrating the very hightion has varied greatly from state to state,price of oil-Russia's main export. To stem 

value of convertible currency and the highthere are significant price differences in a cost of imports at market exchange rates. Thethe outflow of goods and control the provision number of products. Moreover, many prices, undervaluation of the ruble is caused byof credit to other states, Russia a 
number of factors, most noestablished a network ofcorrc.s p o ne nt c*c o* nt s or * 
n b er o lcies tha t o 

. h e * . * .ta blyi( 1 ) poli i es t h at discour.spondent accounts for the cenforeign
tral
banks of the states, which age , suea s reinmonitored all bilateral a . exchange, such asactions; after July 1992, credit ota real interOW. Inlona 2 In l est rates that have remainedlimits were imposed these frot negative, frequentlyon 
accounts. When a country ex- .... 

peetooNp) prntormre;und (2bypi50ccoundts Wiihen a Rcountrn oINP percent or more; and (2) polieoft 
 forerUSSR (1990) ' " '-'c-....ceeded cies that discourage exportsits limit, the Russian R adoration 18.3oo.central bank would refuse to for convertible currency. TheUkane 29.0 '23.8
clear payments orders (like B"a=u8 

82.1 latter include licenses andchecks) of enterprises in the , 47.3UZbetIM 28 • 41.0 88.8Uzeitn28.5 , "25..5 8Q.4 taxes on exports, along withKaahstandebtor country, meaning that Goria 23.5 20.8 88.7 requirements to surrender28.9 24.8 85.9 foreign exchange earnings atRussian exporters would not Azerbaijan .. 3 .87.7be paid for the goods they Uithuania • . 45.5 0. 69.7 rates much lower than thoseMoldoa 
 .0"33.0 28.9 87.7 prevailing in the free market.
Exacerbdding 41Amatters was Kyrgyman 36.7 88.632.3 27.7 6.7 State trading through bilat.eral arrangements. In an ef.the dramatic deciine in the ef. TalikistanLan RepublicArm*la 35.928.4 31.0 88.5ficiency of the interstate bank. 25. 90.1Tu enlaW 35.6 33.0 fort to deal with interstate

ing system following the dis. 2.25 trade problems, countriesEstonla 32.9 0.2 91.8 have resorted to many of thesolution of the Gosbank, once................................

b ankA 
the th es he) er cen ra (or1l8 . ....central bank for all the Bulgaia f thatfea tures characterized0.1" 16.16 53.4states. trade under central planningExporters and im. Czechosovajca 23.0 " 10.9 47.2porters found that it took two By March 1992, an extensive

Poland . c. , • 3ny. 13.7 40.3'... 34.1to three months to clear pay. 19.8 network of inteigovernmentalR n 8.417.6 " 43.1.7 21.0ments orders-a risky busi bilateral trade agreements
 
ness in an environment of European Communrity (EC)(1990) had been signed, dividing
 

. . ...... trad e in hed,ceies:high inflation. BelgiuN 74.2 ' 44.5same time, several trade into three categories:StheAt . 32.7 13.7 41.7Gemany ..'. 29.8'." obligatory," "indicative," Ind14.4' 48.2 enterprise-to-enterprise.countries-such as Ukraine GR c 28.8: I 49.4
and the Baltic states-intro. 
 p.a 
e 

. . 2,.8
3 

. .. . ... 4 Obligatory list trade en.Nam Frne19.8. .Z1 a ' . .. .6 . tails the intergovernmentalduced their own currencies or Ireland 904.a.-r,,s .quasi-currencies. Oth ers plan t" a, • .. plan ".", r2... 13.0 6 alste,- y •: .. 5."9 negoenmna,. .,,-' . - 2.. ' . . 3,99. . ,".,5 64.,9.. .7, barter of 100-150e e g of the most,..,. .20A4.., m o t nt47.5 p o u ttc do so in the near future. Podga 
- .: ..- important energy productsNew currenc , ,d p a,'.-:or. ." .1- , 24. - 58.4 and,-. raw materials. Commit.pb em ea .or nts United .~r9LW2.0 ,,...11... '
problem for trade, so long as '-.- 41.2 ments obligate states to fulfillthey are conver'.ible for trade Sourceas8,: oo,I" ,¢teM0ate 8:NMAilg wold Bank forb NP Eai- , Pl. mid their contracts, and maxitransactions. But if they nE=WcpaUNECE (IM)br Vde datd 1b,
are 4 woeW,w*a G a,' -tyma,e* k ro0. IO dat Ud mum allowable prices arenot, these states will have to 

usually specified. IndicativeNO" ft .uie;
develop clearing 

A 1.aa mfMM,,. .inludes.ments arrangementsandthat sup. _tvirageolaPor p~pay. i.Mh rtd t trad typillydevelop learngen ta '""- • ,'- -;,. listup.. =Tr~ t' aw01 . -. - ...... ' tade typically includeswUS f suca.mchner,-grcu..... up to 1,000-1,500 products, 

" '..such as machinery, agricul
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rural, and consumer goods. Such trade differs 
from the obligatory kind in that, although in 
both cases states agree to provide licenses for 
enterprise contracts up to the quota amounts 
specified in each protocol, no trade will take 
place unless individual enterprises agree on 
the terms of the sales, including price and 
credit conditions. The third category includes 
all remaining products that can be freely 
traded among enterprises. In practice, how. 
ever, little is traded free of restraints, as the 
bulk of trade in value terms is included in the 
first two categories. 

These bilateral agreements fall far short of 
.solving" the myriad trade and payment prob-
lems To begin with, it is unclear how fre-
quently and exactly how trade imbalances 
among the states should be settled-convert-
ible currency, rubles, and additional goods 
shipment have been proposed as means of 
payment, with payment periods ranging from 
a month or shorter to a year. There are also 
significant problems with fulfilling obligatory 
trade agreements, largely as a result of the 
continuation of price controls, which reduce 
the incentive to export. At the same time, the 
system of state orders has either broken down 
or become less effective. As a result, enter-
prises, which either do not find itprofitable or 
lack the needed inputs, often do not supply the 
agreed-upon quantities. More fundamentally, 
as long as trade is conducted on the basis of 
bilateral pacts, it is governments rather than 
markets that are determining the allocation of 
resources. 

Barter. Another way of coping with the con-
fused trade and payments situation is by re-
sorting to barter-which appears to account 
for a significant, although impossible to quan-
tify, share of interstate trade for a number of 
reasons. First, because of provisions in the in-
:ergovernmental protocols, price controls are 
prevalent in interstate trade. Second, there are 
now high risks and costs associated with us-
:ng the banking system. Third, arrears be-
,ween enterprises has been a large problem in 
most states, and the risk of nonpayment is 
even greater on interstate sales, 

Terms ,ftrade. Superimposed on these 
problems is a deterioration in the terms of 
trade for many states, as domestic prices are 
brought closer to world prices. Prelimnary es-
timates suggest that those hardest hit will be 
B3elarus, Moldova, and the Baltic states, who, 
depending on the actual pattern and volume 
of trade, might experience losses of about 
10-20 percent of GDP. Furthermore, to the ex-
tent that international prices are passed on to 
final users, activities dependent on under-
priced inputs (both in domestic and interstate 
trade) might need considerable restructuring 
By contrast, raw material and energy ex-
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porters, such as Russia and Turkmenistan, 
stand to gain. And others, such as Azerbaijan, 
Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan seem likely to 
suffer little or no adverse consequences. 

In the end, a terms-of-trade adjustment is 
unavoidable-indeed it is essential for im-
proving resource allocation and integrating
these economies into the world economy. On 
the other hand, there is a question as to how 
quickly this adjustment should take place, 
Already, some stztes are trying to offset their 
losses by exploiting whatever monopoly 
power existing linkages and the transporta-
tion network give them. 

Proposed transition policies 
Experience has shown that, as the states of 

the former USSR look ahead, growth would be 
facilitated by the establishment of currendes 
that are convertible on current account 
(whether it be a convertible ruble zone or new 
currencies) and the adoption of a trade regime 
with low and uniform tariffs-free as much as 
possible of nontariff barriers-to encourage 
unregulated trade between enterprises. But 
the current situation is so far removed from 
this environment that the key questions now 
center on how best to shape transitional, often 
second best, arrangements that nonetheless 
would bring them closer to their desired 
longer-term goals. 

Trade regine toward third coun. 
tries. Experience throughout the world sug. 
gests that; in general, policies that discourage 
exports should be avoided. In particular; 
quantitative restrictions and licensing require-
ments would need to be removed, and ex-
porters should not be forced to surrender for-
eign exchange earnings at below market 
exchange rates. Moreover, export taxes are not 
needed-except on a temporary basis for 
those few commodities whose domestic prices 
are controlled and hence below international 
prices at prevailing exchange rates. Even for 
these, export taxes should decline to zero as 
the domestic price moves toward the world 
price. If states pursue these policies, they 
should be able to sharply increase their prized 
convertible currency earnings, thanks to a 
higher level of exports and an exchange rate 
that is very favorable to exporting. 

On the import side, as long as enterprises 
continue to trade with each other for rubles in 
an environment of an undervalued ruble and 
central allocation of foreign exchange, import 
competing industries are highly protected and 
there is no need for protection from third coun-
try imports. However, once the ruble is not un-
dervalued or new currencies are introduced re-
quiring convertible currency settlement 
among states, the incentive structure wil! 
change and domestic industries will face im. 

port competition from third countries and re
duced demand for exports in the states of the 
former USSR. At this point, states may wish 
to provide some interim modest protection to 
domestic industries in order to ease the pro
cess of adjustment and cushion the potential 
costs of increased unemployment. 

If there is to be protection, World Bank ex
perience with trade suggests that it can be 
best provided through tariffs (not to exceed 
20-30 percent) that (1)preferably do not vary 
by sector, or at least have a narrow high-low 
range, and (2)would decline over time. Such 
an approach will obviously result in slower ad
justment to the long-run optimum and should 
not be viewed as an alternative to appropriate 
exchange rate adjustment. Inan environment 
of uncertainty regarding price and exchange 
rate movements, however, a modest protective 
margin, provided through tariffs to industries 
with positive value-added, may be a useful 
transition device. Tariffs can also play a lim
ited useful role in generating fiscal revenue 
during a time when tax revenue collection is 
not yet fully effective, although given the small 
share of imports from the rest of the world, the 
revenue from this taxation will not be large. 

But if the tariffs are not moderate, they may 
actually serve to protect negative value-added 
industries. This would increase the transition 
costs, because in negative value-added indus
tries, the economy would save convertible cur. 
rency by importing the final product, export
ing the intermediate inputs, and paying 
workers even if they did not work. And if the 
tariffs do not decline over time, they would 
hamper the full integration of the economies 
into the world trading environment. 

State trading.For decades, this type of 
trading has seriously impeded the efficient al
location of resources and should be discontin
ued as soon as domestic prices are freed to ad
just to world prices. Bilateral agreements may 
need to be maintained in interstate trade for 
only those products subject to price controls. 
However, such agreements should limit the 
obligatory list to those few products (e.g., oil 
and natural gas) that are adjusting to world 
prices on a gradual basis. Moreover, the agree
ments should increasingly use state procure
ment agencies, rather than state orders, to 
carry out trade in these products. For all other 
products, states should either stop the use of 
export licenses or make the licenses 
automatic, as is the case with the indicative 
list, and the licenses should not be used to bal
ance accounts on a bilateral basis 

Governments would also want to encourage 
the entry of new firms in trade operations and 
eliminate the monopoly position of state trad
ing organizations. This would require steps
(e-g., in the availability of trade credit) to en
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sure that private traders are given equal op-
portunity to participate in trading activitie& 

Payments problems. To overcome pay-
ments problems that inhibit trade, countries 
must either adopt a fully coordinated mone-
tary and exchange rate policy within the ruble 
area, or leave the area and adopt independent 
currencies. 

Arrangements within the ruble zo-n Any 
state wishing to remain in the ruble zone must 
accept the need to coordinate monetary policy 
and exercise restraint. For these states, it is vi-
tal to agree on the rules regarding seignorage, 
currency emission, monetary policy, and the 
levels of outstanding balances that each may
be able to maintain. Otherwise, overexpan-
sionary policies in one state could lead to sig-
nificant negative balances that are automati-
cally financed and result in net transfers of 
goods and services from the others without 
the receipt of convertible currency. 

Measures will also be needed to reduce de-
lays in processing payments orders and im-
prove the efficiency of settlement procedures
for ruble zone trade. In addition, commemial 
banks ineach country should be allowed to es-
tablish correspondent bank accounts in the 
commercial banks of the others, 

For countries with new currencies. Since 
these new currencies may be inconvertible for 
a time, there is a danger that barter will con-
tinue to dominate and enterprise-to.enterprise 
transactions will not materialize. Thus, a sys-
tem of multilateral clearing with short settle-
ment periods (a clearing union) should be in-
troduced. Such a system would economize on 
the use of hard currency reseives by permit-
ting transactions at the enterprise level to be 
conducted in national currencies. Only the 
multilateral balance within the union would 
be settled in convertible currency among par. 
ticipating central banks. 

Inearly 1993, an alternative approach-us. 
ing the ruble for settlement-was being con-
sidered by nine countries (excluding the Baltic 
states, Arbaijan, Georgia, and theaista n Rzeubic, Ginte co, teo ego 
Tajikistanian Republic), in the ontext of nego-tiations for setting up an Interstate Bank. This 
bank, which at least in the beginning is not in-
tended to play a monetary role, will have as its 
main objective the establishment of an institu-
tional mechanism for multilateral clearing and 
settlement of interstate payments, based on a 
short settlement period and strict credit limits. 
Since different exchange rates are emerging for 
different "national" rubles and countries such 
as Ukraine are considering participation, theInterstate Bank may emerge essentially as a 
multilateral clearing house for countries with 
different currencies, rather than a ruble zone 
institution. Although it may fall short of in-
cluding all new independent states and many 

of its features are clearly transitional, the 
Interstate Bank may Serve a useful role in ad-
dressing the urgent need for establishing a re-
gional multilateral clearing mechanism, 

However, moreeaborate payments arrangL. 
ments that involve long settlement peri s and 
the provision of substantial external credit 
(patterned after the postwar European 
Payments Union) are not recommended. Such 
arrangements raise questions as to whether 
the credits provided finance a structural deficit 
or the outcome of ineffective overall macroeco-
nomic policies. They may also tend to discour-
age a movement toward convertibility and fu-
ture integration into the world economy. 

Interstate trade policy. At the very min-
imum, interstate trade relations should avoid 
beggar-my-neighbor policies that result in 
diminution of total trade in goods and services 
among the 15 states. The movement to world 
prices will undoubtedly lead to the deteriora-
tion of the terms of trade of a number of 
states, especially oil importers. But this can be 
mitigated in part by Russia providing energy
supplies to other states at domestic oil and gas
prices that could be expected to be adjusted to 
world oil prices in the near term. In parallel,
energy-importing states should eschew the 
temptation of trying to compensate by exploit-
ing monopolistic positions in other areas, such 
as transportation. 

More broadly, the recommended transition 
tariffs should not be applied to the states of 
the former USSR--that is, it may be worth 
while to try to set up a customs union or free 
trade arrangement on a temporary basis. By 
providing moderate tariff preferences, such an 
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arrangement could provide a modest incentive 
for maintaining interstate trade inthe near fu. 
ture, thereby reducing unemployment costs 
during the transition. 

A few guidelines would include: (1)allow. 
ing all states to join, irrespective of whether 
they desire to remain in the ruble zone-in 
fact, given the excessive incentive to import
from within the ruble zone, the preferential
trade pact would only be important for trade 
among those states with different currencies: 
and (2)reducing the tariff against third coun
tries and eliminating tariff preferences over 
time to permit the various states to adjust to 
their long-run comparative advantage in inter. 
national trade, which involves less trade de
pendence on each other. 

If a broad-based agreement cannot be ar. 
ranged, however, more narrow ones, such as a 
customs union among the Baltic states, may
be worth exploring, and different groupings 
may want to establish different arrangements. 
The nature of the arrangements could vary,
but the more comprehensive the arrangement,
the more likely that it will help reduce transi. 
tion costs in the medium term. Moreover, indi
vidual states, especially small ones, may
choose not to join any preferential trade area 
because they regard the trade diversion costs 
as excessive (i.e., for the range of products 
they import, they would have to pay high
prices to tariff-favored, intra-union, high-cost 
suppliers). However, they would need to con
sider the implications of not having preferen
tial access to the area. 
Next steps 

In sum, as the states of the former USSR de. 
sign transitional trade and payments arrange, 
ments, they will have to contend with a daunt. 
ing list of intricately linked problems. Perhaps 
the top priorities should be: 

• the reduction of state trading and the si. 
mul 

taneous expansion of enterprise-to-enter. 
pnse transactions;

the elimination of disincentives to exports, 
such as liensing and other quantitative controls; 

• the establishment of a satisfactory system
of payments based either on a fully coordi. 
natrl monetary policy within the ruble zone, 

the establishment of suitable multilateral 
clearing and payments mechanisms, both 
within the ruble zone and among the states 
with new currencies-otherwise, barter will 
continue to dominate. 

It would be especially helpful ifRussia were 
to take the lead inthese matters because of the 
central role it plays in trading relations with 
all the states inthe region. 

N 
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The Emerging World Trading System - Some 
Implications for LDCs 

Autar S. Dhesi 

Autar S. Dhesi reviews the major trends in world trade and the position of the less developed
countries CLDCs). He explains the trendtowards regionalism in the three industrialcentres of the
world, the Asiani Pacific Rim, North America and Western Europe. From this world picture he 
draws out some policy implications for LDCs. 

Challenges for LDCs 

The world isin flux both inpolitical and economic terms. It 
has never experienced such rapid changes as the current oves in 
peacetimebefore.Theolddividinglinesbetweenpower/economic 
blocsarebecoming blurredandthe newones thatareemergingare
of adifferent ilk. The recent developments inEurope, especially
thedisintegration of Soviet Union and metamorphosis of Eastern 
Europe in the wake of democratic movements, have challenged
policy makers to look fornewwaystounderstandthecontoursof 
the world's political and economic map. I However, the non-
alignmentmovement isyettoindicateclearlytheroleitcouldplay 
on the world scene inthese new circumstances. And there issome 
muted questioning of the relevance of the non-alignment
movementasoriginallyperceived, totheemergingworldpolitical 
and economic setting. Aside from rhetoric the movement's 
contribution has at best been marginal to the restructuring of 
world economic relations. That ideology is no substitute for 
thought isthe message today for those wishing to influence world 
development. The following takes up this message in an 
examinationof the present redistribution ofeconomic powerand
readjustment of trade restrictions and the challenges and 
opportunities these present to LDCs. 

LDCs role in world trade 

The world economy has witnessed some discernible trends 
in the field of international trade in recent years. First, world 
tradehasbeenexpandingatafasterratethan world production. 
According to tWe GAT Annual Report for 1989. growth in the 

volume of merchandise trade (7 percent) outpaced growth in 
world production (3percent) for the second consecutive year.
Second. the worldeconomy isbecoming increasingly integrated. 
and provides better opportunities forgains from innovation and 
investment. The recent data provide ample evidence of the 
rising share of trade in the national production of most GATT 
contracting parties. (GATT. 1992)- Third, the share of LDCs 
as awhole in world exports of manufactures has continued to 
rise significantly in the 1980s. (GATT, 1990) Even all the 
GATT's "dynamic traders" are LDCs (to be more precise
NICs), and the relative importance of manufactured products in 
the share of these countries' merchandise trade isin-reasing.I

The main features of the structure of international trade 
relegatethebulkofLDCstoaninferiorplacein eintemational 
system. Diana Tussie (1989) has summed up ihese features as 
the complementary of trade and direct investment, the 
concentration ot trade and investment among development 
countries (DCs). the oligopolistic market structure of world 
trade, and the prevalence of intra-industry and intra-firm trade 
via specialization within the multiproduct. In contrast, the bulk 
of trade of the LDCs isconcentrated in primary commodities 
and standardized semi-manufactures withhighprice sensitivity, 
low technological innovation, and considerable international 
competition. These sectors even in DCs have imited capacity
to adjust to changing economic environment in the short run. 
The DCs find it difficult to reallocate resources smoothly when 
open to competition from LDCs in these sectors. The fear of 
losing output andemployment opportunities generates pressures
for trade restrictions. An important example is Multifibre 
Arrangements, imposing quotas on exports of textiles from 
LDCs to DCs. These arrangements discriminate against LDCs 
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REPORT TO CONGRESS CONCERNING EXTEISION OF WAIVER 

AUTHORITY FOR THE PEOPLE'S REPpBLIC OF CHINA 


Pursuant to section 402(d) (1) of the Trade Act of 

1974 (hereinafter "the Act"), having determined that further 

extension of the waiver authority gra. ted by section 402(c) of 

the Act for the twelve-month period beginning July 2, 1993 will 

subseantially promote the objectives of section 402, I have 

today determined that continuation of the waiver currently
 
applicable to China will also substantially promote thE 

objectives of section 402 of the Act. 


of 'irratio Determinationight 


In FY 1992. 26,711 U.S. immigrant visas were issued in 
China. The U.s. numerical limitation for immigrants from China 
was fully met. The principal restraint on increased emigration 
continues to be the capacity and illingness of other nations 
to absorb Chinese immigrants, not Chinese policy. After 
considering all the relevant information, I have concluded 
that continuing the mFN waiver will preserve the gains already 
achieved on freedom of emigration and encourage further 

progress. There, thus, continues to be progress in freedom of 

emigration from China; 
we 	will continue to urge more progress. 


In FY 1992, 75,758 U.S. visas were issued worldwide to 

tourists and business visitors from China, a 35 percent increase 

over FY 1991 and a 76 percent increase over FY 1988. Foreign 

travel by Chinese-government sponsored businessmen alone
increased by 48 pecent in FY 1992, reflecting Deng Xiaoping's

policies of accelerating China's opening to the outside world. 


In FY 1992, 18,90B student visas (including exchange

students) were issued, a decline from FY .991 of 14 percent but
stud erent reatsuer hanY from edecline
. FYroalWe 

still 8 percent greater than FY 1988. The decline was probably 
the result in part of a recent new directive requiring Chinese 

college graduates educated at state expense to work for five 
years Lefore applying study.A dr-p for privately-funded overseas
in funding from recession-strapped U.S. schools and 

relatinfes may also have played a role. 


Chinese students crntinue to return from overseas for" 


visits without any apparent problem. With the exception of 

student activist Shen Tong, we are not awar- of any case in 

which Chinese living in the U.L. who returned to China for 

visits after June 1989 were prevented from leaving again, 

Shen was detained in September 1991 and then expelled from
China two months later for trying to establish a Beijing 


chapter of his Fund for Chinese Democracy. 


As 	detailed in the Lepartment's annual human rights report,
 
hu-annChina'srights practices remain repessive and fall far
 

sh-ort of internationally-accepted norms. Freedoms Of Speech,assembly, association, and religion are sharply restricted.
 

China understands that the Clinton Administration has
 
made human rights a cornerstone of our foreign policy. we
 
have already repeatedly raised our concerns with the Chinese
 
authorities and we Intend to press at every opportunity for
 
observance of internationally accepted standards of human
 
rights practice.
 

We 	have made numerous requests for information on specific
 
human rights cases. China has provided information on some of
 
these cases but further and more complete responses are
 
necessary. The Chinese recently released, prior to completion
 

of 	their sentences, several prominent dissidents whom we had
 
identified on lists provided to them. These included not only
 
Tiananmen-era demonstrators but also Democracy Wall (circa lq79)
 
activists. We hope this is the first step toward a broad and
 
general amnesty for all prisoners of conscience.
 

The Chinese promised then Secretary Baker in 1991 that all
 
Chinese citizens, regardless of their political views, have the
 

to travel abroad. Ths only exceptions are citizens who
 
are imprisoned, have criminal proceedings pending against them,
 

or have received court notices concerning civil cases. A number
 
of prominent dissidents, despite long delays, have been able to
 
leave China. Some others have not. Those who have been able
 
to obtain exit permits in the past year include labor leader
 
Han Dongfang, writers Wang Puowang and Bai Hua, scientist
 
Wen Yuankai, journalists Wang Ruoshui, Zhang Weiguo, and
 
Zhu Xingqing, and scholar Liu Qing. Others, like Hou Xiaotian,
 
Yu Haocheng, and Li Honglin, continue to face difficulties in
 
obtaining exit permission. We continue to press the Chinese
 
on 	these and other cases.
 

Our goal is the release of all those held solely for the
 
peaceful expression of their political and religious views.
 
In Nlovember 1991, the Chinese confirmed to Secretary Baker the
 
release of 133 prisoners on a list presented them earlier in
 
June of that year. Since then, the Chinese have released
 
additional political prisoners, including Ham Dongfang, Wang

Youcai, Luo Haixing, Xiong Yan, Yang Wei, Wang Zhixin, Zhang

Weiguo, Wang Dan, Wang XIzha, Gao Shan, 
Bao Zunxin, and A number
of Catholic clergy and lesser known activists. We continue to
 
press for a general amnesty and for permission for international
 
humanitarian organizations to have access to Chinese prisons.


have also pressed for improvement in the conditions of those
 

in Chinese prisons.
 

China has recently and for the first time admitted publicly

that domestic human rights policies are a legitimate topic of
international discussion. China has hosted human rights

delegations from France, Australia, the U.K., and Germany.
 

China sent several delegations to the U.S. and Europe, as well
 
as Southeast Asia, to study foreign human rights practices and
 

issued a "white paper" maintaining that basic human rights are
 
observed in China and arguing that a country's human rights
 
record should be viewed in light of its own history and culture.
 
We reject this limited definition of human rights but believe it
 
is a significant step forward that China is willing to debate
 
human rights issues wth its international critics.
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Drifting toward Protection? 
By Claude E. Barfield 

. NAFIA Side Deals: Poison Darts 

There isa real danger that labor and environ-
mental side agreements now being negoti-
ated for the North American free-trade pact
will erode many of the treaty's economic 
benefits and set a harmful precedent for 
future trade deals, 

The danger is heightened by fundamental 
divisions over trade policy at the center of 
the Clinton administration. These divisions 
have resulted inerratic, contradictory posi-
tions, bizarrely defended by U.S. Trade 
Representative Mickey Kantor as a way of 
keeping our negotiating partners off balance, 

,Mr. Kantor has said repeatedly that he is 
not interested in trade "theology." But the 
history of the debate over the trade pact's
side agreements shows that, at least in this 
case, eschewing theology merely disguises a 
desperate search for positions that are politi-
cally acceptable to key interest groups and 
to the protectionist wing of the Democratic 
Party. 

Thus, President Clinton vowed during the 
election campaign not to accept the free-
trade agreement without strong safeguards.-
that is,sanctions-against labor and the 
environmental rule-breakers. Yet in early
March, Mr. Kantor unveiled tentative plans
for trilateral commissions that would only
gather facts and dispense advice. 

This produced fierce opposition from 
some congressional Democratic leaders, so 
Mr. Kantor reversed himself within a week, 
asserting that commissions would indeed 
have "teeth." Four weeks later, in mid-April, 

the administration reversed course yet again
and backed down on strong trade sanctions 
and cross-border enforcement powers for the 
new commissions. 

The double-backspring flip-flops are com-
ical; the issues are not. In the future, the 
United States is likely to expand its regional
and bilateral free-trade agreements to South 
America and Asia-including a number of 
developing countries with lower per capita
incomes and less productive work forces, 
Thus, the precedent set by these side agree-
ments may have far-reaching consequences.

Behind the grab for power by labor and 
environmental interests--abetted by indus-
tries that hope to see the treaty go down 
because of disputes over the side agree-
ments-ie real phlosophial differences,

On the one side are those who argue that 
governments must intervene to force harmo-
nization of wages, social welfare, and envi-
ronmental standards through the use of 
trade sanctions. As one environmental 
leader recently said, "We challenge the 
basic assumption...that markets are capable
of establishing accurate values for natural 
resources and environmental protection."

Similarly, the AFL-CIO has demanded 
future mandated increases in the Mexican 
minimum wage structure as a condition for 
approval of the trade agreement. 

On the other side are those who argue 
that forced upward harmonization of envi-
roamental and labor standards--ahead of 
productivity and income gains in Mexico-
isself-defeating. 

The former states of East Germany pre-
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sent acurrent case study of the futility of try
lng to force economic change from the topdown. German officials made a huge error 

by agreeing to equal wage levels betweenwestern and eastern Germany in 1994 even 
though the productivity of east German labor 
isory half that of west German workers. 
The result has been wide-scale bankruptcy
of companies in the eastern states, soaring
unemployment, and the prospect of costly
subsidies for the extended future. 

Beyond economic considerations, there is 
the issue of sovereignty. Mexico or Canada
or any nation that signs on later to the free
trade agreement-may well have legitimate 
reasons for a very different set of environ
mental or social welfare priorities.

For instance, given the amount of deadly
air pollution over Mexico City, Mexico may
well prefer very stringent-air pollution regu
lations while tolerating less rigid rules for 
chemical or water pollution.

And Mexican labor may well find lower 
wage rates acceptable inreturn for more sub
stantial health or unemployment benefits. 
Complete congruity of environmental, labor, 
and social wvelfare standards isneither 
possible nor desirable. 

What many U.S. environmental and labor 
leaders really want when they push harmo
nization is replication of U.S. priorities and 
standards. An al'tempt to force such a view 
onto the proposed trilateral commissions 
would destroy the free-trade agreement
and would establish conditions to which no 
other nation in Central or South America 
could submit. 

Itis for this reason that commissions with 
extraterritorial authority and the power to 
impose trade sanctions are poisoned darts 
aimed at the free-trade pact. They should be 
opposed by all who want to see this 
agreement ratified. 
[from the JournalofCommerce, May 3,19931 



h , U.S. contin2aily rai'es with he Chinese qovernm n . the 

need for protection c. Tibet'Ldistinctive religion and culture. 
We are concerned abou: China's heavy-handed Suppression of 

politicsl demonstratins in the ibeta Autonomous Region. 


Denonstrations, on a smaller scale than in past years, Continue 

to result in instances of brutal beatings and long detentions.
 
China has admitted scme foreign observers to Tibet and to the 

main Lhasa prison. Diplomatic reports state that the Chinese 

Government is providing funds for rebuilding monasteries and 

that monks are now provided more leeway in their religious 

practices. In recent years, an increasing nu'ber of non-Tibetan 

Chinese have moved to the Tibetan A'utonomol's Region in search of 

economic opportunity. We will continue to mrnitor closely
 
reports that the PRC is encouraging involuntary emigration by 

non-Tibetan Chinese to areas traditionally settled by Tibetans. 

So far, we have found no evidence of a Chinese government policy 

to this effect. 


Nonproliferation Issues 


Chi:a's support for global nonproliferation initiatives 

has increased subst.ntially since the beginning of 1992. In 

March 1992, China ac eed to the Nuclear lion-Proliferation
 
Treaty (ZZPT) and adhered to the Missile rechnology Control 

Regime (MTCRI guidelinas and parameters. In January 1993, 

Beijing became an original signatory to the Chemical Weapons 

Convention (CWC). China now is a party to all of the leading 

nonproliferation agreements. These commitments have influenced 

Chinese behavior: Beijing has refrained from solling certain 

sensitive items because of proliferation concerns, and 

nonproliferation as an issue appears to receive more senior 

consideration in Chinese policy-making circles. 


At the same time, certain sensitive Chinese exports raise 

questions about PRC compliance with these commitments. At 

present, the greatest concern involves reports that China in 

November 1992 transferred MTCR-class M-ll missiles or related 

equipment to Pakisten. Such a transfer would violate China's 

MTCR commitment and trigger powerful sanctions under U.S. 

missile proliferation law. There also are reports that 

China is exercising inadequate control over sensitive nuclear, 

chemical, atid missile technology exports to countries of
 
proliferation concern. Even if these sales do not violate 

PRC obligations, they raise questions about China's appreciation
 
of the importance of preventing the proliferation of weapons of 

mass destruction and their ballistic missile dclivery systems, 


We are also concerned thal China has withdrawn from the 

Middle East arms control (ACME) talks. The U.S. holds that, 

as a permanent member of the UN Security Council, China has a
 
special responsibility to continue in these talks. 


Seeking full Chinese compliane with multilateral 
obligat'ons and support for international nonproliferation 
goals is a top Administration priority. The U.S. is prepared 
to employ the resources under U.S. law and executive 
determinations -- including the imposition of sanctions --
if the PRC engages in irresponsible transfers 
2'Ade Issues. Including Prison Labor 

Reciprocal granting of MFN tariff status was a key element 
cementing the normalization of Sino-U.S. relations by providing 
a framework for major expansion of our economic and trade 
relations. In 1992 bilateral trade topped $33 billion, 

- -:hChNlr.ese ex orts of $2S .8 billion and .S. exports of 

7.5 tillion. China was our fastest growing export market in 
Asia in 1992 as U.S. exports to China rose by 19 percent. In 
ttrn, the United States remains China's largest export market, 
absorcing about 30 percent of China's total exports.
 

China maintains multiple, overlapping barriers to imports
 
in an effort to protect non-competltive, state-owned industries.
 
China also has recognized that ts development goals cannot be
 
achieved without gradually reducing protection and opening its
 
domestic market to the stimulus for change brought by import
 
competition.
 

Our market access agreement, signed October 10, 1992, if
 
implemented by the PRC, will increase opportunities for U.S.
 
exports by phasing-out 70 to 80 percent of China's non-tarif
 
trade barriers over the next four years. The regular
 
consultation process required by this agreement allows us to
 
monitor 'implementation and take appropriate action should China
 
violate its commitments. Progress has been made in opening the
 
market to U.S. products but we still need to resolve several
 
issues regarding implementation.
 

Recently, the Chinese have indicated an interest in doing
 
more business with U.S. companies. As U.S. corporate executives
 
are arriving in droves to explore new commercial opportunities
 
in Beijing, at least eight Chinese delegations have been or will
 
soon be dispatched to the U.S. with orders to "b ' American".
 
These missios:s have the potential to generate billions of
 
dollars of exports of aircraft, autos, satellites, oil drilling
 
equipment, aviatien electronics, wheat, fertilizer, and other
 
U.S. products.
 

Still, the large and growing U.S.-China trade deficit is
 
unacceptable. The over $40 billion trade surplus China has
 
accumulated with the United States since June 1989 has been very
 
destructive to American industries, particularly the textile and
 
footwear sectors, resulting in the loss of American jobs. It is
 
therefore essential that the PRC implement Zhe uarket access
 
agreement we have negotiated, which would produce a much greater
 
equilibrium and fairness in Sino-American trade.
 

Prison Labor
 

China officially banned the export of products produced
 
by prison labor in October 1991. In August 1992, we signed a
 
Memorandum of Understanding under which the Chinese agreed to
 
investigate cases we presented and to allow U.S. officials
 
access to suspect facilities in China.
 

The U.S. has preented the Chinese government information
 
on 16 cases of alleged use of prison labor. The Chinese have
 
reported back on all 16 cases, admitting that in for cases they
 
were :orced to correct the fact that pri' ners were being used
 
to produce goods exports in violation of hinese law. U.S.
 
officials have visited three prisons and have standing requests
 
to visit five others, inc'Jing a revisit to one facility.
 

In the past two years, U.S. Customs has aggressively
 
expanded its enforcement of U.S. laws banning the import of
 

prison labor products. Customs has Issued over twenty orders 
b-nning suspected Chinese goods from entering the U.S., achieved 
one court conviction of a U.S. company for importing prison made 
rachine tools and seized suspected equipment in another case. 
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Sir-ce the P-:son 
Labor Memorandum ut Understanding was signed
last August. there has been no 
Indication that goods allegedly

produced by prison 
labor have entered the U.S. Talks With China
will continue 
on the full
prison labor MOU. entorcem,:nt of 
the prOViSIons of the 

Conditions_____Renw__ 
 in |95 


C -oditionsfor Renewal 
 i 1994abide 


China has made progress in recent years in the areas 
of
human rights, nonproliferation, an dtrade. Nevertheless Ibelieve more 
progress is necessary and possible in each of these 

three areas. In considering the optimal method of 
encouraging

further progress on these Issues, I have decided to issueattached Executive Order which outlines the areas in the field
of human rights with respect to which China, in order to receive 


the 

positive consideration for a renewal of HFN In 1994, 
will have
to make overall, significant progress in the next twelve months, 


In considering extension of HFN, we will take 
into account
whether there has been overall, significant progress by China
 
with respect to the following:
 

Respecting the fundamental human rights recognized in the
Universal Declaration ot 
Human Rights, for example, freedoms of
expression, peaceful assembly and association.
 

Complying with China's commitment to allow its citizens,
regardless of their political views, 
freedom to emigrate and
travel abroad (excepting those who are imprisoned, have criminal
proceedings pending against them, 
or hava'received court 
notices

concerning civil cases).
 

Providing an acceptable accounting for and release of

Chinese citizens imprisoned or detained for the peaceful
expression of their political views, 
including Democracy Wall
 
and Tiananmen activists.
 

-- Tak-ing effective steps to ensure that forced abortion and
sterilization are 
not used to implement China's family planning

policies.
 

Ceasing religious persecution, particularly by releasing
leaders and members of religious groups detained or imprisoned
 
for expression of their religious beliefs.
 

-- Ta. sigeffective actions to ensure that prisoners are not
being mistreated and are receiving necessary medical treatment,

such as by granting access 
to Chinese prisons by international
 
humanitarian organizations.
 

-- Seeking to resume dialogue with the Dalai Lasa or his
representatives, and taking measures 
to protect Tibet's
 
distinctive religious and c'ltural heritage.
 

ceasing the jamming of Voice of America broadcasts.
 

The Administration will also use 
tools undex existing
legislation and executive determinations to encourage further
 
progress in human rights.
 

In addition, I wish to make clear my continuing and
 
strong determination to pursue objectives in the areas of
nonproliferation and trade, utilizing other 
instruments
available, including ajpropriate legislation and executive
 

nori, 

deternnaticns. 
 For example. various provisions of U.S. law
contain strong measures against irresponsible proliferation of
 
eapons of mass destruction and 
nuclear weapons echnolog f
These include
Defense Authorization Act.
Ths missile profu
nld isl rlferationUsing these tools assanctions necessary, weunder the Nlationalwill continue to press China 
to implement its commitment, to
 

by :nternational standards and agreements In the
 

nonproliferation area.
 
In the area of trade, the Clinton Ad instrat on will


continue to press for fue 
 and faithful implementation of
 
bilateral agreements with China 
on market access, intellectual
 
property raights,
Trade Act Is and prison lbor.
a Section
powerful instrument to ensre 01 of the
our 94
interests
 are protected and advanced 
in the areas of market aCcess and
intellectual Property rights. 
 The Administration will
continue 
to implement vigorously the provisions of 
the Tariff
 

labor.
 



A completely free community wide international free 
market for movement of pd-. services and factors of 
production is the objec'. 

The European Community brings togethet twelve nations 
with a total of 340 million people and a combined gross
-national" product of USS 3 trillion. The EC is expected to 
expand with Turkey. Malta. Cyprus and Austria having already
applied forrm,:mbership. Inaddition. the EC and European Free 
Trade Associltion (EFTA) recently agreed to create the 
"European Economic Area" free of trade restrictions. In !993,
the countries of EFTA will begin adopting EC.type laws 
removingtariffsandother restrictions.This willcreateamarket 
ofmore than 380 million consumers. Further Sweden. Iceland, 
Finland. Norway. Switzerland and several countries inCentral 
Europe also are keen to join the EC. Once this process of EC 
expansion is completed. Western and Central Europe may 
become the world's largest market area with concomitant 
economic and political power. The EC*92 has taken North 
America and Japan by surprise. They are examining with 
concern the likely impact of this regional development in 
Europe on the world economy and the multilateral trade 
negotiations inprogress.' 

Just as North America seems to be inclined towards Central 
and Latin America. and the Pacific Rim regions, the EC finds 
it desirable to look towards culturally and geographically 
proximate Eastern Europe for trade and investment 
opportunities. 

Policy implications for LDCs 

First, LDCs have to work out a strategy to ensure that the 
existing or emerging DC regional trade arrangements do not 
shutthemout furtherandthattheirinterestsareattendedtoboth 
through direct negotiations and more liberalized multilateral 
trading system. For this, they need to solicit the cooperation of 
those who are willing to extend them support. For example the 
U.S.. being an efficient producer of services and knowledge, is 
very keen to see some liberalization oftrade services, and reach 
an agreement for the better protection of intellectual property
rights. At the same time, the U.S.. supported by Australia and 
New Zealand is also pursuing liberalization of trade in 
agriculture. It strongly feels. justly to some extent, that it gave 
more through earlier rounds than it gained. The EC and Pacific 
Rim countries, which gained most from liberalization of trade 
inmanufactures since World War 11,are anxious to see that the 
North American market remains open to them. 

The LDCs are keen to see that textiles and other labour 
intensive products in which they have comparative advantage 
are freed from non-tariff restrictions. It is inappropriate to 
consider the interests of LDCs in block as opposed to those of 
DCs. Both groups are heterogeneous.' There isenough elbow 
room for negotiations to make them a positive sum game. 
LDCs. individually or ingroups depending aparticular issue, 
should solicit the cooperation of those DCs who are willing to 

come forA'ard in their support even if motivated to advance 
their own interests. 

Second, the major source of their weak position in 
negotiations among other factors is the lack of generation of 
ideas matching those coming from the large epistemic
community inDCs. Ironically. some of the ideas generated by
DC epistemic community have been used by LDCs to advance 
their position innegotiations. ' This isparticularly so incase of 
negotiations on trade inservices. IOne possible solution isthat 
UNCTAD is transformed into a powerful think-rank in the 
changed world scenario to play an effective role inadvancing
the interests of LDCs. So far ithas had limited success inthis 
respect for anumber of reasons. (Dhesi and Benjamin. 1984) 

Third. the LDCs can reduce their dependence on DCs for 
industrial development through export of manufactures by
setting their priorities right. The top priority should be given to 
increase productivity in agriculture, both to feed the growing
population and to supply raw materials for industrial 
development. Further, surplus isneeded to supply savings for 
capital formation and generate suffici.nt demand for industrial 
goods (Dhesi. 1978). The high productivity inagnculture also 
inducestle generationofmany interrelatedjobcreating- ii:vi ties 
it. the rural and semi-rural areas. These are the essential 
components of the so called broad based development strategy 
supposedly having the desired effects on population growth
and other social benefits (Dhesi. 1981). Inthis process, farm 
wage increases rapidly following Arthur Lewis (1978). it is 
farm productivity which determines the price of labour and 
factorial terms of trade internationally, a matter of serious 
concern for primary producing LDCs. The' exports of 
manufactured goods in the presence of an unlimited reservior
oflow productivity food producers would not help in improving
their factorial terms of trade. The LDCs will substituteone type
of dependency for another. Trade cannot be a substitute for 
technical change. 11 

Fourth, efforts can be made in LDCs to gear investment and 
imports to strengthen their technological base, and to produce 
mass consumption goods curtailing the production of luxury
goodf. The liberalization orat least rationalization of inflow of 
foreign direct investment and imports having a bearing on 
technological development would facilitate the acquisition of 
comparative advantage and the eventual partial reversal of this 
inflow (Dhesi. 1985). This will augment the growth of 
reproducible wealth thus making is possible to alleviate the 
extremes of poverty and deprivation. This process will be 
facilitated if LDCs are able to eschew internal as well as intra
regional traditional rivalries and contatn conflicts releasing 
resource and energies for development.

Fifth, generation of technical and managerial skills ia the 
contextofoverallhumanresourcedevelopmentwillhelpLDCs 
to maximize gains from external participation inproduction by
developing and strengthening complementarities between the 
inflowofextemalresourcesanddomesticinputs.(Dhesi. 1983) 
Someobserversevencontendthat "industrialcapacity, financial 
capital, technology and information are no longer the driving 

forces of the economy" (Crawford. 1991). It is the human 
capital-combination of human intelligence, talent, creativity 
and knowledge that isassuming the pre-eminent place. In this 
context, the effective adherence to the principle of collective 
self-reliance in various fields especially technology and human 
resourcesdevelopment will certainly make LDCs less vulnerable 
to the manipulations of the rich. 

Autar S.Dhesl is ProfessorofEconomicsat Guru Nunau Dcv 
University, Amritsar 143 005, India. 
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in violation ofthe GATT's most favoured nation clause. In any 
case, the impositionofquantitative restriction ratherthan tariffs 
isalso incontradiction to a fundamental GATT principle. 

Trends towards regionalism 

The multi-lateral negotiations not withstanding, the world 
economic system ischaracterized by agrowing regionalism in 
trade in the main industrial centres- Asian/Pacific Rim, North 
America and Western Europe. The recent years have witnessed 
adiscernible move towards formation of regional and bilateral 
blocks, free trade areas, and customs/economic union. This 
representsa major surge formore open and integrated economic 
relations at the regional level. This is partly aconsequence of 
dynamicsofglobal indu',trialization,and partly areactiontothe 
slow pace and low productiveiy of multi-lateral negotiations.' 
It may also reflect the concens of countries to encourage or 
avoid dependence. In any case, most of the countries around 
these industrial centres are likely to be associated %kith them in 
one form or the other. As such, these regional groups hase the 
preponderant share of trade among GAT members. Their 
regional evolution and intra-regional interaction will constitute 
a dominant influence on the development of GATT as a 
framework of multilateral trade, 

Asian/Pacific Rim Countries 

In 1982. the volume of trade across the pacific surpassed
that across the Atlantic (Harris, 1991). A strong trend to 
regionalization has manifested itself in Asia in the rise of the 
Asian Rim economies under business leadership ofJapan. Like 
EC, over 0O percent of the trade of the Pacific Rim nations stays
within the area (Weidenbaum, 1992). The countries of the 
Pacific Rim: Japan. the newly industrializing countries or 
"'LittledragonsofEastAsia"-Korea.Taiwan, Singapore and 
Hong Kong. and the countries ofSouth East Asia - Indonesia, 
Malaysia. Thailand and Philippines have the most dynamic
economies in the world. The six nations that make up the 
Association ofSouth-East Asian Nations- Brunei. Indonesia. 
Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand - now 
constitute larger market for Japan than does the U.S. 
(Weidenbaum, 1992). For Indonesia and Malaysia, Japan is 
now the leading trade Partner for exports as well as imports. By
1995, .t islikely that Japan will provide the largest market for 
the exports and perhaps also the imports of the Asian Rim 
nations. No wonder. Japan isincreasingly giving preference to 
South-East Asian countries inaid and investment, 

The Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN).
while it does not function as a regional trade arrangement, has 
becomean"effectiveinterlocutionforcooperationineconomic 
matters and foreign affairs with OECD Countries. (Drake and 
Nicolaidis, 1992) ANZCERA. the Australia. New Zealand 
Closer Economic Relations Trade Arrangement, is currenty 
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the only formal Pacific Rim trade arrangement. But these two 
countries are keen to develop closer economic ties with North 
America. Japan. however, isnot member of any formal trade 
arrangement. 

North American Free Trade Area 

Negotiations are underway that may turn America into the 
world's largest and most populous unified market. In 1989. the 
United States and Canada signed a free trade agreement that 
seeks to eliminate all tariffs and non-tariff barriers to trade by
1998. The agreement resulted from anatural increase inU.S. -
Canadian trade and from adesire to create acounter weight to 
the EC through NAFTA. (Harris. 1991) Now negotiations are 
underway with Me.ico to establish this larger free trade area. 
It will be the world's largest free market. with 364 million 
consumers and total output of US$ 6 trillion. 

Thisarea will encompassover 20 million square kilometers 
(more than twice the size of Europe) with apopulation larger
than European Community's and three times aslarge asJapan's. 
The trade among the three nations will grow from its USS 25(0
billion ayear. (Fry. 1991) It isalso hoped that atrilaieral accord 
also %%ill speed up the process of negotiating agreements with 
nations inCentral and South America. (Fry. 1991) There is no 
immediate danger of shutting out the remaining world. The 
participants inNAFTA negotiations conduct 60 percent of their 
total trade with countries outside the region: each one of them 
dependson the GAT to safeguard its accessto foreign markets 
andtopursuemultilateraltradeliberalization.Astheeconomies 
of North America restructure and grow in response to the 
combined stimulus of domestic reforms and NAFTA 
Commitments, and thus become more competitive in world 
market, the GATT system will become even more imponam.
The future challenge isto ensure that successful NAFTA will 
complement and not weaken the world trading system. (Hufbauer 
and Schott. 1992) 

European Economic Community 

At present. the world focus ison the European Communit.. 
Its move to complete the process of economic integration 
by the end of 1992. once completed. will effect a maior 
structural shift in Western Europe. This phenomenon isusuall. 
referred to as EC'92 even though the actions being taken are 
part of an ongoing process that may continue into 1993 and 
beyond. 5 However. by the end of 1992. the economic 
integration of the EC members will be quite advanced. Ot the 
300 actions sanctioned by the EC in 1987. about 250 alread. 
have been presented as formal proposals. and 130 of them 
have been adopted' by the EC Council of Minister. 
(Weidenbaum. 1991) Many of the difficult measures alread. 
have been taken. These actions are intended to eliminate the 
physical. i,.ihnical and fiscal obstacles to an integrated Europe. 
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NOT-SO-FAVORED CHINA
M c,Zedong once derided the 
West as a paper tiger. The A Senate staff aide long critical of 

China predicted, "We will see a veryUnited States reaffirms that 
,.,,1temptuous judgment every year sophisticated dance and betrayal." He 

speculated that the Whiteduring the annual charade that pass-	 House's 
conditions will look tough but be,.stor a congressional debate overIewI.tiot China's most-favorcd-	 fashioned so that Beijing can get over 

oh I.IFN) trading status. the immediate hurdle. thus permit. 
Despite providing China with ti.lg MFN recertification in 1994.a 
.ar,ite market. 	 In the immediate aftermath ofind erowing overseas 

Tiananmen, when Chinese progress\\ whhineton has repeatedly conclud 
d that u'in,, that market on human rights was the West's mainto exercise 

ri oer Beijing's policies can concern, such MFN maneu.erin 
,:,shaIcklire. When China's viola- 1.was tactically justifiable. Througl

similar bluster short of action. condi:ion ul it-, own citizens' human rights At! tiened U.S. ideals but not Amer-	 tions in China were 'raduallv if 
grudgingly improved.i,,i
N practical well-being, restraint 

. But the problems facing U.S.h.id a crass but coherent rationale. 
Chinese relations in the future mayBut as the consequences of Chinese actions-with regard to arms,.ic,;. 	 require more direct action, many analysts agree. Recent allegatrading practices arid safeguarding of the environment- tions that China iscontinuing to ship missile parts to Pakistanimcrcasinily have impact beyond China's borde.rs, failure to take,.Mon a violation of its international commitments-threaten globalmay become harder and harder to defend, in the view of stability. The Bush Administration argued that MFN renewalmin, analysts, 

To date. those advocating withdrawal of China's MFN privi. 
was a carrot needed to get China to sign the Missile Technology
Control Regime. Now somehae 	 in the Clinton Administration real,_,cs never convincingly demonstrated that such action son that MFN renewal is necessary to ensure compliance. Such.ould produce the intended benefits. In the future, as U.S. self- circular logic suggests that China needinterest in Chinese behavior rises, the burden of proof may 

never be held account
mn.reasingly fall on the defenders of China's MFN privileges to. 

able for her actions. 
China's trade surplus with the United States. which reachedJcmon,trate that maintaining the status quo has produced any

meaningful results. 
$18 billion in 1992, has been growing faster than America's
imbalance with Japan. Last year, Beijing signed agreements\IFN ,tatus. accorded most U.S. trading partners, providesirtuallv duty-free access to the U.S. market. China's MFN privi-
granting greater protection to U.S. intellectual property andpledgedts, 	 to further open its markets to American-made prodfirst extended in 1979, must be renewed annually by presi-

dental certification that China is complying with the human 
ucts. Data for the first two months of this year show U.S. exports 

rib,hts to China up 34 per cent, while imports from China increasedprovisions of U.S. trade law. This year, that certification only 12 per cent. This is an auspicious sign, but unless the trendtilj, due on June 4. If China loses MFN treatment, its shipments continues, Beijing's preferred access to the US. market willt the United States could be slapped with sever,' billion dollarsin 	 become even more difficult to preserve.tariffs. With higher duties on Chinese-made droducts, many Finally, China's generation of electrical power. which mostlyL 	S importers would undoubtedly turn elsewhere,

-\ttcr the Chinese government's massacre of students in 

depends on the burning of coal, has beconie one of the principal
sources of the greenhouse gases that contribute to global w.,armT.ininmen Square in June 1989, Congress attempted to punishll.,ring by conditioning MFN on improvements in China's pro-
ing, experts say. "Wait until the environmentalists interested in 

ic,:tion of human rights. Each 
trade get hold of this one," a Washington trade lwyer predict' ear, the Bush Administration ed.If the Administration does not begin to use MFN to leveragehicked such efforts, arguing nat they were futile and would more environmentally benign Chinese energy production, greenUndermine U.S. economic and geopolitical interests, activists will.On the campaign trail, candidate Bill Clinton promised a Defenders of China's MFN status argue that such actionsitwhcr line. But now President Clinton is backing away from1hit rhetoric. White House officials insist that all options 
would be futile. "I am skeptical of withholding trade relations toare make a statement about something we don't like.",till 	 McConnellunder consideration. But most analysts on Capitol Hill andin th said. "The only people you hurt when you terminate MFN arehusiness community expect that the Administration will the [Chinese] democrats and capitalists."c.rtits that China is complying with U.S. law but will attempt toprecmpt congressional action by issuing an executive order 

For the past four years, just such arguments ha\,e successfull, 
thrc,tcning to lift China's trade privileges next year if Beijing 

been used to ward off economic sanctions against China. As aresult, America's policy toward China has been reactive. Insteadd)c, not meet certain conditions. of laying down meaningful markers warning Beijing of the conse-The Administration is looking for a way to do everything quences of future behavior on a range of issues that affect U.S.(,ingress might want by executive order," said Sen. Mitch interests, Washington has tied itself in knots debating what toM,cConncll. R-Ky., an opponent of lifting China's MFN privi- do--which usually turns out to be nothing-after those interestshI,gcHe predicted that the President "will take unilateral have been violated. But asiction on missile transfers, human rights and some 	
U.S. stakes in Chinese action rise.other Washington may no longer be able to afford to continue such a01Ns.-

passive policy. U 
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International Economic Institutions
 
and Arrangements: New Choices
 
in a New World
 
C.R. Neu 

In 1944, as World War II was coming to an end, an 
international conference was convened in Bretton 
Woods, New Hampshire, to plan the structure of the 
postwar international economic environment. Earlier 
arrangements for international trade and payments had 
collapsed disastrously during the 1930s, and the 
conferees sought to devise a set of institufions and 
arrangements for the future that would prove more 
robust. The conferees also recognized that the end of 
hostilities would face the world with a reconstruction 
task of unprecedented magnitude. All nations had a 
stake in the success of this reconstruction, and means 
had to be found for channeling global resources into the 
reconstruction effort. The institutions and arrangements 
that grew out of the Bretton Woods conference-the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF), the International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD or 
World Bank), and, less directly, the General Agreement 
on Tarnts and Trade (GATT--have served as the 
principal pillars of the international economic 
environment for the past 45 years. 

For the most part, these institutions and 
arrangements have served us well. In most of the world 
(or at least in most of the countries that participated in 
the Bretton Woods institutions), overall economic 

activity has expanded and material welfare has 
improved at rates that are high by almost any historical 
standard. International trade and investment have 
flourished. The economies devastated by World War II 
were rebuilt, and development assistance has been 
extended to many other countries. Most important, we 
have avoided economic catastrophes on the scale of the 
Great Depression. 

But both the nature and the scale of international 
economic activity have changed enormously in 45 years, 
and it would be surprising indeed if institutions and 
arrangements first designed in 1944 were still adequate 
to the task of managing today's international economy. 
The Bretton Woods institutions have changed, of course, 
with the times. Old roles have been abandoned and new 
ones undertaken. New institutions have been created. 
Policies have changed in the face of new thinking, new 
circumstances, and new problems. iMIuch of this change
has been ad hoc in nature, though, and uncoordinated. 
What was once a more or less coherent set of institutions 
and arrangements for managing the world economy has 
begun to show gaps, redundancies, and misalignments. 
The system of international economic institutions 
devised at Bretton Woods is beginning to show its age,
and there is a growing perception that the time has come 

iAND Issue Papersexplore topics of critical interest to the policymaking community, with the intent ofstimulating discussion in apolicy area.
They may identify trends or present tentative observationsor informed judgments based on an ongoing programof research. 



for a comprehensive rethinking of how we manage the 
international economy. 

We are today at a crossroads not entirely unlike the 
one perceived by the original Bretton Woods conferees. 
The collapse of the Soviet empire and the end of the 
Cold War provide an opportunity for a reconsideration 
of all international relations-political, military, and 
economic. Confronted with a new world, we have a 
chance to shape a new system of international economic 
institutions as part of a new system of overall interna-
tional relations-as part of a "new world order." More 
ominously, the end of World War II presented the 
Bretton Woods conferees with the real prospect of 
political and social turmoil if reconstruction efforts 
failed. The collapse ot communism presents the current 
generation of policymakers with a similar specter. We 
face, then, not only an opportunity but also an urgent 
need to consider the adequacy of existing international 
economic institutions and arrangements. 

The Need for Cooperative Action 

More so than ever before, national economies are 
interdependent. Economic forces do not stop at national 
boundaries, and developments in any part of the 
increasingly integrated global economy are likely to 
have consequences elsewhere. The notion is widely 
accepted that a smoothly functioning international 
economic environment is an "international public 
good"-an end that cannot be achieved solely through 
unilateral actions by individual nations-and the need 
for some degree of international cooperation is not 
disputed. The original Bretton Woods conferees 
recognized the need for international cooperation and 
concerted action to achieve three primary ends: to create 
a system of exchange rates and international payments 
that would facilitate international trade and investment; 
to establish a set of rules to govern international trading 
relations; and to provide the international credit 
necessary to support national efforts at economic 
reconstruction and development. Today, we might add 
to these tasks the effective regulation of transnational 
economic acoivity, which is increasingly beyond the 
reach of purely national authorities. Although there is 
general agreement about the need for some international 
cooperation to accomplish these four tasks, there is 

considerable controversy over the nature, the extent, and 
the specific objectives of this cooperation and over the 
international institutions required to manage it. 

In each of the four principal areas in which 
international economic cooperation is potentially 
desirable, fundamental policy choices will have to be 
made in the next few years. These choices will go a long
ade thr dexteremiyears.hehe andchoitentioalg


way toward determining whether and how international 

economic institutions and arrangements will need to be 
restructured to manage the world economy in the 21st 
century. Let us consider what these policy choices a-e 
likely to be and the fundamental differences in outlook 
that lie behind debates over them. 

Exchange Rates, International Payments, and 
Macroeconomic Coordination 

In 1973, the worldwide system of fixed exchange 
rates that had grown out of the Bretton Woods 
conference collapsed. With it collapsed any consensus 
on whether or how exchange rates should be managed. 
Many countries continue to fix the value of their 
currencies in relation to one or a group of major 
currencies. But since 1973, the world's major 
currencies-the dollar, the yen, and the deutsche mark
have floated more or less freely against each other, with 
exchange rates among them determined primarily by 

market forces. 
Early proponents of floating exchange rates had 

hoped that market forces would bring about automatic 
and continuous adjustments of exchange rates. Overall 
exchange-rate stability would be enhanced, they hoped, 
because continuous adjustment of exchange rates would 
keep pressures for large changes from building up. The 
world would be spared, it was argued, the poiitically 
and economically wrenching currency crises that so 
often preceded exchange-rate adjustments in the overly 
rigid Brett,. Woods system of fixed exchange rates. 
Floating exchange rates would also give national 
authorities the freedom to engineer at least temporary 
changes in the real purchasing power of their currencies 
and thereby provide opportunities to cushion somewhat 
the consequences of occasional supply and demand 
shocks.
 

But the theoretical promise of floating exchange 
rates has not been realized. Day-to-day, week-to-week, 
and month-to-month volatility of exchange rates has 
been much higher than most proponents of floating 
exchange rates had expected. Real exchange rates-the 
relative purchasing power of currencies I-have shown 
very large swings that have persisted for years at a time, 

'Changes in the real exchange rate between two currencies are 
calculated by adjusting the changes in the nominal exchange rate for
changes in the overall price levels in the two countries. Thus, changes 
in real exchange rates reflect changes in the relative purchasing power 

of the currencies in question. If,for example, the general pric., level in 

the United States risesby 5 percent while the general price level in 
Japan remains unchanged, and if the nominal yen/dollar exchange
rate remains the same, then the real value of the yen will have fallen by 
5 percent relative to the dollar because a fixed number of yen 

converted into dollars will buy 5percent less than it did previously. 

Because real exchange rates reflect costs faced by consumers in one 
country who are contemplating buying goods produced in another 
country, they are viewed as important determinants of trade flows. 
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only to be subsequently reversed. The real value of the 
dollar, for example, rose 72 percent against the yen from 
late 1978 to early 1985 and then declined by 46 percent in 
a space of just three years, from early 1985 to early 1988. 

Exchange rate swings of this magnitude can play 
havoc with investment decisions and production plans. 
An investor considering the construction of a new 
automobile plant, for example, faces the prospect that an 
exchange-rate change sometime during the five years or 
so it may take to build the plant and bring it into 
operation could wipe out any prospect of profitably 
competing with foreign auto producers. It would not be 
surprising in these circumstances if investors were 
reluctant to commit themselves. If investment in new 
plant and equipment lags, productivity growth will also 
falter. While it is impossible confidently to attribute 
causality in these matters, and while many other factors 
are obviously at work, some observers have noted that 
the much-discussed worldwide decline in growth rates 
of manufacturing productivity is at least roughly 
contemporaneous with the period of floating exchange 
rates. 

When investment decisions have been made, a major 
exchange-rate swing can wipe out the competitive 
viability of entire industries. The dollar's sharp 
appreciation in the early 1980s made U.S. products very 
expensive in world markets, with dire consequences for 
many industries and communities in the U.S. "rust belt." 

Large exchange-rate movements may also pose a 
threat to the maintenance of a liberal trading regime. 
National governments cannot easily remain indifferent 
to the fates of major industries injured by exchange-rate 
swings and may be hard pressed to resist calls for 
protectionist policies in the face of major exchange-rate 
movements. Worse, because tariffs will provide little 
protection against the consequences of large exchange-
rate swings, governments may be increasingly prone to 
rely on quantitative import restrictions-generally 
regarded as the worst of all possible trade restrictions-
to protect domestic industries threatened by exchange-
rate changes. Some observers have suggested that it is 
no accident that we are seeing an increased reliance on 
quantitative trade restrictions and managed trade 
arrangements since the collapse of the system of fixed 
exchange rates. 

Few would argue with the proposition that more 
stable and predictable exchange rates would be 
desirable. There is great controversy, however, over 
how best to pursue increased stability. One camp favors 
setting explicit targets for exchange rates and adjusting 
national economic policies as necessary to maintain 
them. Another camp would place renewed emphasis on 
efforts by all nations to pursue policies designed to 
foster noninflationary growth. Such policies, this second 

camp argues, will eventually bring more stable exchange 
rates, without the need for formal targets. Where one 
comes out on this issue hinges critically on one's beliefs 
about the principal problems that economic policy
makers will face in coming years. 

Proponents of explicit targets for exchange rates and 
direct pursuit of these targets fear that continued 
exchange-rate instability poses a severe and immediate 
threat to the maintenance of a liberal, market-driven 
international trading regime. It may well be that sound 
national economic policies will eventually bring about 
exchange-rate stability, but we may not have the luxury 
of waiting for this desirable result. The threat to the 
trading regime is clear and present, manifested in the 
increasing resort to quantitative trade restrictions and 
preferential trading arrangements. Moreover, there is no 
guarantee that nations will in fact pursue the kinds of 
policies conducive to noninflationary growth and which 
will lead eventually to stable exchange rates. (Indeed, 
there is not yet any clear consensus on what sorts of 
policies will produce these desirable outcomes.) In this 
view, the kinds of economic shocks that are most likety 
in coming years will be generated by erratic national 
monetary policies, precisely the sorts of policy mistakes 
that the discipline of havii,g to maintain stable exchange 
rates would make less likely. Proponents of formal 
arrangements to stabilize exchange rates believe that the 
major nonmonetary shocks-shocks in the supply of or 
demand for real goods and services-that affect 
countries differentially and necessitate major exchange
rate realignments will be rare in the future. (The most 
recent example of such a shock is German reunification, 
which placed a unique burden on Germany and in 
September 1992 wrought havoc with efforts to maintain 
fixed exchange rates among European currencies.) 

Opponents of targets discount the dangers to 
international trade posed by floating exchange rates. 
The causal link, they say, between volatile exchange 
rates and protectionist policies has not been 
demonstrated; and since the postulated link is political 
in nature, it is most correctly broken by political 
measures. They argue further that the world is an 
uncertain place, that shocks of all sorts can come from all 
directions, and that it is politically naive to believe that 
national governments will abide by international 
agreements that limit their freedom of economic policy 
maneuver. As circumstances change, exchange rates 
should change, and no international agreement is likely 
to prevent a nation's going its own way when an 
adjusted exchange rate will serve its national interests. 
(The recent collapse of the European Exchange Rate 
Mechanism will provide a strong argument for this 
view.) Much better, they suggest, to take the long view, 
to make noninflationary growth the primary target of 
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national and international economic policy, and to let 
exchange rates take care of themselves, 

The International Trading Environment 

The vision of an international trading structure that 
emerged from the Bretton Woods conference and that 
was later codified in the General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade (GATT) rests on the basic principles of 
multilateralism and nondiscrimination. Trade 
concessions are to be 'iegotiated in a multilateral setting, 
and concessions granted to one country are generally to 
be granted to all countries acceding to the GAFF. In 
recent years, however, questions have been raised about 
the continued viability of this approach to setting 
international trade rules. 

Well suited to negotiating reductions in visible and 
easy-to-quantify trade barriers such as tariffs, the GAFF* 
process is in danger of falling victim to its own past 
success. The task of eliminating explicit tariffs is largely 
finished, and trade negotiators now must deal with a 
bewildering multiplicity of nontariff obstacles to trade 
that are almost impossible to quantify and sometimes 
hard even to identify. Broad agreements of the "We'll all 
cut tariffs by 50 percent" sort are no longer of much use. 
Instead, individual national policies that (intentionally 
or otherwise) restrict trade in specific products have to 
be discussed one by one and remedies identified and 
agreed to, often on a bilateral basis. Multilateral 
negotiations do not provide the best forum for such 
painstaking and highly specific horse trading. It is 
perhaps not a surprise that the current round of 
multilateral trade negotiations (the so-called Uruguay 
Round) has been effectively stalled for more than three 
vears. Further, remedies agreed to in bilateral 
negotiations (for example, an agreement by the Japanese 
government to encourage increased imports of U.S.-
made auto parts) are often inherently discriminatory, 
favoring the products of a particular exporting nation. 

Even the most fundamental principle underlying the 
GATT-that trade patterns should be determined 
primarily by market forces and not by government 
policies--is under considerable attack these days. 
Despite serious questions about the practical 
effectiveness of such policies, enthusiasm seems to be 
growing worldwide for "strategic" trade policies, 
through which governments provide assistance-

usually inthe form of subsidies or protection frorn 

foreign competition-for "key" or "critical" industries 
.vhere capturing a large share of the initial world market 
may bestow important competitive advantage, 

For all its creakiness, however, and for all the 
difficulties we face in adhering to GATF principles in the 

modem environment, the GAT still provides the only 
practical foundation for trade policy in the coming years. 
Few serious observers question the importance of 
bringing the current round of GAT-sponsored trade 
negotiations to a successful conclusion. Surely, though, 
the GAT by itself will not be adequate to meet all the 
challenges we will face in the early years of the new 
century. The real policy questions are whether and how 
GAFF should be supplemented by other kinds of 
international trading arrangements. 

Debates have arisen about the wisdom and 
practicality of extending GATT coverage to agricultural 
trade and trade in services, both now effectively 
excluded from the GAT. Proposals have also been 
floated to create a "GATT-like" framework of rules to 
govern international investment. Other proposals 
include the establishment of some rules to define 
allowable governmental actions in pursuit of "strategic" 
trade policies and the creation of a "GATT-within-
GAT" that would allow some countries to extend 
additional trade concessions to each other without 
having to wait for all countries to agree on the 
concessions or rules of conduct in question. Almost all 
observers agree that the enforcement powers of the 
GAFF should be strengthened, but there is little 
consensus about specific enforcement mechanisms. 

The sharpest debates over the future course of trade 
policy, however, aie over the wisdom of pursuing, 
outside of the larger GAFF framework, preferential 
trading arrangements or free-trade arrangements among 
small groups of countries. The models fo such 
preferential arrangements are the single European 
market and the North American free-trade area. Other 
preferential arrangements-not all of them regional in 
nature-have been proposed and discussed. 

Proponents of free-trade zones tend to emphasize 
the cumbersome nature of the GAIT process and the 
difficulties of applying GAT principles to the realities 
of modem trade. To postpone all progress toward 
expanded international trade until all parties to the 
GAT can reach agreement on a broad agenda of 
reforms (if such agreement is in fact possible) is to 
needlessly delay achievable progress and to increase the 
danger that growing trade friction will undermine the 
trade we already enjoy. Proponents of preferential 
trading arrangements propcsc to seek trade expansion 
on a piecemeal basis, seeking mutually beneficial 
(althoughinevitably discriminatory) agreements among
 

groups of like-minded and politically committed nations
whenever the opportunity arises. At the core of support 
for this approach lies a judgment (cr a hope) that over 
time, additional countries will associate themselves with 
free-trade arrangements and that piece-by-piece 
progress will cumulatively approach t'e ultimate 
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objective of freer world trade. Proponents of preferential 
trading arrangements favor efforts by the United States 
and the European Community to add additional 
countries to their existing free-trade areas. Asian or 
Pacific Rim free-trade arrangements might also prove 
profitable. 

Opponents of preferential trading arrangements 
consider these hopes naive and dangerous. In their 
view, increased trade among participants in a free-trade 
arrangement will come largely at the expense of 
countries outside the new arrangement; parties to the 
frtt.-trade agreement will buy from each other what they 
used to buy from other countries. As these opponents 
see it, the creation of political and administrative 
mechanisms to advance the common interests of 
members of a trade bloc are more likely than not to lead 
to actions that will discriminate against and restrict 
imports from nonmembers. (Nonmembers, after all, will 
typically not have a seat at the table when members sit 
down to discuss trade policies.) In the natural course of 
political events, opponents argue, preferential trading 
blocs will tend to become increasingly exclusionary. 
Pursuit of special trading arrangements will not, 
therefore, advance the GATT ideal of freer world trade. 
It will instead promote the division of the world into a 
number of isolated trading zones, each maintaining 
barriers against imports from the others. These 
opponents think it foolish for the United States or the 
European Community to waste their political and 
bureaucratic energies on negotiating expansions of 
existing trade blocs. They urge the United States and 
Japan to do what they can to discourage talk of Asian or 
Pacific Rim free-trade areas. At the very least, these 
opponents argue that Article XXIV of the GATT-the 
article that specifically authorizes the formation of free-
trade areas-be strengthened to s )ecify that, after the 
formation of a free-trade area, common barriers against 
imports from outside the area must be no higher than 
the lowest barriers that prevailed in the participating 
countries before the preferential trading deal was 
concluded. 2 

Access to International Credit 

At the time ofvteofteorigina' Bretton Woods 
conference, private international capital and credit 
markets were only poorly developed and completely 
inadequate to meet the financing needs of countries 
contemplating large-scale reconstruction or 

2Article XXIV currently requires only that barriers to goods 
produced outside the area be no higher than the average of barriers that 
prevailed in the participating countries. The article does not specify
how the average isto be calculated, 

development programs. Consequently, the conferees 
established an official source of credit for reconstruction 
and development efforts: a multilateral development 
bank, the World Bank, backed by national governments 
and managed by international civil servants. The 
multilateral nature of the World Bank allowed it to 
extend credit without the political baggage that might be 
associated with direct loans from one government to 
another. In the years that followed, a number of other 
regional but still multilateral development banks were 
also created. 

Today, private international capital and credit 
markets are well developed. They can and do provide 
credit to developing countries in amounts far larger than 
can be had through official channels, and questions have 
legitimately arisen as to whether there is any longer a 
need for substantial official development lending. 
Underlying the debate over this issue is a fundamental 
difference of views about the relative abilities of official 
and private lenders to recognize and to fund promising 
development efforts. 

Proponents of official lending argue that private 
credit and capital are not realistic possibilities for some 
kinds of long-term development financing needs. Direct 
investors will never be attracted to major infrastructure 
projects (like building roads, bridges, or irrigation 
systems) or social development efforts (like improving 
health facilities). And few developing countries are able 
to float long-term bonds. Consequently, developing and 
reforming economies will typically be dependent on 
medium-term bank credit. But international banks are 
fickle in their willingness to lend. Further, they can 
display herd-like behavior, being too willing to lend at 
some times and much too reluctant at others. As a 
result, occasional liquidity crises will threaten national 
development and reform efforts and international 
financial stability (as during the international "debt 
crisis" of the early and mid-1980s). Official lenders, it is 
argued, will be less subject to wide swings in market 
sentiment, can provide liquidity during credit droughts, 
and can thereby stabilize both development programs 

and international financial markets when private lenders 
run for cover. 

Opponents of official international lending argue 
that the subsidy implicit in lending from these sources 
may encourage overborrowing by developing countries, 
and that the willingness of official institutions to lend 
allows countries to postpone needed economic reforms. 
The discipline of the private market, they suggest, would 
force a more rapid adoption of necessary reforms and 

hence more rapid economic development. Also 

troubling to opponents of official lending is the fact that,
because the multilateral development banks are 
creations of governments, they most naturally deal with 
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and lend to national governments. Increasingly, though, 
governments in reforming and developing economies 
are seen as part of the problem, not the solution. Rather 
than lending to entrenched governments that may have 
done much to cause existing problems, the argument 
goes, it may be preferable to lend to private enterprises, 
which may then set a new, more market-oriented tone 
for the economy. 

Opponents of official lending recognize that even 
today all countries do not have access to private 
international credit markets. They argue, however, that 
access is denied to some countries because they are 
viewed (usually correctly) as poor credit risks with little 
prospect of repaying loans. Official assistance to such 
countries is desirable, and there are advantages to 
providing it through multilateral channels. But the 
assistance should properly come in the form of grants 
rather than loans. Making loans to coun' ies that are not 
creditworthy is at best dishonest (because there is little 
likelihood that they will be repaid) and at worst 
counterproductive (because debtor countries may in fact 
try to repay them). Bette.-,these opponents conclude, for 
official institutions to get out of the international lending 
business, restricting themselves to collecting, analyzing, 
and disseminating information about specific borrowers 
and specific projects, providing technical advice to 
developing and reforming countries, and possibly 
serving as a channel for grants (not loans) to countries 
that have no realistic access to private credit markets. 

Also contentious is the role that international 
financial institutions-and the IMF in particular-have 
come to play in determining which countries have access 
to private credit and capital markets. Originally 
intended to provide short-term financing to countries 
facing liquidity problems arising from their 
responsibilities to maintain fixed exchange rates, the W 
has been searching for a new institutional purpose since 
the collapse of the fixed-exchange-rate system in 1973. 
In the 1980s, the Fund became the focal point for efforts 
to manage developing-country debts: helping to 
negotiate reschedulings and debt restructurings, 
providing some interim financing from its own 
resources, encouraging private lenders to extend further 
credit, setting standards for macroeconomic policy in 
debtor nations, and monitoring adherence to these 
standards. In the 1990s, the I und is emerging as the 
principal international agency assisting in the 
restructuring of the formerly centrally planned 
economies. In both of these new roles, the IMF inds as 
the principal international arbiter of what constitutes 
acceptable economic policy for developing and 
reforming countries. Private lenders are frequently 
reluctant to extend credit to countries whose policies 
have not been vetted by the IMF. Some observers find 

this a useful role for the IMF; borrowing countries find it 
harder to escape market discipline by playing one 
private lender off against another. Others, however, are 
uncomfortable with dominance the lMF has gained in 
this regard. They note that there is no monopoly on 
wisdom about the nature of successful economic reform 
or development programs and that there is no reason to 
believe that IMF prescriptions will be optimal in all 
cases. They would prefer to see the IMF play a less 
central role in determining reform and development 
strategies. 

International Regulation 

Recent years have seen a rapid internationalization 
of economic activities. Firms now straddle international 
boundaries, fully integrating operations located in 
multiple countries. Production, information, finance, 
and people have become increasingly mobile. As a 
consequence, national authorities are no longer able 
effectively to regulate some kinds of international 
business. 

This is not altogether a bad thing. Governmi nts 
frequently attempt to over-regulate economic activities, 
and the ability to move actiemties to other countries 
serves to check more extreme regulatory tendencies. But 
in some industries (banking is a currently painful 
example), the need for at least some regulation is widely 
accepted. When banks operate in many countries, 
however, effective regulation by national authorities in 
any single country becomes problematic. The result is 
an occasional debacle, like the recent BCCI scandal. In 
such cases, some degree of international regulatory 
cooperation may be required. 

Although there is general agreement on a number of 
basic principles regarding when and how to seek 
international regulatory cooperation, there remain 
intense disagreements about how to apply these 
principles in particular cases. Among the more 
controversial proposals for international cooperation are: 
cooperation among national tax authorities to guarantee 
the taxation of overseas capital and to discourage 
"capital flight" from national taxes or regulations; efforts 
to control the trade in arms and "dual-use" technology; 
and general efforts to "harmonize" national regulatory 
regimes. 

In these debates, differences in outlook with regard 
to the competence and benignity of governments 
become critical. Those who believe that governments (or 
at least many governments) are generally to be trusted to 
act wisely and to advance the interests of their citizens 
are typically in favor of increased international 
regulatory cooperation. Such cooperation will allow 
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these governments to pursue their laudable ends more 
effectively. On the other hand, those who are disposed 
to be suspicious of government motivations and 
methods prefer to weaken some kinds of international 
regulatory cooperation because they fear that concerted 
action will increase the ability of governments to pursue
foolish or wrong-headed policies. 

ANew Bretton Woods? 
The international economic environment is much 

econochned frtera aitio s envthgir n ettonchanged from the way it was when the original Bretton 
Woods conference was convened in 1944. Largely, these 
changes have beerfor the better. International trade and 
investment have expanded rapidly, cr. ating wider 
choices for consumers and new markets for producers. 
The global economy has become more integrated, and 
economic activity may now proceed with much less 
concern for artificial (at least or economic purposes) 
political boundaries. Although no one would describe 
the current international economic environment as 
tranquil, we have manoged throughout the postwar 
years to avoid the sort of global economic collapse that 
marked the 1930s. 

To a large extent, the salutary changes in the 
international economic environment came about because 
of the structures and institutions first envisioned at 

Bretton Woods. But the new environment poses 
challenges for the management of international 
economic relations well beyond what the Bretten Woods 
conferees imagined. The time has come to revisit the 
discussions and debates that shaped the original 
conference. Doubtless, some components of existing
international economic institutions will continue to serve 

us well in the 21st century. Just as certainly, though,
other components are in need of a major overhaul. Thetask of structuring the international economic
 
environment for the 21st century is necessarily a
 
collective undertaking. Unlike the situation in the late
1940s, when the U.S. economy dominated the world, no 
nation is in a position today to dictate this new structure 
to the rest of the world or, through its forbearance, to 
make the structure work despite deviations by other 
nations from agreed policies. The time has come to 
begin a new Bretton Woods process, in which scholars 
and policymakers from all over the world debate the 
character and purposes of international economic 
institutions in the next century. 

Fora more complete discussion of these issues, see 
C. R. Neu, A New Bretton Woods: Rethinking 
International Economic Institutions and 
Arrangements, RAND, MR-116-RC, 1993. 
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Paperfill-Briefingi o d i 	 April 1993 

DOES THE IMF REALLY HELP DEVELOPING COUNTRIES?
 

Tre oriin,tal Bretton Woods conference gave the Iternational monetarist view v, ith a BoP deficit seen as caused by a surplus
Moneiary Fund wide responsibilities: to regulate the volune of in the supply of money over the denand for it. emanating from
international liquidity, to ensure the stability of exchange rates excessive domestic credit expansion. Hence. tile essential task of 
to promote freedom of trade and capital transactions; to co- an IMF team is to analec the money supply and denand
ordinate the econrnic policies of member-states; to assist situation and to restrict credit so as to restore BoP 'tability iI
members with balance of paymentis (BoP) dijficulties. With tie consequence, prograitnies almost always try' to reduce hudcet 
break-doin o 'the Bretton Woods s'stemn in the early-i970s, some deficits, to reduce governments' credit needs. 
of these otjetiies beca,,e obsolete or unattainable, leaving the 'rile Fund team does not cotnfine itself to this task. to'.,eserFund with the principal task of proiidingBoP assistance. Until For one thing, it regards the exchange rate as an mportant
tire recent emergence fformer Contecoti countries as "'.orrowers, influence on tile BoP, so that (except in currency union countrie,
viriually all such assistance since the mid-1970s has been to like tile African inember-states of tile Franc Zone ) almost all it,
developing countries tsee Table I). This situation was trot progratnires ins olse devaluation. In recent ,ears the Fund has 
emtsaed in 1944 at Bretton Woods; then the Fund was expected reduced its reliance on quantified indicators of demand control.
chie'17%to eri ice industrialcountries. So is the Fund ill-designed such as ceilings on credit to the public arid private sectors. 
Ior providintg effectite help to deiteloping countries? Is it e' to a observance of which determine continued access to the negotiated
,tet lender to them' low effectte has its assistance been anid line of credit. While such 'performance criteria' remain central to 
hioi eli has it adapted itself to dealing with these countries?' the Fund's modalities, it now makes greater use of (usually half

yearly) Review Missions, to take an overall view of programme
Past Complaints execution and adjust programme details in light of the most
Past criticisms of the Fnd's activities in developing countries can recent economic data. 
be grouped under four headings: The Fund is also noving away from concentration on simple
(I) 	 That Fund programmes are inappropriate: :Is approach to budgetary aggrerates, such as total spending or the budget

policy is preoccupied with the control of demand, too little balance, in favour of paying more attention to the 'quality' of
concerned with BoP weaknesses stemming from the fiscal adjustment. Since the economic impact of its fiscal 
productive system; and it imposes large costs on borrowing provisions will be much affected by which expenditures are 
countries through losses of output and employment, by trimmed and what is done with taxes, the Fund is becoming ntore
further impoverishing the poor, and through the politically insistent on knowing how a government proposes to implement
destabilising effects of its policy stipula:ions. promised reductions it the budget deficit, increasingly urging 

(2) 	 That the Fund's modes of operation and inflexibility in governments to install social safety-nets and asking awkw.trd
negotiations infringe the sovereignty of states and alienate questions about military spending.
 
governments front the measures they are supposed to 
 It other respects too it is paying more attention to achieving a
implement; that there is an increasing overlap with the better balance between demand-mianagernent and -upply- ide
World Bank; and between them that they are apt to swamp rneasu:es, even in its short-term (typically 18-month) Stand-b, 
governments with policy conditions. programmes, which now place greater weight on the goal of 

(3, That its credits and programmes are too staId, erpetsive economic growth. In many cases. the privatisation or retoin oanid short-term. Tile programmes are criticised as too short- public enterprises is stipulated - to reduce budgetary pressures but 
term for economies whose BoP problems are rooted in also to raise productive efficiency. Price aid subsidy reforts ire
structural weaknesses and who often face secular declines in zlso common ingredients, c 4. raising petroleum prices or cutting
their teno if trade. The credits are also criticised for their food subsidies. And while Stand'bys remain short-termn there is 
short matu j periods and the near-comtmercial rates of fiow a greater willingness to countenance a succesion of such
interest which they often bear;, and as being too small programmes, so that some countries (Cote dlvoire. Jamaica. 
relative to financing needs. Morocco...) have enjo)ed the mixed pleasures of near-cortitiuou, 

(4) 	 That the Fund is dominated by a fi' major industrial support for a decade or more. 
countries who pay little heed to develcping country views. The 	 extension of the Fund's conditionality into ieasures 
The industrial countries, it is alleged. use their control to bearing directly on the productive structure is taken a good deal 
promote their own interests - for example, in using the Fund further in its Extended Fund Facility (EFF) - first introduced it 
to impose a post-1982 approach to the debt problem which 1974. kept in limbo dunng most of the 1980s but flow reactivated 
shifted a disproportionate burden onto d.btor countries - and as a major lending vehicle - and furthest of all it the Structural 
to reward 'favourites'. Adjusttiment Facilities (SAF and ESAF) initiated in recent years. 

Table I shows that by the end of 1992 these three facilitiesThe Fund's Response accoanted for nearly three-quarters of the to,: value of all
The core of the IMF approach to programme design is its lending (see Table 2 for comparison of the temis attached to
'financial programming' model. This takes a broadly these various facilities). The EFF, SAF and ESAF have taken the 

Fund in the direction of toedium-term lending, with the EFF 
1. This paper dras upontheresult. of an ODI rteareh project undertaken by

Grahan Bird anidTony Killick. furtherdeitalsof which canbe provided on request. 2. Se ODI Briefing Paper, 'Crisisin the FrarCZone' July 1990.
 



Table 1: Structure of IMF commitments,.1989 and 1992 (percentages of total commitments, by value) 

1989a 1992 

Stand.bys EFFs SAFs/ Total Stand-bys EFFs SAFs/ Total 

ESAFs ESAFs 

Low-income countnes 11 3 27 41 9 10 19 
(ufwhich, 
sub-Saharan Africa) (8) (3) (10) (29 1-) (W) t) (6) 
Other developing countries 38 11 4 53 11 49 2 62 
Total developing countries 49 14 31 94 20 49 12 81 
Former Comecon countries 6c 6 8 II 19 

GRAND TOTAL 55 14 31 100 28 61 12 100 

End-Aprl 199 
b End-December 1992 
CIncludes a credit to Yugoslavia 

.Surce. IMF 

;)Ii ,11-1 :.,jf rt tec t and former pnaiatioui. a s ek% Ilet.arp ' a middle-incone and takig ilegatL5C Of stal,
iire , uiunmrieN, and S.-\-'SAF ofiering 3-5 %car asoci:ated %itih harp redUctIoIIN ini ;'ullt se~tor ri'isci;, ':r 

'eihirtI"c to h'. "k'Uiii- .OurI[ics.- chleil iH Africa. iotreker. ul. the EFF and S.-\-ES\F icilities. ,ild tolr.iuw;t 
I wrPe. SA- anid FSAF priiliines are based til a Pahc lel d staiid-h..s. haa e taken the [:unit,111 lnedlillr-e:lt 

r.a.,ii'.t, k l'l'Pl H)el cI!irIc owt a thtee-i* dir .1jualstlleill ted iig, thes! ae rio suhtitute to I'1 .ii - 1'rclqeid .1i :, ;I 

p)tfgtatlillie, s 1upptscdls dralled joiUtly by trro . li Icrill 

%cfnseriistir,. the l.\IMFaidt orld Batik. In the eal da,, ot itl Doubits tersi~t about tie appispriatenes of the tian.e 
nti s llisl the its oltllilet tI c etlllieltt III (Ile dratllig i iprogramlmlhlligitnodel. It, stretnglth is that it 7onilrstls, 4) itl. ! 

i~roc- -v ollein iiiittal but ihe) hae gradually acquired lOe ilth tie BtiP anid iitlaioiiar% cit.Is-quetIice1 0I their .rc.': 
tllliulec. deficits but the litodel reilaitis open ti a ranige of criticisihis Fit 

inder tie illlueice ot prir sUie- from UNICEF and oithers, the it i seeni is resllng uponi assulmption ih.t l tIna , tllot '.ti_ 
Fu iadlahilig ,lNicl Cailldessus, otfice colidllhots piaricular. it .issumie. It..t DllcItor. %tho took for deselopticng-i ssttr Ii 

!'1'- to1 .h.il2eCd Its talise kill the social etetIS ot its demtianid fhr iiio0e iN kiossi aid ,table - s tha its 
ptor atl iifev. It tuititerl% iisisted tiat it 5. as fur niationil expatislioliar%le els of inollici upply iid doiic i re :.dllC 
g erlillnents to tecIde heilier si protect the poor frout hardships estlinated - a uolnditioln ilia; does tot alsasi hold. SCLiId.ld 
resutlti ftrot ptogratiies. N 5 . its itissionis cunioitnly discuss requtres that goveriietiis are able to hold credit '.,uit ies,: 

distriutiunal aspects with vos ernments A hen preparing ceilings. wshereas their control is often hihly ituperfect because 

plrigtatilles. lFPs are required I) iiclude measures to protect the of utreliable data. [he difficulties of forecasting aid reitiaititr_ 
'.ell-being of vulnerable groups and programmes Iicreasingly budgetary outcotes, ultnerability to '%hockS'. id unpredictable 

cotitati safely-iet provisions. Hossever, (he chief (:ainples of responses b) banks and other financial iistitutions 
sitl%tiets are in eahstern Eiurope, atnd there remuain doubts about goiveniients' policy signals. 
no'A i;ucLh differetnce these chianges have made in practice. The itiodel iN crilicised aJ%t siatic, tot1 ssell d.slsiret I1:11;.' 

TIhe 'PFP hias also provided a useful mechanism for co- %st littie lags atid uticertainttes. or to tra he ti cit e in. 
otiithiaiiiu bes.keei the Fund .iih the World Bank. There is pleun iris ate sector', reactions iuabilisation Itteasuire. hli..to e 

')t 101sitis'rtrenilit hei.secn them, e.g. about the desirable nature of tie uodel hi.iScaused the Fund pitujIviiar juihcult! . ' 

lc.ek 01 cOscTrIII,'rII setineti, biank credilt. lipori aid the slt.re it ssas pushed III the ,a1ru, i llro s Illl.ete . 
etcrl~srcrate anid itiee tenisitn, -Acre heightened ssheut the Banik orintied' prssgralilii , lhe hl pcor.itiotll i .I ',.ii ' !''C :" 
Itil.teied ii'. siruciural adjustmentit lending during the 1980s. alontgside Boll siabilhty gertia~cs ! >st it .,lT;,jthCi. i : 

',sL,re: iri e iturl situ les anid soie celebrated ross -. c ases the d llll,:lltle S ot tI ti tlei IIiii '5.. p0p1 
ct t;n csti-:rr .l A\rfciuna. Nigeria and Zambia, but it Fuitails . Ihe iodel is ri;ti,ed hI 1 ,11 olil., k 

.slpeir t hp.itiguIit ontilhe of rtr.isr.IIrItuhtiacigiocstrial agreentenis disiin ecoottic .is 110ii 

laitur andhl statf ;-operatuon bae substantially resolsed ihese quajliati c apects of poc1,\ Plrogallirrire .i;,ius it1iegti : 
it fr~usties ~Borro itg gose rinenis likely 's aboutele :iare less to be preoccupied iih fruitless displutes h nrit I 

Sc'sildered by contlictina 'adsice' from lue iwo ititiiutions. statistics and (le eXact iiuiitbers liti should be irlclcid
 

Irstead, 0,ey are innre likely It) feel confronted by a \Vashington performance criteria.
 
itionlithh. Yet while the specifics of IMF finauicial programingiii ueiu.
 

contentious. there is less cotitroers ihaii foriitri % i h ' 

New Critiques iijiti thrusi of the Fund's adsice, about fle uriptllti , 

The Fui, then, has sought to adapt but ha',e its efforis been lmac roeconoti, stability and of iat rdisirnc to : 

sitl ;Iet Soine think trot. has, .irseti teSo.'. eud. Futher Lriticisis hosseser regaidwi 

nit. critics can ptrin 0u thai the Fund's use of inre supply IMF credii and its oserall direc iti of 1t). 

sude ileasures has beeii ddittoial to its tradiuionral demand
cointrol policies, not in subslitution. 'he Fund has thus widened How Effective are Fund Programmes? 
the range of its condiionahity without diluting its monetaist haud Another approach io assessing the policies of the Fund in 

core. There has been pairtcular criticism of the especially developing countries is to exatmie how programmes work in 

lentanditg condlitonality attached to ESAF credits, which practice and what impact ihey have. There are major 
frightened off potential borrowers, causing a slow take-up rate. methodological problems here: the difficulties of disentanghng 

The Fund's approach to the supply side is cnticied as programme effects from other influences on econoQtic 
nlinkercd: largely addressed to the reduttion of price distortions performance; of choosing adequate performance itndicators and 
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the best period for analysis. Above all, skill is required to 
construct a plausible assessment of what would have happened in 
the absence of a programme. 

Empirical research nevertheless makes it possible to offer some 
apparently fin generaisations about programme effects:3 

Fund programmes usually strengthen the BoP. Moreover, these 
results ire not t. pically achieved by means of swvin,-ing 
import cuts: export performance is usually improved. It takes 
tile for these tmprovrnents to show up but they are then 
usually sustained into the ntedium-term. 

* 	About half of prograittes break down before completion (two-
thirds im recent years). This does :at seem to make ntuch 
ditference to outcomes. howe', er which suggests that the BoP 
improvements are less attributable to the prograinmes th:ui to 
a greater concern with macroeconomic management among 
governments which sign Fund agreements. 

* 	Overall, programmes do not make much difference to the 
intlatin rate. While dentand-control measures may reduce 
Itfatinmary' pressures, this tends to be offset by the price-
railsitg effects of dealuations and interest-rate liberalisations. 
P hase a tnuted on ecottomic growth:Programntes impact 
neither the crippling deflation which die Fund's critics 
complain oif tior the resised expansion which the Fund seeks 
to achie',, Prograities often result in substantially reduced 
itiestment levels and sonetinies in shortages of imported 
inputs. 

* 	There little evidence that programmes typically impose large 
social costs, although the urban labour force comnontly suffers 
reduced real earnings, and cuts in budget subsidies can have 
serious effects. Programme effects on the distrihution of 
income can be large but are usually complex, with the overall 
effect ott poverty depending on country circumstances and 
policies. There is no systematic evidence of political 
destabilisation, although there have been specific instances of 
this. 
MMany of the programmes that break down do so because of 
adverse external developments. In the absence of adequate 
contingency financing, countries get into difficulties because 
world prices turn against them, and quite often because of 
natural disasters, such as droughts and hurricanes, 

* Programmes often fail to trigger additional inflows of capital 
from the rest of the world, despite claims that the Fund's 'seal 
of approval' has a catalytic effect on capital inflows. While 
some countres have benefitted, research shows that the BoP 
capital account does is not typically improve, even though debt 
relief and development assistance are included. Indeed, a 
shortage of supporting finance is a common reason for 
prograntme breakdown. 
PProgrammes often do not have a strong influence on fiscal and 
monetary policies. This helps explain the Fund's imperfect 
ability io achieve programme targets, However, the exchange 
rate is strongly influenced; programmes are associated with 
substantial currency depreciations, and these are sustained in 
real terms. 

* 	There has been a good deal of political interference in Fund 
lending decisions. Successive American administrations have 
in particular used their weight to favour (or oppose) friendly 
(or hostile) developing countries. In some countries, this forced 
the Fund into providing effectively unconditional finance to 
governments with proven records of economic mismanagement 
(e.g. in the Philippines under Marcos, Sudan under Nimeiri and 
Zaire under Mobutu) swelling the number of ineffect,ve 
programmes. The end of the Cold War may diminish such geo-
poliucking. 

Fund programmes have often been surrounded by much sound 
and fury, yet what do these findings show? Governments are-t 

3.For fuller substrtiationmimm,,s rule byb KdctI orldFora i W Ecics..:donomy,Sptember 
1992. 

better able to resist the rigours of Fund stipulations than is often 
assumed; and the Fund has only limited abihts to achiiese it, 

objectives, except when governments are genuitnel 1ot",raced Of 
the need for fiscal and monetary discipline. 

How might we explain such muted etects*.' It has l,,ng been 
suspected that tie extent of programme ipletinleIatioti 1 
strongly influenced by the e,,tent to (itch the borrokim 
government regards tie prograntme as its ont. .- recent 
investigation by tie World Bank of its o,,n adjustnent 
progrannties corroborated this, finding a strong correlation 
between programme success and indicators of such goemmcnt 
'orstnership.' Go emient 'ownership' was high it most 
pofdramines obtainitg strong results and low It Inetlecti.,. 
Prograunes, and was strongly predictive of progranittie sucCe , 
in tsree-quarters of all cases, with most 'destat' caes explained 
by the intervention of external shocks. 

There has been no equivalent research on Fund pFrogranitie. 
but there are good reasons for expecting similar coinideratiuns to 
apply, not the least because many of the Bank progranmIles 
analyzed were accompanied by Fund programme,. The Fund', 
own tendency to attribute non-itnplementalion to la.k o political 
will' points in the same direction. 

Critics attribute weak govemnient identification v ith 
prograninies to a certain arrogance in the Fund's appromlt 
Although there is c idence of some increase in IMF negotiatitg 
flexibility, itcluding occasional wilhingness to settle for 
technically sub-optimal but politically mere sustainable 
progranmes, it seems that the change has bell only marginal. Its 
negotiating modalities do not help. The key negotiating document 
is a 'Letter of Intent' in 'which the borrowing government 
presents the policies it will undertake to strengthen the BoP and 
to promote other programme objectives. Herein lies the 
'ownership' of the programme. But these Letters, although 
formally from the government, are almost invariably drafted by 
Fund staff, with the government left trying to tegotiate 
modifications to a document presented to them. 

However, relationships between a government and the Fund are 
not typically adversarial. There are other factors impeding 
government identification with programme measures. Much 
difficulty arises from the crisis onditions in which governments 
often turn to the IMF. the speed with which IMF staff have to 
prepare programmes and their often short-term nature. In suc' 
circumstances, staff do not have ttle to ensure that the 
governmenet is fully 'on boacd', just as the government will often 
have io time to build a pro-progralAme political consensus. It is 
perhaps an intrinsiclimitation of condiionality that it undermines 
the legitimacy of the stipulated policies, and hence the prospects 
hat they will be fully implemented. However, against this should 

be set the tendency of some governments to use the Fund as a 
scapegoat, blaming it for unpopular policies vhich they privately 
know to be inescapable. 

The Size and Cost of Credits 
What now of the complaint that IMF credits are inadequate in 
value, too short term and expensive? Table 2 provides summary 
indicators of the financial terms attached to credits in 1991/92. 
This shows repayment periods of up to ten years. The average 

TTable 2:.The terms of IMF credIlts, 1991/92 
, '4, T,;V - ,

" . , *,..; . : ". Repayment Interest 
. ., . , period (.,.eara) rate (% 

, .. , . . 

- di-..5 8 

..a~ iSF 'I" 40h ,. 
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maturity pend has increased in recent years due t,the relative 
rise of EFF. SAF and ESAF lending and by 1992 was probably 
about eight years, aga'tsr about five years in the md-I9S0s. 

hien stand-bys predoirinated. Table 2 also shows that, while 
SAF-ESAF credits bear only a nominal rateinterest isubsidised 
b special cramts and loanstront idustrial countries), stand.by 
and EFF credilts are nuch imore expensise. Indeed, the average 
rate oft5ic I,199192 w as little cheaper than comnercial money 
" a oniderable corn rasl,,ithtle position during llOst of the 
;9Sub, vshen tneFund's rate .,as well below that offered by 
¢omliercial banks. 

Table 3: Net credit from IMF and balance of .. 
payment outturns, 1986.91' i' ". .-; *,-,-,. 

(t4SS i- ' " . Jh 


Net creolat"if..';aBOlPh ?FN, 
.
 

All developing countries 2.2 ..31 . ,, , 
(ofrwh/i h: ";J; ' . .
Asia .12 1*6 

Sub-Sa.,haranf-ica -0.3 ''. .69
' Ia)s 

Western Hemisphere -0:3'r ". ",tleitbrs. 

Annual averages Balance on current ctlnt " 
Source: INIF , -* . .These 

Turning to the adequacy of the credits, Table 3 shows that the 
annual average amourit of credit to developing countries, net of 
return flows from then,. was actually negative during 1986-91, 
i.e. ser, ice pay ients ott past credits exceeded the value of tiew 
lending. This was so in each of the regions shown, even though 
Africa and Western Hemisphere had major current account 

deticits in these years. In consequence, the Fund has greatly

reduced its proportional exposure in Africa (see Table I).In this 

sene the Fund could be seen asadding to the financing problems 
of the developing world rather than teducing them. 

However, the result is different if the test is confined to 
countries which actually borrowed from the Fund. Calculations 
tor a sample of 17 developing countries showed that, even on a 
netbasis, Fund credits covered nearly a third of their deficits, 
Howeser, coverage was much smaller - less than a fifth - for 
countries whose progranmmes subsequently broke down. 
sutgesting that under-tunding contributed to the failure rate. 

From these nixed results perhaps the safest conclusion is that 
Fand credis can be quite generous in size and cost for countries 
vhich qualify tor fa.ourable treatment, but for others credits may
be quiteinadequate. and that the short niatunties of credi.s can 
easily leave a coutrs having to make net transfers to the Fund 
despite continuing BoP deficits. 

Partly for this reason. the new phenomenon emerged during the 
1980s of countries falling into arrears in servicing their IMF 
debts. As at April191,2ten countries owed a total of $4.8 billion 
. equivalent to over an eighth of the Fund's total outstanding 
credits. Although the Fund has devisel a 'rights' scheme for 
helping countres work ift their arrears and so become eligible 
for new credits, only Peru has so far successfully completed this 
process. Te Fund's ;."sistence that its credits cannot be 
rescheduled, let alone forgi en, prevents it from responding more 
adequately to the needs or ttepoorer countries in arrears. 

Conclusions 
So does the IMF really help developing countries? From the 
evidence on programme effects, itseems that the effects of Fund 
programmes, and the extent of their influence on macroeconomic 

pohcy, are ovrr-ratd. Tie Fund is able it ,,cure su,Eia;v,! 
improvements in the Bo) But it is unable to acllese , 
secondary objectives on growth and inflation. or to exertdecisiv
 
influence ol fisca! outcomes and credit 
 :\pans ion -\ rich! 
propt,rton of itsprograinnies break dow.%n betora :nL c.tL I tic11..: 
intended lie 

By the .ane token, etxaggeraLd.,irs hais r,..n:i'ceo 
dellationa., posert-aggravating and de sabi I g pr cra,
 
etlects. W\hile there are Instances oit th:'besit. peai ,tofn 

do not typically hase the potency to impose 
 utn :o,ts,i aifir." 
scale. Developing-'counry goetlineilt has [ rel lell ,.
become persuaded of the importance uf finaicial dicilihne. 

hat he broad thrust of what te Fuid seeks1 to la, b.,:c 
less controversial. Sianaging Director Caindes us can justiab%
speak of a 'silent reoluton' in the attitudes of inan., ineinhe'i 

go.I,entinenits - a change ;nostob uUs in Latin .\lerca 
In variJus ways the Faad has ii recent years soughr totepon'l 

10o-*Jpast criticisnlls and to adapt to changing conditions. it i;.1, 
become soitewhat iore sensitive to tile poientlial s'ciai
 
hartfulness of its progranimes. It has reduced Is reli.nce OnJ

small number of demand-managencnt rnd:cator. It has toud
 
w.,i,of providing soft. niediutm-terin finance t low-lnlile
 

and of addressing soite structural "onon,,. 
eaknesses. 

policy changes are tnaking a difference to projramite

But in maiy) cases the difference is modest -a good deal italier
 
than the extensise refornis of economic policies of inan'vof it,

deseloping-country members. Iligh failure rates and a paucity ot
 
'success stories' leave p.-iicular questions about tileFund*,
 
ability to operate successfully in African and other low-inicome
 
countries. Political determination of country lending decisions
 
remains a weakress. The Fund in recent years has been
 
associated 
 with a net return flow, of finance front debtor
 
developing countries and theic is evidence of programme under
funding. The effects of the Fund on capital inflows from other
 
sources varies greatly and its claints to exert a catalytic effect are 
exaggerated. 

Shortages of supporting finance, and requirements upon
countries toundertake adjustment measures even in response to 
natural disasters, are among the severest constraints ott die ability 
of theIMF offer more effective help, although the Fund tiow 
believes there is little danger for the next few years that increased 
lending to formier Comecon countries will be at theexpetise ot 
developig couttries. Retewal of the ESAF volt window. .. hich 
expires in Nov ember 1993. will be essential for a conlutied Fund 
presence in Africa and other low-income countries, but i, not .c, 
assured. 

Ultimately. it is the goeninents ot tie()LCDcutntns, ,hi,h 
decide die Fund's policies and v hich detenine it,stance tiw.ard, 
developing countries. Sitnce the USA exerts parlicularly strong 
influence, disproportionate to its Inipurtance In Aorl trade, to 
say nothing of itsrecord a.persistent producer of t:'. 
largest budget deficit. the policies of the Clinton adnniiitratoion 
will be crucial in this regard. 

For further infornationplease contact lronyKillhtk atODI 
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Liberalization and the Role of the State
 
Highlighted at World Bank Conference
 

T he emerging consensus on 
development favors private 

_ sector initiative, reduced 

cvernment presence, and surrender to 
narket forces. But, according to I. G. 

oltm. director Londontormer of the 
School of Economics and Political 
Science and keynote speaker at the 
'.Vord Bank's Annual Conference on 
l)ev,-lopment Economics, no matter 
,,w widelv accepted the "cnsensus, 

we ::Iust never tose sight of the limits 
!hat pecific circumstance; impose on 
.eerail appl'catons of theory. 

The appropriate degree and tnten-
.:v of the tate's presence in the con-
:,.-xt of .general liberalization was a 
:,.i,,r theme in this year's conferernce, 

:n!dWashington on May 3-4. 
)hLr rel.ited themes included the role 
,ofgovernment in financial markets, 
he .ippropnate pace of liberalization 
:n ocilahst economies, and the energy 
,ector and the environment, 

Freeing Financial Ma:kets 
Fhe general trend toward reducel 
overnnnent presence in the econormc 

hfe ,f.acountry has coincided with the 
.'evelopment of highly sophisticated 
_apital markets. Yet, according to 
Joseph E. Stightz of Stanford Univer-

itv and the U.S. Council of Economic 
Advisers, financial institutions in all 
countnes have been beset by problems 
nd ontinue to have to be bailed out 

by cheir gzovemment. In the prevailing 
clin'ite of hberalization, then, what 
role ,hould the state play in ensuring 
the solvency and subility of its finan-
.Ial :nstitutions? Stiglitz's thesis was 
that the state did have a role to play 
and that vanous forms of government 
intervention could be beneficial and 
even welfare enhancing. 

According to Sightz, the "impetus and pooling risks and producing, dis
for bberahzation is not based on a setmnanng, and using infornArion. 
sound economic understanding either In econorruc theory, competitive 
of how financial nurkets work or of markets are efficient because intonna
the potential scope for government in- non is perfect; that is, infonation can
tervennon, but on an ideological com- not be altered by individual acnons 
nurmnnt to markets, taken by participants in 
grounded in neither the market. In reahb'.
 
econornac theory nor 
 however, infornunon 
fact." Financial markets is not perfect, and cer
do nor-fit comifortably tainly not in markets 
under thas blanket com- . . where nsk is an integral 
marment, not only be-- element, as in financial 
cause financial markets markets. Information 
are more prone to fail- about the solvency of 
ure than other markets, financial institutions, 
but also because govern- for example, is of con
ment regulation can siderable value to po
make them function tennal investors. How
better and also improve ever, kf efforts to 
the overall performance StlgIltz: the problem Is not moiM. the solvenc 
of the economy. Al- the presence of regulations of instutions are hm
though cntics have but their design. iced, some institutions 
blamed recent market that are not being mon
debacles on overregulation, Snghtz saad itored may be tempted to undertake 
the real problem was deregulation--the nsky actions. Investors, for their part, 
collapse of the savings and loan associa- may shy away from a market whose 'n
tions in the United States for exam- stiturions are not being sufficientlv 
ple--and the solution was better de- monitored; as a result, fewer of the re
signed regulation. sources that societv needs will be alo-

According to Stigitz, financial mar- cated through these institutions. 
kets play a much wider role than the Disruptions to the financial system, 
one traditionally ascribed (o them, par- which Stightz charactenzed as "ubiqw
ticularly in the developing countries- tous and frequent events," have senous 
mobilizing savings and lending them and extensive macroeconormc conse
out as investment for industialization, quences. In his view, these conse-
Capital markets, in effect, "entail the quences provide the major rationale for 
allocation of resources," and serve as government interventon. This ratonale 
the "'brain' of the entire economic sys- is actually an imperative, since a poten
tem." If they do not perform this func. tial consequence of financial disruptions 
tion well, the performance of the enr.re is the possibility of econonuc collapse: 
economic system could be affected. "governments cannot sit idly by when 
And how well they do perform is based faced with an impending collapse of 
on how welD they carry out their other one or more of the major financial in
related functons--transferring, sharing, stitutions; they almost all engage in 
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some kind of rescue." This imperative nidton that "monitoring b-n.s is costly liberalization--Gradual or
makes the government perforce an in- and necessarily imperfect; and monitor- "Big Bang" 
surer and gives rise to problems of ing agencies face severe informaton For the formierly centralN, planned
moral hazard-if institutions can count problems." These regulatory problems economues uf Eastern Europe and the 
on being bailed out, they may be less argue "strongly for simple regulatory former Soviet Union. liberahzation has
inclined to behave prudentially. structures, leaving relatively little scope become a necessity. Although the ob-

Stghtz suggested that the moral haz- for discretion." jective of liberalization is clear-to 
ard problem can be handled in the same Stigitz extended his analysis of gov- achieve output growth while main
way that insurance companies handle eminent intervention to include finan- taming pnce stability-what the ap
it-by imposing resmctions on the in- cia] repression, which, he argued, had propnate pace of liberalization should 
sured. What importantly distinguishes merit, despite the prevailing bias against be is still an open question According
the government from a pnv ate insurer, it. For the last 25 years, to Ronald I MclKin
however, isthat the government cannot governments of develop- non of Stanford Urn
refuse to comiurt itself to provide insur- ing countries have rou- versitv, who compared
ance, and the beneficianes of the insur- tinely been told to avoid . the economic libc-ral
ance cannot com'uiM 'themselves to re- financial repreion be-"  izaton undertaken by
frain from asking for a bailout, cause, since low interest China in the late 1971ls

According to Suglitz, government rates reduce savings, cap- with that undertaken 
intervention in financial markets can ital accumulation-a, by the former Soviet
take several forms. For developing central engine of eco- Union in the late 1980s 
countres, the most important action nomc growth"-atro- and early 199 s, the
has been the creation of financial insu- phies, inhibiting eco- " gradualist approach
tutions that can provide funds for nomic growth. How- adopted by China pro
long-term investment. Government ever, studies of savingsinierention can also be seen as pursu- have been unable to find vides valuable lessons": for those Eastern Euro
ing "social" objectives, such as ensur- much of a relationship McKinnon: Chlna's gradual pean countmes that
ing competition, directing resource al- between national sangs approach provides valuablo opted instead for the 
location, and stimulating growth. and interest rates, sug- Isons. "big bang" approach

Government regulation of financial gesting that the argument As McKinnon pointed
markets is a public policy issue, and, "that financial repression depresses the out, from 1989 through 1992. the rapid
Stilhtz maintained, "the essential savings rate is at best suspect." lberalizations undertaken by Russia
problem of public policy is ascertaining Stiglitz supported his case for small fi- (before and after the dissolution of the
thoe situations, those forms of inter- nancial repressions by citing examples of Soviet Union) as well as by most of the 
venuon, where the strengths of gov- successful applications in Japan, the Re- other Eastern European countnes have 
emnment can most directly be brought public of Korea, and Taiwan Province been associated in virtuallh all case,
rn hear. to improve the workings of of China. with sharp decreases in output accom
the market." Therefore, the pnnciples What. finally, is the government's parued by high, often explosive. infla
governing financial market regulation incentive to intervene if the private tion. In contrast, output in China rose

should be based both on the govern- sector lacks incentives and resources to 
 sharply after 1978, and throughout thc
ment's strengths and on its limtations monitor itself? According to Stightz, early 19 80s, inflation remained Jew
compared with the private sector. racroeconomic instability is a major Building on its large agranin popula-

In particular, the government, cause of defaults, and "making sure that tion, China embarked on liberalization
through its powers of compulsion and government bears some of the conse- in 1978 by breaking up the tradinonil 
proscription, can "do things that the quences may provide it with greater in- agricultural communes. Within four or 
private sector cannot." While conced- centives for stabilizing the economy. five years, farm output was growing at
ing that the circumstances and require- By the same token, making sure that the rate of 8-10 percent a year hni
ments of individual countries will dic- die government bears some of the con- proved cash positions meant tanner' 
tate the most appropriate regulatory sequ-.nces for failed institutions pro- could finance their on-farn investinciti, 
structure, Stiglitz said that regulations vides it with greater incentives to mon- without borrowing from the state bank
should generally be based on the recog- itor them effectively." ing system; a severe constraint on lend-
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i::gto farmers guaranteed a volunta-v "outside the web of otfcial price and the Eastern Europeans in general, and 
!,,11:Ahp t( savings deposits by rural output controls" contributed to the al- Russia in partLilar, attenipt nore ot a 
huwehoids. "More by accident than ready sharp buildup in rural income. 'big-bang' approach?" It is true, he 
,' Aud NcKinon. "tarmers be- Liberalization of foreign trade was said, that reform governments had to 

big net lenders to the goverrunientC::e also gradual. Rather than throwing contend with political and economic 
ugh the state banking system." open the whole economy to interna- circunistances that not only differed 

With the locus shifting in 1984 to tional competition, the Chinese set up markedly f'om those in China, but 
r iruzht industrv, the labor force re- special economic zones that operated that "were largely beyond their eco
.cL,cd by the improvements in agricul- outside the state trading monopolies. noimc control." For one thing, the 
!.'.ralproductivity was quickly ab- The success of the Chinese liberal- Eastern European countries, which 
,rbed into "'hundreds and thousands" ization must have been evident by were more industrialized than China, 
,1tn lv reated township and village 1989. Why, then, McKinnon asked, lacked a large agrarian sector that 
:!'inutacturing enterprises. These en- when the move to more market-based could be liberalized as a tirst step and 
t rises. nven by market forces and econormes became a necessit', "did begin to generate immediate increases 
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in output. Also, it was difficult f'or tile 
,'anus g'overnnients to maintain tile 
co-trol liccessar". for a gradual external 
and domestic liberalization in the 
war,- of the collapse of the Council 
Itr Nlu:ual Lcunonic Assistaone. the 
. .,,kenig of domestic centralized au-

th,,rtr,. and the breakup of the ('or-
Inurist parry. Fiall,, most of the 
Eastern European econonnes had to 
burn oti a ionetary overhang through 
a ,nettlnC rIlat1on. whereas when 
China undertook Its ret-Ornt in the late 

-',,. there was no evidence ol sii-
tii anrdv repressed inla-

loll and. hCe ., nio riolle-

tar'. overhani: 
In con:rat to the Eastern 

the crutch, it would be met with an in-
flationary explosion of the sort that en-
gulifed the t'ornier Soviet Union, and 
the dechne in the fiscal position would 
CC neither sustainable nor desirable. 
"The Chinese Central Government 
must quickly institute an internal rev-
enue ser"ice capable of directly taxing 
all industes--Central Government. 
local governnent, and pnvate-as well 

as the agicultural sector." 
With regard to Russia, NicKinnoi 

noted that, while state enterprises were 
not tinancially restrained., wage con-

tataccordin utyc 
acodn t c-'IInn 

linon, because of the "dire 

,)c1.11 consequethes" and 
cot onuc costs that would follow on 
the collapse of parts of the "old heavy 
indu ial sector" that were riot able to 
,urNIre decontrol and rationalization, 
Therefore, the central government 
.."co nucd to prop up rituch of state-
osstcd Idustry by lowv-cost batik loans 
and other subsidies " With the soft 
budLet conistraits that such subsidhza-
!ot; :tphcd arid n tile abtice of 
C0', ttm!,n trom .har budget non-
state citr. %IcKinnon saild the Cli-
nese authonies nghtlv decided to re-

tan price controls co anchor producer 
pnce, L)nce the cash-constrained non-
,tate sector became large enough to 
'01t-tpete vigorously with the old state 
sector Inproduct itarkets, the ;overn-
mCIit could relax pnces. 

The liberalization process in China 
has not extended to the banking sys-
tel. iaihv because the Governmient 
'is leanig on the state banking system 
as a crutch to cover its own fiscal 
deficits." According to McKinnon, if 
the Goverment were to throw away 
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en context oi thef-utop- lib.ralization.China Issues relating to cliriatehave virtually Instory of' ect oic dtedid not iiberalhze or pnva- disappeared from the literatureon VelopmentedIzC, t . it'o induscn-. Utril this ceieconomic development 

trols kept households cash-constrained. 

However, the controls did not prevent 

an rntlationary explosion in wholesale 

prices in the trade among state enter-

pnses in 1992. Thus, as McKinnon 
pointed out, "as long ai te rney 
and credit position of the old state en-
terpnses remains soft. direct price con-
trols in the enterprise sector will re-
main necessary until a cash-constraied 
nonstate sector beconies large enough 
to be anr effective contpetitor." 

McKinnon's prescnption for "ieting 

the itflaton genie back into the bottle" 
was a major recentralization of the 
Government's control over money and 
credit; a reassertion of the pniacy of 
the state-controled banking systein; and 
recentralization of producer price set-
ting-includhng the exchange rate Fi-
nailv, as with the Chinese. adrastic mi
provement in the Government's abilii 
to colect tax revenue s necessary forand 
rucroeconomac stabilization and for 
sustaining the longer-term, market-on-
ented and institutional reforms, 

The Climate and
 
Economic Development
 

Accordini to \'ilhatn I) \,rdhji,,it 
Yale L'n. er imt, the coinpli.ted rcla
tinslp betkveen i,,ro.th, devehp-
Inctt, and the environnctit ha, idded 
to the of 'long agCenda dVtesI nent'l. 

problems a host of potelta:a prt0)lcti, 
caused by the harn we actJ ,s to 
our natural envlrotilcit through a 

multitude of iterventon Niordhxm;. 
who spoke on the rc.ioi ip, be 
rween economic developteiit .mi "di
iiates prescnt" and berise cc CotOnIOll 

prospects and "ciia!c fu
ture. ' said the issue of-cl

ittate change had to bc 
In the 

t r ,h adtoe . he said. lttiate11,1 haa 

beetn percerl.d as, anl tin

portant deterntlit (t a 
nation' character and dc

velopinetit. For exaiple, Ellworth 
Huntinitoii, ait entliient geogripfler. 
wrote in 1915: "The chutrate of niany 
coutnmes setis to be otte ot the great 
reasois why Idleness, dishoniet', i1
inural:ty, stupidit", ind sCk.Iess of 
"kill prcvail " I-hI0vVCr. sln thI" fljd
dic ofthe txsettli cf:it,. N5 ,tdiL.il, 
ttaiiatcd. " htate has vittuillv disap
pcared troti the c-tt;, d,'-,op-
Iwuent ltcr.uLre 
Inti hypothesis 

been replaced b\ 

gested should be 
theon ofcitatCi 

htnti..t, 'll * h
of clvIu1_1o)l " ll, 

what Nrdha.iw sug

called the "'daptive 
mpact.'' whih hold 

'that iii tile ver'y long rul. huntiat are 
CsentiallV tintadic toohitaker," 

,'hat the adiptive theorx is rcallv 
saying is trit huiiarns are capable of 
thriving in any cimate once they have 

Padraic Hughes t'r rhe IMF. pages 
161, 172, and 173; Michele lannacci 
for the World Bank. page ! 70i. 
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adapted to it, and, over the long run, have a much heavier concentranon in vacive and tilt toward prcer-. tg the 
clinute has htte effect on econormc agrculture, would be far more vuhtera- natural world at the expev., orIec,
performance or success However. re- ble to climate change' normic gTrowth and devel,pi1ent ), 
cent concern about the warmTung prop- The greenhouse effect, said No d- we dare put hunmin betterment before 
erties of the greenhouse effect has haus. "is the gr-anddaddy of publi the preservation of natura! swteiMs: 
"thrust climate back onto center stage ' goods problems emissions wll affect Should we trust that hLu1iA ncnu:t\ 

Nordhaus's main concern was with the global chmate globally for crntunes w.-ill bail us out should natuire deal us a 
the role econorusts should assume to come." but market nasty hand-"
 
first. in analyzing the possible size and forces are powerless to -These quesos. as
 

intensim. of the projected climate ensure that individual Nordhaus o1,,nceJcd.
 
change; second, in measunng the po- economic agents will maybe ulmatevunan
tential impact; and, third, in finding produce etfcent levels swerable But the ab

produc ofcin
leveelsnt~r
 
the most cost-effective measures to off- of greenhouse gases. It sence o'tComplete nior
set the uipact. In his view, an attempt we accept that global 1,Jion should not rule
 
to base future action on the predictions wanning is inevitable out what he -.Iled"rea
of chmate models was risky "climate over the next century, oing
 

models rescmble large macroeconomc then w-vemust comne up . under unc ertaint,"
models in their abilit" to answer virtu- with the most balanced .. 'choosirig the action
 
all, any question that niodelers care to wav to confront tius that ma.-Xunizes the ex
ask; it is not clear that their rehabdity, extemaliry From the pected value or htvi of
 
for forecasting chmate change is anY perspecuve of the the outcome "
 
better." However, the unrehability of economist, cost-etrec- At the same time. de-
Nordhaus: policy decisions
these models is not an argument for tiveness is of key tin- should take climate Velopinent e ono:;ulsts 
doing nothing; rather, polic' decisions portance: "structunng changes Into account, cannot neglect to av3, 
need to be taken in the context of the policies to get the max- hov'.. :. regnons al
"likely impact of projected chmate Imal reduction in readv overburdened with 
changes " harmful chmauc change for a gven unmediate and severe ecotiutnic wor

Unf'ortunatel,. as Nordhaus noted, level of expenditure." nes can be expected to take on the 
"impact srdies are in their infancy, and But "plain vanilla" cost-benefit anal- added burden of "a co,,lv cliiate

studies of low-income regions are virtu- ysis may not be broad enough to eri- change agenda that will produce soine 
al!s nonexstent." In the high- brace all eventualities that lie outside ill-defined arid conlectural herlen't tr 
income industralzed countnes, devel- the "smooth changes foreseen by cli- future generations " In-the end, he said. 
opments m technology have insulated mate models." These models cannot "societies, like people. inuIt be careful 
all but a small fraction of economuc ac- foresee catastrophic upsets, nor can In their choCe of enen "-iles 
ovir from "the vaganes of climate." they predict unineasurable effects ",i 
But the developing countres, which "Should we not, then, be ultraconser- i.tN t .... l i..as l)CprnT,.. 

or4A r, 
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Portfolio Aggregate net resource flowsInvestment Ato developing countries 
Aggregate net resource flows to developing cow;tne. inLcitasLe y Per 

cent in 1992 over t'it previous yc.ir and the pat trn of external f chxtfzi. 
significantly (X the $134) bi!IILn in real aggrega:e- net resource fl-wA. thl T--' Flows to place in 1992, fore:gn direct investment FI'4) and portfolio invtstnlen a'.
counted for the bulp of the increase over previous at Ni-,i if tht-..e fi, 1, 
were directed to)the middle ncL me countnes &iq4billion), with IT ,.k, I 1,A iD e v e lo pm in g come countries renaiting broadly unchanged (,4 billion) in 1?71

2 The la:ge
increase in flows to tniddle income countics 0l3) percent over thi pre'.lu 
year) stemmed mainly from the upturn inprivate flows- In addit:,,n. withinthese flows there has bten a shift front debt to equity financing, coltpriing 
FDI and portfolio investnet. and from bank tii nonbank souro.. lo,,t1oitiI 
come countries, espectally those severelv indebted, remain heavily dependent 
on official financing.MASOOD AUMED AND 

Thus, while there are legttur,ate concerns about the volatihvy and suat;iir.ahi 
S UDA R S H A N G0 0 P T U ity of some portfolio flows, developing countries that are rehccn ht.c- tS 

can maximize their benefits by taking a variety ot steps These :nclud., 1 h! 
Ing at least a few .tocks iternationally: (2)strengthening super;i.,r, and reg-Li
lIatorv policies. (3)confrming togenerall. accepted account:ng and d-l. ,urc 
standards; (4)ensunng investor protecaon and (J) Improving til- efficicncv ,,f 

I sentlenent and cleanng proteedures Regulattry changes In tidun:trli cui:,Tn

F ortfolio ivestmenit flows have recently that ease entry restrictions Into their securties markets isuch as thie L .
SEC 

g p ruden tia l sta ndard are en cou ragedu hng 144 A) w ithout je pard iz:n o f otli o e st et f o r eofvrex e n R 

11al finance for developing countries, Real aggregate net resource flows 
accounting for one fifth of all capital to developing countries 

flows to the developing u'orld. Currently, these 
flows areheavily concentratedin a handful Porolio e1 

of economies (nainly in Latin Anmerica). But 

the potentialfor theirexpansion to otherFo d ir 

countriesis theoreticallymnormous-al- 80,nvstment 

though it is likely to be limited, in practice,by 
investorperceptionsof country creditworthi-NopI,. 

ness Mnd limited investment opportunitiesin 40 . 

stillgenerallysmallemerging markcts. 20 
Ill /Official grants 

The pa.,t three years have witnessed an unprecedented increase 1985 86 87 8 89 90 91 92
in private portfolio investment flows to developing countries, in- Sourc WorldBon* Debt Tables 1991.92creasing frin $7.6 billioti in 1989 to $20.3 billion in 1991. and are Note Allflows are deflateCl bytre mporl unit value noe (IMF WEO, at ccistant 1992 Ooila,s1992 deflator is a Word Bank staff esimate. cata for ponloo equity nvesirmert ae Vo'id Barest:mated to have reached over $27 billion in 1992..According to estimates. eva,tabe since 1989 only
data in the World Bank's World Debt Tabks 1992-93: L 
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Gross portfolio Investment flows by region 	 anes1e992 Mxos whic ed 1e9 

(b9lio 1990ra 	 process of restoring access to vol. 
(7.6 bilion) 	 (93 billion) financing by previously.untary 

Aia ebtcdistressed ountries, was the 
M Aa Go fd0 Middle East ( 	 largest recipient of both portfolioMudde Eequity 	 and bond financing flows. 

W., East Asia Central Ala (1.9) East Asia & Moreover, most of the increase in 
P (28 Pacific (3.1) the supply of private funds went to 

Central Asia (2.4 private borrowers, especially "blueCencalA(4hip" 
companies that have agood 

credit rating in their own right in 
South Asia (0... international capital markets.atin & Souh Aa (.Sout 	 Asia (0.4) Portfolio investment, as distinct 

Canooean (1.4) 	 Canbbean (3.8) from foreign direct investment 
.: 	 (FDD, comprises financial instru. 

ments that can be acquired by for.
1991 1992 	 eign investors either in the interna(20.3 bilnl) .(27.2 billion) tional securities exchanges, the US 

SEurope & private placement market, or 
Central Asia lobal funds (0.3) Ceniral Asia (4,4) 	 through direct purchases in the de.Europe 

East Asia & . East Asia & veloping country's stock market.z'
SPacfic (4.0) 	 4) These instruments can be classi. 

South Asia (0.2) Ahfied in two groups: equity and debt 
instruments (see box for details). 
Country Funds accounted for the 
bulk of the po'rtfolio equity flows*

Latin America & Latin America & South Asia (0,2) in 1989 and 1990, partly because inCaribbean (15.0) ' Canibbean (15.3) 

Source: WoidBankODebt rabies 1991-92. 

Portfolio equity investment (comprising 
external stock offerings in the form of deposi. 
tory receipts, country funds, and direct equity
purchases by, foreign investors) increased 15. 
fold, from $0.4 billion in 1989 to over $6.0 bil-
lion in 1991, and are estimated to have reached 
S5.2 billion in 1992. 

International bond financing by develop,
ing countries,, which started from a stronger 
base inthe late 1980s, also showed remarkable 
growth in 1991-92, accounting for nearly $20 
billion of gross inflows in 1992 (see charts). 

The recent surge inportfolio flows isof in-
terest to developing country policymakers for 
a variety of reasons First, as part of abroader 
resumption of private market financing, these 
flows signal the return to market access after 
the decade of the debt crisis for a number of 
mainly middle-income developing countries.. 
Second, the very different nature of these 
flows-compared with the syndicated bank 
lending of the 1970s and the early 1980s-re-
flects important structural changes that have 
taken place on both the borrowing and lend. 
ing sides over the past decade. These changes 
include the growing importance of institu. 
tional investors as the source of long-term fi-
nance, even as commercial banks have cut 
back their activities in this area. And in the 
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developing countries themselves, there has 
been a parallel movement away from public 
sector dominated borrowing to a more bal. 
anced mix: of access to foreign capital by pri. 
vate corporations and sovereign borrower 
alike. Portfolio equity flows also help to re-
duce the cost of capital for companies in 
emerging markets and introduce an important
elemet of risk sharing between international 
investor and host country 

The short three-year history makes it diffi. 
cult to extrapolate the future magnitude and 
behavior of portfolio investment flows. But the 
observed rapid increase in these flows to de. 
veloping countries has given rise to some le. 
gitimate concerns on the part of policymakers 
in the recipient countries as well as those in 
other developing countries who wish to bene. 
fit from this experience in an endeavor to at. 
tract and deal with similar portfolio invest-
ment inMlows from abroel, without 
jeopardizing their adjustment efforts and do-
mestic policy agenda. 

The portfolio investment flows have, how 
ever, been concentrated in a few countries, 
primarily in Latin America. Five coun. 
tries-Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, South 
Korea, and Turkey-accounted for over two 
thirds of the cumulative total gross portfolio 

several developing countries, they 
were the only permitted instru. 
ment for foreign investors. Their 
importance has declined more re

* cently as many countries have re
laxed restrictions of'foreign equity investment 
and as investors themselves have become 
more interested in picking individual stocks 
rather than a slice of the overall market. At 
less than $200 million, the value of new emerg
ing market funds launched in 1992 represents 
less than one tenth of the corresponding figure 
two years earlier. 

American Depository Receipts (ADRs) have 
grown inpopularity for many of the same rea. 
sons that led to a declining interest in country 
funds. There are currently more than 800 ADR 
programs inthe United States and capital rais-r 
ing through ADR issues accounted for some 
$10 billion in 1992. The growth inADRs was 
greatly facilitated by rule 144A of the US 
Securities Exchange Commission (SEC), which 
has enabled this instrument to be used by a 
number of smaller, first.time foreign issuers in 
the US equity market. 

In terms of debt instruments, Mexico be
came the first debt-distressed country to raise 
voluntary financing from abroad since the debt 
.crisis, with an unsecured international bond is. 

sue of $100 million in June 1989. Since then, 
Argentina, Brazil, and South Korea have also 
tapped the international bond market exten 
sively and bond'issues now account for the 
largest share (about two thirds) of portfolio in



vestment flows to developing countries. tional investors appear to favor Southeast" 
Commercial Paper (CI') issues have also in. Asian securities. 

creased drastically in the 1990s as more and Other actors inthe market include: The instruments 
more firms that are unable to raise longer.term * managed investment funds (closed.
fiancing turn to this vehicle. NMaturities are end country funds and mutual funds--see 
generally of 3; 6and 12 months-althoughnote ';box),whoseportfolo-manrgesby-f...... inst~umensinon 0 .. .....sell --
iisuances of shorter maturities of a few days 
are not out of the ordinar3 About $1.4 billion 
of CP issues were made by entities indevelop.
ing countries in1991, of which $1.2 billion was 
issued by those inLatin America alone. 
Theinvestors.

The.investor 
Much of the initial growth in portfolio in. 

vestment was financed by returning flight 
capital. Domestic nationals with substantial 

investor category. particularly for portfolio
flows to Latin America. But these individual

ibutinvestors have been joined by a more di. 
ver'.e-and potentially much bigger-group
of institutional investors. These institutional 
investors, which include pension funds and
life insurance companies, are motivated pri.
marily by the portfolio diversification benefits 
that accrue -from investing a small part of 
their large overall holdings in,., developing 
country obligations, They generally have a 
longer.term investment horizon and look for 
stability and long.term growth prospects in 
the market in which they invest Recent re. 
search has shown that even though develop.
ing country stock markets are more volatile 
than developed markets, they have not been 
found to be correlated with one another or 
with developed markets. Global institutional 
investors will, therefore, lower their portfolio
risk by diversifying their portfolios into these 
emerging markets. 

To date, institutional investors have allo-
cat:d only a small fraction of their investible 
portfolio to these markets, especially in coun. 
tries such as Chile and Mexico, which have a 
favorable track record of domestic policy re-
forms. These institutions have typically in. 
vested less than 5 percent of their foreign eq..
uity holdings in developing country equities
(which isless than 0.2 percent of their total as. 
set portfolios). There isconsiderable variation 
across institutional invesorS, with some in. 

*vesting a.smuch as 6percent of their portfolio
inemerging markets and others not investing
inthem at all, . . . 

As of the end of 1991, pension funds and in-
surance companies had an estimated $12-15 
billion invested in emerging market stocks 
(which was about 3percentof the market cap.
italization of all emerging stock markets'com. 
bined at the tine). US institutional investors 
appear to favor Latin American securities, UK 

institutions seem to favor, portfolio invest, 

ments inthe Far East, while Japanese institu. 
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high-yield instruments inone or more emerg.
ing markets for trading activity geared to-
ward achieving a portfolio yield that isbetter
than some benchmark (the Standard &Poor's 
500 index, forlexample); 
- foreign banks and brokerage

houses who allocate their own portfolios for 

inventory and trading purposes; and 


* retail clients of Eurobond houses, 
who are involved inemerging securities mar-
kets for portfolio diversification motives. 

Why the rapid increase? 
The reasons behind the sharp growth in 

portfolio investment flows have been the sub. 
ject of vigorous debate among academic. 
economists and po!icymakers. Some explain
the increaseprimarily interms.of. thepush"
effect of the unusually low interest rates pre.
vailing inthe United States, arguing that the 
boom inflows coincided with a sharp decline 
in US interest rates and the drying up of the 
so.called junk bond market, which offered in. 
vestors a domestic alternative in the high 
risk/high return arena . 

Other analysts emphasize the "pull" of in-
vestment opportunities inthe emerging mar. 
kets themselves. They point to the wide rang.
ing economic reforms that anumber of Latin 
American countries have undertaken in the 
aftermath of the debt crisis; these reforms, 
coupled inseveral countries with commercial 
debt.reduction agreements, have generated 
greater investor confidence inthe growth and 
creditworthiness prospects for these coun. 
tries. They also cite the steady access of East 
Asian economies to bond financing in the pe. 
riod before international interest rates de. 
clined in the late 1980s. . 

As isoften the case, the true explanation 
lies in a combination of the two. The decline 
in interest rates in home markets certainly 
provided an added impetus to investors 
searching for high.return instruments to look 
at the very attractive yields available inboth 
fixed-return and equity investments in
emerging markets. Lower interest rates inthe 
United States also improved the short.term 
creditworthiness indicators of developing 
countries by reducing their debt.service obli. 
gations. But lower interest ratesor other sup-
ply side factors do not explain why portfolio
flows have not been dispersed randomly to 
all emerging markets, or why countries such 
as Mexico, with an established track record 
of sound economic management, are able to I 

' instruments
instmen through which, portfo. 

- o inestment-takesgrousEquityplaceinstrmentscan be classifiedn"'inebntw 

intrups Equity instruments n
 

cdEu
 

Count~y Funds which allow foreign in. 
vestors to pool resources and invest inthe 
emerging stock markets ir for example,
Brazil, Chile, India, Sout! Korea, Mexico,
and Thailand. Fund. nbe invested inall 
emerging markcEs (through global funds),
inspecific regions (Regional funds), or in 
sp ccountries (county funds). Closed. 
end funds make an initial share offering 
fur public trading on organized exchanges 

are not redeemable unless the fund isliquidated or changed (with stockholders' 
consent) to an openended fund (or mutual 
fund), which can issue and redeem shares 
to meet investor demand. 

American Depository Receipts
(ADRs), which are negotiable equity-based 
instruments, issued by anon.US corpora.
tion, publicly traded inthe US securities 
markets and backed by a trust containing 
shares of the corporation. ADR holders 
have the same rights, including voting 

s;s tshare& 
GlobalDepository Receipts(GDRs),

which are similar to ADRs but can be si.
 
multaneously issued insecurities ex.
 
changes all over the world.
 
Direct Iurchase of shares by for. 
eigninvestors,which, where permitted
by developing country governments, is in. 
creasingly important inattracting re. 
sources from abroad. 

Debt instruments include: 

Internationalbond issues which 
have been a steady feature of developing 
country financing for many decades, but 
which were displaced by the growth in 
syndicated bank loans inthe 1970s and 
early 1980s. 
Commercial Paper (CI's), which are 
short-termi instruments that have been is.
sued by entities indevelopir- countries in 
the Euromarkets and inthe_ . itedc States, 

a n f 
Certificates ofDeposi(CDs), which 
have also been used by developing coun
tries to raise resources inthe international 
markets. 
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-issue bonds at 300 basis pointsrossSportfo 

below the rate required by in. ( dlas 
vestors of comparable bond 

7' issues in other developing Y , ,
countries. 	

'" 

199 1 99 
"':P -ast~!-Wi :.!: e of equaity flows,the c 

the recent growth~ -has also Portfolio equity, investment 3.5 '3.8
been 	 facilitated by •instiu. ':.Country tundst ", , -- 2.22.2 : 2.9Of Which: 2 
.onal changes in developing Depository receipts 0.0 0.1 
and developed countries that Direct equity investment ' 3 0.8 

" havetaken placein light of the 'Bonds, CPs, and CDs 4.1 5.6 
' 

widespread efforts toward Total 7.6 9.3 
global integration of securities Srce: World Bank,World DOW 1992.93.Tables 

increasing finan. NtmarketseandNo: Excludsm'New Money Bonds'tnat wars issued i Brady." 

f 
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7.e 8.2 
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4.9 '. 

1,5 1.9 
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Total 
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23.0 
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10.7 
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41,5 


64.5 
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States is 15 percent). 
Moreover, these markets 

-
have been quite volatile, J 
with plus or minus 50 per.
c an hg 
ket indexes ina number of 
markets during a given 
year Some of these factors 
can only be addressed as 
these markets mature, but 
steps can be 'taken toad. 
dress some issues now. For 
example, the recent stock 
market riots in China and ir, 

cial 	 Inderegulation measures. 
the industrial countries, devel. 
opmnents such as US SEC Rule 1.A, which al. 
low foreign issuers easier access into the US 
securities markets largely by easing restric-
tions on the resale of privately placed securi. 
ties, have simplified trading inforeign equities
by eliminating costly settlement delays, regis.
tration difficulties, and dividend payment,
problems. The recent raising of ceilings on for-
iejgn1investment imposed by the New York 
Sate regulator of insurance companies has 

7 . alko helped incre, cross.border trading with 
,Omle emerging Vock markets. (Other coun. 
trit-s-notably Germany-have much more 
bi'ding ceilings on the fraction of assets that 
pension funds and in.surance companies can 
invest abroad) 

Developing countries, too, are doing more to 
encourage foreigners through fewer regula. 
tory restrictions, better settlement and clear, 
ance, and reduced taxes and fees on transac-
tions. For example, in South Korea, the 
Securities Supervisory Board relaxed the reg. 
istration procedures for foreign institutional 
investors, individuals, and corporations in 
March 1992. In India, the government has an. 
nounced plans to abolish the Office of the 
Cwntroller of Capital Issues and'firms will be 
able to determine the pricing and timing of 
new issues, including share issues abroad, and 
to arrange joint ventures. In some markets, 
such as Chile, Hong Kong, Singapore, and 
Taiwan Province of China, domestic institu, 

:-: 	 tional investors (pension funds and social se-
curity administrations) have played an impor-
tant role indeveloping capital markets, 
: :Policyissues : .... 
Policy ise.rarkets-with 

While policymakers in'recipient countries 
have generally welcomed the substantial in-
fl6ws of portfolio investment, they have also 
come to recognize that these flows pose signif.
icant issues of both macroeconomic and finan. 
cialsector management. At the macroeco-

leel, the main concern ishow to deal 
with the effects of sudden large capital inflows 
and the'possibility of equally sudden outflows 
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in termis of real exchange rate fluctuations or 
the m iinury implications of substantial 
changes in reserve levels, Some economists 
have argued for atax to discourage specula.
tive short.term inflows or other, measures to 
offset the expansionary impact on the money
supply; others caution against any action that 
might also discourage genuine investors and 
would be :difficult to apply in practice,
Preliminary evidence on the major Latin 
American recipients of portfolio flows shows 
that although country responses to these large
portfolio investment flows have been varied, 

.the general tendency of policymakers has 
been to regard these inflows as temporary. As 
aresult, these countries have tried to limit the 
extent of real appreciation by intervening in 
the foreign exchange market or by sterilizing 
part of these inflows by issuing domestic debt. 

At the financial sector level, one important
issue is whether allowing foreign investors 
into small equity markets 'might 'exacerbate 
volatility or "overheating" (artificial increases 
inmarket capitalization as aresult of sharp in.' 
creases in the prices of. the shares of a few 
companies that are traded internationally on 

-the developing country stock markets).
Financial policymakers are also worried about 
the potential dislocation that might be caused 
by a subsequent precipitous withdrawal by 

foreign investors for reasons beyond the host 
country's control. "1aught 

' These concerns reflect the nascent state of 
many emerging markets and weaknesses in
the regulatory framework under which they
operate. Despite their rapid growth, emerging 

a capitalized value of near 
6W obillion-account for only about 6percent
of industrial country stock markets. A result 
of a limited supply of stocks of corporations 
with large market capitalizations, most emerg-
ing equity markets also remain relatively illiq*
uid and have a high concentration (the, ten. 
largest stocks account for over 30 percent of 
market capitalization' in most of these mar'-.. 
kets; the comparable figure for the United 

" reg"ularities in ndia','stock 
market have shown that 

there must be better regulation, registration.
and monitoring of stock market transactions. 

Accounting practices and disclosure re. 
quirements must;also be raised inmany cases 
and insider trading remains an issue Of seri. 
ous concern to both foreign and "outsider" do
mestic investors. To contain the disruptive ef. 
fects on the domestic fir:z.ncial system of any
sudden withdrawal of foreign investors, con. 
sideration should also be given to limiting the 
role that banks are allowed to play in equity
markets, or the extent to which equity assets 
can be used as collateral for bank lending.
Finally, it would be useful to assess ways to 
increase the involvement of large institutional 
investors, who typically have longer.term in. 
vestment objectives inthe financing of portfo. 
lio
flows. The way to achieve this lies inasus. 
tained and demonstrated commitment to 
sound economic management and financial 
sector regulation at the national level. U 
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SELECTED TOPICS 

StaffPapers Article Examines 
Latin America's Capital Inflows 
L 	 early a decade after the debt External factors may explain tie uni

crisis erupted, large amounts cf versality of the flows. "Failing interest 
caoinal have begum to flow to rates, a continuing recession, and bal-

Latin 	 America again. Certainly, :he ance of payments developments in the 
economic and political reforms under- United States have encouraged in
taken across the region deserve much vestors to shift resources to Latin Amer
credit for rti;renaissance. But, ac- ica," explain the authors. In particular, 
cording to an article in the March U.S. short-term interest rates are at 
issue of IMF Staff Papers, important their lowest point since the 1960s, stim
economic developments outside Latin ulating the repatriation of capital and 
America, notably in the Ur,"ted States, increased Latin American borrowing. 
may also be encouraging the capital The extent to which the capital 
flows. Two other papers in the journal flows have i-orced Latin American 
consider the importance of market countries to adjust their policies and 
discipline in preventing excessive bor- their investment goals is extremely im
rowing, and the validity of the mone- portant to the future viability of the re
tary model of the exchange rate. gion's econormic recovery. The authors 

In their paper, "Capital Inflows point out that if the capital flows are 
an, Real Exchange Rkate Apprecia- motivated largely by external develop
tion in Latin Am-rica," Guillermo ments, these economies become highly 
Calvo, Leonardo Leiderman, ;aid vunerable to a sudden reversal of the 
Carmen M. Reinhart describe the re- flows. An unexpectecii/ strong recov
cent capital flows to Latin America. ery in the industrial countries or a price 
In the :ace 1980s, about S8 billion shock-any de,,clopment that would 
flowed to the region annually; t&t produce sharply higher interest rates
figure surg-d to $24 billion in 1990 could tun, the tide of'capital away from 
and to $40 billion ii,1 91. Changing Latin America. 
economic conditions in Latin Amer- The recent behavior of exchange 
ica deserve partial credit for the re- rates and rates of return reflects the 
coverq: real GDP rose by 3 percent in capital inflows. Five of the ten Latin 
1991, fiscal deficits have come down, American countries saw appreciation 
inflaion has dropped markedly, and in their currencies before 1991, and all 
the region's external debt has been of them, except Brazil, have experi
contained. enced real exchange rate appreciation 

The authors point out, however, since January 1991. 1he authors con
that all Latin America. countries ap- clude that there is "an important de
pear to be shaing in the boom-re- gree of co-movement in these ari
gardless of their reform program and ables across countries, despite their 
performance. They add that domestic wide differences in policies and insti
reforms by themselves, although im- tutions." 
portant, cannot explain the movement To investigate the role of external 
of capital to each county. developments more rigorously, the 
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authors first examine the behavior of The authors cautiously support would thus require credible policy 
international reserves and the real ex- changes in trade policy but note that these commitments and price forecasts. 

change rate. They find evidence of would entail increases in export subsi- As a means of teilhteni, fiscal pohcy. 
parallel movements in these variables dies and import tariffs of the same pro- the authors suggest that expenditure 
across a number of Latin American portion--to avoid distortions between cuts are preferable to tax increases, be
countres, external and internal terms of trade- cause widely available credit car :ilcj-

Second, the authors establish a and an announcement that these subsi- fere with the desired effect of lower
strong connection between economic dies and tariffi will be phased out in ing aggregate demand. 
developments in Latin America and the future. Trade policy changes With respect to Inten'etiotn, the au
the United States. They determine 
that, in eight of the ten Latin Arneri
can countries '"-)reign" (U.S.) factors 
influence performance, although these Most Latin American Countries' Reserves Have Risen 
factors are generally better at explain- Total Reserves Minus Gold, January 1988- July 1992 
ing the changes in countries that dHd 
not make major adjustments in their cnonu.S.doa) 

domestic polic&'s durirg 1988-91. a [Argentina Bolivia 0.26.
Turning to the policy concerns 6 

caused by the flows, the zuthors note 40.18 

that a major iscue facing Latin Amei

can policyrnakers is the health of their 2 
export sectors. The real exchange rate 0 .0.02 

Jan. as 0 90 91 92 Jan.88 8 90 91 92
 
appreciation that is associated with cap

ital inflows can erode competitiveness. Chile1
 
A second major concern is the in- 16 8
 

termediation of capital flows. Proper 12 6 
intermediation can be confounded by 10 4
 

8
speculative "bubbles," lack of policy 6 , , _,_ _ J 2 

credibility, improperly priced govern- ,m asl 0 90 1 92 Jan. 69 90 91 92 
men, insurance, or market failure. 7 ColombiaEcuador 1.0 

A final conct -n facing policymakers 6 Eudr 0.8 
is the possibility that the capital flows 5 / 0.6will suddenly reverse, a prospect that 4 0.4 
can create a domestic financial crisis, 3 0.2 
exacerbate any improper irt.rmedia- ia. 90 91 2. Jan.ea eo 90 91 92 
tnon, lead to a perception by outside 2.8 
lenders of a negative supply shock, and Mexico Peru 2.4 
cause losses on investment projects. 2.0 

The atthors discuss five policies for 12 , 1.6 
meeting these concerns: taxing capital 8 1.2 

import, Lhangcs in trade policy; tight- 4 L 0.4 
ening fiscal policy; sterilized and non- iam N 90 91 92 J&I.6B 89 90 91 92 

sterilized intervention by the cential 0.52 "1 10 
bank; and insulating the banking sys- 5 -. 8eeua1 

tem from the capital inflows. 0.44 8 

Taxing capital imports might be effec- n1.6- Uruguay 1 6 

tive in the short run, according tj the 0.28 1. 2 

authors, but they add that the private Jam.6 N 9 i1 22 Jam.88 tio 90 91 92 
sector will ultimately find ways to tauSWP&p, Matich i93 

dodge the taxes. 
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thors note that sterilized intervention mestic money from variations associated its tendency to cause a higher differen
;the iale of government bonds by the with capital flows, which tends to in- tial between the interest rate un do
central bank in exchange for foreign crease domestic interest rates, lower ag- mestic government debt and that on 
currencies ar.d securities) was the most gregate demand, and mitigate real ex- international reserves, thus creating a 
popular '.i,c response in Latin Amer- change rate appreciation, fiscal defict. As such. stenlization can 
,d ,.othe recent rise in capita! inflows. The authors note, however, that perpetuate the capital inflow.
 
Sterilazation insulates the stock of do- one 
serious drawback of sterilization is Nonsterilized in:crvention means 

the central bank uses domestic cur
rency to purchase foreign exchange. 

The authors poi:t out th; although 

this policy avoids nominaa exchangeNearly All Latin American Countries' Real rate appreciation and a higher
Exchange Rates Have Appreciated Since 1991 domestic-foreign interest rateEffective Exchange Rate	 differ-

January1988- July 1992 ential, it can fuel intlationaTy pressures. Here again, credibility is impor
4.4 	 4.44 tant in managing the real exchange 

4. -Arenin -Boiva 4.36 rate appreciation. A floating-rate 

3.8 	 -4.28 regime is more likely to permit a flex
4.20 ible policy response to inflation. 

Jan. 	
12 i4.20W ith regard to insulIaing the banking 

2 system, the authors suggest that, in caseswhere a sudden reversal of the capital 
'4.8 - BrLzI, . Chili 4.06 inflows mright t'c aten the banking 

-4.02 system, stricter banking regulations4.6 3.98 might be appropriate. Sharply higher 

4 	 -3.94 marginal reserve requirements could 
4.2 3.._ result in some disintermedianion of theJan. 88 89 90 91 	 92 Jan 88 09 90 91 92 capital inflows and decrease banks' ex

414 posure. Regulating banks' investments. 1 F\Colombia 3.4in the equity and real estate markets 
4.06 	 -38 could also help insulate them from the 

3.98 -. 7 effects of a sudden reversal.
S3.The authors conclude that "there

3.90 , 9 1,3.2Ja8 .8 09 2 Jan. 86 86 90 91 92 are grounds to support a mix of policyinrervention based on the imposition 
54.45 	 of a tax on short-term capit mpors,

4.5 	 con 
enhancing the flexibilit) of ex

4.35 4.25	 5.3 change rates, and on raising marginal
4.25. 
 4.9 reserve requirements on short-term4.15 deposits." They see less of a 	 case for 

JW.a8 80 90 91 	 92 JAn " 9 90 91 	 92 sterilized intervention and caution 
that, in choosing policy, the authori4.32 AUruguay 	 ,Venezuela 4.3 ties should consider the risk of a sud

4.24  4.1 den, large capital outflow. 

4.1688
- ] € 	 '9 
, 3. Market Discipline
 
" _3.7Jan. 6481194.08 

90 91 	 92 Jan. N Be 90 91 9 f_ Timothy D. Lane descnbes the role ofmarket discipline in preventing 	unsus-

Data: St"lr h190 	 tainable borrowing. According to 
him, "market discipline means that fi

122 
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nancial markets provide signals that link between interest rate spreads and 
lead borrowers to behave in a manner sovereign borrowing appears stronger. 
consistent with their sohency." Lane concludes that one cannot rely 

The need for effective market disci- solely on market forces to prevent un
pline is pervasive, Lane suggests. It is sustainable behavior, but to the extent 
necessary at the level of firms-financial that institutions are designed to work 
intermedianes must lend prudently and with market forces, discipliie is likely 
finns must borrow in ways that do not to be enhanced. 
undermine their long-term solvency. 
Market discipline also affects the quality Exchange Rate Model 
of sovereign lending. The pnvate lend- In a third paper, Ronald MacDonald 
ing market must be able to discourage aand Mark Taylor examine the validirv 
sovereign borrowers from pursuing o.f the monetary model of the ex
policies inconsistent with solvency. A.. " change ratt, focusing on the forward-
And, at the global level, economic inte- Lane: market disclpllnecan prevent looking rational expectations on which 
gration and stable economic relations unsustainableborrowlng. the model is founded. The basic start
depend on effective market discipline. ing point of the monetary model is its 

Lane points out that market disci- lending by international financial in- reliance on a relative money-market 
pline, when effective, works through stitutions (IFIs) that allows bank loans equilibrium, which links domestic and 
the lending market. As borrowing in- to be paid off while the IFI loans are foreign prices as well as domestic and 
creases, the market initially insists on a not; and foreign interest rates. 
higher interest rate spread and eventu- - the distortion of subsidies and credit Using data for tht deutsche mark
alh" excludes the borrower from further policies in formerly planned eco- U.S. dollar exchange rate dunng 
lending. Effective market discipline re- nomies. 1976-90, the authors draw a number 
quires that capital markets be open, that Using the case of the prospective of conclusions. First, because a stable 
information on the borrower's existing European monetary union to examine long-run statistical relationship exists 
liabilities be readily available, that no market discipline, Lane points out that that corresponds to the static monetary 
bailout be anticipated, and that the bor- the large fiscal imbalances in the Eu- approach, the model has long-run va
rower respond to market signals. ropean Community and its small cen- lidity. Second, the monetary model is 

Perhaps the most crucial of these tral budget may overwhelm market rejected when it is combined vith the 
conditions, according to Lane, is a discipline and require direct policy assumption of rational expectations, a
 
credible no-bailout commitment, coordination. On the other hand, the result that cannot be attributed to
 
Bailouts protect lenders from absorb- goals of inflation convergence and lib- speculative bubbles. Finally, and most
 
ing losses associated with their loans. eralization of the capital markets may important, the model can generate
 
Indeed, the promise of a bailout can mitigate some of the existing imbal- forecasts of the exchange rate that are
 
create perverse incentives for lenders: ances causing the fiscal deficits, more useful than those generated by
 
since lenders face '.tle or no risk, they In a similar case study of sovereign forecasting models that assume ran
may undertake the riskiest lending debtors, Lane maintains that several ex- dom variability of exchange rates.
 
possible because it promises the great- tenuating factors explain the break
est return. Among the myriad forms of down of market discipline. The exter- Rozlyn Coleman,
 

bailouts are nal shocks were large; adjustment IMF External Relations Department
 
"deposit insurance; financing enabled debtor countries to
 
" interregional transfers within an eco- reschedule rather than cancel loans; and
 
nomic union (which may constitute deposit insurance, combined with the Staff Papers isaquarterly publication of the 

an implicit bailout of the high-deficit tax deductibility of loan losses, may IMF. The subscription rate ts US$46.00 
for the four issues (US$23.00 for full-timecountries); have created the perception of an indi- university faculty and students.) Individual 

* t.x deductions for loan write-offs; rect bailout. More recently, however, copies are US$15.00 each. Please write to 
* elchange rate management intended Lane sees evidence that markets are be- Publication Services, Box S-370, Internationl Monetary Fund, Washington, D.C 
to protect a country from its deficit coming more effective: they now dis- 20431 U.S.A. 
polic'e'; criminate among borrowers, aid the I 
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Lastly, the debt's growth was somewhat retrained by the dynamism of non-debt
related capital movements, especially foreign direct and indirect investment in
 
equity capital, as well as the flow of resources to short-term deposits in the
 
region's banking systems, reflecting in part a repatriation of capital.
 

* MAIN TRENDS 

Whereas in 1991, 14 countries of the region had recorded an absolute reduction
 
of the amount of their foreign obligations, in 1992, only four countries--

Argentina, the Dominican Republic, Paraguay and Honduras-- experienced such a
 
decrease. Although Argentina managed to consolidate its access to the
 
international capital market by placing US$1.5 billion in bonds abroad, its total
 
debt declined for the third year in a row, this time by 3%. The decrease was
 
due both to the effect of an ambitious privatization program, under which
 
promissory notes for the public debt were accepted as a means of payment, and
 
to a Brady Plan accord on the reduction of bank debt.
 

The marked reduction of -21% in the balance of Paraguay's external debt basically
 
reflected the Government's partial elimination of its debt-servicing arrears.
 
The Dominican Republic, for its part, reduced the balance of its obligations by
 
2% through the buy-back of commercial debt paper on the secondary market. The
 
0.4% decline in Hondura's overall obligations was a result of debt-reduction
 
exercises with official lenders.
 

Among the countries whose foreign debt grew in 1992, the highest growth rate,
 
was recorded in Chile, largely reflectin the expansion of short-term credit
 
operations related to trade. Nicaragua z so experienced a notable increase in
 
external obligations of 7%, as a consequence of new official credits and
 
accumulated arrears in interest payments to certain governmentz and to private
 
banks. Venezuela's external liabilities rose 6%, owing basically to public
sector transactions, particularly by the State-owned petroleum enterprise, which
 
placed nearly US$1 billion in bonds on the international market during the Cirst
 
half of the year. El Salvador's external debt expanded almost 5% as it
 
contracted additional official credits which had shown a net decrease in 1991.
 
The increase of over 4% in Brazil's external debt reflected public and private
 
enterprises' active participation in international bond markets where they placed
 
US$3 billion worth of obligations, as well as the expansion of short-term credit
 
lines, especially to finance exports, and the accunulation of more arrears in
 
interest payments on the debt with private banks.
 

* THE DEBT BURDEN
 

Indicators of the region's external debt burden continued to fall in 1992
 
prolonging the improving trend observed in recent years. Thus, the coefficient
 
reflecting interest due on the external debt as a percentage of the region's
 
total exports of goods and services fell for the sixth year in a row, to 20%;
 
this was the lowest percentage recorded since 1980 and was exactly half the
 
maximum coefficient recorded in 1982, the year the external-payments crisi:, broke
 
out. However, even with such a dramatic decrease, interest prymenis still
 
absorbed an excessive proportion of the region's export earnings, aDd therefore
 
efforts must continue to reduce the service of the debt.
 

In 1992, the decline of the region's interest/exports coefficient was basically
 
attributable to the fall in interest payments, since foreign sales were
 
relatively sluggish and contributed only marginally to the lower ratio. The
 
contraction of interest payments from US$33 billion in 1991 to US$30 billion in
 

eeeeninto official1992 was part the reduction of private bank and debt, but 
basicall, reflected the marked fall in international interest rates; for example, 
the LIBOR fell below 4% in late 1992, compared to 6% one year earlier and over 
8% in 1990. 
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Nevertheless, two factors helped attenuate the impact of this considerable
 
reduction in international interest rates on the region's interest payments: the
 
prior conversion, under the brady Plan, of US$34 billion of floating-rate bank
 
debt into par-value bonds with fixed interest rates that are currently higher
 
than the market rate; and the growing weight of multilateral debt, which carries
 
variable interest rates that are relatively inelastic in the short term with
 
respect to trends in the dollar-based cradit market.
 

In 1992, the ratio of interest to exports of goods and services fell in all but
 
five countries of the region. The lower level of interest due on the debt was
 
the main cause of this decline, except in Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica and Honduras, 
where the upswing in the value of exports was also a decisive factor. In
 
Venezuela, Paraguay and Nicaragua, the ratio increased as a result of higher

interest payments and sagging exports; in Haiti., it rose exclusively because of
 
decreased exports; and i. ie Dominican Republic its grcwth as due to higher
 
interest payments.
 

While the evolution of the interest/export coefficient has been quite favorable
 
in recent years, the relation between total debt and exports a more structural
 
indicator of the debt burden has fallen relatively little over the same period.

In 1992, the latter coefficient was 282% for the region as a whole, compared to
 
290% in 1991 and 310% in 1989. The 1992 level, though still extraordinarily

high, is 34% less than the peak of 427% recorded in 1986. Moreover, the
 
coefficient does not reflect the improvement in the structure of debt payments
 
on account of the extension of payback periods under various official restructur
ing exercises. Most of the countries still have a debt-export coefficient that
 
exceeds the critical threshold of 200%.
 

LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN: TOTAL DISBURSED EXTERNAL DEBT 

(Millions of dollarsandgrowth rates) 

Year-end balance Annual growth rates 

1990 1991 1992 1979-
1981 

1982-
1983 

1984-
1990 

1991 1992 

Latin America and the Caribbean 440948 442571 450875 22.9 11.3 3.0 0.4 1.9 
Oil-exportingcountries 189075 195877 198780 24.7 10.7 2.0 3.6 1.5 
Bolivia 3779 3628 3685 14.3 9.4 2.5 -4.0 1.6 
Colombia 17556 16975 17 105 28.0 16.0 6.3 -3.3 0.8 
Ecuador 11856 12271 12600 21.0 18.3 7.0 3.5 2.7 
Mexico 99700 105800 106000 30.2 11.9 0.9 6.1 0.2 
Peru 19762 20735 20 890 1.0 13.8 6.9 4.9 0.7 
Trinidad and Tobago 2520 2431 2 500 29.3 16.3 8.5 -3.5 2.8 
Venezuela 33902 34037 36000 24.7 4.0 -0.3 0.4 5.8 

Non-i. -exportlingcountries 251873 246694 252095 21.5 11.7 3.9 .2.1 2.2 
South America 212 841 208 103 212395 21.9 11.1 3.4 -2.2 2.1 
Argentina 60973 60000 58000 41.9 12.4 4.4 -1.6 -3.3 
Brazil 122200 119709 124 7. 14.4 10.6 3.2 -2.0 4.2 
Chile 18576 17 360 18 775 30.5 7.6 0.4 -6.5 8.2 
Guyana 1984 2063 2 190 28.1 17.8 9.4 4.0 6.2 
Paraguay 1725 1788 1420 12.3 24 5 2.3 3.7 -20.6 
Uruguay 7383 7 183 7 .10 35.9 21.2 7.1 -2.7 1.8 
Centrl America and the Caribbean 39032 38591 39700 18.7 16.1 6.7 -1.1 2.9 
C, s, Rica 
El Salvador 

3874 
2226 

4000 
2216 

4075 
2315 

12.8 
17.7 

14.7 
8.4 

1.3 
2.4 

3.3 
-0.4 

1.9 
4.5 

Guatemah 2602 2561 2565 19.0 24.6 2.7 -1.6 0.2 
Ilaili 861 826 845 21.0 21.7 6.6 -4.1 2.3 
IlonduLras 3526 3 174 3 160 17.5 16.7 7.2 -10.0 .0.4 
Jamaica 4 152 3874 3940 22.6 14.9 52 -6.7 1.7 
Nicaragua 10616 10454 11200 27.1 21.5 15.9 -1.5 7.1 
Panama 6676 6900 7 1(A) 13.3 14.2 6.2 3.4 2.9 
Dominican Republic 4,499 4586 4 50) 24.2 14.0 4.4 1.9 -1.9 
Source: ECLAC, on the basis of official figures. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 March 29. 1993
 

LATIN AMFKICA AND EASTERN EUROPE: 
 COMPARING REFORM EXPERIENCES
 

Seminar held prior to Annual Heetine of Inter-American Development Banh
 

The economic reform experiences of Latin America and Central and
vaste!,i Europe are 
not comparable despits important similarities. 

concluded participants at a seminar held on March 26 
in Hamburg. Germany. 


The seminar was organized by the Inter-American Development Bank, 

the ING Bank. the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, and 

the German Federal Ministry for 
Economic Cooperation and Development. It 

took place before 
the XXXIV Annual Meeting of the Board of Governors of 

the inter-American Development Bank in Hamburg, which will be held March 

29-30. 


The challenges of Latin America's economic reforms, 
on the one

hand. ar those of Central and Eastern Europe, on the other. "are not 

comparaLle." stated Jos6 Angel Gurria, president of the Mexican bank 

Bancamex end one of the architects of his country's economic reforms, 

*The starting points were different.' he said. 


Curra noted that while the countries of Central and Eastern Europe 

are confronting the need to create market economies from the ground up.

the Latin American countries are reforming economic systems that already

have basic investment and market mechanisms, 


This explains why Latin America is very advanced in.comparison with 

the countries of Central and Eastern Ettrope. having already completed

such reforms as the opening their e.unomies to international competition 

and the privatization of state enterprises, said Curris. 
 'We are now 

carrying out 
second and third stages of the reforms: we are not dealing 

so such with privatizing enterprijes as with privatizing enterprises r:.Jt 

were previously reserved to the State: 
 water, infrastructure, porr and 

airports, roads, electric generation plants. refineries.* 


Curria rejected the notion that 
there is some kind of competition

for resources 
between Latin America and the countries of Central and 

Eastern Europe. There is no race.' he said. 


Curra also peinted out 
that the economic reform processes In Latin 

America are 'more homogenous' than thosw of the 
formerly commsunist 

countries. The great challenge that remains for 
the Latin American 

countries, he maintained, is to reform their 
capital markets to ensure 

finan,:ng for -onomic development 


In this rcspect. he was 
in agreement with all of the participants 

on 
the need tc reform national financial systems, 


Anrther 
_heme on which panelists agreed was that privatizetion 
should isot lead (o the substitution of state monopolies by private
monopolies andI in that privatization should be a vehicle for the
technical antd r.dtintstrative improvement of the firms, according to Ciro 
de Falco. marnagn'r (i the IDB's Plans and Progiams Department 
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The Minister of International Economic Relations of Hungary. Bala
 
Kadar. noted that among the great differences between the two regions is
 
that Latin America had a much smoother transition to democratic
 
government than did Central and Eastern Europe
 

Similarly, the Latin American economies are 
already more integrated

into the world economy and have experience in private domestic and
 
foreign Investment. In addition, at 
the start of the reform process, the
 
Latin Americans had sums deposited overseas, in marked contract 
to
 
Central and Eastern Europeans.
 

Kadar also noted that the countries of Central and Eastern Europe
 
had to completely reorient themselves as regard foreign trade after the
 
economic agreements 
mong the former socialist bloc were dissolved. In
 
contrast, Latin America's agreements continued in force.
 

Other panelists noted similarities between the ekperiences of both
 
regions.
 

Mario Sarcinelli. vicepresident of DERD. noted the interest of both
 
regions in increasing their e-ports and pushing ahead with the
 
integration of their economies. Examples he cited included the Southern 
Cone Common Market. and the integration efforts of Central Europe
According to Sarcinelli, other Important similarities are the transition
 
to democracy and the withdrawal of the state from the economy.


The Venezuelan Minister of Coordination and Planning. Ricardo
 
Hausmann, cited examples of integration efforts being carried out by his
 
country, -.
,ong them between Venezuela and Colombia, the Ande- countries.
 
Chile and Mexico and Venezuela's Interest in the North Amex , Free
 
Trade Agreement.
 

Hausmann cited parallels between the processes of reform of the two
 
regions. such as the opening to 
foreign investment, the withdrawal of the
 
state from the economy, tax system reform and the elimination of indirect
 
subsidies in favor of 
direct subsidies with specific objectives. 

IDB President Enrique V Iglesias opened the meeting with a review 
of the reforms Latin America Is carrying out. which were made possible by
 
a new generation of 
leaders In the region Other participanrs in the
 
seminar included Chile's Finance Minister Mario kibadeneirs; Minister of
 
the Economy and Finance of Uruguay lgnarco de Posadas, and the Czech
 
Minister of Industry and Trade Vladimir blouhy
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President Kdlayc, Governors of the African Devolopment Bank, 
distinguished guests, it is an hbn r to be here representing 
President Clinton and Treasury Secretar7 Bentsen at the" 
important meetings. I would like to thank our bots for their 
hospitality; we are pleased to be back In the lovely city of 
A~bidjanD. 

ue come together today at a tim of transition. The Cold 
War haa ended. Political and economic reform are sweeping the 
globe. In Africa, the winds of change are blowing gale force as 
the torch passes to a nou generation of leaders dedicated to the 
creation oit a democratic and prosperous Africa for their 
chli dran. 

The United States has a new oug Presidaint committ to 
economic rewal at bom and abroad. President Clinton knows 
that we cAot speak of global proepritY nti1 the African 
contnmt onc again starts to catcZ P With thi rest of thb 
world. As be reOgmnisd driG hi c3=4in: 'A rawOlUtioD Is 
=ervay ir Africa. From South Africa to Ethiopia -- from Kexaa 

to zaire - Kfri ci=s are strugvl'14
.n to achieve political and 

ecooic freadom... We have a strong interet in helping them 
translate th se freedo" Into a better life for thelves and 
their children.* 

We have to Abidjan to ren.w and r-iLtalize America's
co~mirmnt to Africa and to Africans. 

MArab 

Anyone att.soding thee meetings In 1963, 1973, or 1983 who 
was told what the African aco would lcx* like today would 
have be-n profoundly disturbed. Consider the tecrd: 

--	 Sub-aharan Africa Is poorer today t% itj wasn in 1965. 

--	 In large pertm of the continent, a child born today i nore 
likely to be hungry than to go to primary scho1 and to die 
prematurely than to go to second&ry school, 

In the last 25 year, -ore than 7 million Africans have been 
killed in warn an the faaias they hiev anne. 

--lnvesztt rat e log and the African cotinent today n" 
fewer functioning roadus and railrosds than It did In 1960. 

Physical and Human capital have fled Africa on a grand
scale. I.nd some estimates indicate that as many 1/3 of the 
Continent's college graduates fled the continent during the 
1980s.
 
Thi 	 poor economic and social performance has taken place 

despite a lvel of foreign aid from the rest of the world that 
ba. dwarfed support available to other continents. The average 
African has received four timzs as much foreign aid as the 
average Asian. 

Nor was it an inevitable consequence of a difficult external 
environment. Two decades ago, Nigeria was richer, less dependent 
on c dity exports and had less debt than Indonesia. Ghana was 
richer and had less dabt than Thail)and. Thes example s can be 
multiplied. 

With this record of economic difficulty, it is little wonder 
that an older generation of leaders is giving way to a newer 
generation dedicated to democracy, committed to economic reform, 
and determined to bring about better lives for their people: 

We welcome develo*nnta toward sustaining participatory 
dmocracy in nations as diverse as Namibia, Mali, Zambia, 
and Lesotho. And we applaud the 13 African nation that 
have held multiparty electios since 1988. 

We ar, glad -o ee that the process of national 
reconciliation between bitterly opposed factions --- often 
difficult and painful -- is underway in the war-torn lands 
of Angola and Mozanbique. 

--	 We are heartened by newthe spirit of dialogue between the 
states of North Africa and Israel. 

we admire the statsmanship of Nelson Mandela and F.W. 
deKlerk and the courage of the South African people in 
working to elLminate apartheid and crea"e a non-racial 
democracy. 
There are those who doubt that people living in poor 

countries in need of reform can afford the luxury of democracy. 
Let the- consider this: History reveals that there has never 
been a war between democratic regimes. And history also suggests
that there has never been a famins in a democratic nation with a 
free press.
 

Thlle are am 
 of the ran 
L- why support for
 
dnsocratzation is one of the cornerstones of the Clinton 
Admnmistration's foreign policT. 
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The path to mature democracy Is especially rocky duringperiods of major economic adjustment. That is why I am here to But the oppoartion of uirban Olita e n entrenhde riods or a j o ecoom ic U id t at s Thatp ino why a m ere tobu reaucrats must not be confused with the nationaltll you that- just interest ofas the United States supprtrs a strong adjustingexternal assistance effort for formerly comuni~t countries. The right question for most countriescountries, we frica in not whether into adjust but how.
r,emain steadfast in our absolute determination to stand withreforming gyovenets in Africa. With or the Cold War,the end 

external supporters
I want to use the remainler of n- time her to talk about dovalopment efforts will inevitably 

of 
measure the extent of theirfour areas where the nations of Africa, the African Development support with the degree of prog-ress in economic reform. I callBank and the United States can forge a partnership to suport on the African Development Bank to be more cautious in the futurereform, promote democracy, and most Important, make a better life than It has bean in the past about making loans in policyfor the childran of Africa. envirnments involving over-valued exchange rates, rapid

Inflation, or inadequate governance structures which preventsThe challenge is great. But as President John P_ Kne financial assistance from being used prudently. This ham been anonce said, 'Man's problems are made by man. They can be solvee issue of concern for the United States for some time, and it willby man. ' be of greater concern in the future. 

Yes, the road is a long one. President Kennedy often told For those countries with crushing debt burdens that are
the story of 
 the man who asked his gardener to plant a tree. The embarked on adjustment programs, there in no alternative to debtgardener responded. *but it will take one hundred years for it to reductio if momentum of reform is to be maintained. I amgrow. A so wise said,And the man *then plant it this morning. " pleased to announce that the AdMinistration has requested from 
Congress naw appropriations to enable the United States tofic participate in zrltilateral debt relief efforts along the lines
of ananced Toronto terms for many countries. We look forward toFirst, governments eust reform their economic policies. The working with our partners to eliminate the debt overhang obstacle1980a have been a decade of adjustment in Africa. Nearly 30 in low Income countries over the next several years.

countrils are now engaged in adjus-t programs directed at the
fundamental objectiva of macroecOnomic stability, economic I'm also pleased to report that the United States will be anliberalization and restruct-uring the role of government. enthusiastic supporter of a new ESA? program that will enable theAdjusting governmnto have recognised that, to quote Keynes, it IMF to continue providing concessional support for stabilizationis not for govarnmts to do what the market can do a little in low income countries. It is critical that ws maintainbetter or a little worse, but for governments to do what the moaentum in this effort, and given the stringency of donormarket cannot do at all. budgets, all possible avenues of finance for this effort mt be 

explored.
Adjustmr nt has not brought the rapid progress that many

hoped for. An.! I know that in suoe places adjustment fatigue has EBLY BZCTCCR_ IMTL&TIT
set in. But, the record is clear and Is supported by numerous
studies done at ths World Bank, at the African Developme-nt Bank, Snond, Africa's future lies with Its entrepreneurs.and by private scholars inside and outside of Africa. Countries world cannot 

The 
maintain forever the current level of aid. Even ifthat adjust do letter 'n terma of growth, better In terms of it could, Gxperience shows that those investments that meetinvestment. better In :arms of exports and battdr in terms of market tests are essential to economic groth.

helping tha poor than those who do not. The greatest benefits go
to the rural poor -- those worst off In almost cvery country -- Private investment cannot succeed without the provision ofwho respond dramal ically as their incentives to farm are greatly basic infrastructure. The United States sees the provision ofenArlan . Infrastructure. and not the funding of parastatals, as the 

appropriate objective of the African Development Bank in theThere is much that can be dome to Improve the quality of years ahead. 
adjustmant programs. We M st not confuse austerity with
adjustmentl Local Input =ust play more of a role in the design We welcome the IFC's dealopmant of country funds toof adjust-ment programs. Barriers to private investment must be facilitate the investment in African equities, and call on morebetter targeted and removed. More effort must be devoted to countries to open up their stock markets to eager oreign
prtec tine key social spending. AJnd the conaequencen of investors. We encourage the ADB's Private Sector Developmentadjustxx~nt for the natural world must be more carefully examined. Unit to make well-targeted quality Investments. And we wish the 
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new AFREXIM bank well, and express our fervnt hope that it will Governments mnst change their spending priorities toward

be managed as efficiently an posible. investment in people if they are to expect increased support.
 

But as they do, in response to the pressures that inevitablyThe siccess of the Arican private sector depends on the with democratization, we m-st do more to support investment in
come 

world markt for Akfrican products. ?residant Clinto's program people. The United States welcomes the rededication of the
of economic renewal with its emphasis on re-staxting global African Development Bank T~o the central mission of combatinggrowth and bringing down high interest rates through deficit peverty and looks forward to eing greater emphasis on
 
reduction ill make a major contribuition. investments in the social sector in the future.
 

And in recent days, President Clinton has made it clear both The IDA 10 Agremant represents a major international
publicly and privately that the United States ia prepared to walk T to a c the unerlying ausajof poternttougl

a long sile to finish the Uruguay Roixmd this year. With cmmitment to attack the underlying causes of poverty through

indstrial country harriers coating the deeloping world sore investment in people and sustainab:8 development. Almost half ofthan it receives in aid each yaar, no other step in as Important the $22 billion program will flo to African countries.in proting not jnst African develoment, but developmnt ar 	 We, in our bilateral efforts, will also be concentrating 

increasingly on investments in the icxt generation of Africans,
because investments in people are the highest return investments 
of all.
 

Thr , In . world where capital, technology and ideas daily
tranmform our existence, the most enduring investment any nation p0EVIAY0 
can make is in its most valuable resource: its people.
Governts in Africa, the African Development Bank, and F , population: It is not possible to think about the
Ind-strialixed nations supporting Africa must reinvigorate their problem of inve-sting in children without thinking about their
efforts to Invest In people, especially in the children who will mothers. There in no development priority greater than
shamp Lfrica's future- empowering women by making sure that girls as well as boys are 

educated, and by enabling women to make fundamental life choices 
The magnitude of the problem is dramatically desonstrated by by controlling their own fertility.

statistics conteaned in the IDB'a 1992 JAfricmn Development
Report. It cites UNESCO estimates that for low lnc Africa, It is a moral imperative, becaus, it will allow more
expenditures per student rose froa $57 in 1970 to $133 in 1980 children to live. Educated mothers with few children are
but than declined to $89 by 1988. This despite the fact that half as likely to see thair sons and daughters die as
primary edncation is perhape the highut return investment uneducated wo&men with many childran. 
available in the developing world, with a rate of return,
e-ccording to the ADB report, of 26% per year In Africa. 	 It is an economic imperative because with population growing 

at 3% a year, moat output growth goes just to maintain, not 
It is estimated that there wexe 70 million more to increa-e, living standaxds. 

undernourished Africans in 1989 than In the mid 1970s, and that 
404 of Africa' pro-school children suffered from acute energy And it is an environmental imperative. Women in Africa
deficiency, up from 25% in 1985. .	 steward natural resouzrces and more educated women do it 

better. ..ess population pressure na.!a. lefs deforestation.
This is a problem of spending prioritleAn African less desertification and less destitution. 

governments today zsand aort on the military th- an health dnd
education coubined. Spending on health and education too often 	 The governments of Africa must do more to empower women. Anis directed at tertiary hospita-l and univrsitiem in urban areas increasing body of evidence suggests that female education andrather than prlmary health programs and schools that serve the family planning measures offer the bast defense against the 
poor. .111 too often health care in provided without mdicines, scourge of AIDS. I agree with the findings of the ADB's African 
cr e4cation without books because governients provide the 	 Development Report that family planning must be integralan partLuoIltngs and civil servants without funding tha recurrent costs. of the primary health care system in Africa. Wa weicme the 

coiitment of the African Development Bank to become more 
involved in this area. 
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And I am pleased to report that the Clinton AA-miustration 
has removed the ideological blinders of the last 12 years and has The world cmamunnity can be proud of what its into.-;ention in 
made the reinvigoration of family planning efforts a major somalia accom~lisned, but no one can be proud of the conditions 
foreign policy priority. that made it necessary. That is one reason why President Clinton 

is committed to working in partnership with Africa to ensure that 
AFRICAN DIn EMM BROK at lone last this great continent livas up to its tremendous 

potential.
Let me turn finally to a fe- obser-7ations on the African 

Development Bank. I want to conclude Dy quoting the words of the African 
American poet Maya Angelou, speaking just after President Clinton 

President Ndiaye, I want to congratulate you on behalf of my took the oath of office 100 days ago. She -as not just speaking 
government for building Africa's premier economic institution aLd of America, but perhaps of Africa as trall wgaen she said: 
for maintaining its Triple-A credit rating through these years 
under difficult circumstances. %he United States looks forward (Quote) 'Lift up your faces, you have a piercing need 
to providing more support for the African Development Fund in the For this bright morning dawning for you. 
near term, and for replenishing the. Bank over the longer term. History, despite its wrenching pain, 

Cannot be unlived, but if faced 
However, particularly in an environment of great budget With courage, need not b4 li--d again. 

stringency, our support for your institution will Gepend on its 
progress in renewing itself and adapting to emerging concerns- The horizon leans forward. 
This means we will be looking for: Offering you space 

To place new steps of change 
Strengthened lending and financial policies. I. this Here, on the pulse of this fine day.' (Unquote)
 
context, I welcome President Ndiay"I' comments this morning
 
which seek strong Bank policits on arrears and provisioning,
 
and alignment of lending with country risk in the rGgion. 

This is consistent with the bold leadership which we have Thank you very much.
 
come to appreciate from President Ndiaye. I look forward to
 
working with rxY'ionial and non-re(.inai governors to explore
 
measures which would achieve these objectives.
 

Improved project quality supported by a serious and
 
independent review of the existing portfolio, and by a
 
rnfora of the bank's decision making procedures to emphasize
 
dc.alopment impact, and rigorous analysis of
 
czeditworthiness in evaluating projects.
 

Close controls on expenses of all krinds. In coming months
 
we will be asking each of the interuNb Lonal financial
 
institutions to increase efficiency, cut frills and lcwer
 
their costs.
 

President Clinton has asked ea.:h agency in the U.S.
 
government to do the same.
 

Increased environmental sensitivity and Involvement of non
governme-tal organizations. We need to see more
 
transpartLcy in the davelopment banks that ensures poplar
 
participation in project design and imZlementation. fGOs
 
can make a valuable contribution and we encourage their
 
involvement in the development process



Capacity Building: The Missing Link in African Development. 

by
 

Edward V.K. Jaycox

Vice President, Africa Region
 

The World Bank
 

I. Introduction 

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, 

Thank you for your kind introduction. 

I am delighted to have the opportunity to exchange views with you on capacity building in Africa. 

First, I would like to congratulae the African American Institute on its 40th anniversary. Over
the years, Ad has been instrumental inpromoting the dialogue l'-!tween Africans and Americans and ha:,
be.n a major facilitator in the education of thousands of Africans. 

The Institute's curnr.nt success is in large part due to the tireless efforts of its President. Vivian
Lowery Derryck. She deserves special tribute I would also like to thank her colleague, Steve McDonald,
for organizing this conference. 

I. The Importance of Capacity Building 

There is no shortage of ideas about what lies at the root of Africa's development problems. the
paucity of trained and skdlled manpower and weak institutions. 

The history of development demonstrates that to move from poverty to econonic prosperity,countries need professionals who can identit, problems, analyze them, formulate and decide on issues.and implement and manage decisions. They also need strong institutions that can allow their professionals 
to work efficiently and effectively at these tasks. 

Human expertise and institutional effectiveness are not oaly important for designing and
implementing policy, they are the key to the development of other fundamental qualities: 

* they determine the ability to adapt development models effectively to local environments;
* they instil an important sense of ownership, enhancing comm;tment to development:
a they allow local control over economic events and promote confidence in responding to 

change; 
* they promote responsibility for decision-making; and 
• they provide for a more equitable dialogue with others. 

"Address given to a confcrca.nc sponsored by the African American Institute, Reston. Virginia, May 20. 1993. 

http:confcrca.nc
http:curnr.nt
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By Shlomo Maital 

Kon dratieff's Revenge
 
Poland's economic 
lessons offer food for 
thought for other 
former Soviet-bloc 
countries, 

WARSAW-Who was Nikolai Dm'i-
etrievich Kondratieff.'.Why does his 
spirit haunt the plans of Poland? And 
what is he telling us? I learmed the an-
swers during a brief but intense stay
here. 

A little more than three years have 
passed ince the then-Finance Minis-
ter. Le,ck Balcerlticz. applied eco-
nomi,: "hock therapy." in one stroke 
freeinu all prices and allowing the 
force. oflsupply and demand to operate
unhindered in markets, 

Has it worked? 
By all accounts, it has. Poland may

Well be the first of the ex-socialist 
countries to turn thie comer. According 
to 38-year-old economist and banker 
Marek Mazur. board chairman of the 
People's Credit Bank and adviser to 
the finance minister. Gross Domestic 
Piiduct GDP) could grow by per-,

' cent to 2 percent this year, which is 
slohw by Japanese standards but high
compared to the expected 20 percent
drop in Russia's GDP. Inflation in 
Poland is expected to slow from 

Sii.uM() MAITA'.isa founder of TechnoStati 
stahti.tc;-land
econmaasnastn
an 
!raeh consulting firm specializing in

~ttsici cnomic analysis. anda %isiting,nprfNesNor atthe Massachusetis Institute of 
Technotwv's Sloan Sch00 of management 
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around 44 percnt last year to 32 per-
cent in 1993. 

OverhalfofPoland'soutputandern. 
ployment now comes from privately 
owned companies: some 600,000 newbusinesses have been started in the 
country since 1989. And according to a 
report by ex-Pole Jan Federowicz, 
even when overall GDP fell in 1989. 
GDP attributed to private companies 
rose. (Poland began moving toward 
free, markets even before the "shock 
therapy," but that has speeded things 
up a lot.) 

Though unemployment is high-12, 
percent to 14 percent-that actuallY;' 
may be a favorable sign in the lone 
term, as inefficient state-owned plants
release redundant workers to find jobs
in more productive, privately owned 
companies. (Recently, 89,00 Poles 
applied for jobs at a new Radisson Ho-
tel in Szezcin; there were only 600 
openings available.) 

Foreigit investment is growing, also. 
Italy's Fiat S.P.A. will sink $2 billion 
into producing its new Fiat Cinquecen-
'to ("500", in Italian) here. U.S.-based 
International Paper Co. bought a major
Polish paper mill. The Coca-Cola Co,. 
PepsiCo, Gerber Products Co., AT&T 
Co., Levi Strauss & Co.. R.J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co., Colgate-Palmolive Co.,
Procter & Gamble Co., Ma'rriott Corp., 
and Gillette Co. all have made major
investments in Poland. ,.True, problems remain, but solutions 
are in the~works; Polanid still has $45 

billion in foreign debts, but up to half 
of it may be forgiven, through deals 

A~lO ' Ma 99 

with the International Monetar. Fund
 
After a fierce fight, Parliament passed
 
a new budget limiti, the budg~et
 
deficit to S5 billion, or atnacceptabh:
 
6.5 percent of GDP. And on the day I
arrived here, Polish Prime Nlister
 
Hanna Suchocka fashioned ade.I % th

eight big trade unions, tradin,, irc
ment on privatization for a Ii0 percent
 
workers' stake in privatized companies
 
and other benefits. 

A symbol of the ne, Poland i,, 
Robert 'Wasniewski, head of invest
ment servicing at PAIZ. the -raie fo:
eign-investment agency. I in- Vwas 

pres;ed by his knowledge tf nt,
 
investment and tax laws. as ell
as his. 
ability to explain them in good En.
 
glish. A recent economics graduat ot
 
Warsaw University. he is just 2t) vear,
 
old. In the old Poland, Wasniv*%\s.ki
 
would have needed impeccable Com.
 
munist credentials, and another tt or
 
30 years. to get his job,


Another change: Shop windo\,' are
 
full of goods. Growing iumlers of'
 
Poles are at last able to consummate
 
their love affair with 'the automobile.
 
o'nce only a distant dream. latasthe 

love of my life," one wommn:: escribcd
 
her little banged-up Fiat 126 to ile.
 

?"bcfore I met mv husband.") The sour 
socialist frustration of having piles of 
zloty,' the Polish currency, and nothinLY 
to buy is being replaced for many. b; 
the sweeter capitalist frustration ol see.ing heaps 6,f new high-priced products
an ofe nthvge, purhaim 

power to acquire them. A synt tt 
1 1

I 
builds incentive to acquire nore zlotys i 
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certainly beats a system that makes 
ou., existing zlotys essentially worth-

Poland's fast transition to free mar-
kets was aided. Mazur reminded me. 
h, the fact that Poles were relatively 
tree to %kork abroad under socialism, 
fHence. the, had som e S2 billion to $3 
billion inotficial foreign-echange de-
posits held in hanks, and perhaps an 
VLual ,urn hidden under their mattress-
c,. that they used for making purchases 
when _oods flooded ;n after January 
19q0. 

Another key to Poland's success. 
\lazur explained, is food. The Coin-
iuni,,ts nexer succeeded in collec-
tivi/ing Polish farns. unlike in Russia, 
C/echoslos akia. Hungar, and the 
Ukraine. They tried. I was told, but 
Polish farmers' attachment to their 
land is legendary and most of it staved 
in priate hands. 

Food wkas scarce under socialism be-
cause for years. the Polish government 
purposel, kept food prices low to pro- 
%ide cheap food for nssembly-line 
w.orkers in cities, and for export to the 
So, iets. This move led to shortages, as 
farmers understandably balked. But 
Poland's bountiful potential for food 
production remained inta,:t. When the 
lid was lifted on food priLes, making it 
profitab!e for fatmers to expand out-
put. food flooded into the shops in no 
time. 

A sign of the times is the common 
scene of Polish farmers selling meat 
ind potatoes from the backs of their 
ans at curbsides. The grocery stores 

.ind ,hops are full, and Poles, who have 
know.n hunger often, are renewing 
their French-like love of good food and 
.,tne. And Poland is now the world's 
second-largest producer of potatoes 
and rye. 

"This is the most open nation in the 
,.shole ex-Soviet bloc," said Polish-
horn Mike Jaxa-KwAiatkowski, the 
marketing manager for Delta Air Lines 
Inc. inPoland. J.iled in the country for 
six months in 1982 and then expelled, 
he learned American management 
methods while working abroad for sev-
eral U.S. carriers. His goal isto double 
Delta's business in Poland annually 
and so fa'. he has been able to achieve 
that. 

"As the American ambassador here 
said. 'We [the United States and the 
rest of the free world) have a responsi-
bility for Poland to succeed. If the 

Polish farmers' 
sattachment to their 


land is legendary and 

most of it stayed in 

private hands. 

Poles don't succeed, with all their tal-
ents and their creative thinking, we are 
going to have a mess,' " Jaxa-
Kwiatkowski told me dut-ing my recent 
visit, 

What do the Poles really need" 
"Never give them money." he asserted. 
"The real shortage is technology and 
experienced managers." He explained 
that Poland will need thousands of 
CPAs, bookkeepers, and tax experts as 
businesses here shift to Western ac-
counting and tax systems. 

But what does this have to do with 
Nikolai Kondratieff, and why did I 
sense his spirit so strongly here'? 

Kondratieff was a brilliant young 
Russian economist who held a senior 
cabinet post in agriculture in Lenin's 
government. He is best known for his 
discovery of the "long waves" named 
after him, the economic theory that ev-
ery 60 years or so, booms alternate 
with busts. Kondratieff is thought to 
have opposed Lenin's policy to collec-
tivize farms. Later, that opposition 
won Kondratieff a one-way ticket, pro-
vided by Joseph Stalin, to the gulag 
prison camps in Siberia, where he ap-
patently perished. 

Socialism never did manage any-
where to persuade farmers on huge 
kolkhozs (collective farms), to con-
vince them to slave from dawn to dark 

I for the glory of the state, rather than for 
income and profit. The lkraine, re
garded as Europe's breadbasket dunng 
the 'ast centur.,. went hungry. So did 
Ru.isia. 

Kondratieff Aas right. The socialists 
should hae left the farms alone. 

In his pioneering %k.ork on ectonmic 
development, the late Nobel Liureate 
S:r W. -\rthur Lew is. L, longtrne 
Princeton Uni, ersi , protf.es,,or, ex
plained the ke, link between [ood and 
factories. Starse the farm of re
sources, he explained, and food be
comes costly, causing ,,ages to r; e 
and choking off industrialization. 
Make food too clieap-say. by institut
ing price controls-and farners von.t 
produce enough of it. inakin' it neces
sary to import food. waste precious 
foreign exchange, ald hence hurt in
dustry. 

Poland's farmers were always able 
to feed more than twice the country's 
population. But since 1946, they 
lacked the incentive to do so. because 
food prices were kept so low. The rapid 
economic reforms of Balcero ,c.zre
stored those incentives, and farmers re
sponded dramatically. 

The contrast with Russia is stark. 
There, the enormous task of shifting 
land to private farms isonly beginning. 
As a result, food is still relatively 
scarce and costly.

Americans, wkho gobble an average 
of 3,600 calories daily-probably 20 
percent more than what's needed
take for granted the enormous produc
ti,,ityAnerican farmers theof and 
cheap and plentiful goods that stock 
each U.S. supennarket with an aerage 
of' 15.000 different products. It is food 
that provided the basis or industry. 
High farm productivity freed laber to 
work in the cities, while still feeding 
the population without the need of 
food imports. 

With a few exceptions-Hong Kong 
and Singapore. perhaps- countries 
cannot built solid industry Aithout sol
id farms. .Aiid the kolkloz is a poor 
substitute for owning your own 40 
acres. 

The Poles, who knew wartime star
vation, are eating well these days. 
Kondratieff isavenged. And as Poland 
becomes the first ex-Soviet-bloc coun
try to emerge from the dark tunnel of 
shortages and move toward growth and 
stability, there isrenewed hope that ul
timately, others will, too. E 
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m. Undermining Capacity In Africa 

Human and institutional capacities are lacking in virtually all sectors and all countries in Sub-
Saharan Africa, Why'? 

At independence most countries had orly a handful of professional people, and institutions were
weak. Post independence policies of state centralization, coupled with personaliz,:d systems of Qovernance
fed these weaknesses. Poor governance, political instability and the continued deterioration of African
economies also forced many talented Africans to leave their countries. 

We in the donor community must also Wake responsibility, and here I include the Banh. Let 
me first point out, however, that, contrary to some thinking, structural adjustment is not one of the
factors that widermine capacity. Some people falsely assume that adjustment programs have hurt 
investments in hunman resources. The fact is, prior to economic reforms, African economies were in free
fall -- there was no money to provide for books and chalk for the schools, also medicine for the
dispensaries. This criticism about structural adjustment is a case of confising the malady with the 
remedy. 

External development agencies failed, in my view, to insist on full local participation in 
identification and design of projects. Having failed to ensure local involvement, it is no, surprising thai 
local conuitment and sense of ownership was weak. 

Donors also relied too heavily on foreign experts, even when qualified Africans were available 
This did little to foster a receptive envirotu-nent for the transfer of skills. In fact, it was often bitterIN 
resented. 
 Over relance on technical assistance also brought many difficulties. Expatriates wcrc
frequently chosen for their techni,'a: skills rather than their ability to pass on those skills. This. cLu'Ilicd
with operational difficulties pulled foreign consultants into operational support at the expense of capactity 
building. 

After 30 years of technical assistance, and so much money spent, Africa's wea' institutions, lack
of expertise, and current need for more -- rather than less -- assistance tell us we have failed badly in our 
efforts. 

But problems in making technical assistance effective were not all the fault of donors The
approach on the part of African officials to technical assi5tance has often been ambivalent. Many
governments perceive it at best as a free good (because it is grant funded), and at worst ac,something
imposed by donors, rather than an opportunity to be exploited. Local officials have often failed toprovide local counterparts, or designated people who were franly, not up to the jobs. 'l'hey have also 
failed to provide appropriate environments for training. 

In sum, the donors have done a disservice to Africa, and many African governments have 
participated blindly, 

IV. Creating Capacity in Africa 

The question is, what can be done? What specific policies and actions should be pursued hv
 
African governments and donors to enhance human and institutional capacities? It would be presumptuous 
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for me to prescribe what others should do. But I shall venture to indicate what actions we in the World 
Bank consider will produce tangible results on tie ground. 

We are not in a very comfortable position in the Bank. We have been analyzing our portfolio and 
have concluded that at the root of the implementation problem is the absence of capacity This is why,
for example, the disbursement of IDA resources to Africa is extremely slow. The problem is not 
cumbersome disbursement procedures at the Bank. Itis a question of having the capacity on the ground 
to effect the release of the commitments and ensure the efficient utilization of resources. 

h at are we doing to redress the situation and build capacity in Africa? 

First, we are encouragi: ,ga sense of responsibility and ownership for projects and programs. We 
are asking governments to tell us what they want; to design projects and programs they feel are useful, 
and then to come co us. In effect, we are creating demand. 

Second. we are actively working with a broad group of nationals to prepare country strategy and
policy framework papers. We are insisting that the materials we use as the basis for our lending decisions 
be the product of Africans. 

Third, we are focusing on hiring local African consultants for our projects wherever possible.
In fact, this year we have instructed that no foreign expatriate consultants be used for Bank-funded 
projects unless task managers can prove to the Bank's loan committee that no qualified Africans are 
available to do the job. 

Fourth, we are emphasizing training and rctraining in the reform of the civil service. 

Fifth, we are encouraging and supporting economic reform in order to promote an enabling
environment for private sector development and the effective and efficient delivery of public services. The 
implementation of economic reform, along with the institution of better governance and emergence of 
pluralistic political systems are prerequisites for economic development. 

Finally, the Bank is making a long-term commitment to tackle the capacity building problem at
its very heart: we are leading the effor" with other donors to develop a critical mass of top-flight policy
analysts and development managers who can help design and manage economic policy. 

The focus on building these capacities represents a fundamental change in attitude about capacity
building, a change which acknowledges that Africans must have the principal input into the design and 
implementation of investment projects and programs. 

Our principal vehicle for implementing this change is the African Capacity Building Initiative 
(ACBI) and its operating arm, the African Capacity Building Ff-mdation (ACBF). E.blished in 
1991. the Initiative is a partnership effort in which the World Bank, the United Nations Development
Programme, the African Development Bank and 23 donor and African nations have contributed some 
$100 million in grant money to support a four year pilot phase of operations 

The Foundation's primary goals are: first, to promote capacity building prograns in policy
analysis and development management across the region; second, to n."ke direct funding available to 
finance new and existing capacity building programs and to leverage substantially more funding from 
other sources; third, to provide high quality institutional basis for African policy analysts and managers 
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and thus help to reverse the drain of these valuable resources from Africa; fourth, to encourage the use 
of African researchers, analysts, and mangers in promoting the effecti' : use of policy analysis b. both 
the public and private sectors; and fifth, to create networks of highly trained professional polic,, analysts 
and economic managers in government, ;wademia and the private sector. 

The ACBF is a major initiative that is designed to play a catalytic role in capacity building, both 
by generating and coordinating donor resources for capacity building and by rationalizing capacity 
building efforts across Sub Saharan Africa. The Foundation offers one of the strongest opporrunities to 
directly respond to the challenges of capacity building in tie region. To succeed, it must have strong and 
consistent support from the donor community. 

V. Conclusion 

Mr. Chairman: 

Building African capacity is a cost effective strategy in the long run. Yet some donors do not vet 
appear to have grasped the fact that it is cheaper to build local skills for the future, than it is to boost 
their national consulting industries now. 

Although we are aid institutions, we could take a leaf out of the book of the foreign private 
sector. Expatriate private sector managers have a much better record in training local employees, because 
they are rewarded for reducing local operating costs. In fact, they are considered to have failed it the 
local person or team they have trained is unable to operate independently and effectively. 

Agencies need to refocus and strengthen their efforts, They need to rethinl technical assistance 
If donors put only half of their technical assistance budget into coordinated, quality training in critical 
skills they would provide . lasting contribution to sustainable development in Africa. 

It is important we understand that capacity building is a long term process, It will rcquire 
sustained commitment. Africa has already suffered too much from donors succumbing to the latest fad 
and dropping their interest in a program long before any results have had a chance to emerge. Capacities 
cannot be created overnight - the time frame is decades, not years, 

Capacity building is also an organic process -- to be successful it must come fromn within. Today. 
demwd is growing from within, The profound economic and political changes sweeping much of Africa 
have unleashed an avalanche of people who are eager to take dcvclopment into their own hands. W,e must 
encourage and support them. 

Thank you. 
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To develop a consensus on the policies that are Torontoteits 26.3 1.062 21.6 '25 
neceisar)yto reverse Africa's poor economicper. Trinidad terms 22,4 410 18.1 0i
formance in the1980s. the Association ofAfrican Dutch proposal 20.4 72 16.8
 
Central Batks and the International Monetary

Fund i I.Fi called a symposium in Gaborone, SOURCE.
Policiesfor African Development. Table 1,
Bots -ana. .lecttng for three days in February Data are drawn from 22 participants inthe World Bank's Special Program of Assistance.eecluaing Zamtw
 
199i. go..ernors of Afnican central banks, iAF 1.To attain a20 percent debt.ervice ratio
 
ojfiials,and representatives of the development

comnmunin,took up the challep.ge infrank discus. The argument is presented that a mix of fi- Development Finance and Trade
 
ton, dealingwith structuraladjustment,oxternal nancing and adjustment is necessary to achieve


debt. financinggro'dtth,andtrade and in;,estment, stabilization with growth, because balance.of. 
 Tony Killick demonstrates that the eii no clear
An important part of the consensus that was payments problems are frequently the result of 	 relationship between insestment, ihnporns, andformedsnastherealizationthatforAfricato grow external shocks and production bottlenecks 	 growth. The key. he maintains, is to a ,ure that out ofits crisis, it must achieve substantialprog. rather than excess internal demand. Excess ca. external financing results in producti..ty. res.on all of these fronts and receive ?iaJor, pacity results from the lack of foreign currency itproving investments in education. trainng.assstancefrom the international development topurchase crucial intermediate inputs. Export health, the tinancial sector, and institutional re

commrnth', --';,cias;.cation is difficult unless this problem of forms, which was notoften thecase inthepast 
importer,inputsissolved first. Multiparty democracy is viewed as a i.afeguardIn hi. tntroduction to this compendium, 1. 0 S.mtlization with growth also requires an against predatory governments. Muchotthet'ebt 

'.f.
Patel describes the problem at hand. Africa 	 enabling environment for structural reform. Im is the result of financial aid given to ineffectual
fers from raptd population growth, inadequate provements in governance and official account. governments.
infrastructure. corrupt governments, political in. ability, institutional capacities, and human re- Africa'seporscoisistofa narrow ran,..iostability. inadequate food production, erosion of sources are called for, 	 commodities and raw materials that are like tophysical environment, and high external debt.•ie 	 continue to face falling real prices. As the 190%Inconsequence, percapitd GNP has been declin-	 Debt Crisis have demonstrated, this specialization makesing. Ifthese problems arenot dealt with, famines African countries dangerously %ulnerable to e.of Somalian proportions are likely to becom. At about S147 billion, sub-Saharan Africa's debt ternal shocks. Several approaches to dealingcommonplace is equal to its GNP. The debt has grown sixfold with this problem have been discussed. Some 

overthe past twodecades. beyond the continent's call for developed markets to remove tarLfiradeStructural Adjustment 	 capacity to service it. Payments to private credi, barriers againt tropical products 
tors have been virtually suspended, devastating Trade within Africa represents onlk 5percentIn orzderto make internal prices consistent with commercial creditworthiness. Attempts to .r. ofall African trade.The InternationalTrade Centhose in the rest of the world and manage the ter has e'timated that the potential is ten times 

balance-of'payments problem. Africa has gone erhatert he otnnof tenittion
through a penod of structural adjustment pro. Thc e is nO clear 'elationshipbe. greaterThe 1SOLagoPlanoftheOrganiatina f I T p" of African Ltty.which called forthree regionalgrain with the aidof theIIF.These programs 	 tween investmet, i ts , and market,and pooling investment inIe,'vIdu.ha%e consisted of fiscal and monetary restraint try. rartation ncutnivineas ntacc~Ompanied by realistic devaluation of curren-	 growth. broadly implemented, however.
 
cIes As thrse policies progressed, the need to
 
address the human effect of austerity became vice the debt led to deficit financing, which only Resolved: Joint Effort
 

A K. Muller. director general of the African worsened the problem. It has become clear that 
Centre for Monetary Studies, gives an overview debt forgiveness, not just rescheduling, is re. IMF tanaging director Michel Camdessus 
of how seventeen countries fared understructural qiaired. 	 note. that stme countries have achievecd major 
adjustment. Dunng 1981-l87, as compared Francesco Abbate and Anh.Nga rranNguyen econonic successes. 3y effectt'.ely addres.itng

ompaedtheiradjutmen.as Duing,19811987 	 problein%,with the three preceding years. eight countries analyze the three initiatives that have been ug. Bots.wana and Slauvitiu, at
improved their economic performance, in terms gested to resolve the debt issue, These are the ained 12 atid 3percent GNP growth. repec. 
of eight indicators. The economies of the other "Toronto terms" (rescheduling), the "Trinidad tively, during 1977-1987. 

terms" (rescheduling plus reduction of two-thirds The symposium built a consensus that thenine countries deteriorated, Structural adjust* 	 oftedb)in h Dthpooa"(ulfr nternational development commtunity mustmerit generally increased domestic savings, ex. 	 ofthedebt). "Dutch proposal" (fulland the for
pon and imports, and reduced inflation. How. giveness of official bilateral debt to the least de. work with the African countries on both struc. 
ever. growth rates, investment, debt.service vcloped).Theauthorsconsiderthatacountrycan tural and financial problems. Structural adjust. 
ratios, and net resource transfers tended to dote. only be expected to service debt at the level of 20 ment programs must be backed up with develop.rti,aderoctpercent of exports. In two scenari:.!;, assuming 5 ment elfot.norate. 	 designed to counter any detrinentaland 8 percent export growth, respectively, they effects of these reforms on the por. Deselop

evaluate the three initiatives (see table on page 3). ment of infrastructure must be fi'nanced tromICE Isdelighted to welcome Dr. Andrew ' external sources. An environment conducive toN1ullei as African program coordinator, (the that off aD,Mue, y ,w s ntl 	 emote exports must be created by allowing prices thatna ieo Ke 
 (the Dutch initiative) offers even a remote chanceDr. Mullei, a native of Kenya, was util 	 r c n i t n i h t o ei o l a k t ,Iofsuccess. considering that Inthe 1980s the value 	 are consistent with those in world markets. Ifalll recently director general of the African of Africa's exports actually fell by 3 percent, 	 of Africa can work effectively with the interna.Centre for Monetary Studies, an ICEG Furthermore,.some countries, such as Guinea- tiunal development conimunity tward thesecorrespondent insttute, and secretary o Bissau. Mozambique. Sao Tome and Principe. goals,. then there will he more Botswanas fl
thfAssociation ofAfrican Central Banks. and Somalia could not handle their debt overhang 

under any of these initiatives (because the terms 
: . 'do not cover commercial debt), 
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Statement by the Secretary of State 
President Clinton has summoned us to 
national renewal with acall for innova-
tion, investment, and anew partner-
ship between the American people and 
their government. Our foreign policy 
must play avital part in that renewal. 
It must reflect the realities of the post-
Cold War era. It must be more closely
integrated with our domestic priorities, 
And it must directly serve the prosper-
ity, security, and values of all Ameri-
cans. 

The FY 1994 budget is a transi-
tional budget. It marks a first but 
important step toward accepting the 
very new challenges we face abroad. It 
begins the proccss ofredirecting our 
foreign policy, refocusing our foreign
affairs budget, and reforming our 
foreign policy institutions. Each of 
these will promote the three 
overarching goals that President 
Clinton hab set for American policy in 
the post-Cold War era. 

First, we must revitalize the
American economy. This hinges, aboveamerian erompcony hsin ageabo 

the President's economic program. As 
the worid's moct powerful economy, itslargest market, and its leading ex-porter, we must use all the tools at our 

disposal to generate growth here at 
home and bring down barriers to our 
goods and services worldwide. This 
includes macroeconomic coordination 
among the industrial democracies, the 
negotiation of a new accord of the 
General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade, the speedy conclusion of the 
North American Free Trade Agree- 
ment with protection for workers and 
the environment, and vigorous export 
promotioi,. 

Second, we must modernize our 
security structures to mirror post-Cold 
War realities. We must adapt our 
military forces to address enduring
and emerging threats to our national 
security. With our partners, we must 
reshape old alliances, like NATO, to 
meet new missions. We need more 
robust internation.al pei.ce-keeping 
capabilities to face the challenges to 
international peace posed by ethnic 
and regional conflicts. We must work 
closely with our partners to confront 
the global threat of international crime, 
And we require stronger non-prolifera-
tion regimes ifwe are to stem the 
spread of dangerous wespons and 
technology, 

Third, we must encourage the 
democratic revolution that has swept 
much of the world. By strengthening 
democracy, respect for human rights,
and free markets, we do more than 
honor the universal values upon which 
our nation is founded. We help ensure 
our own security and prosperity,Democracies make more reliable 

partners in diplomacy, trade, arms 
agreements, and cooperation on global
environmental protection. Democracycannot be imposed from above; by its 

very nature, it must be built, often 
slowly, at the grassroots level. We 
should embrace and encourage this 
process by patient support for demo-
cratic institution-building around theworld, 

All three goals are vitally at stake 
in the former Soviet Union. If the 
forces of freedom prevail in Russia, 
Ukraine, and the other newly indep 
dent states, we will acquire partners i 
peace, open vast new markets for our 
goods and services, and see our 
national ideals flourish on once hostile 
soil. Americans have areal material 

and moral stake in the future of the 
former Soviet Union. Aid to the forces 
of freedom in Russia and elsewhere is 
not just ahelping hand: It is an invest
ment in American security, American 
prospeiity, and American values. 

Achieving our goals, in the former 
Soviet Union and around the world, 
will require more than adeclaration 
of principles. Success will require a 
austained diplomacy that looks beyond
this week's or next month's crisis; a 
flexible diplomacy that uses the full 
range of bilateral, regional, and multi
lateral tools at our disposal; ana an 
activist diplomacy that puts apremiurn 
on timely prevention, rather than costly 
cure. 

We present the FY 1994 budget 
at a time of fiscal austerity. We see 
this austerity, not as ahardship to be 
endured, but as achallenge to innovate. 
In the months and years ahead, we 
will redouble our efforts to realign our 
priorities, reorient our budget, and 
restructure our institutions inwaysthat will promote the well-being of our 

citizens. 
This budget presentation is not 

meant to foreclose options or precludeafull debate. We look forward to full 

partnership with the Congress as we 
fundamentally restructure our foreign 
affairs programs and institutions over 
the next years. But the Administration
intends to do more: We will takeforeign affairs to the American people, 

explaining our initiatives,justifying our 
expenditures, and seeking their support 
as we craft anew course through the 
end of this centur and beyond. 

In I oth foreign and domestic affairs, 
we must put people-the American 
people-first. 

-WARREN CHRISTOPHER 

US Depanment of State Dispatch Supplement o Aprl 1993 o Vol. 4, No. I 
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I want to extend my thanks to Larry Goldman and to the 

Washington Chapter of the Society for International Development for 

invit;ng me to share my thoughts with you this evening, 

As you know, the U.S. Ageny for International Development 
has entered a time of fundamental challenge. AID's mission, its 
method.-, and even its existence are being scrutinized, and not simply 

because the Cold War has come to an end. Our multiple mandates, 

our operating style, our institutional culture have brought us to this 
pass. 

\We will survive. We will revitalize. That I can promise you 

tnigt. The United States is not going to abandon the mission for 

vhich AID was created. But our situation is not a spectator sport. 
'e--all of us --are the development community. AID's 

predicament affects you because it is not simply the story of an 
Americans bureaucracy at risk. Itbespeaks a deeper problem: the 

crisis of international development --a time of growing needs, and 
diminishing resources, and waning commitment. 

We are in deep trouble. And we are part of the problem. Not 

just AID, but the entire development community. All of us. AID's 
troubles don't omdy affect Americans. They also touch the 

development agencies of other nations. They affect the international 

finan:ial institutions that fund development, and the PVOs, and the 

NGOs. The technicians and consultants and activists who participate 
in this enormous cooperative enterprise. The vast contingent who see 

international development as a moral imperative. And more 

importantly, those in need --the men, and women, and children -. a 

billion children --who look to us with hope and expectation. 

Tonight I want to analyze where we are, and why, and share iy 
notion of where we must go. 

From the end of World War I1,international politics were 

fraited by thestruggle between East and West. Conflicts based on 

religious, ethnic, and economic tensions were often held incheck by 

Washington atid Moscow, or addressed exclusively It, tersts of their 

impact on the superpowers. 

No more. The Cold War has ended Problems hke r-dnic
 

conflict and overpopulation now stand on their own perverse msnr:, 
Ina sense, that forh, developren communit)
represents a failure 


Throughout the post-war era, we failed to define o.erpopulaton and 

environmental degradation and social dislocation for what tht, ai

strategic threats. Every bit as dangerous as armed conflit Th 

development community tried to communicate die dinicnsi~n, efihc 

threat. But in the political sphere, among the dccision-makvci, aoir 

message - as lost inthe worst-case scenarios of East-West conflict 

Read the norning paper. Some societies have alread, entered a 
death spiral, a Hobbesian, Malhhusian, Spenglenian horror. Looking 

at Somalia and Liberia, Angola and Yugoslavia, we in the 

developinent community experience a kind of cognitive dissonance 
The term "development' denotes drogress, niodernization. But b\ 
any meaningful standard, theac nations are no longer "developing." 

Instead, their sovereignty is being dismanded piece by piece, like the. 

water pipes inMogadishu, like the villages inBosnia. These nation, 

are returning to dse wild, tobe ruled by thegunmian and oe 

scavenger. They are, in microcosm, theend of civilization as sic 

know it. 

We inthe development community run the risk of offering 

solutions that are no longer relevant. Consider he event tJhatrecenl. 
focused the attention of the American people on theissue of 

migration: A ship smuggling Chinese immtgrarts ran aground in New 

York. But we cannot view this event in isolation. In their desperate 

swins to shore, the Chinese refugees symbolized themillions, 

desperate for opportunity, who want to conie to die West. Who are 

caming to the West. And this is not even the worst part of the 

picture. 

We in this room know thereal face of migration; of Peru's 

urban slums, of Cairo's teeming City of theDead, of Calcutta's 
baleful itreets. We understand the rural poveity that drives it,the 

debt servitude, the powerlessness. Yet we also know that with 
poverty lending and microenterorise, with cooperatives and 

appropriate technology, we can mitigate the socil adittett that make 

people flee their homes for the dream of a better life. 

But will thedevelopment community get the chatice? 

Our problem is not that we face daunting development issues 

that is our business. Our community catsfindsolutions, at least in 

part. Our problein is that the donor nations may lose the will to try. 



At a time when the developing world h4s cause for fear, yet alzo for 
hope, the industrial nations may be givlng up. 

Throughout the industrialized world, support for development is 
in doubt. In February of this year, the Rockefeller Foundation 
released a poll on *Americans and Foreign Aid In theNneties." 

They found the following: 

The public does not have confidence that aid isimprcving 
conditions in other countries or reaching the people Itis intended to 
reach. 

The public increasingly believes that foreign aid is unaffordable. 

Popular support for economic assistance is dropping; the 


majority of Americans now oppose it. 


Opposition to economic assistance is strongest anong the young. 

Even among college graduates, only one person in six believes 
the United States is doing less than it should. 

These attitudes are reflected In the resourccs that donors de:vote 
toforeign assistance. According to the OECD, official development 
assistance consumed .2 percitt of America's (iI'P in 1991. Japan 
spent .3 percent of its GNP. The U.K., France, Japan, Sweden, and 
Germany increased the absolute amounts of their outlays, but on the 
%k flat. At a time of burgeoning needs,hwc 'tie trend line was 

spending on development lagged far behind demand. 

How do we deal with our publics? This is an issue that I have 
already rai:ed with my counterparts in other countries. They all 
agree: people misperceive development assistance. They are 
preoccupied with dteir own economic travails: They have donor 
fatigue, and a cynicism about theprospecu for a morestable, hmore 
prosperous world. 

Yet the situation is not entirely bleak, The Rockefeller 
Found,,tion found dtat Americans will support hutnanilarian aid, and 
thesame appears to be true in other western dcmocracies. People 
w01 support assistance that addresses 'nvironnental problems They 
wilt fund programs that generate jobs. 

Our immediate challenge, then, is to makce a strategic case for 
foreign assistance. Deforestation and overpdpulition, rural migration 

and endemic povery Uveaten ou air, our kacr, out c,,n,-w, ,.i, 

society, and our future. The industrialized states t:amn,t tsi..,-ch. 
threat by being passive, or worse, indifferent 

Our publics are not yet wholly indiffercn Yet ,ceil-.i a 
certain feeling of separation, perhaps because fluods and fani:ne aiw 
disorders stream too rapidly into our consciousness And tir. 

plas a curious role here: Or the one hand, the ii ags of at coinei 

across with dreadful clarity: the clap of artillery, the de., tIvl 
towns, tierefugees. But the images of eiiviroi,nent;,d dis iAn,1 

societal breakdown only make an impact when tliy Lomc to Ll 

fruition: the floods, iehforests slashed and burned, the lcc : 
migrants, the starving children. And licuidcrlt.mg cuscs ,! r'i. 

disasters -. the very things tihe dlevOupinent comiimity i u, i,) 
fight .-barely make the new- at all: Erosion, corruptno,. polittion . 

they just aren't good television. 

So we can add one more threat to thethiogs that niecilcv u, 

Indifference. The notion that caring won't change an) thii; II., 
lack of any guotconcern about the world. That truly is our uliimav 
development problem: the possibility that Utc doio nations iight 

disconnect. 

This Is not some theoretical worry. We may already besecing a 
glimpse of it in the former Yugosls'via, but not among the 
combatants. Yugoslavia Is part of Westerns Europe, ahcr all - it is 
even feasible to mount weekend relief missions. People front nearb) 
countries drive down to the war zone -. it's a couple of hours away 

and drop off food and blankets and medicine. By Monday, the 
donors are back at their jobs. 

I recently heard an incredible variant. At least one tourist 
agency has been organizing "disaster tours.' People drive down to 
the war zone, but only to watch. They stand on the hills above 
Su'ajevo, and soe the sheUs arc in. They drive up tobesieged towns. 

They hear thesnipers. And then they go home. 

God help us if a neglected world becones anothe Bosnia. 
The strategic thrtut we face will not allow us tobe bystanders. The 
consequences of Indifference and neglect will involve us and affect 
us. The western democracies won't have the luxury of being 

'disaster tourists." If we fail to act, we'll be more than specators at 
the siege. 
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The United States Government wUl not accept the notion that 
our people will sit by while disaster overwhelms us. We believe the 

American people will understand that the costs of doing nothing are 
far greater. And we believe that our response can be encompassed by 
a new paradigm already endorsed by the international community in 

Rio. I refer, of course, to sustainable developine. 

We will base our sustainable developine.'t stralegy on four 


missions: 


Aiding the environment; 

Addressing population L health; 

--Building democracy: and 

-- Encouraging economic growth. 

Our admninistratiot will follow an integrated developtent 

approach. We will address the larger economic and social process; 
and we will avoid operating within the narrow confines of the 

individual disciplines of development work. 

There's therub, and we all know It. The development 

community is a realm of city-states. Too often, we act like the seven 
blind people describing the elephant. In our operations, we are like 

•he seven blind people assembling the elephant. I expect any time 
now to see a ccngressional earmark for a trunk! 

But this is an indulgence we can't afford. We in this room are 
agricultu.al sci.'ntists, and urban specialists, and bankers and planners 

and ;itcians: it's inevitable that we would view development 

through our own particular prisms. But the time has passed when we 
car a.alk,nly of o=r remedies, cs if they could work In Isolation. 

Consider, for instance, the commitments we undertake when we 
endeavor to save tlte life of one little girl. Let's say she lives in a 
village, and site's the beneficiary of a program that provides 

inoculations against childhood diseases. What does saving her life 

really entail? 

It you inoculate her, so she doesn't die of whooping cough or 

rubella, then you have to provide childhood nutrition, so her mind 
and body can develop. 

If you feed her, then yau have to provide adequate schoo!ing, so 
she is literate enough to understand her world. 

If you educate her, then you have to provide proper housing and 
sanitation, so she can enter adulthood with youthful energy, and not 

ex.housted from parasites and disease. 

If you hous,; tier, Uhen you have to provide so;ie rural econamic 

stability, which itself implies environmental planning and approprilal. 
technology. 

If she grows up in a stable ru'ai environtett, then you have to 

provide vocational training, so she can learn a skill that gives her ail 
income atid a sanse of accoml)lishment. 

If you help her acquire vocational uaining, then you have to 

address ter role a. a woman, including her reprodctive rights, liur 
economic rights, and her social status, so she is not isolated fron the 

rest of society or rendered powerless. 

And finaply, if you do allthese things, you have to help her 

nation build democracy, so she is not just a recipient of aid, but a 

participant in her own development. 

If our goal istruly to save her life, all these things are needed 

But will the development community get the chance? 

An integrated approach, involving every element of the 
development community, ts a mat;er of necessity. And for the 
development community, it is a ma.ler of survival. We cannot hidc 
out In our own little technica! niches. If we are torebuild our 

constituency, no one program will do it. If we are to sunitnon a 

consensus to assist the developing world, then the overall benefits -
and costs --have to be communicated to our publics. 

Let us remember: Our work is Human Development, not just 
"developntent," and only human development ii sustainable. Thc 
improvenent of society cannot be divorced from the improvement of 

people. We have to embrace that notion, and all the complexities it 
implies. 

I believe the Clinton administration undcrstdnda this 

We will take an integrated approach topopulation and health. 
Familyplanning is a critical element in assuring healthy populationt, 
but we need to build on It. At a time when AIDS is spreading rapidly 
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in Asia and Africa, and targeting the very people who shou!d be on 
the cutting edge of development, our concern must include family 
planning and go beyond. Maternal health, prenatal care, safe sex, 
and social education must be part of the total picture. 

We will take an integrated approach to aiding the environment: 
Global warming is a transnational issue. So is te fate of de oceans 
and tropicx.l forests; they require collective efforts that cut across 
national boundaries. Local environmenuW programs fit naturally.into 
global ores; environmental damage does not stop at a line on the 
map. And solutions that work ae applicable worldwide. 

Our answers to environmental problms must themselves be 
interdisciplinary: For instance, su.:ainable agriculture implies 
appropriate crop planning, and integrated pest mnagement, and soil 
conservation,. forest management, crop storage, and transport. We 
want to support all of these endeavors, and more importantly, we 
will work to make them mutually reinforcing. 

This administration has made a commitnent to boost exports. 
Many agencies are gearing up their involvement: State, Treasury, the 
Commerce Department. AID will concentrate on private sector 

development. Our role is to develop markets, to create demand, and 
to promote free enterprise and equity. 

And we will take an integrated approach to dcmocracy-building, 
We have already read that several developing countries will come to 
Vienna and assert that democracy and development are mutually 
exclusive. They ate ' ot. It is a false choice. We will say it at 
Vienna, and our progrants will embody that belle/. No development 

process can be susta'ned if it does riot include democraticdevelopment. 

A lot of people diought that when I came to AID from the 

'ational Democratic Institute, I would equate democracy building 


%,ith elections. I hope I am not guilty of viewing the developtcnt 

process through the same narrow prism of which I spoke earlier. I 

believe that at the grass-roots level, participatory development anddn h e mndo ra.Oc g o a nd i 

Group decision-making promotes representation, citasen.ss, and 

accountability. It legitima.es institutions. and encourages compromisro 
and conflict resolution. Democracy is de antidote to zero-sum 
pclitics and beggar thy neighbor economics, 

With each s'ccess, the grond is prepared for further desn, ra': 
practice. Empowered l.dividuals become the drivng force for frzr 
labor unions, free enterprise, and civil discoure The rise of a c;.: 
society promotes rational choosing and rational plannng Democr.i_ 

is not an obstacle to development. It is a key to de.elupment 

Tis has particular relevance to the former Soviet Uni 
AID is carrying out the President's commitment to provide as.i tncc 
at a critical time. The greatest obstacle to developient tl'rv is tc 
lack of a civic society. Under the Tsars and the Commui;t pujty, 
the consent of the governed was an oxymoron. Law dtlhtd w0i. 

citizei. s duties to the government. Attitudes and assvnptn 
inimical to growd and civility did not die with Soviet ruc rc 
enterprise is still equated witl! gangsterism. Deoincracy i stidl,.>airJ 
with disorder. For local apprutchiks, public panicip;itin stidl ircn 

the loss of privilege. 

The people of the Newly Independent States have almost note of 

the local instit.!uicns of democracy that we take for granted a ,tioinl 
tar. system, Ra.ronsiv. local governments. The schools and cl,bs 
and volunteer organizations that leach dettocratic values - liberty. 
peace, justice, ind belief in the fNtur, - simply by their everyd,y 

workings. That has to change. 

Because we In the devclopncnt field sometimes have had to 

carry out our work innations where corruption is erdemic, every 

development agency has suffered at one time or anoilter sittply b) 
association. Yet in a sense, I am gratified by all die internuthonal 
public attention on corruption. It does bespeak disorJer, but .'the tkc 
expectation that public thievery should no be the norm. 

This is a step forward, in every land where corruption nov
elicits outrage and not just acceptance. It reflect, a desire for 

transparency and accountability. Whatever your vie... of the 
relationship between democracy and economic develupmen, let u .; 

least agree that transparency and accountability are itdispensaiile in 
our work. 

ur c h alleng e now issoa n alyzeth epoc e ss of politica ldevelopment, establish criteria for success, and set goals for ourselves 
as we do in economic matters. Economir and political developmen:
reinforce each other. AID's programs will embody that fact 

But will we get die chance? What is AID now prepared to do" 
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First, to meet the challenges of development in a struggling 
world, the Agency will need to get smaller to prepare itself to grow. 
Of necessity, we will reduce the number of country programs, and 

missions, and projects on wlich we work. We have no chcce. 

Budget cuts and reductions in our operating expenses budget intpel us 
to cut back, but we should do it anyway because we now are spread 
too thin. 

We will use development criteria to determine how we're going 

toreduc . the number of nations inwhich we operate. We cenaiity 
will use the criterion that if agovernment does not participale with us 
in the development effort as api.Itner by allowing us access to the 
people inthecountry, then we cannot make developmejt su:tainahle. 
\We wll also take into account whether agovernittant puts its own 
resources intu development. We are iot going to be in the businesN 
rcf
setting political conditions, but we must be in thebusiness of 
establishing development conditions. 

Second, AID will improve its ability to mount a rapid response. 
Too often we seem to be institutionally incapable of moving quickly. 
Tha: has to change. An increasing number of conttries are losing 
their sovereignty to anarchy and chaos, and we need to have the 
capacity to help countries put themselves back together. We need to 

do more than provide disaster relief and food. We have to be able to 
stabilize institutions, and help rebuild them. 

Third, AID will work ,iLhyou. As an institution, and asa 
development endeavor, we require the trust of Congress and the 
American people. To do that, we need your help. You are the. 
implementors of deelcpment, and we need your guidance. We will 
not and cannot develop astrategy in isolation. We want you to help 
us with our plans, but todo this, each of you must look beyond your 
own immediate concerns. With that tradeoff, we will listen, that I 
promise, 

We will be more responsive. The tinto when AID made its 
grantees junip through hoops for reasons that ha d nothing to do with 
development isover. We are partners, and we must treat each other 
vith respect. 

We will be more willing to take risks, knowing that the nature 
of development isto try new methods and be open to ideas, even if 
they sontetintes don't turn out as expected. AID needs to be on the 
cutting edge; progress is t~hieved, after all, by trial.and error, not 
trial and success. With our limited resources, we will not always be 
able to lead with dollars, but we will always lead with our Ideas and 

well-deceloped plars. And to get the most from the risks '.v, ae, 
we will share the lessons ofsuccess and failure with you, and with 
other development agencies, and with international fiarcial 

institutions 

This is the ultimate integrated approach to dcv-lupmcrnt: a 
synergy of all our skills. At a time of diminishing resources, all of 

us have to concentrate our efforts and coordinate our );ograrns. A, a
community, we need better means of evaluating what we accomplih 

and how we fall short. AID intends to be a leader inevaluatiis. its 
projects, and sharing its knowledge, and insights, ,ind skills. 

Will we get the chance? \Ve i= the archance tomake 
difference. 

What ultimately motivates s Lu be it this wol:? We nay oct 

be always be able to save nations, but we can save individuals, and 

villages, and sometimes societies. Some people would write off th,
nations we seek to help, write off whole classes within dicise
 
societies. Yet the poor of those countries --the very people who
 
would, be written off - reject that hopelessness. We know that.
 
We've seen It --Insuccesses like the Graicet Bank of Bangladesh,
 
and, RNCA's poverty lending inCentral Anrica. inappropriate
 

agriculture inAfrica and i worldwide democratic revolukiisn that
 
refuses to wither.
 

We will fight the otion that most people will participate in the 
20th century only as statistics. That I promise you. We will not 
stand idly by. We will not be uninvolved. We will not be tourist, at 
the disaster, but builders of humanity, and arclhitects of hope. 
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I am grateful to yuu, Mr. Chairman, and to your distinguished-subcommittee, for theprivilege of appearing before you as you consider funding for the commitment of the United 
States for the 10th Replenishment of the International Development Association. While Icertainly don't quplify s an expert witness, I have followed IDA since my days as a member 
of the House Foreign Affairs Committee a quarter century ago, and in my tenure as 
Administrator of the United Nations Development Program. D,,ring that period, I had 
considerable exposure to the work of IDA. 

In 1991-1992, 1 chaired an independent review (the first in the World Bank's history) 
of two carefully delineated aspects of the Sardar Sarovar Projects on the Narmada River in 
India, which were sup,crted by IBRD and IDA funds: (1)the implementation of measures 
for the rescalement and rehaniiitation of the people displaced or affected by the projects; and 
(2) the implementation of measures taken to ameliorate the environmental impact of all 
aspects of the projects. 

The Narmada projects had become, before our review was undertaken, a major focus 
of criticism by environmental and human rights organizations in many parts of the world. 
They had also inspired widespread opposition among the people who would be affected by
the projects. 

Our findings were, in my opinion, both serious and substantial. Some environ'. ntal groups have cited them as abasis for the reduction -- or even elimination -- of U.S. funding 
for the 10th replenishment of IDA. 

I have tremendously high regard for the work of environmental groups in the United 
States, not least those who have testified recently regarding IDA. They have made an 
enormous contribution to consciousness-raising about the dangers to the global environment 
and have contriL'jt,.d sizeable resources, financial and otherwise, to the worldwide goal of 
sustainable develcpment. I considerable measure, environmental NGOs were responsible 
for focussing world-wide attention on the Narmada dam. 

Since we presented our report to the President of the World Bank and the Bank's 
Executive Board on 18 Ju-.e 1992, my colleagues and I have not engaged in any 
amplification of the Report; rather, we have let " t Report speak for itself. 

Istand by the fnidings and recommendations of the report of the Independent Review 
in every particular. I want to emphasize, however, that I asked to testify on the value and 
effectiveness of IDA and the importance of U.S. support for it -- not the work of the 
Independent Review, which as I pointed out, had a carefully defined, imited mandate. 
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With the end of the Cold War we have entered a world characterized by a completely 
new set of international economic and political relationships. The dangers in this new world 
are apparent to us all -- we have only to read the daily headlines or catch CNN . A t the sam e 
time, however, new opportunities for international cooperation have arisen. The end of the 

East-West confrontation with its crushing burden of military expenditures permits greater 

concentratior the shared goals of reducing poverty, satisfying basic human needs.enlarging human opportunities, and protectingon our f,agile environment. 

We will be unable to meet the challengc of fas'.,onin; a new ".orld in the aftermath of 
the Cold War if we ignore the fact that by far the major part of makind lives neither in the 
industrial countries of the West nor in the nations of the former Soviet bloc. They - morethan four billion people -- live in '.he world's developing countries in Africa, Asia, Latin 
America, and the Middle East. What happens in the developing world in the years to comewill have an increasingly profound effect on the economies and societies of the industrial 
cointries, our own included. The deep-rooted problems of developing countries are 
increasingly spilling over to the indusLrial world, whether in the form of migration and 
refugees, environmental degradation, o"narcotics trafficking. A stable world cannot be 
constructed if it ignores the challenges, opportunities, needs, and potential of the developing
world. And that is where IDA comes in. 

Iam convinced that ItDA and other development instituions take on added importance 


as we approach the twenty-first century. The collapse of the former Soviet Union has 
demonstrated plainly to the developing countries that centrally planned economies simply 
don't work: they produce disastrous economic results, andpolitical repression they generally bring aboutas well. Throughout the developing world, scores of countries have 
oedfor rerintellecnomicsytmsh more strems,
demingwolcoreoficopted for market-oriented economic systems and more democratic political systems. 

IDA is playing a crucial role in this transition. This is apparent i:i its support for 
broad-based economic reform programs over the past decade. It is apparent in its increasing 
support for private sector development in many countries. And it is apparent in its support
for human resources development, which will give people in developing countries
undertaking reforms greater capacity to take advantage of the economic opportunities
presented by market-oriented growth. 

The support of IDA and other development organizations for market-oriented 
solutions to the problems of developmrent %ill contribute to the advancement of good 
governance and human rights in developing countnes. liberalization is contagious.
Unshackling an economy inevitably leads to pressures for a free, participatory and responsive 
political system. 

Suffocating poverty and the daily misery and hopelessness that accompany it are at the 
hear of th i countries.problems of the poorest developing It has been reliably estimated that 
he brt np o lem lute developing stain e s a t o so porst worli. It e 
1.1 billion people live in absolute poveny in the developing world. If sustained efforts ar
 
not made, their ranks will continue to increase.
 

he fndamenial responsibility for tackling poverty remains with the developingcountries themselves: it is they who must adopt and implement the appropriate policies and 
mobilize the bulk of the financial resources required to reduce ooverty. But external 
resources have an essential supplementary role to leay in the process. Low-income countries 

squeezed further to generate additional domestic savings and investment. 

IDA has 2 crucial financial role in these poorest countries of the world. It lends the
 
vast bulk of its resources to them. The overwhelming proportion of IDA lending is devoted
 
tElow-income countries with per capita GNP under $610. 
 This distinguishe IDA from
 
many bilateral donors, including our own Agency for International Development, that
 
provide relatively little support to the poorest countries.
 

In recent years about half cf IDA's new lending commitments have gcne to countriesin Sub-Saharan Africa. In contrast, estimates of the proportion of American bilateral 
assistance flowing to Sub-Saharan Africa in recent years range between 8 and 19 percent. 
IDA has also mad,; substantial investmnits -n the development of a number of poor non-

African countries that receive small amounts from our bilateral aid program.
 
The country allocation of IDA assistance reveals a key point: iDA is an effective 
The oury a l atn af MDA assistance isunderst ive
complement to our own bilateral aid. Much of our bilateral assistance is understandably 

targeted or.nations of particular political and strategic importance to our country, not onlythe obvious cases o f Egypt and Israel but others as well. IDA picks up much of the slack 

elsewhere in cuuntries whose long-term economic development is important to . jr own 
welfare in an increasingly interdependent global economy. 

Within poor countries, substantial IDA resources arc directy devoted to the reducion
 
of poverty. In recent years, for example, IDA has significantly stepped up its lending for 
human resources development. Direct lending for educrtion, health, nutrition and 
demographic pianning now amounts to about 30 percent of IDA lending. Many of IDA's
agricultural projects, which account for another 30 percent of its total lending, help the small 
farmer. IDA has also significantly increased its support for enhancing the role of women in 
development. About 50 percent of new IDA projects approved ic. the last t,.vo fiscal )ears
have included specific actions to help women -- up from 18 percent in 1988. 
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I'd like to say a word about Sub-Saharan Africa, in which I've fiada special interest
for many years. The region receives about half of current IDA assistance. The images of 
Africa in our popular press and on television are certainly not happy ones; Somalia andSudan are only the latest chapters in a long history of human misery and suffering. 

The record of economic management in many countries of the continent is all too

obvious. Domestic failures, however, are nct the whole story over the past decade. 
 The 
international environment within which Africa has attempted to develop has been less than 

supportive. Africa's terms of trade have deteriorated. Commodity prices, crucial because 

commodities form the bulk of Africa's exports, have deteriorated to their lowest levels inreal terms since the great depression. When real international interest rates rose dramatically
in the 1980s, they contributed to mounting levels of external debt. 

In the face of these and other adverse factors, it is really remarkable that many

countries in the region - vigorously supported by the World Bank and IDA 
- have adopted
and implemented wide-ranging economic reform programs. Since 1986, no fewer than 30 

Sub-Sahar-an African countries have adopted structural adjustment programs 
- taking steps toliberalize their trade regimes, privatize state enterprises, improve management in the publicsector, correct distorted macroeconomic policies, implem:nt social safety nets for the poor,and the like. 

These reforms have been strongly supported by Bank and IDA lending. IDA 
pioneered the Special Program of Assistance (SPA) for severely-indebted low-income 
countries undertaking economic reforms in the region. The SPA is a consortium of eighteenbilateral and multilateral donors to support structural reform. And the reforms are starting to
bear fruit: Bank data show convincingly that economic performance in the African countries 
which have embarked on reform has been significantly better in recent years than 
performance in non-reforming countries of the region. I don't think it's the tme to backaway from a commitment to African development, and IDA is a vital part of that
commitment. 

My focus on the continuing challenge of world poverty and on the development
difficulties in Africa in particutar should not cause us io forget that much of the developing
world has made substantial progress over the past three decades, roughly since the time of 
IDA's creation. Economic growth rates in many developing countries--a number of East 
Asian and Latin American countries are cases in point--actually exceeded such rates at acomparable period in the evolution of the currently industrialized countries. Progress is even 
more readily apparent when looking at a key indicator of social progress -- infant mortality
rates. Overall, infant mortality in low-income countries fell from 124 per 1,000 live births 
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in 1965 to 70 in 1989, and in middle-income couniries it fell from 97 to 51. Significant
 
progress was made in education as well over this same period of time.
 

Some former recipients of IDA resources have achieved broad-based economic
 
expansion resulting in dramatic improvements in the quality of life. Their sustained 
rates ofeconomic growth have enabled them to pzss the per capita GNP ceiling for IDA eligibility
and they have graduated from the status of recipients. They made effecive use of external 
resources, iriciuding the resources received on concessional terms from IDA. They include 
Indonesia, the Republic of Korea, and Thailand, among others. 

In short, much has been accomplished in the developing world over the past three

decades, and concessional assistance from abroad -- from IDA and others -- has played no
 
small part in these accomplishments. Substantial challenges remain, however 
-- especially inSub-Saharan Africa but also in other IDA recipients throughout the developing world. The
task ahead is to replicate, to the maximum extent possible, the favorable development
 
experiences that have occurred in the former recipients of IDA resources.
 

I'd like to turn to the current criticisms of IDA. The findings of the Independent 
Review of the Sardar Sarovar projects in India -- and, as I said earlier, they were serious andthey were substantial -- have been cited to jusuly the condemnation of IDA's overall 
development effectiveness. 

I have to disagree. 1 believe that in spite of IDA's failures -- and like other

development institutions it has had its share --
 to deny it U.S. support would simply be
 
wrong.
 

In the past year, the Bank has been unusually self-critical - far more so than any
other aid agency of which I am aware. A thorough and candid assessment under the general 
direction of a senior Bank official pointed to a number of major problems with theimplementation of many Bank-supported projects. The report, however, also reached a
fundamental conclusion that has frequently been overlooked: about 75 percent of Bank/IDAprojects demonstrate acceptable or more than acceptable performance. A 75 percent
performance acceptability record in the development business is far better than we would find
in many programs, including our own domestic programs, if we were to apply the same 
rigorous appraisal criteria. 

I've been told that the Bank and IDA are taking a series of actions to improve the
implementation of projects. Of particular importance in the environmental area is a
str' ,thened capacity to assess potential environmental impacts from Bank- and IDA-financed 
projects by screening them more closely during the preparation phase, as the Independent
Review recommended. Stringent environmental assessment is a valuable tool for identifyingproblem projects as well as a means to turn them around. It identifies ways of making 
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projects more environmentally sustainable by preventing, minimizing. mitigating, or 
compensating for adverse impacts. It should help the Bank avoid the kind of deficiencies 
that the Independent Review identified. 

Iought to mention other IDA initiatives development
that should improve its 

effectiveness, especially inreducing poverty. For example IDA has significantly increased 

itswork with nongovernmental organizations,hlhostactivities on the ground indeveloping 

countries are valuable --indeed criticalinhelping toreduce poverty. At the same ti
-- me, 

IDA has taken numerous steps to involve the poor more directly in the design and 
implementation of the programs and projects it supports. And it has devoted considerably 
more effort to working with its borrowers in building their human and institutional 
capacities, since these, in my view, are often more important than physical infrastructure in 
achieving sustainable development. 

S 


It asbee sggste o metig
t te Cnges thtintea oururcommitmentsmrepresents toIt has been suggested to the Congress that, instead of meeting 

IDA, we redirect the funds to otner American organizations, both official an.d nonofficial. I 
conscientiously believe that we need strong support for both IDA and the full range of 
American organizations involved in helping developing countries to develop. It is not an 
either-or proposition. The emphasis should be on complementarity -- on drawing on the best 
of both IDA and other agencies to improve the overall development assistance effort. 
Starving IDA of funds would, in my view, place an unfair burden on, and constitute an 
unjustifiable disservice to, the poorest people in the poorest countries of the world, 

Ther," are those who arc unpersuaded by arguments about the importance of 

development assistance in gener..l and IDA in particular in the post-Cold War world. They 
ask, quite honestly, What's in it for the United States? Why should the United States 
authorize and appropriate funds for IDA? I have tried to give my perspective on the question 
earlier, but, as I conclude, I'd like ioaddress it more directly. 

What the United States gets out of its support for the World Bank and IDA should not 
be measured in a narrow way. One should not, in my view, make a simplistic comparison of 
the amount of money the United States has subscribed to the World Bank's capital or 
contributed to the various IDA replenishments over the years and the amount that directly 
comes back to American suppliers of goods and services in procurement under Bank- and 
IDA-financed projects. 

Rather, the more important points concer the contributions that concessional 

resources make that do not easily fit into such a nzarow,- calculus, including the imports of 
Anrican goods and ser-,tces by countries in the developing Aorld that have sustained robust 
rates of economic expansion owing in part to the receipt of external financial resources. 

Developing countries continue to be the fastest growing foreign uiazkets for American goods 
and services. 

Consider also the people who have not had !o flee their countries because they have 
been able to escape from poverty and become productive citizens in their own lands, or those 
who have not been obliged to degrade their natural environments because growth has rescued 
them from the shackles of subsistence. It is not easy toput a precise number on the 
contribution these factors make to global welfare or indeed on the benefit to our own 
country. There is no doubt in my mind, however, that the payoffs from economic growth, 
poverty reduction, and environm-naI protection in developing countries are substantial--and 
they have bee obtained by a fruitful combination of domestic efforts ad exteral assistance.
 

There is another point I'd like to make in this connection. The substan.ial payoff I 

have referred to is one which results from a relatively modest contribution of our own 

resources. I know that, in the current climate in the Congress, the $3.7 billion that 

the U.S. obligation to the negotiated three-year Tenth Replenishment of IDAseems like a considerable sum of money. And it certainly is. 

But let's look at a few basic facts. In the most recent year for which I could locate 
the data (1991), U.S. appropriations for concessional assistance to developing countries as a 
proportion of our total national budget amounted, roughly, to 0.8 percent. Moreover, the 
United States devote, only 0.20 percent of its GNP to official development assistance in the 
aggregate. Among industrialized countries, only Ireland ranks below the United States on 
this measure of support for international development cooperation. 

We Americans spend nearly five times as much on alcoholic beverages and three 

times as much on tobacco products as we spend on foreign economic and security assistance.I don't suggest that Americans should give up beer, wine and liquor for the sake of 

development inpoor countries, but these numbers certainly help to put inperspective the
 
dvopnt inoor cou ntribut t n rs cet 

. . .
 

In my view, the conclusion is inescapable --given the relatively small amount of
 
money we put into foreign aid, we get a very large payoff. Indeed, examined in this way,
 
foreign assistance may begin to look like one of the more cost-effective of all our
 
govcrnmental programs.
 

IDA is especially cost-effective. As a multilatera development institution, it 

leverages each dollar provided by the United States with four dollars provided by IDA's 
other donors and produces a developmental output and impact that no nation acting alone 
could produce. Domestically and internationally, we have an urg M t need to sek effective 
programs that yield high-value returns. I truly believe that the International Development 
Association is one such program. I hope you will give the Tenth Replenishment of IDA your 

strong support. 
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Chairman Sarbanes, members of the subcommittee, I am Julia Taft, President and CEO of InterAction. This is 
my first opportunity to testify on behalf of InterAction, which I joined three weeks ago. 
InterAction exists to help promote and enhance the effectiveness of private humanitarian efforts. Ourmembership includes 152 US-based private humanitarian organizations that work in 180 countries. The centralfocus of our members' work is to alleviate human suffering and work at the grassroots level to promote localparticipation in designing and managing programs to assist the poor. Our agencies handle over $600 million ofgovernment funding (about half of which is in the form of commodities.) 

However, most of our resources come from the American people. Private donations of more than 1.5 billiondollars annually is testimony to the fact that our humanitarian work is enthusiastically supported by US citizens.InterAction represents the diversity of the American people - and their commitment to working hand in hand
with people throughout the world. 

InterAction members are involved in disaster relief, refugee protection, assistance and resettlement, long-termsustainable development, development education, public policy and advocacy. There are organizationsconcentrate on agricultural outreach programs, 
that 

rural development, health care reform, and environmentaladvocacy. There are organizations with vast experience in delivering relief supplies and promoting development
through the use of US PL 480 food resources. 

We are called Private Voluntary Organizations or PVO's. Whenever possible, we work with local nongovernmental organizations (NGO's) in developing countries to provide a sustainable means for long term 
development. 

MD and Sustainable Development
InterAction shares this committee's concerns over the state of US foreign assistance efforts. It is widelyrecognized that the United States Agency for International Development (AID) is saddled with conflicting andcompetitive mandates that must be streamlined if AID is to be an effective development agency. 

As AID partners, the PVO community welcomes attempts by the Clinton team to repair AID. Strong measuresneed to be taken so that AID can focus its mission and become the leader that the United States long
development agency should be. 

term 

It is our belief that AID should have as its central focus the promotion of sustainable development. InterActionhas outlined an integrated strategy to accomplish this which is included in our issues paper entitled, Steps toRevitalize US Foreign Aid. I would like to submit this issue paper for the record. 

For several months, InterAction has been working with Bread for the World, numerous other environmental anddevelopment groups, and leading members of Congress to advocate that the US take a leading role in promotingsustainable development. We call this effort the Many Neighbors, One Earth campaign. A Many Neighbors,One Earth Congressional resolution was introduced in the House last week and will be introduced in the Senate
today by Senators Simon and Jeffords. 

A model for AID's new approach for getting to the grassroots is the Development Fund for Africa. If implementedaccording to the letter and spirit of the law, the DFA could represent a dynamic aid program that could involvethe poor themselves in the design and implementation of development programs in sub-Saharan Africa. The DFArequires AID to consult and participate with local NGO's, women's groups, peasant associations, and othergrassroots groups in the initial stages of program design so as to develop programs which are most responsive 



to the needs of the poor. Unfortunately, AID has failed to meet the requirements of the DFA statute. InterAction 
has monitored AID's performance and we stand ready to assist the Agency in improving its record. Let me add
that we strongly support the current $800 million funding level for the DFA, and while we support additional 
aid to Russia, we do not think it should come at the expense of the world's poorest nations. 

Over the years, PVO's and non-governmental organizations (NGO's) have struggled to find ways to alleviate 
poverty in many different cultural contexts. What we have found is that in order to attack poverty, one must
grapple with environmental degradation, access to credit, family size, health, women's empowerment, even
international trade and investment policies. The PVO community has experienced at the local level the link
between human development issues and global issues such as population and environ-nent. These problems
cannot be solved separately. We are involved in promoting the integration of these issues at the program and 
policy levels. 

PVO Participation
PVO's and local NGO's function in partnership to promote community development in host countries, and help
to build civil society that will endure. By their very nature, NGO's and PVO's are people-to-people oriented 
organizations and provide a tangible alternative to centralized government decision-making in a wide range of 
fields. NGO's are used to working at the grassroots to solve local problems and to meet local needs. 

Moreover, because the PVO community represents a US-based constituency for development and humanitarian
relief numbering in the millions, there should be no controversy about our work. We welcome the opportunity
to broaden our participation with the United States government, where it is appropriate, in implementing 
programs that promote sustainable development. 

AID intends to focus some of its efforts on assisting countries to build social and economic environments that will 
nurture emerging democracies. Democracy is more than "voting,".it is enrabling true participation in decisioavs 
about values and programs that affect the individual, the community, ar,d the nation. 

Here, the experience of PVO's is particularly relevant. We have found that direct interventions to alleviate human 
suffering, while still necessary, are not as effective as initiatives that empower people - working to strngthen
local nongovernmental organizations. We increasingly concentrate on working with local organizations io help
them meet the goals they set for themselves. This is a simple, powerful recipe for achieving sustainability and
building civil society, and it is as true in the Newly Independent States as it is in developing countries. 

Problems and Solutions 
The US Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA) stands as an example of excellent PVO/AID relations
Working with OFDA, the PVO community implements humanitarian relief operations in a most efficient anrid
effective manner. The massive relief operation in Somalia is the most timely example of how PVO's, supported
by donations from the American public, OFDA and other donor nations wore able to move tens of thousands of 
metric tons of food and medicines to save millions of lives. 

The partnership between AID and PVO's has been greatly enhanced by the Matching Grants program of AID.
Administered through the Office of Private Voluntary Cooperation, the matching grants program supports some
of the most cost-effective and innovative development programs of PVO's throughout the world. These matching
grants complement and strengthen official development assistance programs because the value of the grants is
increased one to three times over by matching funds from PVO private and public contributions, thus stretching 
limited aid dollars. 

Because of the high costs of AID overseas staff and the burden of overseeing many relatively small PVO activiti,_s,
AID missions are often inhibited from more fully supporting US PVO's. This program, therefore, is particularly
important to the PVO community. In FY 1991, we estimate that the total PVC funds released to InterAction 
members equaled $207.4 million, including new and ongoing vrants. Since most of these were matches, think 
of the resources that were used for development that year! 

AID has provided World Wildlife Fund with $1.75 million to strengthen and support its Wildlands and Human 
Needs Program that promotes the conservation and management of natural resources and improves the quality 
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of life of people in wildland areas. With an $8 million matching grant that was leveraged with $25 million inprivate resources, CARE has been able to implement more than 100 agriculture and natural resource33 countries, working with thousands of farmers, many of them women, to conserve their natural 
projects in 

resources and 
to increase agricultural yields. 

Recommendation: Any reduction in funding for PVO's will affect programs that address the health and wellbeing of children, environmental, agricultural and natural resource management and water and sanitation, andprograms that address small business development. We urge this committee and the administration to preserve the PVC office at full funding of $60 million. 

AID has not always been user friendly, however. Despite the best intentions of Congress, the PVO's, and thoseinside AID, bureaucratic tangles have delayed or even defeated many a PVO program. 

The recent history of microenterprise credit promotion, which is designed to provide small !oans to poor peoplewho have no other access to credit, demonstrates how AID's own policies and bureaucratic problems havesometimes interfered with the original intent of its programs. AID's own microenterprise program has beencriticized for its slow progress in reaching poor people. In 1991, AID's own worldwide program made 67,000loans and mobilized $1,307,127 in savings. By comparison, a program implemented by InterAction memberFINCA in one country alone generated 63,000 loans and mobilized $1,228,361 in savings after 19 months ofoperations. Yet, despite PVO success in reaching target populations, PVO's have had difficulty accessing AIDfunds because the bureaucratic AID structure has not encouraged AID missions to fund microenterprise. In thiscase, the PVC office has provided the majority of funds for PVO microenterprise programs. 

Recommendation: Twenty three PVO's that implement microenterprise programming have recently made aproposal to the administration and Congress for a centrally managed AID fund for microenterprise.InterAction would like to work with your subcommittee and the administration to address other similarproblems in the AID/PVO rel.-itionship as they arise. 

Women represent a disproportionately high number of the world's poor. They produce as much as 70 percentof the developing world's food, manage the majority of the world's natural resources, and have primaryresponsibility for ensuring the well-being of future generations. Succes'.ful sustainable development policies andprojects must incorporate the critical role played by women in the developing world. Experience has shown thatwhole communities benefit from projects that improve the health, educational, and socioeconomic status of 
women and girls. 

Recommendation: AID should make the economic and social empowerment of women a major focus of USforeign assistance programs. PVO's, with their network of grassroots organizations that can reach women,

should be included in this effort.
 

The legitimate need for government accountability has created a serious problem for PVO's that wish to workwith the government. Current contracting and auditing procedures are suffocating the PVO's. SeveralInterAction members have reported that the A-133 is inappropriate for conditions in which PVO's work andsometimes, when applied to indigenous NGO's, costs more than the grants themselves! Reporting requirementsare needlessly cumbersome and enormously time-consuming. Match requirements for PVO's range from 0%to100% or greater with no consistent rationale behind the differing levels. 

Recommendation: New mechanisms must be developed which provide both adequate flexibility and programexperimentation in the field as well as adequate accountability to Congress and the US taxpayer. Reportingand match requirements for US PVO's should be examined and revised. 

While US based PVO's are highly qualified, cost effective actors in promoting grassroots development, we areprivate, independent actors that work wherewe believe we will be most effective. We do not view ourselves asagents of US foreign policy, but rather as partners when there are common goals to be achieved. Previousadministrations too often saw us as mere implementors of their programs. The diversity of approach, flexibility,and innovation that characterize the PVO sector Is an asset that should not be submerged in a contractual 
mindset. 
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Recommendation: We look forward to a process of regular Interaction with officials working on sustainable 
development and humanitarian relief, and we hope that cutrent structures for coordination will be revised. 
New ways of incorporating NGO/PVO points of view into AID's programs and projects shculd be developed. 

The growing numbers of civil conflicts in. the world are sure to cause increased humanitarian crises that will 
require rapid response. This is a traditional area of expertise of our agencies. 

Disasters have a direct, negative impact on development goals, affecting a country's economic performance for 
years after the occurrence of the disaster. For instance, the US government spent some $736 mnillion on drought
relief in southern Africa in 1992. By contrast, the 1992 budget for the Development Fund for Africa was $800 
million for all of Africa. Because disasters can slow or even erase development progress, it is important and cost 
effective for development practitioners, Including AID and PVO's, to concentrate more resources on preventing 
or mitigating potential disasters. Otherwise, we will conin-e to trade shoit term band aids for longer-term
impacts. In addition, traditionally, within AID and OFLA the linkage among relief, rehabilitation and 
development has been weak. This leads to limited opportunities for coordnj'.ation and collaborative program 
development. 

Recommendations: Joint planning by relevant development and relief offices in AID should be required when 
a country is experiencing or expected to experience recurring or long term disasters; flexible funding and 
management mechanismns should be established for implementing agencies to allow them to engage in 
prevention, emergency relief and rehabilitation; AID missions should develop analyses of natural 
vulnerabilities and potential civil conflict as part of their mission country strategies. Since disasters frequently 
occur where development has failed, more flexible funding mechanisms must be integrated into OFDA and
development accounts so that regional bureaus and OFDA can jointly address the continuum of disaster 
recovery, reconstruction and mitigation. Other recommendations are included in InterAction's issue paper,
"The Relief-Development Continuum." I would like to request that this issue paper be included in the record. 

Many InterAction members work both in the United States and overseas, and find that insights from years of 
work internationally can often be applied to programs in the US The most timely example of this cross 
fertilization is microenterprise. In a front page article on May 6, The Washington Post cited the emergence of 
microenterprise as an innovative and popular method to combat domestic poverty. The Post said,
"Microenterprise, a tried-and-true Third World development technique for more than three decades, is perhaps
the hottest anti-poverty strategy in the United States today." I have a copy of this article and request that it be 
included in the record. 

InterAction's members are leaders in the microenterprise field. One InterAction member, Accion International,
is implementing credit programs in Arizona, California and Brooklyn with more planned elsewhere. Although
the methodology must be adapted to serve American needs, the overall concepts of providing access to credit to 
poor people while simu!taneously building sustainable credit institutions are the same as those introduced by the 
Grameen Bank in Bangladesh 15 years ago. 

Another InterAction member, Save the Children, is implementing lessons learned from its child survival progran-s 
overseas in its "Mothers Too!" program that is serving hundreds of young mothers in rural US communities. The 
program combines community-based outreach, training and education with professional or paraprofessional
health care to improve health behaviors of adolescents and birth outcomes of young mothers. These are but two 
of the many examples of the programs which underscore the interrelatedness of the interests of the US and our 
neighbors in other countries. 

- .iosing, Mr. Chairman, we recognize that development is a long term process. We hope that the new AID 
and the PVO's - will be given the support over the long haul that will be required to achieve results. We hope
that American citizens will also increase their understanding that problems in the remote villages and crowded 
urban areas overseas are inextricably linked to problems here at home, and solutions will benefit us all. 

We look forward to working with your subcommittee and the administration to make AID an t *ctive leader 
in transforming global challenges into opportunities. 
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FY 1994 International Affairs Budget: 
Promoting Peace, Prosperity, and Democracy 

Summary 
The President's FY 1994 International 
Affairs Budget* signals important new 
directions and re-orients resources 
toward meeting new challenges in the 
post-Cold War environment. At the 
same time, funda will be redirected 
toward programs that yield more direct 
benefits to the American people. 

US economic prosperity remains 
directly tied to world economic growth 
and international peace and stability. 
By investing scarce international 
affairs resources in a few priority 
areas, the United Stateh will be 
investing in its own long-term economic 
and security interests and will avoid 
far greater costs in the future. For 
example, modest investments in 
promoting democratic reforms in 
Russia; preventing regional, religious, 
and ethnic conflicts; and attacking the 
problems ofenvironmental degrada-
tion, unchecked population growth, and 
the proliferation of weapons will reap 
immeasurable benefits and contain 
federal spending over the long-run. 

The FY 1991 budget is based on 
five overarching, mutually reinforcing
objectives that reflect vital US inter
ests and fundamental values. They are: 

" Building democracy;
" Promoting and maintaining 

peace; 
@Promoting economic growth and 

sustainable development; 
" Addressing global problems; and 
" Providing humanitarian assis

tance. 

'Some fundling categoies vhNn the 
total
FY 1994 WntemauonalAffairs 
Budget Request contain prsllnnary
estimates. Earnles may changeonce final forsdgn =,=;stance alloca.,ions ae etertned. s 

FY 1994 International Affairs Budget 

$21.6 Billion In Budget Authority 

* rnon 

Economic Growth and 
Sustainable Development Promoting and 

$5,2n6(2429%Peace 

AddressingGlobal Problems 
$1,488 (7%) 

- Buildcing Democracy 
H.anlta(9an Assitanc $) 
$2,031 (9%) 

Advancing Diplomacy
$3,720 (17%) 

Other 
$100 (1%) 

"To renew America, we must meet challenges abroad 
as well as at home. There is no longer a clear divi

sion between what is foreign and what is domestic. 
The world economy, the world environment, the world 
AIDS crisis,the world arms race-theyaffect us all." 

-President Clinton 
InauguralAddress 
January20, 1993 

A sixth theme, "advancing diplo- (actual spending) for FY 1994. This is 
macy," refers to one of the most about $450 million more in budget 
Important means to achieve progress in authority and $250 million less in 
the above five areas. The effective use outlays than FY 1993 enacted levels. 
ofdiplomacy and international organi- Compared to the FY 1993 budget, the 
zatlons Is a critical and cost-effective Administration has redirected more 
ingredient to success in these areas. than $700 millinn from existing interna-

The President's FY 1994 budget tional affairs programs toward higher 

requests about $21.6 billion in budget priorities. In real terms, the budget is 
authority (the authority to commit about $200 million in budget authority 
funds) and $21.3 billion in outlays 
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and $100 million in outlays below the 
current services baseline (the current 
level of spending adjusted for inflation), 
Over 4years, the budget reflects the 
importance of containing federal 
spending by saving nearly $3billion in 
outlays from the current services (no 
real growth) level. 

Significant changes in the FY 1994 
budget from FY 1993 levels are: 

e An increase of more than 
$300 million in assistance to the former 
Soviet Union; 

e A net increase of nearly $170 

million to support multilateral and 

bilateral peace-keeping efforts (this is 

it, addition to increases for peace-

keeping in the Department of Defense 
(DOD) budget); 

*bout $100 million more for
 
programs addressing the problems of 

population growth;
 

a $50 million for anew non-

proliferation fund to stem the flow of 

weapons; 


e $35 million more for environmen-

tal programs aimed at tackling global

environmental degradation;
 

$20 million more for the Trade 
and Development Agency and nearly
$1billion more in Export-Import Bank 
guarantees to increase opportunities
for US business overseas and expand 
exports;

* $190 million more for increased 
commitment to the International 
Development Association for assistance 
to the poorest and least creditworthy
countries, in addition to increases for 
other multilateral development banks. 

To offset much of these increases, 
the FY 1994 budget reduces anumber 
of existing programs, the largest being 
areduction of more than $400 million in 
security assistance programs, including 
phasing out the Special Defense 
Acquisition Fund. Other programs
have been cut by more than $250 
million, including a $50 milon reduc. 
tion indevelopment assistance by the
US Agency for International Develop. 
ment (USAID). 

FY 1994 International Affairs Budget
Authority and Outlays 

Smillon 

24000 E 1992 U 1993 0 1994 

22000 21,567 21,588 21.339 
2 

20000 
19,160 

• """>' 
//////

18000 

16000 	 ' ,,<-.-./'A 

, 	 ",,,/ 
"'/>

14000 A 

2
MAN 

12000 

i 
1000 

Budget Authority 	 Outlays 

Note: Excludes InternationwaLnetary Fund quota irctease inFY 1992 

New Budget Presentation 
Table 1 (see following page) presents 
the funds requested under each of the 
six new categories and highlights the 
changes proposed in the FY 1994 
budget. This new presentation clarifies 
the link between budget decisions and 

policy objectives. While actual appro-
priations continue to be requested
within the existing account structure
(See Tables 2and 3and Appendices A
and Bat end of document), the FY 1994
budget represents a first step in 
working with Congress to undertake a 

more fundamental restructuring of 
international programs. The objec
tives listed are preliminary pending a 
more comprehensive review. While 
reflecting general Administration 
priorities, the functional categories are 
intended to reflect foreign Policy 

The six categories are mutually
reinforcing and interdependent. For 
example, maintaining peace andaddressing global p eae
ia 	 llin o roblems are 
integrally linked to economic growth 
and sustainable development. 
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CTE DEVELOPMENT GAP) 

BEFORE THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELAGPONS, 


SUBCOMMITEE ON INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC POLICY, 

TRADE. OCEANS AND ENVIRONMENT 


27 MAY 1993 

Mr. Chairman. Members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to appear before 

you today. This year's hearings on US. economic policy in the Third World, or the South, are 
revdistributed,particularly significant because they are being held parallel to the new 

of our economic assistance programs. Although the State Department's Task Force report has 

not yet been released, it is clear that it will signal a sharp departure, not only from the 
programs of the past dozen years, but from the orientation of our foreign assistance program 

go back to its ncepon follow the Secd Worldpoverty 

For the past 17 years, our organization, The Development GAP, has been advocating a very 

different approach to foreign aid from that which both the liberal and conservative schools have 
ies with the peoplepromoted. We believe that the solution to the problems of the South 

themselves and that there exists in most countnes a rich array of iocal institutiors and activities 

on which to build. During the 1970s and early '80s we worked extensively within the World 
the field how to do this work. We have assisted the CongressBank and AID, demonstrating i 

in reorienting our aid programs in Africa and the Canbbean and, in the latter case, organized 

forums for the House Foreign Affairs Committee in the reg'on so that Members could hear the 

views from representatives of abroad range of sectors. And, having written extensively on aid-

reform issues (see attachment), we led a coalition of 30 PVOs which presented an alternative 
Presently, we are advisingaid-reform plan to the House Foreign Affais Comminee in 1989. 

the Admirstration on this issue. 

Much that was in our 1988-39 proposals is now common wisdom: the need for greater 

independence for the Age.cy or a successor institution, a reduction in, and a consistency 

among, the institution's objectives and functions; adecentralization of its operations; an internal 

reward system tha- e;ourag, responsiveness to local realty " populations in deterrmmng 
on local expertse; a reorientation of the policyprogrammatic intatives; greater rehance 

framework to support rather than undermine the activities of the majority of local populations; 

doing more efficient and relevant work with less money; and supporting a development 

approach that is more participatory, equitable, seU-reiant and sustainable. 
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Problems with Our Aid Progams 

By contrast, thoLe who h .ve run our aid progra..is have historically insisted on telling the 
people of the South how th y should develop, glowing rhetoric about public participation and 

Some have called for more aid money without a cleardemocracy not withstandi ig. 
already providing is being used effectively. They spent thedemonstration that what we are 

1970s telling local populations overseas what their "basic needs" were, creating new sects of 

research and work in the North in the process, and 	sending ever-icreasing numbers of 
These experts and their organizations"ectoral experts" to the field to help meet those needS. 

when the
became the new constituency and lobby for foreign assistance in the 1970s at a tim 

American public was rightfully questioning the effectiveness of our overseas aid. 

More recently, our aid experts have taken to prescribing - without prior, local consultation 

needed to understand local realities - an overly simplistic set of "market oriented" polcis 

across the Third World ud, lately, Eastern Europe. The World Bark, in conjunction with the 

lnternational Monetary Fund, has taken the lead in imposing stuctural adjustment programs 

in some 75 countries over the past decade. Both institutons claim that it is not their 

the suppobed benefits o these trickle. lown adjustment programs areresponsibuity how 
but both deny the state (and local organizations) a role in "leveling the playing 

fid so as to ensuie equitable and sustainable out 

The tragic result of the billions of dollars in adjustment lending- lose to US$150 billion 
nce 1980 - has been a deepening and expandingfrom the World Bank and the IM ofalone 

arou the globe, as well as exacerbated environ ntal problems due to this growing 

poverty, the rapid extraction of natural resources for export markets, and a lack of public 

oversight. Economic growth, where it has taken place, is unsustainable under these conditions. 

Faillie of Adiustment and the Intemationa' Financial 	 Intitutions (EFIsl 

last month, the British charity, Oxfam, concludes that adjustmentIn a report released 
had the effect of forcing the region to programs have not worked in Africa, that they ".ave 

struggle up a downward escalator." Foilowing the advice of the IMF and the World Uank, 

countries have experienced "...not export-led growth but export-led collapse," as experts have 

pressed them to expand production of commodities, such as coffee and cocoa, where 

international demand is already saturated. According to Oxfam, whatever limited economic 

growth that has taken place has been based on aid rather than invesm-'tnt and t'%at even the 

so-called success stories of Ghana and Uganda have not come to grips with growing poverty. 

European Community officials have also expressed their doubts about the effectiveneas of Bank 

and Fund adjustment policies in Africa, while UNICEF has attributed "the chronic rise in 

poverty" in Latin America and the Caribbean in good pan to the high social cost of economic 

adjustment. An Inter-American Development Bank/UNDP report also concludes that 

adjustment program, in those regions have exacerbated an expanding and deepening poverty 

.and have failed to address the underlying historical and structural causes of the problem. 

Te s picture is being painted by the architects, promoters and defender of adjustment. 

According to Lawrence Summers. Undersecretary for International Affairs at the US. Treasury 

arid former Cief Economist at the World Bank, the number of people living in poverty around 

There was a particularly sharp increase in Africa, 
the world increased over the past decade. 
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where the number of poor people is expected to continue to grow through the 1990s. 
Furthermore, Mr. Summers reported to the House Subcomnittee on International Development,
Finance, Trade and Monetary Policy earLier this month that the poor in both LUtin America and 
Africa actually became poorer during the 1980s. Also of significance is the fact that during the 
previous two decades, before adjustment programs were introduced around the globe, the 
poorest couties had experienced the fastest increase in their social indicators, but, according 
to Summers, there w:.s a "complete reversal" of that trend i tin '80s. 

These trends are not surprising new s to those who work on the ground in the South. They
have been reporting on the disastrous impact of Northern-imposed adjustment programs for 
the better part of a decade - the impact on wages, income distribution. social services, smatl 
farmers, food production, health conditions, nutritional a educational levels aong children,
the ixeasng work load of women, and the environent 

In Ghana, illiteracy and school drop-out rates have nsen, malnutrition and illness among
the poor have increased, food production has declined, a.-d the country's remaining forest 
resources have been rapidly depleted during a decade of adjustment, while domestic 
investment has fallen and the nation's external debt has tripled. In Mexico, real wages have
fallen sharply and small grain producer. have been undercut by the new econoric policies.
Unable to participate in new, non-traditional exnort programs, they either have become 
agricultural workers on large plantations or have maigrated to overcrowded cities, the border 
industries or the United States. Bank staff acknowledge that, as in Ghana, the concentration 
of income and wealth has sTharply increased in Mexico over the past decade. Similarly, in Costa 
Rica, wages have fallen, small farmers cannot get credit, land ownership has become 
increasingly concentrated, food productior has declined, and there have been major health and 
environmental problems due to an increased use of agrochemicals on new export crops. Allthree programs have been held up by the World Bank as model adjustment case-s.pe 

During just the past coupleadjusring turea. :f months,80 thee international mediatudentshas reported numerousattendotherIn Kenya, primary-school r,not afford to 

secondary school ahfr passing their exams because Bank- .. nd IMF-imposed spending cuts have 
pushed minimum school fees to the level of the country's average annual per capita income. 
In Nigeria, the health system has been collapsing since an adjuitment program was adopted 
in 1986. in Zimbabwe, local industries, facing heavy internartioral competition as a result of 
the new trade liberalization program and unable to replace aging equipment due to a steepcurrency devaluation and high interest rates, have begun to retrench anr,/or collapse. In 
Zambia, traditior farmers, who account for 65 percent of natinal food production, are now 
at great risk due to the conomic reforms that favor cash-crop production and cheap food 
imports. 

Press reports from Latin America are no more encouraging. Three years after the initiation 
of Peru's adjustment program, hundreds of private firms have declared bankruptcy, un- and 
underemployment now encompass 80 percent of the population, a new class of formerly
middle-class "new poor" has been created, tuberculosis and cholera are rampant in slum areas, 
and high inflation persists. Yesterday, in Ecuador, workers, indigenous organizations and 'students launched an indefinite general strike to protest the government's adutetpolicies, 
studenprostslahedanidefinit enralstegho a oprest toversreptsajustmentrib licieswhile protests gainstsuch policies in Guatemala, according to first reports, wrntributed to t 
suspension of constitutionl government in that country. 

I'eat to Demrav 

The widespread disccontent and mounting social unrest in response to the Ini-promoted
economic reforms in Ecuador is reflective of a growing problem around the world that should 
be of great concern both to this Congress and to the Climni Administration: the threat to
democracy and human rights that thee program represent The Ecuadoran government,
answerable first and foremost to the Bank and the Fund rather than to its people, has ruled out 
any char~c in economic policy andl h~s dismissedc hairdin eco n ry's icy r n the popular demonstrations as "absurd-.h e gve r the hil weight of the 
law against those who oppose progress and moder"'zatn." The government in Guatetalat,
where the perce:tAge of the population Living in poverty has increased from 63 to 4 pernt
under adjustm-ent, actually went beyond the law this week with its declaration of emergency
rule and its banning Nfhuman-rights and otIer civic organizahtions. Eighteen months ago inneighboring Honduras, the goverment v iolently cracked down on members of the National 
Elegrical Company Union when they struc in protest against a program of pnvatationl

massirecay-Company Uire te in rtest t aoram of at e
massive lay-offs and large rateeinceases; hortoy afterward, the World Bank, the 1DB and the 
IMF resumed funding for the energy sector. 

Halfway across the world in the Philippines, the Cathcic church and consumer and labor 
groups have vigorously opposed a powerrate increase pushe by the Worll Bank Although
this measure was subsequently frozen by a temporary redtrairng order frim the country's
Supreme Court, the Bank hapwarned the government tht all loans t- e power sector would 
beh e unt th e a tter warr ed ing o rn e th t & ioa s tme,po r am. 

be halted until this matter was resolved in accordance with the anjuatment program.
In effect, we are supporting nternational bureaucracies that are unaccountable to the 

hundreds of millions of people over whom they have tremendous power. Caught between therock of citizen demands anid the hard plAce of being effectively cut off from all international 

lending, most governments have chosen to ignore their people and risk creating situations ofheightened political tension and potential repression, Do we want to continue to put our fzith 

in inten ational nstitutns that prescribe progra iand prolicies that have not been informed 
by eives t 
ouselves top 

ath 
? 

Tac i Pover 

Until recently, most of our major institutions, including Executive Branch agencies, the 
Congress and the media, have chosen to ignore te devastating impact of adjustment programs
when discussing crir economic assistance programs and their role in reducing poverty and 
environmental problems. This is comparable to ignoring the elephant that has slipped quietly 

into the room. 
The multilateral institutons, as well as AID, have in fact succeeded to date in dsing off 

adjustment policies from serious public scrutiny when a fulre evaluation, from the grassroots 
up, is r ieded.To deflect this examination, our aid orgmauzations and other adjustment 
p , ms hve To mde th et vein a ing a mou n ts n o the a ispromoters have recommended that ever-increasing amounts of money be thrown at the margins 
of the problem to Lt.ld off growing poverty ancl desperation.small, short-term "comnpensatory" First, these*monies financedprograms, then somewhat larger "social investment' 
programs, and, most recently, large-scale "poverty reduction" and "social r'_iorm"programs. 
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None of these have worked, nor will they work in the future, to reverse the trend of growing 

poverty, because the econormc reforms themselves are exacerbating the very structural 
inequities that both the adjustment and poverty progrAms fail to address. 

So, as we overhaul our aid programs, as Secretary Christopher has committed the 
Administration to doing, we must be particularly careful not to fall into the trap of supporting 
two parallel and conflicting processes of change. The new leadersiup at AiD is dedicated to 
supporting a community-based approach to development, one that invests in and builds upon 
the spabihties, activities and organizations of the people themselves and takes direction from 
their knowledge and perspectives gained through local experience. If AID is to be effective in 

this endeavor, these perspectives and local-level reality must inform all the development 
processes supported by the Agency, including the formulation and implementation of 
investment programs, sectoral- and regional-planning exercises, and the determination of 
economrc-pohcy framewrks. 


There are those who would reserve these latter responsibilities for the multilateral 
institutions. This would be a maor and fatal mistake based on a false and unnecessary division 
of labor. The IFs,far from having built on the local social irdrastructure of the South, have 
helped to erode this infrastructure by promulgating - without any local involvement - large-
scale projects and economric polices that have forobly displaced hundreds of thousands of 
people, destroyed their natural environment, undercut the production of small farmers and 
dramatically increased the concentraton of both wealth and income, 

Rforini the System 

We must move away from thLs two-track approach. A new bilateral aid program, if 
sufficiently decentralized, independent and free from outside interference, could attack '2 
interrelated problems of poverty and environmental degradation by addressing their root 
causes in conjunction with local populations and institutions. The alternative is to continue to 
throw good money after bad based on economic theories developed in Washington or at 
Northern universities, 

A reconstituted AID must be bold but respectful, responding to a different, more grounded 
set of actors and institutions in the field and bringing new ideas into the mix. A more inclusive 
and democratic process of decisionmaking related to the allocation of econoric resources 
would yield a very different set of programs and economic policies - ones which most 
probably would put greater emphasis xn basic food production, more sustainable agricultural 
practices, selective protection of the small-farm sector, greater integration of the agnc" 'tural and 
indust -al sectors, increasing the purchasing power of the many instead of that ot the few, 
distributing land and other wealth more equitably, and ensuring the general health and 
education of the population- These have been neither the goals nor the effects of the economn, 
programs and polices cl the IFs. 

different type of bilateral program, as well 
To achieve new goals and objectives we need a 

as multilateral programs with a consistency of purpose. We need to free up and reward staff 
in order to get them out in the field to learn about and build upon the dynamics and 
institutions already operating at the local level. Such staff could not only direct support to 
larger initiatives growing out of community-based efforts, but could encourage and support 

local non-governmental input into, and cooperation with, municipal, provincial and national 
government programs. A., as mentioned earlier, we should support the participation of a 
wide range of popular constituencies in the South in both program and policy planning in 
order to ensure the quality and relevance of the output of those processes. As long as AID is 
not buffered from interference from above, however, it will not be able to respond first and 
foremost to grsr ots pressures from below. As a result, Congress would be forced to 
continue to micro-manage the Agency, and staff would continue to spend all its tune processing 
papers in the field. 

At the same time, major changes need to take place within the multilateral development 
ban.u The reforms at these institutions, pushed prucpally by environmental organizations,
have not changed their culture of secrecy, made them more participatory and accountable vis-a
vis local populations, nor improved the quality or relevance of their projects and policies. In 
fact, what the current debate over the tenth IDA replenishment has done is made abundantly 

clear that the wrong institution is managing - or misma9gig - IDA resources. It is 
unfortunate that Africa's desperate need for foreign exchange has focused the discussion on 
exactly how much of our taxpayers' money should be allocat,d to the IDA program in each of 
the next three years, although the public dialogue has been successful in establishing a growing 
consensus that IDA funds should be authorized on an annual basis in order to promote 
improved performance and fundamental reform within the World Bank. The real issue, 
however, is the disastrous record of the Bank in utilizing past IDA funds to finance 
environmentally and socially destructive projects and failed adjustment programs insensitive 
to local realities. 

The Bank's record in this area and its resistance to significant reform raise the immediate 
need to explore removing IDA from Bank management and establish a new mechanism of 
international cooperation which could manage these funds in a more open, democratic and 
so=ally and ecologically sensitive manner. In any event, there is no,good reason why a bank 
directed by finance ministers should be in charge of managing soft-loan funds designed tu help 
the poor. We strongly recommend that such action be part of our current aid-reform effort. 

Conclusion
 

We are at one of those rare moments when profound and far-reaching change is both 
desirable and possible. To hear our new AIDAdministrator speak of the need for his Agency 
to directly empower people to engage economically and politically in their own development 
is to behev. that this actually can be done. If our bilateral program indeed puts people first, 
builds on what they have already established in their cocrumunitiws and through their work, and 
is results oriented, it can thust this country intj a leadership role among our Northern partners 
and win the admiration and appreciation of hundreds of millions of people across the South. 

I thank you. 
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DEVEL()MENT *The image of the United States across much of the Third World has suffered from theGAP imposition by our aid institutions of development approaches thatmarginalize, alienate and anger local populations.	 further 

Aid for Just Development: *The ruU integration of localReport on the Future of Foreign Assistance 	 opulations in the development process can yieldequitable development and achieve the long-term objective of social and politia
stability.

by Stephen Hellinger, Douglas Hellinger and Fred M. O'Regan
Lyrwe Rienner Publishers, Boulder, Colorado, 1988
 

Framework fora New Aid Approach
 
Summnary The following prinipe should guide a restructuring of the US. foreign aid program:Need for Fundamental Departure in Aid Policyand Organization Participation of the poor through their own organizations and those that work closely 

" 	US bilateral and multilateral aid has been generally ineffective in fosteringdevelopment, whether its focus has been basic human needs or the private sector. 	 with them: aid organizations should underwrite development actirties undertakenand/or supported by Third World people rather than programs that jnore orundermine these efforts." Aid has been used to promote short-termi political, Security and economuc intereststhat are not necessarily consistent with long-term development objectives. = Responsiveness to ongoing development activity and to the evolution of effective
" 	Attempting to achieve both sets of objectives through the same aid program 1,as done 

development in.itutions: to be eff.ctive, the US. developn-,ent assistance progr.m 
justice to neither.. must be restructured to respond to the evolving capacity and needs of localpopulations and of those local institutions that promote equitable development.


" 
Most of our aid has been channeled through public and private organizations in the *South that do not represent the poor or their interests and has thus fostered economic 
Autonomy of development assistance institutions from the pursuit of short-term US.

dualism, alienation and instability. political, security and economic objectives: to be able to respond to Third Worldneeds and efforts, these institutions must be structurally and operationally
" Far more can be dor?with less aid if that aid is channeled appropriately. independent.

* 	 Decentralization of decisionmaking responsibility: stuctura autommy enables
" The local realities of aid and development in the South have been obscured by thewell entrenched aid lobby that promotes special interests in the North. 

internal restructuring and decentralization of aid institutions that places responsibilitypredominately at the field level, where decisionmaking can be informed by local 
realities."The econonic crisis among the Third World poor is reaching tragic proportions andis being exacerbated by structural adjustment policies and programs promoted by aidagences. * 	 Consultation with local populations to ensure that local knowledgereflected prominently 	 and realities arein aid and development plans and policies: structuredconsultation with representative Third World organizations would help make badly" Adherence to inappropriate development models has Third World countries forever

looking outward for resources, markets and solutions to their development problems 
needed micro-macro linkages by ensuring that local perspectives are incorporated indevelopment programming and policy planung, as well as in project financing.rather than building upon local resources and acreivity. Accountability to the Third World poor and to U.S. taxpayers: sufficient oversight

" The Third World poor hAve the knowledge and capabiLties to define their own by representatives of both these partiesdevelopment, but they have seldom been consulted by policymakers and the aid 	
is required to ensure that development

assistance-is utilized for the purposes for which it is promoted.
community.
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Statement by Robert W. Kates to the U.S. House of Representatives,
Committee on Agriculture, Subcommittee on Foreign Agriculture & Hunger 

April 29, 1993 

My name is Robert W. Kates. I am University Professorand Director-emeritusof the Alan Shawn 
Feinstein World Hunger Programat Brown University, Providence,Rhode Island.The World HungerProgramis the unique researchcenter that combines basic research,on the causes andprevention of
hunger with efforts to bring together and to -communicatewhat is known about world hunger and the
policies requiredto end it. Currently I serve as Co-chairof an internationalnongovernmental advisory
group of scientists,advocates, andpractitionersunder the title of Overcoming Hungerin the 1990s. I am 
a geographerby trainingand a member nf the NationalAcademy of Sciences. In 1991, 1 receivedfrom
PresidentBush the NationalMedal of Science,for among other research, "studieson the prevalenceand 
the prevention of world hunger" 

Before beginning my tustimony I would make a personal observation. In our lifetimes, most of us 
encounter few heroes, and it is probably the same in Congress as elsewhere. Yet I have been fortunate in
the last five years to meet two such heroes, both of them Congressmen. One is with us today in spirit,Mickey Leland, the other is Tony Hall. Brown University is proud to have honored the House Select
Committee on Hunger with the Alan Shawn Feinstein World Hunger Award for Public Service in 1988.
The Select Committee's torch has been passed to you. Grasp it proudly! 

I have been asked to give you an overview on international hunger and what might be done to overcome it. Thus I will try to do three things: to bring you up to date on trends in the prevalence of world
hunger, to describe the international consensus that has produced a common hunger agenda for the 1990s,
and to outline the opportunities for U. S. leadership in implementing that agenda. 

Trends in the Prevalence of World Hunger 
International hunger has many faces. For most people hunger is synonymous with famine. Famine isthe only form of hunger that you are likely to see on television. Famine is frequently associated with large

and persistent food shortages, although we now know that people can suffer famine because of their
inability to have access to food even when food is available. Indeed, all current famines stem primarily
from the use of hunger as a weapon in war. 

Despite our sense that famine is rampant, the numbers affected by famine as compared to other, less 
acute forms of hunger, are relatively small-15-35 million at risk at anytime in recent years-and are

declining. The trend in famines since the end of World War II is clearly downward, reflecting a lessening
of famine and a major shift in famine incidence from populous Asia to less-populated Africa. Indeed,
even as we focus on the horrors of famine in Somalia, the numbers at risk to famine continue to decline.
Indeed, Somalia can mark a turning point in the age-old struggle against famine (I have appended my
recent analysis of the famine situation from the April 8th issue of the New EnglandJournalof Medicine). 

If we define as hungry individuals whose dietary intake is inadequate for growth, activity, and good
health, then the faces of the hungry are many. According to the latest estimates by the United Nations
Subcommittee on Nutrition as of 1990, mrie than a billion people people worldwide suffered one or more
nutritional deficiencies. Such deficiencies included the 786 million who lived in households too poor to
obtain the food they need for health and modest levels of activity, the 400 million underweight women,
and the 184 million wasted and stunted children under the age of five. Hundreds of millions more suffer
anemia, goiter, or impaired sight; or die from diets with too little iron, iodine, or Vitamin A (see Table 1).

The trends show good news and bad news. Over the last 25 years the proportion of malnourishedindividuals in developing countries has decreased from 33% to 20% and of children from 42% to 34%,
yet the number of of hungry children has actually increased from 168 million to 184 million because of
rapid population growth. Regionally, hunger has increased in Africa, decreased slowly in South Asia and 
Latin America, and rapidly in East and Southeast Asia. 
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ACCISCNSecond Report on the World Nutrition Situation 1992 
Chapter I Overview 

Table 1 . Malnutrition In Developing Countries, 1975-1990 

Percent affected 	 Number (millions) 

1974.76 1988-90 1974-76 1988.90 
GENERAL MALNUTRITION 

1. Population (all ages) with energy intake (kcals/caput/ 33% 20% 976 786 

day) on average below 1.54 BMR over one year 

oft 1975 1990 1975 1990 

2. Children (under five years) with weight below -2 S.D. 42% 34% 168 184
 
of reference
 

1980s 	 1980s 

3. Women (15-49 years old) with weight below 45 kg. 45% 	 400 

MICRONUTRIENT MALNUTRITION 

4. Anaemia: women (15-49 years old) 42% 370 
haemoglobin < 12 g/dI (non pregnant) 

or< 11 g/dl (pregnant) 

5. 	Iodine deficiency disorders (IDD) 5.6% 211 
Goiter (all ages) 

6. Vitamin A deficiency: children (under five years) 2.3% 	 13.8 

with xerophthalmia 

Notes: 
1.Data on population with low energy intake (underfed) were calculated by FAO. The estimates are averages for 1974 to 1976 and 1988 to 1990. 

2. 	Underweight children results are estimasted by AC(,SCN, for children aged 0 through 60 months, using a cut-off of -2 S.D. of the median NCHS 
reference. 

3. 	The esimate of underweight adult women is calculated from ACCISCN's database on women's nutrition. Thb45 kg cut-off is used as a basis for 
comparison, as that commonly reported. The prevalence estimates exclude pregnant and lactating women but these are included inthe calculation 
of numbers. 

" 	Anaemia estimates ate based on ACC/SCN's database on women's nutrition. The cut-off points for anaemia use dieWHO reference for pregnant 
and non-prvgnant women. See 

5. 	IDD estimates arebased on WHO and ICCILD data. 

Vitamin Adeficiency estimates are based on WHO data. 

Finally, as this is a committee concerned with agriculture, a word on global food sufficiency. 
Considering the world as a single region, global food sufficiency depends on the standard of food 
sufficiency adopted and the assumed purchasing power of the population. For example, it is widely 
believed that there is actually plenty of food in the world and that hunger results mainly from its 
maldistribution. This is certainly true for a world universally content with a basic vegetarian diet. 
Distributed equally according to need, the vegetarian food supply plus the naturally grazed animals, could 
feed about 120% of the world's current population. But for a world whose diet contains a modest amount 
of animals fed with cereal grains, there is only enough food produced at present for three-quarters of the 
world's population. Ad to feed people with a healthy but animal-rich industrialized nation diet, there 
would only be enough food for 50% of the world's population. These figures do not necessarily imply 
that people cause hunger by eating cereal-fed animals or that there is or will be a global food shortage. 
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Economists rightly point out that if poor countries and peoples had greater purchasing power there could
easily be greater production of food, as the world has much unused capacity for raising food. 
The Hunger Agenda for the 1990s 

In November 1989, a major nongovernmental initiative, the Bellagio Declaration: Overcoming
Hunger in the 1990s proposed four achievable goals for the 1990s: (1) to eliminate deaths from famine;
(2) to end hunger in half of the poorest households; (3) to cut malnutrition in half for mothers and small
children; and (4) to eradicate iodine and Vitamin A deficiencies. Together, these comprised acomprehensive yet practical program to end half of world hunger in the 1990s by building on the better
and best of programs and policies for overcoming hunger. The most promising programs, the Declaration
found, were those that empower people to assess their own condition and to act in their own behalf, that
provided short-term hunger relief while addressing deeply rooted causes, and that could be sustained over 
the long term. 

In the 42 months since its production, the Declaration has been widely disseminated-cven 
emulated-the individual goals have been adopted in many fora, and major efforts at implementation are
under way. At the same time, renewed conflict, slowed economies, and population growth increase the 
numbers at risk of hunger and make the halving of hunger more difficult to achieve. 

The Declaration itself has been endorsed, to date, by over 360 technical experts, advocates,
practitioners, and opinion leaders in 65 countries. The goals of the Declaration have been adopted in
various fora and in somewhat differing forhats. Even preceding Bellagio, the World Food Council had
adopted in its Cairo Declaration a statemen supporting goals of "'..the elimination of starvation and death
caused by famine; a substantial reduction of malnutrition and mortality among young children; a tangible
reduction in chronic hunger, and the c!imination of major nutritional diseases." Through this more general
formulation, the goals have been includcd in the UN Development Decade Strategy for the 1990s. The
Belagio goals rel'tning to chiidren and to micronutrient deficiencies were adopted by the extraordinary
gathering of heads of state in the World Summit for Children held in New York in 1990. Finally, the
intergovernmental International Conference on Nutrition, attended by 162 nations in December of 1992,
affirmed the human rights to food and nutrition and adopted the goals of the World Summit for Children
(including cutting child undernutrition in half) and declared, as well, that an end to famine deaths and
elimination of Vitamin A and iodine deficiencies are achievable goals by the end of the decade. In short,
these goals in various formats have emerged as the international hunger agenda for the 1990s. 

Major efforts are under way to implement each of the four goals: 
Ending famine deaths crucially depends on being able to provide humanitarian assistance in 
zones of armed conflict. U.S. leadership in Somalia (and one hopes as well in Bosnia) has
provided new precedents for delivering such assistance through the United Nations, the
International Committee of the Red Cross and other nongovernmental agencies. In turn, the 
United Nations has sought to improve upon the delivery of humanitarian assistance in zones
of armed conflict by creating a special fund and coordinating the diffuse responsibilities
within agencies under a new deputy secretary-general. The ready availability of U.S. food aid 
is a basic requirement for such emergency food aid. 

" The World Bank, following on the "personal commitment" of its new President, has renewed 
its efforts to address poverty, exemplified by efforts to increase funding for nutrition, to
provide food security in Africa, to introduce poverty considerations in all Bank activities, and 
to include "poverty conditionality" in bank lending. 

" Under the leadership of the World Health Organizaticn and UNICEF, national plans to halve
hunger among mothers and children and to implement the World Summit for Children's goals 
are being prepared in 72 countries. Integrated efforts to encourage breastfeeding, to monitor 
growth and supplement feeding, and to break the nexus between illness and undernutrition by 
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immunization and oral rehydration are having measurable effects in reducing childhood 
wasting and stunting. U.S. support for such child survival activities has been steadfast. 
Following a series of major international gatherings, international and national agc,'ics, the 
technical community, and international voluntary groups are vigorously attacking the -hidden 
hunger" of micronutrient deficiencies. Efforts are under way to supplement iron, iodine, and 
Vitamin A intake, to fortify commonly available foods with appropriate micronutrients, and 
to encourage the use of foods naturally rich in these nutrients. Creative new approaches are 
being sought for implementing such interventions and linking efforts addressed to individual 
nutrients. U.S. leadership on Vitamin A in particular has been outstanding. 

These encouraging actions, are however, primarily "top-down" initiatives that addrcss only 
individual goals of the Declaration. W"-t is still missing is a focal point for pursuing a comprehensive 
program for overcoming hunger rather than particular goals; a reliable process for assessing progress: a1n 
independent forum for resolving tensions; and most important, a bringing together of the grassroots and 
the summit at scales sufficient to make halving hunger a reality. This last point is most important. Wheni 
we met at Bellagio 42 months ago, we were encouraged by the enormous and spontaneous growth of 
local, indigenous grassroots organizations throughout the developing countries. We thcught then, and still 
believe, that if their energy, local initiative, and insight could be effectively linked to tie international 
hunger agenda, then there is real opportunity to take a giant step forward in cutting hunger in half 

Finally, a word about costs. Based on yearly per capita costs of large scale programs already in 
existence, $25 can stave off famine, $20-25 can eliminate hunger in poorest households, $15 can address 
malnourishment among small children, and a bargain 50¢ can provide Vitamin A or 7¢ can provide iodine 
to those in need. 

A bill to each of the 1.2 billion citizens of the developed countries for halving hunger would appear 
thus 

INVOICE 

To: Developed Country Citizen 
From: Overcoming Hunger in the 1990s 
For: Annual services to be rendered to the hungry of the world 

To eliminate deaths from famine $0.55 bilion
 
To reduce hunger among poorest households $6.41 billion
 
To cut malnutrition among women and children $1.61 billion
 
To eradicate Iodine and Vitamin Adeficiencies $0.17 billion
 

Total $8.74 billion 

Your share: 1/1,206,600,000 $7.24 

PayableAnnually 1991-2000 

0 Government Q Private Voluntary Org. 0 Both 
0 Taxes El Credit Card 0 Check 0 Cash 
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Thus a realistic program to combat hunger in the 1990s would cost less than $10 billion a yearand might require only $4-5 billion more in new resources because an amount equal to that is alreadybeing spent, albeit not necessarily well. Thus more important than money, halving hunger in the 1990srequires renewed social energy and political will, the creative employment of local institutions andunderutilized resources, and increases in the level of public support. 

U.S. Leadership
 
In 1990, 1 testified before the House Select Committee on Hunger as follows:
 

"Yet for the first time in human histoi,, the end of famine is achievable. Endemic goiter and VitaminA blindness can be eliminated. The wasting and stunting of small children and the starvation of theirmothers can be halted. Most nations, even very poor ones, could meet their minimal overall nutritionalneeds, even if distributing food adequately proves more difficult. The worst forms of urban food poverty
and rural food insecurity can be halved. 

The United States can contribute in a major way to such an effort if we build on our skills andexperience. A U.S. initiative coald include the following: 
- To eliminate deaths from famine: Maintain the moral high ground in addressing hunger as aweapon of war by leading in the provision of humalitarian aid and seeking safe passage in zones of 

armed conflict. 
- To end hunger in half the pooresthouseholds: Make sure that our generosity in providing food aidis matched by the neediness of its recipients. Use our experience in targeting food aid, at home andabroad, to make such aid more effective. Find ways to make our assistance of microenterprises work fortruly poor people. Make sure that our external assistance and that of other donors does not underminehungry farmers' production incentives and access to resources. Use short-term support for hungry people

in Africa to help build a rural infrastructure for internal markets. 
- To cut malnutritionin halffor mothers and small children: Build upon the current efforts on childsurvival with activities and support rising to double the current level. Assist mothers with support for 

child spacing. 
- To eradicate iodine and Vitamin A deficiencies: Build upon the experience in both research andpractice in addressing Vitamin A, with a clear U.S. commitment to seek eradication within the decade. 
- Overall:Provide a global challenge to match 1:3, a U.S. commitment of a billion dollars per annum 

in new resources." 

Three years later, this list of possible U.S. initiatives is still relevant. Overcoming hunger remains aunique, low-cost opportunity to make a better post-cold war world. Although not all of us can hope to beheroes, this Subcommittee can carry forward the inspiration of Mickey Leland and Tony Hall and be
heroes on behalf of hungry people everywhere. 



A World Crisis 
in Basic Education 

Edward B. Fis 

Academy for Educational Development. 1993. 

Two out of three adults in the poorest developing countries lack basic 
literacy and numeracy skills  and thus the skill to become productive 
workers, learn about good health and family planning, protect the environ-
ment and support democratic forms of government. 

Basic Education Can Yield Big Results 

This publication makes the case for a renewed commitment by the 
United States to invest in basic education. It brings together data that show 
the powerful and positive relationship between investments in basic educa-
6on and outcomes in economic productivity health and social well-being, 
the growth of democracy and conservation of the environment. In newly 
developing societies, each additional year of schooling beyond grade three 

or four can lead to: 

I up to 20 percent higher wages 

I up to 10 percent fewer births 

I up to 10 percent fewer child deaths 

Education has a profound impact on economic development. For 
example, research has shown that in modernizing societies, farmers with just 
four years of education are 9 percent more produc-

ive than farmers with no education, and literacy 

gains of 20 to 30 percent can boost a country's 

gross domestic product by 8 to 16 percent. 

The yield from investments in basic 

education extends well beyond economics 

Research shows that when citizens ofdevel-

oping countries receive basic education: 

I A foundation is laid for the devel-

opment of democratic institutions, 

I Families have fewer children. 

I Infants and children eat more 

are treated more effectively i-or Jiikth,,,c,.acas 

and therefore survive at higher rate, 
Citizens understand and support programns to 

protect the environment. 

Why Invest in Basic Education? 
Basic education must be a vital element inthe 

partnership for sustainable development .ind the rowth 

of democracy throughout the world. The alternitivu is 
unthinkable. A world without widespread basic educa

tion isaworld in which: 

... the cost ofwelfare and disaster relief will 
continue to soar. Somalia today is as dcva.tated as Ger

many in 1945. Yet rebuilding Somalia will be slower and 

more costly because it lacks an educated citizenry able to 

us: foreign assistance to develop agriculture and to build 

izidustry, social institutions and a democratic government. 

... the world's population count will 

explode. Making birth control devices available to 

people in developing countries is only half the battle. 

They need the knowledge and will to use them. .. 

education increases, particularly the education of,,,rls, 

family size decreases. As little as four vears of baic 

education makes a measurable difference. 

... the growth of democracy will be threat

ened. Basic education opens new sources of information 

to people now dependent on word-of-mouth or nibs 

media. Education fosters public debate and promotes the 

free exchange of ideas so critical to a democratic societv 

Lack of education makes these developments impossible 

... the human and economic burden ofhealth 
care will increase. Lacking knowledge and skills, the 

people of developing nations cannot take the rtlativch 

simple steps that prevent childhood d;seases like diarrhea 

and measles. This creates a spiral ofsoaring public health 

costs, a greater number of infant deaths and parents having 

even more children to replace the ones they fear losing. 



w omen will continue to be excluded 
from fitil participationin society. Women with a 
basic education are empowered and contribute more to 
the e:7onomy than their uneducated peers. Educated 

women wait longer to marry and, when they do, bear 
fewer children. The health and social benefits of their 
knowledge are magnified as they are passed on to 
tuture 	generations. 

... the environment will befurtherendan-
gered. Unaware of the long-term consequences, rural 
rarmers will continue to slash and burn forests. Fragile 

water systems will become increasingly poluted by 
unaware urban families, and an ill-informed public will 

t"ail to challenge industrial pollution. 

Post-Cold War Fo nPolicy 

The defeat of communism and the breakup of the 
Soviet Union mean the assumptions that have guided 

American foreign policy for nearly halfa century -

assumptions organized around the primacy of military 

.ontainment - are no longer adequate. The current 

rcasscssment of our foreign policy must include the 

rethinking of U.S. assistance to developing countries. 
A new foreign aid program can and should grow 

.ut of new domestic policics. The Clinton Administra-

%on'sdomestic agenda emphasizes investment in Amer-
ca's social and economic infrastructure - with special 

attention to the development of human resources. These 

are precisely the themes that should dominate anew 
icy toward countries in the Third World. .\ inthiN... l
try, basic education plays a central role in trnLehtnu 

the abilities of developing countries to helI, thcm:,el cs. 

ANew Uision:
 
Seven Policy Recommendations
 

Following are seven policy rccomncnidatio..r llr
 
strengthening U.S. bilateral support flor basic cdoial , 
 it 
a comprehensive plan to promote sustainable dvc!,pcnint 
and the spread of democracy in Third W\orld coLmnres: 

1. As with domestic policy, make investment in 
human capital a major priority of U.S. fibrCiwI 

assistance. 

2. 	 In recognition of its strategic importance, dramati
cally in'crease the amount ofdevelopment as"1.

tance devoted to basic education. This Jhould be 

coordinated with strengthened efforts inhealth, 

population and the environment. 
3. 	 Emphasize basic education for girls and wmen. 

4. 	 Include in new basic education programs training 

for education leaders from developing cOuntriCs at 

U.S. colleges and universities. 

5. 	 Creatc an information and policy planmini cuni.or 
that collects and disseminates succCsSI-ul ;lra&:::'c 

noreigninternational basic education to help c1nInes 

address policy reform, teacher training, cn ricU

lur improvement, materials development and 

assessment. 

6. 	 Pay special attention to the development and 

deployment of new instructional and broadcast 

technologies to enhance basic education in dcvel

oping countries. 

7. 	 Increase linkages with multilateral development 

and regional development banks so that succCssful 

education programs initiated by countries with the 
support of U.S. bilateral assistance are better able to 
be sustained and extended to additional conntries. 
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The World Bank 

Global EconomicProspects 
and the Developing Countries 

Aid at the end of the Cold War
 

Aid-or to give its proper name, official develop-
ment assistance (ODA), comprising grants and con-
cessional loans-accounted fora thiid ofnetresourceflows to all developing countries in 1992 and for
nearly twice that share to the low-income countries. 
The number of coyntry claimants on aid has been 
growing fast, however, and donor objectives havebeen changing. The issues have arisen, therefore, as
to whether the underlying slow growth in real aid
flows can be augmented to meet special needs and
what can be done to improve the quality of aid in 
respect to distribution and tying to donor procure-
ment. This chapter argues that the aid "pie" at the
end of the Cold War is limited at a time when new
claimants and the exceptional needsof the reforming
socialist economies have appeared. Donors are facedwith the problem of how to raiseadditionalresources 
if they are to meet environmental challenges and
avoid shortchanging the needy in poorcointries,

There are two forces impelling change: first, the
imbalance between slow growth in donor aid bud-
gets and fast growth in the list of claimants recog-nized as eligible for aid and, second, the chan-e in
donor objectives, resulting largely from the demise
of communism in Eastern Europe and the former
Soviet Union (FSU). 

The slowly expanding supply of aid 

Donor aid flows in real terms have grown at a
respectablebutnotespeciallyfastrateoverthepast 
decade (table 5-1). During 1981-91, aid from OECD,
Arab, and CMEA donors averaged 4 percent growth(including significant amounts of debt forgiveness
in 1990 and 1991), deflating with a developing
country import price index. In terms of donor GNP,
however, the position appears less favorable. For
example, OECD-DAC figures show that aid as a per-
centage of GN' in countries that are members ot theOECD Development Assistance Committee (DAC)
averaged 0.32 percent ini 1978-82, 0.33 percent in
1983-87, and 0.33 pevcent 'or 1991.: The main 

bright spot has been an increase in the degree o:
concessionality for the poorest countries, with grants
often replacing loans. 

Donors vary widely from the 1991 average of 0.33 
percent of GNP devoted to aid, from 0.20 percent for
the United States to a,'ound Ipercent each for Den
mark, Norway, and Sweden. 

While some countries, such as Finland, France,
Japan, and Switzerland, have sought to raise their
ODA-GNV' ratios, others, such as the United States,
have reduced their aid in real terms. In the United
Kingdom, aid has been growing, following cuts ear
lier in 'the 1980s. A recent example of unexpected
budget stringency occurred in Sweden, which in the
 
autumn of 1992 was buffeted by the currency crisis

in the European Exchange Rate Mechanism (E1.\t)
and was forced to cut its aid budget. Asecond exam
ple is found in the situation of Italy, whose aid bud
get rose strongly 
 in 1979-89 but declined
subsequently. Globally, aid from privatt voluntary

organizations, although small in relation to official
 
aid, has grown more rapidly.


Arab aid has shown major fluctuations, ialling

throughout the 1980s from its very high levels (in

relation to donor GNP) in the 1970s. In its peak years

between 1975 and 1981, aid from 
 Arab donors 
reached higher than US$ 8 billion per year and accounted for a substantial portion of total net ODA. 
More recently, in 1990 Arab donors offered strongsupport to countries later affected by the Gulf crisis,
notably Bangladesh, Egypt, Jordan, Pakistan, andTurkey. For 1991 it appears that the amount of such 
support dropped sharply.

Aid from theFsu and Eastern European donors has
fallen since 1986. Although comprehensive data are 
not available on such aid, it appears that there was a
further fall in 1991 and that aid is now confined 
largely to technical assistance. Previous major recip
ients were Cuba, Mongolia, and Viet Nam.

One bright spot in aid flows is nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs), which form a distinct and 
growing aid channel. In 1991, NGOs provided about 
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Table 5-1 Official concessional flows to 
developing countries by types of flows,1981-91 

(bilhis of U.S.drllars) 

1981 1986 1991 
Official development 

assistance 24.2 27.4 42.9 
Bilateral loans 9.4 7.4 6.5 
Multilateral loans 3.4 4.5 6.6 
Official grantsa 11.5 15.6 29.8 

Real net ODA 

(1991 US$ billions)b 28.6 34.6 42.9 


Bilateral loans 11.1 
 9.3 6.5 
Multilateral loans 3.9 5.7 6.6 

Official grants 13.6 19.7 29.8 


a. Excludes technical cooperation grants, which amounted to US$ 
6.4 billion in1981, US$ 8.7 billion in 1986, and US$ 10.5 billion in 
1991. 
b. Real flows are nominal flows deflated by an import price index 
for dev'loping countries, 

Source: OECD,World Bank. 


US$ 5 billion in grants to developing countries, 
equivalent to 4 percent of total net resource flows. 
Nevertheless, since roughly one-third of that amount 
was funding derived from bilateral government 
sources, some of the NCO-mediated flow may repre-
sent a reallocation of rather than an addition to tra-
ditional aid sources. 

The prospect in the 1990s, therefore, is for a limited 
aid pie in real terms. 

And new claimants knocking at the door 

Meanwhile, the number of claimants recognized as 
eligible or potentially eligible for aid has grown. The 
principal criterion for aid eligibility is per capita 
income, with low-income countries (those with a 
1991 per capita income of US$ 635 or less) recognized 
as the most deserving. Other criter.a include eco-
nomic performance, the lack of access to private 
market financing, and the need for food or relief aid. 

Three categories of countries appear as new claim-
ants: first, countries that appear now able to support 
only concessional borrowing (for example, Angola 
and Mongolia); second, countries that are potentially 
reactivated aid recipients, following poor economic 
performance and exceptional factors such as war (for
example, Afghar istan, Cambodia, Iran, Jordan, and 
Viet Nam);' and third, the republics of the FSu and 
the formerly socialist economies of Eastern Europe. 
Some of these countries have been recei, ing substan-
tial financial support from a single donor and now 
hope to attract broader creditor support. Viet Nam, 

for example, has recently (November 1992) become 
eligible for Japanese ODA.
 

Additionally, there is a group of countries that 
have been receiving bilateral aid and are now
deemed eligible for multilateral concessional funds 
thiough IDA, the World Bank Group's concessional 
lending arm. These countries (for example, C6te 
d'lvoire, Egypt, and Honduras) have suffered a re
gression in per capita income, and even if they can 
support some nonconcessional borrowing, their 

weak creditworthiness position makes a softe.,ng of 
borrowing terms desirable. 

Concerns have been voiced that official conces
sional support for the republics of the FSU and Eastern 
Europe could divert aid from other developing coun
tries. (The concerns apply primarily to concessional 
flows because nonconcessional riows-for example, 
multilateral lending-are much less constrained.)
ODA flows are indeed susceptible to diversion, to the 
extent that national aid budgets are not increased to 
cover grants and concessional loans to the FSU repub
lics and Eastern Europe.' Therefore, donors need to 
take steps-to ensure that resources allocated to the 
reforming socialist economies are additional, or di
version will become a valid concern for the future. 
Grants from OECD countries to the FSU totaled US$ 600 
million in 1990 and US$ 2.6 billion in 1991 (while 
concessional loans were zero). Although comparable 
figures for earlier years are not available, the amounts 
for 1990-91 would appear to represent a big increase. 

In December 1992 all five Central Asian republics 
(Kazakhstan, Kyrghyzstan, Tadjikistan, Turk
menistan, and Uzbekistan) were deemed eligible for 
OECD and DAC aid (recognized by donors as addi
tional legitimate claimants on ODA), and three Cau
casi.n republics (Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia)
and Moldova are also prospective recipients. 

Official aid from OECD countries to Eastern Europe 
was US$ 1.5 billion of concessional disbursements in 
1990, and commitments (particularly to Hungary 
and Poland) are high. It is understood that ODA dis
bursements to Eastern Europe and the FSU taken 
together were in the region of US$ 7.5 billion in 1991, 
including US$ 2 billion of debt relief for Poland from 
the United States. Much of this assistance has been 
coordinated by the Group of 24 (G-24) countries, 
established by the EC under 1991 guidelines that 
provided for balance of payments financing in sup
port of reform.5 So far, G-24 financial support has 
been aimed at Bulgaria, the former Czechoslovakia, 
Hungary, Poland, Romania, and the former Yugosla
via and was extended in July 1992 to the Baltic coun
tries and Albania. 

In assessing the impact of new claimants on aid 
requirements, it is worth distinguishing those coun
tries whose per capita income lies in the upper-

I'
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middle-income range (that is, above US$ 2,555 in 
1991). From the FSU, these countries are Belarus, 
Russia, and the three Baltic republics (Estonia, Lat-
via, and Lithuania) a%4 from Eastern Europe, the 
countries are Hungary and the former Yugoslav 
Republic. Arguably, the requirements for conces-
sional assistance from these countries are excep-
tional and temporary (in the form of, for example, 
technical assistance and temporary food and other 
emergency assistance). 

A rough order of magnitude for the potential addi-
tional requirements for ODA from all new low- and 
lower-middle-income claimants can be found by as-
signing ODA on the basis of poFulation and per capita 
income and comparing each claimant to countries of 
similar per capita income level. On that basis, the po-
tential call on ODA by new claimants would be roughly 
USS5.5billion peryear, equivalent to 13percentof 1991 
net ODA to all developing countries. For the reforming 
socialists economies the best measure of their excep-
tional requirements may be recent actual receipts, indi-
cating balance of payments needs. Including the 
upper-middle-income countries of the FSU and Eastern 
Europe on that basis would add a further US$ 4.5 
billion, bringing extra requirements to US$ 10 billion 
per year, or 23 percent of 1991 net ODA.6 

What these figures suggest is that the call of new 
claimants on aid funds is a major, but potentially not 
insuperable, challenge to donor countries. 

Distribution and quality of aid 

No less than one-third of aid continues to go to 
middle-income countries. By income group, low-in
come countries (those with 1991 per capita income 
below US$ 636) account for 66 percent of ODA to all 
developing countries, 25 percent of GNP, and 70 per-
cent of population. Middle-income countries ac
count for 34 percent of ODA, 75 percent of GNP,and 
30 percent of population. Within middle-income 
countries, lcwer-middle-income countries (those 
with 1991 per capita income between US$ 636 and US$ 
2,555) take 27 percent of ODA and have a 22 percent GNP 
share and a 14 percent population share; for upper
middle-income countries the shares are 7 percent ODA, 
53 percent GNP, and 16 percent population. Moreover, 
the numbers exclude US$ 2 billion of concessional 
flnws that went to igh-income countries in 1991. 

Multilateral aid is substantially more concentrated 
on the poofest countries than is bilateral aid. In 1991 
the share of multilateral aid going to low-income 
countries was about 90 percent. By contrast, the cor-
responding share of bilateral aid to low-income 
countries was around 60 percent. By individual 
donor, the share of net bilateral aid going to low-in-
come countries varies widely (fig'.re 5-1). 

A recent evaluation of the alleged middle-income 
bias in bilateral aid flows (Clark 1992) concluded that 
ODA flows from multilateral agencies showed a much 
smallerbiasthandidbilateraldisbursements(ascon
firmed by the figures quoted above on distnbution 
by income band). This finding suggests that one way 
donors could ensure that aid distribution is concen
trated on the poorest countries would be to accord 
higher priority to multilateral channel-. 

The degree to which bilateral aid is concentrated on a 
small number of recipients also varies widely among 
donors. For the period 1986-90, the share going to the 
top five recipients, for example, is 59 percent for the 
United States, 50 percent for Sweden, 48 percent for 
Japan, 33 percent for the United Kingcom, 32 percent 
for France, and 24 percent for Germany. In 1990, thetop 
five recipients of aid from the United Statesi were (in 
descending order) Israel, Egypt, El Salvac.or, the Phil
ippines, and Pakistan; from Japan, they were Indone
sia, China, the Philippines, Thailand, :,id Bangladesh; 
and from Sweden, they were Tanzania, Mozambique, 
India, VietNam, and Ethiopia. Concentration by recip
ient is in itself neither good nor bad, but it canl be an 
indicator of donor priorities. 

The distribution of overall aid flows also reveals a 
tendency for smaller countries to receive more aid 
per capita than larger countries. For example, OD..\ 
per capita in 1991 was US $1.6 for tthe biggest (India 

Figure 5-1 Share of bilateral net ODA 
to developing countries by recipient income, 1991 
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and China combined), US$ 6.6 for seven other coun
tries with populations greater than 75 million, US$ 
16.7 for the thirty-nine countries with populations 
between 10 an6 75 million, and nearly US$ 50 for 
sixty-seven countries with populations of 10 million 
or less. In part, this reflects absorptive capacity in the 
biggest countries and their ability to access non-
concessional sources of funds. 

The geographical allocation of ODA (figure 5-2) has 
shown a strong rise in the proportion going to Sub-
Saharan Africa in the past decade; a rise and then a 
fall in the share going to the Middle East and North
Africa over the past two decades; a general decline 
in the share going to South Asia; and a recent signif-
icant increase in the sha-e going to Europe and Cen-
tral Asia. The rising share for Sub-Saharan Africa 
reflects donor perceptions of a growing need for 
concessional assistance to that region. The fluctua-
tions in the Middle East and North Africa share 
reflect those of Arab donors' contributions. At its 
peak in 1980 these contributions amounted to more 
than US$8billion, concentratec in Jordan, Morocco, 
Svi ic,, and Yemen. More recently, following the Gulf 
crisis, the largest recipient was Egypt. The declining
South Asia share is perhaps explained by India's grow-
ing capacity to access external finance on commercial 
terms and by a fall-off in Arab donor aid, particularly 
to Pakistan. In consequence, aid to South Asia grew
modestly in nominal terms over the 1980s, below the 
ODA average. Finally, the recent increase of aid to 
Europe and Central Asia is accounted for by the FSU. 

A key measure of the quality of aid is the extent 
to which it is tied to procurement in the donor 
country. Although there has been a trend toward 
less tying of bilateral aid in the past decade, the 
extent of tying remains high. In 1989, the OECD-DAC 
country average was 44 percent for tied and 7 
percent for partiaily untied aid, compared to 48 
percent and 12 percent, respectively, in 1977-79. 

There is evidence, however, that tying declined 

significantly in 1991. 


One area of recent modest progress has been in 
mixed credits, which constitute an especially beguil-
ing form of tying. Mixed credits (and so-called asso-
ciated financing), which originated in the 1970s, are 
a financing package that combines ODA, officially
supported export credits, and nonconcessional 
loans. In practice, the ODA component of mixed cred-
its is effectively tied and represents a domestic sub
sidy available as a protectionist device. 

Attempts to minimize misuse met with success 
in February 1992 when OECD export credit agencies
agreed to amend the guidelines cn tied aid credits 
(the "OECD consensus") to restrict the use of mixed 
credits. The agreement, if implemented effectively, 
would virtually eliminate the use of mixed credits 

Figure 5-2 Reional aocation of net ODA 
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for upper-middle-income recipients. OECD-DAC con-
tinues to examine pc,!icy options to extend untying. 

Donors appear to tie aid in order to improve do-
mestic employment and the balance of payments or 
as a protectionist reaction to other donors' tying. The 
overall impactof tying on any singledonorcountry's 
exports is, however, likely to be very small because 
aid is only a fraction of donor exports. This suggests
that the lobbying of individual sectors or business 
firms in the donor country for directed subsidies is a 
more rational if less laudable explanation for tying.
Coordinated action among donors would be neces-
sary to offer realistic prospects ofa substantial reduc-
tion in the degree of tying. Multilateral aid, in 
contrast to bilateral, is untied. 

The cost to recipient countries of tying aid is hard 
toestimate, but one study (Jepma 19 9 1) suggests that 
the direct cos' nay range upwards from 15 percent
of aid provided and that circumstantial evidence 
produces individual cases of much higher excess cost 
margins. By direct cost is meant the excess in prices
of aid-financed deliveries compared to prices of,:om-
parable goods and services not based on an explicit
aid policy. On this basis, untying all aid flows would 
generate economic benefits to developing countries 
of as much as US$ 4 billion per year, which equals
one-fifthofthenominalincreaseinaid flowsoverthe 
past decade. In addition, the indirect costs-such as
administrative overheads, misallocation of skilled 
labor, and a distorting preference for capital-inten-
sive, import-oriented projects-are substantial. To be 
sure, co:,t, are reduced to the extent that the recipient 

country is able and willing to substitute flexibly be-

tween a ternative sources of donor funds (Bhagwati 

1985); substitutability is, however, hard to estimate,

and, hence, estimates of costs should only be consid-

ered as orders of magnitude.


Multilateral aid, in addition to being concentrated 

on the poorest countries, is untied and plays a key

role in improving the effectiveness of all aid through

the efforts of multilateral agencies to promote sound 

policies in recipient countries and in coordinating
donors. In this context, the recent successful conclu-
sion to the IDA Tenth replenishment ("IDA 10") nego-
tiations is to be welcomed. Donors committed SDR13 
billion (Special Drawing Rights, of the IMF) over a 
three-yearperiod, representingamaintenanceotfDA 
in real terms. Also noteworthy is the growing share 
of aid channeled through the EC. 

Aid and trade 

Protectionism in OECD markets is particularly vexing
for aid-receiving countries that are, through their 
own export efforts, attempting to generate additional 
financial resources for industrialization. 

The importance of trade barriers, both tariff and 
non-tariff, is illustrated by the position of fourteen 
aid-receiving countries (table 5-2).: First, the average
levels of tariffs that several of these deve!op;ng coun
tries face are relatively high." Bangladesh, Domini. 
can Republic, Korea, and Sri Lanka face OECD tariffs 
that average7to 10percent (theaverage level of OECD 
tariffs on all imports is now 4 percent), while Haiti
because of the high share of textiles and clothing in 
total exports---encounters average tariffs over 11 per
cent. Second, nontariff barriers (NTBS) are also of 
major importance as over 50 percent of the exports of 
Hungary, Pakistan, Poland, Thailand, and Sri Lanka 
encounter these measures, while 80 percent ot 
Bangladesh's exports face NTBs.4 

What value of additional export earnings might 
occur if the tariff and NTB restrictions reported in 
table 5-2 were removed?... Total exports from China, 
Jamaica, Pakistan, Philippines, and Thailand would 
increase by at least 40 percent if OECD trade barriers 
were removed. Other countries would gain even 
more: Bangladesh, Dominican Republic, Haiti, 
Jamaica, and Sri Lanka--countries whose total ex
ports contain a high share of textiles and clothing
could double their exports (table 5-3). Even in the 
case of a "least developed" country such as Hai 
(which has major clothing exports to the Unitcd 
States market), the projected trade gains are more
than double ODA assistance. These gains would also 
expand the demand by these countries for OECD ex
ports in a mutually beneficial expansion of trade. 

In short, the old phrase "trade not aid" vould 
certainly be the most advantageous prescription for 
this set of countries. 

Changing donor objectives 

Bilateral (as distinct from multilateral) ODA has gen
erally pursued a variety of objectives besides eco
nomic development-'for instance, commercial. 
political, humanitarian, and cultural interests. These 
objectives have influenced the allocation of aid, the 
degree to which it has been tied, the conditionalitv 
attached to it, and hence its effectiveness. The end of 
the Cold War, by altering foreign policy objectives,
has brought major changes also in aid objectives 
(OECD 1990). Accordingly, donors now find it less 
expedient to overlook economic mismanagement 
and poor governance by recipient countries. 

Although it is difficult unambiguously to identify
donor objectives (not least because of the multiplicity 
of ministries responsible for individual donor pro
grams)," among the most prominent publicly stated 
ones are the following: reduced poverty; human de
velopment; environmental protection; reduced mili
tary spending; efficient economic management; 



Table 5-2 Average tariffs and nontariff barriers for aid-receiving countries in all OECD markets 
1988-89 value 

of OECD importsE~xortim'cori (billions of U.S. dollars)a
Bangladesh 1.0
China 31.8
Dominican Republic 1.8
Haitid 0.4

Hungary 3.3
India 9.4
Jamaica 0.9
Korea, Republic of 43.4
Malaysia 12.9
Pakistan 2.7
Philippines 6.6 
Poland 4.8
Sri Lanka 1.0
Thailand 11.4 

a. Imports of all OECD countries except Turkey.b. The trade-weighted average of the MFN. c;sr, Lom Convention, or other preferential tariff actually applied to imports.c. Some products are covered by multiple forms of NTBs.d. Dt-ignated by the United Nations as one of the "least developed" countries. 
S, rce: World Bank, UNCT,\D. and SMART database. 

private enterprise development; enhancement of the
role of women; good governance and democratic 
government; and the observance of human rights
and the rule of law. 

A recent example is the 1992 White Paper on
Japanese ODA released by Japan's Ministry of For-
eign Affairs in October 1992. The report states
that Japan's post-Cold War ODA should play a 
more active role in "promoting democracy,
human rights, and world peace" as well as in
addressing "global environmental issues." The
White Paper listed examples of the application of 
the ODA guidelines adopted in April 1991 by the 
government. These guidelines necessitated full 
consideration of trends in military expenditure
and the democratization process in the recipient
countries. Kenya and Malawi were cited as exam-
pIes where the Japanese government refrainedfrom pledging new aid at international donor 
meetings; Indonesia and Thailand were cases
where Japan, together with other nations, ex-
pressed concern over antidemocratic incidents,
In August 1991 Germany similarly announced 
that its 1992 foreign aid budget would reflect a 
new policy of linking foreign aid to recipient
military expenditures. 

Many donors now recognize the importance of 
support for environmental protection to promote
sustainable development. Increasingly, they arc,
viewing these needs as a legitimate call on aid bud-
gets. Additionally, the role of aid in supporting eco-

Average 
OECD tariff 
(percent) 

6.9 
5.4 
9.9 

11.2 
2.9 
2.3 
6.2 
7.1 
2.2 
3.5 
5.7 
2.5 
8.3 
3.3 

Shareof imports covered
 
by nowtrt tfmeasitr
 

j ,rceot f
 
80.5 
43.4 
38.3 
1b.7 
57.4 
49.2 
43.7 
37.1 
40.8 
65.6 
35.9 
50.8 
63.9 
51.4 

nomic reforms and stabilization has been comple
mented by official nonconcessional finance, both 
multilateral and bilateral. 

A recent study (Hewitt and Killick 1992) of major
donors indicated thataid objectives had proliferated
and grown more diffuse in recent years. Of the ten 
most commonly articulated donor aid objectives, 
more than half are considered non-high priority by 
more than half the major donors whereas threeef
ficient economic management, environmental pro
tection, and observance of human rights and the rule
of law-command widespread support. The corn
mon consistency and feasibility of these objectives
will be an important determinant of the effectiveness 
of aid in coming years. 

Policy implications 

Aid at the end of the Cold War needs rethinking as 
to its rationale and needs reworking as to its ade
quacy and quality. Donor countries should explore 
new ways to augment the slow growth in aid flows
of recent years, should ensure that available aid is
concentrated on the poorest countries and on excep
tional needs in support of reform, and should reduce 
tying, which is a form of protectionism. For some
recipient countries a better alternative to more aid is 
more trade. For recipient developing countries the
stark message is: show a capacity to use aid effec
tively-through both sound economic policy and 
effective governance--or risk losing it. 
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Table 5-3 Estimated effects of trade barrier liberalization in major OECD markets on selected aid.receiving countries' exports 

Aid-receivinS countriv 

Bangladesh 
China 
Dominican Republic 
Haiti4 
Hungary 

IndiaJamaica 
Korea, Republic of 
Malaysia 
Pakistan 
Philippines 
Poland 
Sri Lanka 
Thailand 

- Not available. 

Estimated effects of removal 
of trade barriers value 

(millions of U.S. dollars) 
PercentageTotal increase 

985 104 
12,313 41 

1,712 
 95 

421 100 
581 22 

3,123 
 35
555 
 62 

18,006 44 

1,943 
 16 
1,492 58 
2,820 44 

1,725 
 37 

1,016 
 105 

4,613 
 43 

Projected increase in exp'orts 
as apercent of 

1991 1991debt service ODA assistance 
168 4o
 
146 568 
632 
-
 214 
14 _
 

42 
 18879 
 282 
298 
59 423 
75 126 
82 229 

172 
236 430 
93 623 

Sources: 
a. The projected export expansion ismore than ten times the 1991 value of debt service of ODA assistance.Debt service statistics drawn from the World Bank 1992c; net OOA assistance from OECD 1992a, table 37. Figures include assistancefrom multilateral organizations and Arab countiies. 

Notes 

1. Official Development Assistance consists of flows to 
developing countries and multilateral institutions under-taken by the official sector, with the main objective ofpromoting economic development and welfare and with a
concessional grant element of at least 25 percent. 
2.These figures exclude technical cooperation grants

and apply to all donor aid, including ODA to high-income
countries. Source: OECD/DAC. 

3. Additional exceptional demands have also arisen be-
cause of the drought in Africa: for instance, in December 
1992 Zimbabwe received a US$ 1.4 billion package, fromdonors coordinated by the World Bank, of largely conces-
sional assistance. 

4.Grants and concessional loans to some of the reform-
ing socialist economies are not classified as ODA. Neverthe-
less, the concern remains that they may be funded out of
diverted ODA. 

5. Included under this umbrella are nonconcessional 
bilateral loans disbursed in conjunction with lMprograms
and untied cnfinancing with World Bank structural adjust-
ment loans. 

6. For net OD,\ excluding technical cooperation grants.
Including those gants, the extra requirement would be 19 
percent of 1991 ne,'Y"A. 

7.Fourteen exporters were chosen to reflect the experi-
ence of countries at different stages of development; theyinclude least developed countries such as Bangladesh and 
Haiti as well as more industrialized exporters such as 

Korea and Malaysia. Two Eastern European countries 
(Hungary and Poland) were added to assess the importance of OECD trade barriers that these (former) socialist 
countries face. 

8. Due to major departures from the MFN principle,
developing countries may have conflicting objectives
relating to further Uruguay Round tarift reductions. 
For example, countries benefiting from the csr' or re
ceiving Caribbean Basin lni.ative or Lom, Conven
tion preferences may have a strong incentive to ensure 
that MFN duties are not cu~t further since this would 
reduce current tariffs preferences and result in export 
earnings losses. 

9.Numerous studies that estimated nominal equivalents
for r'Bs indicate that the protective effect is often many
times that of current MEN tariffs. 

10. Although estimates are subject to some margin of
 error, the World Bank-uNCTAD "Software for Market Anal
ysis and Restrictions to Trade" (SMART) model was devel
oped to permit order-of-magnitude projections of trade
barrier effects (see World Bank 1992a, Appendix C for a
description of SMART). The SMART projections incorporate
the effects of tariffs as well as N'7Ds for which reliable ad
valorem equivalents exist. For the present exercise, .-r13

nominal equivalents were drawn (primarily from Laird
and Yeats 1990) for OECD imports of textiles, clothing, foot
wear, iron and steel, sugar, vegetable oils and fats, fish, and 
several agricultural products. 

11. For instance, ministries for foreign affairs, finance,
trade and industry, and economic planning. 
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IDA and the Tenth Replenishment
 

Some 3 billion people, or 60 percent of the world's population, live in 
the poorest countries. Yet many of these countries cannot afford to 
borrow at commercial rates to meet their minimum needs for foreign
exchange in order to develop. The International Development 
Association (IDA), funded by donations by the governments of the 
world's richer countries, is the leading source of aid for these nations.IDA is an affiliate of the World Bank. 

In December, 1992, 34 donor countries agreed to sectors and for projects specifically targeted to reach 
provide IDA with $18 billion to fund its aid operations poor people, which rose from 29 percent in IDA8 to 
for the three years beginning July 1, 1993. This nearly 40 percent in IDA9, will rise. 
funding is called the Tenth Replenishment (IDA 10) Recognizing the central role of women in develop
because it is the tenth time donors have agreed to ment and their contribution to poverty reduction, more 
replenish IDA. Those funds, along with another $4 than half of new IDA operations include actions to
 
billion that is expected from repayments of earlier IDA assist women. This focus will sharpen, and support

credits to its borrowers, will make possible total new 
 will increase for family planning and social services for 
aid from IDA of $22 billion over the three years July 1, women, in particular the education of girls. IDA
1993-1996. This is about the same real amount as the lending for programs in population, health and nutri-

Ninth Replenishment (IDA9), which covers the years 
 tion tripled during IDA9, and will grow further duning 
July 1, 1990-1993. IDA1O. 

Economic Reform: A key prerequisite for sus-
IDA's Program tained poverty reduction is sound economic manage

ment and growth. IDA's approach to helping countries 
The donors agreed that during IDAI0's life IDA restore sound growth combines policy reforms with 

should build on its emphases of poverty reduction, strengthening institutions. About 30 IDA recipient
economic reform and sound management, and environ- countries are pursuing reform programs agreed with 
mentally sustainable development, and supported by IDA. The reforms cover policies

Poverty Reduction: Sustainable poverty reduction such as pricing, tariffs and trade, and interest rates and 
is the central goal of IDA's assistance to recipient credit. Institutional strengthening includes raising the 
countries. IDA's approach to poverty reduction is quality of public sector management, improving the 
twofold: 1)to support a pattern of economic growth civil service, and reforming banking systems and 
which will provide efficient employment and income regulation. 
opportunities for the poor, avoiding subsidies for This broad approach has been complemented by
capital-intensive industry or damaging exploitation of increasingly incorporating social safety nets into 
naturai resources; 2) to support investment in people -- reform programs to protect the poor. Many reform 
in primary health, education, and nutrition -- to enable programs supported by IDA include measures to raise 
the poor to participate in economic growth. Invest- spending on health and education for the poor. 
ments in family planning and in increasing women's IDAI0 will stress other aspects of reform. Devel
access to education are especially important. opment funds are scarce, and an important part of 

IDA will strengthen this approach during IDAI0. IDA's support for economic reform is reviewing public
It will deepen its poverty analysis by completing expenditures. These revie~ws help governments focus on 
poverty assessments (PAs) for all recipient countries -- priority public investments and expenditures. When 
with active government involvement in their prepara- budgets are being cut it is especially important to 
tion -- and it will expand the monitoring of progress in protect essential social services, while delivering 
poverty reduction. Economic reform programs sup- services to the poor more efficiently. Reform programs
ported by IDA will include more specific poverty also need to be compatible with encouraging prodtL;
reduction measures. The share of lending to social tive investment, and the bu!k of IDA's lending will 



continue to be for investment. The IDAIO donors 
indicated as well that they expect that countries would 
ensure that public expenditures reflect development 
priorities and that non-development expenditures, 
including military expenditures, are reduced to the 

maximum extent feasible. 


Sound growth will require a healthy private sector. 
Despite widespread policy reforms, investment remains 
low in many IDA countries. IDA lending for infra-
structure will continue to be a key way to stimulate 
private investment, along w;-, eforms of economic 
incentives and legal and regulatory systems. IDA is 
also conducting, and will report on, assessmnts of the 
private sector in IDA countries, 

Good governance is also critical to implementing
reform. Reform programs vill stress more developing 
the accountability of public institutions, open economic 
policies and decision-making (which reduce corruption
and waste), and a stable and predictable legal frame-
work. 

Environmental Sustainability: Poor countries 
already suffer from acute environmental problems, and 
rapid population growth is adding to the pressures. 
IDA's basic strategy for encouraging environmentally
sustainable development was set out in the World 
Bank's World Development Report 1992. The first

element--policies and programs for reducing poverty

and improving economic efficiency--is at the core of 

IDA's work. The second element--environmentally-

targeted policies, institutional change, and invest-

ments--is of growing importance. The principles of 

sustainable development are being incorporated into 

all aspects of IDA's assistance. 


In the projects it supports, IDA began during IDA9 
to require that recipient countries carry out Environ-
mental Assessments (EAs) at an early stage of project 
design to ensure that alternative approaches are 
considered and that any potentially harmful impact is 
eliminated or adequately addressed. All projects are 
reviewed and classified according to the nature and 
extent of their potential environmental impact, and EAs 
are required where the potential impact is significant, 

Prospective borrovcrs must make EAs available to 
groups in the country that may b. affected by the 
project as well as to local non-governmental organiza-
tions (NGOs), and they must carry out consultations 
with these groups before projects are discussed by 
IDA's Board. This process will be refined during 
IDAI0. 

More broadly, IDA began during IDA9 to work 
with IDA countries to develop national Environmental 
Action Plans (EAPs). The plans identify a country's 

major environmental problems and a strategy and 
program for addressing them. In drawing up these 
plans, countries are encouraged to consult with NGOs 
to help build consensus on the content and implementa
tion of the plans. 

The countries that have already completed their 
EAPs are using them to help guide investments, raise 
funding for environmental projects, and improve 
national policies that affect the environment. IDA 10 
will continue the process and support the implementa
tion of these plans. 

IDA will give particular importance during IDA 10 
to sectors with a key impact on tie environment. There 
is much potential for improving energy efficiency. 
There should be more use of environmentally sustain
able energy strategies that minimize costs, looking at 
demand (especially energy conservation) and alterna
tive supply sources (such as solar, biomass, and small 
hydro). IDA will similarly promote environmentally 
sustainable policies in other sectors, such as transpor
tation, industry, urban rehabilitation, rural develop
ment, small enterprises, and water supply and conser
vation. 

Recipients 

During IDA10, IDA's assistance will continue to 
be restricted to countries which are poor, which cannot 
meet their foreign exchange needs from commercial 
sources, and which demonstrate that they can use the 
funds effectively. In allocating funds among countries 
which meet these criteria, IDA will continue to con
sider a country's size, economic performance, and 
efforts to reduce poverty. 

IDA's funds will be stretched because nine extra 
countries became recipients during IAD9. The IDA10 
donors therefore agreed that the more creditworthy 
recipients that were also able to borrow from the 
World Bank ("blend countries") should rely more on 
the Bank. IDA funds for these countries will be 
directed primarily to reducing poverty or promoting 
environmental sustainability. While funding from the 
Bank and IDA taken together will be more expensive 
for these countries, the agreement will conserve IDA 
resources. This will accomodate new recipients without 
seriously jeopardizing funding for countries without 
alternative financing. The share of IDA funding for 
blend countries is being reduced, therefore, from 400% 
in IDA9 to 30-35% in IDAI0. The regional pattern of 
IDAI0 lending is expected to be broadly similar to 
IDA-9. (Apr. 1993) 
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Statement of Robert S. Gelbard 


for Inter-American Affairs
before the 

Subcommittee 
on Western Hemisphere Affairs
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April 28, 1993 


M. 
Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, thank you forre
this opportunity to discuss our proposed foreign assistance 


budget for Latin America and the Caribbean. 


If there is 
one message I hope you take from my statementre
and our budget proposals, it 
is this: 
 Very often we have 

engaged in this hemisphere in periods of crisis, when the good 


options 
are 
few and the costs to
ragargeOpipnrttuh iiusstyare high.
heom sph re, Todaysin we
e have a
mo estf 

rare opportunity 

resources to 

in developing democratic government, sound economic policies
using modest
 

help consolidate the progress that has been made 


to engage in this hemisphere, 


and a more open trade and investment regime.
neighbors will benefit. Both we and our 


This year s 
request for Security Assistance is 
a
 

transitional budget which reflects the exigencies of
world and our country's commitments to our 
a changing


allies and friends 


in the hemisphere.
assistance substantially, while Preserving
We have cut 
the overallour 
vital
interests. levels of
And we are 
able to do all 
this while shifting 


resources 
to the critical 
areas 
of the former Soviet
inteest. An Union and
o weareabletoal 
 ths wile hifingdifficult

Eastern Europe. 
 For example, the total amount of 
Foreign 


C-

-2-

Military Financing in our hemisphere has gone from $61 million
 

in FY 93 down to $53.9 million in FY 94. 
 Economic Support
 
Funds have dropped from $332.7 million in FY 93
in FY 94. to $256 million
And International Military Education and Training
 

has moved from $12.19 million spent in FY 93
u s 
 of 1 .8 2 m l i n down to a FY 94
 
request of $11.822 
million.
 

Secretary Christopher has outlined three overarching
 
goals that President 


Clinton 
set for U.S. foreign 
policy:
i a z ng t e A
revitalizing r c n e o 
om 
, od 
n z ng ur 
the American economy, modernizing s u i y
our security

structures 
 and encouraging democratic development. 
Our
 

assitaceg
unctional 
categoeriesfitfothsr FMF 
and ESF include
pot regional security
i Theudg 
 e crt
and defense cooperation, 

counternarcotics, 

economic development,
 
o n e 
ar ti 

democratic development, Peacekeeping,
s d 
m c a ic and
ev l p 
 n , p 
a ek 
 p ng a d
 
deminin 
 mET rg 
ts,
ar 
 e nated u e 
 ion o
democracy and human rights, counternarcotics,
stability 
 regional
and defense 
cooperation, 


and promoting 

professional
 

military relationships.
 

History has shown that when Latin America 
and the
 

Caribbean are
are prosperous and stable, we benefit.
troubled 
or impoverished, 
we suffer.
When we invest time,
money and effort When they
to help neighboring democracies with their
 

problems, 
we invest 
in ourselves as 
well. 
 When we
ignore problems 
to our south, we 
also ignore 
our own needs and
 

interests.
 



Urban Economies and National Development 

eirge E.Peterson, Thomas G.Kingsley,
 
aind Jeff'rey P.Telgarsky
 
The Urban Institute
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i-N.I33i)5tEnglisih)O$3.00/PS 10.40/MS 1.75 
This is a report about "urban economic development." The term 
invites nlany interpretations. It is perhaps most commonly used in the 
local sense. When city leaders spcak of formulating an urban 
economic development strategy, their goal is to achieve faster eco-
nolnic growth and generation ofjobs for their own community. At the 
national level, urban economic development policies are often 
understood to mean those that will produce more growth forthe urban 
sector, or those that will favor urbain activities at the expense of rural 
;activities, 

Fron the perspective of a Chaiber of Colmmerce, mayor, or League 
t Citi .•. this focus is understandable. To them, in the short run, i 

may not matter greatly how urban growth is generated, or whether is 
inefficiently diverted from other locations through public policy, 

That is not the perspective of this report. Our concern lies with the 
contribution urban areas can make to national economic growth. If 
this goal is best achieved by having major urban areas grow more 
slowly or assume more of the burden of their own financing against 
the wishes of local tax payers and businesses, we argue that the 
resulting strategy is still desirable national policy and desirable urban 
developnent policy. There should he no presumption that urban 
policy must be pro-urban il the narrow sense of trying to make cities 
htitcr ott relative to the rest of the nation, 
S)nmeof'thelmost importantle,,sons fromnthteexper'ielnce reviewed here

(Mef te mst iporantlessnsxririece rvieed ereromtheis the futility of talking about rural and urban development as if they 
,kere opposing alternatives. Rapid urbanization does go hand in hand 
wilh economic growth, at least Inthe intermediate stages of economic 
development. Attempts to prevent urbanization, by prohibiting
internal migration or freezing the number of business establishments 
in cities. will almost always inflict high economic costs, But this in 
o, way implies abandoning fruitful rural development themes in 

i~imoltane.pr-uranathr~go ermens ad iteratinalia~rof ,mprurhatn stailce. Rather, governments aitd international 
_ donors should strive for policies that enhance market efficiency 

acioss all locations. wvithoul trying to construct a specifically "rural" 
r urban" policy program. 

t''his Ieport attenpts to bridge the gal between "urban policy" and 
'mitional economic policy." and hetween urban development special-
is aind use nmaking or adv ising on macroeconomic decisions. 

The ieport will be useftul. first of all. io those who design urban 
lhn,,ill prograit. on infrastructure projects. and local small busi-

ness policies and programs, Too often, these programs are designed 
as if they stood alone, without reference to anational economy. and 
as if their success could be judged on project terms and not by their 
ability to contribute to national economic development. Local gov
ernment officials, of course, should be myopic to some degree: their 
effectiveness rests on their ability to think first and most vigorously 
about the local community, However, external advisors, whether in 
state or national government or international aid agencies, have the 
obligation to assessihe impacts of local action on the entire country. 

And even local officials must take into account the national market 
realities that constrain their choices. The report serves as introduc
tory guide to the best strategies to use in moving trom a local 
perspective on urban programs to a national market perspective. 

The report will also be useful to those who design or recommtend 
national economic policies. Because cities contain such a high 
concentration ofeconomic activity and politically influential house
holds, the policies adopted toward them have great potential for 
generatinggainsorlossesinnationaleconomicefficiency, Notevery 
national growth strategy needs to have aparallel "urban development 
strategy." But many of the policy prescriptions contained in the 
structural adjustment programs. are played out in cities. Those '..lio 
design and try to implement these prograns need an appreciation ot 
the specifically urban institutions and urrban markets in which ab
stract plans get translated into Ireality.gvr et ffncil o It isonitthing for acentraln intoral Idsiso to olude ta 

cause central government budgets are unbalanced, mre rsponsihilit)' for revenue raising ought ta be delegated to local governmnent: orthat housing and local infrastructure investments should pay for
the thoug locahge hargesua inestes s u ite 
themselves through higher fees. chargand interest rates. Itce%it 
Besides thenpo ,calooiin tob pnent thes pi hneBeides the political opposition to he encountered. the ne%%po!i~es 

area likely to disrupt local miarkets inways that central Lomei meniwitteir mareoic pers a nt a tt 

pated. Many national economic reform progrants have flailed, otbecause they did not make sense at the national scale, but because they 

were incompatible with the way institutiotn%and market, operate at 
the locallevel. This report should help convii ,e national policy mkers 
oftte relevance to national development objectives of such "iim, ind 

bolts" matters as urban land use regulations. housing tioilgage 
finance systetis. and local tax incentives to attract iidusltr. 
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MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE 
SUBCOMMITTEE, THANK YOU FOR CALLING THIS TIMELY HEARING AND 
THANK YOU FOR INVITING NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS LIKE
 
CARE TO SHARE THEIR EXPERIENCE AND RECOMMENDATIONS WITH

THOSE OF YOU WHO BEAR RESPONSIBILITY, WITH THE EXECUTIVE

BRANCH, FOR CRAFTING EFFECTIVE U.S. POLICY ON OVERSEAS

DEVELOPMENT AND HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE.
 

TWENTY OF MY THIRTY-TWO YEARS WITH CARE INCLUDED OVERSEAS
SERVICE, ADMINISTERING BOTH DEVELOPMENT AND RELIEF PROGRAMS 
IN THE FIELD, TNCLUDING FOOD AID PROGRAMS, IN INDIA,
 
PAKISTAN, EGYPT, POLAND AND THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC.
 

HISTORICALLY, THE UNITED STATI:s HAS PLAYED A SIGNIFICANT
HUNGER ISSUES AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS: 
 ROLE IN MEETING THE FOOD NEZOS OF VULNERABLE GROUPSA NEW U.S. PROGRAM FOR INTERNATIONAL IN POOR
FOOD INSECURE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES THAT WEREDEVELOPMENT AND COOPERATION NOT
ABLE TO GROW OR COMMERICIALLY PURCHASE OR IMPORT ADEQUATE 
FOOD TObefore the 

MEET THE BASIC FOOD NEEDS OF THEIR PEOPLZ TO LIVEHEALTHY AND PRODUCTIVE LIVES. 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON FOREIGN AGRICULTURE AND HUNGER FOOD AID FROM DONOR COUNTRIES LIKE THE U.S. WAS REGARDED AS

A SHORT TERM PALLIATIVE
of the AND NOT A LONG TERM RESPONSE TO THE

CHALLENGE OF HOW WE ENGAGE THE POOR IN THE PROCESS OF
 
SUSTAINABLEH3USE AGRICULTURE COMMITTEE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. TO THE EXTENT THAT FOODAID CAN BECOME A POWERFUL INSTRUMENT AND FORCE FOR IMPROVING 
THE HEALTH AND PRODUCTIVE CAPACITIESAPRIL 29, 1993 OF POOR PEOPLE, IT HASA VALUABLE ROLE TO PLAY IN INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT,
 
PARTICULARLY GLOBALBY AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT. FOR EXAMPLE,THE POTENTIAL FOR EXPANDING U.S. AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS WILL 
LARGELY DEPEND ON INCREASED DEMAND FROM DEVELOPING COUNTRIESWHICH INCHARLES SYKES, VICE-PRESIDENT OF CARE TURN DEPENDS NOT ON INCREASED DEMAND OF ELITES, BUTSTEADY IMPROVEMENT OF THE ECONOMIC STATUS OF THE POOR. 

THE ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF THIS PROGRAM ARE INDEED QUITE
SIGNIFICANT TO THE UNITED STATES. 
 75% OF U.S. FOOD AID MUST 
BE DELIVERED ON U.S.FLAG VESSELS. OTHER SUBSTANTIAL 
ECONOMIC ACTIVITY GENERATED BY THIS PROGRAM IN THE UNITED 
STATES ACCRUE TO U.S. FOOD PROCESSORS, RAIL AND BARGE 
TRANSPORTERS, BAG MANUFACTURERS AND STEVEDORE UNIONS.
 

THE NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS [NGOS], 
LIKE CARE,
CATHOLIC RELIEF SERVICES, THE NATIONAL COOPERATIVE BUSINESS
 
ASSOC1 ATION AND THE WORLD FOOD PROGRAM OF THE UNITED NATIONS
 
OBTAIN FOOD COMMODITIES TO CARRY OUT PROGRAMS UNDER TITLE
II-THE EMERGENCY AND PRIVATE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS. 
 IT IS THE
EXPERIENCE OF THE NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS OR NGOS
 
WHICH I WOULD LIKE TO SHARE WITH YOU TODAY.
 

*WHAT DO WE KNOW AND WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED ABOUT THE ROLE OF 
FOOD AID IN PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT, WHAT ARE ITS

SHORTCOMINGS AND FINALLY WHAT ARE THE CRITICAL POLICY
CONCERNS WHICH SHOULD BE ADDRESSED BY THIS COMMITTEE IN THE
 
DECADE OF THE 1990S?
 



WHAT DO WE KNOW AND WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED ABOUTSINCE ITS INCEPTION?: FOOD AID 

IN THE LATE 1970S SOME POLEMICISTS RAISED SERIOUS DOUBTS 

ABOUT THE USEFULNESS OF FOOD AID AS AN EFFECTIVE RESOURCE 

EXCEPT IN THE CASE OF EMERGENCIES AND LIFE THREATENING
 
SITUATIONS. THE PAUCITY OF WELL DOCUMENTED FIELD 

EVALUATIONS ON FOOD AID SUPPORTED PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS 

RAISED DOUBTS IN THE MINDS OF THE PUBLIC AND POLICY MAKERS 

ALIKE. WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED ABOUT FOOD AIn OVER THE LAST 
DECADE WITH RESPECT TO ITS UTILITY AS A DEVELOPMENT 

RESOURCE? 

*WE'VE LEARNED THAT A VERY MODEST DAILY RATION PER STUDENT 
OF 100 GRAMS OF FOOD SERVED AT POOR RURAL AND URBAN PRIMARY 
SCHOOLS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES HAS A SIGNIFICANT POSITIVE 

IMPACT ON ENROLLMENT, ATTENDANCE AND RETENTION, PARTICULARLY
 
AMONGST GIRLS AND THAT FEMALE LITERACY HAS A DIRECT LONG 
TERM POSITIVE RELATIONSHIP WITH IMPROVED FAMILY NUTRITION 
AND HEALTH, AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION AND FERTILITY. 

WE'VE LEARNED THAT A MODEST 90 GRAM DAILY SUPPLEMENT OF FOOD 
FOR PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN IN INDIA, WHEN COMBINED WITH
 
IMMUNIZATION AND ANTENATAL CARE, CAN HAVE A DRAMATIC EFFECT 
IN REDUCING CHILD MORTALITY. IN SUCH PROGRAMS, THERE IS 

EVIDENCE OF SIGNIFICANT DECLINE IN SEVERE AND MODERATE 
MALNUTRITION. iOR EXAMPLE, IN INDIA SEVERE MALNUTRITION 

DROPPED FROM 20.5 PER CENT TO 6.6 PE, CE;NT FROM 1976 TO 1990 
IN INDIA'S INTEGRATED CHILD DEVELOPMENT SERVICES PROGRAM. 
*WE'VE LEARNED THAT WELL DESIGNED FOOD-FOR-WORK PROJECTS 
HAVE A DIRECT POSITIVE IMPACT ON RURAL EMPLOYMENT, INCOME 
AND FOOD CONSUMPTION LEVELS WHILE THE PROJECTS THEMSELVES, 
SUCH AS THE CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF 
VILLAGE-TO-MARKET ROADS, IRRIGATiON CANALS AND GRAIN STORAGE 
FACILITIES CREATE NEW AND LASTING JOBS WHICH STRENGTHEN 
RURAL AGRICULTURAL ECONOMIES. 


*WE'VE LEARNED THAT SLUM IMPROVEMENT FOOD-FOR-WORK PROJECTS 
HAVE NOT ONLY HELPED PROTECT LOW INCOME URBAN DWELLERS FROM 

BASIC COMMODITY PRICE INCREASES DURING PERIODS OF RAPID 

INFLATION AND STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT. MORE IMPORTANTLY, SUCH 

PROJECTS HAVE IMPROVED THE LIVING AND HEALTH CONDITIONS IN 

THESE BLIGHTED COMMUNITIES AND STIMULATED COMMUNITY 

DEVELOPMENT ACTIONS WHICH WENT FAR BEYOND THE ORIGINAL 

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECTS. 
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*WE'VE LEARNED THAT WOMEN PLAY A CRITICAL ROLE IN THESUCCESS OF FOOD AID SUPPORTED PROJECTS-SUCH ROLES AS
 
ORGANIZERS, FOOD PREPARERS, TEACHERS, HEALTH PROMOTERS AND
 
WORKERS AND AS FOOD PRODUCERS.
 

*WE'VE LEARNED THAT FOOD AID CAN HELP PROMOTE BOTH FOOD AND
 
NUTRITION SECURITY AND THAT FOR MOST OF THE WORLD'S
 
POPULATION, FOOD AND NUTRITION SECURITY [INCLUDING SAFE
 
DRINKING WATER] ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT AND FUNDAMENTAL 
ASPECTS OF NATIONAL AND GLOBAL SECURITY.
 
*WE'VE LEARNED IN INDIA THAT FOOD AID CAN CONTRIBUTE 
POSITIVELY TO MACRO-FOOD SECURITY AND BASIC COMMODITY PRICE 
STABILITY WITHOUT HAVING ANY DISINCENTIVE EFFECTS ON LOCAL 
PRODUCTION.
 

*WE'VE LEARNED THAT THE MORE CAREFULLY DESIGNED, WELL 
MANAGED AND PURPOSEFUL PROJECTS OF NGOS AND THE WORLD FOOD 
PROGRAM ARE MUCH MORE LIKELY TO REACH VULNERABLE GROUPS IN 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES THAN ANY OTHER TYPES OF FOOD AID 
PROGRAMS. 

*WE'VE LEARNED THAT NON-EMERGENCY FOOD AID IS FAR MORE 
EFFECTIVE WHEN FULLY INTEGRATED INTO PROJECTS WHICH HAVE
 
SIGNIFICANT CAPITAL BUDGETS AND WELL DEFINED OBJECTIVES-NOT 
IN ISOLATION FROM OTHER INPUTS.
 

*WITH RESPECT TO EMERGENCY PROGRAMS, THE NGOS HAVE LEARNED
 
TEAT FOOD AID IS OFTEN THE ONLY RESOURCE WHICH CAN 
EFFECTIVELY RESPOND TO HUMAN NEEDS IN CASES OF DROUGHT AND 
FAMINE. IN SUCH PROGRAMS, THE FOOD AID RATIONS ARE 
SUBSTANTIALLY LARGER BECAUSE IT IS FREQUENTLY THE ONLY FOOD 
AVAILABLE TO PEOPLE. FOR EXAMPLE IN SOMALIA, THE DAILY 
RATION PER ADULT IS 400 GRAMS OF GRAIN WHILE CHILDREN 
RECEIVE SPECIAL HIGH PROTEIN, CEREAL-BASED PROCESSED OF
 
FOODS. 

THE NEWEST FOOD AID MODALITY, AUTHORIZED BY THIS COMMITTEE
 
IN 1990, FOR USE BY NGOS IS MONETIZATION [SALE FOR LOCAL 
CURRENCY], WITH THE LOCAL CURRENCY BEING USED TO MEET THE 
FOOD SECURITY OBJECTIVES OF PUBLIC LAW 480. THE CURRENCY 
GENERATED BY MONETIZATION IS USED FOR TWO PURPOSES, [1] TO 
COVER INTERNAL TRANSPORT, STORAGE AND TRANSPORT COSTS 
OTHERWISE NOT COVERED BY RECIPIENT COUNTRIES AND [2] TO 
IMPLEMENT INCOME GENERATING, NUTRITION AND HEALTH, COMMUNITY 
AND COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT AND OTHER DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS 
AND ACTIVITIES WITHIN RECIPIENT COUNTRIES.
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THE SHORTCOMINGS AND DANGERS OF FOOD AID: 


*FOOD AID SUPPORTED PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS ARE MANAGEMENT 

INTENSIVE; THE SHIPPING, TIMING, PORT CLEARANCE AND IN 

-COUNTRY ACCOUNTING RESPONSIBILITIES AND REQUIREMENTS ARE 

MUCH MORE DEMANDING THAN OTHER FORMS OF INTERNATIONAL 

ASSISTANCE. 


*FOOD AID CAN BE A DANGEROUS RESOURCE TO MANAGE IN THAT IT
IS FUNGIBLE AND HAS THE POTENTIAL FOR SPOILAGE AND DAMAGE. 


*FOOD AID IS REGARDED BY MANY DEVELOPMENT PROFESSIONALS AS A 
RESOURCE OF SECOND CHOICE AND MANY ARE FRIGHTENED AWAY FROM 

USING 
IT BECAUSE OF THE STRINGENT AUDIT REQUIREMENTS 

ASSOCIATED WITH FOOD AID AND THE DANGERS ALLUDED TO ABOVE. 


*THE GENERALLY NEGATIVE ATTITUDE AND VIEW OF FOOD AID 
EFFECTS DECISION MAKING IN THE AGENCIES RESPONSIBLE FOR ITS
OVERSIGHT AND MANAGEMENT. 

*FOOD AID CAN HAVE A DISINCENTIVE EFFECT ON LOCAL 
AGRICULTURE BY DEPRESSING THE PRICES OF LOCALLY PRODUCED 

FOODS, PARTICULARLY THE ARRIVAL AND DISTRIBUTION OF LARGE 
FOOD AID SHIPMENTS AT THE TIME OF CEREAL HARVEST IN 

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES AND DURING THE TRANSITION FROM 
EMERGENCY TO RECONSTRUCTION REHABILITATIONAND PROGRAMS. 

---------------------------------------------------------..-


FROM OUR EXPERIENCE WITH FOOD AID, CAN CLASSIFY FOODWE AID 
PROGRAMS INTO SEVERAL CATEGORIES: 

EDUCATION AND COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT: IMPROVING THE VALUE
AND POTENTIAL OF HUMAN CAPITAL, I.E., PROGRAMS WHICH HAVE 
LITERACY, WITH ITS HIGH BUT DEFERRED RATE CF RETURN, AS 
THEIR MAJOR OBJECTIVE. 

INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENT: THE UPGRADING AND MAINTENANCE 
OF RURAL FEEDER ROADS, THE CONSTRUCTION OF MINOR IRRIGATION 
WORKS, THE REFORESTING AND CARE OF FRAGILE SOILS, LAND 
RECLAMATION AND DRAINAGE AND WASTE DISPOSAL IN URBAN SLUMS 
ARE BUT A FEW EXAMPLES OF PROGRAMS IN WHICH FOOD AID CAN 
SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCE CAPITAL COSTS OF SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS. 
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CHILD SURVIVAL AND POPULATION: FOOD AID, WHEN FULLY
INTEGRATED WITH LOW-COST HEALTH COMPONENTS, E.G.,

IMMUNIZATION, ORAL REHYDRATION, BREAST FEEDING AND GROWTH
 
MONITORING, CAN BE HIGHLY EFFECTIVE IN 
ENABLING CHILDREN TO
 
NOT ONLY SURVIVE BUT ALSO REALIZE THEIR FULL GENETIC
 
POTENTIAL. 
WHEN COMBINED WITH FAMILY PLANNING EDUCATION AND
 
SERVICES, THESE PROGRAMS CAN HAVE DRAMATIC IMPACT IN
 
REDUCING BIRTH RATES.
 

EMERGENCIES: 
 DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS, EMERGENCIES HAVE
OCCURRED WITH GREATER FREQUENCY AND INTENSITY. IN MOST
 
CASES, BUT ESPECIALLY IN FAMINE SITUATIONS, FOOD AID IS AN
 
INDISPENSABLE RESOURCE TO COMBAT ACUTE HUNGER AND
 
STARVATION. IN RECENT YEARS, EMERGENCIES HAVE ALSO BEEN
 
ACCOMPANIED BY SO CALLED "LOW INTENSITY" WARS AND THE
COLLAPSE OF CIVIL AUTHORITY, MAKING THE WORK OF NGOS AND
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS GREAT MOREA DEAL RISKY.. 

INCOME GENERATING, COMMUNITY AND COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY MONETIZATION: IN ADDITION TO ADDINGTO THE NET AVAILABILITY OF SCARCE ESSENTIAL FOOD COMMODITIES 
IN FOOD INSECURE COUNTRIES, MONETIZATION ALLOWS NGOS TO
 
GENERATE THE CAPITAL NECESSARY TO ADDRESS THE ROOT CAUSES OF
 
FOOD INSECURITY BY INCREASING THE PRODUCTION AND INCOMES OF
 
POOR AND VULNERABLE GROUPS AND ENCOURAGING THE FORMATION OP 
COMMUNITY AND COOPERATIVE GROUPS. 

*OUR OBSERVATIONS OF THE CONCESSIONAL SALES PROGRPiMS OF THE
 
U.S. GOVERNMENT AND OTHER OECD COUNTRIES, ARE THAT THERE ISCONSIDERABLE SCOPE FOR IMPROVING THE TARGETING OF 
ECONOMICALLY AND NUTRITIONALLY VULNERABLE GROUPS. 

KEY POLICY CONCERNS DESERVING THE ATTENTION OF THE HOUSE 
AGRICULTURE COMMITTEE DURING THE 103RD CONGr<ESS AND IN 
PREPARATION FOR THE PUBLIC LAW 480 /FARM BILL REAUTHORIZATION 
IN THEn] 104TH CONGRESS: 

1. THE INTEGRATION OF FOOD AID WITH THE FOREIGN ASSISTANCE 
ACT. AS THE FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT IS REVISED, THE 103RD 
CONGRESS SHOULD CONSIDER INTEGRATION OF FOOD AID AND 
DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE POLICIES, AND THE COORDINATION OF 
THESE PROGRAMS WHERE APPROPRIATE, TO ACHIEVE THE GOALS OF 
FOOD SECURITY, POVERTY REDUCTION AND ENHANCED OPPORTUNITIES 

FOR ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED PEOPLE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE
 
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS.
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THE HOUSE AGRICULTURE AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS COMMITTEES SHARE
JURISDICTION OVER PUBLIC LAW 480. f, 
APPROXIMATELY 10
 OF OUR
INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE IS 

IS 

IN THE FORM OF FOOD AID. THERE
NO MENTION nR CROSS REFERENCE IN EITHER THE FOREIGN

ASSISTANCE OR P.L. 480 AUTHORIZATION LEGISLATION WHICH SEEKS
TO 
INTEGRATE THZ DEVELOPMENT AND HUMANITARIAN RESOURCES MADE
AVAILABLE IN THE 
FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT AND THE FOOD AID
RESOURCES MADE AVAIlABLE UNDER PUBLIC LAW 480. 
 A JOINT
POLIC7 WORKING GROUP, WITH MEMBERSHIP FROM BOTH COMMITTEES,

SHOULD BE FORMED TO DEVELOP A COMMON POLICY STATEMENT FOR
INCLUSION IN FUTURE INTERNATICNAL ASSISTANCE AND PUBLIC LAW
480 AUTHORIZATION BILLS. 
 TIC NGOS ARE PREPARED WORK WITH
THE COMMITTEE IN THIS EFFORT. 


1. CREATION OF A INTERNATIONAL CEREALS RESERVE TO PROTECTAGAINST GLOBAL FA.INE AND DROUGHT, WITH CONTRIBUTIONS FROM 

THE PRINCIPAL GRAIN PRODUCING COUNTRIES
 
THIS IS NOT A NEW IDEA. IN 1979-80, THE SENIOR MEMBERS OF
THIS COMMITTEE WILL REMEMBER THEY SET UP A 
U.S. WHEAT

RESERVE OF 4 MILLION METRIC TONS OF WHICH 300,000 METRIC
TONS COULD BE PROGRAMMED IN ANY FISCAL YEAR, THROUGH
NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS, TO MEET EMERGENCY NEEDS INDEVELOPING COUNTRIES. THE INTERNATIONAL CEREALS RESERVE

WOULD BE ADMINISTERED 
 BY THE DONOR COUNTRIES TO THE RESERVE,
INCLUDING DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.WILL RENEW ITS EFFORTS TO WE HOPE THAT THE COMMITTEEESTPBLISH AN INTERNATIONAL CEREALS 

RESERVE IN THIS SESSION OF CONGRESS. 

3. REMEDIES FOR CHRONIC AND ACUTE FOOD INSECURITY.
THE 103RD CONGRESS SHOULD CONSIDER POLICY AND PROCEDURAL 

OPTIONS 
-nR RESPONDING TO ACUTE SHORTAGES AND EMERGENCIES
WITHOUT '.,TRUPTINGOTHER PROGRAMS OF ASSISTANCE THAT TARGET 

SOF CHRONIC FOOD INSECURITY. 

TITLE II OF PUBLIC LAW 480 IS ENTITLED 'EMERGENCY AND

PRIVATE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS" 
 FOR GOOD REASON. ESSENTIALLYTHIS TITLE DEMONSTRATES CONGRESS' AND THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH'SHISTORIC RELATIONSHIP WITH THE UNITED STATES

NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS AND THE WORLD FOOD PROGRAM IN
RESPONDING TO GLOBAL FOOD SECURITY, HUMANITARIAN AND
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS 
IN THE POOREST COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD.
GLOBAL FOOD AID NEEDS ARE EXPECTED TO DOUBLE DURING THIS
 
DECADE.
 

THE MAGNITUDE AND FREQUENCY OF ACUTE EMERGENCIES ARE MUCH
GREATER THAN ANY OF US WOULD HAVE ANTICIPATED-WITNESS THE
SOUTHERN AFRICAN DROUGHT, SOMALIA, SUDAN, MOZAMBIQUE, 

ANGOLA, BOSNIA, BANGLADESH, HAITI EMERGENCIES. 
 ON THE OTHER
HAND THERE ARE MANY NON-EMERGENCY PROGRAMS WHERE CHRONIC
MALNUTRITION STILL CLAIM THE LIVES OF SOME 40,000 
CHILDREN
 
DAILY.
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DURING THIS FISCAL YEAR, TITLE II 
CALLS FOR THE PROGRAMMING
A MINIMUM OF 1.5 
MILLION METRIC TONS FOR NON-EMERGENCY
 
PROGRAMS, WITH 475,000 METRIC TONS SET ASIDE FOR
EMERGENCIES. 
DURING PREVIOUS YEARS, WE HAVE BEEN ABLE TO
DRAW ON OTHER AUTHORITIES AND POOLS OF RESOURCES SUCH

SECTION 416 COMMODITIES, HELD BY THE COMMODITY CREDIT
COOPERATION [CCC] 
AND MADE AVAILABLE BY THE SECRETARY OF
AGRICULTURE, TO MEET EMERGENCY AND DOMESTIC AND OVERSEAS
NEEDS. 
HOWEVER, THE POOL OF COMMODITIES AVAILABLE FROM USDA
UNDER SECTION 416 
[B] HAS DIMINISHED AND VARIES IN
COMPOSITION FROM YEAR TO 
YEAR. IN ADDITION TO SECTION 416
[B], THERE ARE OTHER OPTIONS AVAILABLE TO POLICY MAKERS SUCH
AS TITLE III 
OR FOR EXTREME EMERGENCIES, EMERGENCY
 
SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATIONS.
OTHER DONOR COUNTRIES IS MOREOVER, COORDINATION WITH
ESSENTIAL FOR TIMELY AND
APPROPRIATE RESPONSE TO DISASTERS.
 
4. IN DECEMB3ER OF 1992, THE UNITED STATES WAS ONE OF 159
 
NATIONS TO SIGN THE WORLD DECLARATION ON NUTRITION AND THE
PLAN OF ACTION AT THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON NUTRITION

IN ROME; BOTH DOCUMENTS HAVE 
NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL

POLICY IMPLICATIONS FOR THE UNITED STATES. 
WE RECOMMEND
THAT THE COMMITTEE SCHEDULE HEARINGS ON IMPLEMENTATING BOTHTHE DECLARATION AND THE NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL PLANS OFACTION EARLy IN THIS SESSION. 

THESE ARE THE POLICY ISSUES WE WOULD LIKE TO TABLE FOR THE

COMMITTEE'S CONSIDERATION DURING THE 103RD CONGRESS. 
WE ARE
PREPARED TO WORK CLOSELY WITH THE COMMITTEE AND THE
 
ADMINISTRATION IN HELPING TO CRAFT AND IMPLEMENT THESE
POLICY OPTIONS.
 

THE NGOS ARE AT THE DISPOSAL OF THE NEW MEMBERS OF COMMITTEE
 
TO DISCUSS FURTHER THE FIELD OPERATIONS OF THE PROGRAM AND
THE POLICY ISSUES WHICHNGOS IN THE FIELD. EFFECT FOOD AID PROGRAMS MANAGED BY 
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Overview 


People's participation is becoming the cen-
tral issue of our time. The democratic tran-
sition in many developing countries, the 
collapse of many socialist regimes, and the 
worldwide emergence of people's organiza-
tions-these are all part of a historic 
change, not just isolated events, 

People today have an urge-an impa-
tient urge-to participate in the events and 
processes that shape their lives. And that 
impatience brings- many dangers and op-
portunities. It can dissolve into anarchy,
ethnic violence or social disintegration. But 
if properly nurtured in a responsive nation-
al and global framework, it can also become 
a source of tremendous vitality and innova-
don for the creation of new and more just
societies, 

The dangers arise as the irresistible urge
for participation dashes with inflexible sys-
tems. Although the achievements in human 
development have been significant during
the past three decades, the reality is contin-
uing exclusion. More than a billion of the 
world's people still languish in absolute 
poverty, and the poorest fifth find that the 
richest fifth enjoy more than 150 times their 
incomc. Women still earn only half as much 
as men-and despite constituting more 
than half the votes, have great difficulty se-
curing even 10% representation in parlia. 
ments. Rural people in developing
countries still receive less than half the in-
come opportunities and social services 
available to their urban counterparts. Many 
ethnic minorities still live like a separate ra-
tion within their own countries. And politi-
cal and economic democracy is still a 
reluctant process in several countries. Our
world is still a world of difference. 

But many new windows of opportunity 
are opening. Global military spending is be-

ginning to decline for the first time since the
Second World War. The cold war in East-
West relations is over, and there is a good 
chance of phasing it out in the developing 
world. The ideological battles of die past 
are being replAced by a more pragmatic 
partnership between market efficiency and 
social compassion. The rising environmen
tal threat is reminding humanity of both its 
vulnerability and its compulsion for corn
mon survival on a fragile p!aaet. People are 
beginning to move to centre stage in na
tional and global dialogues. There are times 
in history when the human voice has spoken
out with surprising force. These past few 
years have marked just such a watershed. 

Humanity must choose between these 
dangers and opportunities. But the!e really 
is no choice, for the future of ourplanet de
pends on grasping the opportunities. 

Many old concepts must now be radi. 
cally revised. Security should be reinter
preted as security for people, not security
for land. Development must be woven 
around people, not people around develop
ment-and it should empower individuals 
Pnd groups rather than disempower them. 
And development cooperation should fo
cus directly on people, not just on nation. 
states.
 

Many of the old institutions of civil so
ciety need to be rebuilt-and many new 
ones created. And because future conflicts 
may well be between people rather than be. 
tween states, national and international in
stitutions will need to accommodate much 
more diversity and difference- 71to open 
many more avenues for constructive partic
ipation. 

All this will take time, for participation 
is a process, not an event. It will proceed at 
different speeds for different countries and 
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Our economic assistance encourages further economic
 
In order to build democracy and defend human rights, we
 

reform. It helps address basic human needs -- food, medicine
 

need to provide aid to develop democratic institutions.
 
-- and gives governments a breathing zpace trbbuild support for 

Democracy begins at the ballot box, but it doesn't end there.
 
reform. It provides funds to protect the environmenc and
 

fair and
 
it depends on effective and independent 

legislatures; 

improve child survival at the same time as they lock in
 

that know
 
efficient justice systems; police 

and military forces 


openings to trade and investment.
 
their role in a desocracy and respect it; news media that
 

report the bad as well as the good; political parties, labor
 
In addition to democracy and free markets, ot~r aid
 

unions, business associations, educational 
and activist groups
 

addresses other issues that cross national bordets and demand
 
to collect and transmit the voice of the people. Our
 

our attention in the post-Cold War world. Foremost among these
 
assistance programs are designed to respond to these needs,
 is the threat of narcotics trafficking and consumption, which
 

lawmakers, judges, court officials, police,
with training for 

endanger not just our society but also the democvacies of Latin
 

journalists, those in the military and nongovernmental
 
America and the Caribbean. Drugs breed violence, *zorruption
 

organizations -- and even election officials.
 
and instability. Most of our military aid to the region goes
 

to support antinarcotics efforts. Our counterrnarcotics policy
 
We also need to support the popularly elected leaders of
 

is under review and its focus may change; still, we will
 
Latin America and the Caribbean as they carry out an
 

continue to work with our neighbors, especially in the Andean
 
unprecedented era of economic reform. After a decade where
 

region, as they face the threats of drug trafficking and
 
population growth outpaced economic growth, we have seen two
 

consumption.
 
consecutive years of real percapita economic growth. Inflation
 

has been cut in half and tariffs slashed since 1991. The
 
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we ask the Congress to
 

region saw a net capital inflow of $57 billion last year. This
 
approve this budget request to keep the United States fully
 

good news was not confined to our neighbors; the United States
 
engaged in this hemisphere at a time of unprecedented
 

got its share. Latin America and the Caribbean is our
 
opportunity. To a degree unknown in recent years, we and our
 

fastest-growing export market. Our exports to the region
 
neighbors agree on basic policy goals and on ways to cooperate
 

increased 17 percent last year, to $74 bil:ion. U.S.
 
to achieve them. If we engage actively, we can help this
 

investment in the region in 1991 stood at $77 billion,
 
hemisphere to defend and strengthen democracy, and to bring the
 

representing three-quarters of our total investment in
 

developing countries.
 
economic and social benefits of tree societies to all
 

citizens. That is a challenge worthy of our values, and
 

deserving of our strong support.
 



regions, and its form and extent will vary 
from one stage of development to another. 
That is why it is necessary to #ddress not 
only the levels of participation, but also 
whether participation isincreasing. What is 

.. important is that the impulses for participa. 
tion be understood and nurured. 

The implications of widespread partici-
pation are profound-embracing every as-
pect of development. Markets need to be 
reformed to offer everyone access to the 
benefits they can bring. Governance needs 

I....,? ewice/)ts o/f to be decentralized to allow greater access 
't, . to decision-making. And community orga-

. "nizations need to be allowed to exert grow-
'he O* ing influence on national and international 

,.eopk[ O,,nO O issues. 
This Report explores these themes in 

some detail. But it is not the details that 
matter. It is the overall vision of societies 
built around people's genuine needs. This 
calls for at least five new pillan ofa people. 
centredworldorder: 
* New concepts of human security 
* New models of sustainable human de-
velopment 
• New partnerships between state and 
markets 
* New patterns of national and global 

4,.governance 
• New forms of international cooperation. 

1. New concepts of human security must 
stress the security of people, not only of 
nations, 

The concept of security must change--
from an exclusive stress on national securi-
ty to a much greater stress on people's 
security, from security through armaments 
to security, through human development, 
from territorial security to food, employ-
ment and environmental security. 

The world has already rmuide a good 
start: . 

Global -military expenditures have de-
dined cumulatively by around $240 billion 
since 1987. 
* Nuclear warheads will be cut by two-
thirds by the year 2003 as aresult of the re-
cent US-Russia agreement. 
" More than two million people have 
been demolbilized from the armed forces 
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since the beginning of the 1990s. 
Defence industries are expected to have 

cut nearlya fourth oftheirworkforce by 1998. 
., This is a beginning, but a formidable 
agenda still awaits policy-makers. 

Ule defence cuts tofinance human devel
opment-Despite major reductions in arms 
expenditure, the expected peace dividend 
inindustrial countries has yet to materialize. 
A dose link must be created between de
fence cuts and the unfinished social agen
das in these countries. 

Easethe'transitionfrom defence to civilian 
production-Industrialcountries need to 
plan the transition to a peace economy by 
retraining defence workers and creating 
more jobs for them in the civilian sector. 
Unless this isdone, there will be pressures 
to give fuirther export subsidies to the arms 
industries-pressures that several industri
al countries have already succumbed to. 
This way of easing the adjustment problems
of today's defence industry isbound to lead 
to enhanced conflict and deferred human 
progress in the developing world. It isirre
sponsible to entice poor countries to buy
expensive military toys at the same time 
they are advised to reduce military spend
ing. For developing countries, even partial 
demobilization of their standing armies will 
require large-scale job creation. 
o Accelerate disarmamentin the developing
world-Although the cold war has ended 
between the East and the West, it remains 
to be phased out in the developing world. If 
developing countries merely froze their rail
itary spending at the 1990 level during the 
next decade, this would release nearly $100 
billion for!itheir essential human develop
ment agendas-which, combined with the' 
restructuring of aid allocations proposed 
later, will be enough for universal liteiacy, 
primary health care and safe drinldngwater 
by the year 2000. This will also require some 
major initiative from industrial countries. 
Needed especially are time-bound targets 
to phase out military bases and military 
assistance, internationally monitored re
straints on military shipments, and an en
lightened donor-recipient policy dialogue 
on reductions inmilitary spending. 
- Forge new regional and international 
alliancesforpeace-Preventivediplomacy is 
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needed to diffuse tensions around the globe 
befbre there are blowups. This demands a 
new role for the United Nations, not just in 
peacekeeping but in peacemaking and 
peacebuilding. After all, an ounce of pre. 
vention is better than a ton of punishment. 
During 1992, the UN had to intervene in 
several internal conflicts, from Bosnia to 
Somalia, and the number of UN soldiers 
quadrupled to more than 50,000. With con-
flicts in countries displacing those between 
them, the time has probably arrived for the 
UN to have a permanent military force, 
mainly for the new goal of peacemaking. 
But military force is only a short-term 
response. The long-term solution is faster 
economic development, greater social jus-
rice and more people's participation. The 
new concepts of human security demand 
people-centred development, not soldiers 
in uniform. 

2. New models ofsustainable human de-
velopment are needed-to invest in hu.-
man potential and to create an enabling 
environment for the full use of human 
capabilities, 

The purpose of development isto widen the 
range of people's choices. Income is one of 
those choices-but it isnot the sum-total of 
human life. 

Human development isdevelopment of 
the people for the people by the people. 
Development ofthe people means investir 4 
in human capabilities, whether in education 
or health or skills, so that they can work pro-
ductively and creatively. Development for 
the people means ensuring that the. eco-
nomic growth they genera is distributed 
widely and fairly. Earlier Human Develop-
ment Reports (1990-92) concentrated on 
these first two components. This Report ad-
vances the argument by concentrating on 
development by the people-on giving 
everyone a chance to participate. 

The most efficient form ofparticipation 
through the market is access to productive 
and remunerative employment. So, the 
main objective of human development stra-
tegies must be to generate productive em-
ployment. It has long been assumed that 
pursuing economic growth through increas-

ing output would necessarily increase em
ployment. This clearly has -not happened. 
Over the past three decades, the growth 
rate for employment in developing coun
tries has been about half that for output. 
And as output rose in many OECD coun
tries in the last decade, emplogment lagged 
behind. 11O projections for the next 
decade hold no comfort. On present trends, 
employment's growth will continue to lag 
far behind that of both output and the 
labour force. 

We are witnessing a new and disturbing VJ; . ; .::,.'! . 
phenomenon: jobless growh. And policy- 4,. 
makers the world uver are searching for 
development strategies that combine eco
nomic growth with more job opportunities. 
No comprehensive programme has yet 
emerged, but governments can do several 
things to increase employment. Govern
ments can: 
° Invest generously in basic education, rel
evant skills and worker retraining. 

iberate private enterprise and make 
markets more accessible to everyone. 
° Support small-scale enterprises and in
formal employment, mainly through reform 
of the credit system and fiscal incentives. 
° Create an efficient service economy for 
the future by investing in the new skills re
quired. 
a Encourage labour-intensive technolo
gies, especially through tax incentives. 

Extend employment safety nets through 
labour-intensive public works programmes 
in periods of major economic distress. 
° Reconsider the concept of work and the 
duration of the work week, with a view to 
sharing existing work opportunities. 

Policy-makers are searching not only 
for development models that are people
centred. They also want development to be 
more sustainable--to protect the options of 
future generations. This means that the 
conventional definition of capital must be 
broadened beyond physical capital to in
dude human and natural capital. 

The supposed choice between Lconom
ic growth and sustaining the environment is 
false and dangerous. Growth is imperative 
if poverty is to be reduced. But the distrib
ution of growth must change, and it must 
become less wasteful ofnatural resources in 
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both rich and poor nations. The new mod- Preconditons-Peopleneed the educa
els ofdevelopment must also recognize that don and health standards to take advantage 
poverty isone of the greatest threats to the of market opportunities. Also needed is a 
environment. That iswhy itisas important reasonable distribution of productive as
to address the "silent emergendes* of pov- sets (particularly land) so that people do 
erty (water pollution, land deg,adation, en- not come to the market with totally unequal 
vironxnenal diseases) as itisto focus on the' buying or selling power:Since poorer peo
"loud emergencies" (global warng, ozone pie often have very little access to credit, 
depletion) that usually dominate the head- governments need to reform their credit 
lines. systems to give access to the poor. In addi-

In short, the new models of sustainable tion,governments have to ensure that mar
development must be much more sensitive kets are open to all-irrespective of race, 
to people and to nature, religion, sex or ethnic origin. Other pre

conditions for effective people-friendly
3. New partnerships are needed between markets include adequate physical infra
the state and the market to combine mar- structure (particularly inrural areas), a free 
ket efficiency with social compassion. and rapid flow of information, a liberal 

trade regime and a legal system that en-
Heated ideological discussions have often courages open and transparent transac
marred an objective analysis of the relative dons. 
roles of markets and the state. Some believe * Accompanying conditons-are needed 
inthe benevolence of the state and the need to ensure that markets work as freely and 
for constantly correcting the ill effects of the efficiently as possible. One of the most im. 
market. Others glorify the virtues of the portant isa stable macroeconomic environ
market-place and argue that the economy ment-especially to ensure stability in 
should be liberated from the dead hand of domestic prices and external currency val
state bureaucracy Both groups assume, to a ues. But markets would also benefit from a 
large extent, that the state and the market comprehensive incentive system, with cor
are necessarily separate and even antagonis- rect price signals, a fair tax regime and an 
tic-that one isbenevolent, the other not. In, adequate system of rewards for work and 
practice, both state and market are often enterprise. Markets should also be able to 
dominated by the same power structures, work untrammelled by arbitrary and unpre
' 
This suggests a more pragmatic third dictable government controls. 
1;option: that pe-ople should guide both the • Correctve actdons-When markets do 

state and the market, which need to work in not produce a desirable outcome, the state 
tandem, with people sufficiently empow- needs to regulate and correct. This would 
ered to exerta more effective influence over include protecting competition through 
both. '.antimonopoly laws, consumers through reg-

If people's interests are to guide both ulations on product standards, workers 
the market and the state, actions must be through adequate and well-enforced labour 
taken to allow people to participate fully in legislation, and such vulnerable groups as 
the operations of markets and to share eq- children and the elderly. It would'also in. 
uitably in their benefits. Markets should ,,dud6protecting the environment, by ban
serve people-instead of people serving ning certain types of pollution and ensuring
markets. After all, markets are only the that polluters pay 
means-people the end. SSocial safety nets-must be in place to 

Changing markets to make them more catch the victims of the competitive strug
people-friendly would start by maintaining gle. Sometimes, this support need only be
 
the dynamism of markets but adding other temporary for the short-term unemployed,
 
measures thatallow many more people to for example. But ther will always be those
 
capitalize on the advantages that markets excluded wholly or partially by the market:
 
offer. the very young, the very old, the disabled
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and those with heavy domestic commit- 4. New patterns of national and global 
ments. In several developing countries, governance are needed to accommodate
 
such social safety nets indude employment the rise of people's aspirations and the
 
schemes for the unemployed, pension steady decline of the nation-state.
 
schemes for the old, feeding programmes
 
for malnourished children and mothers, Pressures on the nation-state, from above
 

-,and freebasic health and education for all ... and below,are beginning to change tradi-. . 

low-income groups. tional concepts of governance. On the one 
The need to create people-friendly hand, globalization on many fronts---from
 

markets is all the greater now that so many capital flows to information systems-mhas
 
countries have embarked on strategies of eroded the power of individual states. On
 
economic liberalization and privatization. the other, many states have become too in-

Many developing countries have already flexible to respond to the needs of specific 'I"e nation ' 
undertaken bold programmes to liberalize groups within their own countries. The na- no. s too 
trade and finance, reform their taxation tion-state now istoo small for the big things, , . 
systems, deregulate the labour market and and too big for the small. 
reform or privatize public enterprises. The National governments must find new au'mg Z'. for" 
countries of Eastern and Central Europe ways of enabling their people to participate the sHT 
and the former Soviet Union have been un- more in government and to allow them 
dergoing an even more dramatic transi- much greater influence on the decisions that 
tion-from command economies to affect their lives. Unless this is done, and 
market economies. The experiences of 11 done in time, the irresistible tide ofpeople's 
developing countries and transition econo- rising aspirations will inevitably clash with 
mies-Argentina, Brazil, China, Egypt, inflexible systems, leading to anarchy and 
Ghana, India, Kenya, Malaysia, Poland, chaos. A rapid democratic transition and a 
Russia and Viet Nam-are analysed in this strengthening of the institutions of civil so-
Report. ciety are the only appropriate responses. 

One of the most significant aspects of Among the many specific steps that must ac. 
economic liberalization has been privatiza. company such a transition, the two main 
tion. Between 1980 and 1991, nearly 7,000 ones are to decentralize more authority to 
enterprises were privatized, around 1,400 local governments and to give much greater 
of them in the developing world, chiefly in freedom to people's organizations and 
Latin America. As one element in a coher- non-governmental organizations (NGOs) 
ent private sector development strategy, pri. -instruments of people's participation dis
vatization can greatly stimulate private cussed at length in this Report. 
enterprise. But mistakes are already being The decentralization of power- om 
made in the process of privatization. The capital cities to regions, towns and villages 
Report ists "seven sins of privatization": -can be one of the best ways ofempower
maximizing revenue without creating a ing people, promoting public participation 
competitive environment, replacing public and increasing efficiency. Many industrial 
monopolies with private ones, using non- countries delegate 25% or more of total 
transparent and arbitrary procedures, using government spending to the local level. 
the proceeds to finance budget deficits, si- But the governments of developing coun. 
multaneously crowding the financial mar- tries remain much more centralized, dele
kets with public borrowings, making false gating only 10% or less of budgetary 
promises to labour, and privatizing without spending and giving local governments few 
building apolitical consensus, opportunities to raise funds through taxa. 

For economic transitions to be guided tion or borrowing. 
by the interests of the people--and for mar. Where decentralization has taken place, 
kets to be made people-firiendly--requires it has often been quite successful, encour
new patterns ofgovernance centred around aging local particip'tion, reducing costs and 
the rising aspirations of the people. increasing efficiency. This is evident from 
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experiences allover the developingworld-
from the Rural Access Programme in Kenya 
to the gram sabhas in the Indian state of 
Karnataka and thelocal bridge construction 
in the Baglung district of Nepal." 

Decentralization also increases the 
press.ureon Igovern Imeuits to coIncentrate on 
human priority concerns. Given a fair 
chance, local people are likely to choose 
ready access to basic education and health 
care rather than the construction of distant 
colleges or hospitals. 

One danger of financial decentraliza. 
tion isthat the richer regions can raise morethrough local taxation and so will get better 
services. But experience shows how to over-
come this. Brazil allows states to collect tax. 
es but then redistributes them so that the 
richer states in the South and South-East 
get back only a quarter of the taxes collect-
ed from them, while the poorer states inthe 
North get back more than twice what iscol-
lected there. 

Decentralization can, however, end up 
empowering local elites rather than local, 
people. So, there can never be effective lo-
cal participation in developing countries 
without a redistribution of power-if
decentralization is to promote human de-
velopment, it must be accompanied by gen-
uine democracy at the local level. 

Another major instrument for people's 
participation is their organization into com-
munity groups. Indeed, people's organiza-
tions and NGOs have grown dramatically
inrecent years, offering a powerful means 
of correcting the failures of both markets 
and governments. People's organizations 
tend to be formed in response to afelt need 
or a common interest. People might simply 
form self-help groups to pool their labour, 
obtain credit or buy goods in bulk. Or they 
might be responding to a failure by govern-
ment to provide infrastructure or social ser-
vices or to a failure of markets to protect 
vulnerable groups. 

Although NGOs have increased in 
numberandlnandal dou, there havebeen 
few systematic evaluations of their effec-
tiveness. In broad terms, they have had a 
dear impact in four main areas: 
• Advocacy on behalf of the disadvan-
taged-Onsuch issues as huma. rights, the 

environment, women, poverty alleviation 
and indigenous peoples, NGOs have orga
nized powerful advocacy groups that have 
changed the thinking of national and inter
national policy-makers. 
* The empowerment of marginalized 

groups-In6mosf dev-loing counitries, pov-' 
erty is often caused less by an absolute 
shortage of resources than by their skewed 
distribution. NGOs' emphasis on empow
erment and their support of people's orga
nizations have often enabled .marginalized 
groups to resist local elites and claim their 
rights. In many countries, particularly in
Asia and Latin America, they have been
pressuring governments to provide land for 
the landless and embark on agrarian reform. 

Reaching the poorest-NGOs often 
manage to reach groups that governments 
find the most difficult to help, particularly 
the poorest 20% of the population and 
those in the rural areas, where government 
services may be thin or non-existent. It is 
doubtful, though, that they reach the very 
poorest-most NGOs probably miss the 
poorest 5-10%. 
' Providing emergency assirtance-One 
strength of NGOs isthe ability to respond
quickly and effectively to emergencies. 
Their network of contacts allows them to 
give advance warning of disasters and urge 
international action. And their indepen
dence means that they can operate in cir
cumstances that are politically difficult for 
official organizations. 

Although NGOs are effective in these 
and other respects, it isimportant to keep 
the scale of their operations inperspective. 
In the early 1980s, one estimate suggested 
that NGOs toucl ed the lives of about 100 
million people in'developing countries-60 
million in Asia, 25 million in Latin America 
and some 12 million in Africa. Today, the 
figure is probably nearer 250 million and 
risiki-but that isstiU only afifth of the 1.3 
billion people living in absolute poverty in 
developing countries. 

The small impact of NGOs is also evi
dent at the national leveL In Bangladesh, 
the Grameen Bank, one of the most inter
nationally renowned NGOs providing 
credit for the poor, accounts for a mere 
0.1% of total national credit. 
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This is not a criticism ofNGOs-it is a 
reminder of a stark reality: NGOs can sup-
plement government but never replace it. 

The decentralization ofgovernment au-
thority and the emergence of NGOs are 
powerful processes for greater participation 
bypip-e'."Buf tey clan bie ffictive only if 
the overall framework of national gover-
nance changes--to become genuinely de-
mocratfc and participatory. 

Let us also recognize that the forces of 
democracy are not likely to be so obliging as 
to stop at national borders. This has major 
implications for global governance. States 
and people must have the opportunity to in-
fluence the global decisions that are going to 
affect them so profoundly. This means mak-
ing the institutions of global governance 
much broader and more participatory. 
There should, in particular, be a searching 
re-examination of the Bretton Woods orga-
nizations. And the United Nations must ac-
quire a much broader role indevelopment 
issues. To contribute effectively to sustain. 
able human development will probably re. 
quire some form of Economic Security 
Council within the UN, where all nations 
can participate on the basis of geographical 
representation-with none holding a veto 
-to provide a new decision-making forum, 

5. New forms of international coopera.
tion must be evolved--to focus directly 
on the needs of the people rather than on 
the preferences of natinn-states. 

The new emphasis on human security cou-
pled with sustainable development will 
have to be matched by a fresh approach to 
international development cooperation. 

So far, the basic motivation for donors 
to give aid has been to win friends in the 
cold-war confrontation between socialism 
and capitalism. Some bilateral donors did 
place greater emphasis on developmental 
and humanitarian concerns, and so did the 
multilateral agencies. But in general, the 
dominant objectives have been political. 

More than half of US bilateral assis-
tance in1991 was earmarked for five strate-
gically important countries: Israel, Egypt,
Turkey, the Philippines and El Salvador. 
With five million people and aper capita in-

come of $1,000, El Salvador received more 
US assistance than Bangladesh, with 116 
million people and a per capita income of 
only $210. And the strategic significance'of 
Egypt has been sudi that it received aid of 
$370 per poor person in 1991. Compare 
that with just $4 per poor person for 
India--even though Egypt has nearly twice 
the income of India. 

Bilateral official development assistance 
(ODA) isbadly allocated, showing the con
siderable potential for beneficial restructur
ing: 
* Twice as much ODA per capita goes to 
high military spenders as to more moderate 
spenders. 
* Only a quarter of ODA goes to the-ten 
countries containing three-quarters of the 
world's poor. 
* Less than 7%of ODA isearmarked for 
human priority concerns. 
- Most of the $15 billion in technical as
sistance isspent on equipment, technology 
and experts from industrial countries-
rather than on national capacity building in 
developing countries. 

Aid isallocated this way because it suf
fers from the scars of the cold war, from a 
focus on nation-states rather than on peo
pIe, from a bias towards the public sector 
and from a reliance on western develop
ment models. 

The changed circumstances of the 
1990s demand an entirely new approach to 
ODA. 

Focus aid on human piority izsues-Aid 
should be directed at human priority issues, 
such as health and basic education, and at 
environmental security and reducing popu
lation growth. Clear and specific goals in 
these areas--identified, implemented and 
monitored-would obtain greater public 
and -legislative support in donor nations. At 
least 20%of total aid should be allocated to 
human priority concerns, three times the 
present 6.5%. 
* Base ODA allocaonson levels ofpover.
ty-ODA should be allocated to people 
rather than to countries, and it should go
where the need isthe greatest, to the poor
est people wherever they happen to be. For 
example, the ten countries containing
three-quarters of the world's poorest peo-
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ple should get around three-quarters of 
ODA, not the present one-quarter. 

ink ODA wib mutud concer-ODA 
must be inthe mutual interest of recipieints 
and donors. Recipients would be justified in' 

.insisting that ODA allocations be guided by
their priorities inthe fields of human devel-
opment, poverty alleviation, employment 
creation and accelerated economic growth. 
Donors, by contrast, could legitimately link 
their ODA policy dialogue with their con-
cerns on such matters as human rights, re-
ducing international migration pressures, 
pollution, nuclear proliferation and drug 
trafficking--as well as the control of terrorism. Perhaps as much as 3%of aid funds 

could be earmarked for spending within 
donor nations to prepare public opinion for 
these post-cold.war realities and to increase 
public awareness of the interdependence of 
the North and the South. 

Adopt a new people-centredpolicy dia-
logue-ODA should be accompanied by a 
new form of policy dialogue based on the 
real interests ofpeople, rather than those of 
the developing country governments that 
negotiate aid. This means putting much 
more pressure on governments to improve 
the distribution of income and assets, to di-
rect spending away from military towards 
social concerns and to attend to the larger 
issues of better national governance. 

Use technicalassitancefornationalcapa-
city building-Technical assistance should 
be used increasingly to hire national ex-
perts, to invest in local institutions and to 
accelerate human development in the re-
cipient countries. The ultimate criterion for 
judging the success of any technical assis-
tance programme must be that it has built 
adequate national capacity and phased it-
self out over a predefined period] 
. PlaceODA in a largeframeworkofshar-
ing global market opportuni'es-ODAcan 
make a significant contribution to develop-
ing countries, but it must also.be conceived 
in a larger framework. As the 1992 Report 
pointed out, developing countries are being 
denied market opportunities worth ten 
times the annual flows of ODA. The long-
term solution to poverty isnot charity. It is 
more equitable access for poor nations to 
global market opportunities. 

"UMAN 

* Createanewmotivutionforaid-Theold
 
motive of fighting the cold war isdead. The
 
new motive must be the war against global
 
poverty, based on the recognition that this,1 
is an investment not, only in the develop. 

-ment of poor-nations but in-the security of ....... 
rich nations. The real threat in the next few 
decades isthat global poverty will begin to 
travel, without a passport, in many unpleas
ant forms: drugs, diseases, terrorism, mi
gration. Poverty anywhere is a threat to 
prosperity everywhere. 

The implications of placing people at the 

centre ofpolitical and economic change are 
thus profound. They challenge traditional 
concepts of security old models of devel
opment, ideological debates on the role of 
the market and outmoded forms of inter
national cooperation. They call for nothing 
less than a revolution in our thinking. This 
Report touches on only a few aspects of a 
profound human revolution that makes 
people's participatio the central objective 
in all parts of life. Every institution-and 
every policy action-should be judged by 
one critical test: how does it meet the gen
uine aspirations of the people? A simple 
test, vast in its reach. 

This is the vision national and global 
decision-makers must consider if the 1990s 
are to emerge as a new watershed in peace
ful development-and if the 21st century is 
to see the full flowering of human potential 
all over the world. The process of change 
ushered in by the events of the past few 
years must now be carried forward-with 
great courage and resolution. There are no 
engraved milestones on this road. There are 
no decorated heroes. It is a process of 
change led by people-and a promising 
journey we all must join. 

An opportunity for this will arise fairly 
soon. All nations are committed to meet in 
1995 at a World Sumnit on Social Develop
ment. It isa chance to focus on the build
ing blocks for a new people-centred wrcld 
order. It is a time to agree on a concrete 
agex da of national and global actions. That 
agenda will be the theme of the 1994 
Human DevelopmentReport. 
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BOX I 2 

Balance sheet of human development-developing countries 

PROGRESS DEPRIVATION 

- Average life expectancy increased by over one-third • Of the 300 million people above the age of 60, only 20%
 
during the past three decades; 23 countries have have any form of income security.

achieved a life expectancy of 70 years and more.
 

HEALTH AND sANITATiolv'.
 
- In the developing world, more than 70% of the popu- , 
 About 17 million people die every year from infectious and 

lation has access to health services. parasitic diseases, such as diarrhoea, malaria and tuber
" Nearly 60% of the population has access to sanitation. culosis.
 

-
 More than 80% of the 12-13 million HIV-infected people 
are in the developing world, and the cumulative direct and 
indirect cost of AIDS during the past decade was around 
$30 billion. 

FOOD AND NUT ITION ' 

, Between 1965 and 1990, the number of countries that • Some 800 million people still do not get enough food.
 
met their daily per capita calorie requirements dou
bled-from about 25 to 50.
 

EDUCATION 
- Primary school enrolment increased in the past two * Nearly one billion people-35% of the adult population

decades-from less than 70% to well over 80%. In the are still illiterate, and the drop-out rate at the primary 
same period, secondary enrolment almost doubled- level is still as high as 30%.
 
from less than 25% to 40%.
 

INCOME AND POVER..
 
In South and East Asia, where two-thirds of the devel-
 Almost one-third of the total population, or 1.3 billion 
oping world's population ive, the GNP growth aver- people, are in absolute poverty. 
aged more than 7% a year during the 1980s.
 

.... .. HI.ILDREN .'.,
 

- During the past 30 years, infant and under-five mortal- * Each day, 34,000 young children still die from malnutri
ity rates were more than halved. tion and disease. 

*The secondary enrolment ratio for girls increased from * Two-thirds of illiterates are women.
 
around 17% in 1970 to 36% in 1990.
 

..o HUMANr Re aSE6U 

. \V~ith the end of the cold war, developing countries no *internal conflicts afflict some 60 countries, and about 35
longer have to serve as proxies for superpower rivalry, million people are refugees or internally displaced.
and in 1990, about 380,000 refugees returned to their
 
homelands in Asia, Africa and Latin America.
 

•. _.._,....__EWI,,R__ _NMi_ __O:N.E" .:, 

. The percentage of rural families with access to safe wa- • More than 850 million people live in areas that are in var
ter has increased from less than 10% to almost 60% dur- ious stages of desertification. 
ing the past two decades. - The rate of tropical forest destruction is about the equiv

alent of one soccer field per second. 
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BOX 1 3 Balance sheet of human development-industrial countries 

PROGRESS DEPRIVATION 

" In 1960, life expectancy was more than 70 ycars in * Nearly two million people are HIV-infected, and the direct 
only 12 countries. Now, it is more than 70 years in all and indirect cost during the 1980s was $210 billion 
industrial countries. 

. . . ... . . . .UCAJON'
 
The tertiary enrolment ratio more than doubled be-
 * More than one-third of the adults lack any upper
tween 1965 and 1990. secondcr or higher education. 

---INCOME AND EMPLOYMENT 

SThe per capita GNP grew at an annual rate of 2.4% be- • The average unemployment rate isabout 7%, and a quar
tween 1965 and 1990. ter of the more than 30 million unemployed have been out 

of work for more than two years. 

SOCJAL SECURITY. 
* 	Social security expenditures now account for just under * About 100 million people live below the poverty line.
 

15% of GDP
 

WOMEN 
" Women now account for more than 40% of total em- • Women hold fewer than 10% of parliamentary seats.
 

ployment.
 

SOCIAL FABRJC 
* 	There are now five library books and more than one ra. * There are more than 15 suicides, more than 100 drug

dio for every person, and more than one telephone and crimes and more than 15 deaths from road accidents per 
one TV set for every two people. One in three people 100,000 people.
reads a newspaper. * 	The number of divorces is now one-third the number of 

marriages contracted, and well over 5%of households are 
single-parent homes. 

POPULAION AND ENVIRONMENT 
Energy requirements per unit of GDP feU by 40% be.- People in industrial countries make up about one-fifth of 
tween 1965 and 1990. world population but consume ten times more commer

cial energy than people in developing countries, and they 
account for 71% of the world's carbon monoxide emis
sions and 68% of the world's industrial waste. 

TRENDS IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
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Headliners
 
4 June 1993 

Highlights of interventions at meeting for 1994 Inter-

Dr Naris Sadik, 

Executive Director of the 
United Nations Popula-
tion Fund (UNFPA) and 
Secretar-General of the 
International Conference 
on Population and De-
velopmcnt, said recently 
that the final document 
of the Conference, to be 
held next ,ar at Cairo, 
should include goals to 
be achieved by all coun-
tres over the next 20 
sears, Including a goal 
of 20 per cent of public 
sector expenditure in all 
cotnutes to be devoted 
to the social sector. 

Addressing the Pre-
paatory Committee for 
the Conference (see page 
I for details of the 

Co:ranittce meeting) as 
it began corsideration of 
her proposed conceptual 
framework for that do-
uinent, she said that by 

the sear 2015, develop-
Ig counries should ain 
to reach the level 
a:hiesed h, developed 
countries in such areas 
as maternal and infant 
mortality, life expectan-
cy, education, gender 
equality and access to a 
full range of modem 
fa mil, planning services 

She said the Con-
fcren:e should clearly 
aZinn Lhe central im-
portance of reproduc-
use rights, repro .ctive 
health and family plan-
ring Noting that less 
than 1 5 per cent of of-

ficial development assis-
Lance (ODA) was cur
rently directed to popu. 
lation activities, she sug
gested it would be both 
reasonable and attainable 
to raise that figure to 4 
per cent. 

Dr. Sadik pointed 
out that, dunng the ses
sion, the Committee was 
expected to reach agree
ment on the format and 
content of the final 
document to be adopted 
by the Conference, which 
w-ill take place from 5 
to 13 Septcmbei 1994 
The overall tleme of 
the Conference, as de-
fined by the Economic 
and Social Council, is 
population, sustained 
economic gowth and 
sustainable development 

Also at the opening 
session, Mr Jean-Claude 
Milleron, Under-Secre-
tary-General for Econo-
mic and Social Infonna-
lion and Policy Analysis, 
said that soclo-economic 
development thinking at 
the United Nations 
should be at the fore-
front of the new global 
trends. Citing the in. 
creasing gap between the 
world's developing and 
developed regions, he 
said thr- only guarantee 
of peace in today's world 
III in development. 

He also noted that 
since the first session of 
the Preparatory Com-

I--
Literacy, especially for feniales, is a niajor issue as developing couinries attentp
to improve the hves of all their people. Not only does education result in Io*er 
fertility, but it empower people by renioving one of the barners that keeps theni
marginalized. (UMVCEFphoto by Saryan)
mittee in March 1991, ganiation community Mr Thakur Phanit, 
an extensive exercise of and the media at the representative of Thai
restructuring of the eco- Bali Conference. land, stressed the con
nomuc and social sectors nection between popusj.
of the United Nations That Conference tion, environment and
Secretariat had been ini- had issued the Bali De- development i his state
tiated. He said that his claration on Population mnent He said the tinal
Deparunent was man- and Sustainable Deve- document of the [ntema.
dated to focus its lopment, which contains tional Conference should 
activities on the analysis a set of 67 recommen- be forceful and realistic 
of socio-economic trends, dauions, covering such filling the gap btsi'c!
 
global monitoring of ceo- related issues as envi-
 pnnciples, la'",s and 
nomic and social policies rotmeni, social ditnen- practices I should in
trends and the elabora- sions. poverty allevia- clude a plan of acicn,
lion of new emerging lion, the status of as vell as an etfectic 
issues. He said his de- women, huw, an resoirces system for mttioning
partment was responsible development, turbaiza- The Bali Declaration on 
for the execution of lion, internal and inter- Population and Sustain. 
technical cooperation in national migration and able Development should 
the areas of statistics ageing, he continued. serve as a blueprint forand population, and the population strategcies III 
provision of substantive Mr. Chang Chong- the Asian and Pac:fic re
support for the rele- xuan of China said gion 
vant intergovernmental that excessive population
bodies, including the growth was a grave Ml Jaad Aiiin-
Statistical and Popula- problem in his country, Mansou, reprcseatiatie
tion Commissions which is lie most of die Islamic Repuhbl

populous In Oe world of lian, said tha! cdiU-
Mr. Rafecuddin Not including Taimiu= cation placed a major

Ahmi-d, Executive Secre- Province, and the cities role in controlhng the 
tary of ESCAP, said the of Hong Kong and population giow.h Fa-
Commissiua had recog- Macao, China's popu. milianzing people, par
nized in the early 1950s lation had reached 1.17 ticularly woiei i rural 
the importance of popu- billioi and would areas, with famid', plan
lation questions, when it approach 1.3 'billion by ning prograrmnes was of 
decided to hold regional the end of this decade. paramount unporiance
ministerial meetings That figure was far in 
every 10 years. Its excess of what had been Mrx A T PL At-e,-
Fourth Asian and Pacific projected during the koon of Sri Larka said 
Population Conference, early 1980s and placed that, since the tune his 
held in August 1992 in great demands on a counttr had reccled the
Bali, Indonesia, served comparatively weak eco- world's first bilateral Il
as a preparatory event nomic foundation. 1I teriational population
for the International order to control popula- assistance jfrom Seden
Conference on Popula- tion growth, his Govern. in 1957), it had made 
lion and De,..apment. ment had to promote substantial progress in 
With the support of family planning tUrough tie field of human re-
UNFPA, ESCAP had -n- strengthened public sources developmen. and 
listed the involvement of education and improved
the non-governmental or- contraceptive services. (Coniinsed on page 5) 
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national Conference on Population and Development
 
(Cowinued(om page 4) 

population change. Rela-
tiveto its per capita 
annial income of SUS 
550, the country's social 
indicators were among 
the best in the world, 

Mr Makoto Atoh,
representative of Japan, 
said due attention should 
be paid to the issue of 
ageing, which would be 
one of the most critical 
problems of the twenty-
first century. He an-
nounced that Japan this 
year intended to ear-
mark SUS500,000 of its 
contribution to UNFPA 
for preparations for the 
Cairo Conference. 

income gap, but also a 
power gap. The poor
must be empowered to 
remove the socio-eco-
nornic and political 
barriers that kept them 
marginalized. 

Mr. Roy Brown, 
of the World Population
Foundation, speaking on 
behalf of a number of 
European non-govern-
mental organizations, 
emphasized that family 
planning saves lives. 
Even without other forms 
of empowerment, he said, 
giving women control 
over their own fertility
helped them to buy time 
and in. -ove their health. 
Poverty should not de-

been omitted from the 
proposed conceptual
framework. However, 
those people were faced 
with an inconvenience, 
to which they must ad-
just and go on living 
life to the fullest. That 
meant being sexually ac-
tive. Therefore "issues 
of special concern to 
people with disabilities" 
should be specifically 
included in the concep-
tual framework. 

People with dis-
abilities often had no 
access to fumily plarning 
information, she said. 
Facilities must be bar-
tier-free, including infor-
mtion in braille, on tape 

ment should reflect a ing awareness not only 
balanced view of broader of family planning but of
population ,ssues, as well all population issues 
as issues concerning
families and individuals. Mr Rabindra Shak

ya, the representative of 
The representative Nepal, said that the final 

of India said the Con- Conferenc.- recommenda
ference should not be- tions should be practi. 
come a melting pot for cal and affordable, and 
issues addressed by above all consistent with 
other international con- the aspirations of the de
ferences but should veloping countries He 
focus on population is- Llso said that to reduce 
sues as essential elc-the pressiir,' caused by 
meits of a development the influx of refugees on 
strategy. Ms. Usha Vohra the developmental pro
said poverty was the cesses of host countries, 
most urgent issue facing assistance should be 
the developing countries, given to host countries 
and she stressed that to design measures to 
poverty alleviation was deal with the problem. 
an essential element of 

An international 
conference on global 
population issues would 
be held next summer at 
Tokyo, hosted by the 
Government of Japan and 
co-sponsored by UNFPA 
and United Nations Uni-
versity, he said. The 
conference wouli draw 
the attention of world 
leaders to the population 
and development issues 
of the next century. 

prive people of access to 
family planning services, 
he said. 

Mr. Abdullah Cholil 
of Indonesia stressed die 
link between population, 
economic growth, sus-
tainable development 
and the environment. 
"Development is not 
only about economic 
growth, national income, 
debts and loans, but also 
about people", he said. 

and in sign-language 
translation. Choices in the 

of genetic engineer-
ing and abortion should be 
based on knowledge, 
rather than fear, she said. 

Dr. Raj Karim of 
Malaysia supported the 
proposal that the Con-
ference should adopt a 
new plan of actioi. The 
Conference's final docu-

an environment strategy. 

Ms. Mariyam 
Waheeda, of the Mal-
dives, said that popu-
lation factors played a 
decisive role in all hu-
man endeavours, particu-
larly in safeguarding the 
environment and in the 
pursuit of sustainable de-
velopment. She stressed 
the importance of crest-

Sher Afgan Khan, 
representative of Paki
stan, said that the 
Conference should build 
on the Bucharest and 
Mexico City Conferences 
without renegotiating 
them, while taking ac
count of the lessons 
learned from the United 
Nations Conference on 
Environment and Deve
lopment (UNCED). 

The representative Itsto main objective -vasenhance living condi
of the United States said tions. The issues or 
his country was deter-
mined to help lead and 

population and develop
ment should be discus

be part of a renewed sed within a wider con
global effort to address text, he continued, citing 
population problems. His 
Government intended to 

the link between popu

contribute to the UnitedNatins PpulaionNations Population 
lation, poverty and envi.ronmental degradation. 

Fund. President 
has requested a 

Clinton 
SUSIQO of 

The 
New 

representative 
Zealand, Mr. 

million increase in popu- Terence O'Brien, ex
lation assistance for pressed appreciation for 
fiscal year 1994. the attention given to 

Ms. Sarah L. 
the
the 

island countries
Pacific, with a 

of 
re-

Timpson, of the United gional conference schc-
Nations Development duled for Port Vila, 
Programme (UNDP), Vantatu, this September. 
said population as a In his statement, he said 
factor in development that his country favoured 
could no longer ' ig- a new world plan of ac
nored. How could 
deal with human 

one 
re-

tion, which should place 
individuals at the centre 

source development and f population and dcve
poverty alleviation 
out discussing 

with-
the 

o 
lopment policies. 

problems 
education, 

of providing 
health ser- of 

Ms. Ruth Begun, 
Disabled Peoples' In

vices and employment ternational, said that 
for growing numbers of because people with dis
people? she asked. Po- abilities were thought to 
verty was not only an be asexual, they had 
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Vol XIII May
No. 5 POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT IN LATIN

1993 AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN 

Latin America and the Caribbean countries, as a
 
whole, are undergoing a process of transition to
 
slower rates of population growth, says a newly

released report by ECLAC's 
Latin American Demo-

In This Issue graphic Centre (CELADE). 

LATIN AMERICA: POPULATION CONCENTRATION INLARGE 
CITIES,- 1350, 1970 AND 1990

POPULATION ANDDEVELOP ENT IN LATIN Ca with Imillion or citieAM ERIC N T IN with 5milion orinhaitants in: more inhabitant%. in:AMERICA AND THE 195_1_7_190_95_190 
_99CARIBBEAN ........... 1 N rt1 
 190 1990 1950 17 199 

ARRIVING Number of cities 7 18 38 1 4 
PUBLCATIONS4 Population(thousandsofperson) 17099 56803 132245 5042 32899 6605" 

Perce.ntageo 'total populitlon 10.72 20.51 30.26 3.16 11.88 15.11 
Per. tage of urban population 25.77 35.63 42.61 7.60 20.64 21.2f 

Cilieawith I million or more Cities with I million or mon 

Inhabitants *n1990. inhabitants in 1950: 

1950 1970 1990 1950 1970 199( 
Numberof cities 31i 38 38 7 7

CEPAL News is publishod Poputn(thousndp.-er) 26931 69008 132245 17099 38648 6784(
monthly by
United Nations Economic P~ ,to,.,po 24.91n 16. 30.2 10.7 13. 15.5Commission for Latin America Percentageofurbanpopulation 40.59 4329 42.61 25.77 24.25 21.&
and the Caribbean (ECAC). Averageanual growthrae
Washington Office (pertosand) 47.5 12.M 40.77 28.13 
1735 Eye Street, NW 
Suite 809 (pe. thouniM)" .= -o.7 -3.04 -5.19
Washington, DC 20006 USA Sorce: CELADE.
 
Telephone: (202) 955-5613 a Does not include the city of San Juan, Puerto Rico.
 

bCorresponds to the average annual rate of growth of the percentage
Ines Bustillo, Editor of the urban population living in cities with one million or more
Isaac Cohen, Director inhabitants. 
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Population. Social Equitv and Changing Production Patterns, attributes 
this
 
phenomenon to an 
initial decrease in mortality rates, followed by a more marked
decline in birth rates. 
 The demographic transition seems 
to be also related to
the region's social and economic development and to 
the historic realities of
each country. Increasing urbanization and educational coverage, especially for
women, greater participation of women 
in the labor market, the application of
population policies 
at the public and private levels, and the globalization of
communications, are among the factors that explain rapid drop in birth rates,
the report says. 
 The trend towards 
a decline in the average number of children
er woman seems to have continued, and even intensified during the crisis of 
the
980s.
 

The current demographic situation and trends 
in Latin America and the Caribbean
and their impact were recently discussed at the Latin American and Caribbea
Regional 
Conference on Population and Development, sponsored by ECLAC, CELADE
and the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) in Mexico City, April 29 through
May 4, 1993. 
 On May 3rd and 4th, sessions were held at the 
level of Ministers
to issue guidelines 
for national and regional actions, and to develop a Latin
American and Caribbean position for 
the upcoming International Conference 
on
Population and Development in Cairo, Egypt, in September, 1994. 
The discussions
in Mexico took place amid a policy environment of renewed interest on population
issues 
in the United States and other developed nations.
 

The ECLAC and CELADE report on population and development examines trends
socio-economic implications the 
and


of region's recent variations in population
growth; 
women and population dynamics; implementation of policies and'programs;
amily planning; and current trends 
in external migration. The document seeks
to provide useful tools for policy-makers in the area of population.
 
The population of the region has 
grown from 165 million in 1950 to around 460
million in 1992, 
which represents approximately 8.5% of 
the total world
population at the present time. The overall annual 
rate of population growth
during the 1980s was 
2.1%, and it is expected to decrease to 1.7% by the year
2000, meaning an increase of 82 million people. 
Of that increase, 80%wili take
place between the ages of 15 
and 64 years old, which implies a sizable srowth
in the available workforce and of persons at child-bearing years. According to
the report, this 
poses a clear challenge to create jobs. 
 The young workforce
is basically urban and will 
grow until it constitutes three fou:ths 
of the
overall workforce by the end of the century.
 

Since 1950, average birth rateq 
remained around 6 children per woman 
and the
range of 
variation of the total fertility rate among countries implied
difference of 4.5 children. a
In the period between 1985 and 1990, the average
fell to 3.4 children per woman. 
Studies indicate that the use of contraceptives
is the mos important determinant of decreased fertility. In Colombia, the
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Mexico, Peru and Trinidad and Tobago, contraception
is responsible for over 5 J% of the decrease in 
fertility. These growth rates
are similar to those expected for the global average and for Asia, with higher
rates expected only in Africa (2.9%). 
Despite the current declines in fertility
rates, they have been far from homogeneus among countries and within them.
relatively less The
developed countries still have bigh birth 
rates, a situation
which can also be found in the pockets of poverty throughout the region.
 
One of the characteristics traits of the Latin American population distribution
is its 
relatively high degree of urbanization, a fact which has distinguished
it from other developing regions for many years. 
 In 1950, nearly 60% of Latin
Americans lived 
in areas defined as rural, but in 1990 less than 30% 
lived
those areas, in
and by the year 2000, it is expected that three quarters 
of the
population will live in urban areas. 
 Countries vary, however, in tcrms of both
the degree of urbanization reached and the persistence of a predominantly rural
population profile, especially in the Caribbean and Central America.
 

\ 
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Overcoming poverty in the region is still, however, a major challenge. 
 In the
first half of the 1980s, 
the post-war trend towards poverty reduction, which
lasted into the 
late 1970s in most countries of the region, reversed itself.
A 1990.estimate, based on date from households surveys, puts the Latin American
population living below the poverty line at 196 million or approximately 46% of
the total population, in comparison to 
136 million in 1986. 
This means that the
poor grew at an annual average of 3.6%. Therefore, in the 
coming years, the
recovery of economic growth will be r sociated with the creation of productive
jobs and wage increases to reverse the trend towards 
ever greater poverty.
 

Poverty in the region is predominantly urban, in terms of volumes of population
affected, although in many countries the incidence and severity of poverty are
greater in rural areas. The bigger the 
rural population, as in Bolivia,
Guatemala and Honduras, the more people enter the workforce through independent
activities, without professional or technical training. 
In these countries, the
dissemination of modern activities is limited, and they have achieved neither
the scope nor the linkages 
to have a significant medium-term impact on
occupational and wage levels.
 

COUNTRY SITUATION ACCORDING TO STAGE OF

DEMOGRAPHIC TRANSITION, 1985-1990
 

Birth rate 

NICARAGUA 3.5
 
1GUATEMALA 
 3.2 
I HONDURAS 32 
G 
H EL SALVADOR 2.6 BOLIVIA 2.6 

PARAGUAY 2.8 [HAT 2.3 

M DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 2.5 ECUADOR 2.5 
* MEXICO 2.4 PERU 2.2
 
D COSTA RICA 2.5 
 I1 
E VENEZUELA 2.3 
R SURINAME 2.2
 
A PANAMA 2.2
 
T COLOMBIA 2.0 
 BRAZIL 1.9
 
E TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO 1.9 CUYANA 
 1.9 

JAMAICA 1.7
 
CHILE 1.7 
 IV
 
BAHAMAS 1.5
 

GUADELOUPE 1.3 
ARGENTINA 13 

L MARTINIQUE 1.2 PUERTO RICO 1.1
 
O CUBA 1.1 
 URUGUAY 0.8 
W11 
 BARBADOS 0.7 

Mortality rtle 

LOW MODERATE HIGHRates per thousand:
 
Birth: HIGH:32.45 MOOERATE- 24.32 
 LOW: 10 -24
Mortality: HIGH: Ii-16 MODERATE 7. 11 LOW: 4- 7 

Source: CELADE. 
Note: The figures next to the countzy names correspond to the natural growth rate, expressed as 

percentages. The countries Induded are those for which the United Nations prepares population 
estimates and projections, which are those with at least 200,000 inhabitants. 

http:HIGH:32.45
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IDB EXPANDS SUPPORT FOR WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT 

Workinz to maximize women's contrrbutions A, economic actors 


The Inter-American Development Bank made important advances during

1992 in helping to expand women's contribution to economic and social
development in Latin America and the. Caribbean, and in ensuring that 

women actively participate in and fully benefit from IDB-financed 

projects in the region, the .institution said today. 


The IDB capitalized on experience it has gained in identifying
working women's special needs, their particular economic contributions,
and the legal and market environments in which they work. 

Wom en TheDBank'seve approacha has been, according to IDB Special Advisor onin opment M rguerite Be rger , to max imize wom en's19 

parome aton taprecteByeng, "tho am
inelo
participation in its projects by viewing thm not as 

e beneficiaries,
mere 


The Bank's project support for women's role in development 

concentrated on six main areas: microenterprise, vocational and technical
training, health, agricultural and.rural development, housing and urban

development, and natural resource menagement. 
Many projects included 

specific measures to improve women's participation, and the groundwork 

was 
laid to increase the number of projects with such a focus in 1993. 


Also in 1992, the Bank began implementing a classification system

to rate all its projects in terms of their effectiveness in addressing

women's issues. The system will help the Bank both to 
target its
 
assistance and to gauge progress in implementing its policies. 

Project support 


Special attention was 
given in 1992 to strengthening women's 

participation in key 1DB projects: 
a labor force training program in
Chile, housing sector programs in Paraguay and Uruguay, a regionaldevelopment program for Wesrern Pichgncha in Ecuador, a health servicesdevelomentprogram f Westeprrneduction
program in Colombia. primary education irovenEcuado,t a aimprovement in Jamaica and 
Barbados, 
and social investment funds in Honduras and Nicaragua.


The labor force training program in Chile targets 
10,000

disadvantaged youths, approximately half of them women, to provide them
with skills and on-the-job training to help them move into the economic 

mainstream. The Chilean program incorporates promotional materials and 

c o u n s e l i n g t a r g e t e d a t o m e n a n d p r o v i d e s e x p a n d e d a c c e s s o d a y c a r e 
facilities to allow single mothers 
to participate. It also trains women

in nontraditional jobs, which have greater demand in the labor market and
command higher pay. 


higechnpa.
comman cassist
Two technical cooperation projects approved recently address 

women's concerns through research and policy reform. One, approved in 


-2

late 1992, provides financing to strengthen women's role in agriculture

in the Caribbean and South Ameri.:a. Another, approved in January 1993,

will help identify and disseminate cost-effective models for expanding

the access of women entrepreneurs to financial services.
 

The Bank has also 
financed an innovative technical cooperation

project in Paraguay to promote women's training in productive activities,

environmental management and child care.
 

Women icroentrepraneurs
 
Among the most effective =ans for providing assistance to women in


1992 were the Bank's microenterprise2 w r th Bak creditprogrsms. The 49 microens m c o n e p i r d t o ra . T e 49 i ro 
 -
terprise and rural projects approved within th.iBank's Small ProjectsProgram in 1992 are expected to benefit an estimated 27.000 women through
 

credit, training and marketing assistance. 
Nine of these projects are
 
being carried out by women's NG a.
 

In addition to these, new global microenterprse credit programs

approved for Chile, Cuatemala and Costa Rica are expected to have a
 
significant impact upon women, who represent a large portion of microen
trepreneurs in these countries.
 
Progress in planning 

The Bank also took steps in 1992 to address women's issues inproject programming, design and preparation. 
A pilot project being
carried out in Colombia. El Salvador. and Trinidad and Tobago will
 

identify the priority concerns of women, develop a strategy to address
them, and ensure that Bank projects fully support women's contributions. 
The Bank is extending this programming activity to other countries,and is preparing guidelines to address women in development concerns in


all Bxnk programning.
 
developingSimilarly,methodologya rultisector preinveastment program in Bolivia isa to analyze poor women's andsocial economic 
roles and activities, 
and suggest ways of overcoming barriers to their
 
participation in development projects. 
This gender analysis meth.ology

will be included in all future preinvement programs.


To strengthen awareness about and improve analysis of women's
 
issues, 
the Bank in 1992 began deoignating staff in all relevant
 

o sn t niss u e s t r enr wom2n d e v el o men i n a bea n t 
regular meetings to coordinate progress in this area. 

atinsociate pgssin thie a e
In addition, special field missions were undertaken in 1992 :o
 
national women's bureaus in Argentina, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Suriname, Barbados, Nicaragua and Trinidad and Tobago, with a focus on
 

strengthening their capability to influence national 
policy ad programs,
 

particularly with regard to women's employment.
The government of Norway has granted the IDB 1 million kroner to
support the implementation of the Bank's policy on women in development.
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WOMEN 

Women and forestry in Africa 
A collaborative project has examined 

Women's Participation in Forestry 
Activities in Africa. The Environment 
Liaison Centre International (ELCI)
organized twomectingsbased onaseries 
ofcase studies. andpublished theproject 
results. The Ford Foundation supported 
ELCI's work on the project. 

Sixteen researchers, primarily 
African women, conducted the case 
studies. Five documented NGO forestry 
projects in Kenya, Sudan, Cameroon, 
Zimbabwe, and Botswana. At the 
workshop, an NGO project in Somalia 
was also discussed. Case studieg also 
examined three bilateral forestry 
projectsinTanzania, Senegal, andMali. 
The case studies were suppi)rted by the 
Fore., Trees and People Prgramme of 
FAD, the World Bank, the World 
Resources Institute (WRI), the Institute 
of Current World Affairs (ICWA), and 
the General Service Foundation. 

ELCI held two meetings of non-
governmental organizations and 
researchers. The first meeting, inNairobl 
in January 1990, reviewed the draft case 

Vj1 e .. 
 .. 


studies, discussed emerging issues, and 
planned alarger workshop. The second 
meeting wasabilingual NGOworkshop, 
held in M'Bour, Senegal, in October 
1990. The AfricanNetwof kor Integrated 
Development (ANID), tased in Dakar, 
co-hosted this meeting. Thirty.five 
participantsattended fromSudan, Kenya, 
Tanzania, Zimbabwe, Namibia, Mall. 
Benin, Burkina Faso, Snegail, and 
Ghana. At the workshop, seven projects 
werepresentedand three villageprojects 
were visited. Participants identified 
majorissues,strategies, and lessonsfrom 
thecase studies and other experiences, 
and recommended how existing NGO 
efforts could be strengthened. 

Issues and stratoglos 

In Africa.womenparticipiateinmany 
forestry project activitl:s. In the case 
study projects. women were involved in 
agroforestry, wmodlots, tree nurseries, 
horticulture, rtztural forest management, 
environmenta. rehabilitation, and fuel-
eflicient cookstoves. The case studies 

0 

examined constraints to women's 
participation inforestry actiiue, :.:,d 
strategies used to overcome thwse 
constraints. 

Workshop participants identitfid 
major issues that influence women's 
activities: (I) forestry. energy. and 
environmental policies;(2) restnceti land 
and tree tenure rights; (3) general 
approachesandp oliciesfordevelopmet 
and promoting women's participauiii in 
development; (4) inadequate ot 
inappropriate education and training for 
women; and (5) difficulties in 
communication and sharing of 
information. While these issues affect 
individual projects, they have 
implications broader than forcstry 
projects orthe forestry sector. Therefore. 
broader responses are needed 

The rolo of NGOs 

WorLshopdi.su.sionconideredse 
activities, constraints, and pnitent;ds for 
NGO activities in working with Aoincti 
NGOs have severnl advantages over 

An African woman approaching the forest with a "relatingwholeness" 
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WOMEN 
governmental organizations in reaching
and working with rural communities, 
particularly with women and women's 
groups. 

ManyoperationalNGOsworkclxsly 
with grassroo. groups. They often have 
extension agents who live in rural 
communities, speak the local languages,
and share the local concerns. This 
advantage can be particularly important 
in reaching and working with rural 
women, who'may no( speak national 
languages. 

N-Os can often adoptamore flexible 
approachtr developmentactivies. They 
can undertake small-scale pilot or 
exterunental activities, adapting their 
approach as they go along. It is often 
easier for NCrOs to adopt an integrated 
rather than sectoral approach in 
development, or to focus on concerns 
identifiedbyacoimmunityorawomcn' 
group. 

Few African NGOs have trained 
forestersworkingontheirstaff. Inmany 
African countries, most fores"L-y agents 
are men and generally work for the 
government. NGO.smay be able to hire 
women to work as village facilitators or 
extension agents. Most NGOs that 
successfully work with women have 
women extension staff. At the end of 
NGO project activities, however, the 
government may eunable to hire these 
experienced extension workers. 

Workshop participants agreed that a 
crucial question for community forestry 
projects is whether participants derive 
significant benefits. Women may earn 
income from growing trees. Other 
benefitsincludefirewod,timberacc.,s 
it) land and water, improved nutrition 
(greateraccess to fruits and vegetables), 
savings in time, skilLs development and 
triining, improved living conditions (for 
example, planting of shade trees), and 
environmental rehabilitation, 

NGOs can complement government
approaches to forest management and 
reforestation activities in implementing
fiurestry activities, undertaking forestry 
research, and working on policy issues, 
Some NGOs launched nationwide 
reforestation activities with local 
participation, Some NGOs haveactively 
promoted research on indigenous tree 
speciets,andspuredgovemmentforestry 
departmentsto followsuit. Others ficus 
research attention on natural resource 
prioritiesof women. forge links between 
grassroots women and women 

re.scarchers. and advise governments and 
multilateral organizations. Grassroou 
experienceand applied research ofNGOs 
alao can be used to lobby for policy 
change. 

NGOs can play a vital role in 
networking and information-sharing. 
Often a major poblem for field-level 
naiural resource activities,especially for 
women, is the lack of information --
information about technical issues, or 
the availability ofgovernment resources, 
policies, and support. Many grassroots 
groups lack information about what other 
groups are doing, what has been 
successful and what has not. Some 
NGOs, such as the ELCI, share such 
information through regular public-
ation.. NGO workshops and training 
programmes also provide important 
information-exchange opportunities.

ELCI shares information among 
NGOs concerning NGO activities, 
natural re-source issucs, local panici-
palion, and women's activities. Since 
1990, ELCI has sponsored research on 
women's indigenous environmental 
management. ELCI's Women, 
Environment and Development Network 
(WEDNET) Project's newsletter, 
WEDNEWS, provides information on 
women and environment activities and 
research. Four WEDNET researchers 
attended the Women and Forestry 
Workshop in Senegal, and workshop
participants have been receiving 
WEDNEWS. 

Besides environment and 
development organizalions, some 
women's networks and organizations 
provide information eon-women's 
activities. NGOs can .are information 
by workshops, study tours, and training 
courses., 

Many participants in the Women and 
Forestry Workshop were keen to apply 
concrete suggestions to their own work. 
Oly three days after the workhopended, 
the President of the Women's Group in 
Popenguine, Senegal, held a mecung
with the village women to discuss 
posv'bilities for building improved 
cookatoves, whichshe had learned about 
in the workshop. 

Although NGOs have strengths in 
working with local people and women in 
particular, they also face certain 
constraints. In Africa many NGOs are 
relativelyyoungandinexperienced. They 
may face organizational, institutional, 
orfundingdifficulties. Somehavelimtted 

expertise in working on forestry and 
natural resources issues Through 
education and training, policy change,. 
and funding, governments and donor 
can support NGO activities 

Visions for change 

Out of the case studies andi the NG0 
workshop discussions came shared 
visions of development. forestry. and 
wom-n in Africa. These visions suggest 
broaderNGO strategies. beyond the scopc 
ofindividual forestry projects. WorL',hn'p
par'icipants discussed strategies to 
communicate these visions, to advocate 
for change. 

The workshop participants share a 
vision of development that is people. 
centred and sustainable. Development 
must be a bottom-up, participatory 
process. Women must be involved not 
only in the labour for forestry activities, 
but also in decision-making and control 
ofresources. Keyconcemsfor promnung 
women'sparticipationin naturalre.,ource 
development activities focus on their 
access to and control over resources At 
the planning mecung and workshop. 
discussions emphasized the importance 
of two major types of resources -- Land. 
res, and other natural resources. and 
information and knowlrdge Building 
on women'- isting knowledge and 
environmet,. anagement skills is 
fundamental for theirempowerment and 
control of their lives. This approach to 
development isone widely endorsed by 
many African NGOs. 

Discussions of popular participalion 
in fe,esry -- whether by NGO,. 
communities, or women .- u iually focus 
on "community forestry. "hfarm 
forestry," or"agroforestry." Toponent, 
of community forestry stress that 
participants should obtaindirect benefit s 
from the trees they grow, and be motivated 
to undertake volintary i.e,iunpaid, work 
Workshop participants stressed three 
concerns about this focus. 

First, we need to consider more 
carefully whether women and other 
participants actually benefit from thetr 
participationinfirestryandtreeplantmig 
activities. Do partucipant retain or gain 
access to and control over resources' 
Secondwemust.ocusmoreoninmcome
generationandother short-term benefits, 
While women may provide voluntary 
labour for environmental rehabilitattin 
efforts, they also Ped income. Many 
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WOMEN 

Information is knowledge -- and power 

I norder to better understand the isanurgenttaskwhichhasobeintegrated and exchanges enabled the parucipants 
problem of information and into any development programme to put together some recommendation 

communication of Zairean women and For example, during the Earth forconcreteactioninorder toamehorte 
toidcntifythelevclofawarenesaofthese Summit in Rio, the Zairean delegation women's access to information and 
issues by the women themselves, the wasmadeupofl5men-.andnotasingle NGOs. 
coordinator of women's activiies of the wo~man! What a crime! The same was The recommendauons were 
"Fondation d'lnter-Acuon du Zaire" true of the National Conference where - share with other women mtrmatioi 
(F.I.A.Z) organized in Bukavu (6-8 women's representation was only 2 and ideas developed dunng the Fonim
 
August 1992) a forum called "Women percent. Yet, innearly each country, the for their own promotion;
 
and information in African society number of women is half the total popu- • F.I.A.Z should work with other
 
today". This forum has generated much lation. If today the institutions, organi- concerned NGOs and nsti:uuons to ie
 
interest in Zaire and neighbouring zations and families of each African up a communication and tnformation
 

Rwanda. country could educate and give women network; and
 
The participants came from various accss to information the same way the - F.I.A.Z should establtsh a documernti

backgrounds:churches,NGOs fordeve, men are given, Africa would develop tion ccntre and an imformauon bulletin 
lopment. public services, banks, army, faster, for women; they should also organize 
lawyers, the media, teaching and prvate Information is knowledge - and is meetings for women to create a "Caise 
societies. This diversity enriched the power. It is true that men who should Financitre ctd'Investissement" for 
contributions as well as identified the have beenobserversinthisforumbecamte women.rmanagedby women. Ihs Cai,',e 
common information and communica- the pnncipal actors becaue, they had has already been working since 26 
bon preoccupations of women beyonJ information the women needed. !t is also Setembetr 1992 it Bukavu 2 
their sociological and professional true that men don't want theirwives toL.,e .by futunwa Aambale 
interest. better informed, because they are (TranulatedfromfrenchbyNathaiebaniire/ 

This forum constituted an important frightened of the result: the inevitable Contact Mrs Murunwa Narrbule. 
stage in the process of reflection and equality. So. we had to acknowledge the Coordtnaricedes Activals Fitninnei 
action, initiated in the context of our men who accepted our invitation to talk de laF.I.A.Z P.O. Boi 263. Cyngugu. 
mandate as an organization servicing to us because it contributed to women's Rwanda. 
women and people in development. To liberation process. 
promote information for women inZaire The debates which followed the talks 

lorestry project, typically offer paid to train more women in forestry and in Africa: A Resource Guide present, 
employment to men. but only expect natural resource activiues to enhance informanion from the ca.e studie, aid 
voluntary unpaid labour from women, their participation at all levels .- from workshop. It discusses sues and 
Third, we must broaden beyond gras,sroots to international policy levels. strategies for enhancing women', 

encompass play in training ald"community forestry" to NGOs a vital role participatitn in forestry acttsttc,,. 
"commercial forestry." In many African extension officers and rural participanLs. ensuiring that women benefil fitm their 
countries, community forestry activities They also can work with governments to paticipation Thi re.ource guide can 
encompass only a minor portion of the change professional and technical assist NGOs and odiers %4(irktn ontN -'1, 
forestry sector. To understand human training of foresters to focus more on field-.ihc.le>eltrst'> .ctte' 

utseof tees, andwhethe'foricstryrespond, working with people, withwomen htals OhLL,IC C NpC 
to people's needs, we must consider the Planning meeting participants organizations, and useful rclcrcnc, 
entireorientatonandfundingofforestry decidedtthatthecrucial issuewasnot just The second document. W,,nrn 
activities, and the respective roles of oneofnetworking.butdevelopingasger Particpation in Forestr Ac i ir. im 
governments and non-governmental communication strategies. Such cornunu- Africa: Project Suiriun'i and Pit 
organizations. nicaion is important for advocacy work. Recominendattons, summarie , the 

International policy debates, such as solidarity-building. policy and legal project findings and reconunentdtion 
those surrounding the Tropical Forestry reforms, sharing information, and deve- It is aimed at pilicy-makers in N(i{ . 
ActionProgramme "FAP),mustinclude lopmenstraitegies. Communicationlink- governments, anJ donor orgwitaoLn. 
women's active participation. For such agesarecrucial: NCrOs need toexchange Both documcats are now aailable in 
policydiscu sions, ELClandotherNGOs Ideas with other NGOs. with their English. Theywillbeavailableinrcn,:h 
can play an important role in ensuring governments, local groups, and donors, at the end of March IY)3 0 
that women particip,-ie indiscussions at To communicate these ideas and ..by Paula William, author of the two 
all levels, visions. ELCI has prepared two documents on women and furestry in 

In some countries, efforts are needed documents. Women, Trees and Forests Africa 
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Government Policies Rob Africans
 
Of Precious Drylands
 

very year, rapid population 
growth forces many African faml.,
lies to settle on outlying dryland 

areas toekeoutalivinggrowingcropsor 
raising livestock But some observers say
that farmung those drylandi degrades the 
areas, lCaving them drierand unusable for 
future generations of African farmers, 

Fhecontroversialtrendof "landdegra.
dauon" worries many development ex-
pe-rts who fear it robs African communi-
ties of precious farmland while popula-
uon growth rates soar across the conti-
nent. 

But many differ on wh-st causes land 
degradaton. Some say a natural reduc-
tio in vegetative cover and a spreading 
oj sand, or a process known as "deserti-
ficauon," is responsible. ButanewWorld 
Bank study says that climatic changes
MaY have some effect on dxyland areas,
but the problem of losing marginal land 
is mostlyman-madeandistheroforepre-
.'.?ntable 

Burdensome government policies, 
Lixes and regulations together make itto ugh forAfican farmers to earn a profit
Irom their farms and use the land in a 
sustainable" manner, says the study by 

john English, formerly principal econo-
ust in the World Bank's Environment 

DepartmenL English's paper, Economic 
andSocal Policies andLand Degradation in 
DrylandAreas, was delivered on May 25 
ataninternationalconferenceondeserti_ 
fication in Nairobi, Kenya.

"Desertiflcation is not the main issue. 
Land degradation Is," says English. "The 
problem in marginal dryland areas is 
that farmers have very few crops that 
they can grow, taxes and levies are often 
slapped on exported crops, and.the mar-
ket3 for selling the products are scarce, 
Basically, the prospect of growing crops 
on these areas is not very profitable to the 
average farmer. So, it's notsurprising to 
s-e that farmers do not invest in main-
taining a resource-land-that appeans 
to have no long-term value." 

Of all African farmland, the drylands 

are the most vulnerable to loss, says En-

glish. Rainall is low and unreliable, and 

sparse vegetation provides a poor cover 
to guard against soil erosion. Because 
the areas are economically unproduc-
tive, they are not linked to national com-
mercial centers by roads, and the inhabitants often do not have a say in govern-
mental decisions that affect their lives.

Tostoplanddegradation, Africangov. 
ernnentsmusteliminateoppressiveeco_ 
nomicandsocialpoliciethatcause farm-

ers to abandon degraded drylands, says
English. Instead, governments should 
create incentives to allow rural house
holds to use the dryla.nds 5ustainably
and keep agricultural production up.

Governents should cut taxes onai. 
cultural products to make farming more 
profitable and make life more stable by
granting enforceable property rights to
farmers. Governments should also con
tinue to encourage farming innovations, 
introduce alternative crops that can be 
best grown on the dzylands, and not 
discourage seasonal migration. 

Overall, leaving farmers to grow their 
crops or raise their livestock may be the 
best way to ensure that the lands stay
viable and usable, says English.

"Farmers will take the right steps to 
prevent land degradation from happen
ing if they have the incentive of using
that land to earn income and if they see a 
future for themselve and their families. 
A farmer will not deliberately go out on 
a limb and cut it off behind him." 0 

Econoric and Social Policies and Land 
Degradation in Dryland Areas is offeredfree of charge. To get a copy, write to the 
World Bank, Room S-5131, 1818 H St.,
Washington, D.C., 20433, USA 

,'hotos from 1930 (loe)and 1990 show how Kenyon land policies encouraged farmers to terrace a hillsjde and resiore degraded land inMachakos district 

WBN May 27, 1993 



Essay: Malin Falkenmark
 

People8 lanet 

Regional water scarcity - a widely 
he global population is now over The conventional approach to water some water may be imported through 
5.5 billion, increasing by about supply problems in the developed aquifers and rivers.
95 million pcople every year. North is: How much water do we need The dilemma of Southern water-

Most of this growth is taking place in and where do we get it? short countries is fivefold: they havethe poor countries of the developing Unfortunately, this approach is inade- intermittent wet and dry seasons; theworld. The issue of feeding these extra quate in poverty- stricken regions - main part of the year is often dry;
people - the equivalent of adding for example in Sub-Saharan Africa recurrent drought years are part of the
another Mexico or Nigeria to the plan- and southern Asia - where water may climate; vulnerable soils are erodibleet each year - will have to be seriously very well be a limiting resource. The or impermeable, leading to land desicaddressed in the near future, evident question to ask is: How much cation; and the recharge of aquifers

Human life depends on continuous water is in fact moving through the and rivers is low since most rainfall 
access to two things: freshwater and landscape above and below the ground evaporates.

food resources. Crop production, how- surface, and how to best benefit from These 
 conditions complicate the ever, is critically dependent upon huge the zvailable amount? achievement of self-reliance in food 
amounts of water passing through the In essence, a country's available production, especially in those coun
plant from its roots out through the water consists of the non-evaporated tries with rapidly growing populations.
foliage, raiufall over its territory. In addition, Securing crop yields depends on ade

"'C" 

SURiPLUSi 

i~100 amovag 

7--9" 

DUlnCLENCY 

Defining scarcity . -1000 VW . 
(mm per ) 

Water will increasingly become a constraint on economic To maintain today's water use per capita, the amount of
and social development ThIs will Impact most on countries water mobilized would have to Increase by 1,500,000 MCM.with limited water supplies, rapid population growth and/or That Is equivalent to all the water In the reservoirs of thefast-expanding industry and agriculture. With poor world's 10 largest dams (excluding Owen Falls).management this can result In over-exploitation and Irrigation accounts for about 70 per cent of the world's
pollution, total water use. In the dry developing countries farmers

Regions of water scarcity can be defined as those with need to use more water than In the humid tropics for the 
more than 600 people for every millon cubic metres (MCM) same biomass yield. In the past 40 years, irrigated cropland
of available water per year. At present 300 million people has tripled. But farmers usually obtain this water at a are living in such regions. By 2025 3 billion people will be fraction of the actual cost, often leading to wastage. Good
affected - a tenfold increase. Irrigation techniques, skilfully used, not only save water


In 1990, 26 countries including most of North, East and 
 they also cause less damage.
Southern Africa and the Middle East, fell in this category. In the map above, the surplus areas can support a wideBy 2025, 65 countries will be water-short, according to this range of crops and vegetation without Irrigation. In the
definition, including India, Korea, Nigeria, Peru and .deflcit areas, they cannot.
Poland. Others will suffer from localized shortages. MikalArnestradI 



People A the Plana is a Joint publication of the United Nations Population Fund, the World Conservation 
Union and the International Planned Parenthood Federation. It Is published by Planet 21, an Indepen
dent, non-profit, publishing company, In association with a wide range of International organizations
which have an interest In various aspects of population, environment and development, and with funding 
support from the Swedish International Development Authority. 

neglected challenge
 
quate root-zone water security. Since 
rainfall is erratic, this calls for specific 
measures: either protective irrigation 
or careful, integrated soil-water man-
agement. 

The challenge for water-short coun-
tries is to cope with vulnerable soil., 
short growing seasons, and a constant 
risk of droughts. In addition, the best 
possible use has to be made of the 
limited amount of water available in 
aquifers and rivers. In Africa this is 
often less than 100 mm per year. 

Hence, development in low income 
countries is a completely different 
issue from development in temperate 
zones. The conventional water man-
agement approach is poorly adapted to 
the prevailing conditions in the dry 
tropics. What is needed instead is an 
integrated approach to land and water, 
The rationale for integration is that 
land use is both water-dependent and 
water-impacting. 

For example, the runoff of water is 
influenced by forestry and land use 
practices in each country. The more 
rainwater that is consumed for tree 
growth and crop production and 
returned to the atmosphere through 
photosynthesis, the less will remain to 
feed aquifers and rivers. The import-
ance of this phenomenon is well 
known in countries with a high evapo-
rative demand, such as Australia and 
South Africa; where runoff is extreme-
ly sensitive to vegetation changes, 
even forest fires. In the same way, im-
ported water is vulnerable to changes 
in biomass production upstream. 

Also, water is a mobile solute and 
chemically active. It picks up soluble 
pollutants along its pathways through 
the landscape. 

A critical challenge is the availabili-
ty of water from wet to dry seasons. In 
order to be able to make use of more 
water than is available during the dry 
season - typically only some 10-20 
per cent of the overall availability 
water storage is a key measure. But 
this calls for the construction of dams 
and reservoirs; an option that is prov-
ing to be increasingly controversial, 
The massive World Bank-funded 
Sardar Sarovar dam project on the 
Narmada River in India is only one of 
the most recent examples. 

It is urgent that a dialogue be 
opened between hydrologists, water 
resource engineers and ecologists in 
an effort to avoid the mistakes of one-
sided solutions. In the long-term there 
is a growing conflict of interest 
between the human rights of local 
people who suffer from the construc-
tion of dams (and get little of the ben-
efits) and the rights of neighbouring 
populations in poverty-stricken, 
drought-prone areas, to an increased 
share of the resource. 

Urbanization introduces another 
dilcmma. First of all, looking at the 
predicted population explosion in 
urban areas - especially the growth of 
megacities such as Mexico City, S.o 
Paulo, Bombay, Calcutta, and Cairo 
it is hard to imagine how governments 
can possibly provide safe water and 
sanitation to such rapidly-growing 
numbers. The urban population in the 
developing world is expected to jump 
from 2 billion in 1990 to nearly 4 bil-
lion by 2025. Servicing such numbers 
will call for a doubling or even tre-
bling of the efforts made by the 
International Water Supply and 
Sanitation Decade for the next three 
decades. The problem is the over-
whelming impact on water supply of 
such huge 'point sources of demand'. 
As cities grow, more water has to be 
brought from further and further 
afield. In the end, water will be one of 
the main factors limiting urban growth 
in many water-short areas. 

Urban populations also produce 
immense quantities of waste: human, 
industrial and municipal. Untreated 
human waste threatens the local 
groundwater supplies, since during 
wet seasons it will percolate through 
the soil and into groundwater aquifers. 
Industrial waste threatens both 
groundwater and rivers, making the 
water toxic and unfit for most uses. 

At present, urbanization is running 
out of proportion to the growth of the 
rest of the population. Some cities, 
like Nairobi, increased by over 600 
per cent in one decade. With rural 
areas often starved for development, 
the city represents a chance for 
employment, as well as access to 
needed services. Those people forced 
off marginal lands hope to find a bet-

ter life in the city; often they find only 
more misery. One way to limit the 
push from the hinterlands is to 
improve rural living conditions and 
concentrate on land rehabilitation and 
job creation. 

As urban areas grow, water alloca
tion problems are intensified. Where 
water is already scarce, urban areas 
tend to claim a larger share, cutting 
the amount available for irrigated 
cropland. This is already a serious 
problem in the Indian State of Tamil 
Nadu, where irrigation water from the 
Bhavani River system is being divert
ed to feed industrial expansion in the 
Coimbatore district. It may be more 
politically expedient to provide water 
to urban dwellers at the expense of 
rural needs. But the emerging question 
for politicians and resource managers 
is: where will the water be more useful 
- in the city, or drought-proofing agri
culture to produce more food to feed 
ever-growing populations? 

There is a clear need to take a com
pletely new approach to water supply 
in a world that is facing increasing 
conflicts over its use (and misuse). 
The crucial questions in the dry trop
ics and sub-tropics - where most of 
the poorer countries are located - is 
how much water is actually available, 
moving through the landscape? How 
does reforestation and deforestation 
change that amount by influencing the 
flow of water that returns to the 
atmosphere? How do we get the maxi
mum production out of the amount 
available in terms of both biomass and 
social and economic advancement? 

The world is faced by the daunting 
prospect of an emerging water crisis in 
many areas of the developing world. 
How we answer these questions will 
have a tremendous impact on future 
management of critical resources. It 
will also have a tremendous impact 
for better or worse - on the develop
ment prospects of many poor, water
short countries. U 

Malin Falkenmark is the world'sfirsi 
ProfessorofInternationalHydrology 
anda Global SOO Laureate.Her 
special interestis how the water cycle 
links environment anddevelopment, 
especially in the South. 
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NICARAGUA REQUESTS OAS ASSISTANCE FOR
 
PROGRAM TO STRENGTHEN DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS
 

The Government of Nicaragua is 
asking the Organization of
American States (OAS) to develop and implement a two-year program

aimed at bolstering democratic institutions in the Central American
 
country.
 

The request is contained in 
a letter sent to OAS Secretary

General Joao Clemente Baena Soares by the Permanent Representative

of Nicaragua to the OAS, Ambassador Jos6 Antonio Tijerino. 
The

Nicaraguan diplomut explained that the program to be implemented

effective next July 1 and financed through contributions from OAS
member states and observers to the regional organization would be
directed to help "in the exceptional circumstances being confronted
 
by Nicaragua."
 

The OAS haa been assisting Nicaragua through its 
CIAV-OAS

mission, which devoted its 
efforts to the 
most urgent problems

faced by the country immediately after the war, namely disarming of
those participatin~g in the civil war that ravaged Nicaragua and reinserting them in Nicaraguan society through social and economic
 
development projects.
 

Ambassador Tijerino said that under the new program, CIAV-OAS
would continue its original mandate, but would also expand it 
to
include all segments of Nicaraguan population affected by the civil
 
war.
 

He outlined the following objectives of the now program: A)
Professionalization of the 
Police force, B) Promotion of human
rights at the 
state level through the official Office of Human
Rights and non-governmental agencies, C) Improvement of the court
 
system through training projects for prospective judges and
training for court employees, as well as 
technical assistance in
the legal process,D) Assistance in the field of elections, and E)

Education for peace and promotion o'! non-violence.
 

###
 

General Secretariat of the Organization of American S~aies, Washington, D.C. 2006 
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Streng e the roots
of ic form

f econo ref 
In a few short years, most Latin 
Amencan countries have trans-
formed ther. debt-ridden, neffi-
cient econories into models for 
economic reform, 

But the reforms are new and 
stiallowlv rooted. Their value is not 
ye! apparent to the millions of 
!.i.:n Americans who 
rt. :1an poor- and 
se,: others getting 
rich. How long will 
these people be con-
tent to stay on the 
sidelines with no 
prospects for im-
provement? Equally
important, how can 
the new Latin -

Anerica achieve its 
.the 

. 

economic potential 
without their full par-
ticipation? 

.. 

Despite general 
economic improve-
ments, Latin America 
has more poor people 
today than 10 years 
ago. These are the or-
phans of the newLatn he-meic:Latin America: the ,,.
 

laid off when the 
state electricity com-
pany was pnvatized, 
the single mother 
who Struggles to keep 
her children in 
school, the rural migrant who 
sought opportunity in the city and 
found only a tarpaper shack. The 
train of prosperity ispassing these 
people by. and they know it. 
Pushed to the margins of society,
the-v feel they have no real voice in 
the political decisions that affect 
their lives. They grow cynical over 
the Inequitable distribution of 
wealth and despair that the future 
holds fewer, not more, opportuni-
ties for their children, 

Opportunity, not charity. How to 
address the persisting problem of 
poverty was the subject of a three-
day forum held at the IDB last 
month. Adding their voices to a 

I growing chorus, leaders from gov-
emment, international organiza-
tions and private groups agreed 

-

, * 

Social reform is both an 
ethical imperativeand an 

economicnecessity. 

that social reform is now the num-
ber-one priority in the region, 

While presenting a diversity of 
views (see article page 4), forum 
participants agreed that social re-
form cannot be achieved in isola-
tion. Nor can the needs of poor
people be met through charity. 

his closing statement before 

the forum, IDB President Eiinque
V.Iglesias spelled out the steps
that society must take to integrate
social reform into the broader eco
nomic and political process.

First, he addressed the issue of 
governability. The answer to bad 
government is not less govern
ment. but better government. He 
called for a streamlined state, bet 
ter able to discharge its responsi

j bilities in the fields of education. 
health. sanitation, 
housing. and reduc-
Lion of povert. 

Second. Iglesias
called on the state 
to take the lead in 
building a national 
consensus on social 
reform. just as it did 
so successfully in 

area of economic 
reform. 

Third, he called 
on goverments to 
provide their people
with the means to 
grow with their 
economies. through 
training, credit and 

. " technology. 

'-"" .... . -" 

Fourth. he urged 
countries to pressahead with political 

fw reforms. broadening 
and deepening their 
democratic institl
tions. Thev must 

l.*" vest greater respon
sibility in local gov
ernments. commu

nity organizations and private 
entrepreneurs. 

Finally, multilateral organiza
tions must expand their role from 
providers of resources to promot
ers of a dialogue among countries 
and between governments and 
their people. 

Social reform has always been 
an ethical imperative. But today. 
more than ever, it is an econonic 
necessity as well. 

- the edior 
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S THREADS OF COMMON
 
KNOWLEDGE 

0 

r*p.R pce ';elam preserving plant dirl Oy requires documenting lbepracticsoflojcalj'are, 

n ore and more, research.ers on sustainable develop-
ment are taking a serious 
look at indigenous knowl-
edge (IK). They can hardly 
avoid doing so since iK is 
like a thread running 
through the human cornmu-
nity, touching on biodivers-
ity, climate and countless 
oilier activities. Take 
shamanism, for instance. 

The ong;n uf Amerndian shaman-
,m are Asiatic. posslbly proceeding 
troim ntillenia of shamanistic religions 
;n.Nonhem A.sia and Southeast .Asi" 
,aye, Elizatsjert Reicr, aiprofessor of 
ant.hropology at the Uniersidad de 
.uN Andes, Colombia 

Prof Reichei defines shamanism as a 
poh ; al and religious technique for 
:nanaging societies through certain 

ntual performances, myths, and world
views, such that a community respects
the natural environment and cornmu, 
nihy life as asocial common gox)d. 
Shamanism is still the basic vworldvic,.., 

of 70.000 Amazonian Indians in 
Colombia and of more than 30 million 
Amenndians in Latin Amenca, she 
adds.Prof Reichel shared her observations 
with partucipants at a symposium on 
indigenous knowledge and sustain-
able development, held in late 1992 in 
Silang. Philippines. It was convened
by the Intemational Institute for Rural 
Recontruticuon (or IIRR, based in 
Silang) and IDRC. 

In the lintiparana area near the 
Colombian-Brazilian border, says Prof 
Reichel, shamans practice environmen-
tal accounung" an awareness that 
action upon the environment always 
begets reaction. "These indigenous 
societies can be said to be among the 
few ones left with a strong cultural 

tradition of Indigenous sustainable 
development In Colombia. shanun
sim is a form of co-politis, .1mCcha

ntsm for the regulauon and conuot ot 
resources., 

Prof Reichel laments the dirnmnishxng 
role of shamans as ore goveinment 
opens Amazonian lands by recognia. 
migland titles The system creates ncwtonns of land tenure and fxhtical cep

resenauson on top of the old Where 
before the shamnan decided the best 
ways to hunt or harvest food antl for
est products, he is now unrepresented
in the new system of elected otficials 

The native p,. Ie in Asia. Afnca. 
Canada or Ltin nenca have tar 
tnor cin m , .n terms ef thteir con
ceptualization of nature and its b.ar
ing on our lite compared to the rest of 
the population," observes Kant K Patel 
of the Center for Management in Agn
culture, Indian Institute of Manage
ment, in Ahmedabad. "The Inuit, 
Australian Aborigines. ,Moawk and 
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other Indian tribes have always consid-
ered that a common thread runs 
through animals, earth and human 
beings." 

On Malalison Island in the central 
Philippines, reefs are known by 
names handed down through genera-
tions, and islanders reckon distances 
in ter'ns of fathoms and take their 
bearings from human landmarks such 
as a house on the mainland. The 
island was chosen by the Southeast 
Asian Fisheries Development Center 
(SEAFDEC) as a pilot site for sea-
farming technologies, sea-ranching 
and the granting of temtorial use 
rights in fisheries. The cornerstone ci 
the project was local involvement, so 
the research turned to the ways of the 
fisherfolk. 

While t.e people's fishing methods 
are specific to the island, "Malalison 
fishers are not unique," said 
SEAFDEC's Susana V. Siar. "The island-
ers are no different from the islnders 
of the Torres Strait or the raft fisher-
men and shore dwellers of Brazil, 
who possess a system of naming sea 
space and mirking specific fishing 
spots through landmarks." 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
AND IK 

"Many people realize one cannot 
talk of the value of natural resources 
in human terms without falling bark 
to what people know about them and 
how they use them," s:ys Christine 
Kabuye, the botanist in charge of the 
National Museums of Kenya's East 
African Herbarium. "And when it 
comes to sustainable development, 
incorporating indigenous knowledge 
is a must." 

The Herbarium has collected data 
on plant uses since 1900, mostly on 
medicinal and chemically interesting 
plants. But it was not until three years 
ago that it started looking at wild food 
plants as substitutes for common 
crops that cannot be grown sustaina-
bly on marginal land. The results 
show that some indigenous food 
plants are far more nutritious than 
exotic ones. 

"Because indigenous knowledge 
has been largely derived through oral 
traditions passed down over genera-
tions. much has been lost forever," 
says Raymond Obomswin, a senior 

consultant at the ONAKE International 
Applied Research Project in Onano, 
Canada. "The question of iispreserva-
tion, expansion and practical use is 
especially urgent." 

1K can be lost in unpredictable 
ways. The Green Revolution, for 
instance, made its own contribution, 
says Gordan Prain of UPWARD (User's 
Perspective with Agricultural Research 
and Development), based in the Phil-
ippines. 'The successful exploitation 
of wheat and nce germplasm diveisity 
was causing the disappearance of that 
diversity as farmers switched to the 
new varieties." The response to vanish-
ing diversity was to collect accessions 
for more than 50 crops in over 100 
gene banks worldwide. But little in 
the collections has been characterized 
properly. Without systematic character-
Ization, gene banks are like "phanna-
cies filled with miracle drugs without 
labels." 

'Almost absent from this potted his-
tory of plant genetic resources are the 
past and present users and onginators 
of genetic diversity: farmung house 
holds the world over, but especially 
rural people living in the more diverse 

and difficult environments of tropical
and sub-tropical regions where the 
great majonrty of crop diversity is to be 
found," says Mr Prain. "Modem crop 
varieties often bring with them novel 
practices and these combine to erode 
the communal memory." UPWARD 
has completed "memory banking" in 
two communities in southern Philip-
pines where the practices of local 
farmers with traditional vaneties of 
staple and supplementary crops wtre 
documented systematically. 

TIME-TES'ED RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT 


Conservationists emphasize the 
importance of 1K with respect to bio-
logical diversity, which must be pre-
served before as yet undiscovered 
species are lost forever. For David 
Hyndman, a senior lecturer in anthro-
pology at Australia's University of 
Queensland, converting rainforests 
and inshore coral reefs into wilderness 
preserves is "nomore than robbing 
indigenous peoples of their homeland 
and assigning it an artificial idealized 
landscape in which humans have no 
place. Biological and cultural diversity 
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would best be achieved by keeping 
indigenous people on their homeland 
and allowing them to employ their 
own time-tested sustainable resource 
management.-

Another theme addressed by the 
symposium was access to IKand mid 
lectual property righLs Hou, Lan L.al 
people be protected from expli ation 
of their know.ledge and resourcs' 
What compensation can they get for 
their valuab!e information. 

The annual value of medicinal 
plants denved from IK is estimated at 
some S.bion in 19B9 But indigc
nous people see: no financial compen. 
sation for the hundreds of years of 
expenmencation and innovation that 
led to the use of these planLs 

"At present th.:iar n, prcii ih s 
o indigenous peoples. says Prof 
Hyndman. 'Dissatsfacton with this 

exploitation led to the i forth ndig. 
nous intellectual property nghLs ol the 
kind granted to univeniimes and mdi
viduals for innovative R & D in the 
form of patents and copyngt.s 

The keynote speaker at the sympo
sium, the Honourable .lames Bourque. 
a Canadian indigenous person. urged 
participants to focus on theprac't al 
application of lr: in de%elopment 
activities to the advantage of local peo
pie. He saw a danger that the retneal 
of 1K would benefit onl', the scientific 
community and the Westem world 

"For whose benefit." asks Shahid 
Akhtar, Director of the Information 
and Communication S'stems and Net
works Program at IDRC "The ndige
nous populations must he the main 
beneficiaries of any infonnation s,,
tem or network that is established 
Western researchers Icanl also he 
users and partcipanLts hut fundamen
talissues related to mntellectual prop
erry nghts and research ethics ma ke it 
essential that original owner,and 
keepers ,fthe kno.ledge reiin 
access and control -

There must also be opponunirie, f,i 
giving 1K widet relevance ac ording 
to D. Michael Warren. direc:or ou the 
Center for Indigenous Knowledge hor 
Agnulture and Rural Developmc.' 
in the United Sues Reseairch should 
look "on the uuilyv of indigenous 
knowledge and innovations from oric 

I 
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Access to K should considerprovaions 
forprotecting the knowledge rigbts of 
indigenousgrc.ps and local 
communities. 

•:cological zone to a similar zone in a "From the perspective of the local Indigenous knowledge, says IDRC'sdifferent part of the world." farmer, with his need for fuel, fodder Shahid Akhtar. "provides the basis forThe symposium identified many and grazing land for cattle, such shrub- grassroots or local-level decision•;cn research gaps. These included land often h-,Is survival meaning, in making, much of which take., place atagriculture, genetic resources, forestry, contradiction to its productio., mean- the :omnunity level in rural areasnatural rel-ource management, aqua- ing to foresters," says Dr Donald A. where the majority still lves. Veryculture, human health, veterinary med- Messerschrmidt, asocial forestry little o .his knowledge has beenine and livestock management, atid adviser to the Institute of Forestry in recorded, yet it represents ancommunication and organizations. Pokhara, Nepal. "The benefits of tall immensely valuable data base withThe role of pnmary and elementary timber generally go to loggers and insights on how numerous communi,ducation in promoting and displac- middlemen and seldom to poor farm- ties have invacted with their hanging local knowledge ariong children ers. Benefits of shrubland may be ing environment."also attracted ttention. many - more species to harvest,

'A sndy in a rural Mexican village more land available to graze, less 
 PaulIca,nmna in the Philippiesrevealed th.t non-Ind.: i schoo! age erosicn and gullying.'

children identified aru ,..w the uses Fc.estry, education and the manyof 37 plants compared to Otomi chil- ort'er issues related to IKwill be fur
dren able to do the same for some ther explored by IDRC in coming
138 plants," observes Raymond months, with a view ,o determining IKO'hom:awin. "Yet, it is the Indian research ;nd informatioi prionties, ItOtomi childre,. who are deemed has begun consulting with 1K scholars,
ignrant and in need o" an educarin." dinigenous, groups and others toAround the world, institutionalized guage the need for IKnetworks.Lhildhood education, -has under- The symposium has idvanced this 
tned viable injgenous tracitions of work by developing recommenda

tanulial based educ:tuon," he say, bions for recording IK, prepaning train-

In other disciplir -s too the profes- in 
 ,:'lsiuals, comununicating and,iinal perspecuv takes on special usiiig 1K, and for research and policy

rnportance. To itany foresters doing relating to IK.It also formulated an
research in Nepal, a formerly forested action pl:n for an IK retwork. Discus
area that has been r.rduced to shrub- sion on methodology dealt with
land :s considered "degraded." They recording, storage, validation andorten advise replanting with liig.u selection of IK as well as training in all 
canopy timber, these aspects. 
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THE CSD - NO BALCKPEDDLING YET
 
Ahe negottons of the United Nations 47th Ceneral International NGOs.nbly on all members of the Conference ofm~A the follow-up to UNCED and establishing NGOs in Consultative Status with ECOSOC (CONGO)a U.N. Commission on Sustainable Development neared While these representatives did not completely agree withcornpletion' it was evident that those who predicted the each other, in general they expressed opposition toEart Summit conmi.ments would be language in the SG report, which theyeviscerated by governmcnts, agaencies ________________ _ interpreted as calling for UtCED NGOsan.d other reactionary forces of thie UN, By VMillam R. Pace to be able to pasicipate in the CSDhad been oinprover wrong. It was clear Ian

during both the General Assembly and the ECOSOC
negotiations that governments are stidl taking the UNCED 
commitments very senously. 
A number of key government representatives have ex-
pressed that, unlike the vast majority of their assignments,
the establishment of the Commission on SustainableDevelopment (CSD)may be, as was the Human Rights
Commission in 1946, an histoncally important event. As 
an example, the EC has been trying to establish 
unprecedented bargaining powers for itself in the new 
Cor'.mission, so it seems already that the CSD has become 
a field involving very high level negotiations and
manoeuverings. 

Furthermore. the dev.?loping cwintnes and activist Third
World NGOs are clearly hoping to use the CSD to monitor 
the lending policies and practices of the International 
f,nancial institutions, including the Global Environmental 
Facility of the World Bank. The ECOSOC resolution calls
for the World Bank, IMF, and other intergovernmental
organisations and speciJized agencies to appoint special
representatives to the CSD. 

But What Role Have NGO, Achieved? 
NGOs hope to use the CSD to examimn linkages betweentrade, development and environmental degradation, and to
look at country sustainable i'evelopment plans, including
the L. -isumption practices of Northern industrialized socie-
ties. UNCED involved the greatest number of citizen acti-
vists and organisations ever in an International intergovern-
mental process. This included 400 NGOs who were
already in consultative status with ECOSOC, who can
participate in all U.N. conferenccs and commissions, and 
1000 others; referred to as "UNCED NGOs" in this article, 
Many believe that the North-Sduth dialogue between
NGOs and governments was as important ab the main
products" of UNCED: the treaties, declarations and

Agenda 21. But this dialogue and debate about percep-
tions, power, roles, rights and wrongs, was far from
complete after Rio. Many hope that the meetings of the
CSD will become the setting for an ongoing global debate,
exz;'ining what the "enhanced" roles of NGOs, citizens 
a.ztivists. and representatives of major groups will be in the
post-cld War, post-Earth Sumnit, United ations. 

Secretasj, General's Report 
The report of the Secretary-General (SG), based on the
General Assembly decisions and Agenda 21 commitments,
made a number of progressive proposals and assumptio,-. 
tpr iposed accrediting the 1000 additional UNCED 

NGOs to the U.N. Roster forparticipation in the work ofth.- CSD. (This was extrao.tlinary, as thg number put onthe Roster via SG recommendation .ver the last 40 ears
is reportedly less than 30.] It assui,ed unprec denied
involvement of NGOs in the CSD and recommend;d 
expanded consultations such as meetings with NGOs inadvance of CSD meetings. 

Initially, th. only vocal ooposition to thes-c recom-
mendations came from a few representatives of ;he 

equal footinAwih Category I and 11
consultative tatus NGOs. (See The Network 022 for an
explanation of these roles). They opposed language which 
cled upon NGOs to organise themselves into ne works
and coalitions and establish mechanisms, when limitationsof space and time required, to select representat.ves to be
in CSD meeting rooms a to speak on behalf of NGOs. 

Though publicly supporting the calls in Agenda 21 for 
more enhanced, Inclusive, regionally balanced NGO
involvement and participatory rights in the follow-up to
UNCED, they have not offered any alternatives to the 
UNCED vs. existing ECOSOC procedures dilemma. since
last July. Their defensive actions have backfired badly and 
are creating the conditions they claim to be trying to 
prevent.
 
Despite the fact that India, the Philippines and China also

opposed accrediting the UNCED NGOs, the decision
 
appears to be to grant all the UNCED NGOs accreditation.
 
"subject to the approval of the Council. bearing in mind

the provisions of Article 71 oi the Charter of the U.N."

This disappointing cormpromise will probably allow govern
ments to vet lists of NGOs from their countries to exclude
 
those they do not want on the Roster. This could eliminate

important grassroots national and regional NGOs. 

The Way Forward
 
During the Gene,al Assembly debate on UNCED/CSD

resolutions, there was open and frank recognition that the
 
new Commission would fail if its meetings and work were

confined to government representatives. Thus. :he support

for activ.e citizen and NGO participation in the CSD was

dramatic. Governments and others who expected that the

UN would return to business as usual after UNCED. have
 
been rebuffed.
 
The Secretary-General has delivered more than most had
hoped for in terms of recommended procedures and in
establishing the Department of Policy Coordination and
Sustainable Development. Governments have not closed
the door on the needed citizen, NGO and major group in
volvement. Nor have governments yet impised the kind of
restrictive and hypocritical types of procedures on the CSD. 
which have straight-jacketed and darkened the work ol the 
Human Rights Commission for the last 40 or so years.
The mandated monitoring functions of the CSD are 

daunting: the implementation and elaboration of Agenda21; the establishment of sustainable dezvelopment plansand practices by governments and agencies including
multilateral financial institutions; reviewing international
ODA commitments, and so on. The scene is being set for 
!he CSD. The key question now is will NGOs take their 
plce in it? 
William R. Pace. Is Executive Director, Center for
Deuelopment of International Low and Co-convener. 

tT. 

International NGO Task Group on Legal and Institutional . 
Maters (INTGLM).
Contact: c/o Center fo Development ofIntemational Law, PO
Box 53149, Washington, DC 20009; Tel; (1 202) 462 5251.Fax: 462 4941. 
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The impact of AIDS on Sustainable T)evelopment 

19:1010 -4ct,)%J) :0 . 

A computer presentation model to convey the impact of AIDS 

on the developing world and an o,/erv'ew of the new 


AIDSCAP program were featured in the worksLaho, 'Demo-

graphic Implication of AIDS on Sustainable DevelopmenL 


AIDS Impact Model. Tbe AIDS Impact Model (AIM), 


funded by the Agency for International Development (AID), 

is in interactive program for graph-


ically illustrating the current status 


makers, government leadera and 
other influential people in develop-

ing countres about the background, epidemiology, impactand 
irterventions for AIDS. 

The model, demonstrated by John F. May, demographer and 
senior associate for The Futures Group, depicted the 
H1V/AIDS status and future for a hypothetical sub-Sahaan 

country with a typical level of infection. Presentations are 

usually prepared for individual c-untries and shown by local 
presenters to key audiences. 

The model's background section shows audieaces what we 
know about the history and current status of the epidemic. It 
graphically shows the "AIDS 
unreported cases, prevalence, 

period and cumulative numbers, 

The epidemiology lhowssection 
future infection levels, as 

pyramid" of reported and 
age distribution, incubation 

alterntive prjections of 
what would happen If there 

were no interventions to prevent the diseas. The impact 

section describes the socioeconomic impact of AIDS in the 
future. Key points are: 

One of tL- worst impacts of AIDS deaths will be the 

increase in the number of orphans, which will in turn 
cause a tremendous strain on the social system; 

AIDS will eventually require a large portion in some 

cases hal:, of the health budget of ,ome countries; 

AID.: will become a major threat to child survival, as 
importani ns measles and malaria; and 

-	 -,. -€---. ;,-, ... 

The computer model sbows how various interventions will 
affect the prevalence of HIV and what can be done to prevent 

a worsening epidemic. The model shows the individual and 
collective effect of Interventions such as blood screening. 
condom promotion, education and comrnuniations to reduce 

the number ci partners, and programs to detect rnd treat 
sexually-transmitted dise 

and pcssible future of tL.: situaion is too srlus to be lf to 
lIIIAIDS epidemic in individual 

countries. T primary use for the Anthony M. Schwarzwalder 
AIM model is to brief decision AIDSCAP Deputy Director 

. 'Interventions make a differ-

ence," said May. 'We can control 

the epidemic through these inter. 
ventionu. The best effects will be 

achieved when the inervention 

are combined. 

AIDSCAP Progamt. The AIDS 

Control and Prevention Project 

(AIDSCAP) is a $168 million, five-year progiam whose 
purp3se Is helping developing countries deal with the preven-

Lion of AIDS. AIDSCAP was created in 1991 by a coopera-
ive agreement between USAID and Family Health Interns-

tLional (F), with the support of ninc subcontractors. 

A major focus of the project is helping NGOs build the 

capacity to carry out AIDS prevention programs. "The 
situation Is too serious to be left to governments" said 

Anthony M. Schwarzwalder, AIDSCAP deputy director. 'We 
expect that thre-quarters of the money for this project will 
go to PVOs and NGOs." The program emphases are: 

* 	 Increased acceptane, availability and utilization of 
condoms; 

T Behavior change, including partner reduction; and 

Improved management treatment 
nitted diseases includi;,g I1V. 

Iuch r-.4 of sexually-trans-

Strategies for enhancing the capacity of NGOs to deliver 
effective and sustainable AIDS prevention programs include 
in.titutional needs assessment, collaborative institutional goal 

getting, collaborative skills transfer, formal training programs, 
training of trainers and field-generated materials and systems. 

Some of the issues faced by AIDSCAP, according to 
Schwarzwalder, include 'the trade-off between relief and 

sustainable development, and the decision when to move from 

targeted interventions (such as working with intravenous drug 
users) to large, nationwide education programs." 

AIDFCAP has a competitive grant program for US-based. 
AID- red P" ,ihS. " nll forP,

woiking in collaboration with NC-Os In priority countries In 
Africa, Asia and Latin America/Caribbean. The first sound 
of grant awards were to World Vision (Tailand), Savo the 
Children (Haiti), American P.-d Cross (Jamaica) and CARE 
(Cameroon). Schwarzwalder ,reminded the audience that the 

second round of competitive grants I coming up with 
cocwpt papers for funding work In Brazil, CUl d'lvohL, 

Msl-..i and Senegal due June 4. 

Them am also sub-projects for PVOC or NGOs displaying 

outstanding ability in the MVIADS field In priority and 

aelected associate countrie.. NGO supp. activitia include 
"rapid respcnsedied money," which funds small, sort-term 
projects; and 'institution building and netwoiking." which 

provides mansgement or technical training. 

More information on AIDSCAP is avaitible by contacting 

Anthony Schwarzwalder or Wendy Githena at tLe pmjecrs 
headquartes, 2101 Wilson Blvd., Suite 710, Arlington VA 

22201; 703/5!6-9779. For more information on AIM model, 
contact John May at The Futures Group, 1050 17th Street, 
NW, Suite 1000, Washington, DC 20036; 202/775-9680. 
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JUMPSTARTING decade.
 
DEVELOPMENT journal's spring issue contended
Small wonder that the lead article in thisthat "all the 

trends" are in the wrong direction and that theiyJames P.Grant world "appears to be at the beginning, not of a 
new order, but of a new nightmare." Such 

Anyone who thought, amidst the euphoria of 	
pessimism, however, can be misplaced. Theworld is infact on the threshold of being abledizzying change starting in 1989, that the end to make vastly greater progress on many probof the Cold War would usher in an age of lems that have long seemed intractable. Ratherglobal harmony and easy solutions has long than merely reacting to situations after theysince been disabused of the notion. Every day have become critical, as in Somalia, the worldwe open our newspapers to dark headlines has an opportunity in the 1990s to make anconfirming that the world is still avery danger-

ous 	
effective-and efficient-social investment toplace-in some ways more dangerous than convert despair into hope and go a long waybefore. We are confronted with a host of prob- toward preventing future crises and buildinglems, both old and new, that are reaching crisis healthy societies.


proportions. Is there a way of "jumpstarting"
solutions to many of those problems? In fact, The situation today may be analogous to thatof Asia in the mid 1960s, when populationthere is. growth seemed set to outrun the food supply.To many, it may not seem so. Ethnic con- Many predicted widespread famine, chaos, andfiict, religious hatred, failed states, economic instability for the last third of this century. But 
devastation inEaster-n Europe and the formerSoviet Union, AIDS, and environmental degra-	 then, quite suddenly, within four or five years,the Green Revolution took hold in Asia, exdation all seem intractable problems. Mean- tending from the Philippines through Southwhile, the number of poor inthe world contin- Asia to Turkey. In country after country, wheatues to increase at about the same rate as the and rice production increased at annual ratesworld's population. The World Bank put their unprecedented in the West. The immediatenumber at 1.1 billion in 1990. A fifth of the cause was not so much a scientific breakworld's population is living on less than one through---strains of the miracle wheats haddollar a day, and during the 1980s the poor
actually lost ground. The 

been around fbr as many as 15 years-as a1990s show little political and organizational one. Only by theevidence that the world economy will return mid 1960s had fertilizer, pesticides, and conanytime soon to a high growth trajectory. trolled irrigation become widely used, thanks inThe negative trends have even begun to large part to earlier aid programs. At the sameafflict the rich. In the last decade, poverty in- time, the combination of Asian drought andcreased in a number of industrialized countries, 
most 	

increasing awareness of the population explonotably in the United States and the sion created the political will to drasticallyUnited Kingdom and, of course, in the former restructure price levels for grains and agrocommunist countries of Europe. In most of inputs, and to mobilize the multiple sectors ofthose countries, children bore the brunt of the society-rural credit, marketing, transport,reversal. In America today, one in five children foreign exchange allocations, media-requiredis poor, the highest level of child poverty i a for success. U.S. president Lyndon Johnson dequarter century inthe world's ridcest country. serves credit fbr his leadership contribution toIn both the United Kingdom and the United that effort, though his deep personal involve-States, child poverty has nearly doubled ina ment remains a largely untold story.
We may be in a similar position today, but 

JAMES P. GRANT is the executive dirveor of the Uniud 	 on a much broader front-poised for advancesin primary health care, basic education, waterNations Cbildren'sFund OJNCEF). supply and sanitation, family planning, and 
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tion effort-the largest peacetime international 

gender equity, as well as food production--and collaboration in world history-has since the 

covering a much wider geographical area, in- mid 1980s established systems that now reach 
virtually every hamlet in the developing worldcluding Africa and Latin America as well as 

than 8,000Asia. With an earnest effort from the major and are saving the lives of more 
children a day--some 3 million a year. Here,powers, the 1990, could witness a second green 
too, the technology was not new; vaccines hadrevolution--extending, this time, beyond agri-

culture to human development, been available for some 20-30 years. Success 
has been the result of applying new communi

cation and mobilization techniques to the im-
For the first time since the dawn of 

munization effort, cften led personally by heads 
history, humankind is making long-

of state, making use of television and radio 
term plans for improving the lives of advertisements, and supported by a wide range 

the young. of local leaders. School teachers, priests, imams, 
local government officials, nongovernmental 

Frequent illness, malnutrition, poor growth, organization (NGO) workers, and health person
nel all joined the effort. By 1990, more than 80illiteracy, high birth rates, and gender bias are 

among poverty's worst symptoms. They are per cent of the developing world's children 

also some of poverty's most fundamental causes. were being brought in four or five times for 

We could anticipate, therefore, that overcoming vaccinations even before their first birthdays. As 

some of the worst symptoms and causes of a result, Calcutta, Lagos, and Mexico City 

poverty would have far-reaching repercussions today have far higher levels of immunization of 

on the national and global level. The recent children at ages one and two than do New 
D.C., or even theexperiences of such diverse societieS as China, York City, Washington, 

Costa Rica, the Indian state of Kerala, Sri 1-an- United States as a whole. 
ka, and the Asian newly industrializing coun- A similar effort is now being made to spread 

tries (NICs) suggest that high population growth the use of oral rehydration therapy (ORT) to 

rates, which wrap the cycle of poverty ever combat the single greatest historical killer of 

tighter, can be reduced dramatically. Reducing children, diarrhea, which takes the lives of some 

poverty would give a major boost to the fragile 8,000 children every day, down from 11,000 
a decade ago. ORT was invented in thenew efforts at democratization that will survive daily 

only if they tangibly improve the lives of the late 1960s, but only recently have leaders mobi
lized to use this lifesaver on a national scale.bottom half of society. As we know from the 
Every year it now saves the lives of more thanexperience of Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, 

and the other Asian NICs, such progress would 1 million children, a figure that could easily 
more than double by 1995 with increased nain turn accelerate economic growth. By break-


ing the "inner cycle" of poverty, we would tional and international leadership.
 
increase the capacity of the development pro- The arsenal is now well stocked with other 

to assault poverty's many external causes, new technologies and rediscovered practicescess 
rooted in such diverse factors as geography, that can bring tremendous benefits with in

climate, land tenure, debt, business cycles, spired leadership and only modest funding. 
Thus, the simple iodization of salt-at a cost ofgovernance, and unjust economic relations. 

We are uniquely positioned to succeed in the five cents annually per consumer-would pre

1990s. Recent scientific and technological ad- vent the world's single largest cause of mental 

vances-and the revolutionary new capacity to retardation and of goiter, which affect more 

communicate with and mobilize large numbers than 200 million people today as a result of 

of people-have provided us with a host of new iodine deficiency. Universal access to vitamin A 

tools. Tie world's leaders can now use them through low-cost capsules or vegetables would 

togeder to produce dramatic, even unprece- remove the greatest single cause-about 700 

dented, results. cases per day-of blindness while reducing 
For example, ' universal child immuniza
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child deaths by up to a third in many parts of 
the developing world. The scientific rediscovery
of the miracles of mother's milk means that 
more than a million children would not have 
died last year if only they had been effectively
breast-fed fdr the first months of their lives,
instead of being fed on more-costly infant 
fbrmula. In such diverse countries as Bangta-
desh, Colombia, Senegal, and Zimbabwe, it has 
proven possible to get poor children, including
girls, through primary education at very little 
cost. Recent advances have shown how to halve 
the costs of bringing sanitation and safe water 
to poor communities, to less than $30 per
capita. New varieties of high-yield crops-from 
cassava to corn-are now ready to be promoted 
o., a national scale in sub-Saharan Africa. 

Meanwhile, with such tools in hand, the new
capacity to communicate--to infbrm and moti-
vate-empowers families, communities, and 
governments to give 211 children abetter chanceto lead productive lives. In short, we are now 
learning to "outsmart" poverty at the outset of 
each new life by providing a "bubble of protection" around a child's first vulnerable months 
an yarsoungchild'finratuleradlep aond
and years. Strong international leadership and 
coopertion-facilitted enormously by the endof the Cold War and the expansion of democ-
racy---could leverage that new capacity into 
wide-ranging social progress.
A Children'sRevolution 

Notwithstanding the media image of theThird World as a lost cause, there is real mo-
mentum there for change. In fact, fbr all the 
difficulties and setbacks, more progress has 
been made in developi:ig countries in the last 

40 years than was made in the previous 2,000, 

progress achieved while much of the world 

freed itself from colonialism and while respect

for human and political rights expanded dra-

matically. Life expectancy has lengthened from53 in 1960 to 65 today, and continues to in-
creasein 1960 to f .5o andday,con t hicwhichcrease at arate Of 9.5 hours per day. Thirty 
years ago, app I -imately three out of fourchildren born in the developing countries sur-
vived to their fifth birthdays; today, some nine 
out of ten survive. 

At the same time, the birth rates in countries 
as disparate as Brazil, China, Colombia, Cuba, 
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Korea, Mexico, Sri Lanka, Thailand, and Tuni
sia have been more than halved, dramatically
slowing population growth and the inherent
strains it places on limited natural resources and 
social programs. Among the factors that have 
helped contain population growth, improving
children's health is undoubtedly the least well
known and appreciated. As the United Nations 
Population Division puts it, "Improvements in
child survival, which increase the predictability
of the family building process, trigger the tran
sition from natural to controlled fertility behav
ior. This in turn generates the need for family
planning." While they are important priorities
themselves, reductions in child mortality, basic 
education of women, and the availability of 
family planning make a strong synergistic con
tribution to solving what Yale historian Paul
Kennedy calls, in Preparingfor the Twenty-First
Century (1992), the "impending demosi-phi c 

disaster." As population sp.'alist Sharon Campnoted in the Spring 1993 issue of FOREIGN 
POLICY: 

Measures like quality reproductive health carc, 
greater educational and economic opportunitics for 
women, and reductions in infhnt and child du'th
rates can and will bring about rapid birthrate declines. If all developing countries were to emulate 
the most effective policies And programs and ifdonor governrents such as the United States wereto provide adequate levels of assistance, the Fopu
lation problem could be resolved inthe lifetime of 
today's children. 

In fact, a children's revolution is already
under way in the developing world, often led 
by those in power. Developing country leaders 
took the lead in seeking history's first truly
global sumr. it-athe 1990 World Summit for 
Children-with an unprecedented 71 heads of 
state and government participating. They also

pressed for early action 
on the Convention on 
the Rights of the Child, which was adopted bythe Genera) Ass.emb), in November 198/9 and 

has since been signed or ratified inrecord time by more than 150 countries-with 

t e U i e '~ e othe United States now e n h ny r a obeig rhe only major
exception. 

The experience of the past decade showed it 
possible-even during the darkest days of the 
Cold War and amid the Third World econom
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iccrisis of the 1980s-to mobilize societies and 
the international commTnit around a package
of low-cost interventions arnd services, building 
a sustainable momentum of human progress.
The United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF)
and NGOs called it the Child Survival and De-
velopment Revolution, and as a result more 
thAn 20 million children are alivo today who 
would not otherwise be; tens of millions are 
healthier, stronger, and less of a burden upon
their mothers and families; and birth rates are 
falling. 

Leaders are learning that productive things 
can be done for families and children at 
relatively low cost, and ui t it can be good
politics fir them to do so and bad po!itics to 
resist. More than 130 countries have issued or 
are actively working on National Programmes
of Action to implement the goals set by the 
World Summit fbr Children, all of which were 
incorporated into Agenda 21 at the June 1992 
Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro. Those 
ambitious goals-to be met by the year 2000 
-include controlling the major childhood 
diseases; cutting child malnutrition in half; 
reducing death rates for children under five by
one-third; cutting in half maternal mortality 
rates; providing safe water and sanitation for all 
communities; and making family planning 
services and basic education universally avail-
able. In 1992, most regions of the dweloping 
world took the process a step further by select-
ing a core of targets for 1995, when the first 
World Social Summit will review children's 
progress within the broader development pro-
cess. For the first time since the dawn of histo-
ry, humankind is making long-term plans for 
improving the lives of the young. 

In part, that new concern has its roots in the 
communications revolution that brings daily
pictures of large-scale famjie or violence into 
A,, homes. At the same time, the new commu-
nications capacity has permitted deprived popu-
lations everywhere to see how much better 
people can live, firing grassroots movements for 
reform and demo.. cy. But most of the Third 
World's suffering remains invisible. Of the 
35,000 children under ge five who die every 
day in the developing countries, more than 
32,000 succumb to largely preventable hunger 
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and illness. No earthquake, no flood, no war 
has taken the lives of a quarter million children 
in a single week; but that is the weekly death 
toll of the invisible emergencies resulting from 
poverty and underdevelopment. In 1992,
500,000 children under the age of five died in 
the kind of dramatic emergencies that attract 
media attention, but that is a small portion of 
the nearly 13 million children under five who 
are killed every year by grinding poverty and 
gross underdevelopment. The tragic deaths of 
1,000 children per day in Somalia last year
.'aptured far more public attention than those 
of the 8,0C3 children around the world who die 
every day from the dehydration caused by ordi
nary diarrhea, which is so easily treated and 
prevented. 

Calcutta, Lagos, and Mexico City
today have far higher levels of immu

nzation of children at ages one and 
two than do New York City, Wash
ington, D.C., or even the United 
States as a whole. 

As the international community assumes 
greater responsibility for proliferating civil strife 
and other emergencies, it must come to terms 
with the realities of limited resources. How
 
many operations to rescue failed states like
 
Somalia can the international community
 
afford? It is estimated that the U.S. component

of the Somalia operation alone will cost more
 
than $750 million for just four months'
 
involvement, nearly comparable to uNIc..'s
 
average annual global budget of recent years,
 
much of which is used to prevent future crises. 
There are now 48 civil and ethnic conflicts in 
progress around the globe. The bnited Nations 
is involved in 14 peacekeeping operations on 
five continents. Last year, those operations costmore than $3 billion, about four dimes higher 
than the previous record. Those operations are 
the most expensive waY to relieve suffering, and 
it is clearly time to invest f2r more in prevting 
emergencies anc!conflicts, and in buttressinr, 
the new democracies, even as we put cut the 
world's ires. As U.N. secretary-general Boutros 
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Boutros-Ghali argues in his Agenda for Peace, and basic education for children and women.prevention can prove far less cosdy-and The road to power for many of the world'sproduce far greater results--than relying on extremist movements-whether based in reliexpensive and sometimes ineffective rescue gion or political ideology--is paved with theoperations. unmet needs of the poor.As the international community shifts toward
prevention-as it must-it makes the most 
 With an earnest effort from the major
scnse to focus on eradicating poverty's worstmanifestations early in the lives of children, powers, the could a990s witnessbreaking the cycle of poverty from generation second green revolution. 
to generation. At the World Summit forChildren, the international community Sadly, the U.S. has stagnated oridentified the basic package of high-impact, regressed

over the past decade with respect to children,low-cost interventions that can make a even while much of the developing world hasdifference in the short and medium term, while been making impressive progress. The Unitedhelping to build long-term development. Now States has provided little leadership for thatit has only to make them work, albeit on a progress, except for that provided by themassive scale. bipartisanship of Congress, which activelyThe overall price tag for reaching all the year encouraged U.S. support to child survival and2000 goals for children and women, which developrn,nt programs abroad. But by inwould overcome most of the worst aspects of creasing investment in American children andpoverty, would be an extra $25 billion per year. strengthening American fEmilies, and by re-The developing countries themselves are trying ordering foreign assistan,..c to reflect that newto come up with two-thirds of that amount by priority, the United 5sates,reordering their the world's soledomestic priorities and superpower, could once more set the globalbudgets, while the remaining third-slightly standard and give a major boost to human demore than $8 billion per year-should come velopment and economic growth.from the industrialized world in the form of First, few actions would have more immediincreased or reallocated official development ate impact than the signature and ratificationassistance (ODA) and debt relief. That isasmall this year of the historic Convention on theprice for meeting the basic needs of virtually Rights of the Child. President Bill Clinton'severy man, woman, and c'ild in the developing signature of the convention and its submissionworld in nutrition, basic he- .h, basic education, to the U.S. Senate for early ratification (as haswater and sanitation, and family planning been urged by bipartisan leadership) wouldwithin this decade. send an important message to the world,In Russia and the other former Soviet repub- bringing the rights of children close tolics, such aid could produce rapid jrassroots becoming humanity's first universal law.results at an affordable cost, easing pain and Second, the United States needs to demonhelping to buy time until democratic and mac- strate a new culture of caring for its own chilroeconomic reforms show concrete progress. dren. The much-needed reordering of prioritiesPlans for restoring democracy to Cambodia, for American children, women, and families isHaiti, and Mozambique will need to alleviate already under way, with initiatives on Headsuffering among the poor quickly; and targeting Start, i 1,iversal immunization, parental leave,the essential needs of children and women can family planning, and health services for all. Aproduce the biggest impact at the lowest cost. "Cuirure of Caring," the American plan inInternational relief programs for Somalia mus! response to the World Summit for Childrenrapidly give way to assistance that constitutes an that issuedwas at the end of the Bushinvestment in human development, and no such administration-in January 1993-:rovides ainvestment has been found to be more cost- useful base for bipartisan action.effective than primary health care, nutrition, Third, the United States needs "20/20 
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vision." It should support the May 1991 that of Latin America. At the November 1992proposal of the United Nations Development Organization of African Unity-sponsored Inter-Programme, which had two components: It national Conference on Assistance to Africancalled on developing countries to devote at least Children, donor countries and lending agencies20 per cent of their budgets to directly meeting alike pledged to promote more debt relief whilethe basic human needs of their people, roughly expanding or restructuring ODA in order todouble current average levels. It also argued help Africa protect and nurture its children.that 20 per cent of all international devel- Here again the United States could help leadopment aid should go to meet those same basic the way, preventing Africa from deterioratingneeds: primary health care, nutrition, basic into a continent of Somalias. The G-7 Summiteducation, family planning, and safe water and
sanitation. Today, on average, less than 10 per 

in Tokyo in July 1993 should make a definitive 
commitment to debt relief, with much of thecent of already inadequate levels of ODA are local currency proceeds going to acceleratedevoted to that purpose. Different ways of programs for children, women, and the envidefining and reporting social sector allocations ronment through a variety of debt-swappingwithin national and ODA budgets make precise mechanisms. With the right mixture of domesquantificatioii of those proportions somewhat tic and international support, and with apartdifficult, and efforts are therefore underway to heid ending in South Africa, we could see draachieve a common form of reporting. But even matic progress in most of Africa by the yearif subsequent research changes the target 2000. That could include a food revolutionpercentages, the "20/20 vision" concept every bit as green as Asia's--but African coununderscores the importance of restructuring tries will need help. The alternative could be aboth sets of budgets in line with the priorities return to authoritarian rule, corruption, andestablished at "heWorld Summit for Children, conflict throughout large parts of the continent.which may reqire-.on average-a doubling of Fifth, the United States must actively support

existing alloctOsi. 
 multilateral cooperation. With human develop-On the ODA side, the United States today
devotes less than $1 billion to basic human ment and poverty alleviation increasingly accepted as the focus for development coperneeds. Of the projected $25 billion extra ation in the 1990s, the United States has anannually that will be required globally by mid- opportunity to transform rhetoric into reality.decade to meet the World Summit year 2000 Active U.S. support and leadership along thosegoals, the U.S. share would be S2 billion. The lines in the World Bank, the Internationalroughly $3 billion total would then still be less Monetary Fund, the regional banks, andthan 20 per cent of all U.S. foreign and throughout the U.N. system will go a long waymilitary assistance. It is a small price to pay for toward overcoming, in our time, the worstjumpstarting solutions to so many of the aspects of poverty in the South, where it isoverwhelming problems of population, most acute. Landmark U.N. conferences havedemocracy, and the worst aspects of poverty, to been scheduled on human rights (1993),say nothing about saving tens of millions of population (1994), and women (1995); U.S.young lives this decade. The additional funds leadership at those conferences and at the U.N.can 5e obtained from reductions in the military summit on social development in 1995 willand security component of the U.S. strengthen their impact. The U.S. role will alsointernational affairs budget. be critical in reducing poverty in the North andFourth, the new spirit of democratic change in the transitional societies of Eastern Europeand economic refbrm in Africa will not survive and the firner Soviet Union.if its creditors do not give it some debt relief: Finally, the United States must strengthen itsTogether, the sub-Saharan African countries commitment to the United Nations. The newpay $1 billion in debt service to foreign administration's initiative to seek restoration ofcredito:s every month, and its debt is now U.S. funding for the United Nations Populaproportionally three or fbur times heavier than tion Fund is a welcome step--a step that 
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Congress should rapidly implement. That and 
a decision to rejoin the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural 
Organization (UN-SCO) would not only give an 
important boost to family planning and global 
education, but--together with full payment of 
its U.N. arrears-it would signal long-term
U.S. commitment to the United Nations as the 
global village's central vehicle for development 
cooperation and safeguarding the peace. 

Focusing on children as a means of attacking
the worst aspects of poverty will not solve all 
the world's problems, but it would make a 
historic contribution--at this all-too-brief 
juncure of opportunity-to the better world 
we all seek. It could change the course of 
history. 
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WHOSE RIGHTS?
 
I f nothing else, ihe just-tconcluded  t o grant. In February. as a result. 

World Conference on Human South Korea's first freely elected 
Rights, at which representatives civilian president, veteran dioidenl 

from 18 nations gathered in Vien- Kim Young-sam. was inaugurated 
na for 12 days of furious jawboning, ,t with a mandate to craft a ".'N% 
was an epic arena for the clash of Korea," free of the corruption and 
two conflicting notions of human abuses of individual rights thit ran 
rights: the Western and the Asian. rife under the ancten regime 'Nuok 

'"There is a real danger that with comes the hard part." a Western 
the end of the Cold War, anew ide- diplomat in Seoul ohsered in ,mid
ological battle may occur between May interview: "crafting legislton
the West and Asi, over democracy institutionalize these rcformS'to 

and human rights," Tommy Thong- Having had their fill of authorit.ir
bee Koh. former Singapore ambas- .J anism, South Koreans Seem up to 
sador to the United States and the ' that daunting task. 
United Nations, varned in a much- Taiwan also experienced an eco. 
remarked-upon May 6 op-ed piece nomic miracle under the riid rule of 
in The lnternationalHerald-Tribune. an unelected president. Chiang
"The West asserts that economic development and democracy Ching-kuo, and has also recently come to enjoy expanded dem
are inseparable. An opposed thesis, heard often in Asia, main- ocratic rights thanks to overwhelming domestic political preS
tains that abenign but authoritarian government issuperior to a sure. And, according to anew Asia Foundation studs on democ
democratic government in achieving economic progress." ratization in Asia, the May 1992 demonstrations in Thailand 

India, often touted as the world's largest democracy, is, after that brought down the government of Gen. Kraprayoon Suchin
all, a badly splintered basket case, barely able to feed its own da "may indicate that the rising middle class is no longer willing
people. Under the stern hand of a comparatively benign author- to let the military dominate politics."
itarian regime, by contrast, Singapore has built an enviably pros- None of this is to argue that there is an unswerving straight
perous, if obsessively ordei y,society. line correlation between despotism and development. "Authori-

In Vienna, Washington and the West prevailed in securing a tarian systems do not equal economic growth," Muthiah .la
final declaration affirming the "universal nature" of the much- gappa, formerly a Malaysian army officer and now an analyst of 
ignored U.N. human rights standards. Going in, Zhang Yishan, international economics and politics at the East-West Center in 
the deputy chief of China's delegation to the Vienna meeting, Honolulu, noted in an interview. "It depends on the policies and 
had insisted that the United Nations "consider the rights of goals of th., government." Pakistan, one of Asia's least deino,
poorer countries to survival and development and stop using cratic nations, remember, is also one of its least developed And 
human rights as an excuse for interfering in the internal affairs the shell-shocked Philippines have yet to show signs of sustained 
of nations." In April, 34 Asian and Arab nations inked a state- economic revival, despite having thrown off adictatorship ween 
ment in Bangkok, Thailand, urging that human rights guidelines years ago.
be shaped by "regional peculiarities and various historical, cul- But Asia's recent track record suggests that this issue ISmore 
tural and religious backgrounds." complex than some Western advocates like to think. Western 

Amidst all the brouhaha in Vienna, Asian critics may have nations also have a rather frail foothold on the high ground,
scored at least a few debating points in questioning an often considering that most of them were once colonialist occupi:s
self-righteous Western perspective that values political over ceo- and that Western adherence to human rights %,asspott\ ,t best 
nomic rights. Without siding with the torturers and the worst during the long Cold War. Human rights "is, in part. a po,'.er
human rights abusers, it can fairly be observed that Asian devel- play, a Western imposition brought to bear when it ses \k eSt
opment patterns seem to suggest that enhanced political free- err, interests," Alagappa added. "But the cultural argument th:t 
doms tend to follow, not precede, economic development. On Asian society approaches human rights differently isalso airatio
its Aay to becoming the world's largest economy, after all, the nale. You have to put these things in the context of the societ, 
United States tolerated slavery, child labor, an awesome con- in question." 
centration of power in the hands of a few "rcbber barons" and a The Asian society most often in question in Washtingmn IS 
host of other practices now considered unthinkable in a devel- China. But it is not inconceivable that as China deelups,as it is 
oped dcrnocracy. now doing at a breakneck pace, Western-s.',le political rights

South Korea provides a similar case in point. Gen. Park will follow, as they have in South Korea and Taiwan. "There are 
Chung-hec, sho seized power in 1961 and ruled for the next 18 unrealistic expectations on our side about what %%e can and 
years, launched a "developmental dictatorship." Wielding slo- should do about human rig. Is,' : U.S. diplomat an Beijing 
gans such as "Building a Self-Reliant National Economy," Park observed in a recent interview there. "'sChina the ,,orst viola. 
and subsequent military despots boosted South Korea's per tor? Not necessarily. And there are some promising trends 
capita gross domestic product from less than S70 a, the end of Driven by economics, we are closer tIan we may recognize to 
the Korean civil war to more than S6,000 today. fundamental changes in individuals' relations to the state. M.hich 

This burgeoning "economy in armor" gave birth to an increas- will have less of an invasive role in the everday lives of people"
ingly assertive middle class, whicn, inevitably, demanded more as the inexorable logic of development and middle-class ascen
pulitic,! freedom than the general-presidents had been inclined dance takes hold in China. U 
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Statement by Alan Greenspan, Chairman, Board of 
Governors of the Federal Reserve System, before the 
Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, March 24, 1993 

As I have indicated to other committees of the Con- 
gress in recent days, our burgeoning st'ctural budget 
deficit, unless addressed, will increasingly thicaten the 
stability of our economic system. Time is no longer on 
our side. At 5 percent of gross domestic product 
(GDP), the currsnt deficit is very large by historical 
standards. After declining through 1996, the current 
services deficit starts on an inexorable upward path 
again. On a cyclically adjusted or structural basis, the 
deficit has hovered around 3 percent of potential GDP 
for the past ten years, a phenomenon without prece-
dent in our peacetime history. 

I am encouraged that the President and the Congress 
are making serious efforts to restore a measure of 
balance to our fiscal affairs. 

It is beguiling to contemplate the downtrend in 
inflation in recent years in the context of very large 
budget deficits and to conclude that the concerns 
about their adverse effects on the economy have been 
misplaced. Regrettably, this notion is dubious. The 
deficit is acorrosive force that already has begun to eat 
away at the foundations of our economic strength. 
Financing of private capital investment has been 
crowded out, and, not surprisingly, the United States 
has experienced a lower level of net investment rela-
tive to GDP than any other of the Group of Seven 
countries in the past decade. 

To some degree, the impact of the federal budget 
deficits over the past decade has been muted as we 
imported resources to help finance them. This can be 
seen in our large trade and current account deficits, 
However, we should not-indeed, we probably can-
not-rely on foreign sources of funds indefinitely. If 
we do nothing, the markets will ultimately force an 
adjustment; by acting now to redress our internal 
imbalance, we can lower the risk of unpleasant 
stresses down the road. 

I shall eschew, as I have in previous testimonies, 
comments on the specific elements of the deficit-
reductior, proposals currently under review by the 
Congress. I should ike, nonetheless, to take the time 
you have made available to outline my views on the 
principles that should underlie Current deliberations, 

First, according to both the Office of Management 
and Budget and the Congressional Budget Office, 
deficits are likely to be held in check by relatively good 
economic perfornance over the next few years. But 
from 1997 on, budget outlays under existing law are 
projected to rise appreciably faster than the tax base. 
If such trends are not altered, stabilizing the deficit-
to-GDP ratio solely from the receipts side, not to 
mention reducing it, will necessarily requirc ever-
increasing tax rates. This would surely undercut in-

centives for risktaking and inevitably damp the long
term growth and tax revenue potential of our 
economy. The gap between spending and reve'ues 
will not close under such conditions. Thus, there is no 
alternative to achieving much slowergrowth of outlays 
if deficit control is our objective. This implies the need 
not only to make cuts now, but also to control the 
growth of future spending so that it does not exceed, 
and preferably is less than, the projected growth in the 
tax base. 

The thought expressed by some that we can inflate 
our way out of the budget deficit is fanciful. Aside 
from its serious debilitating effects on our economic 
system, higher inflation, given the explicit and implicit 
indexing of ceccipts and expenditures, would not re
duce the deficit. As I indicated in testimony to the 
Joint Economic Committee in January, there is a 
possibility tnat productivity has moved into a signifi
cantly faster long-term growth channel, which would 
boost real growth and tax revenues over time. But 
even if 'iiat turns out to be the case, short of an 
increase beyond anything that we can reasonably 
anticipate at this time, productivity, in itself, would 
not be enough to resolve the basic long-term imbal
ance in our budgetary accounts. Thus, while economic 
growth is necessary to contain budget deficits, it 
regrettably is not sufficient. 

In deciding how to pare a structural budget deficit, it 
is important to be clear on the different roles of 
boosting taxes, on the one hand, and cutting spending 
programs, on the other. All feasible taxes, by their 
very natur, restrain business activity Hence, exclud
ing so-called sin taxes and possibly environmental 
taxes, increases ii taxes can be justified only to 
finance expenditures that are deemed esscntial. The 
level and composition of outlays to be financcd by 
revenues is, in our society, apoliticai matter, as is also 
the degree of progressivity and incidence of taxation. 
But over the long run, it is important to recognize that 
trying to wholly, or substantially, address a structural 
budget deficit by increasing revenues is fraught with 
exceptional difficulties and is more likely to fail than 
succeed. 

All else equal, reducing the deficit would enlarge the 
pool of savings available for private capital invest
ment. But investment will not automatically occur 
unless there are adequate incentives for risktaking. 

A greater willingness of a society to consume less of 
its current income should lower real intere : rates and 
spur such investment. But if risktaking is discouraged 
through excessive taxation of capital or repressive 
regulation, high levels of investment will not emerge 
and the level of saving will fall as real incomes 
stagnate. 

The process by which government deficits divert 
resources from p.ivate investment is part of the 
broader process of redirecting the allocation of real 



resources that inevitably accompanies the activities of 
the federal government. The federal government can 
preempt resources nom the private sector or direct 
their usage by seveial different means, the most im-
portant of which are (1) spending, financed by taxa-
tion; (2) sperding, financed by borrowing, that is, 
deficit spending; (3) regulation mandating private ac-
tivities such as investment in pollution control or 
safety equipment, which are likely to be financed 
through the issuance of debt; and (4) government 
guarantees of private borrowing. 

What deficit spending and regulatory measures have 
in common is that the preemption of resources. di-
tectly or indirectly, is not sensitive to the ratw of 
interest. The federal government, for example, will 
finance its budget deficit in full, irrespective of the 
interest rate it must pay t3 raise the funds. Borrowing
with government-guaranteed debt may be interest sen-
sitive, but the guarantees have the effect of preempting 
resources front those withouz access to riskless credit. 
Government spending fully financed by taxation does, 
of course, preempt real rcsources from the private 
sector, but the process works through channels other 
than through real interest rates. 

Purely private activities, on the other hand, are, to a 
greater or lesser extent, responsive to real interest 
rates. The demand for housing, for example, falls off 
dramatically as mortgage interest rates rise. Inventory
demand is cleariy a function of short-term interest 
rates, and the level of interest rates, as t is reflected in 
the cost of capital, is a key element in the decision 
about whether to expand or modernize productive 
capacity. Hence, to the extent that the demand for 
saving exceeds its supply, interest rates will rise until 
su'ficient excess demand is finally crowded out. 

The crowded-out demand cannot, of course, be that 
of the federal government, directly or indirectly, be-
cause federal government demand does not respond to 
rising interest rates. Rather,,x ' interest rates will rise 
to the point that private borrowing is reduced suflfi-
ciently to allow the entire requirements of the federal 
government, including its on- and off-budget deficits 
and all its collateral guarantees and mandated activi-
ties, to be met. 

In these circumstances, there is no alternative to 
higher real interest rates diverting real resources from 
the private to the public sector. In the short run, 
nominal short-term interest rates may temporarily be 
held down if the. Federal Reserve accommodates the 
excess demand for funds through a more expansionary 
monetary policy. But this will only produce greater 
inflation and, uitimately, have little, if any, effect on 
the allocation of real resources between the private 
and public sectors. 

In such au environment, inflationary forces too 
often lead to increased risk premiums, higher real 
interest rates, and a higher cost of capital. This, in 
turn, engenders a foreshortening of the time horizon of 
investment decisions and a decreasing willingness to 
commit to the long term, a commitment that is so 
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crucial to a modern technoiogically advanced econ
omy. Structural budget deficits and excessive collat
eral credit preemptions axe symptoms of a society 
overconsuming, uadersaving, and underinvesting. 

While there is no substitute for political will in 
re.,Iing in outsized structural budget deficits, there are 
changes, I believe, that could make the budget process 
more effective. In 1'Articular, i. is worth reconsidering 
sunset legislation, which would impose explicit termi
nation dates on spending programs. Expiring programs 
that stW have meit should have no difficulty being
reauthorized, but programs whose justification has 
become less compelling would not receive the neces
sary votes. Indeed, it is hard to imagine that sunset 
legislation would not lead to at least some improve
ment over the current situation, quite possibly foster
ing nontrivial budget savings.

It also would be useful to take a look at the current
services methodology for evaluating budget changes. 
A baseline estimate obviously is a necessary ingredi
ent in the budget process that helps inform policymak
ers about the impact of policy proposals. However, 
the current-services cuncent assumes that no further 
taken to alter e isting programs. This is quite unrealis
tic, but it would be of no particular significance were it 
not for the fact that the bias of such actions is patently 
toward more sl-ending rather than less. Hence, merely 
owing to ongoing congressional deliberations, adminis
trative ruiings, and decisions, an add-on to the current 
services outlay estimates is required to get a better view 
of what might b, termed the "expected" deficit of the 
future. It is not possible to know in advance which 
spending programs will be expanded, except that some 
will. In recent years, congressional current services 
outlay estimates have consistently been adjusted up
ward in response to such technical reestimations of 
program costs. Indeed, technical reestimates explain a 
significant part of the failure of the deficit to tall as 
contcanplated at the time of enactment of the Omnibus 
Budge: Reconci!iatio, Act of 1990. 

Finally, although I do not favor a balanced budget
amendment on the grotu nds that it might be imi ossi
ble to enforce, I would support a constitutional 
amendment, or even a legislative provision, that 
stipulates that all revenue and expenditure initiatives 
require supermajorities (for example, 60 percent) to 
pass both houses of the Congress. Combined with 
sunset legislation, such a procedure could probably 
go far to neutralize the obvious propensity of our 
political system toward structural deficits. 

Let me conclude by reiterating my central message. 
The deficit is a malignant force in our economy. How 
the deficit is red.ced is very important; that it bt done 
is crucial. Allowing it to fester would court a danger
ous erosion of our economic trength and a potentially 
significant deterioration in our real standard of living. 
Fortunately, we have it in our power to reverse this 
process. This committee has an important role in this 
process. Speaking as a citizen, I wish you well. 0l 
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Distinguished Govcriora, Mr. President, delegates and friends: 

I am extremely pleased to be here -inthis-istoric city-of

Hamburg and among so many briends of the America&. I want to 


thank our German hosts for their gracious hospitality "hich 

has added so much to the quality of our deliberations. I also 

want to offer our warmest congratulations to President Enrique

Iglesias on his recent reelection as Preoldent i the Inter-

American Development Bank. 


Together, we look to the Inter-American Deve: =menc Bank to be
 a catalyst for sustaining and deepening the i uly historic 

social and economic trends in the Latin Amer zan region that 

have occurred over the last sevaral years. oe look to the IDB 

an an institutional commitment of our he .spheric partnership

for prosperity, 


An President Clinton's nominee to be the Under Secretary for 

International Affairs at the Department of the Treasury, I

welcome this opportunity to underscore the commitment of 

President ClintDn and Sacreta:/ Bentsento--his strong and 

growing relationship with Latin Amorica and the Caribbean. 

Presidents from Roosevelt to Clinton have understood the 

shared destin, of our peoples. The new Adwinistration in
Washington sea:s Latin America as a partner, and we are working
closely with our Congress to shape the many dimensionr of our 

partnerahip. 


Cur countries and cultures have much in common. We are & 

young, vibrant hemisphere with an optimistic outlook. We
believe in markets. yet we also believe that governments have 

an appropriate role to play. We have common interests in the 

areas of trade, investment and debt. We share similar views 

of problems and solutions. We are not plagued by the negative

aspects of nationalism, and we believe in the promise of the

modern state. Our hemisphere has a new generation of post-

Cold War leaders, leaders committed to democratic principles, 
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For both Latir. America and the United States, the early 1980s
 
offer the promise of the opposite, low interest rates and
remaed b hihe int0rstw rgoaand reor
iptes de andhe190

reduced debts. The 19805 a thegional over contras,dispute

commandantes, and human rightsj the1l90s will be devoted to 
promoting greater regional integration. The early 1980a 
witne ssed protectionism, goveznment-led growth and burdensome 
regulation in Latin America, but the 1990a can be a decade of 
mutual accord over hemispheric growth, political plurality,
and environmental sustainability. 
There is a distinct echo in the reform efforts underway in 
Argentina, Chile, Mexico, and elsewhere in Latin America and
President Clinton's economic plan for domestic renewal, Each 

effort was thought to be politically impossible, but eac.h
 
actually ham received a broad base of public support.

Prepident Clinton'a program and the Latin-American reform
 
plans also share an activist 2pproach to economic policy, with 
a two-pronged approach marrying pro-growth and anti-poverty 
measures.
 

The President's plan has a number cf critical components.
First, the President propored the most serious deficit 
reduction package in the history of the United States. By
1997, when the provisions k.f the plan are fully phased in, the 
annual deficit will be reduced by $140 billion. Second, the 
package includes short-term stimulus measures to sustain and
 
push forward the nascent recovery. Third, the package
includes an invectment component to start shifting the 
composition of the federal budget from consumption to 
investment. Finally, the President's plan includes a broad
based energy tax. Thic will not only help cut the deficit but
 
will promote environmental standards by effectively taxing

pollution.
 

The domestic economic plan will advance American foreign

policy. By restoring fiscal Xesponsibility and promoting

long-term investment and il-towth, the United States is setting

a strong economic foundation for the 21st century.
 

The President's plan was designed to create jobs and spur

growth at home, Eut there are powerful benefits in its
 
adoption for all the Americas. The plan will be good for
 
Latin America in several inpurtant respects. It will secure
 
financial stability and growth in the United States economy,

offering larger markets for Latin exports. United States
 
imports from Latin America ar.d the Caribbean were $70 billion

for 1992, with the prospect of reaching $100 billion by theend of the century. A ons percent increase in U.S. GDP would 
boost regional non-fuel exports by $1 billion, and the 
zscndary effects of that export growth would boost regionalGDP by a further $2 billion. 

1
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Lower long-term world interest rates will have a major impacL

on Latin America. A One percentaA point reduction in

interest rates would reduce annual debt service by at least $i 

billion on the $430 billion in Latin American and Caribbean
debt. 
The economic plan has already had a significant impact
on long-term rates. 


A new focus on our national infrastructure and a promotion of
high-tech, high-wage industries, sharpens U.S. compatitiveness
and strengthens our trsde. This Administration in committed to
the maintenance of a fzas and fair trading system among the

Americas, and elsewhere, that.willpromote.global export

opportunities for all. We believe in the benefits of an open
trading system. Where barriers to trade exist, we will work

vigorously to enforce existing agreements or, where necessary,

negotiate new ones. 


In his recent speech at American University in Washington,

D.C.. the Presidant stated his desire for a strong Uruguay
Round agreement that will not only eliminrite tariffa on goods,

but will also secure financial market liberalization on a

global scale. And we will work to ensure that just as our
market-is Senerally open to foreign friend% that wish to

invest in America, foreign markets should also be open to
American investment. 


The President has also pledged hiN strong support for the new

North American Free Trade Agreement. To finalize NAFTA, we 

are working with Canada and Mexico to reach key

understandings in the areas of environmontal quality and 

workers' rights. 
And we hope to be able to negotiate and 

extend the benefi:s of NAPTA tc other nati6na as well,
 

The President's vision of a new economic prosperity will

reinforce and accelerate three positive trends in Latin

America: 1) a redefinad role of the state) 2) financial 
stability; and 3) political openness. Let me touch on each of

these 


ReJefined role of the statet There are serious efforts 

now underway to de-regulate for higher productivity, a
willingness to aboliush tariffs, a desire to accept

technology and allow markst access to foreign firms, a 

drive towards privatizatio. and a commitment to regional

integration. These are mutually reinforcing actions that
imply and mean less state intrusion in economies. 


Vinancial stabilitatient This is a crucial ingredient forregional economic -rowth. Latin America's finance
ministries have rationalized government spending, cut

deficits, improved tax collection, and, in sone cases, 

introduced fairness into the tax code. 
 Exchaage rates 
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are now =oie responsive to market forces. Inflation has
been 'Alt. As a result, real GDP growth rates in 1992 are 
up by roughl:, 10% in Chile, Argentina, and Venezuela, and 
up by 3t in Mexico.
 
Political oponnssy: A new political process is ascendant
in Latin America. Popular, democratic elections and
 

institutions are the rule rather than the exception. 
The

entire region is more open -- politically, culturally,

socially and commercially. In the last two years,

intraregional trada has explodedi- As both democracy and

capitalism awe under siege in the former communist
 
states, the appeal and credibility of these ideas depend

importantly on whether Latin America continues to
succeed. The revolution in.economics in Latin America is 
no less sensational than the zevclution in Russia, and 
the immediate prognosis is far better in Latin America. 

There has been profound progress and revolutionary change in
Latin America and the Caribbean over the last several years.
The Enterprise gor the Americas Initiative (A!) reflected abipartisan L.S. approach to hel ap~ed Wethese changes.

continue to support its goals in-the areas of.debt. investment
and trade. The IDB'e Investment Sector Loan Program has made 
a major contribution to the reform effort across thehemisphere. The foreign debt problems affscttng the region
have been reduced to manageable proportions with the help of
the IDB. The 1DB has played a major role in the EAI and willcontinue to do so in developing.investment sectar loans anA
administering the Multilateral Investment Fund.
 

Indeed, much remains to be done. Many countries' phyzical
infrastructure is deteriorating, and in several 
countries the
 
extent of poverty and suffering has increased. Millions still
struggle to scratch out a living on less than $1 a day.

Distorted income distribution remains a potential source of
serious social conflict. In some places, the richest twenty 
percent of the population controls over twenty-five times thewealth of the poorest twenty percent. And inflation continues
 
to pose a threat, having refused, even in the best cases, to
drop back to single digits. Political and social inequality
persists where economic raforma have not been accompanied I:
the modernization of political institutiona.
 

Several important countries in cho region, including Brazil 
and Peru, face strious political and economic challenges. Ifthe fledgling market rsfcrms are to be sustained, Latin
leaders mutt address critical issues, including the

dlleviation of poverty, human rights, environmental

protection, and removing government impediments to innovation 
and growth. 
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To redress theme problems, some would call for a return to We are asking that the Inter-Pmerican Development Bank become
 
state ownership and a massive redistribution of wealth. But a leading force for transparency and accountability in public
statist economies and government-dominated enterprises are a finance. We ask the Bank to seek public participation in all 
thing of the past. The fact is that over time. state control its development activities and decizions, especially among the 
has done more to damage their people than fair, efficient and people who will be affected. we believe that the Bank should 
open markets ever did. The legacy of state economies is a be an institutional liader in providing prompt public accems 
series of failed governments, repressed democracies, damaged to project information in donor and borrowing countries. 
environmnts, economic stagnation and poverty. We cannot go
back. Governments clearly have a necessary role to play in We arc also asking the Bank Group to further rationalize its 
ensuring economic vitality and realizing human potential. But lending practices, streamline its management operations and 
governments must get out of those areas where-markets and the increase the professionalization of its staff. We believe the 
private sector work better. Multilateral Investmant Fund must remain a lean operation and 

the Inter-American Investment Corporation should restructure
 
Look at a success story. Chile in an excellent example of a its management to achieve cost savings. We believe the Bank 
country that has implemented far-reaching macroeconomic itself can reduce overhead expenses, and we encourage the
 
reforms, encouraged the development of the private sector and Board of Directors to lead the way in reducing its own costs.
 
markets, in part through an aggressive privatization program. Finally, we believe that the Bank and its members, both within
 
Now the government can concentrate its resources on the social the western Femisphere and beyond, should change the way they
 
sector. An Minister Foxley stated here in Hamburg on Sunday, view the Bank and the allocation of its resources. Notions of 
the Alwyn Administration will spend $6 billion on social fixed allotments and lending targets, along with inappropriate 
programs this year, a thirty percent increase over 1991. use of concessional and grant funds should be retired once and 
Chile's wide-ranging reforms have led to a substantial for all.
 
increase in economic growth. Chile has demonstrated the
 
political will to make social programs a priority. This is a Governors and Friends, we belive this Bank can mote to the 
good example for other countries and it is a good example for forefront of social, environmental and economic development
the Bank. for the region. We depart Hamburg with full confidence that 

Latin America and the Caribbean are on a path to sound social
 
We believe the Zank must now play a far more aggressive role and economic development.
 
in advancing human wclfare-by'supporting better programs in 
basic education, health and sanitation. The Bank can be in I thank you again for your warm hospitality, and I look 
the vanguard in ensuring that education in broadly available, forward to working with you all in a spirit of close
 
especially to the poor. A vibrant private sector can assume cooperation in the months and years ahead.
 
greater responsibility for university education, freeing

scirce public resources for primary education. We believe the
 
nar.k also has a critical role in advancing health carei there 
are too many big hospitals that benefit the elite in Latin 
America and too few primary health care facilities for the
 
poor and in rural areas. The Bank can help address judicial 
reform and important issues such as land tenure.
 

For the Eighth Replenishment, the United States is asking the
 
7DB to advance the quality of its 12nding program. We are 
asking the Bank -- and more importantly its member governments 
-_ to maintain a strong commitment to structural reform and
 
the private sector. We are also asking the Bank to strengthen

its commitment to environmental protection and to support
 
social programs. There is no reason why structural adjustment
 
and environmental integrity cannot go hand in hand, and the 
U.S. will work closely with member countries and Bank
 
officials to help realize this potential.
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JAMES TOBIN 

Thinking Straight About Fiscal
 
Stimulus and Deficit Reduction
 

Keeping ends andmeans straightmay be too much to ask ofpoliticiansand 
pundits,but it is not too much to ask ofeconomists andpolicy wonks. 

On February 17th, President Clinton presented to a 
joint session of Congress that was televised to a nation-
wide audience, a fairly detailed economic program that 
is to be the central work of his administration. 

This article is based on a memo prepared in 
November, 1992 for the Congressional Budget 
Office panel of economic consultants. It has been 
modified only slightly to reflect subsequent events 
prior to President Clinton's February 17th address. 

The purpose here is not to present a policy pro-
posal that in any way competes with President 
Clinton's proposed plan, but rather to indicate how 
professional economists should analyze our current 
budget problems and fiscal corrections. 

Puttingfirst thingsfirst 

Deficit reduction is not an end in itself. Its rationale 
is to improve the productivity, real wages, and living 
standards of our children and their children. If the 
measures taken to cut deficits actually diminish GDP, 
raise unemployment, and reduce future-oriented 

activities of governments, businesses, and house
holds, they do not advance the goals that are their 
raisons d'Etre, rather, they retard them. 

This perverse result is likely if deficit reduction 
measures are introduced while the economy is as 
weak and a. constrained by effective demand as it 
is now and will be in 1993, and quite possibly in 
1994 as well. Moreover, if public sector future-ori
ented expenditures are the victims of such mistimed 
and misplaced fiscal austerity, the contradiction 
between raionale and actual consequence is com
pounded. 

By the same argument, it does not make sense to 
oppose, on the ground that they will raise the deficit. 
fiscal measures which would stimulate demand. 
reduce unemployment, raise the GDP, and very likely
raise private investment too. It is especially illogical 
to do so if the measures in question are themselves 
future-orienzed, public sector investments and tax 
incentives for private investment. 

Kceping ends and means straight may be too 
much to ask of politicians and pundits, but it is not 
too much to ask of economists and policy wonks. 

JAMES rOBIN. Nobel Laureate, is Sterling Professcr Emeritus ofEconomics at Yale University. 
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Isn't recovery already in the bag? the economy by modest deficit-increasing fiscaly atreaticsa hen b ostimulus-say, on the order of 1 percent of GDP for
That's what some critics asked when Bob Solow and both 1993 azd 1994-are minimal. With the help of 
1, and one-hundred or so like-minded business and the multiplier, that would raise the level of GDP by 
academic economists, tried to advance the idea of 1.5 or 2 percent (if the Fed is accommodative), and 
investment-oriented fiscal stimulus last March. Some raise its rate of growth by 0.75 or 1.00 percentage 
of those critics later repented. The current signs of points. The inflationary risks are minimal relative to 
macroeconomic improvement are more credible. the downside risks to GDP and employment of doing 
However, it is too soon to bet that the growth reces- nothing. Anyone who used to believe in well
sion that began in the second quarter of 1989 is over. behaved cycles, in which well-defined recession 

So far, what is heralded as recovery is two quar- troughs automatically turn into monoonic and accel
ters of growth above the sustainable growth of poten- erating recoveries, must be considerably chastened 
tial output. The third and fourth quarters were by now. 
comfortably above the sustainablc rate, but still two 
percentage points below usual performance in the 
first year of recovery. If, on its own, the economy Can'tthe Fed do the job? 
grows faster than its sustainable rate in 1993 and 
1994, the consensus is that it will do so by much less Evidently the Fed can't or won't. I still think that, 
than has been normal in postwar cyclical recoveries, with 300 basis points between the Funds rate and 

While the unemployment rate has declined seven- zero, the Federal Open Market Committee can, and 
tenths of a point from its peak, employment growth should, try harder. But there are reasons why mone
remains sluggish. The number of new jobs has not tary policy has been less potent than usual-the weak 
been quite enough to absorb the labor force growth balance sheets of banks, the overhangs of debt 
expected in prosperity. We need 8 or 9 million net among potential borrowers, the stickiness of long
new jobs in the next four years to kcep up with the term interest rates. Moreover, the growth recession 
labor force and productivity, and bring the unem- lingered so long and the responses of monetary pol
ployment rate down to 5.5 percent icy were so grudging that businesses and households 

At present the economy is producing real GDP 5 lost the confidence in future prosperity that has his
or 6 percent below its potential capacity anticipated torically facilitated most postwar recoveries The 
with 5.5 percent unemployment. Closing this gap in 1990s slowdown, moreover, has been accompanied 
four years requires exceeding the economy's sustain- by unusually large downward structural adjustmelnts, 
able growth rate by 1.25 to 1.5 points on average, to defense cutbacks and to global competition. As 
The sustainable growth rate is estimated to be 2.25 or James Medoff has been pointing out, vacancies-as 
2.5 percent per year. Thus, recovery over four years proxied by the Help Wanted Index-are extraordi
requires average growth on the order of 3.5 to 4.0 narily scarce relative to current unemployment rates. 
percent. In addition to the direct contractionary effects of irre-

Recent good news about productivity suggests that versible layoffs, these adjustments have generated 
the gap may be larger and the sustainable growth rate pervasive feelings of insecurity, which also inhibit 
higher than the estimates used above. It is too soon to spending. 
tell if the gcod productivity numbers ate just cyclical 
and transitory, as has happened in the early stages of Won't the Fed offset fiscal stimtlus? 
many recoveries. But they reflect the success of the 
competitive adjustments, downsizing, and layoffs of My guess is that the Fed, while unable or unwilling 
American businesses in improving efficiency, pro- to take the initiative to generate or accelerate recov
ductivity, and productivity growth. If so, it will take ery, is willing to allow and accommodate one driven 
bigger gains in GDP in the next four years to achieve by "natural causes" or by moderate fiscal stimulus. 
the same gains in employment. Given the outlook for recovery and for inflation, 

The outlook for stable price inflation, with or there is little likelihood of a sudden overheating 
without a catch-up recovery, is extraordinarily favor- beyond the capacity of the Fed to arrest. Certainly 
able. In these circumstances, the risks of overheating the new president .nd his team will make every 
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effort to persuade the Fed of the prudence of its pol-
icy and the reality of its commitment to deficit reduc-
tion once prosperity is restored. 

In 1960-61 the Fed checked the predictable fall in 
interest rates in recessions because it was worried 
about outflows of short-term funds to higher-interest-
rate European markets, and the losses of gold that 
might result. For this reason, monetary policy could 
not be an active agent of recovery. But the Kennedy 
Administration was able to persuade the Fed to lean 
only gently against the wind, as aggregate demand 
recovered for other reasons, including fiscal stimulus. 

Won't the bond market offset 

fiscal stimulus? 

I don't really believe in some super-central-bank 
whose mandarins pass judgment on policies and con-
trol the macroeconomic path of the nation by moving 
long-term bond rates. If these omnipotent governors 
existed at all, I suppose their policy objective would 
be to maintain a slack economy with negligible risks 
of inflation or capital market congestion, like the one 
we've enjoyed the last four years. They would render 
ineffectual any monetary or fiscal policies aimed at 
recovern' 

Actual bond investors are institutions, insurance 
companies and pension funds, that manage growth 
portfolios on behalf of policy-holders and future ben-
eficiaries. Those funds have to go somewhere, and if 
the alternatives to long-term bonds offer unattractive 
returns, they will go into long-term bonds even at 
lower yields. That's why it is impoitant for the Fed to 
keep short rates low. One of the fruits of that policy 
has been the bul'ish stock market, which has made 
the cost of equity capital to non-financial corpora-
tions low even though the decline in long-term bond 
rates has been disappointingly smiall. Presumably, 
low prospective returns on stocks bring downward 
pressure on bond rates; interactions between the mar-
kets occur in both directions. 

High bond rates in foreign markets are another 
alternative to dollar-denominated bonds. While the 
dollar was steadily falling against the Deutsche mark, 
the likelihood of capital gains in the currency market 
was compounding the interest rate attraction of 
German and other European bonds. But this could 
not be sustained. Apparently, the dollar fell far 

enough that dollar appreciation could be expected to 
compensate for the interest differential. 

The federal government itself is the principal 
heavy long-term borrower. The Treasur, should stop 
adding to the supply of long-maturity bonds. The 
Fed should, when its monetary policy involves sup
plying more bank reserves to the money market, 
remove long-maturity bonds from the market. No 
law of man or nature requires that all central bank 
open-market-interventions occur in the shortest pos
sible instruments. 

Naturally, the new administration will do its best 
to explain to the "bond markets" its strategies for 
short-run recovery and long.run fiscal discipline. 
One hopes that the Federal Reserve will join in this 
effort of persuasion and reassurance. But there is no 
getting around the fact that the kind of economy 
those mythical mandarins prefer is one that will 
make President Clinton run for re-election in 1996 
not as the "failed governor of a small state" but as 
the failed president of a great nation. 

Is less more? 

Some financial pundits and some economists say that 
fiscal austerity is actually expansionary because it 
reduces long-term interest rates. As a proposition 
regarding fiscal policy in 1993, with given monetary 
policy, this is surely a fallacy. If the problem with fis
cal stimulus is that it increases aggregate demand and 
thus raises interest rates, then fiscal austerity cannot 
at the same time raise aggregate demand and lower 
rates. It can lower rates only by curtailing demand 
and economic activity. 

Deficit reduction expected in future, inadequately 
offset by easier monetary policy and lower interest 
rates, could be unfavorable to 1993 investment and 
economic activity by perpetuating expectations of 
weak demand and low economic activity. However, 
deficit reduction expected in the future, during pros
perous times, would be quite favorable to aggregate 
demand and economic activity in 1993. provided that 
the Federal Reserve's monetary policy was expected 
to assure interest rates sufficiently low to make up 
for the future demand lost by fiscal austerity. A sce
nario that generates "model-consistent" expectations, 
expectations supporting the scenario itself, consists 
of expansionary fiscal policy and accommodative 
monetary policy for recovery, followed by deficit 
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reduction and appropriately easy monetary policy in 
prosperity. 

Will it ever be time to remove the 

fiscal stimulus needed now? 


If the economy can't generate enough demand at 
today's low interest rates without a bigger deficit, 
what reason is there to think it will be able to do so 
in 1995 or 1996? The question is reminiscent of the 
old debate about pump-priming. It is a vulgar error to 
think that a burst of spending turned off after a few 
months would jump-start the economy into vigorous 
self-sustaining growth of demand. It is likewise an 
error to think that the present situation is an equilib-
rium, in particular, that investment demands by busi-
ness, households, and state and local governments 
are permanently as low relative to national saving as 
they are currently. Recovery itself will revive those 
demands once economic agents regain confidence in 
a viable path of recovery and giowth. Then, judging 
from the 1980s, interest rates will be higher than they 
are now in the absence of deficit reduction, and a 
correction in the mix of fiscal and monetary policies 
will be possible and desirable. 

Canfuturefiscal austeritybe 

made credible? 


It's never possible to make wholly credible guaran
tees of future policies in a democracy. Yet somehow 
the republic has managed to muddle through. Some 
deficit reduction measures can be legislated in 1993 
to take effect in later years. It would then take both 
Congress and the President to reverse them, assum
ing vetoes are sustained. This should certainly be 
done for tax increases. A phased-in carbon tax or 
gasoline tax increase would be an excellent, though 
not politically popular, idea. Cuts in defense expendi
tures can be credibly budgeted for years ahead. In 
other cases, the new administration may be able to do 
no more than state reasonably realistic intentions. 

The most important budgetary area is health care 
reform, a critical item on the legislative agenda for 
its own sake. Unless federal net health care costs are 
brought under control, their explosion later in the 
1990s will bust the budget for sure. 
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There ain'tno justice! 

The new president faces a large chronic budget 
deficit bequeathed to him by the unparalleled, irre

sponsible fiscal policies of his two predecessors. It is 
ironic that people who displayed remarkable toler
ance of those policies for twelve years now insist that 
the highest and most immediate priority of the new 
president, the very test of his statesmanship, is to 
solve this deficit problem in the face of the stagnant 
economy he has also been bequeathed, at the sacri
fice of his own programmatic priorities. 

Recoveries from almost every previous postwar 
recession have had the help of fiscal stimulus. The 
much touted 1983-88 recovery was driven by fiscal 
demand stimulus massively greater than any previous 
peacetime fiscal expansion. It took two main forms: 
consumption by affluent taxpayers enjoying lower tax 
rates and a rapid build-up of defense spending. 
Neither of these uses of resources left in its wake last
ing gains in future productivity and growth; Clinton's 
spending and tax-cutting initiatives, in contrast, are 
tilted towards investment, public and private. 

During the past twelve years, the ratio of publicly 
held federal debt to GDP has increased by twenty
five percentage points. The future of the United 
States surely does not hinge on whether it increases 
by a couple of extra points in the next few years, in 

the interest of an economic recovery that would 
make the economy strong enough to allow serious 
deficit reduction. 



WORLD ECONOMIC
 

OUTLOOK
 

Overview 

7 he recovery of global economic activity after 
the 1991 downturn remains hesitant and un-

even. Although some industrial countries have 
emerged from recession, growth has declined 
sharply in many other countries because of exten-
sive balance sheet restructuring, persistently high 
short-term real interest rates, considerable financial" 
tensions, and depressed levels of consumer and 
business confidence. As a result, the growth of 
world output picked up only modestly, from '/2 of I 
percent in 1991 to 1/4 percent in 1992, which was 
the third consecutive year of below-trend perfor-
mance (Chart 1). World output is projected to grow
by 2,/4 percent in 1993 and then to strengthen by 3/2 
percent in 1994, but the outlook remains unusually 
uncertain. On the positive side, inflation has contin-
ued to abate in most industrial and developing 
countries. 

Encouraging signs of stronger growth in North 
America contrast with the recent marked deteriora-
tion in economic performance in Japan and espe
cially in Europe, where recessionary tendencies are 
expected to persist through much of 1993. For Ja-
pa n, gro w th in 1993 h a s b ee n rev ised dow n to 11/4 
percent, from 2'/2 percent in the January 1993 In-
terim Assessment and 33/4 percent in the October 
1992 World Economic Outlook. These revisions are 
due partly to the effects of balance sheet adjust-
ments by households, corporations, and financial 
instiutions after the recent correction of inflated 
asset prices. The sharp slowing of growth in 
Europe-to a revised projection that suggests stag
nation in 1993 compared with 1 percent growth in 
the Interim Assessment and 2'/4 percent in the Octo
ber World Economic Outlook-reflects a range of 
adverse factors, including tight monetary condi
tions, inadequate progress toward inflation con
vergence and budgetary consolidation in many 
countries, and the attendant weakness of consumer 
and business confidence. More generally, the turbo
lence in foreign exchange markets since the middle 
of 1992 and an escalation of tensions over trade 
have contributed to increased uncertainty in many 
countries. 

Many developing countries have continued to 
show resilience to the weakness of activity in in
dustrial countries. Low interest rates on dollar
denominated external liabilities, and considerable 
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I OVERVIEW 

capital inflows in some cases, have helped to offset would risk aggravating protectionist pressures, 
the effects of declining terms of trade for commodity which would seriously harm all countries. 
exporters and of generally weak demand in the in
dustrial countries. But the most important reason for Industrial Countries 
the comparatively strong performance of a growing 
number of developing countries has been the ben':fi- The present difficulties in the industrial world 
cial effects of sustained stabilization and reform ef- owe much to the failure to implement key elements 
forts in the context of outward-oriented economic of the medium-term strategy that was adopted in the 
strategies. For many other developing countries, early 1980s as the appropriate guide for economic 
however, economic performance has remained un- policy. In particular, inadequate budgetary consol
satisfactory, and living standards are continuing to idation and structural rigidities have left cominries 
decline in many of the poorest countries. in a weak position to cope with the recent-and 

The economic situation also remains difficult for continuing--sluggishness of global economic activ
the countries in transition from central planning, fol- ity. Large budget deficits have contributed to high 
lowing what has already been a sizable decline in real long-term interest rates and have also been an 
output. The contraction now appears to be bottoming important factor in the recent turbulence in Eu
out in parts of central Europe, where some countries ropean currency markets. And labor market policies 
are projected to register positive growth in 1993 and have been unsuccessful in addressiig persistently 
1994. But key aspects of the reform and stabilization high unemployment, especially in Europe. 
efforts have not yet been fully implemented, and Despite success in reducing inflation in most 
there remain risks of policy slippages. Inthe Russian countries, important challenges still confront mone-
Federation and most other countries of the former tay policy. The speculative excesses in asset mar-
Soviet Union, economic conditions are of particular kets in the late 1980s were at least partly a result of 
concern because of inadequate attention to macro- excessive credit expansion and risk taking by fi
economic stabilization and because of political un- nancial institutions. The eventual tightening of 
rest and armed conflicts in many regions. monetary policy did succeed in puncturing the :--cc-

Notwithstanding the continued economic diffi- ulative bubbles, but the tightening occurred too late 
culties in many countries, recent positive develop- to prevent the unwarranted run-up and subsequent 
ments offer hope for a cooperative growth strategy in abrupt correction of asset prices. Although impor
the near term, which could also permit a strengthen- tant lessons have bcen learned about the need to 
ing of global economic performance over the me- strengthen prudential oversight and to pay greater 
dium term (see the IMF Interim Committee's attention to asset markets in the conduct of mone
declaration, facing the opening of this chapter). tary policy, many countries continue to suffer the 
Many developing countries are reaping the fruits of consequences of asset deflation. 
sustained reform and stabilization efforts. There arr In the United States, monetary conditions were 
now early signs of recovery in some of the econ- eased substantially between 1990 and the end of 
omies in transition. Efforts to enhance assistance to 1992 in response to the recession and to the weak
countries affected by the transition to market-based ness of the recovery (Chart 2). This has helped to 
trading systems occurring in central Europe and the stimulate demand and has also promoted balance 
former Soviet Union, and to low-income countries to sheet adjustment by lowering debt-service costs. 
support strengthened stabilization and restructuring Monetary conditions have also been eased signifi
efforts, are moving forward. In Europe, exchange cantly over the past two years in Japan as evidence 
market tensions have eased, and interest rates have of financial strain and slowing activity has accumu
been falling and should continue to do so as evidence lated. The cuts in the official discount rate together 
accumulates of the waning of inflationary pressures. with recent fiscal measures should help to support 
The near-term fiscal stimulus announced by the Japa- activity, but the experience of other countries that 
nese government should help to restore confidence are going through similar balance sheet difficulties 
and promote economic recovery. Other industrial suggests that the weakness of private demand may 
countries have announced programs of budget deficit persist for some time. In Europe, by comparison, 
reduction that have been favorably received in finan- the level of real short-term interest rates has re
cial markets. Implementation and further strengthen- mained very high, which has delayed balance sheet 
ing of these deficit-reduction plans would lay the adjustment and weakened activity. 
foundation for sustainable increases in growth and Looking ahead, the industrial countries now need 
living standards over the medium term. To be suc- to take effective action to strengthen growth and to 
cessful, it is vital that these efforts are supported by diminish exchange and financial market tensions 
an immediate conclusion of the Uruguay Round: a while preserving progress in reducing inflation. In 
failure to complete the Round would deprive the the United States, the first steps toward meaningful 
world of the benefits of further liberalization and medium-term fiscal consolidation are being taken. 
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Industrial Countries 

Japan has recently announced a new package of 
stimulatory measures. At the same time, conditions 
are improving for significant reductions of official 
interest rates in Europe, which should help to con
tain recessionary forces and ensure that recovery 
takes hold by 1994. There is also an urgent need for 
-positive steps to resist protectionist pressures, espe
cially by bringing the multilateral trade negotiations 
under the Uruguay Round of the General Agree
ment on Trade and Tariffs (GATT) to a successful 
conclusion. Determined action to alleviate short-
term difficulties and to achieve key medium-cerm 
objectives would unquestionably strengthen con-
sumer and business confidence. 

For the United States, as recognized by the ad
ministration, the most pressing priority of economic 
policy is the need to reduce the large federal budget 
deficit and to strengthen saving and investment. 
The economic plan presented in mid-February rep-
resents a considerable effort, but its full enactment 
and implementation could still leave the structural 
federal fiscal deficit in FY 1998 at about 3 percent 
of GDP (more than 4 percent if the social security 
surplus is excluded)-that is, at the same level as inthe late 1980s. Thus, further action is needed to 
ensure an adequate degee of fiscal consolidation 
over the medium terr. Recent economic develop-
ments suggest that the natural forces of recovery, 
aided by earlier monetary stimulus, are taking hold
and that significant s.ort-term fiscal stimulus is now 
less necessary than might have appeared earlier. As 
the recovery gathers momentum and economic 
slack is reduced, the authorities may need to allow 
monetary conditions to tighten in order to avoid any 
resurgence of inflationary pressures. 

In Canada, where recovery is not yet as firmly
established as in the United States, interest rates 
have been coming down after asharp rise associated 
with exchange market developments in the fall of 
1992. In light of the cyclical siiuation, there should 
be room for afurther easing of interest rates without 
jeopardizing the progress made toward price stabil-
ity. Continued perseverance in reducing the struc-
tural budget deficit also is required. 

In Japan, the authorities announced a large pack-
age of stimulative fiscal measures in August 1992, 
and the official discount rate was reduced further in 
the face of a sharp weakening of activity. While 
there are recent signs of a bottoming out of the 
recession, uncertainties remain with respect to the 
timing and strength of the upswing. To give recov
ery the desired momentum, substantial additional 
measures, supplementing "he FY 1993 budget, have 
recently been announced. Given Japan's efforts at 
fiscal consolidaion in the past, these measures do 
not jeopardize the credibility of the authorities' 
medium-term budgetary objectives. The low infla
tion rate and the recent strength of the yen suggest 
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I OVERVIEW 

that there also remains some room for interest rate will depend on the authorities' ability to safeguard 
reduction should economic weakness persist. 

In Europe. although conditions differ among 
countries, an essential contribution to stronger 
growth would come from a further reduction of in-
terest rates in Germany as the inflationary con.. 
sequences of unification fade. Recent small 
reductions in official German interest rates have 

the credibility of their anti-inflationary commit
ment, especially in light of the potential inflationary 
consequences of sterling's decline. This, in turn, 
depends critically on the adoption of further mea
sures, in the 1994 budget or even before, to secure a 
faster reduction of the large budget deficit. A gen
eral decline of interest rates throughout Europe 

helped to reduce the tensions in the European Mon-
etary System (EMS), but monetary conditions re-
main unduly tight in most countries. Substantial 
interest rate differentials relative to Germany, asso-
ciated with the recent exchange market turbulence, 

would help to alleviate the downward pressure on 
the exchange rate, but any further easing of mone
tary policy in the United Kingdom should be re
sisted unless there is good reason to believe that a 
further cut in interest rates would not endanger the 

have exacerbated this situation. Large budget defi- goal of containing inflation. 
cits in most of Eurcpe generally preclude short-
term fiscal stimu!iis, since this would only delay the 

The need for a substantial reduction of the fiscal 
deficit is particularly critical in Italy. The large de

critically needed decline in both short- and long-
term interest rates, further complicate the achieve-

preciation of the lira has improved the competitive 
position considerably, but a sizable interest rate 

ment of medium-term fiscal objectives, and premium relative to Germany persists, particularly 
jeopardize policy credibility, 

Conditions for a further reduction of short-term 
on long-term interest rates. Important measures 
have been taken to contain the budget deficit, but. 

interest rates in Germany are improving, however, 
Although increases in prices have remained high in 
recent months, the pronounced weakening of the 
economy, early indications of a slowdown in money 
growth, and favorable developments on the wage 
front suggest that inflation should soon begin to 
moderate. Progress toward fiscal consolidation, 
which would need to go beyond the recent solidar-

as the government recognizes, further action is re
quired to strengthen the credibility of the fiscal con
solidation efforts and permit a decline in interest 
rates. Additional measures will be needed both to 
achieve the 1993 budget objective and to meet the 
government's medium-term target of bringing the 
overall deficit below 5 percent of GDP by 1995. 
Substantial financial assistance has been granted by 

ity pact, would also contribute to the reduction of 
macroeconomic imbalances. These developments 

the European Community (EC) to help to establish 
the conditions under which the lira could rejoin the 

should ensure a durable reduction of inflation in ERM. An adequate degree of fiscal consolidation 
Germany and would allow a marked easing of mon-
etary conditions that would be fully consistent with 
both domestic objectives and the broader interests 

will be crucial to permit such a move. 
The recent crisis in the EMS witnessed the sus

pension from the ERM of two major currencies, 
of the world economy. 

For France, persistent pressure on the exchange 
four realignments imposed by market pressures in 
just five months, and the floating of three Nordic 

rate since September 1992 had necessitated the currencies that had been pegged to the European 
maintenance of a very large short-term interest rate 
differential relative to Germany, despite lower infla-
tion than in Germany, but these pressures seem now 

currency unit (ECU). In all cases, the direction of 
the exchange rate adjustments that have taken place 
appears to have been in accordance with the funda

largely to have subsided. The differential has re-
cently narrowed substantially, following the new 

mentals, including differences in policies associated 
with divergent cyclical positions. For some curren

government's 
ment to the 

reaffirmation of the strong commit-
current exchange rate mechanism 

cies, 
have 

however, 
overshot, 

the large depreciations appear to 
which is adding to strains in eco

(ERM) parity and the announcement of plans to 
give more autonomy to the Banque de France. The 

nomic relations within Europe. Although the pres
sures on the system have abated since early 

reduction of exchange market tensions should per-
mit a further narrowing of the interest differential. 

February, economic policy cooperation within the 
EMS will need to be strengthened to reduce the risk 

While fiscal policy is allowing the automatic stabi- of a recurrence of turbulence and to promote further 
lizers to cushion activity during 1993, it will be progress toward economic and monetary union 
important to reduce the budget deficit as activity (EMU). A key requirement remains the need to en
recovers in 1994 and beyond. 

For the United Kingdom, the lowering of interest 
sure greater economic convergence. Because some 
countries may achieve a sufficient degree of conver

rates and the sharp depreciation of the exchange gence only in the medium term, small adjustments 
rate following the suspension of the pound sterling 
from the ERM have improved prospects for recov-

of parities within the ERM band on a timely basis 
could help to avoid new tensions without undermin

ery. The sustainability of the recovery, however, ing the character of the system. 
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Industrial Countries 

More fundamentally, recent experience has dem-
onstrated the crucial importance of strengthening
monetary policy cooperation across Europe. It is 
necessary to recognize that economic and financial 
integration is rapidly eroding the distinction be-
tween resident and nonresident enterprises and fi-
nancial institutions and appears to be blurring the 
distinction between rational moneiary indicators,
To ensure that monetary conditions are compatible
with sustained noninflatiorary growth in Europe as 
a whole, it will therefore be necessary to consider
whether-and how-national indicators of mone-
tary conditions, activity, and inflation might be 
complemented with ERM-wide indicators. While 
the scope for independent monetary policies has 
largely disappeared with the close economic and 
financial integration of the European economies and 
the commitment to stable exchange rates, monetry
policy continues to have acomparative advantage in 
ensuring price stability across the ERM countri.s as 
a group. Increasingly, however, the task of dealing
with the consequences of economic disturbances 
that affect inflation and economic activity in specific
countries or regions now falls primarily on fiscal 
and structural policies rather than on monetary
policy. 

Especially in the present period of economic dif-
ficuhy, the ongoing policy responses of the indus-
trial countries need to be complementary if more 
satisfactory growth is to be achieved during 1993 
and beyond. The confidence of markets in the 
longer-run orientation of U.S. monetary policy to-
ward the objective of low inflation facilitated a sig-
nificant monetary policy response to the recession 
of 1990-91 and to the subsequent sluggish recov-
ery, without raising concerns about longer-term in-
flation that would have been adversely reflected in 
long-term interest rates. The responsiveness of 
monetary policy also helped to avoid fiscal stimulus 
that would have enlarged an already excessive fed-
eral deficit. The fruits of this policy can be seen in 
the relatively rapid pace of economic expansion 
now under way in the United States, the benefits of 
which will gradually spread to other countries. 
Conversely, economic recovery in Europe and 
Japarn, provided that it begins this year and gains
momentum by 1994, should help to offset any short-
term dampening effect of deficit-reduction measures 
that the U.S. administration plans to implement
during 1994. 

More generally, sustained expansion in each 
of the major industrial countries benefits from, and 
to an important extent requires, sustained expansion
in its partner countries. Within Europe, where 
economic linkages are particularly strong and 
getting stronger, economic recovery in one country 
cannot get very far unless the whole of the continent 
is also recovering. Mutually reinforcing growth for 

Europe as a whole would, in turn, help to support
economic expansion beyond Europe. Similarly, the 
monetary and fiscal policy measures zlready
undertaken in Japan, and the additional measures 
recently announced for FY 1993, will be important
in spurring recovery of the Japanese economy and 
will also contribute to strengthening activity
worldwide. 

A broadly based recovery would provide better 
opportunity for governments to pursue determined 
medium-term programs of fiscal consolidation. Fa
vorable effects on confidence, and on longer-term
interest rates, from the announcement of credible 
programs of consolidation would help to offset an 
short-term dampening effects from reductions in 
public expenditure or from tax increases. More
over, it would be highly desirable if any tendency
for overheating during the coming expansion were 
offset by a tightening of fiscal policy, which in an) 
case is required in most countries to achieve ade
quate medium-term fiscal consolidation. This 
would not relieve monetary policy of its primary 
responsibility for assuring reasonable price stabil
ity, but it would make the fulfillment of this goal
consistent with a lower path for interest rates. An 
appropriate fiscal and monetary policy mix would 
also promote greater calm in foreign exchange and 
other financial markets, thereby facilitating a gen
eral recovery of consumer and business confidence. 
In addition, improving saving-investment balances 
through fiscal consolidation in key deficit countries 
would help to address the most important cause of 
large, persistent international payments imbalances 
and thereby reduce the associated tensions over 
trade and permit increased resource transfers to de
veloping countries and to economies in transition. 

The implications of complementary and mutually
consistent macroeconomic measures for trade poli
cies deserve particular emphasis. As the experience
of the 1930s so dramatically demonstrated, the ap
parent loss of jobs to foreign competition can easily
give rise to calls for protectionist policies during a 
period of pervasive economic weakness and rising
unemployment. Firm adherence to the established 
rules of the open international trading system-and
the reconfirmation of countries' commiments to 
these rules through early completion of the Uruguay
Round-are obviously the first line of defense 
against self-defeating protectionist policies. But 
pressures for protection must not be allowed to be
come too great. Properly attuned and cooperative
macroeconomic policies must guard against persis
tent economic weakness and high unemployment
and must seek to limit the extent and duration of 
cyclical divergences among countries, their impact 
on international payments imbalances, jind the re
percussions on financial and foreign exchange 
mark-ts. 
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Developing Countries been accompanied by substantial capital inflows in' 
the form of both direct and portfolio investment. 

Output in the developing countries is projected to This has contributed to excess demand pressures 
expand by 5 percent in 1993 and 1994, only slightly and, in several cases, to growing signs of overheat
less than in 1992, which had the highest growth in ing. There is also a risk of speculative excesses in 
more than a decade. Even excluding special factors asset markets like those experienced in many indus
such as the reconstruction in the Middle East, trial countries in the 1980s. In countries where de
which boosted growth in that region to 10 percent in mand pressures are strong, a tightening of fiscal 
1992, this is an impressive result, especially given policy may be necessary to make room for higher 
the weakness of activity in the industrial countries. investment. Allowing some appreciation of the cur-
Divergences in growth among developing countries rency may also be appropriate. It may finally be 
have tended to widen in recent years, however, as possible to speed up privatization, which would 
many countries have failed to register any meaning- help to retire both domestic and external debt. In 
ful improvement in economic conditions. In some China, strong demand pressures generated an in
of these countries, per capita real incomes remain crease in output in 1992 of close to 13 percent in the 
below the levels experienced ten or even twenty context of accelerated reform efforts; to sustain the 
years ago. momentum of the reforms and to avoid overheating, 

'he stronger performers among the developing a cautious stance of stabilization policies will be 
countries share a number of essential characteris- essential during the period ahead. 
tics. Compared with the slow-growing countries, In most African countries, major reform efforts 
the successful countries have markedly higher say- are quite! recent, and the resulting higher growth 
ing rates, higher investment rates (also in human rates are only beginning to show 'ip. However, at 
capital); and higher efficiency of investment and their relatively early stage of development these 
higher overall productivity growth. They also typ- countries remain highly vulnerable to adverse terms 
ically finance a larger proportion of investment of trade and other shocks, such as drought, which 
from domestic saving, and when they have recourse held back growth in 1992 in most of southern Af
to external saving, it is often in the form of foreign rica. An important issue is the difficulty of coherent 
direct investment and equity c.apital rather :han implememation of economic policies during the 
debt-creating capital inflows. Finally, these coun- (often lengthy) transition to democracy. For many 
tries are generally more outward-oriented than the countries, it is clear that decisive progress will not 
low-growth countries, both with respect to trade materialize in the absence of considerable improve
links with the industrial countries and in terms of ments in governance supported by adequate levels 
their economic ties with other developing countries. of financial and technical development assistance. 
Many developing country exporters have weathered Where the required policy changes are imple
the current sluggishness of growth in the industrial mented, the international community must stand 
world by expanding their trade with other develop- ready to provide strong support-for example, 
ing count.ies, through appropriate debt relief and through the 

Government policies explain an important part of IMF's concessional enhanced structural adjustment 
the divergences in economic structure and per- facility (ESAF), a successor to which is currently 
formance across the developing countries. The under consideration. As the economic outlook im
stronger performers have maintained or restored proves in other parts of the world, there should be 
sustainable fiscal balances, low and predictable in- scope for increased efforts to assist the poorest 
flation, positive but low real interest rates, viable coun'ries. 
external positions, and competitive and stable ex
change rates. In addition to macroeconomic stabil- Countries in Transition 
ity, the successful countries have relied on market 
forces to allocate resources efficiently, through re- The early experience of the former centrally 
duced government intervention, through trade liber- planned economies has already demonstrated the 
alization and currency convertibility, and through crucially important link between structural reforms, 
financial market reform. The impressive growth macroeconomic stabilization, and successful eco
record of many Asian countries illustrates the nomic transformation. Among the central European 
longer-term benefits from sustained stabilization countries, the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Po
and reform efforts, and the recenkt experience of land have made the greatest progress in structural 
many Latin American countries demonstrates that reform; inflationary pressures there have abated fol
economic growth can recover when the necessary lowing price liberalization, and output has begun to 
policies are put in place. recover. These achievements will be difficult to sus-

In some of the successful developing countries, tain, however, in the absence of strong efforts to 
the recent strength of economic performance has contain the large fiscal deficits that have accom
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panied the considerable losses of output and tax principal reasons for the rapid growth of world out. 

revenue since the start of the reform process. put in the 1950s and 1960s. Many developing coun-

In the Baltic countries there are encouiaging tries also have increasingly moved to make their 
currencies convertible, to promote competition, andsigns that reforms are taking hold and are being 

supported by strong stabilization efforts. In most to liberalize foreign trade, and this has helped them 
1980s and toother countries of the former Soviet Union, in con- to overcome the debt crisis of the 

even in the face of weak activity intrast, inadequate stabilization efforts now threaten sustain growth 
to lead to hyperinflation, which could deril the re- the industrial countries since 1990. Most recently, 
form process. Inflation, which had abated following central planning has been abandoned as a viable 

tothe immediate impact of price liberalization in early model for economic progress, giving way 
1992, surged to extremely high levels in late 1992 market-based economic reforms that will allow a 
and early 1993. The main reason for this develop- large number of countries to share in, and con
ment has been excessive crediz expansion to the tribute to, continued gains in global economic 
government and to state enterprises. The transfor- performance. 
mation process is being seriously hampered by the Yet the significant benefits from free trade now 
widespread subsidization of inefficient enterprises seem threatened. The failure to conclude the Uru
and the resulting misallocation of resources. The guay Round is adding to trade tensions and is de

the world of potentially large gains fromlack of effective economic and monetary coopera- priving 
tion among the countries of the former Soviet Union further liberalization of tariff and nontariff barriers

from the extension of multilateral rules to new secexacerbates other problems by severely constrain-
ing trade flows and impeding inflation control. tors; from a strengthening of rules and disciplines 
Partly as a result of these difficulties, some coun- on antidumping, subsidies, and safeguards; and 
tries have decided that xhe introduction of separate from a strengthening of the dispute settlement 

mechanism and of trade policy surveillance. Thecurrencies offers the best scope for avoiding hyper-
inflation and for improving economic conditions. industrial countries are increasingly seeking re-
This development can facilitate the implementation course to countervailing and antidumping duties 
of stronger stabilization programs, but it is not a and to nontariff barriers. Excessive focus on bilat

sectoral trade imbalances has led to asubstitute for fiscal and monetary discipline and eral or even 
vigorous structural reform. dangerous proli.,ration of managed trade agree-

The international community must continue to ments. And there is a risk that regional trading ar
provide support for strong stabilization policies and rangements could become inward looking, rather 
reforms in the countries of the former Soviet Union than serving primarily to promote regional integra
as they struggle to overcome the legacies of the tion in the context of multilateral free trade. 
past. To ensur the success of the transformation Efforts to bring the Uruguay Round to an early 
process, it is vitdl that the rest of the world open its and successful conclusion and reverse the rise in 
markets to the exports of the reforming countries. protectionist barriers must be a central element of 
C3operative efforts on trade and payments issues any cooperative effort to strengthen growth world
are also crucial to these countries' common task of wide. Given constraints on financial resources, 
economic restructuring. Considerable emphasis market-opening measures by industrial countries 
should be placed on technical assistance and on pol- are crucial to support the efforts of developing 
icy advice in all areas. There is also scope for in- countries and economies in transition to implement 
creasing financial support for specific programs of outward-oriented reform strategies successfully. 
industrial restructuring, including conversion of de- Such positive steps are also important in view of the 
fense industries. Financial assistance has a critical likelihood that current account imbalances among 
role to play, and a new IMF facility has been cre- the major industrial countries will widen further as 
ated to help meet the special needs of countries cyclical positions are reversed, which threatens to 
affected by the transition to market-based trading fuel protectionist sentiment. Not only would trade 
systems. However, the effectiveness of such assis- restrictions do little to affect underlying external 
tance will be seriously impeded so long as macro- positions, they would run the risk of triggering a 
economic conditions remain highly unstable, spiral of retaliation and counterretaliation, severely 

harming business confidence and prospects for re
covery. To reduce the large structural componentsTrade Policies of the external imbalances, it is necessary to tackle 

The experience of the past forty years offers their root cause: the inadequacy of national saving 
strong evidence of close linkage between liberal relative to domestic investment opportunities, par
trade and exchange regimes and economic prosper- ticularly in the United States, but also in several 

other countries. In these cases, fiscal consolidationity. The liberalization of trade in manufactured 
goods among the industrial countries was one of the is essential to restore external viability. At the same 

time, surplus countries have a responsibility to 
maintain adequate growth of domestic demand and 

7 to step up market-opening efforts. 



Should G-7 Cooperation be Buried? 

ty Wendy Dobson 

The &7 Ui wiignue to IMavdiiltyffit pfst in j 
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W paradox has been created by G-7 

i:ance ministers. At one extreme. 
they are seen as managing the 

world economy, supporting Russian reform, 
rescheduling third world debts, speeding 
domestic reforms and controlling speculators 
in foreign exchange markets. Media 
acceptance of these roles leads ion-C-7 
outsiders to think important decisions a,. 
being taken from which tilcy arc 
unhappily excluded. Perverse signals are 
given to the world's good economic 
performers, inAsia, which are treated as 
threats. while finance ministers spend 
most of their time on crisis management 

with Russia, one of the world's worst 
performers. At tileother cxtretne, 
international financial markets and lirominient 
policy analysts and economists dismiss the 

C-7 as a talk shop producing meaningless
communiques, ineffective as managers and 
so weak they are unable to withstand the 
slightest pressures front markets. 

The p,walox exists%hec.t,,e liteutce nitistets 
tieglcct their pr tllairuecnttiitic manidate, 
which is to exert i~e ilre lle to)iltijllle eto-

Ilotnic pierlormanttu ill tile mitajor indust rial 
countries:.Tlis must clage iadie G-7 is to Istote 
its tattered credibilityatid achiteve the ianiyotlher 

goals %shfulyassignedtoit. 

In IJ3, the goal of economic cooperation 
should be tospeed rectorryofsustained non-in
flationary globralgrowth - one ta, is within our 
grasp as OE. ittdlation declines to its lowest lev

els in 30 yea.-s. Itere are odier bright spots: US 
recovery is getting utderway at a time when tie 
US Ias tenergetic lealer whose party holds a 
congressioal rnajoiiry. East Asia is beeoming a 
growth llle as goverinhents ini (iina and Indo
chuiiafollowothersinl tile regio inopening the-ir 

economies. There are other hopeful develop
ients: die Bundeslxuk has begun to lower inter
st rates?nd ie patience of Russia s and East 

Europeans may be sulicient tonmake posAble die 

Perverse signals
 
are given to
 

the world's good econumic
 performers. 

chattic tnatiition Illnarket eCtotnies. 

Achieiig die (-7s goal ofListing nonilla
tillay giowilt 'I IXxs'h"l i Illiee plecondidos 
aJe ilttethait the ch, Italtsitis .Ule nmixed at best. 
F-ist, govertlll.enis itit x-t(ll[s,-aUd-lookit.gt- and 
williig i, imtodify dotesti Ix)li ie; inst-ad they 
ate now inwattd-looking thot t-ierinists which win



dllil(1t ghilbl toopelatiliL 11t i.diutnCo aiinsd 
illlty giovtcl liIIis. not knllow il fiscal lsca-
piIC. shllumd X elC'ted WteSUdilill tild wilt-
ell.l993 is ant clcuoi )car ini GernalI); C-uiada 
aidjapa. while Fa-ince hasjust elected a gosel n-
maent seciniigly nmore contcernel with narrow ua-
tionalisill tiha with global growth. 

Second, governments must recoginize that 

The problem 

is also an opportunity. 


trade pronites growth andjobs but iate-ad, G-7 
trading relationships arc now fraught with ten-
sions unprecedented in the postn-ar peiod. US 
inpatience withJapan'sagain ballooning current 
account surplus and US-Europe diffeiences over 
agiculture are creating pressures for protection_-
ism and managed trade. 

Third. gavernments must recognize that their 
central concern ofjob ceation is best achieved by 
establishing sound economic fundamentals, nat 
through deficits, protection, orsuhsidies 

The biggest problem facing the G-7 nations is 
how to deal appropriately with slow recovery 
complica!d by their divergent econolmic flinda-
mentals, I lowever, the problem is also assoppo-
tunity. It provides the basis for a Loordinated 
policy package that would promote non-inflation-
ary world growth, while facilitating the eollonlic 
restructuong necessary for each of the G-7 oon-
toes to develop more productive and colnpetiive 

a if credibility. the G-7 
meet the following criteria: 

iave.Tohope niust 
hinulters niust agee 

os goals and oit how to coordinate them; they 
Ilistcreate an iitstutional franitwork, nodest, 
but [store ifective tILi die ul hulockery of* tie 
19., As al anchor for expectatios. they lulst 
develop die psolitic.l will and cloutto drliver their 
colimiunents. All iequire effective coordinatioin 
between fiscal wiid Inlllita y atitliirities Wititi 

countries as -. as a iing theln.ell The ( ;-7 rtord 
oilall tee counts has beell inamleqiiate. 

"hie selection of a nol-intlationiary glowtih 
goal inplies the G-7 will not adiopt explicit ex-

t lluige ia Lu tt. ilt' lIevl i ho nl'l t e (-7 foilmiei-llte 
te'licIIllilt I992. hojrpediI exchanigt- r-ate (i 
S55 iS that tlXlii ilge Ilt- sialiility should be an out-
tollic, nlit a Lugeil. min le.listic pioilicycooperation. 
Ilpile all tile cilmuoli i oeaii governnentsEll 

In amAhiese t llcligllce. tilly a few core countries 
Wyle able to weatltr die lnexpected srsses of 
Gmninan retuili atioul. Disergenti iltlation anid in-
adeqluate ftiscalperf"o niace in the otherscreated 
doubts aboui tie realisi )l mnoinetary coopera-
0OIIuid eventually lorced realignment in a crisis 
auosp here reltilliscelt of rheBretton 
Woods era. 

The G-7 must also improve its ,nstitntional 
lramework. The atdhoc approach of die 1980s is 
discredited. Changes should include diret par. 
ticipation by centr-al bank staffin G-7 decision 
making and better analytical support. Benefitsof 

greater central bank participation include better 
analytical inpits on ionetay issues and nmore 
balance between the use of f"ical and monetary 
policies in the underlying adjustments. Such an 
initiative, recently taken by the new US adtnii-
stration. imst become a regular pan of tie proc-
ess. Skepticism aboIut increased exposure of 
monetary decision Imaking itlpolitical pressures 
should be addressed at natioilal levels by making 
;llG-7 cetit-al banks independetL indeed. ifga-
ermilents weie serious about low irnation, they 
would promote cent-al bank independence and 
tie banks' role in the G-7 would be seen to en-

T odimnedThenot 


ofeconomic Cooperation
shuld be ... 

sustained non-inflotionary 
giobalgrowth. 

hant t,.not .iopardize, tiit iiidependei cc. 
Moire |liiiidized stippitt.Ilost sensibly fron , 

the ilteratizll Nloiietai y Fliiild. is required to 

sutipptI a (ore aelda (whidi has also teided to 
lie ad iot), .liid it,suplrt the mlonioiing. analy-
sis aid deision tnaking whch are cenitral to ef-
let tile timtpermaioui At plesen. tile piocess is 

Intemational Economic Insights 

I-,p-iviliies .ipdpirssilicsIol1nill- gt.', l as President (lilIlili' budget plan is 
diluda (itlitnes. Ih'ic agiii ii gotu'llnieilr liastl in over tie iext twol years. (ernany. 
Wee S01(1115 hiiisIlilig (tli l toIIIip)iVe tould help by clhaigiig its xliicy Inixluring that.aul 


global etmflillnic peloiut1iel(-, they wotd.l 4gsve 
Illhaling their goals and pealfil tnale pbhished 
and lilhlit I)' -aVdted."liIimnprove its credibilily 
as tite 'obictive tle iee", tie IMNI-tiough is 
ntanaaing directoi could tieate a group of cni-
nlenlpeople who aret iarge,l with independently 
prepaing assesslelts of, and plesiripons lir. 
die G7.This mechanisn wolik delxiliticle kirrc-ists 
and augment peec pressure with public pressure. 

These change will mnake title difference, how-
ever, unless the political will exists to exert and ac-
tpt peer presur. Macloectoninc cooperation 
within the G-7 suninits where die whole process 
Should be accountihle, has largely fallen off tie 
agenda in faSor of fuzzy friendly obfuscation. 
Macroeconomic tioperation must be restored as 
a key aln by G-7 leaders wha should identify and 
evahiate precise and public goals forgrowth and 
iflhitiotn ad require accoutitability from finance 
iliillisteis. Finance miois.ers, il turn, should be 
better led with a chair which rotate; regularly 
amnng tie USJapan. and Genriany 

The iloti-ating idea behind macroecononic 
coordination is to stimulate individual economies 
tohollow better lorg-trcmm domestic policies iha;1 
they wouki on their own.Regrettably such sountd 
colperation, if not dead, is m a state ofsuaspended 
animation, wh;chl neans that we face tile cha-
lenge of reviving. rather than resurrecting it. 
While the record is flawed and prospects are 

by inward-lookuig leaders, die picture isdevoid of accoiplis ment. ildlatioln is low, 

exchaige rates have Iluciuated within a range
since 1987; financial crises have (largely) Leen 

avoided; and die prcssures to fine nine fiscal p'hli-
des ol allinternational scale havc been resisted, 
thanks mainly to (G;ejumiy ail japan- Nor is the 
G-7 decloid of possibility it finanie niintstes re-
move Lie anibiguities they Iave created. aid ill-
stead seriously refocus on die disciplined xlicies 
that arc h idaental to iioii-inillationary gr wthi 

Policy packages Tie kcystone to a policy pack
age - long awtaitledi.-a- credible US deficit redut-
li! pian. The key issue for internatioial 
tool-atioi is ti oltset iuty licgative ilpair till 

May/June 1993 

period more vigoiotisly twards increased mnOne-
Laryease balaiced by tiscal r strainL This change 
is begillnillg to appe-ar as inflation pressures ;.n 
Germany ease, bit spending restraint, especially 
oIlsubsidies toindustry lias barely begun. 

Japan should stimulate domestic demand by 
easing both monetary and fiscal policy to give a 
big Ixost to output, with little increase in inteest 
rates. Recent policy changes are tloving in this di
rectimn. Abiout halfof the large spending package 
tuiveiled inmaid-Apil appe-us to be new spend
mg. If legislative foit-dr.i s g n be overcome. 
die package will achievt tilesnort-rn objective 
ofstinititing domestic activity, but it is n-at dear 
that the coinpsiion of this activity will reduce 
iie burgconing external surplus sutficienty to 

diffuse dangerous trade te.slonks 
Other members have parts to play in this pol

icy accord, with Canada and Italy making furthe
large budget cuts to contain burgeoning public 
sector inetitedniess; F!ance needing to ou-b pro 
tectionism. and dLie UK addressing its lack of 
conipetitivetiems which causes its performance to 
diverge so far from die Eopean core counries 

Prospects for Cooperation ldentif-ng a 
package ofcomplementary policies is one thrrm7. 
Assuming tha it will be -dopted is quite another. 
Still unknown risks to the US defiz." plan are 
Aineic2-1s' limited tolerance for higher taxes 
and the (inton aiministration's unshaped plans 
ftr containing health costs and other spending.In Gerinaty and Japan chattgLs to fiscal policies 

risk oppolsition from tle public (in Germaiy)
anti frctbureaucras (bnjapan). Canada ad I.

aly have attacked theirdeb problems too fc-.,Uy 
fIor neaiy a decade witi predictably linited re
suits; probaitd die UK sho.v5 itdcwill to solve its 
letns. (ail !ie ;-7provide tle necessary 
collective pi-ssue Io persuiade its mtie'lbers e 
liakethe Ineeded policy changes they are so re

luctant to iiiake tidividually? e 

limut,Ik diinns t0,-&nfrrjur Inkratamud Lusa

rm at ie thine tyibrunrio. 
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Brighter Economic Outlook Projected
 
For Developing Countries in the 1S90s
 
Regional Prospects Vary Widely, New Report Shows 

This story on Global Economic Pros-
pecis and the Developing Countries: 
1993 is embarqoedforrelease at4 p.m. 

I EDT (2000 GhMT on Sunday,April 18. 

D eveloping-country prospects in 
the i,9O&include the promise of 
higher economic growth rates, 

despite a uxed outlook for the interna-
tional economic environment andi uncer-
taintles regarding recovery in the indus-
trial countries in the short term. 

A new World Bank report, GlobalEco-
nomic Prospectsand the Developing Coun-

tries 2993, published in Washington on 
April 19, says that the growth rate for the 
developing world is projected to be 4.7 
percentayearover the next decade, con-
siderably higher than the perforanceof 
the last decade, which averaged 2.7 per-
cent a 'ear. 

"This brighter outlook is to a large 
extent the dividend of the wide-rang-
ing-and often painful-economic policy 
reforms of the past decade," the report 
states 

The "tremendous trnsformation" of 

developing-:ountry policies in recent 

yars inco des trade liberalization and a 
shift away from import substitution, the 
report says. Over-valued exchange rates 

have been corrected and the manage
ment of public finances has been in
proved. Inflation has been cut. 
Privatization programs have helped re
duce the role of the state as greater reli
ance has been placed on markets. And a 
numberof countries have dealt with their 
commercial bank debt overhangs These 
canges apply particularly to many of 
the develcping countries that experi
enced slow or negative growth of per 
capita incomes in the 1980s. 

Another factor contributing to higher 
prospective growth rates is the expected 
recovery in real terms of prices of pri-
mary commodities, which account for 
about half of the export earnings of de-
veloping countrie&. 

Export giowth in developing coun-
tries is expected to rise sharply in this 
decade, at a rate almost twice as fast as 

during the tvo preceding decades and 
wel ahead of the growth of world out-

.' 

" 1W 

put. Moreover, thedevelopmentofstrong 
trading links between developing coun
tries reflecta renewed interest inregional 
trade arrangements 

Working against higher developing
country growth is the underlying trend 
of nlow productivity growth in the in

dustrial countries 
See PROSPECTS, paie 2 
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Economic Growth Projections Vary Across Regions 
PlRoSPECT;,,from poseJ 	 GDP growth is expected to increase, but 

not at a rate significantly higher than
Additionally, real interest raies are population growth. The zutlook forsub-

likely to stay higher than the 1960s and Saharan Africa is especially fragile, since 
1970- because of the decline in public the region's economic future is depen-
savings in many countries in the 
last 20 years, the report maintains. 
While creditworthy developing While creditwo-'h devein 
countriesarelikely to findadequaLte ohy pn

external finance from private countries are likely to find 
sources, the countrieswithout mar- adequate external finance fromi 
ket acress will face a limited 'aid private sources, the countries 
pie." without market access will face a 

World trade faces "an uncertain 
future," pendingcompletionof the limited "aidpie.
Urugvky Round of international 
trade negotiations, the report ob-
serves and btresses the importance of dent upon the end of the decline of ,'eal
govenurentbra-sistingprotectionistpres- commoditl prices, especially for cocoa 
sures. and coffee, and upon the degree of civil 

strife affecting a number of countries.Regional Prospects 	 This region will continue to depend
heavily on crediltsat conceislonal terms 

East Asia isexpe..ted to continue to from official sources,
experience significant rates of growth, South Asia's growth is projected to 
thouglh iomewhat lower than the part average around5 percentannually in the 
decade. Continued high rates of savings 1990s, with faster growth in the second 

and high levels of foreign direct invest- halfof the decade as reforms taike hold in 

ment (FDI) will support exporters and India, the region's dominant economy.

make the economies of the region run Regulatoryreformcouldexpand the rela-

more efficiently. 
 tively slight amount of FDI which the 

Latin America is expected 
to continue the recovery of 
1992. About a 4 percent an- GDP Growth Prospects
nual growth rate in gos For Developing Countries 
domestic product (GDP) is 
achievable over the long-run (averageannualpercentage dhange) 

in the region, provided that Percent 

improved policies are sus-


tained and that external 7a 

creditor confidence isma .--

tained. 

Increased investment will 
likely come more from the 3 
private sector, which has at-
t'acted both local and for- 1 
eign investors, although _ 
public investment in infra- 1970-92 1982-92 1992-2002 

structure is expected to 
complement private invest-
ment. Source: World Bank projections. 


In sub-Saharan Africa, 
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region has been able to attract in the past.
The Middle East and North Africa is 

expected to experience growth of be
tween 4 percent and 5 percent annually, 
the region's best perform uce since the 

1970s. Much of this growth will 
come from exports of oil, real prices 
for which are expected to rise in 
the second half of the decade. 

In Europe and Central Asia, 
structural reforms and the shift to 
market-oriented economies areex
pected to pay dividends with 
growthofabout 2percent ayearin 
theo99s, recoveringthe sharp de
dine of recent years. Further re
form could boost this growth to 

the range of 4 percent to 5 percent in the 
second half of the decade. 

Uncertainties Remain 

The report sm'eases that the growth 
rates in the developing world may fall 
short of projections for several reasons. 
First, the pace of recovery in industrial 
countries-which affects the economies 
of the developing world-remains very 
uncertain. 

Second, baseline assumptions on 
chianges in world trade may turn out to 

be too optimistic; there has 
been little tangible 
progress recently toward a 
successfulconclusionof the 
Uruguay Round, ;id there 
is a danger that the alterna
tive to an early multilat
eral agreement may not be 

continuation of the status 
quo but a agnificant dete
rioration in international 
cooperation ca trade is
sues, 

Third, there is a risk that 
real commodityprices may 
not stabilize as projected. 
Ifcommodity prices con

tinue to decline as they haveduring the past two de
cades, the econoic pros

witinuidat top of ut paze 

N\
 



Creditworthiness Gulf Grows Between Countries
 
Lmportant sourceofgrowthevenin some Official development assistance, comccountries that may not beable to borrow prising grants and concessional loans, 

pacts for some developing countries, on global capital markets. amountedforone-thirdofallnetresource 
particularlyinAfrica, maynotbebright Portfolio flows, which have risen dra- flows to developing countries in 1992 

Finally, the baseline prujection ofrapid matically from $10 billion in 1990 to $34 and fornearly twice that share to the low
economic growth in middle-income de- billion in 199Z bring a reduction in the Income countries. Only 60 percent of bi
velopng countries Is partly based on cost of capital and a diversified investor lateral official development assistance 
sustained growth ofprivatecapitalflows base,tereportasserts. Therecent growth goes to low-income countries. 
into he region. Inequity portfolio flowswll prove to be Nearly half of bilateral aid is "tied," 

durable, although it is tuikely that Latin with associated direct costs estimated atPrivate External Finance Amenca will continue the expansion of about 15percent of the aid provided On 
the last two years. But at the same time, this basis, untying all aid flows would

There has b.-en a radical shift in the these new financing opportunities generate economic benefits to develop
pattern of external financial flows to de- present new challenges to the recipient ing countrie5 of more than $4 billion 
veloping countries in the early 1990s, the countries in the areasof macroeconomic annually. 
reportnotes,"fromdebttoequtyfinanc- and financial management of volatile 
ing and fom bank to non-bank sources.' capital flows. Rethinking Aid 
Commercial bank loans have been re- 7The choice for developing countries 
placed bybondandequityportfolio flows is not, however, between financial inte- Aid needs re-tdnking, the report con
and greater FDL gration and none. Rather, it is between tends. Donor countries should further

Virtually all the growth in financial two-wayintegrationthatpermitscapital reduce tying"andneedtoexplorenew
flows to developing countries in recent inflows and private institutional out- ways to ensure that what aid is avail
years has come from these non-bank pri- flows, and one-way integration that con- able i'.concentrated on thepoorestcoun
vate sources. Private companies have sists ofcapital flight." In relation to GDP, tries. Better trade access-particularly
had improved access to international capital flight, once viewed as a problem for some iddle-income countries-to
equity and bond markets, reversing the for a few countries, mainly in Latin markets in countries belonging to the
proportionate decline in private sector America, isa widespread phenomenon, Organization forEconoic Cooperation
borrowingregisteredinthe970-through the report illustrates, and Development could do much to 
the mid-1980s. free up aid resources for 

The report also notes that
withintheoverallpatternof FDI Flows to Developing Countries poorer countries.

While aid flows as a 
new financing arrange-
ments, there is a growing 

gulf between those devel-
oping countries that are 
creditworthy, and thus can 
access the private capital 
markets, and those that are 
not, and thus rely primarily 
on loans and grants from 
official sources for external 
finance. Openness to for-
eign direct investment and 

Billions of US. dollar. 
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share of donors' gross na
tional product have stag
ated over the past decade, 

claimants have stepped 
forward to share in what is 
expected to be a limited aid 
pie in the 1990s, the report 
says, For recipient devel
oping countries, the stark 
message is: show a capacity 
to use aid effectively or risk 

trade exposes countries to ."0 " 
international competition 
and can.bng such benefits 
astechnology tansfer, man-
agement know-how, and 
access to export-marketing 
services. In the past two 
years, there has been a big 
increase in FDI to develop-
ing countries (from $24 bil-
lion in 1990 to $38 billion In 
1992),which is serving as an 

" " 
5 
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Note-Net inward ivi. Data exclude Saudi Arabia. 
Source. Do Balance of Payments Yearbook and World Bank 
staffestmates. 
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CONGRMAL
 
ECONOMICS & FINANCE 

RECONCILIATION 

Clinton's Plan To Cut Deficit
 
Begins Moving in House
 
Committees approve about$340 billion in savings;
 

House flooraction expected by Memorial Day
 
resident Clinton's economica signed to lull voters into accepting tax 

plan got back on track the week RECONCILIATION increases.
of May 10 as 13 House commit- Even Democrats admitted that thetees turned vague congressional bud- COVERAGE trust fund would not change existingget instructions into about $340 bil- 1 budget policy, which already putslion worth of specific deficit reduction tight limits on appropriated spendingthat closely tracks Clinton's major Roundup...................p. 1208 and bars the use of taxes to fund moreeconomic proposals. p. 1222Radio Spectrum ........ appropriations. Instead, argued one 

The plan moved with relative ease senior House Democratic aide, the
through the Ways and Means Com- Farm Programs......... proposal would restate existing policyp.1223
mittee and 12 other panels despite Aviation Fees ............p. 1224 ina way that would "help the public

sometimes bitter Republican opposi- Civil Service.............. understand this hopeless, convoluted
p. 1224 
tion, especially to the inclusion of Student Loans...........
p.1231 accounting system in the federal gov.more than $240 billion in new taxes, ernment" and add to Clinton's fiscal"We've got a president in the White Medicare, Medicaid...p. 1234 credibility.
House who's leading, and I think p.1236Social Security.......... The next step for the reconciliation
we've got a Congress that's following," Veterans ...................bill the week
p.1237 comes of May 17 when
said Ways and Means Chairman Dan the Budget Committee is set to for-Rostenkowski, D-Ill. Hunger......................
p.1238 mally create the measure by assem-

Clinton needed the lift. Fresh from bling the 13 separate pieces of tax andthe defeat of his job stimulus package spending cuts into a single bill. Theat the hands of s Republican filibuster strained by spending caps that essen- House is expected to debate the meain the Senate in April, the president is tially freeze overall discretionary sure the week of May 24, just before itentering a much more critical phase of spending at 1993 levels through 1998. leaves for the Memorial Day recess.the campaign to put his overall fiscal (Weekly Report, p. 1126) Despite the momentum the Clin.plan inplace. Although much of the hardest ton plan appears to have now, thereThe deficit-reduction package ac- work lies ahead, Clinton clearly won are two clouds on the horizon.counts for about two-thirds of the this round. From roughly $300 billion 0 Senate GOP challenge. Whileroughly $500 billion Clinton has pro- in taxes and spending cuts agreed to Democratic leaders have shown they
posed to shave off the deficit from by the Ways and Means Committee to can steamroll their way through the1994 through 1998. The savings - a relatively tiny $9 million in spending House without Republican help onwhich come from tax increases and cuts endorsed by Foreign Affairs, the even the most contentious tax issues,
cutbacks in mandatory spending for House panels met or exceeded the prospects are far different in the Senentitlement programs such as Medi- five-year savings targets set in Con- ate, where the narrower partisan macare and farm price supports - will gress' budget resolution - a blueprint jority means potential trouble fornow be bundled into one huge budget- based on the economic proposals Clin- Clinton, especially in the tax-writingreconciliation bill. ton first made to Congress in Febru- Senate Finance Committee.This measure is by far the largest ary. (Weekly Report, p. 822) Democrats have little room for errorsingle expression of Clinton's eco- The president sought to consolidate in the 11-9 panel, where the loss of evennomic policy, and its progress through his momentum and give himself some one Democrat could subject Dernocratic
Congress over the next several months cover by endorsing the creation of a amendments to death by tie votewill be the key test of his plan to "deficit-reduction 

and 
trust fund" that the loss of two Democrats would givechange the nation's economic direc- would devote all net tax increaser, and Republicanm working control of the untion. spending cuts to deficit reduction in- derlying measure. Senate Minority

The other one-third of the pro- stead of new spending. Clinton's aim Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan., has repeat.posed deficit savings are supposed to appeared to be to counter GOP charges edly warned that Republicans are tarmaterialize as congressional appropri- that Democrats wanted to increase geting the committee for their assault
ators put together their annual spend- taxes not to reduce the deficit but to pay on Clinton's plan, which they complaining bills over the next five years, con- for more government spending. relies too heavily on tax increases. 

Republicans immediately branded 0 Drive to cap entitlements. 
By George Hager the idea a shameless gimmick de- More immediately, a potential work

i'fl %A. V iC Inni tnA. 
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Conmittees Hit $340 Billion Target...
 
A ll 13House committees with "reconciliation instruc-

tions" from the Budget Committee completed their 
responsibilities by the May 11 deadline, approving tax 
and spending packages that total about $340 billion in 
five-year savings on the federal deficit. 

The Banking Committee finished its work May 6, 
approving $3.76 billion in savings. Other committees 
wrapped up work the week of May 10. (Weekly Report, p. 
1130) 

Agriculture 

Farm programs. Rejecting the thrust of cost-cutting 
alternatives suggested by the Clinton administration, the 
committee on May 13 voted 26-17 for a package that 
would reduce agricultural spending by about $3 billion 
over the next five years. Most of the savings would come 
from expanding the so-called triple-base program, which 
limits the land on which farmers can grow wheat, corn, 
cotton and feed grains and qualify for government price 
supports. (Story, p. 1223) 

Food stamps. The committee also agreed to increase 
spending on food stamps by $7.3 billion over five years by 
expanding eligibility and raising benefits. (Story, p. 1238) 

Armed Services 

Military pay. The committee May 12 agreed on a 
largely party-line vote of 32-23 to freeze pay for active-duty 
military in fiscal 1994 and maintain pay increases at 1 
percent below inflation for fiscal years 1995-98. The action 
would save an estimated $11.6 billion over five years. 

Members also voted to cut cost of living adjustments 
(COLAs) for Pentagon retirees to save an estimated 
$2.36 billion over the next five years. 

The panel approved an alternative to the House Bud-
get Committee proposal, which would have cut in half 
COLAs for military retirees under age 62 and capped 
COLAs for all military retirees at $400 per person for 
fiscal 1994. 

Instead, members approved a provision by Ike Skel-
ton, D-Mo., that "rolls back" the start of each COLA. 
For fiscal 1994, COLAs would go into effect May 1, 1994, 
instead of Jan. 1, 1994. And for fiscal 1995, it would take 
effect Aug. 1, 1995. 

Education and Labor 

The committee voted May 12 to replace the guaran-
teed student loan program with a program that would 
send loans directly from the government to the students 
through their colleges, universities and trade schools. 
The direct loan system, which would eliminate bankers 
as middlemen, is expected to save $4.3 billion over five 
years. 

The remainder of the committee's $5.8 billion in sav-
ings over five years would come from requiring states to 
share the responsibility for student loan defaults ($300 
million) and from amendments to the Employee Retire-
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ment Income Security Act, which governs most private 
pension programs ($1.2 billion). (Story, p. 1231) 

Energy and Commerce 

Medicare/Medicaid. The Energy and Commerce 
Committee on May 11 approved provisions that would 
cut $28 billion over five years from the Medicare pro. 
gram, which provides health insurance for the elderly 
and disabled, and $8.2 billion from Medicaid, the fed
eral-state health insurance program for the poor. The 
measure would also create a mandatory immunization 
program for poor and uninsured children. (Story, p 
1234) 

Spectrum. The committee on May 11 gave biparti
san approval to a five-year, $7.2 billion revenue-raising 
measure that would pu.7 portions of the public radio 
spectrum on the auction block for commercial users. 
(Story, p. 1222) 

NRC user fees. The committee also agreed to extend 
through 1998 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC) 
ability to charge fees high enough to recover 100 percent of 
its costs. 

Foreign Affairs 

The committee came up with $9 million in three-year 
savings by delaying cost of living adjustments for retired 
Foreign Service officers. The committee's recommenda
tion is in line with the legislative proposal of the Post 
Office and Civil Services Committee, which curbed re
tirement benefits for all federal workers. 

Judiciary 

Paent fees. Committee members accepted a sub
committee recommendation to extend through fiscal 1998 
patent application and maintenance surcharges, raising an 
estimated $345 million. (Weekly Report, p. 1131) 

Merchant Marine 

Tonnage fees. The committee voted for a stripped
down budget-reconciliation package on May 12, approving 
$205 million in duties on cargo ships but abandoning amend
ments that would have boosted the domestic maritime 
industry and state boating safety programs. (Story,p. 1222) 

Natural Resources 

With major public-land reforms deemed off-limits for 
now by the Clinton administration, the House Natural 
Resources Committee met its deficit-reduction, goals 
May 12 mostly by increasing fees to park users, miners 
and irrigators. 

On a 27-14 vote, the committee approved a reconcilia
tion package offered by Chairman George Miller, D-
Calif., that achieves $131 million in estimated savings in 
fiscal 1994 and $2.1 billion over five years. 
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... In Deficit-Reduction Packages
 
The measure would increase to enter the country dutvfr,.(,fetes f,r visitors to national parks The program, which is schedleid

and forests to collect an addi- to expire July 4, would be contre 
tional $41 million in fiscal 1994. ued through Sept. 30, 199., (("1
Commercial users - such as tg e t. 3 9 m , -i
 

tour tourbusupeatorbrad.ing an estimated $791 milli
anbus operators and broad- 0 A three-year extension if the
asters - would atso be required Trade Adjustment Assistn,4.to pay for rights of way and com- Program, which assists and re

munication sites. The committee trains workers who lose thfeir jobsapproved an amendment by asa result oflowcred trade harrir,
Bruce F Vento, D-Minn., to with other countries The ,,,tcharge a ome-time administrative would be $651 million over thret.
!t-e if .1(1on all those with senior years.
citizen passes. A - ENE,S In addition, the bill wiuld


In a step toward changing the Chairman Dingell and top Republican Moorheaa grant Clinton authority to enter
1;-2 Mining Law, Miller's pack-
 led the Energy and Commerce markup May 11. into an agreement on strengthen
age would extend permanently ing the General Agreement onthe annual $100 holding fee for hardrock mining claims. Tariffs and Trade (GATT) through April 16, 1994, as well
Miller complained that the committee could not impose as extend fast-track procedures governing congressionalrvalties on hardrock minerals extraction or increase approval of the GAT7 agreement for the same period.

4razing fees, as President Clinton first proposed in his 
 Social Security. The committe( n May 11 agreedncW 1994 budget, because of an agreement between the to raise the threshold at which Social Security taxes must
 
president and Western senators to move those proposals be paid for domestic workers. Employers must now
on separate legislation. (Weekly Report, p. 833) the taxes if a domestic worker earns more than $50 in 

pay
a
 

quarter; the committee voted to increase that to $1,75' a 
Post Office and Civil Service year in 1993. (Story, p. 1236) 

Child welfare. The committee on May 11 appro.ed aFederal workers. The committee on May 13 ap- new program to help keep children out of foster care The
 pro ed. 17-5, a package that met its goal of more than 
 measure would create a capped entitlement fir family

Si6 billion in direct spending cuts and $28.7 billion in preservation services, which would guarantee monev to

1!rnits on federal workers' pay. The largest savings, esti-
 each state up to a limit. Combined with other foster care

mated at $, .S billion, would come through ending the and adoption provisions, the measure would cost nearly
lump-sum retirement benefit option for most federal $1.5 billion over five years. Committee staff members ii
workers. An additional $788 million would be saved by a it fell within the Ways and Means overall budget target
three-month delay in cost of living adjustments in each Welfare. The committee also agreed to delay fr one

,.fthe next three years for annuities payable under the year the requirement that states find jobs or training fir

ftdera! employee retirement systems. (Story, p. 1224) married 
welfare recipients. The Clinton administration 

initially sought a two-year delay.
Public Works Unemployment and cost transfers. The cmmirt 

tee approved a two-year extension - until 199. - if theResponding to protests from airplane owners, the 0.2 percent payroll tax under the Federal Unempl,.'ment
committee agreed May 13 to place most of its deficit- Tax Act. The tax funds unemployment insurance Th,
reduction burden on the owners of the heaviest planes. committee also approved certain cost transfers to states.
The- administration had proposed to raise $211 million including one that would establish a more untiforr' -1 
u-er five years by charging all airplane owners an annual percent federal match for administrative expenses forr.zistration fee. The committee would raise the same the Aid to Families with Dependent Children program
arn,,unt of money through a sliding scale of fees pegged (Weekly Report, p. 1088)
 
t,the weight of the aircraft. (Story, p. 1224)
 

Veterans 
Ways and Means 

The committee on May 11 approved close to $2.6 billionTrade. The committee on May 11 approved a series in savings from veterans programs over five years 1r-,,iof trade-related provisions recommended by the Trade sions include an extension of the Department of Veteran
Subcommittee. They include: Affairs' (VA) authority to charge veterans for medical care

0 A two-year extension of Customs Service user fees, forhealthproblemsnotconnectedtotheirservice;arequire
which would raise $2.4 billion in fiscal year 1994 and ment for private insurers to reimburse the VA for treating
1995. insured veterans with injuries related to their service; and an

@Extension of the Generalized System of Preferences, increase in fees charged to veterans who take out low
which allows certain imports from developing countries interest home loans guaranteed by the VA. (Story, p. 1237, 

CQ M.\Y 15.10, - 120) 
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ing majority of Republicans and mod. 
erate and conservative Democrats in 
the House could combine to give Clin-A 
ton more deficit reduction than he 
wants by adopting a controversial cap 
on entitlement programs. If that hap. 
pens, it could polarize Democrats and 
threaten final passage of the reconcili-
ation bill itself. 

Battle over Caps 
Charles W.Stenholm of Texas, the 

House's key conservative Democrat 
and the leader of the Conservative 
Democratic Forum, is pushing the en-
titlement cap idea as part of a broad 
budget enforcement package. Some el-
ements of the package - extending 
through 1998 the current caps on dis-
cretionary spending that are set to ex-
pire after 1995, for instance - are not 
expected to be contentious. 

But the idea of capping entitlements 
is a divisive one. Conservatives such as 
Stenholm back it as the only way to get 
control of entitlement spending, the one 
area of the budget that virtually all sides 
agree is out of control. 

Others argue that simply capping 
entitlements defers the tough, pro
gram-by-program cutbacks that would 
have to be made to live within a cap. 
And they argue that the ultimate dis-
cipline in proposals such as Sten-
holm's - an across-the-board cut that 
would fall on all entitlement programs 
- would punish innncent, slow-grow-
ing programs along with guilty, fast. 
growing ones and potentially harm the 
elderly, poor and sick beneficiaries 
who are the targets of many entitle-
ment programs. 

"You lock yourself into cuts in the 
future that can hurt real people," said 
Henry A. Waxman, D-Calif., at a 
House Government Operations Coin-
mittee hearing to discuss budget en-
forcement proposals. 

Stenholm disagrees. "What I want 
is to get away from this idea that we 
can't do anything about entitle-
ments," he said in an interview. "If we 
want to spend this money on entitle-
ments, let's vote to do it." 

Stenholm's proposal is designed to 
force Congress to live within spending 
limits on entitlements just the way it 
does for appropriated spending. But 
because entitlement programs now 
automatically increase without limit 
in response to economic downturns 
(unemployment benefits and food 
stamps) or factors such as inflation 
and increases in the eligible popula-
tion (Medicare and Medicaid in par-
ticular), entitlement spending is much 
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M issedDeadlne
 
House appropriators missed a tentative, self-imposed deadline May 4 

when they failed to divide their overall 1994 spending allowance among the 
panel's 13 subcommittees. 

The so-called 602(b) allocation process - named after the section of the 
Budget Act that describes it - is the first step apprc.priators must take 
before they can begin marking up next year's spending bills, which are 
supposed to clear the House and the Senate before the new fiscal year 
begins Oct. 1. (Background, Weekly Report, p. 1126) 

Committee aides had hoped to have the allocations complete by May 14 
moveso that markups could begin. Plans call for all 13 House bills to 

through subcommittee, full committee and the House floor before the July 
Fourth recess, and aides note that there are only 19 legislative days for 
House floor action between the Memorial Day recess and the Fourth ,f July 
break. 

Subcommittee chairmen and committee staff insisted the missed dead
line did not signal the committee was having any trouble dividing up its 
spending, which is always a painful duty. Instead, they said, the committee 
ran out of time in a week that was shortened by several House members' 
desire to leave town early in the afternoon of May 13 for a special trip to 
New York City. 

The committee's staff has given the 13 subcommittees tentative alloca
tions, which will not become final until all the chairmen agree to them at a 
meeting now expected the week of May 17. 

more difficult to forecast and control 
than appropriations, 

Stenholm argues that should no: 
excuse Congress from trying, however, 
and his proposal would adopt as limits 
the non-binding mandatory spending 
numbers that Congress wrote into its 
budget resolution this year. If entitle-
ment spending threatened to exceed 

Reconciliation Facts 

GoaL' Achieve about $340 billion 
in deficit reduction through reve-
nue increases and cuts in manda-
tory spending in fiscal 1994-98. 
House status: 13 committees 
met their May 14 deadline for 
submitting pieces of the bill. 

The Budget Committee is 
scheduled to package the individ-
ual pieces into a single bill the 
week of May 17 ald send the 
measure to the Rules Committee. 
Floor debate is scheduled for the 
week of May 24, immediately be-
fore the Memorial Day recess. 

Senate status: 12 Senate com-
mittees instructed to produce 
pieces of companion bill by June 
18. 

-George Hager 

those levels, Congress could revisit thi 
programs to cut spending or allow oni 
of two different automatic cuts to tak, 
effect. 

The most draconian enforcemeni 
mechanism would impose acroFs-the 
board cuts in all entitlement pro 
grams, including Social Security, an( 
also levy automatic tax surcharges an, 
reductions in tax indexation to reduc: 
the surplus. The plan is based on a bil 
drafted in 1992 by then-House Budge 
Committee Chairman Leon E. Pa 
netta, D-Calif., who is now Clinton' 
budget director. 

Stenholm said he wants a floo 
vote on the proposal as part of thi 
reconciliation debate, and he threat 
ened to try to kill the debate rule i 
such an amendment is barred. 

It is not clear at this point tha 
Stenholm can assemble the coalition o 
Republicans and Democrats he woul, 
need to force a vote, but such hardbal 
tactics have worked before. Conserva 
tive Democrats joined with Republican 
in October 1992 to threaten the debat 
rule on a 1993 continuing resolution 
When the rule appeared doomed, Dem 
ocratic leaders agreed to give Stenholn 
the vote he was seeking on an unrelate, 
"expedited rescission" measure, an 
conservative Democrats switched thei 
votes to support the rule. (1992 Alma 
nac, p. 114) 
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Are U.S. Taxpayers Ready

For Health-Care Reform?
 

Everyone wants to expand coverage and narnessprices, 
but gettingthere could cost $90 billion a year 

rthe heart o f 
President Clin. 

ton' effort to re- m 


make thes American 

health-care system lies 

a riddle worthy of the 

Sphinx: How do you ex-.',*-"

tend health care to 

more than 35 million 
uninure 
uninsured people while 

also reducing the gov-

ernment'a overall 

health-care spending

The answer depends 

on the scope of reform 

and how fast it hap IX' 

pens: The broader and 

faster the changes, the 
higher the cost. 
keeping everyone'sa k"r 
health care at the levelof servicethI it's at now,do'ecn d 
don't think we can add37 million uninsuredpeople without spend-

ing more money." said 
Joseph Newhouse,a
health-care economist ' 

at Harvar-J University.
But that spendingut at p engbenefiting
could add up to be. 

tween 30 billion and 

$90 billion a year, de. 
pending on how many more people get
health-care coverage and how much 
care is covered in a stndard benefits 
package. And as the dollars increase, 
so do the political obstacles, 

"When you're talkiig cbout legis.
lation that has a range of $30 billion to 
$90 billion ... that's truly terrifying
for A lot of con ,:essmen," said Matt 
James, spokesman for the Kaiser 
Family Foundation, a health-care pol.
icy think tank based in Menlo Park,
Calif. 

Health reform is supposed to save 
money in the long run, in part by stan. 

By Aila J. RubLn 
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dardizing benefits, reducing insurance 
costs and emphasizing preventive 
care. It is even cuppoaed to help re-
duce the federal budget deficit. But in 
the short run, reform means new taxes 
or spending cuts or both - and law. 
makers agree that the prospect is 
daunting. (Weekly Report, p. 595)

"I'm afraid that the public thinks 
that everybody will have what they
have now and they won't have to pay
any new taxes," said Rep. Sander M. 
Levin, D.Mich. "Those mathematics 
don't work out." 

One answer, favored by many in 
the Clinton administration, is to phase
in the health system overhaul over 

several years. The unin. 

sured wcild gain acces 
to heahi. 3re graduallv. 
The hope is that by
buying time and 
putting in place some of 

-stt mea.aaving
the cost he geasures earl on.d the guernment could reduce 
thc amount of mone. 
and new taxes 
needed to finance the 
system. 

But a phase-in also
 
has e downside: it will
 

t, limit t'e achievements
 
'k that politicians includ 

ing Clinton. will be ableto tout in time for the 

election cycle.I "There ae all kind, 
of land mines to aphasein," said Sen. Da
id Pryor. D-Ark., aryrDAr.ai ongtime Clinton ally.

"The potential danger
in a political environ
ment is that iua ned, 
rgan ardrunninge and peo~plep aret f

from it. or if 
it is burdened with red 
tape, pople may be tr\. 
ing to get the program

repealed just as members are up Ior 
re-election.-

The challenge for Clinton is to find 
the delicate balance between short. 
term pain and the long-term benefit of 
providing Americans with predictable 
costs and services throughout their 
lives. 

Totaling the Bill 

Clinton, Congress and the country
face two questions: How much 'Aill a 
health-care overhhul cost and how 
should it be paid for? 

The federal government currently 
pays 31.3 percent of the nation's S832 
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billion annual health-care bill. Almost 
three-fourths of thit isspent on Medi. 
care, the national health insurance pro. 
gram for the elderly, and Medicaid, the 
federal-state health insurance program
for the poor. Change unquestionably 
will cost the government billions of dol-
lars. How many billions? It depends on 
what Clinton recommends. 

By reorganizing the system, Clinton 
aims to reduce the growth in health 
spending for both the government and 
the private vector. But at the same time, 
he wants to expand the services avail. 
able and extend them to everyone. 
While businesses will be asked to shoul
der some of tVe financial burden of 
providing cove. age, the government will 
continue to subsidize health care for the 
elderly and Lhe poor - and, under Clin
ton's plan, those others who are unin
sured now and cannot afford private 
insurance. Clinton also has pledged that 
the government will subsidize the 
health coverage that small businesses 
purchase for their employees. 

Economists say that if Clinton rec-
ommends a rich package of health
care benefits, government costs could 
increase substantially, especially at 
first. White House sources say the 
plan will cover most of the benefits 
available through private health insur
ance plans, plus prescription drugs. 

If Clinton also recommends cover-
age of long-term care, the estimated 
cost of health reform increases by $30 
billion, according to estimates by Clin-
ton's health reform task force, which 
is drafting his plan. 

Even stalwart supporters of long-
term care, such as Sen. John D. Rocke-
feller IV, D-W.Va., seem ready to leave 
comprehensive coverage for another 
day. But the administration may find 
that difficult. Last week, Clinton 
spokesmen said "health-care security" 
would be a key theme of their program, 
They announced that every American 
would receive a "health security card" 
guaranteeing access to health care. Be-
cause "security" in many peoples' 
minds means coverage of long-term 
costs, such as those for nursing homes, 
Clinton may have to include such cover-
age to sell his package, 

But for Republicans and even 
some Democrats, such a potentially 
enormous tax hike is insupportable,

"If you take care of all the dental 
care and the long-term care and the 
mental health care, you're going to 
need a 1-,t more revenues," said Sen. 
Charles E. Grassley. R-lowa. "So, 
you're going to see a low-tax boy like 
me wanting a very basic plan." 
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Paying for Health Care:
 
Popularity of Various Tax Options
 

This poll suggests that the mast popular taxes would raisethe least revenues 
and that the least popular would raise the most. For example, 3 in4Americans 
favor a cigarette or other "aln"tax, but such atax would raise only $9 billion a year. 
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Billions In Annual Revenues Percent In Favor 

A- Increased tax on cigarettes and alcohol 

B- Tax on incomes over $50,000, for health care
 
C- Tax on employer contributions to Insurance premiums
 

D-Health payroll tax on employers
 
E-5% value-added tax (similar to a national sales tax)
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A further - if little discussed - including Clinton's, are based in large
political consideration is what Clinton part on changes in the private sector's 
will do to offset the job loss that may financing and delivery. Overall. 
result from health reform - a loss spending nationally may decrease in 
that opponents are sure to use as am- the next four years. but the govern
munition against change. The health- ment's portion 'f the tab is more 
care industry has been one of the lead- likely to increase. 
ing creators of jobs over the past "If health-care reform is successful. 
decade. Drug companies, doctors, hos- we'll bring down overall growth," said 
pitals, medical technology manufac- Robert D. Reischauer. director of the 
turers and health insurers are likely to Congressional Budget Office. which of
argue that change will eat into profits ficially estimates the cost of proposed
and prompt layoffs. If doctors make legislation. "But to expect that to result 
less money, for example, they may in savings on the federal side in the 
hire fewer asistants. short term is wishful thinking." 

"Job loss will be the last-ditch ar
gument that the health-care industry How To Pay for It 
will raise to try to stop it," said Matt 
James of Kaiser. "That resonates very The government can pay for re
strongly with congressmen." form in two ways: savings and taxes. 

Another issue that Clinton and The more savings that can be achieved 
Congress will have to confront is that by making the health-care system
in the short run they are unlikely to more efficient, the less that will have 
reduce the federal deficit through to be raised in taxes. 
health-care reform. Most proposals, Two types of savings are under 

.C, 
L/ 
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The Tax Proposals atHand 
T hen Clinton administration of. ardent defenders on Capi il Hillficials floated the idea of i-and wh point out that sin taxes are reposing avalue-added tax to pay for Taxes: Pro Con gressive.
their health-care initiative, it was a There also is debate about howreminder of just how expensive the SJn tax: Popular writh much revenue this option would gen.public and Con-undertaking will be - and how diffi. gross. Regressive. Small revenues. erate. The alcohol and tubacco incult. Tax on Incomes over 850,00: Rela- dustries argue that the revenue takeConsider this scenario: Later this tively popular with public, clesplte its could drop dramatically if taxes areyear, after Congress sends President visibility. Progressive. Taxes earrsd raised high enough to discourageClinton the budget-reconciliation l2g. and unearned income Small revenues large numbers of people from drink.islation incorporating his plan for the ing and sm-ckng. But other expertslargest tax increase in history - $243 Umiting insurance wrtieof=s: Op- argue that sin taxes still would bringbillion over six years - lawmakers on posed by business and labor. Taxes in some revenue in an easy fashion.the tax-writing committees will turn the employed only. Small revenues. According to CBO, raising cigaretteto health-care overhaul and immedi. Payroll tax: Regressive ifpaid by em- taxes from 24 cents per pack to 48ately face the prospect of voting for ployeesbutmoderatelypopular. Taxes cents would bring in $17.9 billionanother massive tax increase, the employed only. Large revenues, over the nt;,t five years. IncreasingGetting Congress to approve the federal Lax on alcohol to $16 permore taxes will not be easy, but Value-added tax: Unpopular. Op- proof gallon would raise $22.6 billiiinClinton has simplified the selling job posed by state and local govern- over five years.by placing health-care reform ments. Regressive. Large revenues. eLimiting the writeoff forsquarely on the national agenda and 

steadily preparing Congress to ex. 
pect a large tax increase as part of the plan. Experts say
Clinton's plan to provide universal coverage could cost
$30 billion to $90 billion annually.

The following are among the options floated by ad-ministration officials: 
* Value-added tax. This tax. which is used in the 

European Community, is imposed at each stage of pro-
duction, unlike asales tax, which is imposed on goods at
the point where they are sold. A VAT is calculated by
subtracting the raw materials and other costs from the
selling price of the good, so that only the value added at
each level of production is taxed. The VAT also would
be imposed on most services,

Advocates say the tax, which raises considerable rev-
enue at fairly low rates, would discourage consumptionand encourage investment and savings. If proposed as a 
way to pay for health care, a VAT presumably would be
added to the existing corporate income tax, rather than
replacing it.That could generate opposition in the busi-
ness sector, where the tax has been advocated as a
replacement for the income tax. 

In addition, the administration would have to con. 
tend with critics who say a VAT is regressive, falling
more heavily on low- and moderate-income earners. The 
answer could be to exempt certain kinds of goods, such 
as food, or to offset the effect on lower-income taxpayers
through acredit or other means, 

The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) calculates
that a 5percent VAT wold yield $417 billion over five 
years ($217 billion if food, housing and medical care 
were excluded).

QSin taxes. Taxing alcohol and tobacco at higher
rates has appeal because it would raise revenue while
discouraging drinking, smoking and other pursuits that 
are believed to cause health problems. Many lawmakersfavor this approach, although affected industries have 

health insurance expenses. Cur. 
rentlv, businesses can write off the 

costs of providing health insurance to their empliyees hs a
business expense. Some reform advocates argue that su.
jecting part of those costs to taxation would give compa.
nies an incentive to choose lower-cost health plans.

Alternatively, individuals could be taxed on a por
tion of their employer-paid health insurance, although
the administration has appeared to rule this out. Em
ployees do not now pay taxes on income they receive in
the form of employer-paid health insurance. Last year,
according to CBO, the exemption cost the government
$39.8 billion in lost tax revenue. 

Both approaches are opposed by organized labor,
which argues that lowering the tax benefits available for
health care will prompt employers to cut back coverage
when negotiating new contracts.

* Payroll tax. Another way to raise revenue would be
through anew payroll tax that would be deducted from
employees' checks every payday. The idea has acettain
logic because apayroll tax is the method used to pay for
other big government social programs such as Social
Security and Medicare. And payroll taxes are relatively
popular with the public, despite being regressive. One 
problem: Wealthy individuals who do not receive regu
lar paychecks would be outside the system. 

a Income tax. The most direct way to finsnce health
care reforms - increasing the individual income tax -seems unlikely, since Clinton has proposed rate in. 
creases as part of his economic plan.

o Other. Other taxes under consideration include an
income tax on health-care providers and a tax on health. 
care insurance premiums. Both would be targeted specifi.
cally at health care L:_twould not raise much money. The
intent of both taxes is for the government to capture
some of the private savings expected from the health-care 
overhau]. 

-David S.Cloud 
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consideration: interim price controls tor Reischauer. "Everyone has paid a fewer services. Other acadtm. , a%
 
on doctor and hospital bills, and more different amount for a seat. It's hor- that profits in some areas oi
 
permanent savings from a systemic rerndously complex administratively to health-care industry - such a,drug,
 
health.care overhaul. Both sound logi- impose price controls." and medical technology - may dmiri
 
cal, until politicians consider that such Business groups are dubious; mos'. ish as well
 
changes will touch the entire health- say they will oppose any rigid controls Those changes are likvl\ to sh,
 

care industry, which encompasses one- that freeze medical prices. They say spending and federal cost . hut tht-1
 
seventh of the nation's economy and the current health system often en. will take at least five years t(,put i
 
affects about 10 million jobs. courages unnecessary surgery and ex- place, said CBO's Reischa.,er "And i
 

pensive tests - and a price freeze is highly likely that funda,ent,iI 
Price Controls would not address those inefficiencies, health-care reform will take longer 

While the White House has sent "What's the point of controlling than that," he said, 
mixed messages about the likelihood the price of an unnecessary surgery?" Politicians' most fervent hope i, 
of price controls, few doubt that said Sean Sullivan, president of the that by reinventing the health-care..s 

Leaders at a task-force hearing March 29 included Vice President Virginia Troller Betts and Dr. Jack Harris were two of the health
and Mrs. Gore and Attorney General Reno, in rear. care providers who e-t:ified at the hearing. 

they will save so much mone.ey that 
costs will be part of Clinton's proposal Health, a group that represents 50 the overall package could offer insur. 
for the transition period to a new sys- consortia of businesses, health-care ance for everyone while reducing the 
tem. providers and insurers. Sullivan said deficit - before the next election. That 

Past efforts to hold down spending his members support gradual cost re- is a pipe dream, most economists say. 
have focused on reducing the amount duction but want the freedom to de- but dispelling it is surprisingly difficult. 
the government pays doctors and hos- cide how to make the savings. It seems every lawmaker has afa%or
pitals through Medicaid and Medi- Don Young, who runs the Prospec- ite silver bullet for cutting health costs
care. The controls now under discus- tive Payment Commission, which sets Reduce paper work; impose price con
sion would be aimed at health services Medicare reimbursement rates for trols; reduce malpractice insurance 
in the private sector as well, said a hospitals, agrees. "if you put a freeze costs by limit;ng plaintiffs' awards: im
spokesman for Clinton's health-care on prices, it freezes prices that are too pose wider use of managed care. such a 
task force. Among the costs that high but also those that are too low, so health maintenance organization
would be controlled would be physi- there's an issue of fairness," he said. (HMOs) 
cian and hospital reimb'oibement rates He also said cost controls could affect "You still have people around here 
and drug prices, which mright be fro- jobs. Hospitals under pressure to re- who think savings will come from cut
zen or allowed to increase only as duce costs probably would try to hold ting down fraud and abuse or from 
much as inflation, down wages and hire more low-paid malpractice reform," said Rep. Fred 

Price controls, however - espe- workers. Grandy, R-lowa, a member of the \\'a\ 
cially on health care - can be ex- and Means Subcommittee on Health. 
tremely difficult to enact, let alone ad- Long-T@rmn Savings Each silver bullet, however, is 
minister. Marilyn Moon of the Urban Insti. likely to yield far less in savings than 

Unlike the price of gasoline or tute, a Washington think tank, said politicians believe, according to aca
clothes, prices for health care vary there are only two ways to reduce demics and the CBO. Putting all 
widely from state to state and even costs: "You can pay less to the people Americans into an HMO-like system 
within a hospital, depending on who provide health care, or you can initially would reduce national health
whether the government or a private give patients less in terms of service." care spending by as much as 10 per
insurer is paying. "There is no single She said a combination of the two will cent - but after that, costs would 
price for an operation - it's like the save money, but she added that people contir to rise at their current rate 
seats on an airplane," said CBO Direc- will have to get used to the idea of And ai. ,thing less than a strictly run 

some limit on the rise in health-care National Business Coalition Forum on tern, 
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system would not achieve the same physicians and ethicists point out that aide: "If they want to pay for this with
savings, Reischauer said. while some tests are clearly either net. sin taxes, they are going to have it

Moreover, wider use of managed essary or extraneous, there is a vas, invent a few more sins." 
care, a key component of proposals from gray area in which good practitioners Several politicians feel they must
both Clinton and Congress, is a poten- right reach different conclusions, find asingle tax mechanism that peopl'
tial political lightning rod. Managed. can view as tleir contribution i solking
care saving3 come from assigning each Taxes the health-care crisis. "Philosophicall%.
patient to a primary physician who acts In a sharp reversal from the anti- I've always felt that adedicated health 
as a gatekeeper, signing off on every test tax sentiments of recent years. pulls care tax would work," Pryor said.
and referral to a specialist. Managed. find that a majority of Americans Pre It could be a national sales tax ear 
care physicians are given incentives to willing to pay more taxes if the money marked for health care or an additional
limit tests and referrals. That could is used to overhaul the health-carp payroll tax, similar to the one alread% in
severely restrict the access many mid- system. In a New York Times survey place that collects money for Medicare 
die-class Americans now feel they have in late March, 58 percent of those Or a "value-added" tax of the type pro.
to highly trained posed by Rep. lohn
specialists and so- D. Dingell. D.
phisticated medical Mich., and other. 
tests. How Many Are Uninsured What America Spends Recently the ad.

"Under man- The number of Americans who are Total health-care spending has ministration has
aged care, you uninsured reached about 35 million Skyrocketad and is expected to hit begun to consider a
won't be able to say, in 1991. $1.6 trillion In 2000. tax on health-care
'I want an MRI test 35 providers or on 
because my friend (.ME.o $2,000 (mu'aot'a,.,J health insuranceJoe had one last 34 premiums. (StorN
year'.... It will be 1 __00 p. 957)
up to the doctor," However. evert.
said Moon of the 33 tax comes with pii-
Urban Institute. 1,000 litical baggage that

Clinton empha- -2may make it diffi
makefotCogres tsizes that Ameri- • 

cult for Congress to cans will continue 31 "00 The iales taxtobealetocooeenact. 

tobe able to choose 
 typically has been a
their doctor. How. 30 0 revenue raiser for 
ever, most doctors 198 log' o '91 1N0 70 '90 '9 5o'l,%V6200(" state and local go
will go into man- "'.','" ernments, which do 
aged care groups, &"C. 'LW-''C.W..,,,, s ON. not want to corm
which are prolifer- pete with a similar 
ating across the feder value
country, according to the American polled said they would be willing to added tax.

Medical Association. Thus, a patient pay higher taxes. Similarly, only moderate support
might follow adoctor by subscribing to However, when Americans are asked can be found for taxing health benefits
the health plan offered by the doctor's what taxes they would be willing to pay, for which employers and employees
HMO. they generally pick those that raise the pay. Currently, employers can deduct

Cutting waste and duplication may least money. Examples are increased the full amount they spend on health
reduce overall spending, CBO said, but taxes on cigarettes or alcohol ("sin" care as a business expense, and employ
even under the most efficient option - taxes) or an increase in the income tax ees pay ncotaxes on their health-care
in which the government became the on those who earn $50,000 or more. benefits. This year the government will
single payer or health-care insurer - Support for an income tax drops from exempt from taxes $48 billion that busi.
only $30 billion to $35 billion would be 61 percent to 29 percent when the in- nesses spend on health benefits. Propo
saved, far less than the $100 billion that crease is on those who earn $25,000 or nents of this at: say limiting deductibil. 
proponents project. And Clinton has all more. (Chart, p. 956) ity would enco,,rage employers to buybut ruled out a single payer system, Many people would like to rely on less expensive health plans. But labor 
except as a state opdon. Most doctors sin taxes, including an increase in the unions, which won :,enerous health-care
and hospitals will continue to fill out taxes on tobacco, alcohol, guns and benefits in the 1930s in lieu of wage
numerous claims fornis from govern- pollutants. But from a political stand- increases, oppose tile tax because they
ment programs, HMOs and insurance point, lawmakers say, the tax should do otot want to see those benefits 
companies. be tied to a health problem the' way- eroded. 

Malpractice reform is crucial to the smoking is tied to lung cancer. "It's very difficult to devise a tax 
passage of health-care reform, say "Ithink it gets difficult the furth,-r package that meets all the criteria of a 
many politicians. But CBO estimates you get from tobacco," Levin said. reasonable or a good tax," said Moon.that malpractice premiums represent "You really have to be able to make "The Clinton administration needs to
I percent of health-care costs. So- the connection to health care." But sin make the point that even if you don't 
called defensive medicine, which taxes do not raise much money. Dou- help the deficit, you do society a lot of 
prompts physicians to order u,.nec- bling the tax on cigarettes would bring good by slowing the growth in health. 
essary tests, would theoretically be re- in only $17.9 billion over five years, care spending But none of this is 
duced with malpractice reform. But according to the CBO. Said a Senate easy." 0 
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Statement by Korinna Horta
 
Staff Economist
 

Environmental Defense Fund
 
May 5,1993
 

Concerning FY 1994 Authorization
 
for the Global Environmrent Facility (GEF)
 

In FY 1993 the U.S. Congress passed legislation which makes a U.S. 
contribution to the GEF core fund dependent on the GEF's ability to meet 
three basic conditions. In a.nutshell, these concern the public's right to
obtain information on the GEF projects and related activities of the GEF
implementing agencies: the participation of affected people throughout the life 
of the project: and the highest standards for the quality control ' of GEF
projects. These conditions do not represent unrealistic expectations. On the 
contrary, the issues of transparency and participatory processes, which the 
conditions promote, lie at the very heart of the concept of sustainable 
development that has been embraced by the largest gathering of heads of 
state at the Rio Earth Summit last year. 

We strongly urge the Congress to continue this conditionality on 
authorizations for the Global Environment Facility. There are both substantive
and strategic reasons which argue against a lifting of the conditions at this 
critical stage in the restructuring of the GEF. Here we will briefly describe 
evidence gathered on three GEF projects in three different continents. We will
also refer to a GEF project in Egypt which highlights the overarching need to
integrate environmental concerns into the development process itself.
Furthermore, we will briefly examine the counter-argument being made. which 
is to go ahead with a U.S, contribution to the core fund with no conditions 
attached, and examine its implications. 

I. GEF PROJECTS 

(1) Ecuador. After over a year of intense project preparation, the GEF decided 
to withdraw financing for the Ecuador GEF project in April 1993. The GEF 
Ecuador project was intended to be a model for private sector participation 
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in carbon sequestration through the establishment of forest plantations for a 
large Ecuadorean timber company. The $ 2.5 million GEF grant was a 
component of a $ 12.8 million project investment project prepared by the 
International Finance Corporation. the World Bank's private sector financing 
arm. An environmental organization in Ecuador, Accion Ecologica. sounded 
the alarm about the environmental and social impact of the project. The GEF 
started by stonewalling any public discussion of the project. However,
international environmental organizations supported the Ecuadorenn NGO 
request fcr a careful reexanination of the project. As a result, the GEF 
commissioned an independent review of the project which confirmed the NGO 
concerns: 

a) The scientific basis for the project to store carbon in a plantation forest to 
global warming is doubtful: 

b) The project. by indirectiv supporting logging in natural forest, would lead 
to the loss of globally important biodiversitv: 

c) Part of the project's logging activities would occur in indigenous peoples'
forest lands, yet the affected Chachi Indians were not represented in the 
project: 

d) The future livelihoods of the small farming communities now occupying the 
land to be converted to plantations during the project would be uncertain. 
There is the danger of the smallholders selling their plots to the timber 
company and resettling in other forested areas. 

The GEF deserves to be congratulated for having commissioned an 
independent review and for holding public discussions about the project. Yet 
important questions still need to be examined. How could this project ever 
have been approved as part of a work program by the GEF Participants'
Assembly and gotten past the scrutiny of the GEF's Scientific and Technical 
Advisory Panel (STAP)? If the conditions of public access to information, local 
participation and high standards for project quality control, as mandated by
U.S. law. had been met. a whole year of project preparation. including staff 
time and project preparation costs, would not have been wasted and Ecuador 
might now benefit from a much needed project to help stem the country's
rapid deforestation. 

(2) Kenya. The Tana River Primate Reserve GEF project plans to set up a 
protected area in the riverine forest ecosystem of the Tana River in 
northeastern Kenya. The Kenya GEF project Is among the first tranche of GEF 
projects and has been in preparation since the fall of 1991. The area to be 
protected is home to an indigenous human population, the Pokomo. and to 
two endangered primate species, the red colobus and the crested mangabey.
According to the East African Wildlife Society, Kehyan NGO whicha has 
worked in the Tana Region since 1975, the design of the GEF project is based 
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,n the disturbing assumption that protection of the primates can only beachieved if the human population in the reserve is resettled elsewhere, 

Resettlement for the sake of conservation - and it remains unclear how theproposed resettlement would be voluntary and at what point it would become:nvoluntarv - seems to be a fundamentalv flawed approach. The fact thatLhere is no social science expertise on the GEF's Scientific and TechnicalAdvisory Panel has led to the complete lack of guidelines on resettlement andLhe GEF's relationship to indigenous communities. In February 1992. theUnited Nations Development Program (UNDP) wrote to the World Bankrequesting that the GEF Participants Assembly or the GEF ImplementationCommittee (which has representation from the three implementing agencies)'lecide whether resettlement costs can be paid with GEF funds. UNDP believedthat this issue was too important to be left to any of the implementingiaencies bv themselves and refused to participate in financing studies relatedrtothe resettlement in the Tana region without a prior policy decision.Bank simply responded that it did not need 
The 

UNDP participation in financingdie studies. The way the World Bank has handled the issue is deeplydisturbing, especially in light of the fact hat official Bank policy recognizesthat involuntary resettlement may "cause severe long-term hardship,impoverishment and environmental damage and advises that "involuntaryresettlement should be avoided or minimized where feasible. explonng allalternative project designs" (OD 4.30). 

The East African Wildlife Society, which has sponsored research in the TanaRiver area for many years. opposes the resettlement of local people and Isconvinced that only a collaborative community approach where local peopleare full partners in the conservation efforts can be successful. Recent studieshave found that there were more endangered colobus groups (one of theendangered primate species) living in places inhabited by the Pokomo than inabandoned forest lands. Also. it was only due to the knowledge of local peoplethat new populations of red colobus monkey were discuvered in a recentsurvey. According to the East African Wildlife Society, the upstreamconstruction of dams and of irrigation schemes, some of which financed bvthe World Bank. has contributed to the degradation of the nverine ecosystemand the habitat of the endangered primate species. 

The Kenya GEF project will be a grant component of a larger World Bankloan. lnitially, the GEF project was to be attached to a S 60 million projectentitled "Protected Areas and Wildlife Services". Current plans call for the GEFproject to be attached to a larger World Bank agriculture sector loan. Whatis the logic behind the shift and what is being done to' ensure that activitiesfunded under the sector loan will not undermine the goals of the GEF project(for example by increasing irrigated areas upstream, use of pesticides and
fertilizers. etc.) ? 

According to the East African Wildlife Society, the World Bank has scheduled 
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its first consultation with NGOs in Kenya for May 3. 1993. which is rather 
late in the process of project development. The invitation was sent out by the 
World Bank four days prior to the meeting without any accompanying 
documentation on the issues to be discussed. At this stage it is critical to 
ensure that the project will not proceed any further without first undertaking 
a thorough participatory review of the project with the affected communities 
in the project area. 

(3) Laos. Towards the end of May 1993. the World Bank's Board of Executive 
Directors will be asked to approve a GEF blodiversitv protection project and 
an associated World Bank forestry loan for Laos. The main objective of the 
project is to promote the restructuring of forest management and conservation 
in Laos bv effectively regulating access to forest resources and logging in the 
country. The World Rainforest Movement. a Malaysia-based international 
environmental organization. has monitored this project closely since early 
1992 and come to disturbing conclusions: The project will unduly restrict 
traditional forest uses by local communities and thereby affect about 50% of 
the Laotian people whose livelihoods depend on their forests. At the same 
time. the World Bank's forestrv loan is likely to promote commercial logging 
in primary forest. contrary to ihe Bank's Forest Policy. 

No environmental impact assessment was carried out for the forestry project 
although its focus includes tropical forests and indigenous peoples. There are 
signs that the project may also include the resettlement of forest dwellers. 
There has been no adequate consultation with NGOs. local communities and 
local authorities. The latter finding was corroborated by an internal World 
Bank report which found that no provisions were made for a participatory 
development process in and around the areas to be protected under the GEF 
component of the project. although local community involvement is essential 
to any long-term conservation success. 

The World Rainforest Movement and other environmental NGOs are calling for 
a revision of the project. including a full environmental impact assessment 
and consultations with affected communities. 

(4) Egypt. It is widely recognized today that global environmental concerns 
need to be integrated into the development process itself. However. the fact 
that a vast majority of GEF investment projects is attached to larger. regular 
World Bank loans raises questions questions whether environmental standards 
and criteria are fully integrated into activities funded under the World Bank's 
regular programs. Indeed. there are indications that the GEF in its current 
foi-m may have a perverse effect by marginalizing envronmental concerns and 
treating them as add-ons to regular development projects. 
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The Swiss NGO. Berne Declaration. has documented the case o)f the GEFscoral reef protection project for Egypt. The World Bank approved the S 4.75million GE" project as an attachment to a S 130 million dollar loan topromote the tourism industry along Egypt's Red Sea. In view of the fact thatthe main threat to the coral reefs is tourism development, the larger WorldBank loan should have internalized any costs associated with protection of thecoral reels. The GEFs Scientific and technical Advisory Panel (STAP) did nothave access to documentation on the associated tourism development projectwhen it was asked to examine the proposal for the GEF project. According tohe chairman of the STAP. a much better analysis of the GEF project couldhave been done if documentation on its larger context would have been made 
1wvulable. 

In conclusion, these brief descnptions of four GEF projects demonstrateremoving the conditionality on U.S. 
that 

an contribution to the GEE core fundwould have senous consequences for the quality of future GEF projects. Giventhe lack of public access to information, it is unclear ..ow many moreproblem projects similar to the four above are currently being prepared in thename of protecting the global environment. Only if the U.S. maintains theconditionality and actively requests the support of other countries for the U.S.position, will it be possible to weed out projects that are environmentally andsocially harmful at the earliest stage before large investments for projectpreparation are made. This would certainly be one of the most cost-effectiveways to protect the global environment. It would also assist the GEF inbecoming the open, accountable and transparent entity that it aspires to be. 

II. STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS 

The argument has been made that the will beU.S. onlv able to press forfundamental changes in the way the GEF conducts its business, if a U.S.contribution is made to the GEF core fund. There is little evidence to supportthe assumption that U.S. leverage to achieve reform increases once a U.S.payment has actually been made. To the contrary, continued U.S. conditionson a contribution to core fundthe GEF coupled with the commitment thatthe U.S. is willing to contribute its fair share to the GEF or any otherfinancial mechanism that will support global environmental goals. offerincentives that moreare likely to bring about the needed reforms. 

Removing last year's conditions on a U.S. contribution to the GEF core fund
would send the wrong messages: 

a) It would signal to other countries that the U.S. is not committed to theprinciples of openness, participation and quality control, which are reflectedin the conditions, and therefore doom any chances of putting them in 
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practice: 

h) It would signal to the GEF that a restructuring process that is merely a 
cosmetic exercise is acceptable. 

U.S. participation in the GEF is indispensable if the GEF is to be a global 
mechanism. This provides the U.S. with an unprecedented opportunity to 
demonstrate international leadership on global environmental matters. 

Finally. in addition to ensuring that the U.S. conditions will be met. the 
ongoing restructuring of the GEF does require some immediate attention 
concerning the following issues: 

(a) 	Completion of an independent evaluation of the GEF pilot phase: 

(b) 	Making GEF Governance more efftctive by ensuring the independence of 
the 

GEF secretariat from the three implementing agencies: 

(c) 	 Examination of possible alternative funding mechanisms for the Climate 
Change and Biodiversitv Conventions. 

Important oppcrtunities for U.S. diplomatic initiatives to gain support for the 
U.S. position will be the GEF Participants' Assembly ineeting in Beijing in May 
1993 and the G 7 summit in Tokyo in June 1993. 
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PRESS RELEASE 
May 25, 1993 

CONTACT: 	 Courtenay Singer 
202/234-8701 

DEVELOPMENT EXPERTS UPHOLD FOCUS ON ENVIRONMENT 

Washington, 	D.C. -- "The 1992 Earth Summit at Rio championed a new era of sustainable 

development. A year later we are still grappling with the international institutional 

implications of stimulating economic growth and development while protecting the earth," state 

Maurice Williams and Patti Petesch in Global Governance and Aid After the Earth Summit, 

available later this summer. This advance copy of their summary of recommendations focuses 

on the roles of the United Nations Commission for Sustainable Development (UNCSD), the 

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), the United Nations Environment 

Programme (UNEP), the Global Environment Fund (GEF), and the World Bank inmoving 

toward sustainable development. 

The recommendations, released on the eve of the first anniversary of the United 

Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) and the first session of the 

United Nations Commission for Sustainable Development (UNCSD), focus on enhancing the 

ability of the key multilateral agencies to take the lead in the transition to sustainable 

development. 

The Overseas Development Council is a private, non-profit institution that provides
comprehensive analyses of the economic and political issues of U.S. developing country
relations. The Council's program is funded by foundations, corporations, and private
individuals. 	 Stephen J. Friedman is Chairman of ODC. John W. Sewell is the Council's 
President. 
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By Nicholas van Praag
R epresntataes of 46 governments Voting Mechanismsgathered in Rome on 4-5 March to parpating governments agreed thatpush ahead on the restructuring and decisions should be taken on the basisreplerishment of the GE that must be of consensus wherever pouible. Whenaccomplishea by the end uf 1993. It is not, a voting system will be usedThe meeting, held at the UN Food and that respects the Interests of bothAgriculture Organisatlon (FAG) head- beneficiaries and contributors. Atquarters, focused on the decision mak, the

meeting, theraIng system and saw was a frank exchangethe ado tion of of v:ews on the merits of variousarrangements for an Independent eva- voting mechanisms to use Ifconsensusluation of the Pilot Phase. Is not possible, but no final decision 
was taken and the matter will be onGEE Replenishment In Beijing in May 1993.Discussed the table again when Participants meetRome also saw the first round of dis-
eFacility. At the half-day session 
c th r, it has already been agreedon that members will group themselvesMarch 3 the day before the mainParcipan-t into 25-30 constituencies, each with aeting erestaes single spokesperson. This Is beingParticpants Meeting - representatives done to prevent the deliberations Inthe GE2 during the Pilot Phae agreed the Participants' Assembly from be-that the re lenishment of the GEFwould go read in parallel With, but 
coming unwieldy once membershipIncreases. Precise arrangements for Itsseparate from, negotitons on restruc- formation have yet to be worked out.sepaatefrom neotiaionon estuc-launchedturing the Facility.0 GEF Evaluation Continues 

It was decided that only those coun- While each of the three GEF imple-tries that intend to make a contribution menting agencles Is evaluating Its ownto the fund could participate In the performanc~, governments also ag-replenishment discussions. However, reed on arrangements for an Indepen-other countries participating In the dent evaluation of the Pilot Phase.
GEF may each designate an observer
to attend the replenishment meetings. An independent panel will guide theParticipating governments also agreed ltives of at least two participatingthat the replenishment process shold countries (one developing and onebe completed by December 1993. To Industrialised), the heads of the Imple-meet this timetable, they decided to menting agencies' evaluation teamshold four more meetings on replenish- and three to five high level experts.ment - In May, September, November The panel will be chaired by one of theand December.on a Agreement must besries of I-ssues ranging copete%In November 1993. Givenoutside experts. The evaluation will be 
from decision making and constituencyarrangements, to the legal status of the the relative youth of the GEF, the evaluation will focus more on processGEF, the links between the GEF andthe Conventions, the role of the Scien-

(how projects are Identified andprepared, etc) than on project accom-tific and Technical Advisory Panel and plishments (because relatively fewthe role of the GEF Secretariat. projects are yet being Implemented)Z 
BACKGROUND ON GEF 


Th GEF was 
set tp at the and of 1990 a a thr ew experiment to providegrahts to developing countries for projects aimed at protecting the global,nvirmnmet in *ways that are in harmony with their development goals. GEFresoices ae available for project that deal with global warming, pollution of 
..
 

'dzo. 

t. tional waters, the destnuct n of biological diversity and depletion of thelayer. The GEF Is implemented by the United Nations Development,thWorldnkandUNEP.

treeyearPilot phae conmletedat th n 1993 by1w99ch ty plt pled n be cpleotp as (sote US$13 billion)wi have e•316 "'b2 0Cbloll51horraec appoed bea$150 mi1had be 1993.B trAbuPiqulcswrt Mmo hdbe apoear another 45 pojcts, worlh s y al 93.&tte
member va. ne. $580 million that haveO are I vriow stages been endorsed byof preparation. Some 43 per cent
of the pro*-.#i hiie GEE work progranine are for projects aimedbl~~iiy40Pe... .r.mahggobJ,"..,. at cosr.
b p r i,... ' ,m poc ombtig loblrng16 per cent for protecting;a. oft for controlling esions oVorld, deplig 

4 t CentreFor Our Common Fuu / March 1993 

What Costs Can the GEF Covet?While most of the attention s or t~w 
restructuring and replenishment pr. 
cess, other Investigations are Lmd, r 
way to establish just what costs :o 
GEF can cover Both the biodjvers:.,
and the climate change convento'-.!
call for the provision of financ,.i 
resources for the 'incremental cos' 
Involved in implementing measure,
meet the objectives of the conventio 

These costs are easier to define inenergy sector (where GEF inter.ieniv nmay involve switching from a traar 
tional technology to a more expens.but globally benign variant) than n 
biodiversity project (where the incrimental costs may be 100 per centoroject costs, because nothing mig-i 

,f 

bdone without GEF supportl). 
To shed some light on this conu;-r
drum, a research programme has been

by the Administrator o; thieGEF I,) determineIthe immtrtonhow to measureet~luheecots wil 

these costs. Its implementation wihto
quire analytical rigour mixedii wh
reasonableness in interpretng .hiconstitute incremental costs in a pac
tcular cas. 

The GEF and NGO Input 
NGOs have contributed a lot to ih
GEF And there has been a cons 
derable effort from the beginning
Involve them in both proect work and. ' 
the broader policy and programmr. 
issues. such as those linked to the re 
structuring of the Facility Thegrants programme for local and gras,sma. 

roots NGOs is now active in mor,than 20 countries - with more to f
 
low over the coming months.
A special NGO Consulation precede'

each biannual meeting of goverr

mens, and a number of regional me,
 
inpgs have been held with
Information on the GEF is madeNGOs

aiable on ECONET (an electronic dato
 
base) and 
more than 500 NGO repr,,sentatives are on the GEF s marl,.:

list. NGOs have not. however, oc,
accorded observer status at GEF me,:
 
ings, a the have long requestedaddress this Issue, member govern 
ments have asked the GEF to stud.how NGOs might participate in lh,future. The study will go to goer
ments in Beijing in late May It is to h,.preceded on 24-25 May by an NGO 
consultation. 
Nicholas uan Proag is an Aduiser totiv 
GEE
 
Contact: Global Environment Facil,ih(GEF,
Washington. Bank, 1818 H Street P.1W 

DC 20433, USA, Tel 0i
202) 473 5102, Fax: 477 0551 
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Toward a New International
Environmental O d or the 

rer,o'meeting
North-South StalemateRevisited? 

James ?.. Mitchell 

The statesmen meeting in New York at the 47th session of 
the United Nations General Assembly under the auspices of 
the U N Environment Programme (UNEP) are being confronted 
with adauntingchallenge.Theirtask istocraftacomprehensive 
,nvironmental accord, a goal that eluded the states men and 
.ornen w,ho met at the June 1992 Earth Summit Rio de 

Janciro. 
With the elimination of East-West belligerencies, the 

dominant rivalry in the international system plays itself out 
along the North-South axis, pitting the advanced industrialized 
countries (AICs) against the lessdeveloped (LDCs). The North-
South ,chism that materialized in Rio, the principal obstacle to 
an accord, has appeared before during the course of global 
ncaotiations. The stakes arc higher today than ever before. A 
hleak forecast has been proffered by a host of observers 
regarding the ecological future of the Earth. The luxury o' 
mortgaging the earth resources isnot one that will be afforded 
for an indefinite period. Clearly the quality of life of future 
generations isbeing imperiled as long as attempts to devise a 
ne% international environmental order ire forestalled, 

An endangered planet 

Early threats to the ecological well being of the planet that 
ncluded a rapidly diminishing nonrenewable resource base, 
e\ponential population growth and environmental pollution, 
rc.,ulted inthe convening ofaUnited NationsConferenceon the 
Fluman Environment, or Earth Summit 1,in 1972. (Caldwell, 
Winter 199 1.p. 5) 

In ,ubsecuent years substantial progress was made globally 
inaalrting ci: Zens about the dangers inherent in environmental 
degradation. A number of global and regional meeting were 
held inan effort to identify common problems and for the 
cratitng of strategies for solving them. Despite these 
dc elopments new and more ominous threats to the ecosystem 
hecame increasingly evident, 

The linkage between economic development and 
cnv ironmentaldeterioration wasmadeexplicitin"OurCommon 
Future", a report issued in 1987 by the World Commission on 
En'. i ronment and Development, or Brundtland Commission. 
The Brundtland Commission, in citing the tradeoff between 

economic development and environmental preservalion, called 
for an international commitment to the achievement of 
sustainab development". Sustainable development involves 

the needs of the present without compromising the 
ability of future generations to meet their own needs." 

The problem with actually reaching aglobal accord regarding
the pursuit ofsustainable development isinits implicit notion that 
resource utilization and, consequently, economic development. 
must be inhibited by AICs and LDCs. This would require that the 
AICs contain their heretofore unbridled pursuit of economic 
growth, flying in the face of the precepts of classical economic 
theory. The South would not only have to follow asimilar course, 
butalsoaccepta freezing in time of the historicallydisproportionate 
exploitationof theearth's resources by the North, and a"ratification
 
of the unequal economic relations between the two groups.
 
(Hecht and Cockbum, June 22, 1992, p. 849)
 

Flying down to Rio 

Optimism was high among the cogniscenti regarding the
 
prospects for the signing of acomprehensive Earth Charter in
 
Rio. The successful record of the 1987 Montreal Protocol on
 
Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer was viewed as a
 
precursor to what might be expected for the Earth Summit. (Our
 
Planet, 1992, p. 9) Additionally, the simultaneous appearance
 
of several developments yielded high hopes. Among them
 
were: the end of the cold war; the planetary scope of the
 
impending ecological catastrophe; the activism and influence
 
of environmental nongovernmental organizations (NGOs): an
 
expressed resolve on the part of the United States to stimulate
 
progress in addressing environmental issues. Each of these
 
prospects were revealed as illusory. Consider them in turn.
 

Endofthe Cold War- Thecessation of East-West tensions
 
has been advanced as apanacea for virtually every international
 
malady. Peeling away the skin of East-West conflict from the
 
global body politic re.vealed even more complicated and vexing
 
AIC-LDC conflicts festering underneath.
 

Ecological Catastrophe - The threat that continued
 
environmental degradation poses for the Earth's future has 
been detailed exhaustively elsewhere. Suffice it to say that the 
natural lifespan of the planet has been severely truncated by the 
machinations of its human inhabitants. It was anticipated or. 
more likely hoped, that the indiscriminate impact ofecological 

.	 malaise would compel the summiteers in Rio to hasten toward 
an agreement. Instead, as has frequently been the case for world 
order issues, political cleavages intruded. 

NGO Activism - The failure of environmental
 
nongovernmental organizations to sustain their push for a
 
meaningful and comprehensive agreement at Earth Summit 11
 
was perhaps the most surprising and disconcerting development
 
of all. The glot.al environmental movement, which began to
 
pick up the steam in the 1970s, had been successful in several
 
respects.The measurabledissipation ofatmosphericand ground
 
water pollution, along with the addition of millions of acres to
 
the wilderness system, were among the victories won by the
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environmental movement since its inception. (Dovie. Winter 

1991/92. p.70) Perhaps mos, importantly, NGO activism was 

critical inraisingtheconsciousness level oftheplanet'scitizens 
regarding the prospect of environmental peril. 

L'.S Leadership - The essential ingredient in any recipe 
torachieving acomprehensi ,,eenvironmental accord issupport 

I". the United States govemment for the endeavor. With the 
-environmental president" George Bush in the White House, 

andanenvironmentalistinthecabinet, hopeswereneverhigher 
for the United States' exchanging its fealty to business interests 
for the needs of the Earth Summit. Such apolicy change would 
not be in the offing. Indeed, President Bush was loathe to even 
attend the meeting in Rio. He did not commit to appearing at the 
summit until the month before. The White House by that time 
had concluded that during the election year of 1992, not 
attending the summit would alieniate environmental advocates 
among the electorate. Withholding agreement to anything of 
substance after he reached the meeting would enable him to 
placate foes of the conclave, 

Inthe end the a,.hievements of Earth Summit 11fell far snort 
of what was anticipated and, perhaps tragically, what might be 

necessary for the continued sustainability of the resources of the 

planet. Representatives of the 178 governments inattendance at 
the summit signed a Rio Declaration. The essence of the non-
binding 8(CJ-page document was acommtment by the signatories 
to accept the legitimacy of anumber of environmental principles, 
They also passed on the work of making the aforementioned 
Agenda 21 to the ensuing UN session. A climate convention 
oblicinesignatoriestoreveal theirplansforhowtheyintendedto 
stabilize their emission of GHGs was signed. A Commission for 
Sustainable Development was established. Still, this is a far cry 

from the anticipated Earth Charter. 
Thepnncipalconventionsaddressingbiodiversityand forestry 

did not achieve aconsensus, rendering them nonstarters. 
Further legitimacy was accorded the Global Environmental 

Facility (GEF) as the principal funding apparatus for handling 
environmental issues.The GEF is principally operated by the 
World Bank. with nominal participation by the UNEP and the 
UnitedNationsDevelopmentProgramfurnhercementingilarthem 
dominance. Implicit in the ethos oftheGEFis southern complicity 
in global environmental degradation. 

In the end, the United Nations Conference on Environment 

and Development was far from a watershed event. In a fashion 

identical to most other multilateral negotiations, the Earth 

Summit evinced an exacerbation of global political cleavages 

shortchanging the have-nots. 

Will Rio be like NIEO? 

The negotiation involved in hammering out the New 

International Economic Order (NIEO) in the 1970s were similar 

in many respects to those that transpired during the course of the 

Rio deliberations over a new international environmental order. 

In April 1974, at the 6th Special Session of the UN General 

Assembly a NIEO was declared by the developing national 
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coalition. Both instances, the South was endeasorin to gain 

northernacceptance foritsculpabilty for the primipal iteinonilic 
agenda. Earlier, it was southern economic. dCpri ailon. 

Subsequently. the issue vas the imperiled glohl enm ionnici. 

On both occasions, the South wanted resource tran cr slm the 

North to enable them to address the respectse prthlin (t001t 

both Rio and N!EO. the South expected to .ii1 der L ma.king,
authority commensurate with that of the North The norhen 

nations initially agreed to the need for a NIEO 'inprinciple" 
Subsequent discussions became sufficientl. protracted 1hat th1e 

North was able to render the entire dialogue stalclated. 
NIEO isnow moribund, adead issue. The fate of the earth 

depends on the present North-South environ ental dlitic 

avoiding a similar destiny. The prospects for North-Soutlh 
movement on an environmental accord that AillInI p thec,pli 

have-nots might depend on the appearance ofta recurrence of 
the structural changes in the international systen that spurred 
the North accede to NIEO initially. These structural chatLes 
would be tantamount aparadigmatic shit in the global regme. 
It would amount to a fundamental transformation in outlook. 
certainly, and perhaps authority relations in the global dialogue. 
Consider the changes and likelihood of their recurrence. 

Soudwrn Power- With the oil embargo and the quadruplinu 
of petroleum prices in 1973-74 in the wake ol the Yorm Kippur 
War, the South mobilized an element of po0, er that s.as 

instrumental in compelling the North to listen to NIEO. The 
South cannot presently, nor is it likely in the short to nediun 

term, wield power in a way commensurate with its success in 
the heady days of the 1970s. The collapse of' OPEC umt. 

conservation on the part of oil consuming countries, and the 
exploitation of nonpetroleum energ, sources, are among the 
developments that neutralized the oil weapon. A re,,urgence ot 
southern countries power should not be counted on. 

Southern Utity - The combination of third A,orld nation, 

melding their identities, interests and strategies under ihe 
auspices of such institutions as the Non-Aligned Mioencnt 

and UNCTAD resulted in unprecedented southern units It is 

quite unlikely that scuthern unity will eer ascend to ilw 
commanding heights that is had attained by the time oflth 

NIEO declaration. The multilateral southern bloc as dis di)J 
in the aftermath of NIEO through anorthern strit. Of ,u.:" 

bilateral deals with southern states in order to satisl\ Iiel 

immediate developmental and sccurit\ reqtirement, In 

succeeding years their dispaiate developmental paiths. along, 

with their pursuit of divergent objectives in other issues area,,. 

have furtherseived to drivea wedge betsween them in su bsequenl 

attempts to unify. The unity of the 1970' is unlikely to be 

duplicated henceforth. 
AmericanAcquiescence- The leader of the northern bloc. 

the United States, was foremost among the ads.anced 

industrialized countries that initially acquiesced to the need lot 

a NIEO. The vulnerability of the United States and its allies to 

impact of southern power and unity compelled it to throv. it, 

support behind the NIEO in the early stages of negotialion 

With the collapse of the Eastern Bloc and the end of the Colj 



War, the United States, is the undisputed leader of the 
inernational system to al extent approaching hegemony. That 
development, combined with the aforementioned dissipation 
of southern power and unity. insulates the United States from 
the prospect of being brought forcibly to a position of 
a'commodation for the foreseeable future. 

Cr'isis- The energy crisis of the 1970s was the event that 
imbued the need for North-South economic accommodation 
with asense of urgency. The deprivation ofnorthern economies 
from enerey resources that were formerly plentiful. cheap and 
ill
,outhern possession facilitated the early NIEO agreement. 
The energv consuming nations have taken steps to mitigate the 
recurrence of an energy crisis of the magnitude that beset them 
in the earlier. The possibility has not been entirely eliminated. 
Its likelihood. however. has diminished considerably. 

Regrettably. of the four developments noted above that came 
together to bring about an initial NIEO accommodation, the oie 
most likely to recur isthe incidence of acrisis. An environmental 
crisis promises to have an impact on the planet considerably more 
calamitous and indiscriminate than that of the energy variety
nearly two decades ago. American acquiescence to the crafting of 
ain environmental accord that will both address global problems 
and apportion the adiustment burden in afashion commensurate 
v ith respective AIC-LDC responsibility will isdifficultto imagine. 
Still, it is the only development short of acrisis that stands as a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the attainment of a North-
South agreement during the course of the 47th Session and 
beyond. It w.,ill require vision and farsightedness on the part of the 
American leadership to enable them to transcend the economic 
interests have thwarted environmental accommodation in the 
past. For every day that that vision isnot forthcoming, we move 
closer to the day when the sun's rays. unmuted by a prori.ctive 
ozone layer, might make us truly blind. 

.James A. Mitchell works at the Culiftwnia State Univiersity. 

.Vorthridge. USA. 
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Poverty Alleviation is Essential for Environmentai Sustainability 

Recommendations 

1. How the North can help the South: 

First, by getting its own (Northern) house in order, (Weiszacker, 1992) by transforming today's
Northern consumerism and borrowing economy into a more sustainable model. This implies more 
saving. An accelerated transition to renewable energy for a stable population (zero growth rate) is 
the major element. Internalizing environmental costs in energy prices would be a powerful start. 
This transition has to be faster than what would be suggested by the market at present. OECD 
countries are unilaterally phasing in carbon- or non-renewable energy taxes. The implications of such 
taxes for the Southern development should be discussed. Part of Northern energy taxes could be 
allocated to promote Southern sustainable development, especially direct alleviation of poverty. Such 
national taxcs may later become global, as proposed by UNCED in 1991, or become tradeable 
pollution permits (perhaps with futures and options), as proposed by UNCTAD in 1992. Such 
arrangements would help alleviate poverty and protect global life-support systems. 

Second, the North should internalize the costs of disposal of its toxic and other wastes within 
its own national borders, rather than exporting it in the name of "comparative advantage" to low wage
countries. There it may harm the poor and may increase poverty and disease. Internalization of 
costs to the nation of origin, as well as to the firm, gives a stronger incentive to minimize toxic waste 
generation. This dynamic benefit is more important than the static allocation cost of neglecting
"comparative advantage". 

Third, the North should halt harm to the South perpetuated by present policies. This includes 
underpricing of Southern exports, armaments sales, warfare, proxy wars, and global pollution. Of 
course, the South has a bigger role to play in solving its own problems as outlined below. GATT 
should be improved accordingly. 

Fourth, Northern governments, the private sector and development agencies are involved in 
creating much Southern debt; much of which is unrepayabie. The North should address the current 
imbalance between commercial rate loans, subsidized investments, and grants to the South. The 
relative proportions of Northern transfers as loans versus subsidized, almost concessionary, IDA-type. 
arrangements, or essentially as grants such as by free access by the South to the North's socially and 
ecologically beneficial technologies, should be improved. Reparations for historic pre-emption of 
global sink capacity are mentioned above. Questionable loans, those accelerating liquidation of 
natural capital, loans failing to internalize full costs, unrepayable loans, and loans clearly for 
unsustainable purposes should be halted or canceled. Global sustainability, poverty, equity and 
security would be improved if debts in severely indebted countries were conditionally written off 
commensurate with progress towards reduction in income inequality and environmental sustainability.
Improvements in enabling conditions in the South would accelerate net investment flows there. 
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Fifth, as economic justification for foreign exchange loans for many environmental investmentsis difficult, conventional cost-benefit analysis needs to be broadened to internalize moreenvironmental costs and benefits. Where international assistance is required for the South's globalor transnational environmental priorities, it should be grant funded. Recent World Bankimprovements in this respect are encouraging and need to be accelerated. Economists should beginto consider environmental investments as extended infrastructure investments: in other word:, thoseinvestments in the maintenance of the biophysical infrastructure that supports all economic activity,both public and private (eg: regeneration of natural resources, rehabilitation of over-exploited land,restoration of environmental services impaired). Where conventional cost/beneft analysis is difficultto apply, as in some conventional infrastructure investments, the World Bank, UNDP and UNEP can now make grants for global environmental benefits through the pilot Global Environmental Facility.This important facility urgently needs to be complemented with an "Earth Increment" to bolsternational development lending towards their environmental priorities, if it is to help the South to
approach sustainability. 

S the North should focus on direct help to the South, and steer away from indirect"trickle down" help. Investments should focus more directly on the poor countries, and on the poorstrata of society in those countries. More ODA should be on softer and untied terms, and shouldhelp finance only the most essential projects, emphasizing domestic needs more than the exportmarket. Suggestions to finance such investments have included reparations, conditioned debt relief(eg: Brady Plan), subsidized loans, and especially grants. The investments are to accelerate neededgrowth and employment-creation in small Southern economies. International assistance is neededto facilitate and possibly to help purchase rights to environmentally beneficial technologies for theSouth. This will include improving the policy framework for commercial transfer of technology, andtraining and institution strengthening to improve absorptive capacities. 

Seventh, as old Northern assets depreciate, some may better be.replaced in the South -- withappropriate technology. Thus, the North should accelerate export of advanced but appropriatetechnology, plus skills, for Southern processing of their own raw materials. If the North finds cleanertechnology easier to espouse than reducing population or overconsumption, then the North oughtto be more willing to transfer technology on easier terms, even at the expense of other ODA.traditional view would argue for more Northern growth in order to increase ODA. 
The 

GATr needsto start addressing the environmental implications of trade and needs to take on board the concept
of sustdiit.ble development. 

Robert Goodland and Herman Daly 
S-5035 

Environment Department 
The World Bank

Washington DC 20433 USA 
Fax: 202/477-0565 
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A> The World Bank After Rio: ANeed for -institutional Reform 
8,yBruce Rich, an attorney in the Washinglon office, ing to growing international criticismi ofvho directs EDFInternational Project.His new took, the Bank-financed Sardar Sarovar dam

Mortgaging the Earth: The 

on
 
World Bank, Environmental Narmiada River, former World Bank"'India'sImpoverishmenl. and the Crisis of Development, 'will . President Barber Conable asked a Special 

oeavailable this /a// from Beacon Press, Independetnt Commission to review the Y 
damn.In addition, World Bank Vice Prcsi.
 

T he World Bank, already the world's lead. dent Willi Wappenhans headed an interna

Iing international 	development agency, review of the Bank's entire loan portfolio.


emerged from the ANotorious Example'
 

ndustrald majoir new role. It Indian communities affected by the Sardar clog 
: .. ...... 'ganizztons (NGO's) in India and around"(.ii;; rh='"s the 

institution thoworld, argue that the project would be". 
financing and im. an environmental and social disaster. EDF 
plementing much of~ attorney Lori Udall has played acentral rolewhat..was... uagreed with Indian NGO's in a campaign to con.
 

Bruce Rich '. upon' last June in Vince the Bank to 'stop suppordnig the dam;
Rio. rthi effort has produced several US. Con. Thesiidai Saioval dam,called Indias greatest
-The inutilzdnations at the Earth' gressional hearings, as Well as resolutions .e/noMental diSaster.*' would create atake125mui..

Summit endorsed the Bnasthe prefer. by the Japanese Diet arid the European, long and displace neatly aquarter ofta minionLex,
red means of Financing projects in devel. Finnish Parliaments, all urg.dwcisoc poetEFi ovne hrte'~ai 
oping' nations to protect the global en- ing the Bak( eosdrits position,.rjcs D scnicdta h olStThe Bank-dominated Global ,.. Bank should receive no further fundin 

..' Environment Facility (GEF) chosen Most information on World 
unt il its priorities are radlically changed.was EDF will raise the issue of World Bankas the interim funding mechanism for the ,reform both in Earth Summit foll %.upBiodiversity and Climate Change treaties Bank projects i's not publicly negotiatons at the 	 U., andsigned in Rio. The Bank may also play a 	 at the mc..available,even to those affected. ing in Julyin Tokyo of the Group of Sevv.key role in Agenda21-2a 700-page docu. (G7) most industrialized nations. Ulti.endorsed by in171nations in Rio that The Commission's report confirmed macly. trforms will only succeed if tli',.

' sdeve mentsnt e fothustin. virtually all the charges made by EDF and '.arent 	 promoted by the G, who cont1rol coviabl dvelpmnt(h nxtcentury, India NGOs. It found that the dam and'Unfortunately,'the Earth Summit 	 half the Bank's v'oiing shares..'its canals would likely displace 240,000focused almost exclusively on increasing peoplienot 90,000 or 100,000 
Leading the list of needed rclfnorms ,'

asoriginal- getting the G7 and the U.N. to press theFunding to incernadonal aid insttudons such ly envisaged-and it Warned that humane Bank to make project quality and environas the World, Bank,' rather than 
'mental 

on using resettlement for most of these people 'is sustainability its cop pritrrtie .''existing aid to developing nadons-alrdy simply impossible. The Commission urgedsome $55'billion 	 annualy-in environ- Critical to this effort is promoting more 
'.the Bank and the Indian Government .opennessto and freedom of informationmn(ally and socially acceptable ways. 	 ron 

. "step back" and undertake the fundamental World Bank activities for the public antiYears' of advocacy by EDF and other 'environmental and humanimpact assessIcnvironmental groups around the world 	 NGOs in developing and donor nations.m'enit studies that should have been com- As inthe past, most information on Worldledveorld Bakand othermultcr'l " pleted before the project was begun nearly Bank projects is not publicly available,d.....eopmentans o m it to 1majort ''a decade before. '.even to those.who are affected.nvironmental reforms in 'the lat' 1980's. ''.Regrettably, despite the Ccmmtcission's The 50cthAnniversary of the BrettotThe Bankfor example, has stopped fu.d. conclusions'and the strong objections ofing some 	 ' Woods Conference, which saw the Found. ''of its most destructive programs., several major donor nations, the Bank con. ing of the World Bank, the Internationalsuch astropical forest colonization schemes,' ' nues to futad the dam, 4i Monetary Fund, and (he entire post-Worldand greatly enlarged its environmental staff . ' ' ' 
But other pressures 'to move money and Flawcd P 

'' ' ' ':, War 11global economic order, will occur
in 1994, 'and 1995 will mark the 50th '''' ,,. ,PP 	 r rS rovar isjust the' e ttip of.theonfve	 ...... meet lending targets ,appear ,to be forcingg:.aBt .. i u ipth. Anniversary of the United. Nations, Athe Bank to violate its own environmental iciberg. The Wappenhans report foundpolicies and to continue massive 	 major part of'EDF's international cffortfunding that the Bank's own staff judged nearly

oenvironmentally unsustainable and eco- 39% of completed projects to be 
in the near future Will aim to make the%,'

failures two dates occasions to reform anrd rCijI
nomically'dubious programs. ' ;'' 'inS disturbing pictureofan 

1991, up 'from 15% in 1981. The report ' vent: international institutions in MeCt.1i~~~~~~institution makes it clear that meedng'lendin"gets£: trlcgctns',pstpos cold-war,copod post-Rio Summi worldl I~ll!id!ci 

char has lost'direction emerged from two has taken precedence over.jheenviron- which environmental sec s 

'"';;,unprecedencd~~K' 	 reports in 1992. Respond.i" Mental,'social. and econosicE 4iality. of' 'aglobal priority.'" ' 

' 

"' 
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SU RVEY..........IMF
 

Seminar Explores Links Between
 
Macro Policy and the Environment
 

T he relationship between macro-

T economic policies and the en-
vironment was the subject of a 

seminar-the first of its kind 'hosted 
by the IMF-held on May 12-14. 
Twen c leading environmentalists 
from around the world joined 15 staff 
members from the IMF and 2 from the 
World Bank in an informal discussion 
on how macroeconomic and structural 
adjustment policies, with which the 
IMF is concerned, interact with env]-' 
ronmentai issues. seminarThe fol-
lowed up on an informal meeting that 
IMF Managing Director Michel 
Camdessus had with environmentalists 
at the June 1992 Rio de Janeiro Earth 
Summit, and was part of a continuing 
dialogue between the IMF and non-
governmental organizations (NGOs). 

Sessions at the seminar were moder-
ated, alternately, by Margaret Kelly, 
Deputy Director of the IMF's External 
R elations Departm ent, and Robert 
Repetto, Vice President of the World 
Resources Institute. 

T he seminar featured brief, informal 
presentations by IMF staff and environ-
mentalists that were followed by dis-
cussions. While there were several areas 
of agreement, views differed, as ex-
pected, on the importance of macro-
economic policies for environmental 
issues Environmentalists stressed the 

fijidaental importance L the environ-
ment to economic act, ,ity, which 
could not be sustained ovt r the long 
haul, they maintained, if envr.'-rmental 
degradation were proceedto 
unchecked. They wanted the IMF to 
change its approach to make environ-
mental concerns a (Please turn to page 187) 

fiscal imbalances, redress structural weak
nesses, and strengthen institution building. 
In the fiscal field, the Government's 
medium-term objectives include a2tining 
an overall budget deficit, excluding grants, 
of 8 percent of GDP by 1995. On the rev
enue side, the authorities aim at increasing 
the tax.to-GDP ratio by about 3 percentage 
poirts through tax measures and intensified 
collection efforts. They will pursue cautious 
monetary policies, with greater reliance on 
indirect policy instrumetits, Structural poli
cies will include an acceleration of privati
zation, trade and tariff reform, and strength
ening the banking sector. 

The program fot 1993, supported by the 
first annual ESAF loan, aims at maintaining 
real GDP growth of 7 percent, limiting the 
inflation rate to an annual average of 
7 percent, and holding the external current 
account deficit, excluding official transfers, 
to about 10 percent of GDP. To achieve 
these objectives, t'.e budget deficit will beT 
reduced through significant new revenue 
measures. Monetary policy is designed to 
support the program's overall objectives, 
w hile allow ing a significant expansion of 
credit to the private sector. 

Structural policies under the program 
include the privatization of at least 25 en-
terprises in 1993, the removal of quantita
tive restrictions on imports, and comple
tion of the recapitalization of state banks. 

The program is also expected to have a 
beneficial impact on the poor by facilitat
ing broadly based economic growth. The 
Government aims to minimize any short
term adverse effects through severance 
payments to mitigate the impact of 
planned civil service retrenchment. At the 
same time, the authorities attach high pri
ority to environmental protection and ap

propriate natural resource management. 

Erb: macroeconomic stabilizationIsEc
necessary forenvironmentalprotection. 

ly 5, 1961 . o is the39. on 
J u 5 6 i o) a is s 3d ingi 
nancial obligations to the IMF currently 
nan alathobligations tt ofthe 20 .currentoy 
(about $29 million). 
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TOMORROW

GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT BUSINESS 

BY KIM LOUGHRAN 

Re rmin the
 
CORPORAT ION
 
The energy industrysrestructuringand a 

generationalshift among CEOs signal-a potential 
cearchange or environmentalprogress,says

ristopherFlavinin a Tok~oow interview. 
The Market Works-that is,with a 

great many controls. That's what 
Christopher Flavin is saying, backed up
with arguments and the anecdotal evi-
dence he loves compiling. This heart-
ening message is in the latest edition of 
the Worldwatch Institute's State of the 
World. perhaps the most thorough and 
accessible annual review of the world 
environment. Worldwatch vice presi-
dent Flavin and fellow researcher John 
E. Young have contributed a chapter 
entitled "Shaping the Next Industrial 
Revolution," investigating the progress 
being made by industry towards a 
future that works forus all. 

At our meeting in Stockholm 
recently, Flavin admitted that the main 
burden of changing industry is still 
being carried by a very few: not very 
many industrialists are ready for 
change, or even dialogue. The sections 
in Stateof the World dealing with busi-
ness indicate, however, that there is no 
question that corporations are starting 
to change their strategies in the way 
they give awards "kithin the company 
arid the way they respond to environ-ti 
men:al situations. There is also an 
obvious new competition dynamic, 

What is triggering this change? And 
why has it not occurred earlier? 

Answering the second question 
first. Flavin states what might be 
obvious: that agenerational change was 
required before company CEOs began 
to see environmental compliance as 
anything buta cost issue. 

s to the trigger: governments are 
increasingly aware of environmen-

tal needs and are instrumental to 
change. Plus, the economic implica-
tions of environmentalism are tremen-
dous. The chemical industry, for 
example, could easily spend 50 percent
of its budget meeting environmental 
demands, so changing practices to 

Worldwatch vice president 
Christopher Flavin notes that 

activists are starting to consider 
deals with industry. At the same 

time, business Is widely beginning 
to incorporate environmentalism 

into its strategy. 

avoid problems makes eminent sense. 
The human factor might also have been 
underrated-we know that decisions 
are made not only by spread sheet. 
Executives sometimes report that criti-
cism over the dinner table from spouses
and children has spurred them to 
action. We all know what fun sassy 
children can be. 

Christopher Flavin has toiled under 
thc Worldwatch Institute banner since 
1978. That's before a good many of 
today's thinking adults even realized 
the earth had its own agenda and that it 
didn't look good; certainly before more 
than a tiny handful of industrial execu-
tives could say the words "sustainable 
development" without gagging.

Flavin attacks his Stockholm hotel 
breakfast with the air of a seasoned 
traveler, he'll eat what's provided, even 
if it's pickled salt herring as this 
morning. In one of his clear moments, 
Lenin once said, '"here is not a minute 
to lose, therefore we must act as if we 

have 50 years " Flavin, too, projei.tsan 
almost insouciant approach. neser 
raising his voice, never condemning 
obtuse industrialists other than ith a 
rich laugh. The effect is that you take 
what he is saying very seriously. 

Flavin's major is energy and he has 
a few suggestions for alleviatine the 
current and coming crses. "Conihinet 
cycle technology is the intermediate 
answer: natural gas will be the domi 
nant energy source for the test halt 
century-it's the most significant Field 
of development in energy toda - he,

offers. "There's a newk political

dynamic emerging in energy. piriico
larly in the U.S., where gas compaie, 
are separating from the oil indusirs 
Gas companies are working much ncre 
closely wkith the environmental cornmu 
nity than the oil industry e'er ,it 
Some gas people even say they",- ,, 
more in common with environmn,.ntal. 
ists than with the oil, electncit, or,:oa 
industries. 

"Private investors in industr,, are 
pulling their money out from nu,' !eir 
power and putting it into rene, .rh.. 
schemes, even those as urikel. i, 
wave power. If major corportion,, .%ith 
R&D resources are not putting :heir 
money into renewables now. the. 're 
likely to miss the boat." 

Aquick tour of Europe, visiting ith 
tXindustrialists and actiists alike. 

leaves Flavin with some une,,pected 
impressions. He says he found suprl,
ingly little aw%areness of tihe variou., 
market trends, even among multi
nationals in the energy field For 
example, sonic European companies 
seemed unaware of how decentralized 
the power industry is becoming in 
North America "In the U.S .the daysN 
of selling facilities of 1,000 MW night
well be over: 50 to 100 kW is going to 
be more common in the near tuture." 

()1
 



he says, "but alot of people don't seem 
to be aware of this. For example, some 
of the world's dominant electric power 
and transmission corporations, seem to 
be acting much as computer giant IBM 
did ten years ago. IBM saw that they
dominated the mainframe computer 
market and decided to consolidate that 
market." Today, PCs are so flexible 
and so powerful that alone or linked, 
thev're often all that most companies 
need The market has developed away
from the mainframe. In the energy 
sector, the difference in scale and 
economy is. if anything, even more 
dramatic. "There is almost a physical
rule in manufacturing that price is 
determined by an equation involving 
the size of the market and manufactur-
ing capacity," notes Flavin, "but the.. 
energy economy goes by other rules." 

H e returns to his original point: "To 
say that 'the Market works' is 

oversimplified. The market can work 
poitvely for the environment if gee-
ernnent policy first sets up the right
conditions to allow markets to work." 
Some markets are too constrained, such 
as in the Scandinavian countries, where 
energy is a state monopoly. In cases 
like that, the best way to get amarket to 
wxork is not through more regulation 

Virtually all power plants used to be 
built by large utility companies either 
owned by governments or granted a 
regional monopoly by them. Now, an 
aggressive independent power indus-
try is building over half the new gen.

erating plants in the U.S. 

but by breaking up utility monopolies
and rewriting the regulations, 

Will business's environmental 
ethos always be regulatory-driven? 

"No," says Flavin. "In the future, 
there'll be atendency to look ahead, to 
go beyond the requirements of legisla-

,"Sma,". 
businessesW 

w 
alw.ayS vant to 

anticipt ele isa/I4' , 

le is ltion, not 
} st adhere 

to it." 

tion. Smart businesses will always want 
to anticipate legislation, not just adhere 
to it. There will be astronger sense of 
values-it will become impossible to 
behave as though CO: does not exist. 
But no one expects business to take 
responsibility for global welfare. Con
ditions and parameters must be set by 
government." Taxes will become a 
driving force, if not the major tool. he 
believes. 

It's been a relaxed but lengthy
breakfast and Flavin has a ten-thirty 
appointment. It's nearby but he doesn't 
realize how near and has not once 
looked at his watch during our inter. 
view. We wrap up by taking a look at 
the newspaper. Scandinavia's biggest 
morning paper has devoted its main 
editorial to the new State of the World 
report. The editorial notes that the pre. 
vious day's press launch, chaired by
Sweden's Environment Minister. was 
almost disrupted by journalists 
demanding confirmation that the gov
ernment intends to disseminate the 
report. I translate and a smile lifts 
Flavin's ample moustache. It's not a 
satisfied smile; he's been around too 
llong to be satisfied at any single sign of 
progress. But he's pleased. 1 0 

Kim Louglran is Editor of 7OVO. 
R O, 
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.authoritative*. body in this industry.
Although it is the manufacturers 

who make the cintainers, it is the 
container lessors who buy, rent and 
control them. Therefore the container 
lessors are in a position to apply 
pressure on manufacturers to change
patterns of wood consumption. 

HCL member, Dieter Heckler, the
Vice President of Operations at General 
Electric's Genstar Corporation, claims 
he has personally requested his 
manufacturers to begin using rubber 
wood. Genstar's chief manufacturer is 
Hyundai Plecision, the largest manu
facturer of containers in the world. 

Ihere are millions of intermodal co,,tainers (pictured above) scattered around every major port Hyundai, facing severe criticism for
i tihe world. 95% ofthem have thick multi-laverfloors made exclusively of tropical timber. their intended logging operations in 

Siberia, has stated they are in the "finalTransport Industry's Role in stage" of adopting rubber wood intheir
floors and are "well aware of.. .theA importance of this environmental 
matter."While lip service is being paid to(J'.or ninety-five percent of all Pacific Rim nations. South Korea is the this issue, and progress has beenitermodal containers have floors made home of the two largest manufacturers, reported by some involved, Edward,it tropical timber which is harvested Wood is supplied from nearby Malay-primarily from the lush forests of 
Wooley, the head of the IILC admitted
sian and Indonesian rainforests to make 
 that they "may not move as fast asSoutheast Asia. Intermodal containers, container floor plywood. In the past some would like us to...and there are noused for the transport of consumer century, Southeast Asian rainforests deadlines."gOds. are large, metal-sided containers Indeed, little is happeninghave been reduced by 75%, making from the environmental standpoint.IImLtfacttired by companies like them some of the most devastated Members of the IICL have shownH.tndai and leased by companies like forests on the planet. Because of little interest in altcmati,,et t,'hose( eneral Electric's Genstar division, extensive logging in peninsular Malay-They are being tested range from recycledsccn towed by Mack trucks, sia and around-the-clock logging plastic/synthetic materials to a U.S.loaded onto trains. stacked on decks of operations in Sarawak, hundreds of alternative wood such as Sweet Gum.huce Ocean liners and scattered about plant and animal species unique to However, this industry continues toe,.cry port in the world. Although there Sarawak have become extinct and manyare millions of them, few people are 

support the incalculable environmental
forest dwelling cultures such as the cost of clear-cutting tropical hardwood.m.are of their devastating effect on the Penan and other Dyak tribes of Malay-raintorest over the higher monetary costs ofsia are being robbed of their way of life. domestic or recycled alternatives. TheWhy use a wood floor in a metal While other industries are oftencintainer? Because, according to 

industry defends their position bymonitored by independent agencies, the claiming that if an alternative woodindustry officials, tropical hardwood inter-modal container industry has beenflors are stronger than steel but lighter, 
(Sweet Gum) floor is used and provesleft to monitor itself. The Institute of to have a shorter life span, this wouldcheaper and easier to repair. But what International Container Lessors (IICL) demand more repairs resulting in higherdoes this industry cost rainforests? is an industry coalition formed to share wood consumption and money spent in)ver seventy percent of inter- technology and business information the long run. But with the use of anymdal container manufacturers are in and represents the only significant alternative, consumption of tropical' 

Continued on Page 5 hardwood would be minimized, thus 
reducing the costs to the rainforest 
where half of the planet's species exist. 
and raising hopes for survival of 
indigenous cultures like the Penan. 

Brian Bishop 



TOMORROW

GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT BUSINESS 

BY R. DARRYL BANKS, 
WORLD RESOURCES INSTITUTE 

1The 

HEAT IS ON 
Environmentaltechnologiesmay rvell be the key to 
edging out global competitors-atleast that swhat 

U.S. strategistsare bankingon. 
overnments around the world have come to see the fully 92 percent of all public R&D funding was spent onappeal of environmental technologies in an ever more defense, health, space, general science and energy. R&Dintense global economic competition. Europe and Japan budgets relevant to environmental needs had shifted awayhave led the way while the U.S. has lagged behind. But from applied research. Unlike Japan, where MITI coordithat picture may be changing under anew, environmentally nates all public R&D funding, the United States spreads itsminded American administration. Consider these facts: environmental R&D funding across ten agencies and oro-By midcentiry, the world may be twice as populous as grams, making it difficult to impose a coherent overarching

it is now and have an economy five times as large. Today's strategy.
5.4 billion people and US $15 trillon global economy are This year, though, new ways of thinking look possible.already taxing the global environment, so unprecedented judging from the technology initiative announced by U.S.
environmental pressures are certain unless societies every- President Bill Clinton in February. Clinton pledged :owhere find ways to meet human needs without doing so spend $17 billion over four years on everything frommuch incidental damage. "environmentally clean" carsIn Japan, Germany, the and "smart highways" to aNetherlands, Italy and Canada, national "information superhighgovernment and industry have way" that can transmit vocal andfor many years been working video information. The ne% plantogether to develop technologies proposes to shift funding fromthat create high-paying jobs and defense to civilian technology.bolster economic strength. Italy, expanding the civilian share offor instance, requires that every public R&D spending frompublicly funded R&D project today's 41 percent to more thanconsider possible spin-off tech- 50 percent by 1998. It requiresnologies that might be environ- the 700-plus national laboratomentally useful. These countries' ies to increase what they spendlong tradition of funding techno- on jointly funded projects withlogical advances-in computers, private industry by up to foursoftware, electronics, aerospace fold from today's 5 percent. Theand biotechnology-makes it Commerce Department'seasy for them to add environ- National Institute for Standardsmental equipment and tech- and Technology will get anniques to the list. added $1.3 billion to invest inHow does the U.S. environ- emerging technologies and tomental record compare? Histori- create anetwork of technologycally, the United States led the extension centers. Clinton hasattack against environmental striken "Defense" from theproblems, mostly through regula- Defense Advanced Researchtion. Private and public institu- , Projects Agency (DARPA).tions have committed significant given ARPA more latitude toresources to environmental pursue commercial R&D andresearch and many of the pledged funds to help the troucountry's national technical insti- bled aerospace industry pursuetutions, lab. and universities are civilian technologies.increasingly riveted on environ- The Clinton initiative alsomental issues. But federal Aresearcher experimentingwith transmission calls for a four-year S272support for environmental tech- technology at the FHG Institute for Solar million increase in money fornologies is meager and federal Energy Systems. Germany is Increasing Its R&D the Environmental Protectionpriorities are skewed. In 1991, budget for envirorunental technology. Agency for private-industry 
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development of environmental technology. 7 RINEWABLI ENERGY. Fossil fuels are the major cause 
It will take a concerted effort to catch up with Japan. Its of both air pollution and climate change, so finding 

Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) is alternatives that can help fuel a growing world 

launching a research program into far-from-commercial economy is imperative. Major research targets should 

relms of materials science, optics and biology. MITI is include technologies for producing and using such energ, 
also pursuing "ecofactory" technology-ways to design sources as photovoltaics, geothermal, solar thermal olec
energy efficiency and controls on pollution and waste into tricity and nuclear fission. 
factories from the outset. As part of this program, MITI's ENERGY STORAGE. Many "green" energy technolo
"'New Sunshine Program," an ambitious drive to develop there are betterieswon't make much headway until 

rene'w able energy sources and other "environment-friend- gies won't m ake ad unltherere tter 
Is"technologies, is getting under way and so is its "Uhti- dways to store, transport and use the energy they 

oges produce. Batteries, superconductors, storage of hydrogen 
mate Manipulation of Atoms and Molecules" program, and heat, and fuel cells should be major research priorities. 
aimed at developing such technologies as the scanning tun
nelling microscope and ways to manipulate atoms and ENERGY END-USES. Cars and buildings are the most 
molecules on a surface or in space. promising targets here. Ceramic engines, better elec-

German firms have alread / pulled even with their U.S. . tronic controls and continuously variable transmis
counterparts in solar photoviltaics and German turbines sions can make motor vehicles cleaner and more efficient, 
produce electricity more efficiently-and with less pollu- while "smart highway" systems streamline travel. With 
tion-than those made by the world's leading manufactur- alternative refrigeration cycles and refrigerants, improved 
ers Germany is also cutting into Japanese domination of controls, capacity-modulating systems and thermally acti
the world market for add-on devices to reduce power plant vated heat pumps, buildings too could use energy much 
pollution. German technology is atthe cutting edge in more efficiently. 
many things the world needs: "direct" steel making, emis
siont-free electricity generation, hydrogen-powered motor AGRICULTURAL BIOTECHNOLOGY. An intensified

ohioles, efficient household appliances and light bulbs andgreen revolution" is needed to feed a doubled world
the recycling of everything from junked cars to solvents to population while holding the line on environmental 
CFCs. damage. Better gene-transfer techniques. genetic engineer

ing of plants and new approaches to animal breeding and 

N ow the Bundesministerium for Forschung und Tech- bioprocessing are needed along with advances in biological 
nologie (BMFT)-MITI's German counterpart-is pest co'ntrol and ways to step up plants' nitrogen fixation 

shifting its focus from physics to biology and downplaying capacities and photosynthetic efficiency. 

such big-ticket items as accelerators, according to the /' IMPROVED AGRICULTURAL TECHNIQUES. The two 
British journal Nature. As a percentage of GNP, German 3 most pressing needs here are "precision" farming (in 
research spending is among the world's highest, with 40 which monitoring and information technologies 
percent of the total devoted to basic research--up from 26 target inputs of fertilizer, pesticide, or water) and "altema
percent in 1982. The funding shift from physical to biolog- tive" agriculture (in which the best use is made of natural 
tcal sciences suggests that Germany aims to make its mark cycles, ranging from crop rotation to integrated pest man
in biotech, a field in which U.S. researchers now have a agement). Electronic, chemical and biological sensors 
commanding lead, especially in molecular biology, number among the most promising lines of inquiry. 
Germany is also investing more of its R&D budget in 
ecology and climate research, partly in response to agree- K MANUFACTURING MONITORING, MODELING AND 

ments made last summer at the Earth Summit in Rio. ( CONTROL Materials science and engineering, elec-

The U.S. is now poised to muscle in on its competition. tronics, information, chemistry and biology are 

Step one in designing a strategy for technical transforma- already amid a technological revolution that can make 

:ion is deciding which areas hold the most promise. Some industry cleaner and more efficient. Sensors, process 
models and controlled actuators (pumps. valves, robots andgovernnnts and agencies in Europe have ranked "green" 


technologies in this way and the World Resources Institute numerically controlled machine tools) are key components
 

in Washington, D.C., has developed a strategic list of of emerging "intelligent manufacturing systems" that can
 

a lvanced technologies critical to environmental sustain- optimize productivity and decrease waste. Particularly
 

ability. In the Institute's search for "environmentally criti- pkomising are new methods of analyzing signals from
 

cal" technologies that warrant U.S.government support, complex chemical mixtures.
 

We used four criteria to screen candidates. Can this technol- ,, CATALYSIS. Catalysts can prevent pollution, improve
 
ogy reduce large risks at the lowest possible cost? Does it / product yield, permit the use of more benign feed
represent a significant advanct in knowledge? Can it / stocks and remove undesirable by-products. New
 
benefit a wide swath of industries, lot just a few? And developments in chemistry, materials science and biotech
finally, does society as whole stand to gain more from this nology are already pushing the field forward but chemical
 
technology than private interests do? engineers need to know more about chemical reaction
 

The list concentrates on areas where breakthroughs can mechanisms and material surface phenomena and about the 
" 
lead to systemic c nges that prevent environmental prob- protein structure and functions of organic catalysts. Fabri

lems before the. . ise. Similar lists have been prepared eating highly ordered supramolecular structures may open 
-vkithout an eve to environmental problems, which demon- doors to new catalysts. 
,trates an important point: Environmental concerns are part 
of the mainstream, not the periphery, of industrial technol- C SEPARATION OPERATIONS. Distillation, drying, 
ogy development. cleaning, degreasing and evaporation can all play a 

There are twelve fields where technological advances 8 role in pollution prevention. Better membrane 
are critical to environmental sustainability. systems could eventually replace conventional distillation 



iaporationiand processes. Super-critical fluid extraction substituting information fo naturai icCS)ice5 Bt1ol.d fepl ce organic solvents and help clean up contami- advances in a vast ranginim* tdd soil and water. Affiity separation" could conceiv- tooI ,
needed to understand and anitclubk be. used to purifydilute products or remove dilute pol-

c iL ''(oh
lems such as climate changc.

9 PRECISION FABRICATION.; Computer controls and 
.ut..t... CONTRACEPTION ' XJIC(j J1 'lI Li, i. l ui,*-- 'tll,I.nornic and political icio,S hae iiuic i -i
minlaturization, i!t 

matter precisely, 
which 

could 
make 

greatly 
it possible 

reduce 
to manipulate 

industrial 
birth rates Iout 1uthan tc1nololtOVh Ht11

ing technologies as reversiblnatural resource use and emissions. With increasing preci-
and l ..... I c 

techniques or vaccines and iniplaw,ior, nunolithgraphy (x-ray, electron beam and ion-bea 
ol Loutld u; Ili III,.

contraceptive options. Contracupivc R&.i juttechniques for etching lCatures I u,kon chips) can improve chip in the United States, the victii of high 1." oidiicapacity and quality. Thin films or precision coating tech- politicalp essures, But th I ''invc.,-v rlaolojillncques can lower the cost of photovoltaic cells, improve the population growth and enviroomperformance of elecronic components, increase a materi-
alul I'l11111..put

premium on advances in thisal's resistance to wear and corrosion and make "smart" held.building components more widely available. Change is afoot in Washing-
MATERIALS DESIGN AND PROCESSING. The rev- ton but one vital question
oution in this field centers on developing superior remains: What's most needed |-0 metals, polymers, ceramics and composites-and now is the understanding thatrad. cally new ways to produce them. "Direct" steelmaking,

electrochemical processing 'of metals and chlorine and 
the U.S.'s major competitors 
have been acting onfor somemicrobial mineral processing could dramatically diminishpollution and energy requirements. time-that 'green". technicalpolltion ndenerg req uiremen. advances can protect the globalenvironme tand guarantee theirJJ INFORMATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUT- own economic future, If thisING. Advances here promise many indirect envi- perception gains enough adherron.ental benefits. "Dematerialization"the ten- ents in Washington, the Unitedden DR,: D.rrl Ba.nks,among highly developed societies to use fewer States too can do well while World Resoures Insli.maeuial inputs for a given level of output-is a matter of doing good. tui, Washljton, I.C. 
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technology one or four 
areas of R&D support. 
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8MFT 
(Ministry for Research 
and Technology) 

4 programs; Environmental 
technology; R&D funding 
and'demonstration. 
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T1.I.V NETHERLANDS 
STATES 
TNO 
(longstanding technical 
research, technology 
transfer organization) 

Similar to national. 
Contract research and 
technical assistance 
to industry. 
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IT V ,TIF Established 1990, Research ' clore 19905 ' 
(Technological
Innovation Fund) 

and precoinmercial development
loans, Environment priority sector. 
Projects in all other areas require' ' 

env'ironmnental, 
'will now increase. 
L' 

assessment of potential 
environmental benefit, 

CA,)%DA Technology for Environmental 
Solutions' (combines Science
and Environment Ministries) 

Established 1991lThree 
components: demonstration,
technology transfer and 

$ 1001million 

.information network, 
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ABOUT THOSE ACCOUNTS:
 
reforming the masquerade
 

of progress
 
SCOTT VAUGHAN 

argues that currentaccountingprocedures
 
ignore environmentalsensitivity
 

anddisguise as prosperity the poverty
 
that 'economic success' will bring
 

t is dusk in Alaska's Prince William 
Sound, the scene of the Exxon 
Valdez oil spill. The lone call of a 

distant bald eagle kindles hope that the 
birdlife has finally returned to this 
northern wilderness. But the sound 
s,001 fades. 

Visitors are hard pressed to conjure 
up images of the catastrophe that 
engulfed this area four years ago. If you 
look clcsely, though, you can still see 
lumps of hardened tar wedged between 
polished and shampooed rocks. In addi-
tion to the devastating spill itself, scien-
tists now, believe that the scramble to 
minimize the damage by dousing the 
rocky shoreline with chemicals and 
steam may have destroyed micro-
organisms that play an important, if 
unknown, role in thiF, fragile ecology. 

Four years after the worst oil spill in 
US history, the name Exxon Valdez has 
become etched on the world's con-
science-a legacy to humanity's unre-
lenting assault upon Nature. In the 
aftermath of the March 1989 spill of 
38.5 million litres of oil into the cold 
.\laskan waters, an estimated 435 000 
birds hae died, together with 1000 sea 
otters, and untold numbers of fish and 
marine plant life. 

.More baffling than the destruction 
itself has been the response of conven-
tional accounting practices, not only to 

thsu iase,t cclraig aurlthis disaster, but to accelerating natural 
resource degradation, spiralling pollu-

to the planet. 

. 

-

-

Under the currentsystem
of measuringtoday's icons 

of nationalwealth, 

naturalresourcesand a 
clean environment ... have 

no economic value because 
they are not 'exchanged' 

in the market-place. 

tion, and the proliferation of hazardous 
and toxic wastes in general. Under the 
current system of measuring today', 
icons of national wealth, Gross 
National Product (GNP) and Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP). n.at ural 
resources and aIclean en irinentt
including a 1inarne ccos,,.teli.healthv 
and fresh air and watcr---haxcCIl) CCO
nomic value because the% arc not 
exchanged' in the market-place. By the 

sane logic. pollution is iwnored in cal
culations ol"aat1ion's calth hbcaeit 
is outside, or 'external' to. illarke 

Although incaible of attaching , 
price to blackened beaches and the 
appalling carnage ot vildlife. actotsl[ 
have been quite adept Ittallying up the 
economic activity sparked by the ,pill 
Thus far, the Exon V/alde- disasicr has 
contributed more than USS2 billion t 
Alaska's economy-by creating hs ts 
clean up shores, filling hotel rooms 
cramming airplane scats with cpert 
and media, and purchasing and trails
porting clean-up Cquipment ..%,the 
Washington-based World ResourcCC 
Institute has noted, "Economic disaste
masquerades as progress'. 

Despite the obvious flaws of"such z 
system, any economist can tell )ou tha 
GNP was not created as a trea.ure o 
socia! welfare, including environncnta 
scawefri Cluige. ioiet
protection, but as a barometer of" eco 
nomic activity. GNP measures transac 
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tions that occur in the market-place, According to Kirk Hamlton tt
and includes some capital assets. Statistics Canada, 'What is,unslatilc-

That the environment is basically ttory in this treatment of x e.,ltlh is that
tgnored in today's system of national puts the calculation of the net %torthof 
,ccounts is hardly surprising, since the ! Canada on thmeSe foIi)tnl. is that t
s5stern grew out of tie preoccupations Hong Kung, for example..dm,.,t tiln
of the 1930s. At that time, the prices of pletely ignitring resource cii,, neits
ra%, materials were at al all-tine low. [such as standing forests. lean waler.
Pllun tion was barely a concern. The '- " minerals, ,roldatrl' iiiffs and 
issues that preoccupied those who , healthy soil.s,'.

launched national income accounts-- - ' 
 Although some 'deep ecologists'
including noted British economist John-may have difficult taccce 'the env 

anard Keynes-were unemployment, ' ronnent' with a commercial pritce, ei
the balance of payments and economic-. dence suggests that, without a specific
cycles. Issues that preoccupy policy monetary value, resources chat ha.e 
makers and the general public today- Conventional accounting practices ignore erroneously been regarded as 'free'
the depletion of the ozone layer, the the value of a clean environment. 'Green' such as clean air and water. standing
threat of climate change and global accounting aims to put a monetary value on forests and schools of fish-have not
warvning, and the mass extinction of the 'free' resources-such as clean air and been conserved. Rather, the lack of a
hiolgical diversity-would have been water-which we so easily take for granted. price gives the illusion of infinite 
iegarded hall' a century ago as beyond reserves, inviting reckless behaviour.
the realn of even science fiction. Like it or not, more often than not, we 

But in light of the now evident waste that which we do not value. By
environmental crisis, there is a growing contrast we cherish, and use wisely and 
recognition among economists, non- is what is loosely termed 'land'. efficiently, that which we view as 
governmental organizations, interna- However, land is valued only insofar as being scarce and precious. That is the
tional organizations such as the , nited it contributes t- market exchange and basic logic behind the current push to
Nations, and national governments that income generation, through timber pro- reform national accounts. Unless a 
,)ur ability to respond to environmental duction, agricultural output and so on. symmetry is struck between environ
problems is constrained. The problem Basic environmental and natural mental goods and services and their
lies in our preoccupation with econom- resources are not measured, because value as reflected in market prices,
ic indicators that are incapable of mea- they are not valued, then basic principles such as resource
,uring ecological destruction. This fundamental contradiction has scarcity, conservation and increased 

The system we have inherited looks provoked a growing number of experts efficiency will not be appled.
solely to exchange as representing a to push for reforms in how we, as indi- However, moving from general con
contribution to income. Under these viduals and societies, regard wealth. sensus to bottom-lin, reforms is very
assumptions, a tree has no intrinsic 
'.orth unless it is felled. Minerals and 
tither stock resources have no economic 
'alue unless they are mined or ear
marked for future exploitation. Intact 
marine environments, such as Prince 
William Sound just before the Exxon 
k'tldez accident on a cold March night, 
have no economic value unless exploit
cd for commercial use. 

The current UN System of National 
Accounts (SNA) represents the stan
dard benchmark used to measure eco
nomic performance. The backbone of 
SNAs are human-macie assets and capi
tal formation used in production: tangi
ble assets such as buildings, machinery 
and equipment used in production, as 
well as inventories and consumer Heavy industry surrounding the Mexican town of Minatitlan may have created wealth and
durables. One exception that gives employment, but not without the cost of severe air pollution and the health hazards that 
.some hope to ecological considerations go with it. Yet how can these things be valued inmonetary terms? 
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difficult. Like the global environmental 
agenda itself, progress iequires consen-
sus. But the difficulties are enormous 
on questions of pricing policies. What 
price are people willing to pay to con-
serve and sus:ainably manage tropical 
forests teeming with undiscovered 
species-species which may hold clues 
to curin,- cancer or solving the AIDS 
crisis'! What value do people attach to a 
predictable climate, an intact ozone 
layer, and clean air and drinking water? 
How do %wego about attaching a price 
tag to a tree that stands untouched in a 
deep forest, or to marine mammals that 
are rarely seen? 

These are absolutely itical issues 
if the goals of environmentally sound 
and sustainable development are to 
transformed from vague goals into 
hard-nosed, clear and concrete policy 
reforms. As Agenda 21 of the Earth 
Summit recognized, reforms are needed 
in our basic economic assumptions, 
tools and indicators, so that markets 
move from ignoring environmental 
considerations to placing environmental 
considerations at the centre of decision 
making. That, after all, is the goal of 
sustainable development: the integra-
tion of economic and ecological goals. 

There is, however, some progress in 
a number of countries-including 
Canada, Germany, The Netherlands, 
Norway and the United States-
towards the 'greening' of national 
accounts. At the international level, the 
UN Statistical Office, the World Bank, 

It is traditionalto assume that a tree has 

no intrinsic worth unless it is felled. But the 
long-term environmental cost of 
deforestation is far greater than the 
commercial value of the timber it provides. 

1
{',one, 

One sign of hope is a 
system known as 'satellite 

accounts', which will 
subtract the costs of 

'defensive expenses'--
such as the clean-up of 

the Exxon Valdez 
accident-from national 

income. 

UNEP and others are working on envir-
onmental and natural resource account-
ing procedures. 

One sign of hope is a system known 
as 'satellite accounts'. Currently 
designed to sit alongside conventional 
systems, satellite accounts encompass a 
myriad of environmental and natural 
resource considerations. For example, 
these new systems will value stocks of 
natural resources. They will include not 
merely manufactured products, but also 
untraded by-products, notably pollution 
damages, or so-called 'defensive 
expenditures'. By this reckoning, costs 
such as the clean-up of the Exxon 
Valdez accid-rit would be subtracted 
from national income. Satellite account 
systems will also adjust discount rates, 
so that the rights of future generations 
are brought forward. And they will 
introduce depreciation rates for envir-
onmental assets and natural resources. 

Progress has already been made in 
the area of treating natural resource 
depletion ao equal to the depreciation of 
capital and other equipment. Recent 
research by the World ResourcesI s i u e i a h n t n C ( e 

ton, in 
the national accounts, December 1991) 
has recommended deducting natural 
resource depletion from conventional 

WastingWnstiuteassets.na natural resources(see 

GNP calculations. This approach 
springs from two basic assumptions: 

that natural resource stocks ought 
to be regarded as national assets in 
roughly the same manner as repro
ducible assets such as equipment; and 
two, that the basis of valuation for nat
ural assets should be what is called the 
'net price method', that is, the net price 

of resources equals the market price of 
the resource minus the average cost of 
production. 

Such approaches are helping to 
expose countries-especially develop
ing countries whose economies are 
resource-intensive-to the economic, as 
well as the environmental, folly of 
short-term, fast-track development. 
Wasting assets, for example, concluded 
that the GNP rate for Indonesia con
ventionally measured at a 7.1 percent 
increase in GNP, shrank to 4.0 percent 
because of deforestation and other 
resource extraction practices. 

The 'greening' of income calcula
tions offers the hope that a healthy 
environment will become as important 
as conventional preoccupations with 
maximizing GNP. While reforming 
national accounts might not help the 
wildlife of Prince William Sound to 
recover, it will make us all value 
healthy ecosystems far more. 

For the bald eagle circling alone 
above Prince William Sound. that just 
might mean that sustainable develop
ment will not rest solely on a wing and 

r y r 
a y 
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THE LAND OF MILK 
FROM WATER 
Destitute villagersput their environmentfirst 
andfind it pays. 

Sukhomai village had a highly degraded 
ANIL AGARWAL reports from India. watershed with soil erosion rates reaching 

900 tonnes of soil pe- hectare of land. 

of their natural resource base, both for
 
n survival and for growth. Soon, develop

ment experts began to accept that any

development that degrades the environ
ment degrades the people who live in it 
and exacerbates poverty, and so obvi
ously cannot be called development. 

Nearly one-third of India's land area 
is today considered a wasteland. Both 
agricultural productivity and production ... but Sukhcmajri's villagers united to 
from grasslands and forests in these build an earthen dam on the local stream 

nvironmentally, the 1980s were areas are very low. As a result, ,here is to irrigate their fields. The dam changed 
a dismal decade. We became an acute shortage of food, fuel, fodder everything:... 
more aware of land degradation, and daily water. Soon after the mon

desertification, deforestation, and air soon, the streams run dry and ground
and water pollution, and by the end of water levels fall dramatically. A 
the decade, we had added destruction of woman's life is one long trek to collect 
the -Earth's ozone shield and climate basic needs such as water and fuel. 
change to a list seemingly set to plunge But that is no longer the case in 
us into an ecological Armageddon. Sukhomajri village in the sub-Himalayan 

But if humanity took two steps Shivalik hills. Over-grazing and defor
backward in its efforts to combat the estation had left the village environment 
environmental crisis, it also took a few badly degraded, with extremely high 
steps forward. The most heartening rates of erosion, able only to support a 
response in India came from rural com- destitute people. Crop lands produced a ... grass and trees returned to the 
munities. many of which took their few tonnes of grains for food. The deficit watershed; fodder and firewood became 
future in their hands and made their was made up with purchases from the ahindant; and milk production increased 
degraded land green, showing that sus- local town with the help of earnings sent dramatically ... 
tainable development can be an ordi- back to the village by migrant workers. 
nary. everyday reality. In 1977, soil conservationist Priva 

In the early 1980s, international Ratna Mishra tried to dissuade the "il
experts were still discussing the conflict lagers from uncontrolled grazing in 
between the environment and develop- their watershed. The village stream 
ment. and which comes first. But grass- was carrying thousands of tonnes of . .. ' 

% Aroots movements, such as the famous silt to a large reservoir which supplied 

Chipko Movement in which Himalayan water to the state capital, Chandigarh, ,
 
women threatened to hug trees in dan- and was reducing its water-holding ' k1 . ,..
 
-er f being felled, had already begun to capacity. But Mishra's pleas fell on .
 
show that it is the poor who suffer the deaf ears. Sukhomajri's shepherds had ... and with irrigation from the small dam,
 
most when the environment is degraded. their own problems of daily survival, villagers began to harvest three assured
 
And, therefore, the poor have a vested Their goats at least gave them some crops, instead of just one risky crop, a
 
interest in the sustainable management income and support. year.
 



But things began to change when a 
village elder suggested to Mishra that he 
should bring the villagers water. So 
Mishra built a small earthen dam to hold 
back the monsoon rain. Villagers imme-
diately asked Mishra for the water and, 
in return, promised to protect the water-
shed. especially as the silt would now 
accumulate in their own reservoir. The 
forest department also took a daring 
,tep to let the villagers manage the 
watershed. The villagers, in turn, 
banned all grazing in it and levied a 
charge on every family collecting fod-
der from it. In five years, the irrigation 
helped the villagers to double their grain 
production, turning the village from a 
food importing one to a food exporting 
one. As the grass and trees regenerated 
in the watershed, the villagers began to 
get more fodder. They sold off their 
goats and bought high-yielding buf-
faloes. Today, the village sells more 
than USS10 000 worth of milk a year. 

Hunger and destitution have disap-
peared. The village collective sells the 
extra grass from the watershed; in 
1989, the village became the first in 
India to be levied income tax on its 
earnings from a regenerated forest. The 
average earnings of a household in the 
village have increased by about 
US$200 a year, and allon asustainable 
basis. Mishra estimates that if the forest 
department allows the villagers to har-
vest the wood in the watershed, they 
could net at least US$100 000. 

During a television interview with 
an elder from the village, he suddenly 
asked me: 'Tell me, sir, what do you 
see in this reservoir?' 

I hesitantly replied, because my 
answer seemed so obvious: 'Water.' 

'No,' he said, 'I see milk in it. it is 
this water which gives us mi,k and 
honey.' 

Sukhomajri is not the only village in 
India where the people have responded 
to the ecological crisis. In Ralegan 
Siddhi, in the drought-prone district of 
Ahmednagar, Krishna Bhaurao Hazarei 
has achieved a miracle that has turned 
the village into a Mecca for the envi-
ronmentally concerned. Hazare, a jeep 
driver in the Indian army, returned to 
his village in the mid-1970s to find the 
environment extremely degraded, the 
villagers extremely poor, liquor brew-
ing the sol, occupation, and heavy male 
migration. Hazare slowly mustered sup
port for a campaign against liquor 
brewing and turned the community's 
attention to its environment. 

Taking advantage of the govern
ment's rural employment programmes, 
Hazare mobilized them to build earthen 
dams across every drainage channel 
cutting across the village, and to plant 
and protect trees on all the hills around. 
With the monsoon water arrested, 

groundwater levels started to rise and 
stabilize. The village community then 
unanimously agreed to share the 
groundwater equitably. The result is 
that, today, no villager has to migrate 
and, even in the worst of droughts, as in 
1992, the villagers have enough water 
to cultivate their crops. The village now 
has a small branch of a national bank 
and a very high level of savings, 

Yet another example of a village 
managing its resources comes from 
Seed, a village in the heavily deforested 
hills of the Aravalli range, which but-
tresses the arid desert of Rajasthan. For 
miles and miles, there is no tree in 
sight. Except in Seed, which was reg .,-
tered under the Gramdan Act promoted 
by Gandhian activist Rameshwar Das 
to allow villagers to manage their own 
environment. Under the law, the assem-
bly of village adults is empowered to 

InRalegan Siddhi, the use of dams has 
increased groundwater supplies, rabling 
villagers to cultivate crops inev.;i ihe 

worst droughts. Crops which consume 
high levels of water are forbidden, so that 
water can be shared equitably. 
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The Aravalis are today one of the most 
degrF '"hill ranges in India ... 

but the forests of Seed village,
protected by the villagers themselves. 

take all decisions about the village 
environment, and has the right to penal
ize and prosecute like a village court. 

Seed has a well-thought-out land
use plan: it has a village forest, where 
no grazing is allowed, and villagers 
gather once a year, on an agreed day 
after the monsoon season, to collect 
grass from this forest. In other areas, 
villagers can graze their animals, but 
they cannot break even a leaf from the 
trees. Even private trees cannot be 
felled without the permission of the vil
lage assembly, which is granted only in 
case of dire need. 

Environmentalists across India are 
clearly excited that sustainable develop
menz is indeed possible. Sukhomajri, 
Seed and Ralegan Siddhi are just three 
outstanding examples. There are hun
dreds of others, which are also respond
ing to the ecological crisis. But they 
need a nudge from the government, 
which must enact laws to create demo
cratic village instizutions that have legal 
control over their environment. 
Sukhomajri, Seed and Ralegan Siddhi 
show that self-governance in ecological 
self-interest promises a very green 
future.
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With an international movement toward concern for preservation of the envi-
ronment, America should seriously scan the future. Fortunately, one key leader in 
this grand country has evoked the ecological commitment of many Americans. This 
leader and author, Al Gore, has virtualy encapsulated the environmental concern in 
his recent pubication, Earth in the Balance. 

Via a journalistic style, Gore takes the reader through eco-issues regarding the 

reality of current environmental risks, 
 causes of climate change, the seriousness of
gobal warming, disequilibrium in the water cycle, threats of soil erosion compounded
by desalinization, and precariousness of the food supply. The author leads the reader 
into some self examination through change in poL'ical attitudes, empowerment in 
political leadership, through regaining the sense of faith in self determination. 

Gore cites additional environmental disequilibrium as arising from covert eco-
nomical influences. He assesses the imbalance ofcost-benefit analysis with the example
ofexcessive pesticide use to achieve short term gain profits for the tradeoffof ground 
water poisoning, etc. This pervasive sense of short term viewpoints coupled with 
damage to relevant thotught through the technology information age, or more cor-
rectly misinformation, h-s power to manipulate impulsive ideas. However, with 
Gore's wisdom springs the imperativeness to return to whole earth ecology through
consolidation, protection and conservation of things people should care about, 

Gore cites errors in some deep ecologists' thinking concerning the analogy of 
comparing the earth to a diseased organism. In this scenario, humans become the 
pathogens diseasing the earth with rashes and fevers. This deep ecological scenario 
relegates humankind to that of the most destructive force this earth knows. In the 
chapter entitled "Dysfunctional Civilization" the eminent author identifies Arne 
Naess' (initial proponent of Deep Ecology, 1973) perspective of seeing humankind 
as an alien presence pervading this earth. This acceptance and trend may be a symptom 
of man's spiritual desertification. According to this author, man has become disem-
bodied from characteristics of feeling. mind and body, with rstce becomning shackled 
to the addiction ofconsrmnr'tion of the carth A schism between feeling and thought
distorts actions of people. thus thwarting an ecological approach to living. Gore 
reconmends a solution for nran confrontirg through understandinrg his vital role as 
steward of the earth. 

398 	 I PRESIDENTIAL STUDIES QUARTERLY 

Earth in tie Balance encapsulates a spiritual aura as the later chapters move from 
concrete fact of the ecological to the spiritual ethics of harmony. As man recaptures
his spiritualism, the wellspring of earth's life leaps forward. Additionally, Gore 
cites the importance of world religions, which perpetuate thoughts concerning therelationship between mankind and the earth. Mohammed instructed his followers: 
"Whoever plants a tree and diligently looks after it until it matures and bears fruit 
is rewarded." By reflecting the image of God, man 	grows closer to the essence ofthis stewardship. 

Gore's final section, "Striking the Balance," addresses the global human conflict 
problems coupled with possiL..",ties for future plans. Tho . h sometimes bleak, historyindeed portends a picture for the future. More frequently than not, humankind's 
squabbles have added to the earth's equilibrium's downward spiral. The author weighs
the importance of designing a Global Marshall Plan in which each country heightens
its awareness of the stage of development discovering the individual self. Hence, 
each 	new eCO-agreement must become cognizant of the extreme chasms among 
involved countries considering allstages of poltical, cultural and economic develop
ine 

Recommendations for the "Marshall Plan" are many and incorporate the fol 
lowing highlights: stabilization of world population, creation of environmentally 
developed appropriate technologies, decision making for environmental changes, new 
international negotiations with controls to facilitate the plan, global educational 
planning geared to en';-onmentally sound programs, and applications ofsuch knowl
edge (social and political) conducive to a perpetuation of sustainable societies. Nu
merous recommendations incorporating U.S. involvement follow the original guide
lines. Actuation of the plan, according to Gore, could be accentuated through a global 
summit. 

The last chapter of Section III, "Striking the Balance," indicates that change
becomes the essence of actualizing true balance. The author emphasizes the predict
ability of change for moving orth in the personal realm, as well as actuating new 
roads to environmental accomplishments. Gore concludes that we mustjoin individual 
concerns and commitment to community, love of natural world and love for c;,iliza
tion. The answers lie within ourselves. 

Earth in the Balance is indeed a thoughtful treatise, weaving a tapestry of facts,
hopes, and plans into a bit of an ethereal prayer for mankind. The reality of the book 
encapsulates the breadth of recent environmental examples and their denouement 
while addressing the spiritual goodness of all men. Gore intertwines early philoso
phies, religions, and ct,." sres to demonstrate some current and aberrant mind-sets 
resistant to ecological change. 

This book is meant to be perused with a reflective mind. It is a book to 
be sampled in several readings. The confrontations with ecological realit-es and 
philosophical reflections will touch the reader. Indeed, Earth in the Balance is esigned 
for change. 

JANE IBERNDT 
The Geor.qe I 'asitr:.nUniversty 
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EAST ASIA: 
REGIONAL ECONOMIC INTEGRATION UNITED STATES 

AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THE INTERNATIONAL 
UNITED STATES TRADE COMMISSION 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 

Flows of trade. investment, and aid among the rapidly growing economies of East Asia. and 
between these economies and Japan, have increased substantially in recent years. As a result. 
the region's economies have pursued more vigorous efforts to promote economic cooperation
through both formal institutions and more informal arrangements. 

In May 1992. the House Committee on Ways and Means asked the U.S. International Trade 
Commission (Commission) to investigate the "causes and implications for the United States of 
... economic integration in East Asia." Some analysts suggest that closer economic ties among 
East Asian countries could be harmful to U.S. trade interests and policies. Among other things, 
these analysts argue that U.S. suppliers could lose ground in this fast-growing part of the world 
through a combination of deliberate policy measures, natural market forces, and benign neglect. 

The Commission examined trade, investment, and other economic data, as well as 
commemial and development policies of East Asian countries and their major trading 
partners-Japan and the United States-to determine whether recent economic changes and 
policy measures are effectively merging East Asia's markets for goods, services, capital, and 
labor. Case studies on three industrial sectors and the energy and environmental sectors were 
also undertaken to identify factors favoring or standing in the way of economic integration in 
the 	 region. Finally, the Commission sought the views of people experienced in regional 
economic and businem affairs about the implications of recent trends in East Asia for U.S. trade 
interests and policy. Following are highlights of the Commission's report. 

C. untry Profiles 
0 The countries of East Asia-defined for this report as Brunei. China, Hong Kong, South 

Korea (Korea), Indonesia, Malaysia. the Philippines, Singapore. Taiwan. and 
Thailand-have recorded significant rates of economic growth for much of the past two 
decades, and the region currently hosts some of the world's most dynamic economies. 
Trade and foreign "irect investment have often played a key role in this growth. 

* 	 Many East Asian nations are seeking to attract foreign investment and secure aid. both to 
invigorate their export-orianted industrial structures and to finance needed improvements in 
infrastructure and environmental protection. Among other things, they have eased 
restrictions on foreign goods and investment and have taken steps to improve political 
relations. 

* 	 Barriers to trade and investment still remain, however, particularly in the less developed
but resource-rich countries of the region. The continued presence of state-owned 
corporatims in a major obstacle to further reform in several countries. 

Subregional Integration 
* 	 The newly industrializing economies (NIEs) of Taiwan, Korea. Hong Kong. and Singapore 

am becoming more active as investors in the up-and-coming economies of the region. as 
they search for ways to maintain competiliveness in the face of appreciating currencies. 
higher wages, and rising land costs. 



" 	 Transfer of less competitive, labor-iniensive industries to China and other developing 
countries in East Asia has been a key competitive strategy and has given rise to patterns of 
subregiomd integration. The emergence of "mini-blocs" such as the Singapce growth 
triangle (cosisting of parts of Singapore. Indonesia. and Malaysia) are evidence of this 
motly market-driven phenomenon. The extensive network of ethnic Chinese throughout 
the region has also played a key role in fostering greater integration within East Asia. 

Regional Institutional Arrangements 
* 	 East Asian nations have revived efforts to establish regional institutional arrangements. 

both to encourage greater cooperation in areas such as transportation and to develop market 
information. Several production rationalization scbemes have recently started to attract 
interest, and a regional trade preference program among the six members of the 
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) is to be implemented over the coming 15 
yeats. 

* 	 Part of this drive is based on a perceived need for institutions to manage the already 
substantial economic ties among these countries. However, stymied efforts to strengthen 
world trade rules and movement toward regional trading arrangements in Europe and the 
United States reportedly have been an added impetus. 

" 	 The more inclusive and loosely stnctured regional institution-Asia-Pacific Economic 
Cooperation (APEC)-appears to be the most widely accepted forum for regional 
economic dialog. although proposals for a mom insular group that excludes the United 
States and other non-Asian nations have been advanced. 

" 	 The U.S. Government has been taking a more active role in efforts to frame fiuu regioaal 
institutional arrangements. but their purposes. goals, and agendog are still very much in 
flux. Japan has been a leading proponent of greater institutional des among the nations of 
East Asia. 

Trade 
* 	 The dollar value of total East Asian trade tripled during the 1980s. and growth was 

particularly rapid after 1985. By 1991. East Asia's exports totaled $477.8 billion and its 
imports $490.2 billion. East Asia's share of global commerce also grew substantially, from 
7.5 percent of tceal world trade in 1980 to nearly 14 percent by 1991. 

* 	 Trade among the East Asian countries has risen rapidly in recent years. particusrly after 
1985. By 1991. intraregional trade accounted for 35 percent of total East Asian exports, up 
from 22 percent of the total in 1980, driven in part by rising incomes and increased 
domestic comsumption. 

* 	 The relative importance of the United States as a market for East Asian countries has 
declined over the past 5 years, as intraregional trade has grown. Nonetheless. the United 
States is still a major market for East Asian goods, and accounted for 20 percent of the 
region's exports in 1980. 30 percent in 1986. and 21 percent in 1991. Japan's importance 
as an export market declined steadily over the decade, accounting for 22 percent of the 
region's exports in 1980. 15 percent in 1985, and 14 percent in 1991. 

* 	 Notwithstanding Japan's relative decline as a market for East Asian goods. Japan's imports 
from the region doubled in value between 1980 and 1991, totaling $69.9 billion. In 1991, 
30 percent of Japan's imports originated in East Asia. up from 25 percent in 1980. The 
largest increase was recorded in miscellaneous manufactured goods, with clothing 
accounting for about half of imports in this category. 

* 	 East Asia has been an important market for U.S. goods, and an increasingly important 
source of U.S. imports. The value of U.S. exports to East Asia in 1991 was 2.6 times the 



1980 level. tmaling $64 billion. U.S. export growth was particularly strong after 1985. 
1980s. totaling $102

U.S. imports frw, East Asia. meanwhile. rose steadily during the 


billion in 1991. or 3.3 times their 1980 value.
 

" 	 East Asia has been an even moe significant trading partner for Japan than it has been for 

the United States. and its importane grew over the past decade. By 1991, about a third (32 
percent) of Japan's exports were destined for East Asia. up from 26 percent in 1980. The 

dollar value of Japan's exports to the region in 1991 was $101 billion in 1991. about 3 

times the 1980 level. Electrical and nonelectrical machinery led the rise. 

Investment 
* 	 Large increases in net foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows were registered in several 

East Asian counnies over the past decade, especially in China, Indonesia. Malaysia, 
Thailand, and Singapore, which is by the far the most dependent on foreign direct 
investment. 

" 	 In recent years Japan's importance as a source of FDl has increased relative to that of the 
United States. though the United States remains an important investor. Japan's direct 
investment flow to East Asia in 1989 stood at 3.3 times its 1982 level in yen terms. 
Indonesia, Hong Kong, and Malaysia were the top three recipients. Electrical machinery. 
chemicals, and metals industries were the top manufacturing sectors in terms of cumulative 
flows. 

" 	 U.S. direct investment in East Asia doubled in value from 1982 to 1991. Much of the 
growth can be attributed to reinvested earnings. Hong Kong. Singapore. and Indonesia 
were the top locations, and oil the dnminant sector. 

* 	 The most remarkable phenomenon of FDI in East Asia is the rise of the NiEs as major 
investors in other East Asian countries. Notable among these economies is Taiwan, which 
has become the top source of FDI in Malaysia and Indonesia. and the number two source in 
China. Hong Kong is the top investor in China, and Korea has also begun to export capital 
in significant amounts. 

" 	 East Asia's trade and investment patterns over the past decade appear to be largely 
explained by economic factors: the overall rise in Japanese (and later Taiwan. Korean. and 
Hong Kong) outward investment flows, the rapid growth of East Asian economies and their 
increasing share of global imports and exports. changes in exchange rates. -,ad rising wages 
and land costs in the more developed economies of the region. More recently, investment 
in East Asia is being driven by the desire to serve booming regional and domestic markets, 
particularly in Southeast Asia. 

Foreign Aid 
" 	 Foreign aid in the form of official development assistance (ODA) has been a vital 

supplement to direct investment flows. In 1991. ODA accounted for about one-third of the 

total net resource flows to Asia (including East Asia). and Asia received some 30 percent 
of the ODA provided by developed countries in the year. 

" 	 Japan emerged as a major aid donor during the 1980s. and its total aid level now 
approximates that of the United States. Asia has been the primary focus of Japan's aid 
efforts. accounting for nearly half-$3.5 billion-of Japan's bilateral aid in 1990. Over the 
past 5 years Indonesia. China, the Philippines. Thailand. and Malaysia have consistently 
ranked among Japan's top 10 foreign aid recipients. 

* 	 Most Japanese aid has been concentrated in large-scale capital-intensive projects that call 
for substantial imports of capital goods, as well as for extensive use of engineering. 
consulting, and construction services. Traditionally, most ODA contracts were awarded to 
Japanese firms. 



" Recently. Japan has reduced the sham of ODA contracts officially tied to the purchase of
Japanese goods and services and increased efforts to include non-natioaals in design and 
subcontracting procurement. Nevertheless. a variety of factors appear to give Japanese
firms an advantage in winning prime contracts. 

* 	 The Japanese Government has also encouraged movement of industrial facilities to other 
parts of Asia as part of its overall economic restructuring effort. These policies supplement
Japan's longstanding strategy of securing access to the region's natural resources and raw
materials through comprehensive trade, aid. and investment ties. Active Government
business cooperation characterizes the Japanese effort. 

1P 	The high level of Japanese direct and indirect aid and its comprehensive nature stands in
stark contrast to the U.S. experience. U.S. aid to countries in the region accounted for
6 percent of total U.S. foreign aid. or $560 million in 1990. Only two East Asian 
countries-the Philippines and Indonesia-were among the top 25 U.S. aid recipients, and 
their selection seems more related to security than to economic considerations. 

" 	 U.S. Government aid and export promotion efforts are reported to lack focus and
coordination. Business-government cooperation has also been poor. The recent jointly
sponsored U.S. Ambassadors' Tour of mtmber countries of ASEAN has been lauded as a 
step in the right direction. 

Case Studies 
* 	 The five case studies undertaken by the Commission to illustrate trends in East Asia 

present a varied picture of the region's integration prospects and the participation by U.S.
and Japanese firms in East Asian markets. Three deal with industrial sectors in which U.S.
trade and investment activity is substantial. Two respond to the Committee's request for an 
examination ef energy needs and resources in the region and environmental conditions, 
consequences, and oppommities for local and U.S. interests. 

* 	 Japanese-based firms have long dominated automobile and auto pars production in East 
Asia and are now taking some steps to integrate production facilities there. U.S. firms play
much more limited roles as investors and producers, and there is concern that this role may
not provide a sufficient foothold for pursuing growing demand in the region or for
capitalizing on East Asia's production potential as part of an overall global business 
strategy. 

* 	 U.S.-based companies have a strong foothold in the East Asian computer market and play
an important role in the region's computer production. East Asia continues to be an
important manufacturing base for many U.S. computer companies. Whereas 
Japanese-affiliated producers tend to produce component products in East As'a for export
outside the region, U.S.-based companies manufacture many finished products in the 
region, along with some components. These products are sold in East Asia and other 
markets. Investment within the region by computer firms from the moe developed East 
Asian countries-Taiwan, Korea. and Singapore-is on the rise, as rre their imports from 
elsewhere in the region. 

" 	 U.S. firms are major investors in the development of East Asia's refining and
petrochemical industries. Total U.S. refining and petrochemical investment in 1991 was 
estimated at $5 billion, compared with Japanese investment of $1 billion. Current andfuture expansion plans am aimed at meeting the region's growing demand for fuels and 
chemicals. Asia's demand for chemicals is now expanding twice as fast as demand in 
North America and Western Europe. By 	 the year 2000, Asia's market for chemicals is
expected to surpass that of North America in size. A desire to retain control over utilization 
of domestic energy supplies has. however, discourage) integration among East Asian 
countries. 
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* 	 The energy and environmental technology nctcs have been characterized by heavy
governmental involvement in the form of ownership, regulation, and subsidies. Both 
Japanese and U.S. firms offer competitive products in these fields. High levels of growth
in East Asia have been accompanied by greater energy demand and environmental 
degradation. U.S. firms retain the lead in a number of energy and environmental 
technologies that are of vital interest to the countries of East Asia. although competiion
from Japanese companies is srong. Unlike the U.S. case. however, firms in Japan,
Germany. France. Italy. and the United Kingdom all have access to significant
Government-backed financing programs, and these programs are decisive in some 
contracts. Price. after-sales service, design flexibility, and local market presence are also 
reported to be advantages offered by U.S. competitors. 

Implications for U.S. Trade Interests and Policy 
" 	 Man'y analysts observe that a combination of macroeconomic forces, strategic business 

decisions, governmental policies, political realism, and other factors are Palling the 
economies of East Asia closer together. The primary concern expressed by U.S. and Asian 
business, government, and academic leaders about this phenomenon is that the United 
States is not participating fully in the region's bustling economic activity. 

* 	 Most experts find that a large portion of the increased interdependence occurring in East 
Asia is driven by market forces and the private sector. Many believe that the need to 
remain competitive by drawing upon different countries' comparative advantages explains
much of tLe recent expansion in intraregional business activity during the past decade 

* 	 Nearly all experts believe that the region is. and will continue to be, dynamic.
export-oriented, and fairly open to inflows of foreign investment and goods. Japa and the 
United States are seen as likely to play major roles in the region's future. 

* 	 Given its continued reliance on the United States and on other non-Asian markets, the 
region is seen as having a major stake in the multilateral trading system and in liberalizing
trade and investment generally. 

* 	 At the same time, as they grow in size and confidence, the countries in the region can be 
expected to become more active in trade and economic forums, making it necessary for the 
United States to adjust negotiating strategies. The blurring of boundaries within East Asia.
and between it and Japan. may make bilateral trade a less appropriate focus of U.S. 
negotiating efforts and render administration of U.S. trade laws mor difficult, the experts
observe. 

" Numerous analysts say that it is vital to the long-term competitiveness of U.S. industry as 
well as to U.S. commercial interests and policy for the United States to play an active role
in the continued transformation of the fastest growing and most populous region of the
world. Analysts note that Asia is now the hub of key industries such as electronics and is 
an increasingly important source of new technologies and products. 

* Many regional experts caution that fighting the region's integration is neither necessary nor 
possible. Rather. active U.S. participation in shaping regional institutional arrangements. 
more coherent and substantial efforts to promote U.S. business, and sustairt. efforts to 
prevent or remove discriminatory barriers may be warranted, the experts suggest, especially
in areas where Japan's official policies and more substantial on-the-groutd presence could 
foreclose future U.S. opportunities. 

* 	 Lack of familiarity by U.S. business and preoccupation with opportunities closer to home 
receive much of the blame for the untapped U.S. potential in Asian markets. A number of 
business representatives who are already doing business in East Asia called for more 
vigorous pursuit of market opportunities in the region by their U.S. colleagues. 
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Asia-Pacific Region's Growth Remained 
Strong in 1992, Says ADB Report 

D 
espite the recession in much of in 1992 from $5.2 billion in 1991, as China increased by more than 30 per

the industrial world, the the current account surpluses cf the cent in 1991 and that Asia, including 
economies of the Asia-Pacific NIEs and China narrowed, and South Japan, accounted for 61 percent of 

region continued to grow vigoously Asia's deficit widened. China's imports in that year. 
in 1992, according to the Asian De- The report observes that "the dy- Large inflows of foreign direct in
velopment Bank's Asian De,,elopnent namism of international trade played a vestment (FDI) have contributed to 
Outlook 1993 key role in helping to shelter the the region's rapid economic growth. 

The report, which was published in econonies of the region from slow For the 16 DMCs shown in the ac
early May, notes that average GDP growth in the world economy." It companying table on page 202, inflows 
growth fbr the region increased to notes that intrzregional trade currently of FDI increased by 11.8 percent In 
7 percent in 1992 from 6.1 percent in accounts for about 35 percent of 1991, down from a 17.5 percent in
1991, with its average inflation rate DMCs' total exports, adding that trade crease the previous year. Total FDI for 
decreasing to 6.7 percent from among DMCs increased by 23 percent these 16 countries amounted to $18.4 
8.4 percent during the same period. It in 1991, while their exports to the rest billion, about a fourth of which went 
projects that the region will average of the world grew by 14.8 percent. to China. The report notes that most 
economic growth of over 7 percent Data for the first half of 1992 indicate, of the increase in these flows went to 
anually, with inflation abating the report states, that intraregional China, India, and Malaysia. 
slightly, during 1993 and 1994. trade continued to expand rapidly. The report also expresses some con-

The Asian Development Outlook The Asian Development Outlook ob- cern about declining FDI commit
states that the region's 1992 growth serves that the rapid expansion of ments in 1991, especially in Southeast 
"was characterized by a sharp acceler- China's economy has been a major Asian countries except Vietnam. 
ation in China's economy, a signifi- source of intraregional trade growth. It Commitments from traditional 
cant slowdown in newly industrializ- notes that the DMCs' exports to sources, such as Japan and the NIEs, 
ing economies (NIEs), and creditable
 

progress in the transitional economies
 
of Asia." The strong economic perfor- .
 

mance of the ADB's developing mem
ber countries (DMCs), the report Inflation in Developing Asia, 1986-92
 
points out, reflected strong domestic (P.o )
 

demand and export growth in their 25 
economies, as well as the favorable e- ., Pacific IslandsSouth Asia 
fects of policy reforms they had un- 20 Southeast Asia 
detaken in recent )ears. China 

- eex-Although the growth in DMCs' 

ports was somewhat slower than in 15
 
1991, it remained robust. Their total
 

exports increased by about 13 percent 10 
to $555.1 billion, or 15 rercent of 
world trade, moore than twice as fast as 

world exports. Moreover, the report 
notes, exports firom the NIEs, China, 
and Southeast Asia each increased at 01 
double-di r. 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992dob gdbtrates. At the same time, 

though, the region's balance of pay- . AaltnDeop metBButEnomc3 MdDoweioxnu tRoborc Ce ti 

meritS defiCit increased to S8.9 billion 
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fell significantly-by 20-60 percent- 1991). It comments that "the continued building rapidly over the past two 

in 1991. The report states that "part of robust growth of China's exports de- years, with the annual inflation rate 

the explanation for the decline in rived mainly from the favorable impact increasing from 1.3 percent in 1990 to 

intra-Asian foreign investment com- of trade reforms, a rapidly expanding 5.1 percent in 1991 and 6.4 percent in 

nlitments is that the labor-intensive export production base resulting from 1992. It also estimates that the current 

industries of the investor countries large FDI inflows over the past few urban inflation rate was nearly twice 

have now largely been relocated or years and some gains in competitiveness the national inflation rate. 

phased out." It adds that "the slow- because of currency depreciation." In contrast to China's rapid growth, 

down in Japan's economy and balance China's domestic demand, the re- Mongolia's economy continued to 

sheet adjustments in financial institu- port states, increased by more than worsen in 1992. Real GDIP, which 

tions have been limiting outward 30 percent in 1992. This demand, es- had fallen 19 percent in 1991. f'ell a 

lending by Japanese banks." pecially the sharp increase in demand further 7.6 percent. The sharpest de

for capital goods created by an invest- clines in output occurred in the indus-

Recent Developments in ment boom, brought about an in- trial sector, where, the report states, 

Country Subgroups crease of 26 percent in China's im- "lack of ready access to tbreign ex-

Newly IndustrializingEconomies. The ports during 1992. Although China's change led to serious shortages of raw 

report states that growth for the NIEs current account balance decreased by materials and spare parts." Owing to 

as a whole decreased to 5.3 percent in more than $3 billion in 1992, it price deregulation-which has been 

1992 from 7.3 percent in 1991. Eco- showed another large surplus-of an an important element of the reform 

nomic growth in real GDP (net of in- estimated $10.4 billion-for the year. process as Mongolia has sought to 

flation) in Korea ellto 4.5 percent The report also observes, however, transform its economy- and the rapid 

from 8.4 percent during the same pe- that inflationary pressure has been rise in i's domestic credit, the 

riod, but the economic slowdown was 

relatively mild in Singapore and Tai- ... ' ", .. .. . 

wan Province of China. Hong Kong's Selected Developing Countries 
economic growth rate increased to Inthe Asia-Pacific Region: 
5 percent in 1992 from 4.2 percent in Foreign Direct Investment, 1986-91 
1991, as China's strong economy (miulon U.S. doUts) 

boosted both Hong Kong's direct and 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1986-91 

indirect (transshipped) exports. Growth Newly Ilustalizng economies 2,471 4,152 5,485 5,132 5,906 5,971 29,117 

in exports from Singapore, Taiwan Korea 435 601 871 758 715 1,116 1,116 

Province of China, and-to a lesser ex- Singapore 1,710 2,836 3,655 2,770 3,861 3,584 18.416 

tent-Korea slowed markedly as a re- Talwan'Province of China 326 715 959 1,604 1.330 1.271 6,205 

China 	 1,875 2,314 3,194 3,393 3,489 4,366 18,631sult of both their rising production 

costs and weak demand in their major Southeast Asia 1,137 1,467 3,336 4,688 6,581 7,494 24,703 
Indonesia 258 385 576 682 1,093 1.482 4,476 
Malaysia 489 423 719 1,668 2,514 3,454 9,267 

munity, Japan, and the United States. Philippines 127 307 936 563 530 544 3,007 
2,444 2,014 7,953As their economies slowed and their 	 Thailand 263 352 1,105 1,775 

macroeconomic policies were kept South Asia 345 373 521 580 402 556 2,777 
3 1 11

tight, the NIEs' average rate of inflation 	 Baigladesh 2 3 2 ... 
' 
 287 350 112 200 1,338
India1	 208 181 


decreased to 5.9 percent 992 fromPastan 	 105 129 186 210 244 257 1,131 

7.6 percent in 1991. Sri Lanka 30 60 46 20 	 43 98 297 

China 	 and Mongolia. China's eco- Paqifkc islands . 100 103 190 231 101 44 769 
75 7 115nonic growth rate accelerated to 	 FilJ 8 (11) 23 13 

Papua New Guinea 91 93 153 203 ... ... 540
12.8 percent in 1992 from 7.5 percent 

Solomon Islands, (1) 8 3 6 13 19 48 
in 1991. The report notes that in 1992 Vanu u' 2 13 11 9 13 18 66 

China's industrial sector grew by Totl... 5,928 8,409 12,726 14,024 16,479 18,431 75,997 

20 percent, its services sector by 9 per-

CentrW Bank otChina,Bskno of Payts (Tape.Soptembr 1 M2)cent, and its exports by roughly 16 per- ',0o Cymn, 8 o .Pat 2 Nc tel 92) 

cent (compared with 14 percent in 
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inflation rate ballooned from 120 per-
cent in 1991 to 321 percent in 1992. 
Southeast Asia. As a consequence of 
slow growth in industrial countries 
and tight monetary policies in some of 

this subregion's countries, the average 

growth rate of its real GDP decreased 
slightly to 5.8 percent in 1992 from 

6.3 percent in 1991. In 1992. Indone-

sia's growth rate declined slightly, to 

5.9 percent, while Malaysia and Thai-

land posted strong growth rates of 

8 percent and 7.5 percent, respec-

tively. The forier planned economies 

in the subregion-the Lao People's 

Democratic Republic, Viet Nam, arid 

Canibodia-also experienced solid 

econonuc growth during the year, but 

tile Philippine economy ,tagnated. 

Exports from tile doubledsubregion 

between 1987 and 1992. Export 
growth ii 1992 remained quite strong, 

at a rate of 13.8 percent, which was 

only about I percentage point lower 
than in 1991. The exports of Indone-

sia. the Lao People's Democratic Re-

public, and Viet Nan grew signiti-

cantly faster in 1992 than they had in 

1991. Import growth in Southeast 

Asia decreased to an average rate of 

10.3 percent in 1992 from 15.4 per-
cent ii 1991 as a result ot which tile 

b.arlce of payments deficit narrowed 

to S14.2 billion iin 1992 from 

S17.4 billion in 1991. 
South Asia. The econoies of'this re-
gron recovered strongly, averaging 4.7 

percent in 1992, compared with 2.1 
percent ii 1991. For 1992, Pakistan's 

econoyiv grew 7.8 percent, reflecting 

the improved output of'its agricultural 

and inufactunng sxctors,. with all of 

the other countries in the region post-

ng growth rates of less than 5 percent. 

India's economy saw improvements in 

Many Sectors, as the growth rate 

climbed to 4.2 percent in 1992 from 
1.2 percent in the crisis veir of' 1991. 

The 	 .-l.mn lt'm'elopnnt Outlook coin-

ients that India's sharply improved 

June 28, 1993 

growth "was attributable partly to in-
creased agricultural production be-
cause of a normal monsoon and partly 
to the reform measures adopted to in-
crease the international competitive-

ness of the economy." The average 

inflation rate in South Asian countries 

declined significantly during 1992. 

Tile region's nominal export 

growth picked up significantly, inov-

ing to an average rate of 8.5 percent in 

1992 compared with 3.8 percent in 

1991, although it remained below that 

of both the NIEs and the countries or 

Southeast Asia. Imports also picked 

Lip,with the result that the region's 

current account deficit increased to 

$11 billion in 1992 from $8 billion in 

1991 (after having fallen to this level 

from $13 billion in 1990). India's cur-

rent account deficit, which had fallen 

to about $4 billion in 1991 from a 

peak of $8.8 billion in 1990, rose to 

$6.7 million in 1992. Pakistan's cur-
rent account deficit increased slightly 

in 1992, while the deficits of Myan-

mar and Nepal decreased somewhat, 

and Sri Lanka's deficit nearly doubled. 

Pacific Island DMCs. The average 

economic growth rate for the Asian 

Development Bank's developing nem-
ber countries in the Pacific islands re-

inaired unchanged at 6.7 percent in 

1992. Papua New Guinea's growth rate 

of 9 percent was highest, priuiarily tile 


reflecting output growth ii its rmining 
and petroleum sector of more than 

30 percent. The Fiji economy recov-
ered considerably in 1992, as its earn-

ings from tounsm climbed shar-ply. The 

Solomon Islands economy also grew 

faster, owing mostly to its strong pro-

duction of primaryv commodities. I)ur-

irg 1992, however. Tonga's growth 

rate declined sharply to 1.9 percent; 

Vanuatu's economy stagnated; and 

Western Samoa's economy contracted 
by 5 percent as a result of severe cy-

clone damage to both its export crops 

and physical infrastructure. 

The average rate of inflation in these 
countries decreased to 5.1 percent in 
1992 from 7.1 percent in 1991. Their 
export growth accelerated substantially 
in 1992, and, given their economics' 

heavy dependence on imports, their 

current account deficits remained large. 

Outlook for Country Subgroups 

The Asian De,,elofm'nt Outlook coni

inents that "tilespeed of world eco.

nomic recovery is particularly impor

tant for the economies in tile 

Asia-Pacific region, while tie progress 

of market-oriented policy reforms, de

velopments in industrial relations, po

litical stability, arid weather conditions 

will also have a significant bearing on 

economic prospects." It also noted 

that economic growth in the region 

will continue to be hindered by iifra

structure bottleaeck, and, in some 

countries, by labor- shortages. Interest

ingly, it states that "export demand in 
the North American markets, which 

will gather strength over the next two 

years, is not likely to be adversely af

fected by the formation of NAFTA 

[tileNorth American Free lrade 

Agreement] in ,he short run.' It also 

expresses the view that European mar
kets f'or the region's output are likely 

to remain weak, especially ii 1993. 

The report projects economc 

growth for the Asia-Pacitic reglon av
eraging 7 percent during 1993-94. It 
estimates that the region's exports will 

increase by 12.8 percent in 1993 and 
by 13.3 percent i, 1994, and that m

port growth will increase considerably 

in most DMCs during 1993-94 owing 

to their trade liberalization and l,?rge 

investments in infrastructure. It also 

predicts that the current iccount posi

(ions of most I)MCs ii the region will 

change very little during tie next :wo 

years, exc.pt fbr China. whose 1992 
surplus of $10.4 billion is projected to 

change to a deficit of $437 mullion ii 

1994. The report also projects relatively 
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rapid F)l inflows during 1993-94 into 

China. Indonesia, Singapore. Sni Lanka, 
and Viet Nam, with "some leveling of 
in intlows to traditional large recipients 
such as Malavsia and Thailand" 

Newly Industrializing Economies 
1he report predicts that "a recovery in 
txsort, and the continued strong 

groili in both public and private in
vestmcnt should enable all NIEs to 
etl-o0 .icceleratr d grow.th ii the next 
two years " It projects that the growth 
rate o NIEs will average i percent a 
sear dunring 1993-94, adding that their 
exports to China are expected to re
main ,trong because of that country's 

continued high growth. Export 
growfft of the NIEs, it states, should 
imprnive moderately in 1993. Hong 
KongL exports are expected to in
creawv by 18 percent annually dunng 
1993-94, reflecting continued strong 
demand from China, while exports of 
the ,,ther NIFs are expected to in-
creawv by 9 percent annually dunng 
the sane penod 
China and Mongolia The Asian Deel-
opT-iot Otilook predicts that China's 
ecoit ituc boom will continue inl 1993 
i1d 199 4 "as the reform process con-
tinue, in enterprises, public finance, 

labo, social security, and the finan, -al 
.ectr " Economic growth rates are 

expc ted to remain at double-digit 
lev'c, dunng the period, although they 
will fall somewhat below current levels 
bct.,use of emergng bottlenecks in 
trariportation, energy, and raw maten-
al production, as well as higher rates 
of itflation The report states that 
Chiii's exports are projected :.. grow 
at annual rates of 15-16 percent 
duntig 1993-94, while its imports-
o. lug to the continuation of strong 
doitestic demand and to trade liberal-
izatio neasures related to China's ap-
plic.ion to join the General Agree-

mcti on Tantis and Trade 
f(,'-\T)-are expected to increase by 
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Posting an exchange rate change at a Bef!ng bank. 

2)--25 percent annually. Consequently, 
China's current account surplus is ex-

pected to be almost halved to $5.7 bil-
lion in 1993 and then to be further izc-
duced to roughly $0.4 billion in 1994. 
In contrast, Mongolia's economy "is 
likely to experience negative growth in 
1993, and economic recovery is not 
expected until 1995." 
Southeast Asia Economic growth in 
Southeast Asia as a whole is expected 
to accelerate during 1993-94. helped 
by higher exports and active public 
and private investment. Malaysia atid 
Thailand are expected to have the 
fastest growth rates, of about 8 percent 
a year, while Indonesia is expected to 
grow somewhat more slowly. The 
Philippines is expected to recover to 
3-4 percent annual growth, while 
Cambodia, Viet Nato, and the Lao 
People's Democratic Republic are ex
pected to grow at annual rates of 6-8 
percent. The report projects that ex-

ports front these countries will "re-
main relatively buoyant over the next 
two years as demand in major markets 

Improves somewhat and intraregional 
trade continues to expand 

South Asia. The Asian D,'ITOpM0c1 

Outlook cautiously states that "if polti

cal stability and nornal weather coiidi
tions arc maintained in the rciion, eco
nonuc growth in hmoh Aia , 
projected t:, increase shghtlk, to AlA%

erage of 5.6 percent .intialv t0r the 
next two years It prowct, aniio.il 
growth of 55-4) perceii: t~r tidiai .d a 
decreaed average .tmu.il 2_1,5th r.it,. 
of ( percent Ior l'aitkt.ti ihc rpor: 

estimates that ecotiott ersIth il "n 
Lanka will aver..e , , per, ci:: dun5: 

1993-14 1, prcdt,t thi: ,,pt I,, 

India. whose export art C\JrctCd to 
recover dunng 1993 and )'-1and to 

average 15-18 percctt gLiJ.ant rotlt. 
.,o sigifica:t imprivmcitt tit export 

pertonnance is prO.Ictc It Sou: 

Asia." 

i. 
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STATE T OF 

AMBASSADOR CHARLENE BARSHEFSKY 

DEPUr' UNITED STATES TRADE REPRESENTATIVE 

ON TRADE POLICY TOWARD CHINA 

BEFORE THE 


ZOUSE WAYS AND MEANS 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRADE 

This Administration has clear goals that it wishes to 

achieve on trade with China. First and foremost, we intend to 

pursue market opening initiatives for U.S. goods and services, 

U.S. business should have access to the Chinese market comparable 

to that available to China and our trading partners in the United 

States. Second, as a result of greater comparability in market 

access, we would expect more rapid growth in our exports to 

China, greater than wit the growth of U.S. imports from China in 

recent years. Finally, and perhaps most important, we must work 

to ensure to the maximum extent possible that China accepts the 

rule of law as it app]ies to trado -- that is, that China's trade 

and economic policies are consonant with international norms, 

China's Market Potential 


China is now the fastest growing aajor economy in the world. 

In 1.92, its economy grew at an official rate of 12.8 percent, 

with growth in the booming cities along the cast coast at even 

higher rates. 

Over the past decade, China's global trade has grown an 

average vy more than 11 percent annually -- twice the rate of 

world trade growth -- increasing from less than $40 billion in 

1980 to $165 billion in 1992. While changes in accounting 

methods have reduced the ostensible size of China's foreign 

reser;es, they are still formidable. In trade terms, China is no 

longer a poor nation. 

The growth of our bilateral trade relationship with China 

over the past decade and a half has been dwamatic. Our two-way 

trade has grown from $2.3 billion in 1979 to more than $33 

billion in 1992. The United States is now China's largest export 

market, with more than 30 percent of China's exports going to the 

United States. Americans imported more than $25 billion of 

Chinese goods in 1992. 

Our trade relationship, however, in badly out of balance. 

The bilateral trade deficit stood at $18.2 billion in 1992, up 43 

percent over 1991. The deficit reached $4.2 billion in the first 

three months of 1993 -- up 23 percent over the same period last 

year. In light of the lack of comparability of market access 

between our two countries, we cannot abide China's hugie a.d 
growing trade surplus with the United States, now second only to 

that of Japan.
 

China's planners import proportionately more from the 

European Community and Japan than from the United States. 

According to former trade minister and current Vice Premier Li 

Lanqing, in 1992 China's impor s from the EuIopean Community and 
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Japan grew at a rate approximately double ofthat imports from 

the United States. Not only is 
our deficit with china 


unacceptable, but our trade pattern vi-a-vis our 
 reign 


competitors is disturbing and must be 
 reversed. 


China needs the 7roducts servicesand that U.S. companies 

are the bem.s in the world at providing. In additilnr to supplying 

China with wheat, fertilizer, and wood -- products that we have 

to --long nold China the mix of products tha* = sow export is 
dominated by the high-technology sectors in which we excel. 


Thus, the United States exported $273 million in wheat 
and $629 

million in fertilizer in 1992, but 
over $2 inbillion aircraft 


and parts and 
over $1 billion in computers and power generation
 
equipment, ac;g with substaniaal sales of electrical machinery, 

telecommunications equipment, and scientific and control 


instruments. 

In addition, U.S. investment in China - which in many 

respects augurs an increase in trade -- reached record levels 
last year, totalling over $1.5 billion, with total pledged 

investment above $6 billion. More than 550 companies now have 

of icas in China. 
Opportunities for enormous expansion of U.S. e,:ports - and 

thus for creation of high-wage export jobs - are plentiful, 

provided that accessmarket barriers are reduced and eliminated, 

China astirates that it will require more than $350 billion in 

imports over the course of its Eighth Five Year Plan, which will 
be completed in 19J95. For its part, the U.S.-China Busineqs 
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council estimates that the market for power generation equipment 

in China over the next 25 years in $40 to $100 billion, for 

aircr.t and aerospace over $40 billion over the next 20 year, 
for telecommunications about $30 billion over the next five
 

years, and for auto parts, $29 billion over the next throe 
years. 

In short, the boom in China's economy, support for change
 

within China's leadership, 
 nd the enormous potential of Chinas
 

market for U.S. companies provide the 
United States with a rare
 

opportunity to press 
for open and fair markets in hina. If we
 

wait, we may find that our industries are placed at a permanent
 

disadvantage relative 
to those of our trading partners. 

HYNFOR CHINA
 

The President's decision 
on Most Favored Nation (KIN) trade 

status for China firmly expresses the Administration's resolve
 
that China must take essential 
steps toward improving its human 

rights policy and complying with the prison labor Agreement. The 
Administration is committed to elimination of human rights abuses 

in China. 

At the same time, the President's decision recognize3 the
accelerating isportance of China's market to the United SW-tes, 
and, more broadly, the importance that the success of China's 
effort to modernize holds for our domestic and global interests. 
The Executive Order of May 28 thus stipulates that the President 

will renew china's KFN status on the basis of explicit human 

rights criteria, and will use all legal tools to resolve issues 



of weapons proliferation and trade. With respect to the latter, 

the President committed his Administration to 'pursue resolutelyu 

all legislative and executive actions available to ensure that 

China follows fair and nondiscriminatory trade practices, 

kOLI ON TRADE WITh CHINA 

China maintains one of the -z-at protectionist trade regimes 

in the wr2.. It has put in place multiple, overlapping non-

tariff barriers to imports and maintains prohibitively high 

tariffs. While China's export regime has undergone a remarkable 

transformation over the past decade, turning China into one of 

the world's most formidable export engines, China's import regime 

remains the creature of central planners and state bureaucrats, 

And China's market for services remains closed to all but a few 

coMpLMies that are allowed in only on an wexperimntal basis. 

Strong, pent-up demand in China for advanced and other 

producti on the one hand, and China's restrictive import regime 

on the other, has led to the creation of a large WA growing grey 

market for goods. That grey market, access to which is often 

determined by illicit business practices, remains largely off-

limits to U.S. companies. For many sectors, the grey market for 

goods is substantially larger than the officially-sanctioned 

market. 

China's rapid growth has thus spawned a Owild westo 

mentality on trade that often has little respect for rules or 


international 1,urms. Crowing corruption have made that situation 
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worse. A fundamental tenet of our trade policy toward China, 

therefore, is the establishment of a solid framework that makes 

the rule of law a basis for China's conduct of trade. A second 

and equally important tenet is that U.S. companioe must have 

access to China's markets comparable to that afforded China's 

exports to the United States. If Chinese business has the 
ability to trade and invest freely in the United States, then 

U.S. business should have the same rights in China. That, after 

all, is the mequality and mutual benefitm that girds our 

bilateral trade Agroemnt. 

Trade Agreements. The trade agreements that we have signed 

with China represent important steps toward creation of a solid 

framework for the U.S.-China trade relationship. The 

intellectual property rights Memorandum of Understanding (NOV), 

signid in January 1992, commits China to the establishment of a 

world-class legal structure for the protection of intellectual 

property. The market access MOU, signed on October 10, 1992, is 

based on GATr rules and disciplirnes. It commits China to make 

sweeping changes in its import administration over a five year 

period. We intend to negotiate further agreements that broaden 

and strengthen the market access framework reflected in the 

initial agreement. Let me take each of these agreements in turnt 

Intellectual Property Rights. Protecting intellectual 

property is vitally important if U.S. industries are to maintain 



their cL.parative advantage in the high-technology sectors they have an effective IPR enforcement agency and Chinese law offers 
dominate. At the same time, Chinese leaders have recognized the no criminal penalties for offenders. Clearly, on enforcement, 
importance of protecting intellectual property. Deng Xiaoping, China lags well behind moat countries in the region.
in the spring of 1992, made that point succinctly when, in a The International Intellectual Property Alliance notes that 
statement that was published in the People's Daily, he declared piracy in China of software, books, audio records, and music and 
that China should "abide by international rules on intellectual motion pictures remains serious. They estimate that, in 1992 
property-


alone, U.S. industries lost upwards of $415 million to copyright
In the IPR Agreement, China made bold commitments to bring piracy alone last year. In addition to market barriers, the 

its hitherto poor intellectual property rights regime to world absence of effective IPR protection is the greatest hindrance to 
class standards. For example: access to hina's market by the recording, motion picture, 
o On copyrights, China has joined the Berne Convention on computer software, and other industries. 

Copyrights and the Geneva Phonogram Convention, Issued We have informed officials of Chinas trade ministry - the 
regulations implementing the Berne Convention in China, and Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation -- that we 
promised to protect existing copyrighted works, expect China to enforce strictly IPR laws and regulations. e 

o China has raised the level of prot*ctiLA for computer intend to hold consultations on enforcement of intellectual 
software. China now protects computer software as a property rights, with the aim of reaching agreement or a strict 
literary work as defined by the Berne Convention. enforcement regime. 

o On patents, China has taken significant steps to redress
 
weaknesses 
 in its patent regime, including amendment of its Market Access Acreeent. China's commitments here are 
patent law to extend protection beyond processes to sweeping. But the Chinese government has not lived up to some 
agricultural chemical and pharmaceutical products, important obligations under the Agree,-,nt. China has missed some 

important deadlines. 
It has not opened its markets to key U.S.
While we have made a good start, many problems remain, exports as substantially as promised in the Agreement. We are 

Piracy of copyrighted works and patented products is still now holding discussions with China to ensure full implementation
endeamic in China and the Chinese government has done little to of the Agreement.. If China does not fulfill its commitments, we 
bring it under control much less _11iminate it. China does not will act decisively. 
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The market access MOU, signed on October 10, 1992, commits 

China to wide-ranging liberalization of its import regime. That 

commitment, made at the highest levels of the Chinese government, 

if completely fulfilled, contemplates unprecedented access for 

U.S. companies to China's market in virtually all of our key 

export sectors. 

Under the Agreement, onerous import licensing requirements 

and administrative barriers such as "controls,. Orestrictions,m 

and quotas will be phased out for computers, telecommunications 

equipment, heavy machinery and electronics products, instant 

cameras and instant print film, agricultural goods, wood 

products, steel, and many other goods. China has already reduced 

some prohibitively high tariffs, effective December 31, 1992; 

further significant tariff reductions are to be implemaented by 

year-end 1993. 


Equally important, the Chineae government has acknowledged 

that it has for many years used restricted Ointernals or nelbu 

trade regulations or secret directives to make commercial 

decisions. In the Agreement, China has promised to make ! -z 

trade regime transparent by publishing all trade laws, rules, and 

regulations, and by issuing rules that forbid enforcement non-of 

published regulations. China will also make its obscure but 

extremely important import approval process open and transparent. 

China has also agreed that it will not use standards and 

certification requirements as barriers to trade, particularly in 

agriculture. It has promised to base sanitary and phytosanitary 
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standards on ecund science -- the principles of which will be 

negotiated with the United States -- which should clear the way 

for U.S. exports of fruit, vegetables and other agricultural 

products. For wood products, Cina confirmed that domestic 

regulations banning the usa of wood in Josestic construction and 

other projects does apply import ed wood thusnot to -- opening up 
a potential $1 billion market to U.S. firms. 

With these and other commitments, China has pledged to open 

its doors to U.S. exports over the next five years. We will take 

all necessary steps to ensure that China fulfills its obligations 

under this Agreement and opens there markets. 

Accession to the GATT. The Units- States is committed to 

"staunchly supports Caina's accession to the GATT and to work 

constructively with China and other GATI contracting parties to 

achieve an sacceptable protocols of accession. Under the 

condition that China's protocol of 4-ccessiop must be a strict and 

detailed one that further opens its markets and Commits it to 

significant reform of its trade regime, the Administration 

regards China's -eventual accession to the GATT as an important 

step toward further opening China's markets and holding China to 

international norms. 

In the past yeax, U.S. negotiators have participated in four 

meetings of the Working Party for China in Geneva in concert with 

many other nations. They have also held a round of bilateral 

discussions with the Chinese in Beijing. "Jhile the Chinese have 
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expressed interest in reaching agreement on an acceptabl% 

protocol, to date there has not been significant progress in that 

direction. China cannot enter the GATT on own terms butits must 

subscribe to GATT norms -- something China has not yet been 

willing to do. 

Textile Transshipmenta. Textile transahipments, estimated 

by the U.S. Customs Service to be $2 billion annually, violate 

China's bilateral textiles Agzeament and are a major threat to 

the integrity of the international regime governing textile 

trade. 

The Administration is committed to combatting Chinese 

textile transshipments. In the. last several months, China has 

adopted several measures, some at our insistence, to stem 

transshipments. They have proven ineffective. Unfortunately, no 

noticeable reduction in transshipments has ocurred. 
The Administration insists that China eliminate illegal 

textile transshipments. The ultimate responsibility lies with 

the Chinese government. For our part, the U.S. Customs Service 

will continue to monitor transshipments. If China is unable or 

unwilling to accept its obligations to trade fairly in this 

important sector, substantial alterations in the manner in which 

this trade is conducted will be made by the United States. 

SERVICES 
U.S. companies that hove entered China's market are severely 

11 

limited in their ability to expand and to provide the full range 

of products and services available to Chinese customers. In most 

instances, U.S. companies cannot offer after-sales service, do 

not have direct access to sales and distribution networks, cannot 

own or manage their own retail outlets, cannot operate leasing 

companies or holding companies in China, and are otherwise 

restricted in their access to a vast array of business and local 

customers. If U.S. industries are going to establish a :.ong term 

and successful presence in China's markets, they will need to be 

able to draw on a highly articulated services sector. 

The market access Agreement sets the stage for the opening 

of China's potentially extensive market for services. We have 

asked the Chinese formally to begin negotiations on services that 

would lead to an Agreement opening China's market to U.S. 

companies. We are now awaiting a positive response. 

Coznlementary Issues 

If our market opening iritiatives are to be fully effective, 

other complementary efforts to expand U.S. exports to China will 

be required. Expanded trade propotion activities in China are 

one necessary component. Through active trade promotion 

activities sponsored by the Department of Commerce we can take 

better advantage of the market opening measures that we have 

&chieved. 

Similarly, the Administration murt review the effect of 

export controls cn vur high-technology exports. Generally 
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speakirwj, control- are the strictest in areas where the United
 

States is most competitive. The rapidity with which
 

technological advance occurs often means that our 
export control 

policy lags woefully behind commercial reallty, draining the U.S. 

of substantial export opportunities. 

We sometimes require export licenses productson that the
 

Chinese are now producing 
themselves - and that our competitors 

in Asia are exporting freely into China. It is not surprising
 

that many companies have told us that export 
controls are among
 

the most important barriers to expanding 
trade with China.
 

Export opportunities 
will be achieved not only in negotiations 

with the Chinese, but also in a review of those barriers to U.S. 

exports imposed by our own country. The Administration will 
consider steps to ensure tha;- the export control system continues 

to maintain the integrity of our national security and foreign 

policy, yet functions in a fashion that does not unnecessarily 

encub.- our commercial goals. 

Conclusion
 

We have an historic opportunity to expand our trade 

relations with China and to help create hundred3 of thousands of 

high wage jobs here in the United States through increased 

exports. Wo have a great stake, not only from a g.obal, 

strategic perspective, but also from a domestic perspective, in 

opening China's markets and ensuring that China plays by the 

rulesi. We will make every effort to see that this happens. 
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Executive Summary 

DEVELOPMENT CENTRE STUDIES The Spread of Murm 

The major elements of the post-1978 rural reforms were the reinomduction of 
household farming and free markcts in the Chinese coun Srysi, and the impl5taiorts of 
these changes for rural investmcnt and non-agncultural enterlxises. Our analysis of ft 
evolution of household fannug and the free retail and wholesale markets drnonsnWe4 
how each phase of cCoomic developmuent after th onginal changes of 1978 cieated 
stiong pressures for lurther refonn. What started out as a reform of the system of 
labour mnagement and of agncultural plnCeSled to the collapse of collective fanning
as' niuiage cruccisi~ons weir dccauahzcd to fihe huuschuld. Thus, in ure. stimid tPC gRwFMh of free which pricO LIC ma.kcLs challenged both structurc and sLale 
contls over he The of tihi distnbutron of agrculhural products. influece ftee 
markets led back into production by encouraging speciauation. and forward into

AsD dibuton by generating wholesale trade. This also began to affect urban-rural 
exchulge. 11he cco c foiccs generated i d way then proceeded to change 
structure of rural uveunt and led to a new phase of rural eronomkc gruwth based on 
the development of rural cnctpri cs. Tle process of agrcultural reform thus developed 
accottding to its own ecoonomic logic and could not be kept within discrete aeas. 

AND 

finay. Wi u Rdorm Cycle: the Market vs. Admiabsrative Contr" 

Such changes heralidld a change in (una's mal development strategy away f1ora 
the fornner prcoccupaton with pure agricultu and local self-suff,,iency towards a 
diversification of production based on regional comparative advantage and an 
iniegriaed approach. involving all sectors and relying on the market as a resoure 
allocation mechanism. Needles. to :ay, this has cntailed major political and 
institutional adjustments. The suborduAtion of economic actUvity to governmenlal 
adintiusation has begun to give way to a pattern where economuc linkages no longer 
coincide with the pauttn of admitrauv control. The bureaucraLic system is thereby 
losing its ability to play a direct role in controlling economic flows. Inevitably. this is a 
political issue. While administrative obstacles to economic movement across 
bounries remain, wid whulc local officials renmain unwilling to relinquish all of their 
economic powers (or retain those powers disguised as new forms of ownership. 

II 

DEVELOLMENT CENTRE 
OF THE ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 



lLcnsing mid taxaitin). the fire niwkcl system b no yeihilly fle h)t illow its town 
logic of developrmcnt. In ect. ht1h the party and givr'inlit tal clics have to 
change their stictules and adjust to using indirect nilttuos of inlclucikig mIkt 
systems ithoul pieventing the markcts froit performing Lite unctii.rUs now required ol 
thfm. Wher the markets began both to coilleng the coloill and Ix liticala uthOlly 
othe party. hc authoritics have felt complled to teicl gbtar.ri 

Contuts. This ted to cycles in the pnx:c~Ss Of riiorii oSI the de k 

Reform is Incomplete 

Common aspects of the process of reform were cycles of dercgulation and the 

reinstatement of conuutis. asit the *balkanisaion' of many agricultural niakrLs. "mis 

problem of barriers to iner regional trade tends to exaggerate the instability in urbn 
markets, reinforcing the cycles of reform and re-regulation. The ongins of the bariers 
to inter-regonAl trade lie in the partial nature of the reforms. One example is the 
ditferent rtes of deregulation in various markets which leads to a continued bias 
against raw materids production compared to procesing, and the incentives this creates 
for kical gover-tnlenLs to intervene in order to protect localinterests. Another exaniple 
is the devolution ot power in an international trade system which retains the 
administrative mechanisn of quantity targets. 

The reform proxess is tar from complete. Further reforms include: 
- the removal of internal briers to trade. assoctitd with various commodity 

wars, which will pfnmote the pursuit of regional coniparativc advantage; 
- the development of marketing institutiois which will also promote the 

development of national niarkets for agricultural pructs: 

- acess to new varieties of grains and other technical inpuLts which willraise 

yields: 
- more secure land tcnur ai.d Land transfer arrangements which will facilitate 

the structural adjustments in agriculture following the rural industrial boom, 

There is scope for substantial icrea.rs in productivity associwaed with further 
ar lreforms Agricultural product prices were low tin the second hlfin China. 

s Agricultralice rl pims wul lowfin te so aeagoicuhmaltn9frat in hn Price reforms would thereore have also addeddto world prices.of the 1980s1 comnpare~d 

to growth in agricultural o itput. Reforms up tothe mid 198Hs had ctenainly generated 

an impressive growth in agricultural output. 11ose growth rates slumped in subsequet 

years. recovering again in the late IQSuisand early 19'tOs. The reovery this umc was 
due to a comb-nation of policy changes (higher prices) and good luck (the weather and 
itseffect on yields). The contribution of price changes to output growth is not 
surprising, given the extent of the taxes on agricultural producers that applied in 1986. 
The benefits of the first round of reforms had cotmunued to be taxed heavily through 
highly distorted prices. It took price changes in the late 19HOs to kick along 
agricultural output again. But further institutional reforms am also possible. 
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Impacts on Agricultural Self Suflicieocy 

Fonoiny-wide policies also have important implications ot agriculture. Ile 
reforms to the international trading system have prompted the rapid ulreascin the 
international orientation of the Chinese economy, and even though substanttrl tade 

edimstrative now a closer maictung of China's comparative advanlage andhomers remain. thfre is 
-tradepatterns. Ilk. xnctatlton in a relatively itsource-poor economy such as China is 

that in the long run tieshare of agricultural prodtcts in exports will falland thai 
agricultural self-sufficicnicy will also (all. Thcse longer-run forces can bc illustratLed by 
the effects ol a rural industrial boom. or a change in facLt endowments or growth in 
incomes. 1he former pair of chiages are shown to have rilaiuvely Lige impacts on the 

degice of agricultural etf-ulftictncy coipared to the impacts of income growth on 
demand (via dilfermnt nacoine elasticilS). 

T'lieshort-run impacts of further rclrnn could, however, be different. The 
conlbination of polici s specific to iafliculat conintodities, aid ihe effects of the 
exchange rte system, have Uxed both exporting and unport-compcung paris of the 
agricultural sector. The dynainic clcUs ot giqiwth are likely to teadto furth r price 
refors (and removal of soctor-specific price distorlions) as the balance of forces in the 
political economy of policy-sciting changes. 

Agriculture and Macroeconomik Management 

Agriculture is also affected by the macroeconomic management of the Chinese 
economy. In geti-ral over the 191s,. the macroeconoic ptrformance of China was 
unircrsivc. Ilowever the ltnoess of deceiitralsai ion that was an integral part of the 

reftirns led to some problems of macroecoonomic imbalances. The institutions for 

macreconomic control ar:still uidcr development in China. The mstlments that am 
used (credit controls, price controls) can have direct impacts on the rural sector and on 
agriculture. In addition, the di~torsions asmxiaicd with these sorts of intervention and 
with the exchange rate system also mean thai macrueconomic changes can have effects 

on the pattern o rural litodutlion %hich reduce welfare and growth. These occur not 
only because of the dilciial ico elasticities of demand, hut also because of an 
important neninal rigidity in the Clunese conomy. that is, the exchange rate. Small 

changes in inacrucco nc variables can have sub-tantial impacts on tide patterns in 
particul-. 

Summary 

In summary. China begin the rural refonns witi what in hindsight were the easier 
things to change. fcr example, the degree of houschold responsibility. Output growth 
boomed as the rural econmy 'caught up' to its production possibilities. Once those 
productivity gains were exhausted, however, ther were highlighted another set of 

reform issues. especially Land tenure and price distortions. Furthermore, the end of the 
first stages of reform coincided with an increasing difficulty of conLlMing the Chinese 

niacxconorny. The greater swings in mart noIMIc performance had substantial 
impacts on the mix of agricultural outpuL 11eC problems highlight another reform 
agenda about money and foreign exthange markets The agricultural sector (and 
China's agricultural tr-ade partiers) have just aW tiLtch inlc'rei in these isUes now as in 

pce distortions and other asixtts of land niagenent. "lucon.ginal refhrms genr-alcd 
a dynamic ftorce of their own, which despite th: presence of the reform cycles. 
prompted the trend towards the increasing reliance on markets as resource allocaLion 
devices. The same sortsof forces am likely to encrate pressure for reforms to deal 
with th outstanding issues. 
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TM Wou Bank 
Tronsition 

Economic Prospects for China In 1993-predicions of Oxford Analytica 
China is poised to enter its third con-
mecutive year of rapid growth. GDP 
growth will continue in the 8 to 10 per-
cent range, and foreign trade could in-
crease by about 20 percent. For the past 
twoyears, the economy has been emerg-
ing from recession, with slack capacity 
andabundant supplies preventinr over-
heating. This period is now over. 
Growth-induced strains are likely to 
become more evident in 1993, provid-
ing new challenges to policymakers as 
they debate the pace of reform. Infla-
tionary pressures have already begun 
to mount. Markets for consumer goods
have remained stable, but danger signs
have emerged in the markets for pro-
ducer goods that will make macroeco-
nomic management more difficult in 
1993. 

The consumer markets show little sign 
of impending inflation: 

* The urban wage bill increased only 
16 percent in the first three quarters of 
1992 while the price level increased 9 
percent (12 percent in the larger cities).
By contrast, industrial output, mea-
sured in constant prices, was up 20 per-
cent over the same period. 
0 Another good harvest is being
reaped. Total grain output is expected 
to exceed last year's record, and the 
steady growth of subsidiary farm prod-
ucts has continued. The prices on farm-
ers' markets are stable. 
* Sales of big-ticket durables have 
grown slowly, and the savings irate re-
mains high. 

As for the producer markets, fixed in-
vestment has jumped 37 percent, put-
ting pressure on the industrial economy: 

* Market prices for producer goods
have been increasing since mid-1992. 
Structural steel and cement saw the 
biggest rises, 
* Bottlenecks are emerging in the 
tra.sport sector.Total freight traffic in-
creased only 4.6 percent, and transport
delays have increased markedly. 
a Energy shortages are reemerging. 
The primary energy supply grew only
2.8 percent during the first 10 months 
of 1992. 

Problems in energy supply have so far 
been averted by improved sector per-
formance, however. Crude petroleum 
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output increased only 1.8 percent, a-
thoughproductionofrefineryproductswas 
up 8.5 percent. Coal production increased 
8.1 percent, and electric power genera-
tion was up 10.8 percent. The changes 
reflect the inefficiency of traditional in-
dustry and the impact of large stockpiles 
built up during the 1989-90 recession. 

These trends will continue in 1993.Nomi-
nal investment growth will continue at 
about 30 percent, although price increases 
for investment goods will, to some extent,
offset this. Delays and occasional shot:-
ages will increase, 

Foreigntradewill continuetobedynamic. 
Imports are accelerating frvom last year's
23 percent growth rate, and exports will 
maintain their 1992 growth rate, averag-
ing about 17 percent. By increasing the
availability of essential inputs, rapid im-
port growth has eased strains on the 
economy. 

Foreign investment is likely to accelerate 
further. Contracts for new investment, 
which typically lead actual investment by 
a year or two, doubled in value in both 
1991 and 1992: 

* In Guangdong province, rapid export
growth based on foreign investment is ex-
pected to be maintained. The province's
exports to the United States are growing 
at about 40 percent a year. (The United 
States' deficit with China was approach-
ing $20 billion by the end of 1992.) With 
investment in export-oriented factories 
rising, this trend will continue, 
* The performance of the LowerYangtze
provinces is even more impressive.
Jiangsu's indu-trial output increased 55 
percent during the first three quarters of 
1992, and output in October 1992 was 47 
percent higher than in the previous year.
Jiangsu's exports increased by 19 percent,
showing that its rapid growth is based 
largely on the domestic market, 

While export growth has preserved the 
trade surplus and foreign exchange re-
serves, most of the slack within the do-
mastic economy has now been used up. 
With sound foreign exchange reservs and 
a stable consumer market, the authori-
ties are unlikely to apply the brakes to 
economic growth during 1993. 

Although China's current leadership has 
accepted the market, it retains a distinct 

preference for control whenever poes
sible. With market prices stable over 
the pest two years, policymakers have 
been able to concentrate price reforms 
in state-controlled sectors. State prices 
were adjusted upward toward market 
prices, with the bulk of adjustments in 
1991 concentrated in energy and fer
rous and nonferrous metals. Because 
these commodities are produced in large 
state firms, the price hikes increased 
state revenues. 

With this period over, reformers face 
greater fluctuations in market prices
and a period of rising prices. With re
form policies likely to return to a pat
torn of decentralization and the open
ing up of markets, future trends are 
likely to include the following: 

• Local market experiments will be 
given more leeway. 
• Shanghai's stock exchange will ex
pand significantly, and local land mar
kets will be formalized in a number of 
regions (in addition to Guangdong). 
* Moves to tackle the inefficient state 
industrial saector will commence in 1993. 
A plan to lay off30,000 coal miners and 
close 30 pits was announced in the offi
cial media in December 1992. Never
theless, changes will be cautiously in
traduced. 
* The Lower Yangtze region will 
match, and in some respects surpass,
the degree of market orientation that 
Guangdong already displays. 
* Because of its size, population, and 
energy and raw material resources, 
China will continue to expand as a cen
ter for manufacturing operations, par
ticularly for those relocating from more
 
expensive sites in East Asia.
 
a Foreign trade liberalization will be
come increasingly central to economic
 
reform. The moat important provisions

of the October 1992 U.S.-China trade
 
agreement will take effect in December
 
1993. 
• These changes will be controversial. 
Differences about specific policy initia
tives will intensify, but with economic 
fundamentals remaining positive, po
tential instability is unlikely to under
mine rapid growth in 1993. 

From reports of Oxford Analytica, the
London-baBedeconomic researchgroup. 
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NATIONAL ECONOMIES 

China's Open Economic Zones Are Speeding Its
 
Transformation to a Market Economy
 

ne of the key aspects of China's re- graphical coverage than traditional ex- tended to cities in inland provinces

1, form efforts, initiated in 1978, has port-processing zones. They were to pamcularly those along the Yangtze 

been the opening of its economy to promote production for export and fa- River valley-and a number of cities 

promote modernization by usingforeign cap. cglitate imports of advanced technol- mainly on China's northeastern borders. 

ital and technology and by stimulating ex- ogy. In due course they came to serve 

ports. A crtical element of the Govern- as "laboratories" for experimenting Special Economic Zones 

ment's strategy to achieve these goals has with market-onented reforms. Enter- The Original SEZs. Ease of access to 

been to designate a number ojclearly defined prises operating in the SEZs were of- foreign markets was the basis for 

arras as "open economic zones" in which fered preferential treatment in terms of choosing the locations for the four 

outward-oriented activity Loll be promoted taxation, import hcensing, and tariffs. onginal SEZs, which remained the 

through foreign direct investment and trade. During the second stage, which only open economic zones in China 

In the fillowing article, Michael Bell began in 1984, these policies were cx- through 1984. Three of the four are in 

and Simon N'guiamba of the IMF Cen- tended :o other areas: 14 coastal cities Guangdong province: Shenzhen (near 

tral Asia Department descrbe the various were authorized to establish "open Hong Kong); Zhuhai (near Macao); 

forms of open economic zones in China, zones" within their jursdictions. The and Shantou in the southeasten 

their performance, and their impact on the third stage involved the establishment coastal area of the province. The 

Chinese economy in recent years. of Hainan island as an SEZ in 1988 and fourth is located in Xiamen in the 

The policy to open up China's the opening of the most ambitious of southeastern part of Fujian province. 

economy has been implemented in the economic development zones - An important difference between 

four stages. The first stage involved Pudong New Area (in Shanghai)-in the SEZs and other areas of China is 

the establishment of four Special Eco- 1990. In the last stage, which followed that investment decisions taken in the 

nomic Zones (SEZs) in 1979-80. The sensor leader Deng Xiaoping's initiative SEZs are largely outside the State 

SEZs were to be more ambitious in in early 1992 to accelerate economic Plan. Local authorities in SEZs are al

terms of policies, activites, and geo- reforms, preferential policies were ex-	 lowed to offer preferential policies to 

foreign investors, to develop their 

own infrastructure, and to undertake 
.- other investments, provided they can 

.... Y- •raise the funds. Enterprises in the 

.... . -. . zones may also make their own invest
.. r~ . , -'. :,• ,." - '5 ment, production, and marketing de

'", . , 	 -" '- cisions. This relative autonomy has 

been an important factor in attracting 

investment into the SEZs-both from 

other areas of China and from abroad. 
Enterprises operating in the zones 

S111 comprise: 
• state enterprises, including those 

owned by local authorities or by au
thorities of other provinces; and 
* foreign-funded enterprises (FFEs), 

A view of Shenzhen, the ste of one of t ftou orditri Specal Eo"omk Zoe. including wholly owned enterprises, 
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equity joint ventures, and 
contractual joint ventures (en- F A Open coastal cities
 
terprises managed by foreign 0•4 WOGO U Newly openednland
elyopnd nln cities 
partners under contract). 

FFEi operating in the
 
zones generally make their CHINA J
 

own decisions with respect
 
to their organizational and
 

personnel structures, wage Beijing
 
ssitems, and the hiring and
 
firing of employees. With the Bay of
 

authorities' approval, they CHINA
 
may sell part of their output
 
in the domestic market. . Shanghai 

-~. a(Pudong) nFFEs enjov a tax holday for ,-,,,,...

two years. Inanthe first During the ,-, 

next three years, they pay 7.5 • XiamenShant°o~ Talwan 
percent tax on their probts. 

uhal dfPZouhac 
Subsequently, they (as well as ________ ~of Chinadomestic enterprises in the Macau Shenzhen
 
SEZs) are subject to 15 percent tax. mained unable to attract foreign in- Hainan Hong Kong
 

The tax rate outside the SEZs is 33 vestment mainly because of poor in
percent for FFEs and 55 percent for do- frastructure. But as labor costs rose in
 
mesuc enterprises. Guangdong, Hainan-with its abun- prove projects whose total investment
 

During 19841-85, starting from a dant cheap labor-developed into an is less than S30 mullion. They may also 
very low base, the four original SEZs attractive site for foreign investment in issue bonds with the approval of the 
attracted substantial foreign direct in- laboc-intensive activities. State Council. 
vestment to develop their basic infras- In 1988, Hainan was designated During 19s8-91, Hainan s eco
tructure and to initiate industrial pro- China's largest SEZ and began to nomic development accelerated. It at
duction In 1985, for instance, they focus more on export promotion and tracted substannal financial inflows 
accounted for more than one-third of on attracting foreign investment. Its from other provinces and from 
all actual and planned equity joint preferential polhcies are more generous abroad, its exports more than doubled. 
ventures in China. Their performance than those of the other SEZs. For ex- and its per capita income caught up 
was also impressive in subsequent ample, it is one of the few areas where with the rest of China By the end of 

inar,i terms of exports, foreign di- foreign exchange earned through mer- 1 91. it had approved the estabhsh
re.,t investment inflows, and Industrial chandise exports and other business ment of more than rwo thousand for
output between 1987 and 1991, the transactions can be retained in cash, eign-tunded enterprises with a total 
value of their exports more than dou- regardless of ownership. Among its value of contracted foreign investment 
bled to S9 6 billion (about 13 percent other advantages are low land prices amounting to $394 milion. 
o' China's total); their contracted for- and policies that permt free move
:gn investment increased eightfold; ment of goods and capital. Open Coastal Cities 
and their Industrial production rose by Hainan is experimenting with a Encouraged by the success of the ong
more than 35 percent in 1991 alone, market-onented system of economic ial four SEZs, the Chinese Govern-
Provisional data for 1992 indicate sub- management. One aspect is that trad- ment decided, in Apnl 1984, to open 
stantial further increases in activity. ing in land-use nghts is permtted: the 14 larger, established coastal cities to 
Hainan Hainan island, which was one authonties can lease land owned by foreign trade and investment. At the 
of the poorest regions of China the state for up to 70 years, and do- time th.v were chosen, these cities 
through the rud-1980s, was desig- mestic and foreign investors are al- were relanvely well developed in 
nated a "special area open to foreign lowed to engage in land development, terms of industry, infrastructure, and 
investment" in 1983. However, it re- Its authorities are empowered to ap- technical and managerial expertise. 
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The authorities of the 14 coastal contracted by the 14 cities increased within a certain subzone; and 
cities can approve construction and in- by nearly 35 percent in 1991 (corn- * foreigners can trade on a recently 
dustrial projects involving foreign in- pared with the previous year) and then established securities market. 
vestment that does not exceed $5 ml- threefold in 1992. Pudong has enjoyed early success. 

lon ($10 milion for Dalian and $30 The apparent contrast between the Its output growth, led by manufactur
million for Tianjin and Shanghai). slow industmal growth and the rapid ing and services, was about 14 percent 

Nonmanufacoiring projects involving export expansion in the 14 open in 1991 (compared with 7 7 percent 
foreign investment are not subject to coastal cities reflects their initial rela- for China as a \%hole) Moreover. de
upper limits but must be financed tively low level of exports and the ob- spite its inancv as an open economic 
mainly by foreign resources. solescence of many of their long- zone, Pudong has attracted substantial 

The coastal cities offer foreign in- established industries. It also indicates investment, both fireig-n and domes
ve,tors most of the preferential poli- that the preferential terms offered in tic. Benveen 199' and 1)92, its au
cits prevailing in the SEZs. The main ETDZs have been more effective in thonties approved the establishment of 
difference relates to the corporate in- increasing exports than in expanding 7(4 foreign-funded projects-most of 
come tax, which is generally 24 per- industrial capacity. them in high-technology activities
cent in the cities, although some types involving investment totaling more 
of projects are eigible for lower rates. Pudong New Area than $3 billion In addition. 11 foreign 

Certain areas within most of the 14 China's policy of encouraging eco- banks have already opened branches in 
open coastal cities have been d,-sig- nomic openness progressed further in Pudong. and more than thirty others 
nated Econoruc and Technical Devel- April 1990, when the Pudong New have applied to do so. 
opment Zones (ETDZs). These zones Area of Shanghai was selected to be- Domestic investment is also on the 
are often located near the harbor and come an open economic zone that nse By the end of 1992, China's cen
are designed to provide basic infras- would enjoy policies more flexible tral. provincial, and municipal govern
tructurt for the establishment of new than those already in force in the four ments had set up more than one thou
enterprises. The ETDZs enjoy the onginal SEZs. The Pudong New Area sand enterprises in Pudong. involving 
same tax concessions as those offered was expected to lead the opening up investment comnmitments of about 
in Special Economic Zones; these of the Yangtze River valley and to be $1.5 billion. Capital market activit 

concessions are liuted in other parts the focal point of China's develop- also expanded dramaticallv in 
of the coastal cities. ment during the 1990s. The authori- 199(0-92. For example, the value of 

The economic performance of the ties envisaged that, in the process. ecunties traded in Shanghai soared 
14 coastal cities has vaned. Although Shanghai would become a major eco- from about $510 milion in 1990 to 
industrial growth in 8 of them was norruc, trading, and financial center about $12.3 billion in !9092 

higher than the national average dur- for China-and indeed, for all of Asia. 
ing 1984-90, that in all the cines Pudong's development aims at es- Inland Provinces 
taken as a group was well below the tablishing a finance and trade zone, an The level of boreign investment in in

national average. The dollar value of export-processing zone, a free trade land provinces was relatively low from 
the cities' exports (excluding exports zone, and a high-technology park. 1978 through 1991 Concentrated. for 
from ETDZs) rose by 10 percent in Pudong differs from the original SEZs the most past. on resource-based yen

1991 and by about 15 percent in in that its preferential policies are tures, it was confined largely to a few 
1992-close to the national average, broader in scope. Notably, areas-mainly around Beijing and a 
The value of foreign direct investment • foreign business is allowed to engage number of cities in the provinces of 

in retail sales; Shaanxi and Sichuan 

foreign-owned enterprisc" can trade Although the foreign trade of inland 
Photo Credits: Denio Zara and their foreign exchange freely; provinces developed faster than for-

Padraic Hughes for IMF; pages - foreign insurance companies may be eign direct investment, it stil lagged 
113. 123, and 125. Shenzhen In- established; far behind that of the coastal 
vestment Guide. page 114; • foreign enterprises can build and op- provinces. In 199(1, exports from the 

Pudong Development Office of erate port facilities; inland provinces represented about 
Shanghai, page 117. . approved enterprises can engage in 28 percent of the national total and 

foreign trade without restrictions their imports only 10 percent. The 
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world. Meanwhile, mary provinces 

have been trying to open up more 

cities. 
A Most of the tax incentives offered 

A in the original SEZs, Hainan, and 

Pudong art to be applied in the%', 

newly opened cities of irland 

r provinces. In addition, many 

Pd x provinces have transferred powers to 

p I, local authonties to approve foreign 

investment projects in their respec-

SI ive areas. Some areas have, in fact,' ' offered even more generous terms 
than those applied in the SEZs and 

Pudong without approval from the 

central govenment. These include a 

five-year tax exemption and a 50 

percent reduction of corporate in-

come tax over the subsequent five 

year. 
SIview 

F:O: IConclusions 
, "China's moves to open its economy 

,,. to the rest of the world over the past 

The Pudong World Plaza (Shanghal) was 
aptl. 13 year have helped increase its 	ac-constructedwith foreign Investment 

cess to foreign capital, trade, and ad-

total trade of the inland provinces was vanced technology, thus contribut-

12 percent of GNP in 1990, compared ing significantly to the country's rapid 

with close to 40 percent for the coastal economic development The accelera-

tion of the "opening-up" policy inprovinces. 
paid further dividends. InAn important reason for the rela- 1992 has 

tively low level of foreign direct in- that year, the value of China's exports 

vestment in inland provinces was the increased by over 18 percent to $85 

absence of preferential pohcies. For- bilhon, with manufactured goods ac-

80 percent of the total,eign investment was further discour- counting for 

aged by the lmited power of local The exports of FFEs grew by about 44 

to $17.4 billon, and theirgovernments to approve investment percent 

projects, poor infrastructure, and the share in total exports rose to about 20 

(from 17 percent inlack of technical and m.nagenal ex-	 percent in 1992 

1991). China attracted comrmtmentspertise and skilled labor. 

In 1992, the central authorities de- of foreign direct investment valued at 

cided to apply preferential policies to $57.5 billion, and the amount of for-

23 major cities in inland provinces, eign direct investment that actually 

including 18 provincial capitals and 5 came in was $11.2 billion-an increase 

cities along the Yangtze River valley, of 160 percent over 1991. Reflecting 

In addititmn, 6 "development zones" these developments, the number of 

were set up in the same region The FFEs operating in China rose to about 

Government also permitted cities eighty-four thousand at the end of 

bordering neighboring countries to 1992, from about thirty-seven thou-

open their economies to the outside 	 sand ayear earlier 
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Despite their positve npact, 

China's open economic zones raise 

questions. On the domestic front, the 

intense competition among the various 
provinces-with each trying to offer 

more generous polcies to investor. 

than the others-could have an adverse 

impact on government revenue More

over, the proliferation of development 

zones could divert land away from ag-n

cultural use, a critical issue given the 

scar:it of arable land Partly in re' 

sponse to such concerns, the Govern
ment has announced that the opening 

of development zones will be slowed 

On the external front, China's on

going negotiations on resuming its 

participation in the General Agree

ment on Tanffs and Trade may make 

it necessary for the authorities to re
the policy of offering preferential 

terms to new investors in open eco

noruc zones. 
Whatever the future of China's 

open economic zones, there can be 

httle doubt that they have played an 

important role in the country's trans

formation to a market economy They 

have achieved far more than their ini

tial aims of attracting foreign invest

ment and technology and of eaming 

foreign exchange to pay for imports to 

modernize the economy Their use as 

laboratories for experimenting with 

market-oriented policies and their 

spread, in various forms, have estab

hshed them as "nodes of develop

ment" that are affecting increasinglv 

large areas of the country. 

As the Chinese economy becomes 

more market oriented and open, the 

time will come for a careful review of 

the role of such zones T'.: key ques

non that rught then an is whether 

China's long-term development might 

not be best served by phasing out those 

special arrangements that should be re

garded as transitional (such as certain 

tax concessions), while extending oth

ers to ,;areas of the country.. 

/ 
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CHINA'S ECONOMIC REFORMS 

Although often held to be the last remjining large socialist 
country, China has abandoned many features of the command 
economy. It als., has one of the fastest growing econsmies in the 
world: in 1992. economic growth reached 12 per cent. Much of 
this growth performance appears to he the direct product of the 
economic reforms over ihefourteen sears since 1979 when China 
also initiated new policies of oPening up to the outside world. 
This Briefing Paper analyses the content of economic reforms. 
indicates some of the problems encountered in the reform process 
and traces the impact on incomes and income distribution. 

Economic Performance 
Originally. China's reforms were targeted to achieve a doubling 
of real GNP in the decade of the 1980s. with a further doubling 
in the 1990s. so that by the end of the century. China's real GNP 
would have quadrupled. In fact, real GNP grew at an annual rate 
of 9% in the 1980s, and the doubling target was reached three 
years early, toi 1987. It was then calculated that with an annual 
rate of growth of 8-9%. the quadrupling target could be achieved 
in 1994 or 1995. By the end of the century. therefore, real GNP 
is expected to equal that of some major industrial countries such 
as the UK.Italy or France. 

The reform process has been remarkably successful. It consists 
of sixmain components: 
* 	the introduction of private farming under the 'household 

responsibility' system 
* 	encouraging private business 
* restructunng public enterprises 
. promotng foreign trade 
* 	policies to stimulate external financing 
• decentralising administration to the provincial and local level. 

Household Responsibility 
The reforms began in the rural areas where a contract-based 
system with household responsibility replaced the people's 
communes. Peasants acquired the right to manage their own land 
and the practice of unified procurement, with production allocated 
among farms, ceased. Price control over the majority of farm 
products was liberalised and this enabled the agricultural sector 
to develop rapidly in the direction of specialisation and 
commercialisation. Aggregate output increased. For example, 
grain production has increased steadily from 305 million tons in 
1978: 320m tons in 1980. 446m tons in 1990; to 435m tons in 
1991. The output of .otton increased from 2.7m tons in 1980 to 
5.67m tons in 1991; of oil-bearing crops frorr 7.69m tons in 1980 
to 16.38m tons in 1991; and of cured tobacco from 0.72m tons 
in 1980 to 2.67m tons in 1991. 

The household responsibility system has stimulated production 
increases and enhanced agriculture incomes (see below), but it 
has its limitations, particularly in consolidating the small family 
farm as a unit of production in a country of severe scarcity of 
cultivable land and where some flexibility has been permitted in 
the implementation of the 'one-child per family' policy in the 
rural areas, leading to some increase in rural population growth 
rates. 

The main policy response to the growing partition of surplus 
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rural labour has been the development of village and small tosw n 
enterprises which employcd about 100 million in 1991, 
accounting for 23% of the total rural labour force. The proportion 
of total rural output from such enterprises rose from 26% in 1980 
to 59% in 1991. By allowing the peasants to 'leave the land but 
not the rural area'. China has attempted to prevent labour 
migration to the large cities. 

Private Ownership 
One of the main tasks of the economic reforms is to transform 

China from a single public ownership economy to one with a 
dominance of public ownership co-existing with various other 
forms of ownership. As a result, the public sector i%declining 
while the private sector in various forms is growing. During the 
period 1978-90. the public sector's share of GNP decreased from 
93% to 93%. while that of the private sector increased from 2% 
to 7%. 

Table 2 shows the related fall in the share of state-owned 
enterprises in respect of both industnal output and retail sales 
during the 1)80s. In industr,, at least, collective ownership has 
also surged. but in retail sales the recent rse in pnvate asd 
individual ownership is particularly striking. 

Although the private sector still accounts for onl, a minor 
proportion of total industrial output, and most pr;ate-secor 
enterprises are small, a few larger companies ate emerging. for 
example, the Nan-De Economic Group. The President of Nan-De. 
Qi-Zhong Mou, was a high school teacher in the l70s. and 
began to run a few firms only in the early 1980s. No,. his 'Nan-
De' contains more than 40 firms, has an annual turover of some 
600m Yuan (USS10Om. 

Restructuring Enterprises 
Within the public sector the most important change is the 
removal of enterprise management from government irterention 
by decentralising decision-making fron, the state to the enterprise 
In 1984, the State Council promulgated regulation,'. authorsing 
state-owned enterprises to make their own decisions on 
production, sales, and management. However. not all the povwers 
authorised by the regulations have been fully implemenied and 
during the three years of retrenchment, 1989-91. China had to 
resore some government co:itrol, in order to combat inflationar. 
pressures.
 

Several problems have emerged in the removal of enterpnse-, 
from government intervention. 
• First. the government requires that the pan, orgarisation 

remain active in an enterprise even after the ero:,rpnse's 
removal from government intervention. The issue is ho.- k to 
define the relationship between management and pan 
committee within an enterprise, or rather hos to define the 
rotes and functions of the managing director and the part% 
secretary. As a rule, the managing director is required to be 
fully responsible for managing the business of the firm. for all 
transactions and contracts as well as for its profits and losses. 
while the party secretary is in charge of supervising and 
supporting management. In fact, the party secretary is alwsays 
more powerful and influential than the manager. Some documents 



Table 1: Growth rate of some major economic Indicators (%) 

Year Popu!ation GNP Industrial Currency Overall Per Capita

Output in Retail GNP
 

Circulation Price
 

1980 1.18 7.9 9.27 29.3 6.0 6.5
 
1981 1.45 4.29 2.4
4.4 14.5 3.1
 
1982 1.57 8.8 7.82 
 10.8 1.9 7.2
 
1983 1.32 10.4 11.19 20.6 1.5 8.8
 
1984 1.31 14.7 16.28 49.5 2.8 13.2
 
1985 1.42 12.8 21.39 24.7 8.8 11.3
 
1986 1.56 8.1 11.67 23.3 6.0 6.6

1987 1.66 10.9 17.69 19.4 7.3 9.1
 
1988 1.57 11.3 20.79 46.7 18.5 9.5
 
1989 1.50 4.4 8.54 9.8 17.8 2.8
 
1990 1.44 7.76
4.1 23.9 2.1 2.5
 

1991 1.30 7.7 14.52 20.2 2.9 6.3
 

Sources: China's Economic Year.Book; Statistical Year.Puok of China 

Table 2: Patternsand Commerceot Ownership in Industry employee as they did before. Where some provincial
governments are keen on setting up a pension system withintheir own region, this has led to big differences incontributions 

State Collectiu Priuate,;ad and benefits, and produced new obstacles to labour mobility. 
ownership ownership other 

ownership Foreign Trade Promotion 
Industrial output ( China has implemented its economic policies of opening to the 
1980 16 23 1 outside world through increased foreign trade and the utilisation
 
1990 56 35 9 of foreign capital. Since 1979, China's foreign tade has glown
 

Retail sales (%) more than fourfold (see Table 3). 
1980 51 45 4 Although trade was often in deficit in the I Ms, there was a 
1990 39 34 27 declining trend, and in recent years it has begun to show a

continuing surplus. One main reason has been the need to 
compensate for internal market contractions, obliging enterprises


describe the role an" function of the senior manager 'th, both promote exports
as to and slow down imports. But another
 
centre' of the enterprise, and that of secretary as 'the core' of important recent reaon 
for the rapid growth of foreign trade is 
the ent:.prise. The prob,',n remains how to distinguish 'the the implementation since January 1991 of a new management
centre' from 'the core'. Some enterpri,;es have ,-:d having ot.. system in China's foreign trading companies. This has a) 
person concurrently in charge as 'manager and 'party cancelled regional discriminatory and preferential policies

secretary'. These experiments indicated that such a dual (e~ports and imports, whether in the special economic zones, the
 
position made it unable to concentrate entirely on management. open coastal open cities or the ,nterior, all now enjoy the same 
The issue of how to define the ioles and functions of manager treatment) and b) abolished various financial subsidies, making
and party secretary at the enterprise level, even after the firms engaged in foreign trade responsible for their own profits
removal of government intervention. remains to he solved and losses. Tihis reform has given considerable impetus to trading
Second, enterprise reform is not always supported by reform in firms. The value of China's exports is nrw almost 20% of 
other fields, in particular price reform. In the 1980s, price recorded GNP and has surpassed that of many developed
reform emphasised r. - raising of pri." o&, c':rtain products (for countries. Local economists hold that because of the distortion in 
examplc. farm pioducts, minerals and oth,'r industrial raw ciqculating China's exchange rate, such a high figure is 
materials, transport and other services) in o.der to improve the ex.,, crated and 8% is more realistic. Even so, it stil' 
price structure. More recently, it has ben further deepened, demonstrates that China's economy has already become closely
with more emphasis on market forccs in p.icing and resource integrated into the world economy (see Box), to the extent that 
allocation. The proportion of administered rr;ces in total retail what the USA alleges to be its USS18bn trade defici: with China 
sales dropped from 97% in 1979 to 23% in 1991, but there is has come to be a matter of considerable friction. 
still a long way to go in shifting price determination and 
resource allocation from planning to the market place. A The Role of External Capital
number of enterprises (in particular coal. power supply and Two kinds of external capital feature here: foreign debt and 
transport) still suffer losses owing to price distortions and foreign direct investmrnt (FDI). Oi the USS66bn of external 
therefore rely on subsidies. As elsewhere in the world, the capital utilised by China in the period 1979-91. forign debt 
issue of cc-ordinating enterprise and price reforms remains a 
challenge. Table 3: Foreign Trade (US$bn)
Third. erierprise reform presents problems for social security. 
It is difficult for enterprises to implement their decision-making Year 1979 1986 1990 1991 
power in hiring and firing without the establishment of 
unemployment insurance, job retraining programmes and jc) Total 29.33 73.85 115.44 135.70 
informatioi- services. In addition, all levels of government are Export 13.X3 30.94 62.09 71.91 
;.;tempting to reform the pension system. Enterprises cannot be Import 15.67 42.90 53.35 63.79 
expected to take care of everything (from kindergarten, through Balance -2.01 -11.96 8.75 8.12 
housing, health care education and pensions) for every 

2 
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- The seashore strategy refers to the establishment of a littoralChina and te OATT open zone from the North: the city of Dalian, to the South: 
China is one of the origna cntr parties to the Guangdong and Hainan provinces, areas which have grown to
GA'I'!, althoush it broe -" contacts v"b GA'IW for riore be the most active an,! the strongest economic regions in the
than 40 years. Since introducing the policies of refG'm country. The other 'alongs' are less categorical:
and opening in 1979, China's foreign trade has develo,,,,. The river strategy aims to open up twelve cities on the banks 
rapidly with GAW' members. 

In order to enjoy multilateral moet-favoured nation 
treatment (MFN), the gerne-alsed system of prferences 
(GSP), and the achievements of GA'T in the last several 
decades in reducing trade barriers and promoting free 
trade, China submitted iL official application to resume 
its membership in July 1936. Other countries have 
expressed hopes that China will re-enter GATT in the 
near future and the first deliberations on its foreign trade 
system were completed in February 1992 and the 
negotiation on tariff concessions in October 1992. China 
could be set to resume its membership of GA'I in 1993 
whether or not the Uruguay Round negotiations are 
concluded. US support for China's resumed membership 
is crucial. China insists its MFN status must be without 
conditions. 

In order to fulfil GAlT obligations, China has 
commit ed itself to reducing its general tariT level by 5%within 3-5 years and also to reducing non-tariff baniers. 

wi for-e ears n-trissnhia oy Andtalso toreuc 
Thisto 
face keen competition from abrov,., especially in those 
commodities which used to enjoy high tariff protection, 
such as automobiles, electrical products, chemical 
products and high-quality textilpa. It will force China to 
speed up its reform of the ¢'reign trade system, the price 
system, the enterprise system and the financial system,
pushing it to link its economy further with the outside 
world in terms of management, regulations and laws. 

amounted USS47bn, (70%) and FDI to USSI9bn (30%). 
China's foreign debt has grown threefold since 1985, and 

reached JSS60.7bn in 1992. Before 1985, official credit 
accounted for 50% of medium- and long-term debt; since then, 
this figure has come down to 30%. while commercial loans have 
increased to 70%. The repayment of principal and the payment
of interest on loans now amounts to US$8.5bn ayear. Because of 
the improvement in its capacity to earn foreign exchange through 
exports, China's ability to meet its debt payments is strong. In 
1991, the external debt service rtio was 12%. 

Since the law on Chines,;-Foreign Joint Ventures was 
promulgated inJune 1979, the scale of foreign direct investment 
has expanded (see Table 0). China has brought in policies 
preferential to foreign investment: ftir example, the corporation 
tax rate for Ch a's state-owned enterprises is 55%, whereas that 
for foreign enterprises is only 33%. In 1989. many western 
industriaised countries applied economic sanctions against China, 
but overseas FDI to China continued to rise. 

The sectoral breakdown is significant. During the period 58.5% 
of cumulative total FDI was invesved in manufacturing industries, 
22.2% in real estate 4.2% in commerce L-d services, witt. only
2,81k in agriculture, 1.8% in constru, ion, and 1.2% in 
communications and transportation. Investing more than hal the 
FDI in industry has played a major role in the develoment of 
manufactured goods for export. Investment in ifrasucture. 
mining, raw materials, communication and transportation issmall, 
and thi has created some irTmalance betw.en marufacturing 
industry and basic industry and ii*frastructuLe. 

The development of foreign trade '.the ttilisation of foreign
capital have underpinned the ec,. nic reforms nonetheless, 
further promoting the open policy. Since early 1992, China has 
rejected an open policy at all levels and has said it will adopt a 
'four alongs' strategy: along the seashore, along the Yangtze 
river, aion 7 the border arid along the rcilway. 

of the Yangtze River. 
•The border strategy aims gradually to open the border cities 

and actively develop trade and economic co-operation with 
neighbouring countries - especially the central Asian republics. 

• The railway strategy aims to open up of the belt along the 
'Euro-Asian continental bridge', in particular the less 
developeA northwestern regions. 
Neverth. ss,the area of open regions been greatly enlarged 

and incentives have also been adopted to encourage foreign 
capital to extend into the fields of high and new technology 
industries and the tertiary sector, such as real estate. commerce 
and trade, finance and insurance. 

Decentralising Government 
In the 1980s, China carried out a programme of administrative 
decentralisation which shifted economic powers from central to 
provincial administration and below. In particular, the
implementation of anew fiscal system of 'cuntracted revenue' led

the proportion of central revenue inGNP dropping from 23.3%
 

in1980 to 17% in 1991 and the share of the central budget in 
total fiscal revenue dropping from 64% to 48%. The 
administrative decentralisation has been conducive not only to 
accelerating the development of some coastal provincial 
economies, but also to keeping up local enthusiasm for the 
economic reforms. However, one consequence of administrative 
decentralisation has been local economic separatism or 
protectionism. Some examplec: 
- Local governmnts have competed to expand the scale of t.eir 

investment 	 in order to achieve as high a growth rate as 
possible, regardless of the consequences for the macrocconomy. 
They have often been sufficiently powerfail and influential to 
be able to instruct the local banks to finance local construction 
projects by issuing loans, since the banking system has not yet 
become iideper'!ent of the government. The propensity to 
expand, which is inherent in administrative decentralisation, 
could be the main reason for the high inflation in 1984 and 
1988. In 1992 the overheating of the economy was again 
mainly caused by the expansiotn of local investment, although 
the central government took prevenative measures, thereby
avoiding anew round of high inflation. However, Central Bank 
Governor Li Guxian was quoted on 1 February 1993 as saying 
'By no means will we implement a tight monetary policy.' 

Table 4: 	Foreign Direct Investment
 
by Source, 1979-90 and 1991
 

1979-1990 1991 
Regiona Contracted share Contracted share 

investment investment 
(US$ billion) (%) (US$billion) (%) 

Hong Kong 
and Maco 25.06 62.1 7.51 62.6 
USA 4.46 11.1 0.54 4.6 
Japan 3.10 7.7 0.81 6.8 
Tawan 2.04 5.1 1.39 11.6 
Singapore C.74 1.8 0.15 1.3 
UK 0.60 1.5 0.13 1.1 
Germany 0 53 1.3 0.56 4.7 
Australia 0.3U 0.7 0.04 0.4 
Canada 0.29 0.7 0.03 0.3 
Italy 0.21 05 0.02 0.1 
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" The local authorities have uually paid greater attention to 
short-term benefits. They have been eager to invest in 
processing industries with ahigh profit and a quick return on 
capital rather than in basic industries and infrastructure 
construction, thus intensifying the imbalance of the industrial 
structure. 

" In the late 1980s. some local authorities introduced local 
protectionism. In order to develop local indus:ries, they broke 
off the trditional economic connections beween regions in 
order r'-protect local markets through reciprocal blockades and 
vt er trade barriers. T'ihe normril circulation ofcommodities was 
obstructed and led to so-called 'Silkworm Cocoon Wars', 'Tea 
Wars'. and so on. Tie negative effects of this local separatism 
were severe and have not yet completely disappeared. 

Changes InIncome and Income Distribution 
Living standards have nscn rapidly over the pas. 14 years. Taking 
1979 as the base period for per capita income, the incom,! index 
for 1985 and 1990 at constant price, woulj be 160.8 and 230.8 
respectively, 

It isvery difficult to do an internationally comparative study of 
China's per capita income or per capita GNP. World Bank 
statistics show that China's per capita GNP was US$4 10 in 1976, 
but about US$380 in 1990-1991: correspondingly, its current per 
capita income is lower than it was before 1979, if the figures are 
expressed tn US dollars rather than China's currency, the yuan. 
However, the yuan depreciation from US$1.7 before 1979 to $6.0 
now does not ,ffect domestic incomes in the way it would a 
small poor export- or debt-dependcnt developing country. Instead, 
a rise in income over the past 14 years hos been measured 
through improved consumption, both quantitatively and 
qualitatively. The index of per capita consumption, taking 1978 
as base perio. 100, was 176.1 for 1985 and 208.4 for 1990: per 
capita consumption increised at an annual rate of 6.3% during 
this period. By th- t-.Aof 1989, the possession of major durable 
consumer goods by every 100 households in the urban areas was 
as follows: camera 16.03, tape recorder 66.96, colour TV set 
51.47. washing machine 76.21. and refrigerator 36.47. Some 
scholars outside China estimated that China's per capita annual 
income at the beginning of the 1990s reached US$1,100, though 
this might be overstated since China still has 74% of its 
population living in rural areas where the level of income and 
consumption is still low. and 9% of its populati.-n living in 
absolute poverty, 

During 1978-86. significant economic progress. inparticular the 
rapid growth in the rural economy, led to a reduction inabsolute 
poverty in China. It is estimated that the number of people in 
absolute poverty decreased ."om 270 million in 1978 to around 
100 million in 1985. However, no further progress in reducing 
poverty appeared to be achieved during 1986-90. By the end of 
the 1980s those living in absolute poverty still accounted for 9% 
of the total population, or almost the same ratio as before. Most 
of the poor were concentrated in the rural areas (er-.-cially in the 
remote borde: areas and interior hilly areas); their education and 
health al,.o remained poor. 

The stagnation inalleviating poverty during the period 1985-90 
is largely attributable to the rise inprices of agricultural products., 
This caused the economic status of the poor living in the remote 
border areas and the hilly interior to deteriorate further since 
these areas are deficient in resources and most poor people are 
net purchasers of grain and other subsistence foods. 

Chii-'s economic reforms and its economic development have 
also led to some significant changes in income distribution. One 
source of change has been the dual price system (aco-existence 
of market pricing and planned pricing). It isestimated that these 
price differences amounted to 357bn Yuan in 119. or 30 per 
cent of national income. Commodity price difference accounted 
for 150bn Yuan: there were I13.9bn Yuan interest rate 
differentials between the formal and informal credit markets, and 
93bn Yuan differentials between the official exchange rate and 
the black market rate. Effectively, 30% of national income leaked 
out from the chinks between the planned price system and the 
market price system. This leakage has enhanced income inequity 
and also encouraged corruption. 

Initiatives on Poverty 
The gover -aent is conscious that poverty alleviation lost its 
momentum in the late 1980s. Under the ne%,Eight f'ear Plan 
(1991-8), two major poverty.alleviation initiatives have been 
introduced: (i) to extend assistan e to the poorest of the poor in 
the worst physical environments and (i) to integrate production. 
education, health, family planning and transport programmes into 
comprehensive packages involving the local governments. 

The Regional Department of the State Planning Commission 
has initiated a Food-for-Work Programme which assists with the 
building of roads and river transport, irrigation works and other 
capital construction in the poor areas. All the central ministries 
and agencies as well as the provincial authorities have their ovwn 
poveny-alleviation programmes and projects. The Agricultural 
Bank of China and other .Ianks offer concessional loans tar 
regional developments. In addition, the Ministry of Civil Affairs 
provides disaster relief and income support. In order to co
ordinate the poverty programmes administered by the variois 
ministries, agencies and local governments. the Leau, QGroup 
for the Economic Development of Poor Areas was established by 
the State Council in 1986. 

Sustaining Reform 
Although China's starting point a,the centrally planned economy 
with the biggest population in the %orld was unique. in 
undertaking these economic reforms, China is finding itself 
confronted by a range of problems and imbalances familiar to 
other restructuring economies not just in the developing world but 
also among the OECD countries. Nonetheless. the reforms. %%hen 
judged against the rapid economic growth they have unleashed. 
are strikingly successful: there isno convincing evidence yet that 
they have either overheated or run out of steam. 

Dr Huang Fan-:hang worked wit:l ODI staff to compile this 
Briefing Paper as a William C!ark Visiting Fellow. Dr Hilang 
works for the Economic Research Centre of the PRC State 
Planning Commission; ODI is responsible for the final text. 

Briefing Papers present objective information on important 
development Issues. Readers are encouraged to quote or 
reproduce material from them for their own publications, but 
as copyright holder, ODI requests due acknowledgement and 
a copy of the publication. 

Overseas Development Insiltute Regent's College Inner Circle Regent's Park London NW1 4NS 
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O n16 February 1993, The 
Peop!e's Daily.China's lead
ng national newspaper, 

carred two news stones 
highlightlng the country's watcr 
dilemma. 

The front page warned that the'.ater level of the 6,300 km-long 

Yangtze. one of the three longest 
rivers in the world, dropped to 20 can

imetres below sea level in mtd-
February at Shashi, in Central China's 
Hubet Prosince. It was the lowest 
water level for 20 years. and threat
cned to halt navigation on the upper 
reaches of the river. 

The second story revealed that 
black-headed gulls, which have spent 
every winter for the past seven years 
in Kunming, capital of South-west 
China's Yunnan Province, departed
for their annual migration a full three 
months ahead of schedul2. They left 
abruptly because "they could no 
longer endure the deteriorating water 
environment' of Diancht Lake, their 
habitat in Kunming, says Professor 
Wang Ziiiang, an ornithologist with 
Yunnan University. "Fish and 
,hrimps. the birds' principal food, are 
gone because of pollution." 

The Chinese used to describe their 
water resources as "inexhaustible". No 
,onger 

China has a total surface run-off of 
2.700 bion m' a year, ranking fifthin the world after Brazil, Canada, the 

United States and Indonesia. "But 
actually China is a water-deficient 
country," says Qu Geping, director of 
the National Environmental Protection 
-Ageticy. "Dividcd by its huge popila-
:ion of 1.17 billion, there accumulates 
in China each 	 year only 2.500 m' of 
water to each person - which is barely 
equal to the amount actually con-
sumed by each peron annually in the 
United States." 

This per capita water volume ranks 
China 88tii in the world: only one-
cuarter of the world average. 

China is funher disadvantaged by 
an uneven distnbution of water 
resources and rainfall. Surveys show 
that 62 per cent of China's farmland is 
located in areas where the annual sur-
face run-off is less than 18 per cent of 

. the total. Also, 85 per cent of the rain-

Country contrasts 1: China 

China's war on waste
and pollution 
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Once thought to be inexhaustible, China's water supplies 
are falling behind demand as industry and the cities grow 

and agriculture struggles to keep pace with a population
heading towards 1.2 billion. 
Xiong Lei reports from Beijing on China's response to the 

problem. 

fall in North China and 70 per cent in 
the south falls in the summer, between 
June and September. As a result man% 
dry areas have to prepare against 
floods every year. 

According to Qu Geping. the idealpopulation size for China's limited 

water resources is no more than tl' 
million people. The country's huge 
population has long outstnpped its 
water balance. 

Even though China's per capita 
water consumpton remains lo,
averaging only about 100 itres a la 

the supply still cannot keep pace with 
growing demand. According to the 

' 	 Ministry of Construction, while 
China's urban water supply capacity 
grows 7 per cent annually, the demand 
goes up by 10 per cent. In 1992, 3(11 
of the country's 479 cities suffered 
water shortages. 

In the countryside, more than 20 
Left: The Pearl River at Canton. million hectares of farmland and 93 
Top: A pollutedsection of the million hectares of pastures are thirst-
Yangtze. ing for water. It is a situation made 
Above: Watering by hand in worse by the pressure of people on 
Guangdong province. existing and former wetlands. During 



Beijing's efforts to 
save water 
Ar a centuries-old capital city, Beijingwas once the scene of interweaving
rivers and lakes. It was dotted with wells 
In the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644), and 
boats shuttled in the canal between the


the past 40 years, much land was 
I
 

Capital and Hangzhou, 1,000 km away

reclaimed from lakes in order to 
 feed in south- east China. an ever-growing population. That cost Although urbanization and

China 35 billion m' of freshwater population growth devoured most of the
 
resources. From the early 1950s to the 

rivers and wells, Beijing managed to live
on its seemingly abundant groundwater
early I980s, the total lake area shrank resources and never knew a water crisis

IIper cent: more than 450 lakes van-
 until the 1980s.
ished completely. "The worse water famine came In theFurthernore, excessive exploitation summer of 1981," recalls Duan Wenjie,

chief planner of the Beijing Waterworks 
Company. "The groundwater level had
been dropping one or two metres ayear,
and there wasn't enough rainfall or 
other surface runoffto replenish it." 

Between 1949 and 1992, Beijing's
daily per capita water consumption
went up from 28 litres to about 200 
litres. Meanwhile, the annual investment
in water supply jumped from 125,000 
yuan (USS41,700) to moie than 20G
million yuan (USS35.1 million). But the recycle their used water, and everydemand seems to have grown faster. household must have a water meterFrom the 1981 water famine the local installed.
leaders became more aware of the The decrees and regulations alsonecessity to reduce consumption while forced all new projects to have waterextending sources. Wang Mingming, saving facilities designed, installed and* deputy director of the Beijing Municipal operated simultaneously with theWater- Saving Office, says, "We haveworked hard to make it known to the 

project. An overpll plan gives inannual 

fl"water 
quota for water consumption to each 

public that it is a virtue to treasure hotel, factory, shop, government officeresources and use it and other work unit. 
economically." The city now has more than 200While the city had two more licensed water inspectors to oversee thewaterworks in 1985 and 1988, decrees implementation of the regulations,

V: 4.nd regulations on water saving were Wang says. Those found guilty ofissued by the Municipal People's wasting water are penalized.
Congress and government, stipulating "We also promote water-saving
that all industrial enterprises should facilities and techniques," says Wang 

of groundwater has resulted in land describes these as "ways when there Since the 1980s. the Chinese parliasubsidence and falling groundwater was no way out." The water from ment has issued II laws and decreeslevels in many Chinese cities. In these projects is very costly in terms on water, including a water law, lawsian. capital of Shaanxi Province, the of capital construction, saysgroundwater table 
Zhang for pollution prevention and controlhas dropped more Linxiang, senior engineer and deputythan 80 metres in the past 40 

and for water and soil conservation.years. director of the Department of Water Nationwide, more than 400 decrees"Some 80 per cent of the groundwater Affairs Administration of the Ministry and regulations dealingresources in North China have been with protecof Water Resources.
exploited," says Wang Weizhong. an 

tion of water resources and at theThe project to divert water from the rational consumptionofficial overseeing resource ..... age- Yangtze of water haveRiver in South China to been issued by local governments.ment with the State Science and Beijing and other areas in the north In past winters the Ministry of 
longer pays 

"It no will be built. But Qu Geping points Water Resources would receive about 
Technology Commission. 

to develop the rimaining out that the project, huge though it is,ones." He adds that the water problem 
60 urgent requests seeking emergency

will still not provide universal cover- help to resolve water disputes between"has become a major restriction on the age. While it is essential to promotedevelopment ofChina's economy." various provinces. "Thanks to thefamily planning and slow population implementation of water laws andSeveral large-scale water diversion growth to alleviate mounting pressures decrees, last winter we hardly receivedprojects aimed at relieving the thirsts on water resources, the process is any messages !ike that," "laims Zhang.of northern cities like Tianjin, Dalian, "long and slow", he says. "A more "Meanwhile, losses due toQinhuangdao. Qingdao ,ismanand Xi'an Pirgent task is to- extend resources by aged water projects have been reducedwere built in the 1980s. But Qu reducing waste and pollution." by 20 to 30 percent annually." 
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Mingming. These Include nine- and 11-
litre tanks for flushing toilets, replacing 
the old 17-litre ones, water-saving tap 
, ashers, air-cooting facilities and 

computer-controlled car-washing 
equipment. Municipal government 
figures show that 82 per cent of water 
for Industrial use was recycled up h. 

1992, against 46 per cent In 1981. 
Duan Wenjile says the waterworks 

company appreciates what the water-
saving office has done. "in one year 
after its establishment, consumption 
reduced by 24 million in'. Tht down-
curve was maintained for afew more 
years and now annual consumption

10 mllionin'.decreses bdecreases by 10 million m'." 

As people become more conscious 
of the need to save water, more 
advanced tecl,.iques are introduced, 
In the past eight years, watcr-saving 
irrigation techniques, such as sprin-
kling and drip irrigation, have been 
applied to 2.33 million hectares of 
farmland in North China, improving 
efficiency oy 50 per cent. 

But this is only a tiny fraction of the 
35 million hectares of irrigated farm-
land, -- .,on consumes about 400 
billion m3 of water a year. Due to 
seepage and other defects, mor, than 
half the water is lost. For every kilo-
gramme of wheat, 40 per ent more 
water is used in China than . 
advanced countries. 

The industrial sector als, promises 
great potential savings in water use. 
China's industry consumes 26 billion 

m' of water annually, of which only 
45 per cent is recycled. "Our water 
consumption is unreasonably high 
compared with more developed coun-
tries," says Chai Wenzhong, an engi-
neer with the Ministry of 
Construction. "For every ton of steel 
we use 20 ml more of water, and for 
every ton of paper, we use 200 m' 
more." 

"By recycling another 15 per cent 
of water in industrial use, 5.25 billion 
ml can be saved annually," adds Chai. 

Zhang Linxiang points to Beijing's 
outstanding example. "In the past !0 
years the city's industm. output value 
more than tripled, but its industries' 
water consumption did not go up. 
That is encouraging." 

Much water can also be saved by 
vollution control, insists Qu Geping, 
"but it is more difficult". Every year 
some 60 billion in' of industrial wastes 
and urban sewage are discharged 

throughout the country. Although 63 
per cent of the 30 billion m3 of indus
trial waste water is treated b,:-ore dis
charge, the disposal is carrier )ut in a 
scattered way at individual factories 
rather than concentrated efficiently at 
central treatment plants. 

And even where some treatment has 
taken place, the disposed wastes still 

a serious pollution threat.
Almost every city is surrounded by a 

polluted river," observes Zhang 
Linxiang. "While the surface water in 

urban areas has been severely con-
taminated, the groundwater in a 
number of cities is also polluted to 
varying degrees." 

Qu Geping thinks a total investment 
of 100 billion yuan (US $17.54 billion) 
would be needed to build two-stage 
treatment facilities for all the waste 
water. "That is far beyond the state's 
financial means," he adds. But if the 
percentage of treated sewage is raised 
from less than 10 per cent at present to 
20 per cent, some 3.5 billion m' of 
water cculd be recycled for use by 
Chinese cities every year. 

At present only 40 out of nearly 500 
cities have two-stage sewage treat-
ment plants in operation. But more 
and more cities are seeing the cco
nomic benefits of doing so and are 
building their own treatment plants. 

Below left: Chef with his ducks in the 
central Chinese city of Chengdu.
Below right: New industries are 
heavy water users: circuit board 
factory in Shenzhen. 

While emphasizing the need for 
two-stage sewage treatment in urban 
areas, Qu thinks it is more important 
to reduce industrial wastes by updat
ing technology. "Most industrial enter
prises are still using equipment and 
technology of the 1950s and 1960s, 
which produce too much waste," 
iiisists Qu. "This cannot go on." 

Although China's water situation is 
grim, it is not hopeless. "Peop:e of 
some developed areas in South China 
are increasingly conscious of their 
environment and have the economic 
strength to ensure ro-ordinated social 
and ecological development," con
cludes Qu. 

Experts foresee that by the year 
2000 about half of China's increased 
water supply will have to come from 
various water conservation measures. 
"While money remains a problem, we 
ca, try to alleviate the water stresses 
by promoting new technologies," says 
Wang Weizhong. "We also look for
ward to more international exchanges 
iii this field." 

Xiong Lei is a journalist working for 
China Features in Beijing. 
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Ivelopmentof A ' i.. 
the Tumen RiverDelta A I 
area could bring huge
 

economic rewardsto ) iL,2r ,LrQ
 
countries inthe 

region.Hut :zat Ji NoA easbwill 
ittake to turnthisbold 

plan into reality? 

By HollyOmrstain Carter 

Beijing - It would be hard to find more 

unlikely partners if you wanted to start a 

'We can show the world that political provinces of Jilin and Heilong-Jang, as
barriers can be lowered for economic de-corporation. Their resumes read: little 	
well as to the minerals, oil, coal, timbervelopment," says UNDP programme man-
experience with capitalism, historic mis-
and other natural resources found in
ager John Whalen, "and that economictrust of one another, financially unstable, 	 development can be the new world order." 
Russia, North Korea and Mongolia. Proc
essed and manufactured goods and even

Despite these shaky credentials, China, In the process, the Tumen River AreaRussia and North Korea have begun work-	
cereal Zrains are prospective export!Development Programme (TRADP) coulding together, under the leadership of the 

On the map the Tumen is at the centreserve as an instructive blueprint for other of northeast Asia. But standing on theUnited Nations Development Programme parts of the world where economic coop-(UNDP), to create a suL-Siberian Hong 	
banks of this shallow river it is hard toeration could help rountries overcome imagine being at the centre of anything ItKong in a remote corner of northeast Asia. 	 both underdeve'op,..ent and politicalThe unusual alliance has also brought 	
is even harder, perhaps, to see this thinlvstrife.

collaboration fron South Korea and Mon-
populated delta area, surrounded bvE..: ected to :ost billions over the next 20 mountains, mud huts and rice fields, as a

which stand to benefit if the plan realizes 	 years, the initial cooperative zone, which booming metropolis of 500,000 people,its goal: to traneform the Tuen River spans 1,000 square kilometres, would get a which is what planners have in mind. ForDelta area - where the borders of China, vast port complex, roads, a telecommuni-
Rusiaarend -hrth 	 now,the picture is one of timeless calm,orders
t ina, cations network, a new urban ceastre and with villagers tending their fields, storksmajor international shippeet -ingt and an airport. The plan also enlrisions a trans-mranifacturing zone 	 flocking lo tidal estuaries, old trucks, continental railway system stretching bumping along unpaved roads and :eaky10,000 kilometres from the pert area to boats docked in quiet ports.Carved out of the three countries, the major markets in Europe, which is of spe-ecinornic -one would be managed much 

Frozen in time by communism, thisciat interest to the Japanese. part of the world has sudder,ly come tothe same way as a corporation, with each
of the partners collecting fees from The potential of a new Asian gatenay for life with talk of increased econoric activjointly-run power plants, railway systems 	

global trade is clear to just about everyone, it and capitalism. ButTedvlp ntoudferayacss 	 o [any, the yenture means eintering new and unchartedand shippin6 facilities. 	 The development would offer easy access 
and improved transportation links to ma
jor markets in the industrialized Chinese 
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territory. "When you talk about 'CEOs' 
and 'corporations' many people here 
don't understand," says Herbert Levin, a 
special adviser to the United Nations who 
attended an October meeting o the six 
countries in Beijing. 

Even the Chinese, with experience in 
land-lea.iing arid special economic zones, 
are somewhat intimidated by so much 
talk of capitalism. "Legal and financial 
terr is need clarification because we are 
not familiar with them," says Chinese 
team leader Long Yongtu. "We need to 
learn the rules of international trade. But 
no matter what the future outcome, the 
lessons China and other countries are 
learning are invaluable to ther .. 

and integration into the global economy." 

The goals of the Tumen River plan are 
as impressive as they are ambitious. But 
daunt-ng challenges lie ahead, including 
vast sums of required capital, alack of 
inhabitants and infrastructure in the area, 
and the risks to a pristine environment, 

which is home to many rare and endan-'. 
gered specjes including the Amur leop-
ard, the black tork and the Mandarin 
duck. 

Originating in the forests of the Long 

White Mountains (Changb?4 Snan) on the 
border of China and North K, a, the 
Tumen stretches 516 kilomet ; through 
North Korea, past Hunchun in northeast 

China, and empties into the Sea of Japan. 
Most of the Tumen marks the eastern 
border between China and North Korea, 

but the last 15 kilometres form the bordr 
between Russia and North Korea. In 1860, 
China lost access to the Sea of Japan as 
the result of the Peking treaty wi,h Rus-
sia. The Chinese are anxious to regain 
access to it, and stand to, once the plan 

comes to fruition. 
Scepicsarequikpont ut ~hetSceptics are quick to point out the 

development's hefty cost, and say that it 
is too ambitious for the times. "The capi-
tal is too much and the area's resources 
too few," says Jc1 n Seel, aKorean scholar 
who recently toured th" proposed eco-
nomic zone. "The roads are awful, there 
are few cars, and it's really dead." He 
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asks, "How do you develop aRotterdam 
when there are no peopie?" 

But even the boldest of plans startwith 

asingle step, and in the case of TRADP 
that step was taken at a1990 meeting in 
Changchun, China, co-sponsored by 

UNDP, where different strategies for 
developing Northeast Asia were brought 
to the table. However the real beginning 
of inter-governmental cooperation took 
place in Ulaanbaatar in July 1991, when 

'tor"*'. 
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The g o the Tuen River 
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China, both Koreas and Mongolia agreed 
,hat the plan was in their common inter-
est. UNDP was asked to serve as aneutral 

catalyst. Later that year, North Korea, 

leasing the necessary 3,000 square kilome-

lres needed for the development ara. 
China ard Russia 3greed in principle to 

While raosL of the activity will take 
place iii the immediate economic zone 
(called the Tunen River Economic Zone -
TIREZ), which links Rajin in Nor.h Korca, 
Hunchun in China and Posyet in Russia, it 
is anticipated tiat development will also 

occur in alarger geogra -'hicalarea, reach
ing the cities of Vladivostok, Chonglin 
and Yanji. 

Despite political differences, members 
of the initiative's Programme Manage
ment Committee (China, Russia, North 

Korea, South Korea, Mongolia, and Japan 
as an observer) realize that cooperative 
development can only fuel their econo
mies. "The project will result in abetter 
quality of life, more goods, more jobs and 
greater contact with the outside world.
says K.G. Singh, UNDP's regional direc

for Asia and the Pacific. 
with regaining access to the Sea 

of Japan, China hopes to stimulate eco
nomic development in its northeast area. 

While it has had success so far with 
special economir ones - like Guangdong 
across from Hc g Kong - China eagerly 
seeksgrowt idtechnologyandisans
ig 
iou inesme t 

Russian officials, initially worried that 

the cooperative venture might detract 
from their own free trade zone in 
Vladivostok, now believe that TRADP will 
complement rather than compete, and 

the development will increase busi

ness in other Russian ports like Posyet
and Nakhodka. 

The North Koreans, faced with critical 
shortages of food, fuel and hard currency, 

are even more anxious for new econoir :c 
opportunities to attract trade and foreign 
capital. 

North Korea recently passed a law 

allowing for the development of economic 
and free trade zones in Chongin. Rai 

and Sonbong. But outsiders are still war%, 
especially when North Korea has over So 
billion inwforeign debt. The multinational 

Tumen cooperation could help North 

Korea obtain an important basis withwhich to attract foreign money. 

Fortnongoha, a land-locked and ge
graphically isolated contry, TRADP 
could help end its foreign exchange short
age by providing an important transport 
age by proingn imporan trapr 
corridor for growing Euro-Asian rade 



'My people will benefit by a 
connection with northeast 
Asian countries, the Republic 
of Korea, Japan and the United 
States," says Rentsengiin 
Batmend, .,:nior official and 
head o the Mongolian na
tional team. "We face short
ages (ifconsumer goods and
 
foreign currency, and this
 
would help us earn more money." 


Finally South Korea and Japan are
ally Sotenora nd rapa re 
attracted by potential new r rsoutes to 
Europe. and by better access to resource-
rich Sibera and Mongolia and the cheap 
labour available there, 

As for raising the necessary capital. 
there has been only tepid response from 
big money sources so far. Among the six 
countries involved. only two poss s 
relative strength inKca 
- Japan and South Korea - and they have 
yet to make any firm financial commit-

Despite the large benefits to be gained, 
Japan is reluctant to foot the bill for eco-
nomic reasons. Russia and North Korea 


do not enjoy high credit ratings in the 
investment markets. Moreover, unre-
solved political
issucs between Japan and
both countries have overshadowed eco-

nomic partnership 


South Korea is keen on increased coop-
eration with its northern neighbour, but is 
a bit wary of the expense 'We are eager to 
promote progress in TRADP," says Tae' Kisoe 

sonKim. South Korea's team leader and 
assistant iinister for international policy 
coordination. "But Sou orea cannot 
that cost."w 

China, however, whose economy is 
buoming, has agreed to invest more than 
$100 million to extend a railway it is build-
ing in the area into Russia. with the idea of 
creating a link to the Transiberian rail-

While the financing issue has et to be 
resolved, TRADP planners are convinced 
the idea will see the light of day The ques-

ticn is one of scale and timing, says 
Herbert Behrstock, chief of the East Asiaand Pacific division at UNDP. 

Stq, its size and complexity make 

some question its feasibility. "Multina-

tional deals are almost impossible to 


administer," says a Western diplomat 
who watches the Tumen River Area De-
velopment Programme for his govern-
ment. "Take the Saint Lawrence Seaway
project in Canada (a facility jointly oper-ated by the United States and Canada) as 
an an example. Look at the original claims ofhow it would improve lives, but it has 

been a huge failure and cost $8billion, 
The UNDP project is even more difficult." 

Indeed, naysayers are quick to point to 

the difficulties that lie ahead. But the 
programme's potential for success must 
also be measured in relation to wherethese countries were two years ago and 
what has already happened. When 
TRADP was conceived in 1991, South 

Korea and China had no relations, Mon-
golia was still communist, North Korea 
had not opened at all and neither Koreas 
had yet joined the United Nations,Korao 


In the last two years national teams 
from the six-men.'ter countries have met 
formally twice, once in February 1992 in 
Seoul and again in Beijing last October. 

UNDP has committed $3.5 million for 
feasibility studies and the Finnish govern-
men'. has recently provided $1million 
specifically for forestr.' research and for 
studying.i land bridge concept to Europe. 

Tne next crucial step will be cr'mplet-
ing a number of studies now under way 
and confirming government interest to 
pioceel. Investment would then be 
sought from multinational banks and 
corporations, bilateral aid agencies and 
private banks. 

North Korea's port at Chongiin is 
part ofthe wider geographical 
area that wouldbenefit from 
theTumen development. 

"We are now drafting an investment
 
prospectus and finalizing international
agreements," says Mr. Whalen, the UNDP 
programme manager. "We are also con
tacting potential investors and preparing 
master plans for transportation and 
telecommunications development." To 

improve communications, UNDP is plan
ning a microwave-fiberoptic telecommu
nications system in the area. 

As TRADP moves from the theoreticalto the practical, more attention is being 

placed on the environment. Long decadesof isolation have preserved the area's 

untouched beauty and abundant wildlife 
With prodding from the Russian del
egates, the environmental issue, a major
concern of UNDP in all its programmes, 

has become firmly etched into the agenda. 

"Environmental studies should; be donebefore Greenpeace takes out a full-pag2 
advertisement in The New York Times 
saying 'Stop the Tumen development 

before it destroys the last wilderness 
frontier."' warns Mr Levin. 

Overall a lot of work remains. But while 
the visionaries continue to dream andthn continh aendedream thethe 
sceptics continue to doubt, the process 
has already contributed to peace and 
cooperation in this unimposing corner 
of Asia. 

To critics who see TRADP as too ambi
tious for what is now a sleepy area. Mr 
Whalen reminds us that "when Hong 
Kong was to be established by the British, 
Lord Palmerston, the foreign minister, 
said: 'Why do we need this barren 

rock?"' 

Holly Ornstei Carter is afreelance'ounabst 
based in Seoul. 
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Clearly, the prime impediment to normalization 
remains a satisfactory resolution of the fate of 
American servicemen missing in SoutheastAsia, the 
neuralgic POW/MIA issue. The Clinton administra-
tion inherited the Bush administration's 1991 "road 
map" specifying the reciprocal steps that would have 
to be followed in the normalization process, includ-
ing conditions that Vietnam would have to fulfill. 
After the POW/MIA issue, the road map's principle 
condition was continued Vietnamese cooperation on 
the Cambodia peace process (see appendix). 

Until April 12, 1993, there had been slow but 
steady progress thanks to joint field operations--22 
by the latest count, in many regicns of the country- 
Vietnamese and American search teams. While rot 
yielding spectacular results in terms of artifacts, 
remains, or information, these operations were in-
dicative of Vietnam's seriousness of purpose and 
significant commitment of resources. Moreover, the 
U.S. Senate Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs 
report, issued January 13, 1993, stated, "There is no 
compelling evidence that proves that any American 
remains alive in captivity in Southeast Asia." The 
report was generally complimentary concerning 
Vietnam's recent conneration. 

The decision in October 1992 to allow U.S. inves-
tigators to examine the war archives cf Vietnam's 
Ministry ofDefense for evidence on the fate ofAmeri-
can servicemen was, i4 seemed, a major break-

through. In December 1992, the Bush Administra
tion responded by partially lifting the economic em
bargo by allowing American companies to sign con
tracts on prospective commercial ventures-but not 
to implement them-and to perform certain other 
acts helpful in promoting the companies' commercial 
position vis a via their foreign ccmpetitors. 

Rumors abounded that President Bush, in the 
waning days of his administration, would take 
further steps toward normalization, perhaps even 
lift the embargo entirely and agree to embassies 
in Hanoi and Washington. This hope proved vain. 
The Vietnamese, for whatever reason, had not 
chosen to go the last mile in providing information 
on the remaining one hundred or so "last know 
alive" cases that might have precipi'.ated a favor
able decision. But even had they done so, given the 
bitterness of the election campaign and Mr. 
Clinton's position regarding the Vietnam War, the 
outgoing Republicans would probably not have 
chosen to spare the incoming Administration the 
political pain of dealing with this delicate issue. 
No one was actually pointing the finger at who 
had gotten the United States into the Vietnam 
inebs (was it Truman or was it Eiseirhower?) but one 
thing was sure: Clinton, not Bush, would have to 
make peace with Hanoi and to declare that the POW/ 
MIA issue was finally resolved-and to take the 
political heat. 
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The Clinton Administration had been slow to 
pick up the Vietnam issue, partly because of its 
sensitivity and partly because of pressing foreign 
policy problems elsewhere-Bosnia, Somalia, Rus-
sia. On March 22, Secretary of State Warren Chris-
topher noted the "strong business incentives" and 
said the United States was ready to move ahead "as 
soon as they [the Vietnamese] are forthcoming on 
the ML. issue.. that is the only thing stopping us 
from lifting our sanctions." On March 31, in his 
hearing before the Seciate Foreign Relations Coin-
mittee, Assistant Secretary for East Asia and the 
Pacific Winston Lord elaborated on this theme: 

We are taking an especially close look at our 
policy in Vietnam. Let me emphasize that obtain-
ing the fullest possible accounting for Americans 
missing from the Vietnam War, including those 
lost in Laos and Cambodia, will remain a central 
objective... 

Looking to the future, Vietnam, a rapidly-grow-
ing country of 70 million, the fourth largest in 
East Asia, can play an mportant political and 
economic role. If the nEcessary groundwork is 
laid we can strengthen regional stability... 

On the economic side, Vietnam has undertaken 
market reforms, opening up promising vistas for 
trade and investment . . . At the same time, 
Vietnam continues under a repressive Commu-
nist political system. There are scant traces of 
freedom. As we seek to normalize relations, the 
intensity and warmth of our ties will depend on 
progress in this area ... 

Over the next two weeks this line hardened. 
White House spokesman George Stephanopoulos 
retreated into language making clear that no 
progress would be made without a full accounting of 
MILAs (there was no elucidation as to what "full" 
meant); the potential positive side of U.S.-Vietnam 
relations was downplayed. 

BOMBSHELL 

On Apnl 12, 1993, The New York Times reported
the discovery of a document purportedly detailing a 

1972 briefing oi American POWs to North 
Vietnam's Politburo by General Tran Van Quang. 
The Russian-language document was found in Janu
ary 1993 in the files of the Soviet Communist Party
by Harvard University researcher Stephen Morris. 
According to the document, which was a translation 
from the Vietnamese, Vietnam held 614 more 
American POWs than were released in -Operation 
Homecoming" in January 1973 as part of the Paris 
Accords ending active U.S. involvement in the Viet
nam War. Morris had discussed the Russian-lan
guage version of the document with former National 
Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski, who ar
ranged for him to brief NSC officials in mid-Febru
ary. President Clinton was briefed on the report 
before his meeting April 3 with Russian President 
Yeltsin in Vancouver. 

The White House did not receive a copy until 
April 8, when Ambassador Malcolm Toon (the 
president's liaison with Moscow for POW/MIA af
fairs) requested the Russian text, and the 
document's existence was not revealed before the 
Times broke the story from Moscow on April 12. The 
initial U.S. reaction was to reiterate the require
ment for full resolution of the POW/MIA issue, in
cluding ofcourse determination of the truth or false
ness of the alleged Quang report, before there could 
be further consi.'eration of normalization. On April
18, retired Genc'ral John W. Vessey, Jr., the 
president's special emissary for humanitarian af
fairs, arrived in Hanoi with a party of 18 U.S. 
officialstodiscussthematterwithrankingVietnam
ese officials. 

At a Hanoi press conference on April 19. General 
Vessey said: "I don't think one can draw conclusions 
about the document based simply on General 
Quang's statement... What General Quang told us 
is not inconsistent with what we know about him and 
I have no reason to disbelieve General Quang." 

Asked i'he had more doubts about the document 
than he had when he came to Hanoi to find Jut 
whether it was genuine, General Vessey replied 
simply: "Yes." 

Whatever the past history of the POW/MIA is
sue, the alleged Quang report must be thoroughly
investigated and a determination made as t its 
authenticity and its accuracy. If ,jro,.-1i authentic 
and accurate, the impact of the report will postpone
indefinitely lifting the embargo and establishment 
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of relations. Even if the Clinton administration de-
clares unequivocally that the Quang document is a 
fabrication, a host of questions will have to be an-
swered (Who created the document? Why? When? 
What other relevant documents are there in the KGB 
or GRU's files?) before the matter can be laid to rest. 

The answers to these questions will determine if 
and when Washington will agree to make good on the 
final step of Phase II of the 1991 road map: "To work 
with others to help Vietnam eliminate arrears to 
International Financial Institutions." 

CAMBODIA-STILL A PROBLEM? 

With the signing of the October 1991 Paris 
Agreements and Vietnam's cooperation in imple-
menting the settlement over the past 18 months, the 
Vietnamese would appear to have satisfied one ma-
jor U.S. condition for normalization. 

During 1992, Hanoi had been partially rewarded 
for its cooperation in the form of reestablished tele-
phone communications between Vietnam and the 
United States. This move benefitted the Vietnamese-
American community and their families in Vietnam, 
and of course AT&T. In March 1993, the Clinton 
administration's Interagency Group on Vietnam policy 
(Departments ofState, Defense, Treasury, Commerce, 
CIA) began to discuss whether Vietnam had indeed 
compliedwiththe roadmap'srequirements regarding 
Camb3dia. The deteriorating situation in Cambodia, 
with violence increasing and the Khmer Rouge 
threatening to disrupt the May elections, was 
deemed not to be the fault of Vietnam. 

Unless there is a massive breakdown ofthe peace 
process that causes Vietnamese unilateral interven-
tion, or unless the Vietnamese can be held directly 
responsible for the malfeasance of the Phnom Penh 
regime (over which they are deemed to have some 
influence), the Cambodia question would seem to 
have been removed as a roadblock. 

THE EMBARGO, THE IFI's, 
AND THE ROAD MAP 

Since 1975 Vietnam has been subject to a corn-
prehensive schedule of U.S. sanctions, including a 
prohibition on commercial and financial transac-

tions and private investment in Vietnam. Vietnam
ese assets in the United States, about $250 million 
with accrued-interest, are frozen. As described above, 
Washington relaxed several aspects of the embargo 
in 1992 but key features remain in place and are 
causing severe handicaps for American businesses. 

Commercial opportunities for U.S. corporations 
in Vietnam exist in the aircraft industry, petroleum, 
electronics, communications and information, tour
ism, banking, agribusiness, shipping, and insur
ance. As yet, these opportunities cannot be realized. 
On November 6, 1992, Japan announced that it 
would grant a $360 million official development 
assist-=. (ODA) loan to Vietnam. For bilateral 
political reasons, Japan had kept faith with the U.S. 
embargo in terms of ODA. Although still concerned 
over a possible adverse U.S. reaction, Japan none
theless feels less constrained. The ODA is expected 
to reach Vietnam during 1993; it is repayable over 30 
years at 1 percent interest rate. Six Japanese banks 
have agreed to provide bridge loans to permit Viet
nam to repay its outstanding debt of $180 million 
from pre-1978 loans. 

By all odds the most damaging aspect of U.S. 
policy has been, and remains, blocking of loans from 
he World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, 

the Asian Development Bank, and other interna
tional financial institutions (IFI). Although Vietnam 
has developed lively trade relations with the outside 
world, because of the blockage of IFI loans, major 
foreign investment has lagged and the country's 
infrastructure development remains stymied. 

At this writing we cannot forecast what will 
happen in the IMF and World Bank meetings to be 
held at the end of April. Certainly, the Clinton 
administration's conclusions on the Quang docu
ment will weigh heavily in these deliberations. 

DEMOCRACY AND HUMAN RIGHTS 

Regardless of how quickly the latest impediment 
of the Quang document can be removed, normaliza
tion will not be a magical moment achieved by the 
stroke of a pen. The United States has never had 
"normal" relations with any government of Vietnam 
or with the Vietnamese people, either North or 
South. The United States was at war with half of 
Vietnam for the first 20 years of that country's 
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independence from France, 1954 to 1973. Mutual 
hostility has endured for another long period. In this 
context, what does "normal" really mean? What is 
certain is that normalization is a process, not a fixed 
destination. .An intelligent relationship will take 
years to build even with the best of intentions. 

Nowhere is this more evident than in certain 
issues that were on the horizon several years ago but 
now loom large in anticipation of a "new U.S.-Viet-
nam relationship." 

While economic change proceeds in Vietnam, 
political change lags. Hanoi faces the dilemma of 
otherMarxist regimes in the throes ofreadjustment: 
how to gain economic salvation without losing politi-
cal control. At the seventh congress of the Vietnam-
ese Communist Party in July 1991 and in the nevi 
constitution of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, 
adopted in April 1992, the principle of "democratic 
centralism" and the leading role nf the Party as "the 
force leading the State and society" were reaffirmed. 
The Party explicitly rejected the concept ofpolitical
pluralism. Despite democratic stirring within its 
own ranks and in thc population at large, the party
today denounces political change outside the bound-
aries of the Party as a mortal threat. "Stability" 
during difficult times is imperative and "peaceful 
evolution," that is, fundamental social change that 
takes place without the sanction of the party, is 
dangerous and intolerable, 

Although the enhanced powers of the elected 
National Assembly under the 1992 constitution pro-
vide some hope for a more representat.ive system, all 
candidates must still be vetted by the Communist 
Party's "mass organizations." In Vietnam today
there seems to be wide latitude in private expression 
of opinion. The news media, which are firmly con-
trolled by the state, may vigorously criticize corrup-
tion and inefficiency but may not challenge the 
primacy of the Party or seriously question govern-
ment policies. 

The regime's internal security apparatus is as 
ubiquitous as ever. Amnesty International reports 
that more than 100 former soldiers and officials of 
the previous South Vietnamese regime remain held 
without trial in reeducation camps. Arrests for ex-
pression of political dissent regularly take place. As 
of December 1991, more than 80 prisoners of con-
science, including Duddhist and Catholic leaders, 
were incarcerated.' 

The fate of communist governments in Eastern 
Europe astonished and shook the Party In the face 
of widespread popular cynicism and internal pres
sures, many of which stem directly from economic 
liberalization and the increased flow of infbrmation 
into Vietnamese society, the Hanoi Politburo is seek
ingaVietnamesesolutionthatavoidsboththedisas
ter of Tiananmen Square and the turmoil that has 
plagued the former Soviet Union. The leadership 
cites the experience of Singapore, South Krea, Tai
wan, and Indonesia, pointing out that auhoritar
ianism is essential to provide the political stability 
for economic development. These countries, Hanoi 
claims, have done extremely well economically 
without political freedom. Nonetheless, the ques

tion still is: Can Vietnam ever achieve genuine
economic progress in the absence of considerably 
greater openness in the political realm than it 
now permits? 

U.S. POLICY 

Vietnam will move at its own pace away from the 
current Leninist system toward a peculiarly Viet
namese version of what Robert Scalapino calls "soft 
authoritarianism," an amalgam of socialisa and 
free market economics kept in place by a structured 
political system that maximizes economic develop
ment and only gradually admits the existence of 
more thar one party. The models of Indonesia and 
Singapore are frequently cited. 

How can the United States hasten the demise of 
Leninism? What degree of respect for human rights 
on the part of the Vietnamese government should we 
realistically expect, and in what timeframe? What is 
the most effective way to promote values we hold to 
be universal? For many Americans, particularly 
those with deep connections to Vietnam, these ques
tions are not easily contemplated. 

Democracy and human rights were prominent
features of the Bush administration vet were 
handled selectively and according to realpolitik 
policy requirements in specific bilateral circum
stances. Continued Most Favored Nation iMFN)
trading status for the People'- Republic of China was 
justified in terms of using the f'ee market and trade 
relations to fuel China's burge m,)r;'i'nomic devel
opment on the prcsumptioa that liberalization in 

.
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politics would eventually follow. By withdrawing 
MFN, the United States would hurt the very forces 
advocating changes in the political sphere, so went 
the argument. On human rights, the Bush adminis-
tration applied measured pressure on specific cases 
to gain Chinese cooperation, playing "good cop" to 
the potential strong measures of Cor:gress, the "bad 
cop. "By and large, this strategy has proved moder-
ately successful. 

On humanitarianissues, the Reagan and Bush 
administrations tested Hanoi early and gained good 
cooperation concerning Amerasian children, the 
Orderly Departure Program, emigration for former 
reeducation camp inmates, and repatriation of'boat 
people without prejudice. These programs have 
worked well and are scheduled to conclude in the 
near future. The Bush administration was able to 
limit politicalconditionality in normalization to the 
issues of Cambodia and progress on POW/MIAs (the 
latter was disguised as humanitarian to suit the 
requirements of both Hanoi and Washington). Con-
cerns about democratization and human rights were 
readily apparent but were kept low key. 

For the Clinton administration, the issues of 
human rights and democratization are assuming a 
far more prominent profile. Normalization with 
Vietnam is likely to be affected more profoundly. 

Two schools of thought have debated the appro-
priate strategy toward a Hanoi regime that in many 
respects remains stubbornly Leninist. One, which 
might be dubbed Let-them-stew-in-their-own-juice, 
sees no advantage in establishing a relationship 
with Vietnam's current leadership. It hclds that U.S. 
interests are best served by prolonging Vietnam's 
economic mess and awaiting an Eastern European-
style upheaval, causing the downfall ofcommunism. 
The longer the embargo stays in place, the better. 
This school is represented by Claudia Rosett, who 
writes in the Wall StreetJournalthat"American aid 
and respect would be only likely to retard Vietnam's 
progress by helping prop up a party that-like 
China's-has been forced by its own gross economic 
failures and the collapse of Moscow's aid to resort to 
unleashing its markets."2 

U.S. Senator Bob Kerrey, who won the Congres-
sional Medal of Honor for jervice in Vietnam, goes 
further. He argues against any relaxation of the 
embargo even should the POW/MIA issue be sat-
isfactorily resolved. Citing the "universal truth" 

of certain values held by the United States, Senat 
or Kerrey maintains that "our price for normaliza
tion should be freedom for the people of Vietnam. 
Political freedom (speech, religion, travel) is a glar
ing omission from the so-called U.S. "road map" 
which is the declared basis for moving toward nor
mal diplomatic and trade relations between our 
two countries."' 

The contrary school of thought rejects these ar
guments and holds that normalization is in fact the 
best means to promote changes the United Stateg 
advocates globally as a matter of principle: plural
ism, respect for human rights, market economics, 
and civil freedoms in general. The theory maintains 
thatVietnamcannotremainimmunetothewindsof 
social change sweeping the world. Normalization, by 
opening up Vietnam to outside influence, will help 
nature take its course. The full lifting of the U.S. 
embargo on trade and investment and the infusion of 
capital frominternationalfinancialinstitutions plus 
bilateral economic assistance programs from Japan 
and other international donors already in the pipe
line, will have a major impact on Vietnam. Both 
schools deserve critical examination. This writer 
will make the case for only one perspective, however: 
that normalization is the best way to promote the 
demise of Leninism in Vietnam. 

Initially, the economic benefits of normalization 
may well create the economic stabiiity the Hanoi 
regime feels it needs in order to maintain political 
control. The evidence since 1986 suggests that as 
long as economic reforms bring benefits, as they 
have so far, the Vietnamese people may be willing to 
accept political limitations. Yet this passivity belies 
the political frustration beneath the surface and the 
pervasive sense that the Communist Party no longer 
enjoys the "mantle ofHeaven." Over the longer term, 
as Vietnam's society modernizes, receives informa
tion, and joins the outside world, popular attitudes 
are certain to change, just as they are changing 
elsewhere in Asia. The fears of the Marxist are 
indeed well-founded: political and economic change 
cannot be separated forever. The FAX, the Xerox 
machine, the computer, and the erosion of ideology 
by science, education, cultural exchange, and the 
marketplace-these facts of modern life make 
"peaceful evolution" in Vietnam inevitable, initially 
to a softer authoritarianism and later to a morg 
sophisticated participatory system of governance. 
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By demanding acceptance of the American per-
spective on human and civil fights as a precondition 
for diplomatic and economic relations, the United 
States may actually retard the progress of e very
values and institutions it seeks to advance. The 
Vietnamese people are energetic and endowed with 
a strong spirit of independence; over time, they are 
capable of designing by consensus their own po-
litical system. Given Vietnam's tortured history, 
this can only be a complex, lengthy process. The "soft 
authoritarianism" that results will not be 
Jeffersonian democracy, but neither will it be the 
joyful (arid sometimes violent) confusion of Philip
pine democracy. The Clinton administration should 
make clear American values: respect for human 
rights, guarantees of civil freedoms, and a beliefin
participatory government and political pluralism as 
the real fundaments of stability. 

All these factors considered, it would be short-
sighted and hostile to our own national interests to 

make Vie namese acceptance of these values and 
institutions the precondition for diplomatic and 
trade relations. The United States should be pre
pared to see the Vietnamese people conduct their 
political ev, lution themselves. There may be ways to 
help--but we should not attempt to guide or direct. 
Above all, we should abstain from the rhetorical 
"feel-good' flourishes that recall previous failed at
tempts to dictate the politics of Vietnam. 

NOTES 

1 For names ofprisoners and other details see Amnesty Interna. 
tional Report 1992 (New York: Amnesty International USA,January 1992), p. 274.

2 "Don't Normalize Ties With Vietnam," Wall Street Journal,
April 17, 1992. 

3 "Updated Statement Regarding Vietnam's Release of Photo
graphs of American Prisoners," press release from Senator 
Kerrey's office, October 23, 1992. 
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The N I (toM, 

by Donald R. Snodgrass 

Rapid eawmc gunnzih and eq indusbwiazattr in East 

and Stowhaa Aia swtm Aky to *a tn ?mNIC in the winng 
dasad. Mla/,y. iz u ~pw aimL attairn !MCiat, te Tha-

d warning ati thned tuition 

Lad amon UPI~fi 60% .
 

E ast and Southeast Asia have led the wo!d in economic growth since 1970. Eight 

this region,of the ten fastest-growing economics in that period were from 

including the four famous Little Dragons: Taiwan, South Korea. Hong Kong 

and Singapore. Coming up fast from further behind were Malaysia, Thai!and. 

Indonesia and the Big Dragen, China. 1n'1988-92, foreign investment projects valued 

at more than $100 tillion were approved in sersn pick 1wLts id (tie pooxrer but even laster 

Malaysia, Thailand and hltdoncsia. Tile niew growig second lavotite) or ectl Indonesia or 

capital brings with it new products. Clita, cuireittl) ta h k ui the pack but larger 

technologies and skill requirenents. LIAbor is And moving lasi a. Well. 
also on tihe nove in the region, lowiig troin Answers to a irw short quti soris should solid-

lagging countries io more advanced nations ily tie ca".Firz,siat do we mean by a NIC, any-
feClilg the pinch of labor sho-fage. wa) ? Setontd. how close t) (u.alilyntg are Malaysia 

Will dese pIoccC-We lead to the creaion ol anId iLs ivls?-lid. s it soIl ialC to beotIIc a 

new Newly hlidustrc'lized Countrzs (NIlCs)? NIC fi toLay's witrld? .itall; and most impor-
While a nunonry view h.-, it that there can be no tanly. what will the as r-akts have to do to be-

more NICs. most noberveri bhl thai several coliie NIls? 
Asian countrim will be able to follow - more or Wh=a is a NIC? While tnaiy definitions and 

less, alowing lor chaniges iu, ,he World ciivirn- cnitera have beei iggni:ed, we cAn pin down 

nient- in die footsteps ofthd Lietle Dragons. tie conce-pt by defining a NIC as anl economy 

If thi is correct, who'.ile teiiext NI( ?Ma- that . attained. largely thfough industrializa-
laysia should be considcred the favnite in thi tisoI, a favorable enough coinhiuiatit of 'prcap-

race because it has re-achtd dtie lughlst level of ita income And 69owth topjtLy die expectation 
per capita income, has established a sucntg re- that it will ieconie a developed, high-incoic 

cotd of economic growth over die past 25 year cowuy widun two decades. (The figwc is arbi-

and is doiiig inOm of the things necessary u) be- tray bit seems to conlori to pasM practice.) Tile 

coni a NIC. Oker die tas live years. die Malay- World Bank currctidy defines a high-income 
Siat economy has grown at an average of 9 cconomy as one it which GNP per capita cx-

percent per annum. Ncvertbelcss. ionic ob- ceeded $7,620 ii 199. Twenty--fiv economics 

a Internaional Econouc k ssqhi 

made file gradei in 199(1 (icluding Taiwan, 

which isomtitted ixomi Wakild Bik ,,taisucl. hit' 
I hudid of tcu, iicludug tluc (Adie m

Milla agsi , hAd jowtil d'iaselectgruup or 
Malay sia :only 

Malaysia 
should qualify as a NIC ... 

by 2000. 

rca. was at $5,400 per capita in 1990 and will cross 

the line in thm decade. The only other middle in-
come country that qualdcsas a NIC on his deli-

is Greece. 
My definition ignores nauonal scale, whic h 

woul have ut be taken into account if we were 

primarily interested ii a cottry'*s impact on' 
t.od wiade. A large nAuttm like hina (if. to a 
kw, extent, hlnoiesid cau be a major factor in 

wutid uadc loigbIlteIrrIt heuMIa Ntc.aRecent 

prlonauice siaggests tot (iinia could becoie 

the doinant AsLi economy itn the 21st Ccii-
troy, but that will occur ii d e more dastAti hi-
true. 

Nextitnline. Iiycloseare Malaysuaatdoder 

second-oer ctootmis to lcomug NICb? Basd 

oil 1990 itIconIe levels aiid average 1905-90 

growth rate for per capita incotise, Malaya was 

31 years away front becutig a high income 

economy if) 149 while Thadand was 40 years 

away. Outside she AS.i-P'acdic r-gio, Portugal 
hid 15 year to go, Brazil 33 years and Mexico 4. 
years. Accelerated growth rates ater I.ftf0 could 
shornt those periods. Malaysia aid Thailand 
substantially exeeded Lheir long-teris average 
growth rates in 1987-92, but they p,0xhably ca io 
tnaittai 9-10 percent growthi for direc decadrs 

Soil, Malay-ia, shoul ,litya a NIC by my deti-
nition by 200 and could well become a devel-
oped country by 2020 in line with a iaoial goal 
set in 1991. "ailund should become a NIC early 
in tile next ccntury. 

,Malaysia and ThAiland have depended heavily 
on cxpansiton oi manufactured exports to 

achieve their recent high growth rates. Rcplcing 

Myntiun"3 

pruiLu y commodities such as rubber And tin in 

MAUAyaAad nce inThatd,nanuAcursshAve 
c to 60 percent of grns merch .ndis ex

po iLs in MalaysJa and 75 percent in 116i1--id. 

ne. owatd by muhexaonAl d-"$I 
opment is also heavily dependent on foreign 

fU -*fnt 
Is this paur of 

devupicnet sainAL? Whether the 
vu unonent wil! be as supporvt'.-f these e and 
invesiment flows in the future as it hia been.n t 

Carem over pei L 

past is a major concern in dies cotsnirin, in

creasing protection in devloped country mar
kLets and the frniaution of trading blocs, especi&y 
those such as NAEITA that include odter would-be 
NICs (Mcxco and potntially other Ladn Amesi

cAp countiens). worry them. CA-wing competi

tiot irons lower-wage countries forces them to 

seek new totuces ofcompecutivnecs. 
Yit these are Also promlmung developmcnts 

Successful n-gotiation of the Uruguay Round 
would benefit the A.SEN economies signifi

candy. Trade withiti the Asi&Pifit region ha
giowi rapdly,fed by uituralLhtgcs that have 
led to large intrategonal capital flows. As lc= up 
to die recent onset of recession in Japan, the 
Asn-p'ahc countries have been ab to min
tau high growth rates while the rem ol the wod 
Was Allslump. This has reduoed their dependence 
on North American and Eliropean mafke F'
nally, ASEAN countries have rccently agired to 

staged reductions in intra-group trade barriers 
Atd A-%EAN itself is likely to expand to bring in 
VwuLitn and pcrthap dher counuis in the near 

future. bits should encourage growth in intra-
ASEAN trade, hitherto limitcd. On balance, and 
despite unceasing worries, growth through inter
rational trade and invwsunnt is likely to mmain 

possiblW for dese countries. 
|io', to becscfa a M]C. What must they do to 

take aUVUILagC of these opportunities and be' 
conie NICs? At one level, the answer is simple 
Tlhey Inu.i cotinue to indutnalize and siccew 
hully export manufacses. East Asian expetise 
shows export o.-ientadon to be important both 

for tr,-aiceiing nurket size limitaions (aaiical 

9 



al eoitutt-)potll hi the siJCi .AId I, 1t .t I it- i 
culliptulie ellictetil). I low to do these dittigis, 
however. ts~t rtiplex tttLUtet. 

Sioutd woild-be NICtt ciulatc thir piede-
cesorQ lehielLcaiwcon how die li0e Dragotis. 

Whether the world environment will be 
as supportive of these trade and 

invesUnent flows in the future... is a 
major concern. 

auidjlpan before thetti. did tI txpaizLs daily and 
almstt expuo ttidlly.AiI oig die pouted catLs-
surely uterrfai-d in cuiplkix ways - ac: s%-iiu 
sYstilis thait stress irspecI for -tuthorit), hard 
woik, inphtiistoil educatii d hutuie-orwiei.-

lioli high savitngs .7ates; impressivi huniat re-
souirce develiopt.eit; and social hotiogti1iety. 
The role of the gt%--rnicii in guiding p wate 
producers - ui "gotertitsg die itiarkt." ais oue 
wid1'y-YeM1 work Duts it - t a fial much-celbatd 
issue. 

Soudeast Aswti co4iwtns have io berti slow 
s Ea! Asian experien e. Malaysatatklsons i ,

]Ofr xalltple. IlaLugulatedia much-discussed 
lok East Policy" ill 1982. But thre ae thre-
uitpotani diliences between ist AMd South-
east Asian societies. 

Fust . 'l East AsLut coituiuse Mlid tie Soudt-
east Asiall city-sate o Sitgapor.e ist snudll) io 
tLaurAl nesoUtLre. MhALFssa, ThaiLuiid ind tido-
tiesia cti eraw upon a wide rutng of im iues. 
relatively fetrle atid tLitiCrowded atable latds, 
tropical forests aid delpstA, u oil. iatural gasandlt-d minerals. In te pes. this fuvorabir re-
sice eido lodedeilI helped fit cis caorable 

illcOlie oollllies while 'it)o yet iildusl rd. 
More Ctldy, grOWuig problem ol ldta-al re-
source depletion and contiiuing lbor horce ex-
pAiimo tihave forced tet to industrlize-. But 
they shoulk still be AIe in offer a ti-ttiLbaLiticed 
line 0expurts dui dmi ti. NICs. inclutiaig somc 
pludt.ctisnadc fxmlIocJ re-sowites. 

A second importat diflerence is that South-
eat Asiain societies i.- ethnically heterugeneous 

"l:t-: g sl'i Iitis .ureito I ded by ild g-toot 
goin but feileli°elr .Udiet( ( uluitsc inll-
giaiutt play tttor roles itithdii econltutties. Jim.t 
Complicates die slI of go%,rrlttelit-pliatc r t r 
cooperatiou dial itiaity iilysti sce as sigalil cuti 

n iithe"cass-hJapsa.l, KOtICaWd I W.tn1. 


EItllic lilt-iietily il lie AS AN (itnes 

ILL- Colltlnbcd Io tile -illlgetlie o sigiiliculut 

-corloutc dslkancs. bodt over-allmligc'ioUs -ud terwetAnd unluiigrujiI gru~Lps. Gow~rliens 
tleiiiad tiliga- gniija i vriunt 
hive tespottded to these (hIspilities inl v-tots w hi MAhira le-hote 1970. mderti eoniotuc 

ausltoes wcic e".e.lttIll) left to lorcigiers .uid 
cEthiic (iicse. A New Ect-otiiic Policy (NEP) 
adopted Ui 1971 uitzoducevl steps to dleotipArt-
tteli.i-lir ecoiilollii activity and briig die tuajor-
it, Malats iito itidustries alid occupiAtion in 
whih they Ild preniouisly ta n little par. (:ill-
lounidting feaxs that the NEP would slash the 
giowdi rait. the Mtlaysia euoltotiy Accelerated 
its growth ill 197tI-9 A deep iecessioti il tie 
Inci-199(s litciipte! die govertltte ll to tttodiLyIuid 
the NE' to hatiliLle itileSe ld iiluLtlLiiihu.v 
bliterss itivesttitael, wvit slettacular resu!l,. 
TIaiLtuid "asben miore suicessiul d Ntauy iAMu 
ill asivlilaiiiltui nesetititoity while Indote-
sa lt Lagely relied otl bcugii oitelect. but edt-
ItC !1-ttoget1iely is MC ill hesCier-pr.tilt i.A 
socieUes aswell. 

A thud dilftetentc is didie Southeam A.si 
(OLtincs have de-clopel Luger public sectors 
dLait die List As.ui to011ies, panldy diougl! tleir 

... several Asian countries 
will follow... in the footsteps

of the Little Dragons.
on 

dthurts to gle idilgetllous people a IArger eco 
no.lic role. hi Malaysia. tIe NE caisecd rapid 
glowth 4if pubic expenditure up to the eari) 
19-8. And the creatoui of Imore than 1.000 public 
set r e3M t-al prtudetttl-tpnSn, ce and pnri-tLa-
LiO have partiay revist.d this process in the 
past decade. 

Sotie writers have dcussd "ersatz capital-

Internatuonai E wononhckisihis 

issin" ii A-4AN a it die "itayd I Soitheastlc Asu 
brisitirss LoIipc-ttcce." "ihey cite widscpicad 
rtni-:.veLitg, the Loge tole of tnuiti~otals, die 
tia towtnssIo the existulig ttdustrul base. dile 
wri{tess oflUinLeuidusu y luiigevs .uid tie iaut-

Thailard has been growing even foster 
than Malaysia.. butit sartedfrom atha Maayi ... bu t trtdfoma 


sower income leve2" 


ty itOlix.ld R&-D a igis of taidetlyig weakiies& 
ut stu It Lill was iL lieird iiu die NIs in their 

ely days uid oie sytliptdlie" wIlth a MArx it 
tntwi who respotided., "fat's liOl esau cipitl-
il; thiat'sCaiii i nll. 

As reeitl' As the 1970s. Malayaia was best 
kiovski iAs die 1C.111lig -.npplife of Ialuril rubber 
And Lill to Lhewo Id iarkr Now aiiulartung 
getierales tliote GDP thi a ul-cLr. forestry 

Iisliuig wid accow ts for W.1plill of tter-
-1iuide exports, as noted eatrr, while rubber 
tid tin yield oi1) 3 perctl .id I perentti ies er-

uvel. Oil, gas, nttiber aid paintcii (ill primary or 
lightly processed ofni) relia ittlp ttant expxort 
ptlodtu L 

niTe pthas- of N LLi)iai ittidns iUal.on lat 
itcluatld a tilercifully siir aid tild iiport-sub-
stutiot phas ui die 1960s, which was followed 
by %igorousproniouon o labot4rtttAve exports 
(ciictly sciicotidut lors aid ilxitisI itt tie 
197__(_.Ill die earaly 1980s a K&re.ui-ste irasy i-
dsleuteis catipttii bogai, leading to ptoduc oti., 
ailottg other dliigs., ol a Mdliys.ui cat. Ill tile 
mid-19"ti a United NationS hduuial Dv clp-otai-i,c, trO% otkxisred study urged M"dly-
ia to etliphirse rcsource-based iudustirie and 

eltruorae-die d-xelopntctii o iocl suppliers to 
die cxput iidoics. 

W% ilesoti indusries based otl resources 
such as timtber arid %getAblc oil suapplis have 
beei successfluly (if expeisvely) pronioted. in-
dustri-n whlit rely more oil local Litr ad inrA
structure, like electruics (now far more 
alultUlated and sophisticated dimu 20 years ago) 
and electical appliance as;imnbly (arecetit na ur 

Ilay/june 19] 

. lti). arc bll Illur Utipl]iRL 
M.dLysta is 1o longer conpetive is silliple 

tiauiiiituig puicmm that depend hseavilyuon 
Cih-ap Ilhor bC-Use iLSLibor surplus staustrd 
(Lulik lh ilind. which still has a lrge, lo-iin
come rural worklorce). More thait one million 
itti!igrat t workers have entered the country, 

ninl fiian IndoesiA and the Philippiis. to 

join iitito longer attract MAysians. Tom S* iuthe mch' ifial Lidkier an cimtpew 
ttlosr y diet tolcala le a.n copete
eflectvefy on Lte basis of capital, sWkil nanoaal me
sources and techniology. Malaysia must now do 

seeral tilutgs: train more peop in the skill uil
tird it niore sophitcat manulfacuring pruc
esses and adaptive R&D: ivolve ,ore 
utidigenoos Madaysians (Bunupwepk) in all forim 
of ecoionic activity; and regain is infastriiral 
45tt-aLhigc over its neighbors (the boom has cre
a:cd a iied for large investments in ruads, pon 
and p-iwer generAtion). Uke Singapore and 
otier countris dil hawe relied heavily on multi
ntiatiuils , it must also find ways to foster morl 
cal eue-riwcnricurship. 

Mlarlay'ts stung record of grouth. indlustiali 
4W.uiOt Aid pragttic dewi it to the achie-ve
itett of ecotnotnic development amid ethiic 
(itipkluis jusify a bet dha the natxa will be 
ale to deal with tie pruoici. aind incWr as 
hi next Asiai NIC .roud the year 2000. 

If Malaysia succeds in becoming a NIC 
aroutti the year 2000. what Asian country will 
come tiex T.e most likely anster isTaiAnd. It 
his beetn glowing even fA-"r thant Malaysia and 
ill a simiilar itanner, but it sta-ted from a lowcr 
inicotime level and wi take a hit longer tn reach 
die NIC kveL Unlike Malaysia.Thailand can corttitne for sonic time to draw on its loy-income ru
ral population to creae alt industia labor force 

that can compete in the tnore lAbor-i.i nsive 
forms of ittinulaLturiig. To do so, howvevr. it 
nius dal with protltins such as strenlgthening it 
iidrastrcture aitd inmproving secondary edca
ti;t outside Baigioli U 

Alf .mxn"ism iftA Hanma hisul ar/h
£masfionl Lh& m told u curnwwtsuly A r sI

of-qaJ eand/ianl akaStudina. Ma&' 
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,LENDING!
 

Former Soviet Republic Has "Great"Potential
 
T o help keep Kyrgyzstan's economy 

goingwhilethecountrymovesahead 
witheconomicreforms, theInternational 
Development Association on May 13 
approved a credit of SDR 43.3 million 
($60 million), which will pay for badly 
needed imports and technical assistance. 

The credit marks the first IDA assis-
tance to Kyrgyzstan since the country 
joined the Bank in September, '1992. 
Cofinancinig of $70 million is expected 
from the governments ofJapan, the Neth-
erlands and Switzerland. 

1he bulk of the credit will pay for 
imports needed by the country's tele-
communications, transportation, energy, 
health and agriculture sectors. It will 
also pay for imported envirornental-
protection technologies.The imports will 
arrive at a coucial time for Kyrgyzstan's 
economy, says Kutlu Somel, formerly 
senior agricultural economist in the 
World Bank's Europe, Middle East and 
North Africa Technical Department. 

"The countries of the FSU are going to 
be ina fairly serious situation for the near 
future," says Somel. "Kyrgyzstan will be 
more so because it's a small country, it's 
been neglected, and some of the indus-
trieshad beendeveloped to delivergoods 
to the FSU, a market which has dimin-
ished substantially." 

Foundation for Growth 

At first glance, the Central Asian na-
tion of Kyrgyzstan looks better off than 
many developing countries. Awelledu-
cated population, astrongindustrial base 
andagoodinfrastructureoffergreateco-
nomic potential for this mainly rural 
country of 4.4 million people. 

But despite its assets, Kyrgyzstan faces 
a worsening economic picture. The 
breakup of the formerSoviet Union (FSU) 
deprived the country of markets for its 
exports, majorcash transfers, and heavily 
subsidized imports for its suffering 
economy, leaving production at a stand-
still in many industries. 

Aiming to reverse the economic down-

turn, Kyrgynstan in 1990 launched re-
formsto transformitscentralynanaged 
economy into a market-based system. 
But the cost of imports kept risir.g and 
exports continued falling. In 1992, 
Kyrgyzstan's economic output fell by a 
quarter and is expected to drop by 16 
percentthisyear.Anestimatedone-third 
of the country's population now lives 
below the poverty line. 

Keeping Outpv t Up 

The imports earmarked by the IDA 
credit are crucial to keeping economic 
output up in public enterprises, unem-
ployment down and the government 
budget deficits within reasonable limits, 
says Somel. Inputs, raw materials, and 
spare parts will all be covered under the 
plan. Purchases range from agricultural 
chemicals to power transmission lines 
and irrigation pumps. 

The government will set aside part of 
the credit to make loans to private enter-
prises which want to buy imports. By 
funneling funds to the private sector, the 
government will keep entrepreneurial 
activity alive while also helping the pub-
lic sector. 

The funds will also help support 
Kyr gy zs tan's 
burgeoning for- I 
eign exchange 
operations only 

weeks after the • 
country intro-
duced its owna 
currency, the sori, 
earlier in May. 
While the credit 
will beef up for-
eign exchange Kuilu Somel 
markets, it will 
also allow Kyrgyzstan to withdraw some 
of its own money from the markets, 
thereby reducing the chances of inflation, 

The creditwill also help pay for expert 
advisory services to assist the govern-
ment in reforming enterprises, 
privatizing some industries, supporting 
the private sector and developing a pri-
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vate financial system. And it will he 
build up a social safety net and develc 
laws and policies leading to a marki 
oriented agriculture and mining secto 
and procurement systems. 

Early Reforms 

The Kyrgyzstan government intr 
duced reforms ahead of many other FS 
countries. The reform program focus( 
on rapidly reducing the state's role in d 
economy, introducing a new tax syste 
strengthening the autonomy of the ce 
tral bank, speeding up the freeing 
prices, and reforming family allowanct 

In 1992, it launched more reforms, i 
cluding privatization. By January, 195 
12 percent of state assets, mostly sma 
scale trade and service enterprises, we 
sold to private hands. The governme 
eliminated most barriers to private se 
tor activity in trade and distribution I 
the end of 1992. But some exports, lil 
wool and tobacco, were exempted to bu 
oil and gas from the FSU for this year. 

But despite the reforms, Kyrgyzsta 
has witnessed severe drops in its outp, 
and standard ofliving. In1993, output: 
expected to be 40 percent lower than i 
1990. Real wages fell by 37 percent b 
tween early 1991 and late 1992, and per 
sions and minimum wageshave'droppe 
to only a few dollars a month. By the en 
of 1992, inflation had reached 2,000 pe 
cent for the year. 

Although Kyrgyzstan faces a toug 
economic challenge ahead, Somel sa) 
the country boasts strong economic jx 
tential. The IDA credit, he says, will hel 
the country keep econiomic productio 
goiag, fully use the 1million hectares c 
irrigated land, and diversify its crop mi 
away from a heavy emphasis on liv 
stock. 

IfKyrgyzstankeepsitsreformsontrac 
and doesn't suffer from powerful shocl 
ornatural disasters, Somel says the cour 
try could turn its economy around by th 
second half of the decade. Somel cat 
tions against "crystal ball-gazing," bt 
says Kyrgyzstan could see econor-ai 
growth by 1997 at the earliest. 0 



POFuLLurON REFEREmCE UREAU, Wc. 

W orld population has been 	 events such as epidemic or war-but as Anaiomy of a stall 

growing rapidly since World a result of family planning. From the Why did the decline in the growth 
War II,adding more and mid-1960s to the mid-1970s, significant rate stall oly 10 years after it began? 

more people each year. The pace of fertility declines started in many devel- Three major factors were at work. First, 
growth has varied but its slowdown to oping countries, indudiig the two larg- fertility declines failed to develop or 
zero growth remains a distant prospect. est populations, China and India, and lagged in some developing countries. 

In the late 1960s, the global popula- several populous countries such as Br.- Second, declines slowed in 'ndia and
 
tion growth rate hit an all-time peak of zil, Egypt, Indonesia, Mexico and Th'?- China. Third, the increasing propor
2.1 percent per year. With declining land. World births are estimated to have tion of women at peak child-(earing 

years raised tie birth rate. 
Some countries Jigged. There is a 

growing gap between developing coun
tries that have experienced the demo
graphic transition from uncontrolled 
childbearing to lower ferulity levels and 
those "pre-transition" countries where 
the transition has not yet taken hold. 
Countries where significant proportiom 
of the population began to exercise 
birth control are largely located in East 
Asia, Southeast Asia, Latin .mnerica and

tNorth (Mediterranean) Afca.Must 
pre-transition countries are located in 
sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia. In
dia is ite most important exception: it 
isthe largest country in South Asia, but

C't77i iit had achieved some fertility reduction 
in the 1970s. India, however, has sub
stantial regional fertility differertiaLs 
and some states, with larger popuLation

By SHmo HopYiucmI sizes than many countries, stIll have no
tably high birth rates. The Middle East 
has countries in both categories, indiud

birth rates, it dropped to 1.7 percent in decreased slightly, from 612 million in ing some oil-rich countries tuit have an 
the late 1970s. There it has essentially the first half of the 1970s to 604 million unusual combination of economic pros,
remained. Why? 	 in the second half. 

perty and high fertilty.Around 1980, however--counter 
Falling birth ratus in thtose develop-A sudden stop to projections by the United Nations, ing countries that experienced transi-

World population growth acceler- the World Bank, and other trend wath - tion accounted for mudi of the worldate duingthe195sad 160s giing ers.--.the decline halted. Recent returns growth-rate decline in the 1970s. Theated during the 1950s and 1960s, giving fr-om the 1990 round of censuses in rwhatdelni he17sTe 
rise to Arnings of a "population explo- m t d ofges the 1980s reflectsoun esinegrowtth-rate plateau ir" 
sion". Post-war mortality declines, par- many countries suggest that the growt delayed starts of fertility declines in the 
ticularly for infants, and continuing rate leveled off, remaining almost pre-transifion countries. Most develop
high birth rates in developing countries unchanged at around 1.7 percen. dur- ing countries where fertility reduction 
produced a rapid population increase. ing the 1980s (see figure). had rot begun by die iid-1970s stll 
The sudden, short-term rise of birth 	 wouldnhanua ofis saagnton have tie highest fertility evels today to
rates in the United States and other would hearowsidrablelnes tal fertility rates (FFRs) of about six to 
developed countries (the so-called impact. f the growth-ratu declines of eight children per wonum. Nearly 20 
"baby boom") added to the increase, the 1970s had continued along the percent of the world population is esti-

Then the growth rate reached it same traectory in the 1980s and there- mated to be living in countres with 
turning point. The downturn of the after, the world could ha. attained a TFRs above 5.5. 
early 1970s was important. It was the zero population growth y2030, with a The lag of socioeconomic develop
first time that the growth rate of the population size of 6.7 billion. But if the ment in very poor countries may be a 
world population had ever dedined sig- growth rate remains on the plateau of key reason for continuing high fertilitynificantly-not due to catastrophic 	 the 1980s, world population will about 

double from its current 5.5 billion to 
10.7 billion by 2030. 
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levels. Econo nic gaps among develop
ing countries seem to have widened World Population Growth Rate and Absolute Growth,

during the 1980s: the annual growth 1950-1955 to 1990-1995
 
rate of per capita gross domestic prod
uct from 1980 to 1989 ranged from 6.7 10- 25
 
percent for East Asia to -2.2 percent for
 
sub)-Saharan Africa. In addition, the
 
1980s was a decade of slowdown in in- S4
 
ternational population assistance, limit-
 -
ing financial resources for funilyc 60
 

planning progiams in very polior couni- 0 a
 

ties. The otal bilateral and nulltilateral -6 40
popuilatnon assistalce, adjtusted for ir.fla
tion, inc re than (lIuadnipledbetween 20
 
the peruid 1960-1969 aid 1970-197'? z 0 c 5
 

lut increased Iwv only 16 percent be
tweell the decade of the I970s and the 0
 

i(e cef the 1980s. U.S. population is- 1950- 1955. 1960- 1965. 1970. 1975- 1980. 1985- i9 

sislan ceactually decieased by 10 per- 1955 1950 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995
 

cent between the (lecade average of the
 
1970s antI the(decade average of the Sr UN Pcatcrc, Dnisrn arc PE c:1cc 19-D 1,95 

19S0s, if] inflation-adjiLst'.l te-ri11s. 

China and India slowed. Flat fertil
trv trendl(s ili China an( India i tei 1960s, settling at about 4.7 children by actialy did) to 1.74 percenit durinlg that 
1980s were a second major Ic(tor in tie late 1970s. In India, the National period. Prejections adso show that el 
sltagrliatlll of the glhbal growth-rale de- Congress Party wLs criticized f<or pro- fecls of Ill( three tc:tors ()i the gr wih 
It' te i I 1980s. In hoth co.untries, inoting birth control excessivel and rate in the early 1)80s il( c) inIaral e 

sigrilicalil fertility dleclines started defeated i2 the 1977 election, a ler to a It otier, ,cc in illtig I.i atslit 
ar.outined 1970. Most of the countries that which family planning prognuns 0.08 to 0.13 Perc nc',cge liClli t ihie 
started R'rtiliv reluictions in the 1965 to slackened, globad growth rtIle. 
1975 period renained on ie tloon- Age structure. A third major fit:
ward shli during the 1980s. Beit the tor---often overlookel, but very inipor- Outlook 
terlulitv (I-cline bottomed out if) China tant-in the stalled population growth What do the Ihreee t:1(etrs tell Its 
acUo'n el I )XO uid ii IndIia liring tie declines was that the population age abOit filire pro spCiS cf the world 
late 1970ls stntuire of the 1980s favored a rising popeeilalio - First, it se'illS e.Iltirl that 

The' IFR ili Chlina fell steeply from birth ate. The proportion oftdhet ehantges if) age' structitr will begIll I I
6.A|5 hihein per wciniat il 1968 to world's women it Ile peak child- ()r ' dcllitle in tile nite()I gellw ['ll 
2.2- Il 1 l0. is si/abl redlnttion of beaing ages of 20 to 34 is estiniateed ccc lcelecrtlenl o(I jeeeldulallh en wio ti'(
.el),to il :htrent er w.,il (firing have increase( fron 21.0 percent ii Wclit-tid c1ellMeal iog ae will SIaI tee 
a1slitlh' h'e(aeh" m;v be il'ef.slest I'i-til- 1970 to 24.5 percent I)v 1.,0. This e'Sits he g 
Ixv elt'e lit' ev expe-ielie:(l hi a large chalige reflects die colling of age ai il are re'[ le)ct-

de( I as m'lrl'r;et, c1m., of1ie1' 1950, 
)f anils eelI Iv tilt ese' Ill 

po)puilationen lie specitcular cleeine, die relatively lu'ge: numbtr ofchildr'en the 1970s. 
he'ver, stopeped sildenly, and the horn during the 1950s and 1960s, when Recent (Iti licce,t' lia thinit;'s
 
[FR showed small lips and downs 
 advances in child norality let an ill- TFR alreadyi a re'lltiv''Iv I)w letel ee
 
.uciuni 2-7, (:hiilren during the 1980s. creasing numbler Of inlimis si' vive ill abllout 2.6 chiher 
 e'r we,ciilit iii l ,97.
li ( Jhitia, (ehsleice tilie goverinetnt's pro- developing countries. Although tie wts Iepert'cd this \'aifr (cc 1:a'Illhti te 

ieli ofee elavel narrlage andel a one- age-structure chaige began to exert 1.9 in 19)2, sinilar it) iales iIn ieighbc c
child lmily, niiati people still tar- at upward pressure on the population ingJlapan. Reutleli eel Kre'a, Sing-a-
c'ILit i lng ages amed desire two or growth rate in the 1970s, the efle'ct eecore anid Taiwan. as well as ii li c' 

Ilin' childrell. ltlis Ihas lei tee rela - intensified ill the 1980s anti reniains LUnitedl St;Jes allitl e' (s' stceio, 
eti el cuite strong. lpag e ))ofthe govenunent's one-child 

li( v, aiI some lIal flexibility ill the I-lad these diree' factrlois notIeen 
 (.nftii'ct 1, page 9 

ittrrIretatioll ,geeverllliei policies. operating, the annutal growth rate 
ile v'aly felrtilitv declines inI India would have fallen substantially-froi-on Shin? lhtiuchi is a tVan (.it 

weitr, tl modetrac. [he TFR fell 1.73 percent per year in the late 1970s 
h'ientoul c t 5.7 (hilren in the late to an estimated 1.40 percent in the 

early 1980s, instead of edging tip (,as it 
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World population growth
POPULATION UPDATE C page 7 

The birth rate in India resumed a 
istmat d Unlited Shilt. Popublon falling course around 1985. India has a

As of March 1, 1993 257,286,000 smaller population but has more roomAs of March 1, 1992 254,477,000 than China for further fertility decline 
The rxccation estnrrtos sh'wi are tased on AA 19g0 n-rreated n ft1990 and thus could exert a greater longi:xoPcion as 
-rr.ss Data from US Bmu of the Census. G.nrwtPtpJo.biapots. P-25.1100. term impact on the world population 

than China. Since there are consider-
Estimated World Population: able fertility difrerentials among statesAs of June 1993 5,498,000,000 of India, the speed of future (ls(aline'Annual growth 90,000,000 seems to depend heavily on perfor
,,., m r.1993 cqjIancn on PF*:s 1993 WoaVPCaitionData S"o imance of fatmily plannlng plc)giualLs 

in the states of relatively high fertilitN 
Latest Provisional Statistics for the U.S.: November 1992 levels. 

12 Months ending with Novemberofaetrtrehngsnitiel- Because of the expected direction 
of age-stnicture cttiuiges and(Illhe prv-

Number Rate sutned fertility declines il China and 
1992 1991 1992 1991 India, he growth of1w99ld popultion

islikely to be-ginto decline ag;ai duing
Live births .................4,119,0004,096,000 16.0 16.3 16.6 the 1990s.

Fertility rate ............ - 69.8
- 60.5 71.0 However, it isstill diffitult to pre-
Deaths ......................2,161,000
2,189,000 8.5 8.5 8.7 (lict when pre-u-ansition corintres willInfant deaths .......... 36,700 9.0
34,400 8.5 9.1 begin to show significant dleclines. ANatural increase ........1,907,000 1,958,000 7.5 7.8 7.9 few countries in sub-Sidiaran Afri(a and
Marriages .................. 9.2 9.4 9.8
2,354,000 2,383,000

Divorces ....................1,186,000 4.7
1,194,000 4.7 4.7 South Asia, in particular Kiv and

populous Bangladesh, have recently6 .,,Arrr ,1,or'nages 15.44, nfant deats per 1.CO hebirths, oer1 00O rates started fertility reductiotis, although 

:.x/.' t.ac:rat C-rateri-ia 41. no 11(1993) their birth rates are still very high.for Statitcs.Mont4' V I Staostis P or, v 
Whether they are solated events or sig
nal a forthcoming large wave renaints 
to be seen. In addition, whether the 
birth rate reductions in Bmigladesh andSPEAKING GRAPHICALLY Kena will connue fo sme e,s 

observed in the majonty of developingWhy China's Trends Influence World PopulaUon Totals countries that started fertility (leclines 
earlier, or they will rn into periols (,t25 stagnationi before re( hillg very low Irv
ekS, as occlrredl in India, Lsinotclear at 

21 this Iiollieit. Cleiulv. hwe-ve r, tlie 
. 20 tiling ui d speed ()fhili-htlre i-(rt(hl 

18 lions in Ile highest fertiliv tinllltries
 
. 1 nake a conisileral iremnce incan dilf 

a 15 the future tIrajet~lto' ofglI)al loula
0tion 
o 12 growth. a 
00 

E 10o &e aLwS. Horiuchi, ".Stagnation in th; De
. "dine (fthe World PI'rdatwn Grwth Rate 
._ 
 Duringthe 1980s, " Science 257, 1992: 

1 761-765; and "Global 7;,ids ,f,'IgeDistn
bution 1950-1990, "in Changing Popula

0 -
ion Age Structures, 1990-2015 (G(emea:

I UnitedNations Economic Conint ions for 
Population Births Deaths Infant Population Europe, 1992) pp. 4-22. 

deaths <age 15 

:,rce F-RB's 1993 World Pbou g Data Sheet 
With one-fifih ofthe world's peope China has a major influence on worldpopulation trends. 
Fiften percent ofhuman birthsand deaths occur in this one country. 
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World's Countries Ranked by Population Size 

1993 
Rank 

Populaton 
(100C,) 

2010 
Rank 

Populall 
(1000",) 

2025 
akk 

Populaim 
(1000's) WORLD POPULATION CLOCK 

I 
2 

China 
Indm 

1.178,526 
897.443 

1 
2 

China 
India 

1 X7.813 
1.166.193 

I 
2 

China 
Inda 

1.546,301 
1,379.55 MORE LES8 IE88 DEVELOPED 

3 
4 

Unad Saa, 
Indonesa 

258.320 
187.638 

3 
4 

Unlad Silme 
Lndonesia 

29609 
238.830 

3 
4 

Unied Stale. 
Indonesia 

334,718 
278.170 WORLD 

DEVELOPED 
COUNTRIES 

DEVELOPED 
COUNTRIES 

COUNTRIES 
LESS CHINA 

E Bra" 151.98 6 Pakislan 190.720 Pakwltln 275.108 
6 
7 

Ru2sia 
japan 

142.001 
124.767 

a 
7 

BwI 
Bangladesh 

185.613 
164.7E8 

6 
7 

N geris 
Bangladeih 

246.030 
211.224 MID-1913 POPULATION. 8.505.914.000 1.230.101.000 4.275.013.000 8.07.287.000 

8 
9 

10 
11 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

Pakistan 
Bangladesl 
Nigeria 
Mexico 

Gem any 
VinlNam 
Phlipines 
ran 

Turkey 

122,398 
113.882 
95.060 
889.998 

81.064 
71.788 
64,648 
62.847 
60.705 

S 
9 

10 
11 

12 
13 
14 
18 
16 

Nige* 
Russa 
Japan 
Mexio 
Irsn 
Ethiopia 
VIeNam 
Ptlippinee 
Egypt 

161.969 
153.0,n 
130,397 
118.455 
106.787 
94.48 
91,729 
85.542 
82.478 

8 
9 

1! 

12 
13 
14 

16 

Brazi 
Irn 
Russia 
Etl'.lt 
Meaico 
Japan 
ViotNam 
Egypt 
Zai. 

205.250 
161.913 
152.280 
14'O,00 

137.483 
125.806 
107.225 
104A807 
104,,30 

BIRTHS PE.-' YEAR 
MONTh 
WEEK 
DAY 
HOUR 
MINUTE 
8ECONO 
SECOND 

141.226.000 
11.768.633 

2.700.436 
SM921 
10.122 

260 
2.9 
4.5 

11o.s89.0oo 
1.408.188 

324.075 
4,297 

1.929 
32 
32 

0-3 

124.327.000 
10.360.81 
2.314.353 

00.62 3 
14.13 

237 
2 
5.9 

102.131.000 
8.252 

1,972.09" 
21.72 9 
11.73 
1ID 

18 
218 

17 
18 
1929 

Egypt 
Unitad Kingdom 

" Fran 

5.292 
58.030 
67,113757,678 

17 
1 
1920 

Turkey 
Gen'nany 
ThailandZair 

81.790 
78.197 
69.16468.W4 

17 
19 
19 

Phppinme 
Turkey 
Tha/NdGrnany 

100,846 
96.744 
78,40373,201 

DEATHS PER YEAR 
MONTHWEEK 

51,192.000
4.26.000961.762 

11.632.000 
969.304223.072 

36.580.000 
3.296.610758.688 

I1.7.000 
2.6418.4910098.14 

21 Than 57.163 21 Uniad Kingdom 59,910 21 Tanzania 72.90 DAY 140.252 l.e2a 100.54 87.074 
22 Ethiopm 56.746 22 Franc. 68.766 22 Sciih Ahis 68.963 HOUR 2821.7520 4.06 a,12 
23 Uka 51.888 23 Mysrnar 57.720 23 Mywmar 69,861 MINUTE 97 22 To so 
24 
25 
26 
27 

Korea. Soh 
Myannar 
Zar 
Spain 

44.600 
43.456 
41,168 
39.124 

24 
25 
2B 
27 

aly 
South Arca 
Ukramm 
Kore. South 

56.411 

65.853 
52.524 
61.677 

24 

26 
27 

Kenys 

Unied Kkngdom 
Sudan 
Frsnce 

61,860 

60,974 
60.602 
88.64 

SECOND 

PER. YEAR 
WENTH 

1.6 

7ATURAL3INCREASE9o.o, 
7.52.633 

0.4 

827.00o 
40.017 

1.9 

84.17.000 
7.063.067 

1.0 

1.049.000 
.20.760 

28 South Africa 3865 26 Tanzania 47.548 28 Korn. South 4.79 WEEK 1.8.75 101.011 1.23625.4 14.650 
29 Po"and 38,477 2m Kanya 45.235 29 Ua 52.615 DAY 248.HOU 14.430 232.258 194.655 
30 Colombia 34.943 30 Clrnblma 44.504 halfy 1.928 HOUR 10.278 01 9.6" 111 
31 Argentina 33.533 31 Sudan 43,045 31 Ukraine 61.475 MINUTE 171 IO 161 135 
32 Canada 28.138 32 Poland 41.332 32 Collombe 

, 
51.260 SECOND 2.3 0.2 2.7 2.6 

33 
34 

Morocco 
Tanzania 

27.955 
27.811 

33 
34 

Argawnina 
Spain 

39.947 
38,904 

33 
34 

Uganda 
A;ghantsan 

49.624 
48.779 INFANT DEATHS PER: YEAR 8.031.000 237.000 9.594.000 8.418.000 

35 Kenya 27.714 35 Algeri 38.188 Saudi Arabia 48.742 MONTH 619.250 19.173 70.460 706.412 
36 
37 

Sudan 
AJger. 

27.407 
27.256 

36 
37 

Morocco 
Afghanistan 

38.112 
34.619 

38 
37 

Algern 
Morocco 

46.780 
46.297 

WEEK 
DAY 

188,539 
26.934 

4.551 
850 

163.965 
2C.284 

182.141 
2.112 

38 
39 
40 

Romania 
Peru 
Korea. Nouth 

23.211 
22.900 
22.648 

33 
39 
40 

Iriq 
Canada 
Uganda 

34545 
32,693 
32.456 

38 
39 

Argentina 
PolandI 
Nepal 

44,59 
42.733 
41032 

HOUR 
MINUTE 
SECOND 

1,122 
1S 

0.31 

27 
0.5 

O.u 

1.095 
is 

0.90 

It" 
is 

0.17 
41 
42 

Uzbekia 
Tskmn 

21.705 
2869 

41 
42 

Nepal 
Saudi Arabia 

30.525 
30.290 

41 
42 

Ghana 
Cua d'lvoks 

37.988 
37.942 

1orc@: Populon Reference Bureau's 1993 World Populelon Dot She 

43 Venazual 20.702 43 Peru 30.088 43 Uzbekaa 36,993 
44 
45 

Nepal 
Iraq 

20.363 
19.162 

44 
45 

Uzbeldean 
Kora. North 

29.799 
28.491 

44 Syria 
Spain 

36.529 
36.367 

4a Malaymi 18.412 46 Venezuela 27.609 48 Mozai-bquk 36290 
47 Uganda 18.100 47 Ghana 26.594 47 Canada 35.52 
48 Sri Lanka 17.839 48 Malaysia 2S.978 48 Peru 35,619 
49 Ausirml 17.753 49 Mozambklua 25.406 49 Madagascar 33.748 
50 Saudi Ambia 17.502 60 Syria 24.194 60 Malaysia 33.488 

" Source: Populalon Rebvnce Bu ua's1993 World Pcokmui Data ShOeeL 
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FO FURIHR NFCttMAIKOrd KOR MS. :Wednesday, May 12, 1993, AMCONLNCL. Carl Haub, PRB: (202) 483.1100, 
H: (301) 869-4874 

95 PERCENT OF POPULATION GROWTH 

IS IN THIRD WORLD 

Population growth in Third World countries reached a record high un 1993 and may soo 

account for all worid population incras, According to an annual Survey of country populationa by 

the Population Reference Burau (PRB). "We are ata poi:.t where, except for the United States, 

population growth is c.swnuaUy a Third World phenomenon." maid Carl Haub and Machiko 

Yanavistit. PRB demographrs who conducted the itudy. PRB itsa private. nonprofit. educational 

organization which collects and dieminates demographic information on world and U.S. trends. 

Globally, popualton growth is entr.ng its most rapid perod ever. In 1993, world population 

will top the 5.5 billion mark towd an expectea 6 billion by i 997. Each of the coming few decades 

will see a'-out a billion pcopic added. "Tbe world will quickly swell to 8.5 bdhon by 2025," said 

Haub. "but that's only if birth rates continue to come down as expected. If they do not, growth will 
be even fastr. 

Currendy. 90 nullion people are added so the world'spopulatoneach year, equitalent80 

addi g one Mexico every twelve monAs. In conUasL population growth sginding to a halt in most 

developed countries whose very low birth rates virtually guarantee coming population docline. 

Africa leads the world in rapid population growth. In Africa. women average over six chil
dren each. Ifmost African countries continue to grow at their prmsent rate, they will double in size in 

roughly 20 years. Today, most African governments bave labelled their high birth rates a problem, 

but the introduction of effective family planning methods in Africa will be an arduous process. In 

---More-

Some countries. such as Zimbabwe. Kenya. Botswana. and Rwanda. the a=cpance of family plan. 

rung by a growing number of couples shows that birth rates can be broughM down. 

In 1993, world population is growing at 1.6 percent .- year. While the raw hasalowly
 
declined from its Late1960s peak of 2.1 percent pr year. it ha 
not declined fast enough to forealall 
huge world population increases. Both the United Nationa and the Wod Bank have a 

ultzmate" population size of about 12 billion, assuming an uninHempted fall inbirth ones. Tha isA 

u
 

remarkable change from a world which held only 2.5 billion as recently s 1950. fBirth rasado not 
fallas qujc.iy asprojecons assume Lhey will. world popudarncould C=iy rise o the 20 -30 

billionrange. 

Women i Europe average only 1.6 children each during their lifetimes, compared Io 2.0 in 

tLhUnited Stats. The world's lowest fertility is in Italy at only 13 childrea per woman And in Hong 

Kong. 1.2. In the United States, a modestly high bith rat and the world's higheat amount of immi

gration will now produce unaxpectedly high growth. With a net immigradon of about 900,000per 

year,the US. effecnvely absorbsI ourof every 100people added to world popukiion each year.At 

least for now. populatUoa dCl has begun in Russia Ukraine, and other areas of the former USSR. 

The lowest birth rate in the Third WoAd is in Eat Asia. which contains population giant i a 

country that packs 1.2 billion people into an are one half the sie of the United Statea. ChMina's 

controversial population control program is largely responsible for the rece drop in the world 

growth rate. 

These conclusions and many other aspects of world demographic chnge can be found on the 

PRB's annual WorldPopulationDataSheet whih provides the ist data on population tueda. 

Copies of the 1993 World PopulotionDataSheet can be ordered from PRB at $3.00 per &ng copy, 

with bulk order prices available. Journalsts can receive an adldonal copy by -11n 202483. 

1100 or 1400-877-9681. 



THE CSD - NO BACKPEDDLING YET
 
A~se negotiations of the United Nations 47th General international NGOs. all members of the Conference ofA mbly on the follow-up to UNCED and establishing NGOs in Consultative Status with ECOSOC (CONGOia U.N. Commission on Sustainable Development neared While these representatives did not completely agree with

completion. it was evident that those who predicted the each other, in general they expressed opposition toEarth Summit commitments would be language in the SG report, which they
eviscerated by governments, agencies _ __ ___ ___ interpreted as calling for UNCED NGOsand other reactionary forces of the UN. I By William R. Pace I tobe able to paticipate in the CSD onhad been proven wrong. It was clear 
during both the General Assembly and the ECOSOC
negotiations that governments are still taking the UNCED 
commitmenis very serl..Usly. 

A number of key government representatives have ex-pressed that, unlike the vast majority of their assignments,
the establishment of the Commission on Sustainable
Development (CSD)may be, as was the Human Rights
Commission in 1946. an histoncally important event. As 
an example, the EC has been trying to establish 
unprecedented bargaining powers for itself in the new 
Commission, so itseems already that the CSD has become 
a field involving very high level negotiations and 
manoeuverings. 

Furthermore, the developing countres and activist third 
World NGOs are clearly hoping to use the CSD to monitor 
the lending policies and practices of the international 
financial institutions, including the Global Environmental 
Facility of the World Bank. The ECOSOC resolution calls 
for the World Bank, IMF, and other intergovernmental
organisations and specialized agencies to appoint special
representatives to the CSD. 

But What Role Have NGOs Achieved? 
NGOs hope to use the CSD to examine linkages between
trade, development and environmental degradation, and to 
look at country sustainable development plans, including
the consumption practices of Northern industrialized socie-
ties UNCED involved the greatest number of citizen acti-
vists and organisations ever in an International intergovern-
mental process. This included 400 NGOs who were 
already in consultative status with ECOSOC, who can
participate in all U.N conferences and commissions, and 
1000 others: referred to as "UNCED NGOs" in this article. 
Many believe that the North-South dialogue between 
NGOs and governments was as important as the main
products" of UNCED: the treaties, declarations and 

Agenda 21. But this dialogue and debate about percep-
tlions, power, roles, rights and wrongs, was far from
complete after Rio. Many hope that the meetings of the 
CSD will become the setlng for an ongoing global debate,
examining what the "enhanced" roles of NGOs, citizens 
activists, and representatives of major groups will be in the 
post-Cold War post-EarthSumit, United ations. 

Secretary General's Report 
The report of the Secretary-General (SG),based on the 
General Assembly decisions and Agenda 21 commitments,
made a number of progressive proposals and assum tions. 
It proposed accrediting the 1000 additional UNCED 
NGOs to the U.N. Roster for participation in the work of 
the CSD. [This was extraordinary, as the numbe, put onthe Roster via SG recommendation over the last 40 years
is reportedly less than 30.1 Itassumed unprecedented
involvement of NGOs in the CSD and recommended 
expanded consultations such as meetings with NGOs in
advance of CSD meetings. 

Initially, the only vocal opposition to these recom-mendations came from a few representatives of the 

an equal looting'with Category Iand II
consultative status NOs .See The Network 922 for an
explanation of these roles) They opposed language which 
called upon NGOs to organise themselves into networks 
and coalitions and establish mechar:sms, when limitatlionsof space and time required, to select reprasentatives to bein CSD meeting rooms and to speak on behalf of NGOs 

Though publicly supportin& the calls in Agenda 21 fur 
more enharced. Inclusive. regionally balanced NGO 
involvement and participatory rights in the follow-up to 
UNCED, they have not offered any alternatives to the 
UNCED vs. existing ECOSOC procedures dilemma, since 
last July. Their Jefensive actions have backbired badly and 
are creating the conditions they claim to be trying to 
prevent. 
Despite the fact that India. the Philippines anamChina also 
opposed accrediting the UNCED NGOs. the decision 
appears to be to grant all the UNCED NGOs accreditation. 
"subject to the approval of the Council. bearing in mind 
the provisions of Article 71 of the Charter of the U.N
This disappointing compromise will probably allow govern
ments to vet lists of NGOs from their cnuntries to exclude 
those the; do nri want on the Roster. This could eliminate 
important grassroots national and regional NGOs 

The Way Forward 
During the General Assembly 1ebate on UNCED/CSD
resolutions, there was open and frank recognition that the 
new Commission would fail if its tneetings and work were 
confined to government representatives Thus, the support
for active citizen and NGO participation in the CSD was 
dramatic. Governments and others who expected that the
UN would return to business as usual after UNCED. have 
been rebuffed. 
The Secretary-General has delivered more than most had 
hoped for in terms of recommended procedures and in
establi.hing the Department of Policy Coordination and 
Sustainabli Development. Governm,nts have not closed 
the door on the needed citizen. NGO and malor group in
volvement. Nor have governments yet lnpo,.ed the kind of 
restnctive and hypocntical types of procedures on the CSD. 
which have stiaight-jacketed and darkened the work of the 
Human Ricqhts Commission for the last 40 or so years
The mandated monitoring functions of the CSD are 

daunting: the implementation and elaboration of Agenda
21; the establishment of sustainable development plansand practices by governments and agencies including
multilateral financial institutions, reviewing international 
ODA commitments, and so on The scene is being set for 
the CSD. The key question now is will NGOs take their 
place In it? 

William R. Pace. is Executiue Director, Center for 
Deuelopment of Iternational Law and Co.contener 7 
International NGO Task Group on Legal and Insiitutional 
Matters (INTGLIM).
Contact: c/o Center for Development of International Law. PO 
Box 53149, Washington, DC 20009; Tel (1202) 462 5251Fax: 462 4941. , 
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The Impact of AIDS on Sustainable Development 
Acomputer presentation model to convey the impact of AIDS 
on the developing world and an overview of the new 
AIDSCAP program were featured in the workshop, 'Demo-
graphic Implication of AIDS on Sustainable Development." 

AIDS Impact ModeL The AIDS Impact Model (AIM). 
funded by the Agency for International Develcpment (AID). 

is an interactive program for graph-
ically illustrating the current status 
and possible future of the " siuaion istoo scrious to be le to ventions. The best cffects will be
HIV/AIDS epidemic in individual *vernmes. ,ichieved when the interventions 
countries. TIe primary use for the - Anthony M. Schwarzwalder are combined.' 
AIM model is to brief decision AIDSCAP Deputy Director 

The computer model shows how various interventions will 
affect the prevalence of .-1V an,,what can be done to prevent 
a worsening epidemic. The model shows the individual and 
COllecive effect of interventions such as blood screening. 
condom promotion, education and communications to reduce 
the number of partner,, and programs to detect L..d treat 
sexually-transmitted diseases. "Interventions make a differ-

ence,' said May. "Wecan control 
the epidemic through these inter

makers, government leaders and _ 

other influential people in develop-
ing countries about the background, epidemiology, impact and 
interventiuns for AIDS. 

The model, demonstrated by John F. May, demographer nd 
aeior associate for The Futures Group, depicted the 
HIV/AIDS status and future for a hypothetical sub-Saharan 
country with a typical level of infection. Presentations are 
usully prepared for individual countries and shown by local 
presenters to key audiences. 

The model's background section shows audiences what we 
know about the history and current status of the epidemic. It 
graphically shows the "AIDS pyramid' of reported and 
unreported cases prevalence, age distribution, incubation 
period and cumulative numbers, 

The epidemiology section shows alternative projections of 
future infection levels, such as what would happen if there 
were no interventions to prevent the disease. TIe impact 
section describes the sociocconomic impact of AIDS in the 
future. Key points are: 

* One of the worst impacts of AIDS deaths will be the 
ncrease in the number of orphans, which will in turn 

cause a tremendous strain on the social system; 

* AIDS will eventually require a large portion, in some 
cases half, of the health budget of some countries; 

AIDS will become a major threat to child survival, a 
important as measles and malaria; and 

AIDSCAP Program. The AIDS 
Control and Prevention Project 

(AIDSCAP) is a $168 million, five-year program whose 
purpose is helping developing countries deal with the preven-
tion of AIDS. AIDSCAP was created in 1991 by a coopera-
tive agreement between USAID and Family Health Intern-
tional (FHP, with the support of nine subcontractors. 

A major focus of the project is helping NGOs build the 
capacity to carry out AIDS prevention programs. 'The 
situation is too serious to be left to governments," said 
Anthony M. Schwarzwalder, AIDSCAP deputy director. 'We 
expect that three-quar ers of the money for this pmject will 
go to PVOs and NGOs." The program emphases are: 

* Increased acceptance, availability and utilization of 
condoms;
 

- Behavior change, including partner reduction; and 
* Improved managem'ent and treatment of sexually-trans

mitted diseases, including HIV. 

Strategies for enhancing the capacity of NGOs :odeliver 
effective and sustainable AIDS prevention programs include 
institutional needs assment, collaborative institutional goal 
setting, collaborative skills transfer, formal training programs, 
training of trainers and field-generated materials and systems. 
Some of the issues faced by AIDSCAP, according to 
Schwarzwalder, include "the trade-off between relief and 
sstainable development, and the decision when to move from 
targeted interventions (such as working with intravenous drug 
users) to large, nationwide education programs.' 

working in collaboration with NGOs in priority countries In 
Africa, Asia and Latin America/Caribbea. The first zo; 
of grant awards were to World Vision (Thailand). Save the 
Children (Haiti), American Red Cross (Jamaica) end CARE 
(Cameroon). Schwarzwatder reminded the audience that the 
second round of competitive grants Is coming up with 
concept papers for funding work In Brazil, Cta d'Ivoire, 

Malawi and Senegal due Juae 4. 

There are also sub-po.cts for PVOs or NGOs displaying 
outstanding ability in the HIV/AIDS field In pri-wity and 
aelected ass oe countries. NGO support activities include 
"npid rupon- .ed money,* which funds small, short4erm 
projects; and "isitution building and networking.' which 
provides management or technical traLning. 

More information on AIDSCAP is available by contacting 
Anthony Schwarzwaldr or Wendy Githens at the project'a 
heauarters, 2101 Wilson Blvd., Suite 710, Arlington, VA 
22201; 703/516-9779. For more information on AIM model, 
contact John May at The Futures Group. 1050 17th Street, 
NW, Suite 1000, Washington, DC 20036; 2021775-9680. 
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THE UNTED STATES AHD :1! A NEW RELATTONSHIP 

U.S. Department of State
 

Office of the Spokesman 
 Good morning, Maurice Tempelsman, Vivian Derryck,

friends: 
 I welcome this opportunity to speak to you
Embargoed Until Dellyp.y
Scheduled for May 21, 1993
10:40 a.m. EST today about the Clinton Administration's approach to
Africa. I am especially pleased to be the first
 
Secretary of State ever to address the African
 
American Institute.
 

Our Administration is well aware of what you have 
accomplished, through 40 years of dedicated work, in
building better ties between America and Africa, and
in helping the pftople of Africa build better lives,THE UNITED STATES AND AFRICA: A NEW RELATIONSHIP" 
 for thamselvea.
 

America and Africa are linked in fundamental ways. 

As the world's oldest democracy, we have an
 
enduring interest in the success of the new
 
democracies of Africa. 
As a multi-racial society,
the U.S. is especially encouraged by the approaching

transition to democracy in South Africa.
 

And there are links of conscience -- and links ofSECRETARY OF STATE WARREN CHRISTOPHER 
 cooperation.
 

AT THE When a child dies of hunger iz Africa, that23RD AFRICAN-AMERICAN INSTITUTE CONFERENCE 
tragedy touches us in America. When American
scientisto seek a 
cure for AIDS, they carry the 
prayers and hopes of Africans and Americans.


SHERATON RESTON HOTELA
 

RESTON, VRGINIA When our Agency for International Development
makes a substantial investment in child survival
 
programs, that makes a difference in helping Africa 
to reduce infant mortality rates. And when the

American company Merck provides a drug that frees 
millions of Africans from the devastating effects of

river blindness, that action not only extends the
frontiers of pharmacology, but lessens the distance 
from America to Africa. 
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That distance is also lessened by the end of the
Cold War. 
During the long Cold War period, policies

toward Africa were often determined not by how they 

affected Africa, but by what advantage they brought

to Washington or Moscow. Thankfully, we have moved 

beyond the point of adopting policies based on how 

they might affect the shipping lanes nuxt to Africa 

rather than the people in Africa. 


In today's changed world, we can and will move to 


a productive now relationship with Africa. 

The President and I are committed to building that 

new relationship based upon our common interests and 

our shared values. 


The Clinton Administration will provide strong

and visible support for the movement to freedom in 

Africa -- to democracies and free markets. We willwork with the natio s of Africa to address the 

workwit th natonsof
fria toaddesstheto
health, environmental and population issues that 

threaten livo2and i=peril sustainable development,
nd ebilditswll elp fria
apaityfordemocracy 

And we will help AfIrica build jtff capacity forpreventive diplomacy and conflict resolution so that 

the people of that continent can live free of the
 
terror of war. 


Promging Democracy and Human Rights 

At the heart of our new relationship will be an
enduring comitment to democracy and humn rights. 

President Clinton has made it clear that promoting 

democracy and human rights is a pillar of Xmerican 
foreign policy. And that pillar stands just as tall
in Africa as 
it does in every part of the world. 


It is democracies -- not dictatorships -- that 


offer the bt mansto defend human rights, to put 

African nations on the path to progress and to 

address the vital social and economic concerns that 

cut across national borders.
 

The United States will work through our A.I.D.
 
program and a.th the multilateral assistance and
 
lending institutions to help Africa build its
 
economic capacity. Under the Clinton
 
Administration, these global concerns will not ba
 
relegated to the footnotes of our foreign policy

agenda. Instead, they will ba given the top tier
 
attention they deserve.
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Today Africa has gained our attention and respect

hrough the courageous efforts t build democracy


and opportunity on that continent. While the drive
 
for democrary rnd free markets has attracted more
 
attention in Eastern Zurope and Latin America, the
 
people of Africa are demanding their freedom as well.
 

Listen to the words of P;esident Chiluba of
 
Zambia: "We know what is right. Democracy is
 
right. The greatost lesson we can learn from the
 

past 27 yeaxs is that freedom is at the core of
 
every successful nation in the world and in Africa
 
today."
 

The people of Africa know whore their future
 
lies: not with corrupt dictators like Mobutu, but
 
with courageous democrats in every part of the
 
continent. 
From Senegal to Benin, from Madagascar
Mali, Africancrti i strongdo c i n nationsnations areare buildingbuild zt hat 
democraticoffersinstitutions.only They recognize thatthe framework for tolerance 
and harmony because it safeguards individual rightsand provides protection for minorities. 

AAI has played an extraordinarily useful role in
 
promoting democracy. You have monitored elections,

trained officials, and provided civic education.
 
You understand that democracy must work not only on
election day -- but every dal -- through a vibrant
 

civic culture und a commitment to fee and open

debate and the rule of law.
 

Democracy worked on election day last Septemberin Angola. But since tben, the people of Angola

have been denied the benefits of their participation
 
in that process. President Clinton acknowledged the
 
importance of that free and fair election when he
 
announced this week that the United Statesrecognizes the Government of Angola. now 
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We intend to remain actively engaged in .romoting 
a negotiated mettlcment between the Angolan 

government and UNITA that enables all the people of 
Angola to enjoy the benefits of democracy. U.S. 
recognition is designed to help achieve that gol

and to encourage UNITA to join the process of peace

and national reconciliation. As President Clinton 

said, we hope UNITA will be a part of the government 

we recognize. We continue to believe there can be 

no military victory in Angola --
and the U.S. will 

not support those who pursue a military solution, 


Now South Africa stands on the verge of its own 

transition to non-racial democracy. The United 

States supports that peaceful transition. We oppose
those who seek to derail the negotiations and we 

reject those who resort to violence, 


We hope that within a short time, a date will be 

sat for a truly democratic election in South 

Africa. That election will echo around the African 

continent and across the world as a roaring triumph

-f human rights. 


The credit for that monumental achievement will 

belong most of all to those in South Africa who 
dedicated their lives -- and in some instances, gave
their lives -- so that a new day af freedom would 
dawn. Credit will belong to Nelaon Mndela, who 
walked out of prison after 27 years -- unconsriered, 
unbowed, standing tall in his belief that the people
of South Africa could still build a future based 

upon the inherent worth and dignity of every human

being. 


It will also belong to r.W. De Zlerk, whose vital 

contribution can be measured by how far his views 

have evolved, and by how far a majority of white 

South Africans have come with him. 


The transition to non-racial democracy in South 

Africa is also the product of principled opposition 

to apartheid in the international community. In the

finest American political tradition, a coalition of 

conscience in this country has carried out a long 

and uplifting campaign against the apartheid system

half a world away. Our own sanctions have played an
important role in the progress made to date. 
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The installation of a non-racial government in 
South Africa will resonate with every American, but 
especially with those in cities and towns across
 
this nation who joined the effort to bring an end to
 
apartheid.
 

In sharing the spirit and lessons of our own
 
civil rights movement, we are not saying that
 
America has found every answer or that we have yet

formed a parfect union. But we are committed to the
 
basic principle that human rights are universal -
that every citizen in every country ought to be
 
judged as an individual, irrespective of race or
 
economic condition.
 

South Africa's successful transition is important
for Africa, the United States and the world. The
 
United States will help 
-- and we expect the other
industrial democracies to help as %ell. Once a
 
Transitional Executive Council has been put in place
 
-- and a date for elections has been set -- we will
 
work with our G-7 partners to help South Africa
 
re-enter the global economy. We have urged the
 
World Bank and the parties in South Africa to begin
planning now the projects that will translate into
 
economic growth. Similarly, the American business
 
community should be a part of the effort to help the 
people of South Africa build a 
strong and vibrant
 
economy once the progress toward democracy is
 
irreversible.
 

Unfortunately, South Africa has had no monopoly
 
on the violation of hums,. rights on the continent.
American policy must raziect that fact. We cannot
hold Africa to a lesser standard for human rights
 

than we apply to other parts of the world. I want 
to make clear that the United States will take human 
rights into account as we determine how to allocate 
our 
scarce resources for foreign agsistance.
 

The promotion of democracy is central to the
 
goals of the Clinton Administration. That is why

President Clinton chose to invite the first
 
President of a democratic Namibia, Sam Nujoma, as
 
the first African head of state to be recognized at
 
his hite House.
 

Sustaining Africa's Capacity for Development
 
It is the democratic nations of Africa,


ieflecting the will of their people, that are best
 
positioned to make the kind of economic ch&nges that
 
improve the lives of their citizens. The
 
development challenge facing most African nations
 
remains imposing, but it is within the capacities of

fiee market democracies to overcome.
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Economic crise still afflict many of the 

continent's nations. ror many countries, per capita

incomes have been stagnating or falling; trade and 

investment flows have remained weak; debt burdens 

stunt the prospects for new growth. Drought, famine 

and civil war have turned crises into calamities; no 

region of the continent has been spared the ravages 

of man or nature. 


The trend toward democracy in Africa must bea 

reinforced by sustainable economic development. The 

peace and stability that democracy brings can lead 

to desperately needed private investment 
-- and with 

it, development capital, technology transfer and 

technical expertise. Disinvestment in Africa will 

only be reversed when Africa makes itself a more 
attractive place for new capital. 
Applying the rule
of law, reducing corruption, assuring the remittance 

of profits, and building more skilled workforces --

all of these things will help give Africa a far 

greater role in the global economy. 


The first responsibility for building that 

capacity rests with African countries themselves, 

But the developed nations of the world --
 including
the United States -- share a responsibility to 

ha2. For the coming fiscal year, we are requesting

bilateral development funding for Africa of $800 

million. In addition, we will continue to provide 

over hall a billion dollars in humanitarian and 

other assistance to Africa. 


The United States and the international community
will be more willing to support the economies of 

African nations that have embarked on serious 

reform. 
We sre working with other creditor nations 

to provide additional debt reduction for countries 

cooperating with IMr adjustment programs. 
Thu
Administration is requesting congressional support 

to enable the U.S. to participate in a multilateral
debt relief effort. This new initlative would 

reward those poor cotutries implementing difficult 

reforms. 


New trade policies will also help African nations 

to compete in global markets. Protectionist 

barriers still impede Africa's competitiveness and 

its prospects for growth. Africa has much to gain

from a successful conclusion of the Uruguay Round 

negotiations that the U.S. is pushing to complete by

the end of this year.
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Africa's economic future is inseparable from its
 
environmental future. a toAn Afri that is yielding
the desert sands and scrub, and an Africa whose soil 
is eroding, is an Africa diminishing its capacity to 
feed itself. An Africa that is losing its forests 
and renewable water supplies is an Africa that in 
compromising its ability to meet basic needs for the 
future.
 

One African leader has &aid that the prcblm of 
soil evosion has become so serious that his coun-ry,
viewed f,om space, appears to be bleeding into t.he 
ocean. 
We must help to heal these environmental
 
wounds. To that end, AID will spend at least $70
 
million on environmental and natural resource
 
projects in Africa this year.
 

One environmental challenge in which the U.S. was
 
particularly helpful was the devastating drought in
 
southern Africa. 
Working with interested nations
 
and the donor community, the U.S. provided close to
 
$1 billion to respond to this catastrophe. Today,
the threat of famine ia gone and the countries of 
the region are harvesting a good crop. 

Sustaiiable development cannot be accomplished
without a renew.ed sense of urgency about population
growth rates that wi'll double the size of many
African nations in 15-20 years. Rapid population

growth imperils efforts to combat poverty and
 
protect the unviroament. No longer uill the United
 
States pretend this problem does not exist.
 

Instead, we will work in partnership with natio.s 
in Africa and elsewhere to provide a full range of 
famil,, planning and reproductive health services, 
aud we will work to improve the statue of women. 

Resolving Conflicts in Africa
 

Lt me be c7.ear: the Clinton AIdministation's new
 
relationship toward Africa will differ in important

respects from the approach of the past 12 years. At
 
the same time, I salute former President Bush for
launching Operation Restore Hope -- a military
mobilization for a Laission of mrcy in Somalia.
 
What a proud moment it was to see American soldiers
 
help to feed starving children in a place far from
 
our shores but clearly close to our hearts.
 

http:renew.ed
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Certainly America was not alone in that efcort.

Other nations -- including many in Africa 
-- were 

instrumental in providing relief. 
While serious 

problems persist in Somalia, the efforts of the 

international community have alleviated suffering

and provided the opportunity to rebuild that 

nation. Somalia's experience reminds us that the 

international community can respond compassioiately

and effectively. But it also reminds us that we 
munt not wait until thousands of poople have 

succumbed to starvation, 


Now we need to apply those lessons in Sudan. The
civil war in Sudan has resulted in terrible 

suffering and appalling violations of human rights,

The U.S. ir working with governments in the region,

the UN and others to bring the fighting to an end.

We must do whatever we can to ensure the delivery of 

adequate relief P-pplien eo stem this tragedy, 

especially as the rainy season begins. 

In Liberia, where brutal conflict has raged, we 
support the efforts of the Economic Community of 
West African States (ECOWAS) to restore peace. We 
seek a negotiated settlement leading to f'll 
disarmament of all warring factions; 
free and fair, 

internationally-monitored elections; 
and the
 
establishment of a democratic government. 

But Liberia's future will be determined in

Monrovia, not in Washington. Only Liberians can 

create a r~al and lasting peace, heal the deep scars
in Liberian society, and determine who will lead 

them in the future. 


Liberia's suffering must be brought to a swift 

and peaceful end. 
That country deserves a betterfate, like the future now dawning to the qast across 

the continent in Eritrea. The intertwined tragsdies

of Eritrea and Ethiopia are receding into history, 

we hope, never again to be repeated. After thirty 

years of civil war, an independent Eritrea has
emerged, aided in part through peace talks sponsored
by the Carter Cnter in Atlanta. 

Just last month, Eritreans voted overwhelmingly
for independence from Ethi3pia in a UN-monitorod 

referendum. 
On April 27, Eritrea declared 

independence --
and that same day the United States 

recognized Eritrea. Alongside a neuly demcratic 

Ethiopia, this new nation can take itt rightful

place aa 
a beacon of hope astride the Horn of Africa. 
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I have spoken of American effc-ts to end some
the military conflicts in Africa, but our most 

of 

enduring contribution may be assisting Africa to 
build its own capacity for conflict resolution and

peacekeeping. 
The United States is working closely

with the Organization of African Unity, providing
support for peacekeeping in Rwanda and training for
 
election monitors elsewhere. As the OAU prepares to
 
observe its thirtieth rnniver2try, it is important

not only to recognize what that organization has
 
done, but to focus 
on how it can play a greater role 
in preventing and stopping wars on the continent. 

I also want to acknowledge the often-overlooked
 
involvement of Africans as 
pescekeepers abroad.
 
Nigeria and Kenya in the former Yugoslavia --

Camnroon in Cambodia -- Ghana and Sierra Leone in
Lebanon: theze and other African nations are making 
the world safer. 

The OAU and other African organizations need tostop up mediation and preventive diplomacy to give
people in Africa thn chance to live free of war. In
the exercise of creative, often life-saving

diplomacy, Africa's destiny will be shaped by

Africans. 

new Relatihip
 

I have outlined today the basis for a 
substantially new American relationship with 
Africa. it will be a new relationship in which

America can assist Africans in building democratic
 
institutions and laying the foundation for economic
 
growth, but in which our role is to enhance -- not
to erase -- African solutions.
 

it will be a new relationship grounded in our 
firm belief that while dictators in Africa are not 
yet extinct, the future lies in free elections and 
free institutions.
 

It will be a new relationship reinforced once a 
new South Africa has moved from repression to 
democracy.
 

The people aad governments of Africa are moving
to democracy and free marketa with a growing

conviction that they are on the path to progrems.
They are embarked on a uniquely African Josrney, as
 
awe-inspiring as anything on this continent of
 
breathtaking beauty.
 

It is a jo.urney worthy of America's respect and
 
support -- and that respect and support is what I
 
pludge today.
 

Thank you.
 



REMAIUCS OF ANTHONY LAKE 
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I am delighted to have this opportunity to join you for the Brookings Africa 
Forum. I want to thank Francis Deng ano the Brookings Institution for 
organizing and hosting this event. 

This is my first public speech since President-elect Clinton asked me to become his 
National Security Advisor. It was not an acr" .ntal choice. Africa occupies a 
special place in my work and my affections. My disser .tir z wu. on U.S. policy 
toward South Africa. I have written on a range of firican issues. And I have 
spent some of the happiest, most challenging times of my life on the Continent. I 
know that in the past there has been a sense that some administrations have 
taken years to figure out where Africa is on the map. I hope you will find in us a 
sense not only of where Africa is, but where we all hope it is going in the future, 

This is an exciting and cha',lenging time - a time f change and promise. It is 

The Cold War is over. The SovietE7. world affairs.fundamentally a new era 

Union is gone. The nuclear arms race has been shifted into reverse. Democracy is 

on the march. Global commerce is expanding. 


Certainly, we face new threats, from weapons proliferation to violent etbnic 

conflict. But we eiso have the opportunity to pursue new forma cf global problem 

solving - through re-invigorated multilateral institutions, and through new 

partnerships that the Cold War had made impossible. 


The global changes that receive the most attention are in Europe and Asia: the 


unification of Germany; the democratic strugg!es of Russia and the other new 

states; the prosperity of the Pacific Rim; the conflict In the former Yugoslavia. 

But you know as I do that the winds of change are blowing again across Africa as 

well. 

Some of those winds are harsh: ontinuing on~flict in Liberia and Angola. human 

rights abuses, corruption, and r-esistance to democratic change in Toga and Zaire; 

and hunger, poverty, and environmental degradation across too much of the 


continent. But many of the winds of change in Africa carry the breath of hope: aacceptable. 

new wave of democratic reform; a new generation of gifted leaders; new movement
 
toward market economies and integration with the global economy; promising new
 
efforts at conflict resolution and peacekeepig; new initiatives to protect Africa's

fragile and 1 orious environment; and, I would add, the seeds ofsa ew 

relationshipgloiush a new administration in Washington. 


Today I wair t to offer a few thoughts on the nature of these changes, and how our 

Tdminitray ion to s oefforts
I n adew thg.. 

Administration plans to address them. 


I believe the most important change for Africa's long-term prospeCLS ISthe 

Continent's new progress toward democracy. 

For by its nature, democracy provides an inclusive and non-violent means of 

conflict resolution. It therefore provides an alternative to the kind of violent 
disputes that have drained so much of Africa'. resources and hope in recent years. 
Moreover, well-structureJ democracies are more responsive to the matenal needs 
of their people. And democracies make better neighbors: they don't tend to wage 

on each other. war 

That is what makes Africa's movement toward democracy so hopeful. In recent 
years, we have seen the proud birth of democracy in Namibia, and at leastthirteen African countries have held multiparty elections. I was privileged to be 
an observer in Namibia at that time, and was moved by what I saw. Elections are 
expected in another fifteen countries before the end of the year. 

Above all, in South Africa today, the statesmanship of both Nelson Mandela and 
F. W. DeKlerk and the courage of the South African people provide real hope that 
we may soon see what onte seeined so remote -- the end of aparth-id and the 
arrival of a true non-racial democracy in South Africa. All of us join in mourning 
the losses South Africa and the African National Congress have recently suffered. 

such a- Chris Hani and Oliver Tambo. Yet we also join in hoping that their life's 
work has brought within reach the achievement of a new democratic day for all 
the people of South Africa. 

Democracy means more than elections. As we have sadly witnessed in Angola, 
elections are not enough, in themselves, to bring peace and justice. Genuine 
der,ocracy implies more, such as respect for individual and minority rights, and 
tolerance for a loyal opposition. These traditions are not well established in some 
parts of Africa. Yet Africa's substantial movement toward demccracy suggeststhese concepts and institutions can ultimately be univeraal. 

The movement toward African democracy is nut something that has been noticed 
only by the Administration's African experts. It has caught the attention of the~r 
boss as well. When Ambassador Cisse and Ambassador Kitleli presented their 
credentials to President Clinton on April 14, he remarked to me afterward how 
impressed he wr.s by his cnnveraations with them. He was also impressed - as he 
had told them -- by the progress toward democracy that had been made by both 
Mali and Lesotho. And he said lie was very encouraged by this trend elsewhere in 

the Continent. 

This movement toward democracy in many way: echoes the period of change 
Africa witnessed a generation ago. When Africa threw off colonialism, it was 
because Africans were tired of living under a ruling elite wLo put their own 

interests before those of the African people. Today, the rlers are African rather
 
thni European. But the Airi-an people have beei saying once again that any
 
ruling elite that pUts its interests before those of the vast majority is no longer


matrit oer 

They are protesting bloated, corrupt, or ineficient gofertimm.ts, and 

neessArit's democratic institutions will not always look like our own. nor
necessarily should they. And democracy is aftthe answer for every ill that afflicts 
Africa. But it is a means to address many cf those problems more effectively 
And for that reason we must do what we can to help Africa nurture and sustain 

those institutions. We need to promote people-to-people programs and other 
that can help foster civil society - business groups, women's organizations. 

service clubs, student leagues. Such institutions operate on the principle of bread 
participation in community-level decision making, and thus create a base for 
democracy. Our administration is also examining how we can restricture our 
foreign assistance efforts, in part to reward and encourage those nations at the 

forefront of the democratic march. 

Tne second encouraging charge in Africa is the increased movement toward 
r arket economie: and sustainable deve'opment. The past decade has seen the 
d 'nuise of statist economic systems around the world for one simple, non
reologacal reason: they don't wonk 

http:ertimm.ts


toward economic liberaization.Now, however, many African countries are undergoing the difficult transitionThere is already sore evidence that growth is We also must focus more energy on the underlying forces that strain Africa'shigher in countries that are moving ahead with such economic adjustments, such natural and human resources,as Ghana and Burundi. These transitions take years and must be sustained, but 	
such as population growth and disease. After more 

they are 	 th'an a decade of ideological impassethe only definitive remedy for the poverty that plagues tbe Continent. 	 over many family planning efforts, our 
theydres the 	 government has an opportunity to openAddressing the problemroldefiniivemof povertyremedyortalso requires 	

a new chapter in our population efforts inpover 
 ty tsataues tiheCtiena measure of justice to ensure Africa and elsewhere. And Ipray that our stepped-up investments in research onthat a nation's additional income, earned by the many, is not 	
AIDS here in the US may lead to advances in treatment, and eventually cure, todistributed only to bring some measure of relief to an African AIDS epidemic that has become one ofits most devastating problems of all time.

President Clinton is committed to exploring meansreforms and economic growth. 	 to assist Africa's economicFor example, too many African nations face high The third major challenge for Africa and our policy toward Africa involves thedebt burdens, which can h-Mper their economic transitions and recoveries. The prevention and resolution of conflict.total debt burden of Sub-Saharan Africa now exceeds its annual GNP and is more 
Much of the hardship and deprivation inAfrica today results from the numerous civil wars that have raged across thethan three times the value of African exports. The Administration is exploringwith Congress the possibility ofjoining with the other creditor nations of the Paris 

Continent. In Angola, Mozambique, Sudan, and until recently Ethiopia, conflict
has been a fact of life for years. Fighting in Liberia. Somalia and Rwanda hasClub in providing debt reduction for the poorest, most debt-laden countries caused hurrendous suffering ascooperating with the IMF in economic adjustment programs. 	

many people have had to flee their homes. "teirThis new initiativeis particularly designed to reward with debt reduction those poorest countries	 

farms, and their means of support.
implementing difficult
reform programs. 


The United States cannot solve every conflict. But we canto help prevent and resolve disputes. 	 play a cvnsirucu.e rOur work with multinatonal organizatlori 
The strongest way we can assist Africa's economic development, however, is by is especially important.helping to integrate Africa into the gruwing global economy. Government aid is 

The best example of that is our current effort in Somalia 
Half a year ago. Somalia was being decimated by civil anarchy and horribledwarfed by the economic power of private trade and investment. 'J'rican nations famine.themselves must do much ofwhat is necessary 	

Today, the guns are quiet, food is flowing, crops are growing, and there isto integrate into the world talk of civil reconstructioneconomy. In many cases, they need to move 	 in the air. Now we are in the process of transferringaway from state-owned enterprises, peacekeeping responsibilities to the UN force, UNOSOMfixed exchange rates, price-distorting aubsidies, and corruption that makes 	 II. UNOSOM I will
enforce cease-fires, disarm factional militias, and help create an atmosphere inbusiness difficult. African nations should also stimulate growth by removing the 
 which Somalia can restore civil government.


barriers to trade between themselves.
fostered by SADC - Efforts at regional cooperation such asthe Southern Africa Development Community be-- can Peacemakers and peacekeepers are on the front lines in other nations as well,helpful inthis regard. 	 hMoza.mbique in order that the fragile peacesuch as Liberia and Angola. Peacekeeping efforts need to be acceleratedthere is strengthened. inBut we have a role to play as well. We can help American businesses learn 	 But in additionto helping solve disputes, we must also work to help prevent disputes. We need to
 
about the opportunities for African trade and investment. For example, last year. 	 tnorheng slempdisteschweomustplace greater emphasis on as workatonmediation and preventive diplomacy.sub-Saharan Africa imported about $60 billion in goods, but only about $5 	

such tools as help preventi dispe.mWanedyt
bilionsub-aham ran 	 Africa's own organizations, suchcame from the US. iotd interest 	 as the Organization of African Unity, have shownAhef.i aout n Agricods. butht
It is both our interest and Africa's oyaut $5Abonthat to change.~r Among 	 promise in recentand effectively. years, and we need to help build their capacity to engage earlyin

This implies an activist approach inother steps, the Administration will seek to promote 	
nations that are disasters 

more active Africanparticipation in international economic institutions, such as 	 the making.the GATT.hea 

Africa's future requires not only economic growth but also economic justice. 	 The coming years will be a challenging time for Africa. None of us underestimates80 percent or more of the populatien employed in 	
With

subsistence agriculture in most 	 the magnitude of political, economic, eivironmentl and health problems thatconfront a great many of Africa's states.African countries, the urban elite too often demands more than their share of a
country's resources. 
 This is particularly true of the governing elite.
be less invested in conspicuous consumption and There must
more in,.ealth and education.where the welfare of the great majority lies.thCotnn.hithgransofurlbuy 	 the Continent. It is the greatness of iatural beauty and the power of untapped

resources. dthpweofntpd
It is the greatness of diverse and rich cultures and the power ofOne cannot speak seriously about Africa's economic future without speaking also 	
talented peoples yearning for a betLer future.
and reform A.jd the progress toward democracy
in Africa today tells me that future is nowabout Africa's enviro,.ment. 	 much more than a dream.In Africa, economics and environment areinseparable. And, today, Africa's environment is under great strain. About two- During the presidential campaign, then Governor Clinton noted that pr-gressthirds of sub-Saharan Africa's wildlife habitat has been destro;,ed by development, when he said this: "A revolution is underway in Africa. From South Africa toUganda's forests have been decimated and its once plentiful grasslands havenearly been eliminated. Africa's desert is gaining ground at some three to six Ethiopi . from Kenyamiles each year. In Ethiopia, the Rift Valley's acacia forest is fast becoming semi-

to Zaire -- Africans are struggling to achieve political and

interest in helping them to translate those frtedoms into 
a be*ter life fordesert. 

No one who has visited Africa ca, 	 themselves and their ci-ildren."uelp but feel the great tragedy that these I share that convictin And I share the determinationstatistics embody. And no one who understands Africa's economy 	 of now. Prt.':den! Clintoncan help but see 	 t phrth ot o nvi ction s we d ete r a to o kng in' o fthe imperative of addressing Africa's environmental needs as part of an economic to put those words into action. As we do, I look forward to working with many of 
strategy. 
 you in this room and the great nations you represent. Thank you 
There are encouraging signs. Many African leaders have taken impressive steps
to preserve natural habitats, protect species, and promote methods of sustainabledevelopment. Our government is trying to do its part as well. The U.S. Agency
for International Development plans to spend at least $70 million on
environinental and natural resource projects in Africa this year. 
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U.S. policy toward Africa Isundergoing substantial change. The need for 
new directions was a!ready evident In the mid-1980s (see "Some 
Observations on U.S. Security Interests In Africa" by Noel C. Koch, then 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for the Africa Region, CSIS Africa 
Notes no. 49, November 1985). The end of the cold war and priority shifts 
set in motion by the Clinton administration have accelerated development of 
new approaches and priorities. As outlined by Assistant Secretary of State 
for African Affairs George E. Moose at his confirmation hearing, the new 
administration's main goals for Africa Include the growth of democracy and 
human rights, sustainable economic development, and environmental 
protection. Central to these goals are the complementary objectives of 
conflict resolution and peacekeeping, and the downsizing and 
professionalization of Africa's often fractious militaries. The Department of 
Defense (DoD) and the House Foreign Affairs Committee's Subcommittee on 
Africa have also focused attention on these aspects of U.S. policy, as 
evidenced in recent hearings held by the Subcommittee and a conflict 
resolution Initiative by the full Committee. 

The four documents on the following pages of this issue of CSIS Africa 
Notes detail these evolving concems, with special emphasis on conflict 
resolution and peacekeeping. The first two are my testimony (slightly
abridged to reduce redundancy) before the Africa Subcommittee on March 
31 and May 12 of this year. The third Item is an excerpt of a 
recommendation submitted by the Africa Subcommittee to the House 
Foreign Affairs Committee for a section on Conflict Resolution in the 
Committee's pending report on FY 1994 Foreign Assistance Authorization. 
The fourth item is a table summarizing the adminlstraticn's FY 1994 budget
requests, as these might be available for specific African countries as well as 
regional and functional groupings. Two Important items not included in the 
table are (1)Africa's share of the not-yet-allocated $1.549 billion Public Law 
480 worldwide budget (of which approximately 33 percent [$511 million]

:would go to Africa if FY 1993 percentages were used) and (2) the pending 
ailocation of new Department of Defense Initiatives for FY 1994 (300
million for peacekeeping, $50 million for support of democracy, and $48 
million for humanitarian assistance) that would provide for acfl,'A es in Africa. 
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This convergence of views within the administration,
and between the executive and legislative branches, Is
remarkable. Even more remarkable is what I believe to 
be a much wider emergent consensus shared by
important private sector actors and key European
countries. In early May 1993 1had the opportunity to 
make official visits to a number of European capitals
(Brussels, Bonn, London, Paris, Lisbon) to compare with
European defense and foreign policy officials our views of
trends in Africa and appropriate responses. I found an
extraordinary degree of agreement on Africa's problems
and a similar unprecedented near-consensus that we
should focus our activities mainly on the areas 
enumerated above. When It came to priorities and 
tactics, however, that consensus was lacking. This Isnot 
necessarily a critical deficiency, because the tactics of
pursuing this new agenda are In fact only beginning to be 
worked out, here and abroad. The problem of lack of 
resources Isa more serious and Immediate matter. Our
European allies are experiencing the same budgetary
constraints as the United States, particularly Inthe areas 
of security assistance and peacekeeping--where already
limited resources are now Increasingly challenged by new
demands in the former Soviet Union, and In Eastern andCentral Europe.

Insum, we have at least a partial design of a promisingIsm,weaveyframework for Africa. We face,
nost-cold war policy task of e fcehowever, the arduous tasks of devising the effectivetactics and mustering the resources to give It a strong 

of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, U.S. House 
of Representatives (March 31, 1993) 
.... 

1. Statement before the Subcommittee on Africa 

Ido not appear as an expert on peacekeepng, but 

as a person with policy oversight responsibilities-since
1986-for sub-Saharan Africa. I have followed the issues 
of peacekeeping and conflict resolution closely, have 
been personally very Involved from time to time as amember of negotiating teams formed by the Department
of State, and have attempted to encourage greater
support of peacekeeping on an Interagency basis. (it
should be noted, however, that the views Ishare with you
today] are not authoritative rules or views of the 
Department of Defense on peacekeeping Ingeneral... .

President Bush last year and President Clinton this 
year have affirmed that the United States Isstronglycommitted to strengthening peacekeeping capability to 
prevent, contain, and resolve conflict across the globe.
With the end of the cold war, peacekeeping actions 
which earlier would have been vetoed In the United 
Nations Security Council are proliferating.organizations 	 Regionalare also beginning to play a more active 

role. Gone Is the unwritten rule that neither of the 
superpowers could provide large numbers of
peacekeepers to UN operations. The United States has 
done so (inKuwait), Isdoing so (most notably in Somalia),
and will continue to do so. Russia has expressed aninterest Indoing so, finances permitting. 

As my office has become Increasingly involved in 
conflict resolution Issues, I have noticed that too often
"terms of art" have various meanings to different people.
So before I talk about the Department of Defense's 
commitment to peacekeeping in general and our specific
efforts InAfrica, let me set forth for you some terms that 
are in use, Including at the UN, to describe different 
stages of conflict resolution. 

• 	 First, there Ispreventive diplomacy. This Is the 
sphere largely of my State Department colleagues
and one In which [Assistant Secretary of State for 
African Affairs Herman] Cohen and his predecessor,
[Chester Crocker, have been notably active and 
successful. Here the United States attempts to 
prevent disputes from arising between parties, to 
prevent existing disputes from escalating Into 
conflicts, and to limit the spread of conflicts when 
they occur. 

* 	Second, and very closely related, Ispeacemaking.
Here we try to secure resolution of disputes that 
could lead to conflict. The tools used are still 
diplomatic, Including mediation and negotiation.

* 	Third Ispeacekeeping. This Is the prevention,

containment, moderation,
c 	 or termination of hostilitiesna n e t o eai n rt r l ai n o otlte 
among, between, or within states through the
intervention of a neutral party. This is usuallyorganized aod implemented through a regional orInternational organization (most often the UnitedNations). Its object Is to maintain or restore peace.
It involves the use of military forces, and often police
and civilians. It Is usually conducted with the consentof the principal belligerents. Peacekeeping activities 
under the UN's aegis are Chapter Six actions. 
Through the late 1980s, these2 were the principal 

confl!ct resolution activities conducted by the United 
Nations. 
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" 	Fourth ispeace enforcement, a growth Industry in cease-fire monitoring force. We have also been Involvedrecent years. This involves military operations to Indiplomatic efforts to end that civil war. U.S. observerrestore peace or establish agreed conditions in an delegations, Including military experts, have providedarea of conflict or tension, even though the parties technical advice and guidance to the OAU-sponsoredmay not consent to intervention and may still be peace negotiations. In that regard, LTC Tony Marleyenyaged Infighting. When conducted by the UN, (previously of my staff and currently on Ambassadorthese are Chapter Seven actions. Cohen's staff [in the Department of State]) has since late* 	A fifth category in some minds is peace-building, February been shuttling between Kigali, Kampala, and

(which] entails postconflict actions to strengthen and Arusha providing Impartial technical advice to both
solidify the peace in an effort to preclude the parties In the tragic civil war. We have also worked
resumption of arrnied conflict, behind the scenes bilaterally with the various players,For now, the lead organization for conflict resolution In providing advice and encouraging compromise. TheAfrica (and throughout the world) is the United Nations. perception, by all sides, of the United States as anBut before I discuss the UN, let me briefly sketch U.S. "honest broker" has facilitated communication betweeninvolvement Inseveral non-UN conflict resolution efforts the rebels and the Rwandan government.in Africa. We have worked with and through (1)the Those efforts by LTC Marley and others are examples
Economic Community of West African States 
 of the third type of involvement in conflict


(ECOWAS), (2)the Organization of African Unity (OAU), resolution-bilateral or ad hoc multilateral efforts. Since
and (3)bilaterally or with ad hoc groups of actors. the mid-1980s, I, members of my staff, and officers fromInAugust 1990, an ad hoc ECOWAS military arm, the Joint Staff have been involved, as members ofECOMOG, [was] deployed to Liberia to try to put an end State-led teams, in many of the conflict resolution
to the fighting that had raged there since the previous negotiations that Ambassador Cohen has described [in his
December. The United States has strongly encouraged testimony before ti-- Subcommittee]. Specifically, these
ECOWAS in this regional peacemaking endeavor. The included Namibia, Aigola, Ethiopia, and Mozarnbique,United States provided ECOWAS $10.15 million in where we worked bilaterally or in concert withFY 1991 Economic Support Funds (ESF); $3.45 million representatives of other countries, including Portugal,
in FY 1991 Foreign Military Financing (FMF) (Gambia Italy, South Africa, and Russia.$250,000, Ghana $500,000, Guinea $500,000, Ivory [In this post-cold war era, as I noted ear!'r, the UnitedCoast $1 million, and Sierra Leone $1.2 million); and States] Is relying principally on the United Nations to take$15 million to Senegal InFY 1992 ($5 million in FMF the lead in peacekeeping. The Department of Defenseand $10 million in DoD goods and services). Further, has been actively working with the UN in this regard.Ambassador Cohen and I and members of our staffs have You are all well aware of our activities regarding Somalia,been involved in countless meetings in Washington and but let me describe some less well-known activities inabroad to encourage negotiations for an end to the Angola and Mozambique. InAngola, Department ofconflict InLiberia. Defense personnel played an important supportt'g role inThe OAU iscurrently working to develop Its own the peace accords negotiations, Including serving asconflict resolution mechanisms. Although the OAU has technical advisers on the U.S. delegation. We thenbeen involved in peacekeeping operations, ithas not provided military officers to serve as observers to the jointdeveloped a standing capacity to respond to the needs for commissions overseeing the peace process. Tomediation, conc:liatlon, and arbitration in Africa. At the supplement International emergency relief and to provide1992 OAU Summit, Secretary General Salim Salim for soldiers encamped for demobilization, we airlifted,proposed that the OAU move full time into managing from DoD excess stocks, over 3 million meals ready toconflicts, knowing that non-African countries would have eat (MREs), thousands of tents, and over 60 tons ofto provide some of the resources. nonfood Items (blankets, plastic sheeting, etc.); and
The United States has moved to provide assistance to shipped 140 sea-vans of MREs (approximately 2.6
this initiative. Inearly 1992, Ambassador Cohen and I million meals). We also provided three C-130s,agreed to seek a presidential determination making the communications, and other support to assist inOAU eligible for U.S. security assistance support. The demobilization and to help with electoral preparations.president approved, and issued such a determination on The UN mandate in Mozambique, which extends fromAugust 25, 1992. We then moved promptly to provide the October 1992 signing of the peace accord throughthe OAU with $1 million for use in PKOs [peacekeeping elections, now scheduled for late 1993, reflects lessonsoperations] ($500,000 in FMF and another $500,000 In learned in Angola and other countries. in Mozambique.ESF). Recently, we designated our military attach in the UN plans a c(',ntlngent of up to 8,000 military andAddis Ababa as a liaison officer to the OAU and he has civilian personnel, Including an international observerbegun working with his military counterparts to identify force of 350. Before the elections can be held, It isways in which we might help improve the OAU's critical that the new national army be formed, trained.planning and execution capabilities for peacekeeping. and deployed and excess soldiers from both sidesThe first use of some of the funds provided to the demobilized.OAU has been in Rwanda, In support of the OAU We are providing two U.S. military officers to assist 

1* 
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our defense attache In Maputo in participating In the
UN-chaired commissions overseeing the peace
agreement. In addition, in response to a UN request that 
the United States provide military engineers to assist nroad repair in Mozambique, aJoint State/DoD
engineering assessment team IsJust completing a 
fact-finding mission in Mozambique. (Ithas] beengathering data on the scope of the repairs required and
the UN's capability to support the possible deployment ofU.S. engineering assets. 

In both Angola and Mozambique, we see apotential
for the U.S. military to play a peace-building role through
involvement with the new armed forces, which wili
require substantial training assistance. In doing so, we 
would be joining several of our European allies who have
agreed to provide that training initially. When political
circumstances are right, the United States could establish 
asecurity assistance program with Angola and expand 
our security assistance program with Mozambique. Our
focus would continue to be on training, through the IMET
[International Military Education and Training] program
(to include expanded IMET and [MET-funded Mobile
Training Teams). If the Congress has at :hat time also 
made FMF funds available for Africa, we could consider 
these countries' militaries as candidates for assistance in
nation-building activities through the Africa Civic Action 
program. We also think that both countries would benefit
from participation in our coastal security and blodilversity
programs-again on the assumption that FMF funding is
available at the time. 

Last month, Shasi Tharoor, the United Nations' 
Special Assistant to the Under Secretary General for
Peacekeeping Operations, noted at a Carnegie 
Endowment meeting that "the UN has had as many
PKOs in the past 43 months as It has In the previous 43 
years. Moreover, although still referred to as 
peacekeeping operations, the nature of the operations
has changed and many of them involve enforcing peace,
not merely keeping it. Consequently, if the United States 
isto work as effectively as possible Indealing with this
changed and still changing milieu, both we and the UN 
must make changes In the way we do business,

A number of possibilities-repeat, possibilities-exist
for improving UN capabilities. Some things whch 
concemed offices at the Pentagon are looking at include: 

" 	a reorganized and expanded UN secretariat staff to
increase information flow and enhance planning and 
Implementation capabilities; 

* 	estabiishment of early warning systems to alert senior 
UN policymakers before a crisis erupts, so thatpreventive measures can be taken; 


* speeding up the UN's ability to determine that a 
disaster requiring an International response exists; 

* 	enhancing the UN's ability to respond with 
humanitarian assistance (for example, the UN's 
commodity purchase and contracting system needs
reform to Improve timeliness); 

* 	adoption of standardized military procedures and 

Interoperable equipment among UN-deployed forces;
0 establishment of a UN training center to erhance 

both unilateral and combined training of staffs and 
forces; 

* 	formation of an integrated UN strategy for dealing
with complex international emergencies which 

combinemr
 
0 resources;
 

creation of public iforration resources--radio 
stations and newspapers-for use in complex
emegencies to get the UN's message to the public;

• notification by member states of the specific
capablities that could be made available for te full 
range of peacekeeping (and humanitadan)
operations, as well as stockpi!ing of that equipment 
most likely to be required.

We recognize that criticism Iseasy, and we are actively
looking for ways to help Implement some of these and
other improvements. We are or will be helping the UN
by temporarily augmenting key positions on the military
staff with temporary duty U.S. military officers, by
seconding [U.S.] personnel (civilian and military) to key
positions on the clvillan staff of UNOSOM Ii in Somalia,
and by establishing an Intelllgence-sharing mechanism. 
However, we need to do more .... The Department of 
Defense has been working intensively to deveJop ideas
following Preside it Bush's September 21, 1992 speech
to the United Nations on peacekeeping, and the Clinton 
administration Isnow formulating adetailed conflict 
resolution strategy. All of the elements are not yet in 
place but I can describe the broad outlines of two key
Initiatives which most directly concern the Department of 
Defense. 

First, Secretary [of Defense] Aspin Isproposing a
reorganization of the policy cluster where I work, to 
include the establishment of an assistant secretary of
defense for democratic security. This office would have 
conflict resolutlon as one of Its primary functions. 
Presently there is one individual who works conflict
resolution full time. By the end of this year, we hope to
have up to 10 people devoted to this important task. 

Second, the Just-submitted FY 1994 Department of 
Defense budget reflects the Clinton administration's 
commitment to conflict resolution as an important means 
to promote U.S. interests. Specifically, for the first time,
[the Department of] Defense isexplicitly budgeting not 
only for ongoing conflict resolution operations but for 
possible future contingencies. The budget contains a 
request for $300 million for peacekeeping; this will cover 
our Incremental costs of participation in UNOSOM IIinSomalia and will make substantial funds available to meet 
new peacekeeping operation requirements which may
arise. I emphasize that this canvas is only partially filled 
In. Please recognize that we are trying to formulate an
overarching policy and stategy on the run while 
simultaneously dealing with operations in Somalia and
working in varying degrees on situations in countries such 
as Mozambique, Angola, Rwanda, Liberia, Sudan, and 
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Tcgc--to mention only the view from Africa! 	 approach was not born in recent months; n fact we 
Like the Department of State's Bureau of African began to chart our present course n the mid-1980s We 

Affairs, DoD considers itself Involved in peacekeeping for are well aware that there isno laboratory formula that we 
the long haul. It Isgetting much attention but we are far can apply. The decisions that must be made will be 
from having worked out the details of our approach. tough, and we must accept the fact that we will 
This process will benefit from continuing exchanges sometimes fail. But our goal is to move forward, 
between the executive and legislative branches, and I am mustering all the resources that we can bring to bear. 
sure the advice and ideas we get from this type of hearing Among these resources are the [Department of State's]
will be beneficial in developing new national policy securdt assistance program which the Department of 
approaches in this importan.t area .... Defense administers, and other DoD programs, some 

new.... 
2. Statement before the Subcommittee on Africa One major area, newly emphasized, is an Improved
of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, U.S. House capacity for conflict resolution and peacekeeping
of Representatives (May 12, 1993) operations (PKOs). Our activities in Somalia are well 
[The letter from the Subcommittee Inviting me to speak known to you and have been discussed in this forum 
here today asked] me to evaluate U.S. foreign assistance recently. 
programs and U.S. policy toward Africa. There isno At this point I want to join [Assistant Secretary of State 
way I can accept that challenge; the writ is too large, my for African Affairs] Moose in commending the 
time too short. But I am prepared to make a few Subcommittee for the broad outlines it has developed for 
observations about several selected aspects, from the an amendment on conflict resolution. We in the 
perspective of one who has spent the last 14 years Department of Defense strongly support your goals of 
wcrking these issues for the Department of Defense. Institutionalizing both the OAU's and subregional
First, I see an absolutely undeniable and very critical link organizations' conflict resolution capability, a.+sistinq in 
between security, political stability, and development. If African demobilizatior, and soldier-retraining, working to 
there isno security, there can be no political stability and change African military culture, and developing African 
consequently no sustainable development. Without conflict resolution skills. At the same time, there are 
development, conditions deteriorate and there isno certain elements on which I would need additional 
security. From this, I suggest several guidelines: information before I could develop adefinitive 
* 	There should be more attention to designing Department of Defense response, such as the source of 

comprehensive and integrated approaches to the direct funding to the Organization of African Unity 
development, encompassing its political, economic, for Its conflict resolution unit. We look forward to 
and security components. working with you on this in consultation with the 

* 	There should, therefore, be even closer exchange and Department of State. 
Informal coordination among the concerned actors, Last year (FY 1992) we provided modest funding to 
including our own interagency community, the the Organization of African Unity in support of its 
international lending community, other bilateral Neutral Monitoring Group (NMOG) in Rwanda. a 
donors and the private sector-to include some very potential first step in the OAU's development of formal 
important NGOs and PVOs. If we are working in and continuing mechanisms for conflict resolution and 
sharply divergent directions or with very different peacekeeping. OAU Secretary General Salim A. Salim s 
priorties, the outcome isseldom felicitous, proposal of such mechanisms will be considered at the
prioThe securityurit, cc[annualcomponents of this process, and conflict receptive to such efforts. There is $3. 166 million in* 	 OAU summit in June] and we need to be
 
resolution in particular, ought to [be pursued more PKO monies proposed for the OAU n the FY 1994
 
consistently as subsets of aclearly articulated, s c imon istanc ebud e
 
broader political strategy. The main dimensions of security assistance budget.

that strategy ought to be political, diplomatic, and of West African States (ECO WAS) in its efforts tothatstrtegt ougt dilomaicandInbepollcal FY 1992 we also -issisted the Economic Community 
developmental, and the military activities we promote establish peace in Liberia through ECOMOG. This is the 
should be designed to promote and support those first Instance of one of Africa's subregional organizations 

means more attention by those of us Inthe defense undertaking direct peacekeeping efforts. For FY 1994 
community as to how we fit In and how we can best the administration has proposed $12 million in PKO 
comntrit.contnibute. AnAndtotohourourwdilomatndholeuesdiplomatic colleagues andandbmonies in support of these peacekeeping activities. Stateand Defense intend to continue to work with ECO WAS 

other interested parties, I suggest more intense 
attention to now to deal with the security component (and hopefully in the future with other subregional 
of their policies and to how best to put the organizations such as the Southern African Development
DeprtenDepartmnentofeensedof Defensetoto work in pursuit offthethecaciesork ietpurt 	 Community [SADC]) in improving their conflict resolution 
common national objectives we share. 	 capacities.
comon oa objivwe sarie s tIn 	 addition to assistance to the OAU and to ECOWAS,We in DoD are working with our African friends tothFY94prosdeuiyassanebgtfr 

look ahead and to adjust to changing circumstances. Our the FY 1994 proposed security assistance budget for
Africa includes $10 million in FMF for peacekeeping and 
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other regional requirements. We intend that much of this 
money go toward assisting African countries to 
demobilize forces and downsize their military.

We believe downsizing and demobilization are 
absolutely essential to the success of the goals of 
democracy and conflict resolution. We believe many
African countries have too many men under arms and 
put too many of their scarce resources Into unnecessary 
military expenditures. We hope to receive funding
adequate to assist Africans Intheir transition to smaller, 
more professional ai-rnles--institutions more affordable 
and more in keeping with their hopes for development
arid their desires for democracy. Mr. Chairman, I know 
this is a priority for you and we in the Department of 
Defense could not agree more. 

Before turning from security assistance to some new 
programs, let me again strongly endorse the IMET and 
expanded IMET programs. Dollar for dollar, I believe 
that this isthe most effective program we have in Africa, 
both through providing African military-and Insome 
cases civilian--leaders the opportunity of a first-rate 
educational experience and through exposing them to the 
very American concepts of the primacy of civilian rule 
and the role of an apolitical military. We in DoD strongly
endorse the modest $7.745 million IMET request for 
Africa in FY 1994. This will be money well spent.

Although they do not come betore this committee for 
review, there are some activities which the Department of 
Defense undertakes on an ad hoc basis and some new, 
Innovative proposals that we have made for FY 1994 
which closely complemeit the Department of State's 
security assistance requests.

As I noted to this committee Inan earlier hearing, the 
Department of Defense already plays limited but 
important roles in peacekeeping operations. We have 
provided personnel to negotiating missions and to teams 
headed by the Department of State. We have provided
military planners (usually logisticians or airlift specialists) 
to the UN as well as the airlift to deploy and redeploy UN 
peacekeepers. We have provided observers and monitors 
to agreed peacekeeping operations (such as in Angola
and the Western Sahara), and we have provided maps
and other informational products and communications 
2quipment helpful to those engaged in monitoring 
compliance.

For FY 1994, the Department of Defense has 
budgeted $300 million In anew line to cover the costs to 
DoD of peacekeeping, within a new appropriation for 
global cooperative initiatives. This will eliminate the need 
to reallocate readiness-related funds during program
execution for peacekeeping, and it will speed our 
response to new situations. Itdoes not fund 
long-standing PKOs, such as the UN truce supervision 
organization InKorea, which is In the army's budget, or 
massive peace-enforcement operations such as Somalia 
(UNITAF) which could require supplemental funding.

Among the activities which might be supported by the 
$300 million PKO fund are military observers In the 
Western Sahara (MINURSO), observers in Angola, and, 

of course, the incremental costs to the Department of 
Defense of participation in UNOSOM IIin Somalia. 

The Department of Defense is also requesting $50 
million to support the spread of democracy worldwide. 
These funds would help institutionalize and expand
military-to-military contacts such as EUCOM's very
successful program with the former Soviet Union and 
Eastern Europe; provide education and training on the 
appropriate role of the military Ina constitutional 
democracy; and provide advice in building democratic 
structures and converting defense Industries to civilian use. 

One point I want to make clearly. These initiatives will 
Inno way circumvent congressional oversight of the 
traditional security assistance accounts. They are 
complementary and supplementary but are meant as 
Department of Defense initiatives and not a replacement 
for security assistance. 

Of course, only a portion of these new initiative 
monies would be spent InAfrica in a given year and that 
portion would be circumstance driven. But given the 
number of African countries which have recently gained 
or are moving toward democratic polities, the 
all-too-many conflicts where peacekeeping isongoing, 
and other tragic situations which cry out for peace, I am 
sure that the continent will benefit greatly if these 
programs are funded. Just as I urge you to [fund fully] the 
FY 1994 security assistance request for Africa, I also urge 
you to endorse these new Init'.tives to your colleagues on 
the Armed Services and Appropriations Committees.... 
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MAKING PREGNANCY AND CHILDBEARING
 
SAFER FOR WOMEN INWEST AFRICA
 

A woman In her late thirties loosely covers her sunken frame. 
languishes on a cot In a Her large protuberant eyes are 
government hospital in expressionless, indifferent to the 

Ubiaja, a towi about an hour's murmur of patierits and nurses in 
drivefrom Benin City in southern the ward 
Nigeria. A rough cotton sheet At her bed stand a young resi-

The doctor is clad in hospital green hospital." The third was "booked" 
with rubber boots. It is high noon and ahead and not considered at risk: her 
he has already performed three opera- three previous children were delivered 
tions that day. To the visitors he normally, 
explains the patient is depressed. She While questions might be raised about 
was brought in by relatives in her ninth the management of two of these cases, 
month of pregnancy, having stumbled at least the women lived - even if their 
on a rutted track under a load of cassa- babies did not - because they reached 
va roots. The fall caused her to hemor- a relatively well equipped and staffed 
rhage, requiring an emergency incision health facility in time. Their counter-
(laparotomy) to extract the dead baby 

and repair the damaged tissue. After-

wards she was given antibiotics and 
within a week was sent home. Before 

long, she was back complaining of 
 After battling
stomach pains. A second operation 
revealed a severe abdominal infection, distances and bad 
although, the doctor says, the uterus 
was still healthy. After treating her, he 
prescribed more antibiotics and kept roads, poor 
her under observation. Days later it was 
evident the infection was progressing, families must cope
Opening her up again, he discovered 
the uterus had turned gangrenous. He with the ris~ingz
performed a hysterectomy. Now, with th "isn 


although physically recovering, the 

patient is listless and withdrawn. The costs 

ordeal is written in her face. 

Abruptly aware of the figures looming m edical care. 
over her. she starts, drawing in her legs 
protectively. The .,atron takes her hand 
asking what is wrong. The patient, she parts going into labor in the remote vil-
translates into English, thinks they have lages of tropical Africa might have 
come to preside over her death. The died, with record of the doubleno 
nurse moves to reassure her. The group tragedy. They and their infants would 
passes on. have been buried quickly, their families 

Two beds away, another patient is bereft, with no mother to look after the 
convalescing from a Caesarean section. other children, 
Her infant was stillborn, the result of a 
pregnancy-related condition, called * * * * 
eclampsia, that can catapult the mother 

into convulsions, coma. and death. 
In an adjoining lying-in ward, the GRASPI G T Eeo 

doctors talk with a third woman, age REALITIES 
thirty-eight, who tearfully recalls the 
antepartum hemorrhage she suffered in Compared to what they face in other 
the hospital and her baby's death when parts of Nigeria, the women of Ubiaja 
the placenta separated from the uterus, are lucky in having access to a public 
The doctor in green acknowledges hospital and several private centers that 

that the first patient was not given provide prenatal care and are able to 
enouch antibiotics. The second had perform essential lifesaving functiors 
never received prenatal care, which or arrange transport to Benin City. 
would have disclosed high blood pres- Most African women live far from the 
sure, and "waited too long to come to paved roads leading to modern 

dent doctor, the matron of the 
ward and two visiting physicians 
from the Universit' of Benin and 
Columbia Universit,'s School of 
Public Health. They are dis
cussing her "case." 

medicine. Private buses, called mammy 
wagons, come to the villages interrm!. 
tently, and taxis, where they exist, can 
extort a high price for an emergency 
run. Drivers concerned about their c:ir 
seats may refuse a woman who is 
bleeding, so she must be carried by any 
other means - bicycle, motorbike. 
wheelbarrow, cart, or hammock -
which may only worsen her con.ition. 
"If you have an emergency situation." 
says a village woman, "you will smell 

pepper, because you have no means of 
getting to the hospital, especially it 
night." 
After battling distances and bad roads. 

poor families must cope with the rising 
costs of medical care. The structural 
adjustment programs and external debt 
payments squeezing Ghana, Nigeria. 
Sierra Leone, and other West African 
countries have lowered their health 
budgets. Governments, abandoning free 
service, have adopted a "cash and 
carry" system for patients and hiked 
transport fares. 

Over the years. many outlying hospi
tals and health centers have fallen into it 
dilapidated state, with equipment unre
pai-ed, supplies scarce. and standards 
of good medical practice lapsing. Ster
lization facilities for invasive proce. 
dures often do not exist or are not 
maintained. While steps are being 
taken to improve techniques for ensur
ing "clean" delivery by midwives and 
other health workers, postoperative 
infection remains a serious threat to 
women's lives. "In principle, the go%

emment accepts that health is a priority 
area." sighs Dr. John-Baptist Wilson. 
head of the department of obstetrics and 
gynecology at the University of Ghana 
Medical School in the capital city ot 
Accra. "But our economic situation has 
dictated otherwise." 

Accordingly, fewer women from the 
poorer sectors, including the urban 
slums, are delivering their babies in 
government hospitals, and more are 
arriving in a moribund state, 

At lurekpen General Hospital about 
sixty miles from Ubiaja, the electric 
generator and water pump are broken, 



Water for general use isdrawn from an 
open well that in the rainy season is 
augmented by runoff from roof gutters. 
The only toilets for patients and person
nel are pit latrines. Like most district 
hospitals, lurekpen has no operating 
theater: nor does it have a blood bank 
or capacity to screen for HIV, although it 
can match blood types for transfusions, 
The refrigerator in the lab is moistly 
hot; the anesthesia machine isalso non-
functioning. Recently, one whole wing 
was shut down by the government to 
save money. The adult and pediatric 
wards were combined, and patients 
with communicable diseases are now 
"isolated" at one end of the room. In 
May of 1992 there "s an outbreak of 
what was thought to be Lassa fever in a 
local family, nearly all of whose mem-
her,. died. Three nurses treating the 
stricken also died of the viral disease. 

In the past two years, public health 
systems have been beset by wage 
strikes. In 1992 there were two nurses' 
strikes in Ghana; the pharmacists also 
struck. Government medical facilities 
closed down in Nigeria during February 
and March of 1993. Where the emer-
gency cases went, no one issure. 

During the oil-boom years, Ghana and 
Sierra Leone lost a precious percentage 
of their obstetricians and gynecologists 
to Nigeria, but since the recession set 
in. all three countries have watched 
their specialists exit for Saudi Arabia; 
those who have stayed behind hug the 
big cities, leaving the countryside 
underserved. "Accra has half the fifty 
or so obstetricians and gyoecologistr in 
the country. Ktmasi has most r f the 
rest." say. Wilson. 

Variou., Programs to deeentralize 
essential ostetric services are being 
tried in a number of African countries, 
One is to post an obstetrician to a dis-
trict hospital. Evidence shows this will 
indeed prevent maternal deaths, but. 
given the shortage of specialists, it may 
not be practical for the present. Another 
route is to train nnnspecialist doctors 
and nurse-midwives - the skilled 
cadres closest to the problems - in 
obstetric surgical techniques. In a 
demonstration program inZaire, nurses 
were specially trained to perform Cae-
sarean deliveries, laparotomies. and 
hysterectomies. Their case fatality rates 
for operations were about the same as 
those for physicians. The idea, how. 
ever, is resisted in the medical commu
nity, "I have reservations about training 
nurse-midwives in mnanualiv removing 
a retained placenta." acknowledges 
Wilson. ,. t,o holds the conservative 
view "Because if it is not done right it 

may cause hemorrhage. For the same 
reason, I also have reservations about 
their doing vacuum extraction [to 
remove the baby or dead fetus]." Oth-
ers, including Charlotte Gardiner, the 
former chief of maternal and child 
health within the Ghana Ministry of 
Health, argue that the need in under-
served areas is so desperate there really 
is no effective alternative to training 
auxiliary personnel in these procedures. 

But even when good-quality maternity 
care is accessible, whether through a 
mission, private, or public facility, 
African women by custom prefer to 
deliver at home. assisted by a tiadition
al birth attendant ('rA), midwife, or rel-
ative. Hospital staff note that patients
who come to the clinics fur prenatal 
care will vanish toward the end of their 
term, not to be seen again until the next 
pregnancy or they are brought back as 
an emergency case. 

In some ethnic groups women are 
expected to experience labor ii szoic 
solitude; typically the birth attendant is 
called in only to cut the umbilical cord, 
wash the baby, and ritually bury the 
placenta. If they develop any one or 
more life-threatening conditions, like 
eclampsia, infection, obst:.cted labor, 
or hemorrhage, the first person to 
whom women will turn is the birth 
attendant; after that the herbalist, divin-
er, spiritualist, or other 'raditional heal-
er. "The last place they will go," says 
Angela Kamara. "is to the health ser-
vices." 

Kamara knows her subject. A midwife 
from neighboring Liberia, she has dedi. 
cated her professional life to the promo-
tion of maternal and child health inher 
home region. Currently based in Accra, 
Ghana, she is deputy director of the 
Prevention of Maternal Mortality (PMI) 
Network. a Carnegie Corporation-sup-
ported collaborative effort involving 
multidisciplinary teams from Columbia 
University's Center for Population and 
Family Health in the School of Public 
Health and eleven institutions in three 
English-speaking West African coun-
tries: Ghana, Nigeria, and Sierra Leone. 
Together over the past five years the 

teams, consisting of obstetricians, com
munity physicians, nurse-midwives, 
and social scientists, have been con
ducting operations research in various 
African communities and health facili
ties. (See grants list on p. 19.) Their 
objectives: to discern the barriers to 
timely, qualified obstetric care and to 
develop affordable, enduring strategies 
for reducing high maternal mortality 
rates among those whom Kamara calls 
"poor, pregnant, and powerless." 

* * * * 

WHAT WOMEN SAY 

Perhaps understandably, many women 
of West Africa regard the government
hospital with mixed feelings. Birth 
attendants or other traditional healers 
are from the community; they speak the 
local language, charge modest fees or 
accept payment in kind, and, patients 
insist, can handle the common exertions 
of childbirth. Just as important, they 
provide strong emotional support dur
ing and following labor. 
If aserious complication arises that is 

beyond the means of tiaditional 
medicin , it is recognized in principle 
that "the btst thing should be to go to 
the hospital or look for a nurse if one 
lives nearby.' As one lady pronounces, 
"There is no doubt that hospital treat
ment is good because it is God who 
guides the doctors." One whose life 
was saved testifies, "I had serious 
bleeding a (lay after delivery, but the 
TBA under whom I had the baby could 
not do much. I was rushed to the hospi
tal where the doctor found that the pla
centa was not completely removed, and 
so he used something to remove it" 
Another offers, "All said and done, the 
hospital is the best place for the treat
ment of postpartum hemorrhage and 
other complications. That was where I 
had my last baby., ry third child, and 
with the big size of the baby I had a 
very serious bleeding problem. But as 
soon as this started about one hour after 
delivery, the doctors and the nurses bat



tied to save my life, by stopping the 
blood flow." 

But women who may owe much to 
the formal medical system are frank 
about its deficiencies. "Labor and the 
complications of childbirth do not 
know office hours," declares one lady. 
"But the nearest hezlth center may not 
be open at all at night, and there is no 
transport to the big hospital." On the 
cort of care, "They ask you to buy 
heaven and earth - and we do not have 
that kind of money." About the nurses, 
they "treat you rudely, and you dare not 
complain, otherwise you will be com-
pletely ignored and abandoned to groan 
in paili and die." Then a doctor might 
not be available, "so you have to wait 
and wait till you see death in your 
eyes." Recently, another testifies."a 
woman died here because of bleeding 
due to the fact that the doctor could not 
be found." 

The women wait, only to be told that 
there is no blood for transfusions and 
that essential equipment, supplies, and 
drugs are lacking. Their husbands scur-
ry around, sometimes in the dead of 
night, to purchase even the rubber 
gloves used to operate. Often, women 
say, there is no water or light in the 
facility. Comments one, "The water 
problem is such that, after delivery, if 
you have no relation, you arc asked .y 

the nurses to ped yourself and go to the 
stream for water." They complain that 
the wards and halls are not clean. "At 
times snakes are found in the hospital 
because the place is not tidy and there 
appears to be no cleaner there." 

In the wards, moreover, patients have 
no privacy and will be examined by 
male strangers rather than familiar 
helpers (more disturbing to Muslim 
families than to others). In the labor 
room they will be delivered on their 
backs instead of in the customary squat-
ting positicti, or possibly have aCae-
sarean, rather than a vaginal delivery, 
which in some African cultures is con-
sid-red abnormal and stigmatized. 
Finally, in their concern about the qual. 
ity of care, they admit, "We hear of 
many maternal deaths in the hospital." 

THE PERILOUS 
ROUTE TO
MOTHERHOOD 
The facts L.; maternal mortality 
worldwide are elusive, be-
cause. notes Columbia Univer-
Nit. epidemiologist Deborah 
Maine. who is program direc-
tor of the Prevention of Mater-
nal Mortality Network, most 
women's deaths are "shrouded 
in silence.' 

Compiling records from gov-
eminent statistics and small-
scale intensive studies, the 
Vnrld Health Organization 
estimates that more than 
500.000 women lose their 
lives each year from complica-
tons of pregnancy and labor, a 
t iLure that includes botched 
illicit abortions. Almost all of 
tie fatalities occur in the 
i nipoverished regions of 
Africa and South Asia. where 
pregnancy-related complica-
tions are the leading cause of 
death among women of repro-
ductive age. In Africa, the life-
time risk of a woman dvir'g of 
obstetric causes is one in 
twents -one; in northern 
Europe it is one in 9.980. In 
addition. untold millions be-
come chronically ill or perm i 
nently itpaired.: 

Nigeria alone, a country 
exceeding 85 million people. 
accounts for about one in ten 
maternal deaths in the world. 
Estintates from hospital 
records ire that the maternal 
mortality ratio there is 800 per 
100.000 live births, compared 
to 7.4 in the United States (lat-
est figs. available).' 

In the Nigerian state of Cross 
Rter. tie University of Cal-
aba Teaching Hospital. one of 
:he institutions in the Preven-
in tof Maternal IMortalit 
Neisork. shows 44 percent 'f 

Maternal deaths lnked to hem. 
orrhage. Zaria state's Ahmadu 
Bello University Teaching 
Hospital. another net, ork 
member, lists obstructed labor 
as the most common antece
dent of maternal death in that 
region tithe direct cause in 
about one-third of the case,, i, 
infection). The teaching hospi
tal iii Sokoto, Nigeria. a third 
network member, reports 31 
percent of maternal death, ,c
curring among young ,otlmen 
aged thirteen to nineteen 
years. 

In Ghana. the situation is 
somewhat better. A Corpora
tion-funded study in 1989 b 
the American College ,it 
Nurse-Midwives found the 
maternal death ratio in three 
Accra-area hospitals to ne se,.
enty times that of the United 
States. A survey of maternal 
mortalit. carried out b (he 
PM,.. t, ork team in KurnaiM 

Ashanti regson. counted Iorts 
four deaths in the Ejisu district 
over a four-year period ending 
in 1989. The most commotn 
cause was hcrnorrhace 

In the northern Sahel reinon 
of Ghana. where orli, 15 per
cent of mothers deli-.er in ai 
icalth facility, Bas k -o ,pi. 
tal. serving a population o 
3(0.00) mainly subsi-,tence 
farmers. reported a inateilai 
mortalits raio of 1 -01) per 
10t),00 lic births in both 
1988 and lY9 The majorit. 
of the patients died roin hem
orrhagce and birth-related sep
sis (infection). some ,)t it 
acquired in the wards 

As Victoria Ward of th, 
Columbia Liniversitv, fear 
puts it. "..,t women iel 1. 
,uccesslull.%- b tile ctude 
standard of their oss n and theii 
babies' survfial, But tor tain 
motherhood is unsafc ,iiid pu, 
iiivelv di&gaerous." 
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BELIEFS AND 


PRACTICES 

Despite the casualties, Africans, like 
most people, expect pregnancy and 
childbirth to proceed uneventfully. Says
Angela Kamara, "They do not always 
recognize when something is wrong -

-often until it is too late." A husband 
informed his wife is "at risk" does not 
see why she should deliver in the hospi
tal because "she is not sick." Death,
when it comes, is generally accepted as 
fated or, in some way, the woman's 
fault. It is not perceived that timely, 
qualified intervention could prevent 
most mortal outcomes. 

Public awareness of the gravity of the 
problem is slow to come, in part
because the deaths of women are scat-
tered among dispersed communities, 
and communications are poor. It is only
when the numbers are aggregated in 
hospital records and registers of the 
ministries of health that their ,.ignifi-
cance becomes clear. And even then the 
figures may be misleading bec.use the 
underlying cause might not appear on 
the death certificate, or obstetric cases 
may end up in the genera' or "gyne"
wards and misclassified, 
Another reason perhaps has to do with 

women's own dependent and inferior 
status, which helps to keep them igno-
rant and powerless in decision making 
even on matters related to their repro-
ductive health and survival. Women 
who are secluded, for example, have to 
await their husband's permission to 
leave the compound for any reason. If 
the husband is away when an obstetric 
emergency arise; and he is not found, 
his wife stays home. Under such condi-
tions, women cannot easily voice their 
needs or fight to draw public attention 
to their health problems. 
Certain local practices significantly 

affect the course of pregnancy and 
labor. Some practices, though they have 
been little studied, appear to do good if 
appropriately used, like eating herbs 
that contain oxytocin, which induces 
uterine contractions, or triggering vom-
iting to expel the placenta. But others 

may be downright harmful or ineffec. 
tive at best. Young women fearing a 
"big baby" may avoid nourishing 
foods; protein-rich eggs and milk may 
be tabooed. Swfollen legs and "Fits" are 
seen as proof of a woman's infidelity or 
insubordination, instead of pregnancy-
induced high blood pressure, or pre-

The path to 
m otherhood is 

hazardous for 
women 


everywhere. 
" 


eclampsia. Rather than tell her to lie 
down, a local healer may persuade her 
to "confess" and drink exorcising
potions. Obstructed labor, t: uught in 
some places to be caused by "cold," 
may be treated by heating the woman's 
waist before a fire or having her take 
scalding baths, which can lead to bums, 
hypertension, and congestive heart fail-
ure. Heavy bleeding after delivery is 
widely viewed as cleansing. Not until a 
woman has lost as many as five pints of 
blood may relatives or the birth atten-
dant scramble to get her to a hospital, 
where she may be deposited already
dead or near death. Before Liat her leg-
may have been tied together in an 
attempt to stop the I-low, 

In the predominantly Muslim north of 
Nigeria, death following obstructed la-
bor might seem merciful compared to 
the torture of living with vesico-vaginal 
fistulae (vvF). VVF are tears in the wall 
between the vagina and urethra caused 
by the stress of prolonged labor and the 
occasional disastrous use of the "gishiri
cut" to widen the birth canal. Unless the 
damage is repaired, a delicate surgical 
procedure, the survivor will constantly 
leak urine, turning her into a social 

pariah. For such unfortunates, any hope 
of leading a conventional life is 
foregone. 

All these beliefs and practices, which 
PMM Network prnject teams have con
firmed from their interviews with corn
munity members and midwives, can 
delay the decision to seek care and 
expose a woman and her baby to need
less suffering and even death. 

THE
UNPREDICTABLE 
NATURE OF
COMPLICATIONS 

The path to motherhood is hazardois 
for women everywhere - not just for 
those in the developing world. No les, a 
body than the World Health Organiza
tion agrees that "all pregnant women 
are at risk of developing life-threaten
ing complications during pregnancy 
and labor.'" At least 15 percent under 
the best of circumstances develop a 
serious complication requiring emer
gency treatment. 

For tht women of tropical Africa, 
pregnancy is inherently riskier. Girls 
are more likely to grow up undernoui
ished or malnourished - beginning in 
their mother's womb - and to have 
anemia from bouts of malaria, lack of 
iron, or the sickle-cell trait. Childbear
ing can begin early and end late -
among some groups it can begin well 
before the adolescent pelvis has 
matured. With short intervals between 
births and childbearing extending well 
into the thirties, older women are at 
greater risk of postpartum hemorrhag
ing, b.cause the muscle walls have lost 
their elasticity and will not readily con
tract after labor. 

But even if all these factors are con
sidered - distance, cost, local prac
tices, women's low status - they do 
not of themselves explain the drastical



ly different outcomes of pregnancy for 
the women of poor and more developed 
countries. The answer, says Deborah 
Maine, lies mainly in s%omen's lack of 
ready access to trained medical person-
nel equipped to handle obstetric emer-
gencies. According to the World Health 
Organization, access to essential obstet-
ric care is the "critical element" without 
which other elements, such as prenatal 

care, referral, and transport, cannot be 
fully effective. 

A significant number of African 
women possess one or more of the 
characteristics that increase their 
chances of developing a life-threatening 
complication of pregnancy and child-
birth - stunted growth, extreme youth 
or age. a previous complication or Cae-
sarean delivery, hypertension, multiple 
pregnancies, or anemia (severe anemia 
is associated with heart failure and 
hemorrhage). In theory, these condi-
tions can ihe detected during the prena-
tal period and the women referred to a 
specialized unit to have their babies, 
Indeed. this "risk approach" has been 
widely adopted in some developing 
countries, 

But, as Professor Christopher C. 
Ekwempu, former head of the obstet-
rics department at Zaria, Nigeria's, 
Ahmadu Bello University Teaching 
Hospital and a former PMM Network 
project leader, points out, "The largest 
number of maternal deaths tend to 
come from those so-called 'low-risk' or 
Ino-risk' women, who a:e often caught 

with very little facilities around for 
their management."' 

He adds, "It is now becoming obvious 
that the risk approach to matemity care 
is not the best option [for reducing 
maternal deaths] since many of the 
complications - hemorrhage, sepsis, 
eclampsia, obstructed labor, and at 
times illegally induced abortion - are 
unpredictable." 

As Maine elaborates, most women 
designated at risk turn out to deliver 
"normally" (effectively creating a cred-

ib~lity gap among those referred to the 
hospital for delivery). On the other 
hand. "a sizable minority of women 

who were in good health prior to their 
pregnancy experience serioL's obstetric 
complications, for reasons that cannot 
be explained or predicted." By virtue of 
low-risk women's greater representa-
tion in the female population, more 
actual caes of obstetric complication 
occur among them than among women 
identified as being at high risk. This 
phenomenon is bome out in a study of 

women screened in the Kasongo health 
center in Zaire: in absolute numbers, 
low-risk women accounted for twice as 
many cases of obstructed labor an did 
high-risk women.' 

Maine does not disagree that better 
prenatal care and screening, nutrition 
(beginning in the mother's own fetal 
stage), birth spacing education, and 
similar measures to improve the quality 
of girls' and women's lives would go a 
long way toward promoting their gener
al health and in all probability cut down 
on the incidence of obstetric illness and 
death. As she is quick to note, "If only 
woinen who say they want no more 
children had no further births, 2n esti-
mated 33 percent of maternal deaths in 
developing countries would be prevent-
ed." If more young girls postponed 
childbearing, there would be fewer 
arriving on the doorstep of the hospital. 
Family planning would also cut down 
on the number of illicit induced abor-
tions that are linked to 15-25 percent of 
maternal deaths. 

But, she contends, these preventive 
measures will never be enough. "Not 
only are some complications difficult to 
predict, but many do not develop until 
labor begins. There will always be the 
need to have back-up obstetric care for 
women at the time of delivery. The 
challenge is how to get it to them." 

Says Maine, "The kinds of treatment 
we are proposing do not imply a focus 
on high-technology care in large hospi-
tals. What we are trying is to take maxi
mum advantage of the capabilities 
within existing health centers and small 
rural hospitals. This, we feel, will have 

a substantial impact on maternal mor-

"Som etimes it is 
easy to identify the 

pregnant wom an 
with problem s, but 

sometimes you can 
only hear wom en 

r i 
crying. 

tality even in the absence of a full-ser
vice hospital." 

Preliminary steps have been to 
explore the problems pregnant women 
are having in their communities and the 
reason, tor their delay in obtaining 
appropriate '.elp when a complication 
arises. Between 1988 and 1992, team 
members and trained facilitators fanned 
out into selected villages, towns, and 
trban areas, conducting small focus
group discussions with women, com
munity leaders, husbands, traditional 
birth attendants, midwives, and other 
key decision makers. Along with the 
community-based research, PtNt mem
bers surveyed hospital and health center 
practices, and they sampled the views 
of nurses, physicians, and administra
tors about the treatment of patients 
from their arrival at the facility to the 
conclusion of intervention. 

MEETING 
THE COMMUNITY 

HALFWAY 
The Prevention of Maternal Mortality 
Network teams' tasks are to upgrade 
maternity services, particularly for 
dealing with obstetric emeigencies, in 
ways that are practical and sustainable 
for each level of the health system in 
the West African sites - and then to 
increase women's access to and prompt 
use of the resources. 



To make research into the determi-
nants and prevention of maternal death 
more manageable, the PMM teams each 
focused on one major complication of 
pregnancy in their region, taking an in-
iepth look at its incidence and preva-
lence. The Accra, Ghana, and Sokoto, 
Nigeria, teams, for instance, chose 
obstructed labor, which occurs most 
frequently in teenage girls and ol&r 
women and which villagers identified 
as the problem they were most con-
cerned about. The Calabar, Lagos, and 
Eenin teams in Nigeria, the Kumasi 
team in Ghana, and one of the two 
teams in Sierra Leone chose hemorrhage.

Their investigations brought to light 

many of the problems - from the 
patient's inability to find transportation 
or pay for services, disrespectful atti
tudes on the part of nurses, and short-
ages of medical staff, equipment, drugs, 
and other supplies, to low wages and 
poor housing for staff, bottlenecks and 
other flaws in patient management sys
tems and record keeping, and unsatis-
factory maintenance and repair - all of 
which serve to delay or block adequate 
treatment. In a PMM Network "time-
motion" study of the treatment of 
matemal hemorrhage at Komfo Anokye 
Teaching Hospital in Kumasi, Ghana, 
researchers found that, while the 
longest interval was between the onset 
of symptoms and arrival at the hospital, 
much time was wasted searching for 
drugs, F.ssential supplies, ,nd blood 
before lifesaving interventions could 
take placc. 

Based on their findings and conclu-
sions, which they are reporting in pro-
fessional joumals and conferences (see 
bibliography on p. 18), the PMM 
research teams are initiating programs 
of redress employing the techniques of 
institutional advocacy and community 
mobilization as well as direct action, 

To improve obstetric services, team 
members are arranging the training of 
traditional birth attendants and other 
community health workers in providing 
obstetric first aid to stabilize the patient 
and refer her to a health center or horpi-

tal. They are also offering refresher pesters, radio, talks, songs, dance, and 
coures for nurse-midwives and physi- theater and at communal meetings, fes
cians staffing secondary and tertiary tivals, market days, and other special 
centers, which emphasize sensitivity events where people can participate. 
training in order to develop more posi- The aim, itresses Angela Kainata. is 
tive staff attitudes towards patients. not to attack people's beliefs but to 
Other steps to improve service deliv- change their knowledge and practices. 

cry being taken by PMM teams or gener- Teams are also encouraging commu
ated by them are: nity members to organize local trans

* • * * the educated
"If com munity is
 
then they will want the
 
obstetric services. But the
 

services must be available and 
be o certainof a quality." 

* • * * 

Reducing the waiting times for hospi- port schemes and blood donors' associ
tal admission and treatment; ations or raise money for a local fund 

from which patients and their families 
o- streamlining patient record-keeping can draw to pay for services, among 

systems so that obstetric complica- other activities. In one of the Sokoto. 
tions are accurately reported: Nigeria, sites in the north, people have 

been so fired by the "awareness educa
" renovating operating theaters for per- tion" they have received they have pro

forming Caesareans and other obstet- ceeded on their own to build a health 
ric surgery; clinic that is now being used for vesico

vaginal fistulae repair. 
i,installing revolving funds for drugs at The interventions are phased: Net

hospitals to ensure continuity of sup- work members are trying first to ensure 
ply; that health institutions are furnished 

with the equipment, supplies, and 
e,providing equipment and supplies trained staff they need for carrying out 

for blood banks and transfusions, essential obstetric services and that 
patient management systems operate as 

All activities are being conducted in efficiently and effectively as possible. 
cooperation with the ministries of Once these improvements are in place, 
health and university authorities, whose the communities can be mobilized to 
support is crucial to the success and use the services. 
sustainability of te projects. "If the community is educated, then 

At the community level, teams and they will want the obstetric services." 
local facilitators are educating citizens maintains Dr. John-Baptist Wilson. 
to detect and act promptly on the warn- "But," he underscores, "the services must 
ing signs of trouble. The health mes- be available and be of a certain quality." 
sages are conveyed by means of 



the issue of maternal mortality higher 
on government policy agendas and to 

I:iom his own experience as head of payoff will be more wonen in the corn- marshall the political will for broad 

,he ,st. Network team in Accra. Wil- munity taking advantage of the ameliorative action. 

,,n has come to beliese that ir.iproving improved obstetric services and fewer The initiative itself was prompted by 

prenr tal care is not as cost-effective as maternal deaths and illnesses. pressue from concerned researchers 

improving obstetric services in health Wilson believes this will be possible. and other professionals, who observed 
clhes and training community mem- "Already," he says, "the Ghana IAin- during the height of the child survival 

!,or, to understand the warning signs of istry of Health is making use of some of campaigns of the 1980s that the worthi

.1 ditficult pregnancy or labor and send th"fintdings from our resiarch within est efforts to promote maternal and 

patients to the health facility. "Birth the country." child health in developing countries 

,ttt'ncliits especially need training in Adds Kamara. "Our goal is to get were doing little to reduce mortality 

,11, \lnj hold on to their patients whatever we do into the policymaking and morbidity among mothers. Promi
ih cod We need to disabuse their strata. In Sierra Leone, the teams con- nent among these advocates were Allan 

-. jtd. ,t these cultural taboos, so 'ist of staff from the Ministry of Health Rosenfield, now dean of Columbia's 
,,men uil make u.,e ot the health ser- and the university. In the Bo district. School of Public Health, and Deborah 

*. 1 in' the team includes the chief medical Maine at the Center for Population andNrSes physicians also need 
to t: nisitized to cultural differences officer of the region. The top people in Family Health. In 1985 they published 

in their patients." government service are rectptive to an article about "the neglected tragedy" 

In the focus-group discussions held new ideas, They themselves are very of maternal death with the subtitle, 
u.ich!esidents of a pen-urban section of innovative. The work of the network "Where is the m in McH?" In their rec

-\cc.ra called Ablekuma. where the PMM gets translated into policy almost ommendations, Rosenfield and Maine 
meant i, promoting maternity care immediately, urged obstetricians to exert leadershipreaorms. is rticn mate a e "In Accra and Kumasi. the Prevention in reducing maternal mortality in lesstrm heies ityardsona teamemid- of Maternal Mortality Network is work- developed countries and called for the%it,frmtity health, and other mid- ing closely with the Ministry of Health. World Bank to put maternity care on its.tt ommuhitynoeathe.communityr"made The ministry sees our project as part of priority list for development loans.tot'i%,d.khoveis the distrnit hma its own national Safe Motherhood Pro- Two years later the bank, the World-MICcpopulation of Muslim refugees gram. So the Accra team's work is Health Organization, and the Unitedwoven into what is already going on. Nations Fund for Population Activities

irm Mali who are trying to uphold the 
,:u.t,,s ofI their country, with families Accra started its interventions in Jlnt- cosponsored a groundbreaking Interna

ltitg in compounds and the woman ary 1992, but long before that it was tional Safe Motherhood Conference, 

,t'clided "Women from Mali wear injecting concepts iito ministr pocy,. held in Nairobi, Kenya. Out of that 
n hlack dresses." Wilson relays. "In thinking. The emphasis now is on snis- event grew a collaboration among the 

Ghana. this is synonymous with evil tainability of the interventions." bank, several U.N. organizations, and 
and death. So we don't accept someone private institutions to foster operations 
coming to the hospital in black. The research on maternal mortality and in 
staff tries to force them to change their * * * * other ways to advance the goal of cut

dress. The women don't like it, So they ting maternal deaths in half by the year 
don't come to the hospital. This is a 2000. 
cross-cultural problem. We have tried HOW THE The driving mission of the Prevention 
to approach this in our training." P/VIA' i'1E7.vORK of Maternal Mortality Network is to en-

In the testing of such practical. afford- gage the capabilities of leading physi
able. and "culturally appropriate" mod- EVOLVED cians. midwives, and social scientists 
els of health promotion and mortality within Africa in conducting their own 

prevention. i participants are The Mortalt'st. hoping Prevention of Maternal research into the magnitude and causes 
their governments will promulgate poli- Network is one off several mngovern- of maternal mortality and morbidity in 
cies to see that innovations are vdopted. mental promgrams identified with the their regions and to take responsibility 
scaled up. and supported over time. In Safe Motherhood Initiative. an mtcrni- for advocating or implementing pro
the end, team members are betting, the tional moveien" whose airn is to raise grams to promote maternal health. 

Observes Maine, "In the mid-1980s, 
there was an urgent need in Africa for 
community-based research on maternal 

mortality. Most studies up to that time 



were descriptive only, and most were report was keyed to the "three phases of vened a project development ,korkshop 
hospital based. They did not include the delay" that block the effective treat- in lbadan. Nigeria, bringing all the rar
large proportion of maternal deaths that ment of an obstetric complication in ticipants together into a consultative 
take place outside the hospital." many developing countries: 1) delay in process and introducine them to the 

Furthermore, she says, the studies the decision to seek care (lack of infor- research concepts and the network 
were not designed to identify the fac- matior, about complications, lack of structure. Since then, orkshops have 
tors contributing to matcral death or to women's autonomy), 2) delay in reach- been held semiannaally or annually at 
evaluate preventive measures. iog appropriate care (bad roads, no different network sites There, team 

affordable transportation), and 3) delay nembers trade idea,, experiences, and 
in the provision of adequate care (short- insights, profit from the kno. ledge and 
ages of qualified staff, clinical misman- ad. ice of Columbia staff members and 
agement, lack of essential drugs and resource persons, and become versed it

Interventions, to the methodolov operationssupplies, and the like). The "three o 
delays" provided the theoretica! and research 

be effective, structural underpinnings of PMM Net- Recalls Lucas. "During the earlier 
work research and interventions. %korkshops. cross-disciplinary interac-

Although the Columbia team's initial ions %%ere ob',ousl. difficult. Obstetria not on African contacts were with obstetri- cians did not communicate easily %kith 
cians, the aim was to draw other disci- the social scientits. Nurse-mnidwives 

to be medical plines and merlical ranks into the often seemed diffident in expressing 
research proces. Explains Deborah their view.s. And it was generally diffibut social." Maine. "Although three-quarters of ma- cult to define common grounds of inter
ternal deaths in dLveloping countries est. 
were due to direct obst:ric causes, the -By the fifth workshop the situation 

In 1988, through the encouragement more dita.t deter, ina:its in the corn- ,,as radically different. The discussions 
of Carnegie Corporation, Columbia's munity also h."d to be accounted for. tlowed freely, and 'cam members had 
Center for Population and Family Interventions, to be effective, had not much to discuss and debate. A ,iense of 
Health solicited African institutional only to be medical but social." :iradeship had de.eloped within ind 
interest in collaborating on the develop- In the program, each team has at least hetveen teamns." 
ment of research strategies that, says one obstetrician, nurse-midwife, corn- From the beginning, Columbia staff 
Maine, would "look beyond medical munity physician, and social scientist. members have staeid m touch with the 
factors to some of the other issues that The need for these four disciplines to teams through periodic site visits, the 
influence whether a woman survives work together is evident, says Angela workshops. and correspondence. To be 
childbirth." The idea was to develop Kamara. "For example, if services are ,loser to the projects, Kamara in 1992 
interventions that "need not rely on pur- upgraded and patients are still not moved from New York to set tip the 
chasing expensive vehicles and equip- using the services, the social scientist net,%ork', West African office in 
ment. nor on constructing additional with field experience is the one best \,:cra, here she keeps a busy ira'.el 
costly facilities, but on creatively mobi- positioned to find out why. The social Jhedule. 
lizing and adapting already existing scientist is also knowledgeable about 
resources." The Columbia group had in mobilizing the community. Social sci
mind working with six universities entists, however, might not give the • , * * 
across East and West Africa; alter send- right health messages. This is where 
ing out requests for proposals, they the physician aad the nurse-midwife 
wound up with eleven partners in three come in." 
countries of West Africa alone.' "The idea," says Adetokunbo 0. THE TORTOISE 

To inform the planned research, the Lucas, a Nigerian and former program AND THE HARE 
center staff in 1990 conducted a multi- director at the Corporation who was one 
disciplinary literature review pulling of the main architects of the PMM Net- Not surprisingly, carrying out a devel
together existing knowledge and pro- work concept, "is to match beliefs and ppment program in the shifting political 
gram results for dissemination to the culture with technical aspects. If social and economic currents of Africa has 
research and policy communities, par- scientists go alone without taking into turned out to be arduous, though 
ticularly in Africa. The result was the account the medical aspects, then they rewarding. Electronic communicatiuns 
document, Too Far to Walk: Maternal can't meet the scientific objectives." between regions, not to mention conti-
Mortalit> in Context, This synthesis The Columbia group initially con- nents, is difficult to impossible; even 



the telephone links between major 
cities are unreliable. High inflation ind 
periodic devaluations have eroded the 
value of local currencies and grant 
money. 
Political upheavals, as in the military 

coup in Sierra Leone during May of 
1992 and religious conflicts in northern 
Nieria,. hae canceled workshops and 
site %isits.Between the military coup 
,ind thi spillover of civil war in Liberia. 
three villaves in Sierra Leone that were 
the base of one of the projects were 
destroyed, with the inhabitants scattered 
or killed. The lethal outbreak of Lassa, 
lever around lurekpen General Hospital 
in Benin, Nigeria, ruled out work there 
in mid-1992. Countrywide strikes of 
health workers have also caused delays 
in the implementation phase. Cumber-
some bureaucratic procedures and pro-
tocols in the universities have been 
another impediment. 

But perhaps most frustrating to 
progress has been the turnover of mem-
bership in the interdisciplinary teams. 
Each has lost at least one member, und 
many have lost several to the lures of 
study and other opportunities abroad or 
better jobs within the countries, or 
because they have been reassigned by 
their governments. Most team members 
are weighed down by competing 
responsibilities. Hospital and health 
center staff members, too, are frequent-
ly reassigned, entailing new introduc-
tions to the PMM program and new 
agreements for mutual cooperation. 
These are the development facts of 
life. 

Both the anticipated and the unfore-
seen have had a disruptive effect on all 
the project sites, giving rise to what 
Deborah Maine philosophically calls 
"the tortoise and the hare syndrome." 
Some projects making a swift start have 
bogged down for a while; others that 
seemed to hold less promise have slow

ly built on careful planning to become 
viable. 

To the extent that Columbia staff 
members and their African colleagues 
are able to plan for the unexpected, they 
are doing so. Says Maine, "To ensure 
continuity and the multidisciplinary 
nature of the work, we have tried to 
make the team members two deep 
like shark's teeth - so that someone on 
the periphery of the project is ready to 
step in if a member leaves. Each team 
member therefore is asked tc have an 
official 'associate,' and to bring them to 
the workshops. This is working out 
very well." 

In the coming years, the network 
teams will address the costs and bene-
fits of the diff -rent interventions, how 
health education'and mobilization in 
the communities can be reinforced over 
time, how maintenance, repair, and 
replacement of equipment and supplies 
can be assured, how the approaches 
taken by the PMM teams can be integrat-
ed into the regular public health system, 
and other issues of effectiveness and 
sustainability. 

* * * * 

AN E'1ARLY
PROGNOSIS 
Columbia's Center for Population and 
Family Health has emerged as one of 
the policy leadurs in the Safe Mother-
hood Initiative. Maine and her associ-
ates, African and American, in addition 
to publishing are advising several gov-
ernments and United Nations agencies 
in developing maternal mortality reduc-
tion pr-grams, drawing on their experi
ence and the analytical framework they 

have developed. Among other contribu
tions, they have helped to create the 
program monitoring guidelines that are 
increasingly used as the international 
standard against which progress in 
maternal mortality prevention programs 
is being evaluated in the field." 

Five years have elapsed since the Pre
vention of Matema' Mortality Network 
came into being. It still has three years 
to go before its inter,'ention schemes 
are completed. In an earny look at the 
program, Joan Haffcy, program director 
of the international development orga
nization, Program for Appropriate 
Technology in Health, has written that, 
as a prototype in the Safe Motherhood 
Initiative, the network experience can 
inform future efforts. She believes that 
"what the teams are building ... just 
may improve a woman's chance of sur
viving childbirth and change the way 
public health and research professionals 
organize to design interventions." 
There are, in fact, two kinds of models 

that are being tested in the PMM pro
gram. The first is the model for reduc
ing maternal mortality. The second is 
Lae model of human 'esource develop
ment. "The team approach and the net
work were set up to have Africans pro
vide technical assistance to one another 
- i*e., to recognize and use expertise 
within the team. across disciplines and 
hierarchical boundaries," says Maine. 
The network's value may never be 

able to be measured in dramatic 
declines in maternal deaths or even in 
appreciable changes in illness and dis
ability, at least-directly. Even so. Maine 
believes that "if the number of women 
getting lifesaving care increases, and 
their survival rate stays the same or 
improves, then I think we can assert 
that lives are being saved." E 

AvERY Russu 
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AID United States Agency for International Development 
FANA Food Aid National Adminisctration 

FAO 
 United Nations Food and Agiculture Organization 
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MALT Management and Logistics Team (a unit of WFP) 

NGO Nongovernmental organization 

OEOA Office for Emergency Operations in Africa 
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RRC 
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SPLM Sudan People's Liberation Movement
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UNDP United Nations Development Program 
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 United Nations Disaster Relief Office 
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 United Nations Emergency Operation for the Sudan 
UNHCR United Nations High Commission for RefugeesUNICEF United Nations International Children's Emergency 

WFP United Nations World Food ProgramWHO United Nations World Health Organization 

THE BROOKINGS !NSTITUTION 
Washington, D.C. 

Introduction
 

With the collapse of ideologies, alliance systems, and governmental 
structures that divided much of the world for forty years, the inter
national community has acquired both the opportunity for and the 
burden of creating better arrangements. Traditional objectives of se
curity and economic prosperity can. in principle, be approached in 
more cooperative ways. Consensus for huwan rights and human 
needs can, in principle, be pw sued beyond the level of political rhetoric.The severe economic austerity that has become endemic in many
parts of the world makes these aspirations both urgent and difficult.
Throughout Eastern Europe iand the new states succeeding the Soviet 

an attempt is under way to create consensual forms of government and market economies at the same time. This effort, requiring 
a social transformation of unprecedented magnitude, does not as yet 
command plausibly adequate resources. Economic output in the for
mer communist states is de:.'ining from a base that was already too 

meager to sustain a modern society. That problem is shared, more
over, in many parts of the world with very different political histories.

This situation imposes large demands for the international transferof resources to mitigate uneven economic development and occa
sionally to respond to overriding humanitarian concerns. As an in
ternational economy slowly forms, also doesso a consciousness of
international community and acceptance of the ultimate necessity of
achieving more widely distributed prosperity. The resources realis
tically available for assistance are very scarce, however, and theireffective application is correspondingly imporant. As the loterna

tional community gathers the will to act, knowledge of how to do itbecomes a major consideration. 
All this makes it particularly important to learn from relevant expriual motnpcrience. The period of the cold war overlapped a worldwide process 
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of decolonization. International institutions emerged that are dedi-
cated to providing developmental assistance across sovereign juris-
dictions and cultural differences. A record has been accumulated that 
is full of very instructive lessons, lessons that have been learned at 
the cost of many failed initiatives but that also enjoy the benefit of 
some constructive discoveries. 

A particularly critical segment of this record concerns experience 
with providing emergency food relief to populations caught in cir-
cumstances of life-threatening famine. Such situations reflect the most 
extreme breakdown of social order and present the most compelling 
imperatives for international action. They also make effective action 
unusually difficult. Though the international community has always 
had adequate food to prevent mass starvation, distributing it to threat-
ened populations has presented major practical difficulties deriving 
from the circumstances that cause the famine itself. The individuals 
at greatest risk are often also the least accessible. The process of giving 
them vital commodities tempts thieves and weakens indigenous pro-
ducers. Emergency intervention even for the most compelling of rea-
sons can readily have perverse effects on a society in crisis. 

The recent historical record contains ample evidence of such effects, 
but also guidelines for mitigating them. As the international com-
munity faces the formidable and unavoidable task of responding to 
the needs of Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, it must 
bring accumulated experience to bear. Episodes of emergency famine 
are clearly possible. Even if unpredictable fortune proves to be less 
harsh, the experience with emergency relief operations informs the 
general process of international assistance. 

This study focuses on two famine emergencies in the Sudan during 
the i98os and the response they generated from inside the country 
and from the international community. The first famine, triggered by 
prolonged drought, affected mostly the western and eastern parts of 
the North during the years 1983-86. The second famine affected mostly 
the inhabitants of the southern Sudan, where a civil war of great 
ferocity has been raging intermittently since 1955; it halted in 1972 
and broke out again in 1983. The conflict-related famine has been 
particularly severe since early 1988. The salient feature of both emer-
gencies was the reticence and denial that characterized the response 
of the government in Khartoum and aggravated the emergencies. This 
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attitude reflects two sets of factors that can be classified as regionalism 
and ethnicity. Each has political implications. 

The regional factors include the country's size (the largest in Africa), 
its varied ecological and environmental conditions, its sparse popu
lation, and its rudimentary communication and transportation sys
tems. All these factors are manifested in and compounded by disparities 
and inequities in the distribution system. 

The ethnic factors include the racial, cultural, and religious diversity 
across the country. The most significant is the dichotomy between 
the Arab-Muslim North and the indigenously African South, which 
has a Christian elite. Diversity is by no means limited to that dualism, 
however. Differences within these categories are also profound and 
pronounced. These regional and ethnic diversities reflect vast dis
tances from Khartoum in physical, political, and socioeconomic terms 
that explain the separation, if not alienation, of the national leadership 
from the rural populace. 

These spatial aid mental distances contributed to a vacuum of moral 
responsibility rzflected in the government's persistent reluctance to 
provide relief to the affected population. The international media, 
initially stimulated by the dire conditions of the Ethiopian refugees 
fleeing into the Sudan, helped to alert the world in 1984 to the Sudan 
crisis. Thi international community then moved in to fill the moral 
vacuum and to pressure the government to be more responsive to 
the I.:agedy. 

Once the government took the necessary steps, an unprecedented 
international relief operation was launched to compensate for the 
earlier neglect and to provide the government with the needed tech
nical capacity to arrange for and distribute food. Many diverse donors, 
humanitarian organizations, and on-the-ground relief workers were 
involved in the emergency, with the United Nations and its special
ized agencies coordinating the efforts. The experience of the emer
gency operations mounted in response to the drought-generated 
emergency laid the groundwork for the even more challenging in
ternational response to the conflict-related famine several years later. 

The data and commentary that compose this volume have their 
origins in two recent studies of the emergency relict operations. The 
first was an evaluation conducted by one of the coauthors. Francis 
M. Deng, in 1986 at the request of the United Nations Ottice for 
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Eimergency Operations in Africa (OIOA). The second was a case.study of Operation Lifeline Sudan, conducted in 1990 by a team of
independent researchers headed by the other coauthor, Larry Minear. 

The first study, which took a detailed look at the UN-coordinatedresponse to the drought emergency of 1983-86, sought to review theinternational community's experience while it was still fresh, distilling
from it lessons that could strengthen the effectiveness of emergency
relief activities ii,similar situations, 

The OEOA was created on December 17, 1984, by the UN secretary-
general in an effort to bring a higher level of political visibility andorganizational coherence UNto relief efforts in Africa, which hadhitherto taken a more country-by-country approach. The OEOA wasset up, said one of its managers, "very much as the peacetime equiv-
alent to putting the UN on a wartime footing."

The OEOA was based in New York with a liaison office in Geneva.
It was directed by Bradford Morse, administrator of the UN Devel-
opment Program, assisted by Maurice Strong as executive coordina-
tor. Both men not only commanded great respect within theinternational system but also had far-reaching connections in the pub-lic and private sectors. Their remarkable contribution was perhaps
most apparent in the fund-raising momentum generated by the OEOAwithin and outside the UN system. 

The OEOA used such eminent organizations as the Inter-Action

Council of the Former Heads of State and Government to mount a
massive effort that climaxed in the March 1985 Geneva conference on
the African emergency, at which the world demonstrated a generosity

that surprised even the optimists. The generosity of the international

community was commensurate with the magnitude of the disaster;

the total amount 
mobilized for OEOA operations before the end of1986 was $4.6 billion. 

By the time the conference was convened, the OEOA estimated
that some 30 million to 35 million people in twenty countries in sub-
Saharan Africa faced starvation and death. When the OEOA closed 
on October 31, 1986, good rains had returned to most of the area,
food crisis had eased, and relief needs were 

the 
abating. Serious emer-gencies continued only in Mozambique, Angola, Ethiopa, and theSudan, where civil strife rather than the weather was the main culprit,

During its two years of existence, in addition to helping raise the $4.6billion in emergency assistance, the OEOA accelerated multilateral 

and bilateral relief operations in tile region. The monitoring that hadbeen performed by the OEOA was transferred to a newly created
position, that of director of emergencies, reporting to the secretary
general. 

To assess the OEOA's effectiveness in the Sudan, the evaluation
during the latter part of 1986 sought out more than fifty persons who 
were or had been directly involved in the relief effort, both insideand outside the Sudan. Those interviewed included UN officials at
headquarters and in the field, national and regional Sudanese gov
ernment officials, leaders of the insurgent Sudan People's Liberation
Movement, representatives of foreign governments and of nongov
ernmental organizations in the Sudan, university professors, jour
nalists, and Sudanese at the local level. The names of those interviewed 
are listed in the appendix. 

A companion study of OEOA effectiveness in neighboring Ethiopia
was carried out at the same time by Ambassador Anders Forsse ofSweden. His study is referenced a number of times in this volume. 
The two evaluations were completed in late 1986. 

During the evaluation of the response to the drought-generated
famine in the North, conflict-related tragedy was simmering in the
South but had not yet reached the boiling point. For that reason, theevolving civil war, which at the time had at most a limited effect on
relief operations in the North, was only alluded to in the OEOA study.

Three years later, the magnitude of the conflict and its human consequences had reached unprecedented proportions. In March 1989the international community launched another major relief initiative,
Operation Lifeline Sudan. The initial Lifeline undertaking, which concentrated its efforts between Aprd and September 1989, 
 was the sub
ject of the second study.


The review of Lifeline was carried out by an independent team of
four African and three American researchers: Tabyiegen Agnes Abuom,

Eshetu Chole, Koste Manibe, Abdul Mohammed, Jennefer Sebstad,
Thomas G. Weiss, and Larry Minear. During the period from March
199o through June 199o, the team interviewed about two hundred 
persons, some of them the same people who had been sought outfor the earlier study. The focus of the initial evaluation had been onthe response to the drought that in 1983-86 affected primarily large
areas in the North. The later case study centered on the emergency
in the South, which, while aggravated by drought, had its roots in 
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the countrN"s resurgent civil war. This volume recapitulates part,-; of 
tihe case study of Operation Lifeline Sudan that illuminate the prob-
lems of providing famine relief.' 

This work thus places under a single cover the OEOA evaluation, 
which covers the years 1984-86, and the later case study of Operation 
Lifeline Sudan, which treats the years 1988-89. It also takes note of 
the roots of the drought-induced famine in 1983, the period between 
the major international relief initiatives, and the extension of Lifeline 
operations through 199o and into 1991. It thus assesses famine and 
emergency relief operations in the years 1983-91. 

The international emergency relief operations treated in this vol-
ume, and indeed their counterparts elsewhere in Africa and around 
the world, represent the best efforts of a wide circle of actors. In-
cluded, in addition to the people who needed such assistance them-
selves, are governmental organizations, nongovernmental groups, 
and individuals. The Sudan experience in 1984-86 and again in the 
heyday of Lifeline in 1989 was a triumph of humanitarian idealism 
and global solidarity that is rightly a cause for appreciation by the 
recipients and for satisfaction by those who provided such aid. 

Acclaim notwithstanding, the analysis of the four challenges pre-
sented in this volume suggests that the experience was not without 
contradictions and ambivalences. Whatever the shortcomings of the 
relief operations, however, they developed during an emergency in 
which saving lives was the top priority. Any criticism, therefore, is 
intended not to question the need for emergency relief operations, 
but to improve such activities in the future. Past relief operations, 
critically and thoughtfully reviewed, may become the basis for more 
effective future activities. Indeed, the international public is coming 
to expect and to demand better performance. 

Two methodological observations are in order. First, looking back 
at the crises, we often lack the original sense of urgency, sometimes 
bordering on panic, that characterized the desperate scramble to save 
lives. While nonoperational issues may loom larger in hindsight, this 
analysis does not intend to minimize the urgency that made it difficult 
to attend to broader issues at the time. 

Second, much of the material in this volume is drawn from exten-
sive interviews with major participants during the periods under re-
view. Those interviews inform the conclusions reached aind are 
frequently quoted in the text. Our general approach, particularly in 
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the OEOA review, hias been to reproduce such comment-s-many of 
which were shared in confidence-without attribution. Quotations 
an2 observations pertaining to Operation Lifeline Sudan are docu
mented in the original study and referred to in the notes in this 
volume. 

Finally, a word about the organization of the book itself. Chapter 
1 presents the crises in the context of the salient facts about the 
country: its geography, its demography, and its regional politics, which 
affected the two emergency situations. It offers some observations on 
the underlying causes of famine, the attitudes of national govern
ments, and evolving international perceptions. 

Chapter 2, which treats drought-related famine during the mid
decade, and chapter 3, which examines conflict-related famine there
after, discuss four problems exemplified in the responses to each 
crisis: the external nature of famine relief; the context in which relief 
is provided; the coordination of relief activities; and the ambivalence 
of the results of relief. 

Looking to the future, chapter 4 suggests ways in which the inter
national community, learning from the problems of relief operations 
in the Sudan, may strengthen such interventions in the future. The 
chapter also recognizes the increasingly positive international climate 
marking the end of the cold war, in particular ihe recent humanitarian 
intervention in Iraq, as an indicator of an emerging trend. 

For a number of reasons, this review of emergency relief operations 
has a specia. timeliness. First, the emergency in the Sudan has con
tinued apace during 1991-92, with an estimated 7 million to 9 million 
people still vulnerable to famine. Efforts by national authorities and 
the international community to assist them are lagging. In fact, in 
April 1992 the United Nations suspended relief operations altogether. 

Second, recurrent food shortages in the Sudan and other sub-
Saharan African countries have led to calls for recreating the OEOA 
or establishing some other structure in the United Nations with similar 
functions. A group of more than forty nongovernmental organizations 
wrote to UN Secretary-General P&ez de Cuellar in June 1991, en
couraging reestablishment of the OEOA."We believe current famine 
conditions in the Horn of Africa and other African nations are po
tentially worse than those in 1984-86," they stated. 

In response to the worsening crisis in the Sudan, Ethiopia, and 
Somalia, the secretary-general in July 1991 announced the strength
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ening ol the unit for special emergency programs within the Depart- yet to be delineated, more effective responses to urgent crises such 
ment fr Special Political Questions, Regional Co-operation, as those described in this volume will test the effectiveness of any
Decolonization and Trusteeship, to which the residual OEOA func- new policies and institutional mechanisms. Much remains to be learned
tions had been entrusted in late 1986. Once again, the world com- from recent emergency operations in the Sudan to guide the framing
munity recognized a need to move beyond ad hoc responses to crises and implementation of a more effective international humanitarian 
in individual countries through an approach that would give higher response. 
visibility to the humanitarian crisis and greater coherence to inter
national efforts. 

Third, the United Nations is concerned with improving its response 
to emergencies. The Economic and Social Council discussed the prob
lem in July 1991, the General Assembly discussed it in September and 
December 1991, and the issue is likely to engage the General Assembly
in the years to come. Of special concern are refugees whose flight 
from persecution carries them across national borders and returnees 
and persons displaced within their own national borders who lack 
international protection and assistance. 

The heads of state from seven major industrialized countries, meet
ing in mid-July 1991 in London, underlined the importance of these 
issues. "The recent tragedies in Bangladesh, Iraq and the Horn of 
Africa," observed the Economic Summit communique, "demonstrate 
the need to reinforce UN relief in coping with emergencies." The 
heads of state called for "moves to strengthen the coordination and 
to accel-2rate the effective delivery of all UN relief for major disasters." 
Boutros Boutros-Ghali, who became UN secretary-general on January 
1, 1992, has a clear mandate to improve the structures for emergency
humanitarian operations around the world. In early 1992 he appointed 
Swedish Ambassador Jan Eliasson to the new position of under
secretary-general for humanitarian affairs, following up on a resolu
tion (46-182) approved by the General Assembly in December 1991. 

Finally, there is much talk of a new international order in which 
the politicization that skewed the responses of governments and in
filtrated the work of the United Nations during the cold war gives 
way to approaches that are less ideological and more directed toward 
need. By overriding Iraqi sovereignty to provide humanitarian assis
tance and protection to the Kurds, the UN Security Council has paved 
the way for the current discussion of a new humanitarian order in 
which governments are he!d-by force, if necessary-to higher stan
dards of respect for human hic. 

Although the humanitarian content of an eventual new order has 
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W :th what could be the worstZ 
famine in 50 years now 
gnawing at many African 
countries, it may strike 

some a, incongruous to discuss prospects 
for brineing the Green Revolution to that 
continent. 

Yet that is precisely the kind of talk 
one is lielv tohear these days from the 
man %%'_lse hih-yielding varieties of 
, heat 'parked the Green Revolution in 
count~ics such as india and Pakistan in 
the Iqoi, In a recent Washington inter-

lew, Norman Borlaug conceded the situa
lion no%% facing many African countries is 
b!cakl indeed But he insists there is still 
room tor hope - especially in the second 
tier o countries below the Sahara. 

Wh.ther these countries succeed, he 

;av.,, , depend on whether their leaders%:I 
adopt c,.'tain badly needed policy re-
forms .l,,o, hether they get the kindon w% 
ofhelp :nev need from institutions such 
a, the '% rld Bank and the International 
Monetary Fund 

BacK in the lg9Os, Dr. Borlaug and his 
colleagues at CIMMYT, the maize and 
%%wheatimprovement centre in Mexico, 

de, elopd the high-yielding varieties of 
whea

wheat that brought the Green Revolution 
to those formerly starvation-prone Asia-i 
oLuntrit- In '70, Dr. Borlaug was 

awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in recogni-
tion ot his lifelong efforts to combat hun-
icur around the world. Now 79, he is 
prvide t of the Sasakawa Africa Associa-
tion (S..\A), founded in 1986 by Japanese 
,hlpbuiJding magnate Ryoichi Sasakawa. 
It, voal !s to find long-range answers to 
the problems plaguing African agricul-
ture Today it has ongoing projects in 
Benin, Ghana, Nigeria, Tanzania, Togo, 
Zambia and Zimbabwe. 

SA.%coordinates its work with 
former LS President Jimmy Carter's Glo-
bal 2000 Inc., and with the Paris-based 
Centre for Applied Studies in Interna- 
tional Negotia tions, which tries to reduce 
political instability and the difficulties it 
creates tor Atrican agriculture, 

Dra, ing on the resources of interna-
tional agricultural research centres like 
CIMIMYT, SAA workers provide partici-
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pating farmers with a package of recom-
mendations on the best seeds, the best 
dates and rates of planting, the best weed 
control and the best fertilizers to use for a 
given location. The main emphasis is on 

maize and sorghum, two of Africa's major 
food staples. 

To date, a total of 150,000 African 
farmers have been reached by SAA/GIo-

brouge poit wecnsa ote edrthe ontre 'eca sat th leaderbal 2000. According to Dr. Borlaug, par-
ticipating farmers have demonstrated 
that, barring amajor drought, if the 
proper seeds, methods and fertilizers are 
used, production can be doubled, tripled 
or quadrupled. Furthermore, this can be 
achieved, he says, even with the most 
rudimentary equipment. Most farms in 
sub-Saharan Africa are smaller than one-

half hectare, and most farmers have only 
small hand tools such as hoes and ma-
chetes to work with. Even with such 
handicaps, surveys show crop yields for 
SAA/Globai 2000 projects have increased 

on average 2.5 times, though yield in-
creases five times previous averages are 
not uncommon, 

Dr. Borlaug says results have been 
promising in Ghana and Tanzania - two 
countries he hopes can lead the way for 
other African countries. He was particu-

larly impressed with efforts now under 
way in Ghana to introduce a new high
lysine corn that many scientists believe 
could be a major weapon against malnu-
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trition in countries where maize is a food 
staple. 

Within a year, if the right policies are 
enacted, both Ghana and Tanzania could 

throughs experienced 30 years ago in 
India and Pakistan. 

Says Dr. Borlaug: "We are almost to 

of these countries, 'This is what is pOSSi
ble, but this is what must be done in coer 
to achieve it.' But success will only come 
if farmers have the right feredizer avail
able and if they can obtain credit to buy it. 
Furthermore, h 
maintained at an attractive level so farm
ers will have an incentive to produce. 

"If the price of the harvest is main
tained at some level approaching the 
international price, this thing can take off 
just like it did in India and Pakistan," he 
says. 

Dr. Borlaug acknowledges there are 
differences as well as similarities between 
the situations that faced India and Paki
stan in the 1960s and those that face Afri
can countries today. The South Asian 
countries started with a large bank of 
trained agricultural scientists - some

thing Africa doesn't possess. On the other 
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hand,extension services in the two Asian 
countries were very weak inthe days 

beforeBorlaug.
generally regarded with some contempt 
by- ;cientists, 

One major difference between Africa's 
problems and those faced by India and 
Pakistan is the dearth of livestock in Af-
rica. This is the result of tr'panosomiasis, 
adisease commonly known as sleepingsickness, which has decimated livestock
herds in much of the conti.ednt, 

Deprived of draft animals, most Afri-
can farmers have been unable to move 
beyond their reliance on small hand tools 
and thus have missed an important first 
step inthe development process. What's 
more,they have also had to do without the 
natural fertilizer and fuel that animals 
provide farmers in other parts of theworld 

."Making up for that lack of natural 
fertilizer is crucial, says Dr. Borlaug. Loss 
of topsoil from deforestation and erosion 
isan especially serious problem in Africa. 
He insists any solution to Africa's agricul-
tural problems must include a large input
of chemical fertilizer - a position thatputs him inconflict with some environ-

mentalists. 


Because of Africa's shortage of farm 
animals, Dr. Borlaug dismisses those who 
oppose the use of chemical fertilizers as 
dreamers. "It'snot so simple as it looks to 
many of these people of great wisdom 
who sit in academia pontific;ting about 
the ills of Africa," he says. 

For the same reason, Dr. Borlaug 
sometimes finds himself at odds with the 
World Bank, which has been generally 
opposed to subsidies of any kind. The 
Nobel laureate says granting subsidies to 
city dwellers to buy food is usually not a 
good idea, but fertilizer subsidies are 
another matter since they greatly increase 
food production. 

Such subsidies, he adds, need not be a 
giveaway. They can be provided in the 
form of loans to be repaid after the har-
vest is sold. Dr. Borlaug says the repay-
ment record for projects his organization 
is involved in has been excellent. In Tan-

zania, for example, 90 per cent of loans 
made to SAA participants in the 1989-90 
season were repaid. 

Transforming African agriculture is 
going to be painfully slow, says Dr. 

Africa's situation differs in an-
other respect from that faced in India, 

Pakistan and Bangladesh in the 1950s and 
1960s. In those countries, because there 
was little new area for cultivation, the 
orly answer was to make the available 
land produce more food. 

By contrast, there is plenty of new land 

to cultivate in Africa, but the means fordeveloping it are limited. Then too, there 
is an appalling lack of infrastructure, 
including roads, in much of Africa, which 
makes moving produce from the farms to 
the markets very difficult. 

As for the ongoing drought in Africa, 
Dhave 
Dr. Borlaug believes that it is part of a 
recurring cycle of global climate change.
Thanks to improvements in technology,he says, the negative effects of such 
events are gradually being mitigated 
one example being the 1930s drought that 
turned much of America's Midwest into 
adust bowl. In 1988, another severe 
drought in the same region had far less 
impact due to changes in technology. 

African farmers must also lea;'n simi-
lar "tricks of survival," he says. For exam-

pie, one lesson that paid off in India and 
Pakistan was that of maintaining ad-
equate reserves of grain in case of crop 
failure. While some economists contend 
such reserves tie up capital that could be 
invested in badly needed infrastructure, 
Dr. Borlaug argues the experience of India 
and Pakistan proves that building up such 

reserves is prudent. 
Food security is only one of the divi-

dends. By holding back part of their grain 
after agood harvest and releasing it 
gradually, Dr. Borlaug says farmers can 
guard against falling prices that can re-
duce or even wipe out their earnings. This 
is a lesson he says Indian and Pakistani 
farmers learned early. 

Because lack of crop storage facilities 
is a serious problem in Africa, he says 
greater efforts must go into developing 
low cost storage using cheap, local materi-
als. SAA/Global 2000 already has orie 
such project urnder way in Ghana. 

Is a Gruen Revolution what is needed 
in Africa? In recent years it has become 
fashionable to point out its shortcomings. 

Among the complaints: that Green Revo
lution technologries more often help 
richer farmers indeveloping countries, 
while encouraging over-reliance on 
chemical fertilizers. Another criticism is 
that it places too much emphasis on eco
nomic considerations at the expense of 
the environment. 

Dr. Borlaug has responded to some of 
these criticisms by saying that they come 
from academicians who have never lived 
in developing countries. 

On the question of who has benefited 

most from the Green Revolution, he savs 
that in India most of the gains ;.ave been 
made by farmers working small, four- to 
six-acre farms who have se :n their wheat 
yields increase by 300 to 400 per cent. But 
the biggest gains, he says, have been 
reaped by Indian consumers who now
 

access to more and cheaper food,
 

As aresult of Green Revolution tech
nology India's wheat production in
creased from an avcrage of 10 million 
tonnes in the early 1960s to just under 50 
million tonnes last v'ear. That, Dr. Borlaug 
points out, represents 65 per cent of ca
loric intake for 300 million people.
 

Dr. Borlaug also strongly challenges
 
cr fom the eiron l moecritics from the environmental move
ment, dismissing the concerts they raise
 
about agricultural chemicals as "hyste

ria."Where, he asks, is the evidence that 
chemicals have been dangerously infil
trating the world food supply as aresult 
of pesticides, insecticides and herbicides? 
Are these chemicals, he asks, any more 
dangerous than the toxic and other harm
ful natural compounds that have been 
part of the human diet since the begin
ning of agriculture? 

To those environmentalists who oh
ject to Dr. Borlaug's sweeping dismissal 
of their concerns, he voices aconcern of 
his own: he argues that the greatest threat 
to the environment is not agricultural 
technology, but unrestrained population 
growth eating away at gains being made 
by science. E 

Voic o A mer cates Md enEast 
Voice of America in Africa, the Middle East 
and South Asia, is a freelance writer living in 
Silver Springs, Maryland. 
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fertilizer technology is count er-productiv" 
when looked at from the viewpoint of 

W G N FO resources. Indigenous varieties of both 
rice and wheat have been shown to have 

M A D Ccomparable yields to Green Revolution 
N B varieties and require substantially less 

water and fertilizer. 

S" 1. 
> While an increase in product\'it was 

the primary..bjective of the Green Rv,o
lution, productivity actually declined 

1U IS IT - when looked at it terms of resources and 
energy. The main increase achieved in the 

- early phases in Punjab in India was at the 

.TWO T 1 .. level of financial returns. lnmy opinion, 
the main motive for the Green Revolution 

-
was profits -profits for agribusiness and 
profits for farmers. Over the long term, 
however, as the demand for external in
puts increased, it ultimately resulted in 

. diminishing returnsffrfarmers In less 
than two decades. the Green Revolution 

n the 1950s, as Indian scientists and has become financiallh and ecologically 
policy-makers were developing self- unviable. However it did succeed in the 
reliant and ecological alternatives for production of surpluses of specialized 
the regeneration of agriculture in ,> crops in a specific region for ashort pe-

India, another vision of agricultural trans- riod of time, based-on high inputs, high 
formation was taking shape at American subsidies and high support prices. These 
foundations and aid agencies. The vision subsidies and support prices have contrib
was based on the increased use of credit uted in abig way to India's debt, and no 
and purchased inputs such as chemical 

: ;fertilizers and pesticides. Itwas based not the same strategy is being recommendedfor Africa. 

on self-reliance, but dependence; not on The chemicals for the Green Revolu
diversity but uniformity, tion came,from multinational companies 

It has often been argued that the 
Green Revolution strategy was the only . 

and the credit from multilateral banks. 
Over time the reliance 'on chemicals kept, 

one available for increasing food supplies. increasing. In 1980-81, the consumption 
International agencies and Third World of chemical fertilizers in India was 5.5 
governments had no option, we are told. million tonnes. By" 992 it had risen to 13.5 
Yet the inevitability of the Green Revolu- million tonnes. 
tion option was built on neglecting other. The World Bank provided the credit i 
avenues for increasing food production introduce this capital-intensive approach 
that are more ecological, such as improv-
in';g mixed cropping systems, the quality of. 
indigenous seeds and eftfciency in the use 
of gnloaluresources.an e . i the u 
oflcare s '-by 

. 

•a " c ov 11 biliotagiur, which cos over 1,bilio 
rupees from 1966 to 1971, more than si 
times the amount allocated to agriculture 

the Government of India during the 
My own work on the conservation of previous five years. Most of the money 

indigenous genetic resources has shown. went to pay for imported chemicals and 
that native varieties and traditional farm- ' seeds and to provide subsidies and credit. 

ing systems are often higher yielding than The resctwas debt and abalance of pay. 
the Green Revolution package. The only ments crisis, This crisis is now being used 

difference is that they give multiple yields by the World Bank as justification fora 
of diverse crops. structural adjustment programme. 

Contrary to popular op i nion, the 
,Green Revolution's reliance on seed
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GREEN REVOLUTION TECHNOLOGIES / NORMAN BORLAUG AND TRAINEES AT 
HAVE LED TO INCREASED YIELDS OF CIMMYT IN MEXICO. 

MAIZE IN GHANA. 

Vandana Shiva continued 	 failure are also increased when locally- drought- creating strategy of the Gree: 
adapted seeds grown in mixed cropping Revolution is the last thing Atrica need
systems are replaced by introduced varie- There are lessons to be learned fronithrough which it is for,ing awithdrawal 	 ties grown as monocultures, The destruc- the Green Reveution's most celebrated 
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duced 	 significant impact of the Green Revolu
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rt.duce ;tate expenditure on subsidies. As Dr. Borlaug states, the focus of the riddled with discontent and violence 
However, aftea: la;e-scale protests across Green Revolution in Africa is on maize Instead of abundance, Puniab has been 
the country, the price was increased by and sorghum. Green Revolution maize left with diseased soils, pest-infested
only 10 per cent in 1991. In August 1992, has already increased Zimbabwe's vulner- crops, waterlogged deserts and indebted 
subsidies were eliminated entirely and ability to drought. Local varieties of millet and discontented farmers 
fertilizer prices doubled overnight, are more appropriate than high-yielding Control over nature and people were 

With subsidies removed, the Green maize hybrids because thty are more essential elements of the Green Revolu-
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AIDS Threatens
 
African Development
 

he spread of the human immuno-

deficiency virus (HIV) threatens 

to undermine all aspects of 
Africa's economic development during 
the 1990s and beyond, a top World Bank 
official said May 11. 

HIV, the virus that causes AIDS, has 
already exacted a large human toll in 
Africa. So far, the disease has infected an 
estimated 7 million African adults and 
claimed the lives of an estimated 1.2 mil-
lion more. But as well as enormous 
human suffering, AIDS will also impose 
severe economic hardships and hard 
choices on Africa, said Edward Jaycox, 
Vice President of the World Bank's Af-
rica Office. 

.- ov epidemic is a serious health 
problem in Africa, with broad implica-
tions for every sector of each economy," 
said Jaycox. 

African governments can help prevent 
AIDS, Jaycox stressed. But if the spread 
of HIV continues at current rates, AIDS 

will create havoc 
in all sectors of 

. African econo-
mies, including 
health care, edu-
cation, socialwel-
fare, industry 
and agriculture. 

AIDS kills 
people during 
their most eco-

Edward Jaycox nomically pro-
ductive years. By 

robbing countries of able-bodied work-
ers, AIDS will reduce economic produc-
tivity and keep average incomes down 
just as Africa tries to recover from the 
economic declines of the 1980s, added 
Martha Ainsworth, an economist in the 
Human Resources Division of the Bank's 
Africa Tcchnical Department. 

Ainsworth, author of a World Bank 

background study on AIDS and African 

development, says research on the ira
pact of AIDS is still in its early stages. 

"We're still trying to understand how 
itwill affect development," abe says, but 
adds that it's clear AIDS will have long
term effects. Also, while some countries 
are tnore severely affected than others, 
AIDS will slow down the growth of per 
capita income overall and generate new 
porckets of poverty across the continent. 

Jaycox and Ainsworth presented the 
results of the World Bank study at an 
AIDS conference in Abidjan, Cote 
d'Ivoire, hosted by the African Develop
ment Bank and supported by the Bank 

The meeting aimed to build on a Declara
tion on the AIDS Epidemic in Africa, 
adopted by African Heads of State at last 
year's Organization for African Uxity 
summit in Dakar, Senegal. 

AIDS will impose a high economic 
cost on households, the baskc decision
making units in African economies, ac
cording to Ainsworth. As a person gets 
sick from AIDS, the family has to devote 
much of its work time and income to 
caring for that person. Losing family 
members reduces the number of income
earners in a household, and as family 
incomes fall, parents may decide to keep 
childrenat home to workinstead ofsend
ing them to school. Women often bear 
the brunt of th AIDS epidemicr because 
they are more susceptible than men to 
HIV infection and they are more likely to 
be saddled with the burden oftakingcare 
of a sick family member. 

When added up, those shocks to the 
household may affect national econo
mies, saicd Ainsworth. Many families 
may switch to less labor-intensive crops 
to deal with the labor shortage, and that 
situation could deprive economies of 



cropsforexport therebycuttinggovern 
ment revenues. 

Balancing care for people who are ill 
with diseases other than AIDS and for 
people infected with HIV will put grow-
ingpressureon hospitals. Already, many 
non-AIDS patients are being crowded 
out of some African hospitals. In Kenya,
AIDS patients may occupy 40 percent of 
hospital beds while a hospital in Zaire 
nowadm its ,onlythemostdesperately
non-AIDS patients. 

Education will also suffer from the 
AIDS epidemic. Deaths of teachers will 
daive up re-training costs and makeschools less effec-
tive. Enrollments 
may drop. A 
World Bank 
study in Tanza-
niaestiates that 
by the year 2020, 
up to 27,000 
teachers will 
have died from 
AIDS and pri-
mary school en- Martha Ainsworth 
rollment will fall 
by 22 percent. Training costs for new 
teachers will totai $37 million. 

AIDS will also btruin A ian s 
welfare systems by producing millions 
of orphans. Arecentstudyina hard-hit 
Ugandan districtahowed that10 percent
of children under the age of 15 had lost 
one or both parents to AIDS. Ainsworth 
mid the rising number of orphans will 
force government policymakers to con. 
sider helping the children pay school 
fees, furtherdrining scarce funds. Butit
isn't clear whether it will be the fees or 
the demand for child labor that will keep 
children out of school. 

Industries, especially ones that use 
skilled laborers, will also suffer from the 
impact of AIDS as the pool of labor 
shrinks. In Zambia, the government has 
been trying to attract local professionals
and technicians to work in the countrys 
mining industry. But AIDS is killing 
many of Zambia's professionals, so the 
country may again be forced to hire 
people from other countries to fill these 
posts. As skilled workers die, mining
may become less efficient. That bodes ill 
for Zambia where mining makes up 85 
percent of total exports. 

AIDS will also hurt agriculture, themainstay ofAfricanecononies. As AIDS 
strikes, a larger share of the rural labor 
force drops,andagriculturalproduction 
will fall. 

Ainsworth said African governments 
can help reduce the impact of AIDS 
through policies to prevent the disease 
and to cope with its impact, basedonthe 
individual needs of their countries. Pre
vention programs include education 
about IV, promotion of condoms, and 
treatmentofsexually-tm itted diseases 
PTDs), which increase a person's suscep
tibility to HIV infection. Policies to cope
with the!L-Pact Of AIDS houldifocus on 
low-cost means ofcaring for patients and 
providing counseling, social and legal
services to patients and their families. 
Governments can also undertake re
search on the impact ofAIDS as the basis 
fordesignngcosteffectiveprogra 1 

A brodhureabout the BankstudyonAIDS 
andAffianDevelopment is frte tOjOUurna
ists who write to the World Bank, Room I
5214, Wainn,D.C, 20433, U.S.A. 
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PARTNERS 
with the farmers- relationship that has as 
much to do with the project's success as the 
research and design. 

Alemu said that for the first time in his lifehis family has become sel-sufficiet mnfood_LLT G obal ction production By wiling part of the surplus 
oofood 

shoes., to market, the faly can buyclohing.and other household -nd farm items. 
He has paid back a lowi that be got from theproject frrtlizer. .Orpoutois very

Simple Technology Yields Dramatic Benefits psaid. -Now. I not only have enough food for my family. but I also havt a surplus to buy
Diana Fried maker- plow that could clothes, sak. coff(e. and othereaenialswhichE thiopasvatcountrysideuffers so " replicate the beds made I never had before.by many hands--but FIzok.Amu'sso:teacrso h 'farm

much potential for self-sufficient using the labor of just erahowtousethebroad-bedmakerplow.8m
irning. ) et media reports consms- two people instead ofan pan of UCAs peer-teairng program. ILCA.Erinly portray this nch and vaned entire fsamrny. Based on like many of Oxfam Amenrca's project partia.,on as a land of dependency and starva- input from local farm- rirslnoherregions.hasfoundthatmodel

,on True many in Ethiopia. the Horn of ers, ILCA's staff has tng at " with pecis produces the moit'fria and other pans of the Afncan conti- refined the design over Latng impact. Alemu's success is quite nti
cn fie i:rave danger. hut tragedy telLsonly 
 the last several years, denunotonlyhahedoubledhiscropyield,
art Ofthc 'tory making it simpler and he lso has seeds left over for net year's

s.\lain -menca has seen partsof Ethiopia more effective. planting. awel as& reserve offood fortimes

,,ursh o,er the last decade, where a vianety 
 Two farmers, each of of dwuhL His famly's livetock feed off theI agni.ltur l efon, both basic and com- whom brings a maresha -, redhwingthedemndaonlJe1dyover

,iex h. e addrama effects Intheinewan plow and an oxen, can grazed pmlra
larca.u 1"t enample a communily of farm E buildabroad-bed maker The demloptmeitfofthe broad-bed makeririlihe l. become .ell-sufficient thanks to E plow for about $40. plow has freed women to concentrate on 

* mpi".. :,ow and 'rr5, hard work l They link the two other acovites. instead of following plows-h,,, fared anarrayofagculturalhi' maresha plows together making furrows. They still must walk many

'alleng- these farmers knew the most I spent time with Alemu Wondemagen 
 with a light frame and a chain, setmng the miles to rereve water for their households.
 

m, wa, !he regionsdark black, and hs faily as they demonted the plow bladesaboutthueefetapantandaach and collect large amounts of cow dung for
 
,ih-a .l The iki. though fenie, he- making of broad beds by hand. The teradi- ametalwingtoeach plow. The wings push cookingfuel.sincefewircesgrow inhearea

)m5 bar i and cra, ed during the dry sea- tional mariha plow cuts furrows in the land,,n hu ins waic:'- gged when the often- dirt towards the center. creatinga high mound And. grinding com still takes hours for esveryand the women and the children walk be- betwe Lh furraow. Th- chain drag be- meal. However. some of the women now 
rrent.. rainsiorr, break early in the hind the plow building two- to three-foot hind.smooe.ngthe bedtntoah tgh-crowned spend more time spinning wool, which they
 
-. ini-' isrn Sent ouldeither floataway beds. The farmly can plant crops earlier and shape sell in the market
u)th: rnolfor rot inthewatertoggzdsod. take advantage of a longer growing season; The plowcomesmapackage designed by Perhaps most importanly. ihe hildren 
lhe rnmuniV tad developed a broad- but only after days of incredibly difficult ILCA . which incudes fertilizer anda vanety can spend more time in school-and enjoy a,tu tarming method which preserved the labor, ofhigh-yielding wheat seeds that can survive bit more of their childhood 

*ops bui ai ihe exptrs of back-breaking The International Uv%-ssock Cernter for the heavy rams and can be planted earlier in 
ar T,,; -ally.theenir farsly would spend Afnca(ILCA).a nonprofit Ethuopianagncul- the season. This simple technology has en- DiaFia eddirectsOxamAmenca'sviropro

:jsi the fieldcreatnghigh-crownedbeds tural research and development organiza- abld[armerstodoublethtrcropyields. and grant This art.lfe usan edited trans.npt oJ aaid wider furrowts byhand This channeled tion and an Oxfam America partner since has had a significant effect on their lives. video report. 'Ethtopta Project VI'tSI" ('IJdM"e rain ,If ze top of the beds. leaving the 1985. built on the conce-pt developed by ILCA had developed a relationship of Amerca supp rer' rrn,)rdra frre,ory a] his 
.cds hu ,-r ard dner the frmers. ILCA designed a 'broad-bed mutual respect and good commucaion and other videos-ste box at right 

http:erahowtousethebroad-bedmakerplow.8m
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ANewSouthAfrica 
intheMaldng 

Role of the
 
United Nations
 

i. 	 An overview of the United Nations system and 
technical cooperation for development 
by the United Nadons Centre again ".'artheid 

A. The 	dumlopment context 

i. International development assistance 
1. Development assistance Involves the use of public 
funds for the purpose of promoting economic development In 
other sovereign countries. This assistance, amain objective of 
"foreign aid", has today become an important feature of the 
relationship between Industrialized and developing countries, 
2. Developing countries seek capital for productive In-

vestments leading to economic growth. Their people also 
need to know how to put resources to the best use. Develop. 
ment assistance describes the process of transfer to adevel-
oping country of capital in the form of loans and grants; 
and also of "know-how", In the form of human expertlse. 
The effort Involved to Improve local knowledge, skills md at. 
titudes by this transfer of experise Isknown as technical co-
operation. 

3. Technical cooperation offers to recipient countries an 
opportunity to redress shortcomings In the education, train-
ing and advancement of natlonz.s. In the cae of former 
colonies, particularly those InAfrica. technical cooperation
could speed up the process of localization of the public 
services and the private sector. 

4. All countries prefer to have jobs at all levels filled by 
their nationals. Industrialized countries utilize such devices 
as work permits to dlscourae the employment of foreign-
ers. For developing countries, technical cooperation is In-
tended to hasten the ndigenization ofjobs through, para-
doxically. using expatriate services in the short run to train 
nationals. 

5. Such cooperation offers a particular advantage to 
countries that are making fundamentna changes aimed at 
the advancement of all their peoples. Apost-apartheid State 
would propose to redress past Inequalities and to upgrade 
the knowledge and skills of the entire population. Technical 
cooperation can provide a special basis for constructiveinternational engagement with South Africa. 

6. Ever since Its establishment in 1945. the United 
Nations has been concerned with the promotion of the eco
nomIc development of Its Members. The Charter of the 
United Nations speaks of the Intention of Member States 
"to employ international machinery for the promotion of 
the economic and social advancement of all peoples". From 
Its beginning, the General Assembly of the United Nations 
has encouraged its Secretariat and the specialized agencies
and other organizations of the United Nations system to 
provide technical assistance to Member States who seek 
their specialized advice. 

7. This paper describes the key aspects of the United 
Nations system of technical cooperation as Itexists today.
It also describes the arrangements through which United 
Nations technical cooperation supports acountry's develop
ment plans and the characteristic mechanisms employed. It 
indicates contributions available from United Nations exe
cuting agencies and provides Ln overview of the contribu
tion that the United Nations system can make to building 
human and Institutional capacities. 

2. Establishment of the United Nations development programme 
8. In 1949, the General Assembly established the Ex- were executed by the appropriate specialized agencies of 
tended Programme of Technical Assistance (EPTA) to re- the United Nations system.
sqond to growing demand from United Nations Member . M the Special Fund were merged In1966 to
States. Later. In 1958, aSpecial Fund was established to un- form the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP).
dertake larger, more complex programmes relating to tech- with Its own Governing Council reporting throu the Eco
nical education and management training and the surveys w i c an Social Council o t ne r As ebly,
of baslc resources. Projects supported by the Special Fund nomic and Social Council to the General Assembly. 
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In 1970, the General Assembly adopted a consensus on Ing the necessary support as well as specific contributions 
the operational activities carried out by United Nations or- in cash and in kind. Governments usually designate a cen
ganizations under the aegis of UNDP. The consensus estab- t'a coordinating authority, normally a particular Ministry. 
lished, interalia, provisions relating to the United Nations The UNDP Resident Representative works closely with this 
development cooperation cycle. UNDP country program- coordinating authority and with those to whom its authority 
ming was to be based on national development plans and may be delegated to help ensure that ministries, depart
the system of Indicative planning figures (IPF) established nints and localities concerned are fully involved Inthe 
for each recipient country. Identification, execution and follow-up of various projects. 

10. In 1975. certain guidelines entitled "new dimension 13. Recipient Governments are also being entrusted with 
in technical cooperation" w'ere adopted by the Governing executing UNDP-assisted projects, with the responsibility 
Council. UNDP was to encourage Governments and institu- for the organization cfUNDP fInancIal Inputs and their ef
tions in receiving countries to assume responsibility for fective utilization in combination with the Government's 
implementing projects. The assistance provided by UNDP and other available resources. 
should promote increasing self-reliance, particularly with 14. The United Nations specialized agencies provide the 
regard to the managerial, technical and research capabili- external input package of expertise and technical support 
ties required to formulatc and Implement development pol- for which UNDP meets the costs, including overhead costs. 
cies and plans. UNDP increasingly uses the country programming process 
11. Today, UNDP, headquartered in New York and dl- as a means of coordinating technical assistance activities 
rected by an Administrator who is accountable to the Gov- funded from a variety of sources, where there Is a willing
erning Council. provides support and guidance to a global ness and agreement to do so among recipient and donor 
developmental network that draws on the expertise of agen- Governments. This means the use of country programming 
cies and orgpnizations. with over 110 resident representatives as a framework for operational activities of the United 
(43 in Africa). A standard basic assistance agreement Nations system as well as activities supported by other mul
signed with each recipient Government governs its relation- tilateral and bilateral sources. 
ship with UNDP. Likewise, the conditions and responsibill- 15. UNDP depends on voluntM.ry, not assessed, contribu
ties governing relationships are contained in a standard ba- tions for funding Its world-wide effoo of technical coopera
sic agreement between UNDP and each of the agencies tion. The Goverments of Industrialized and developing 
which executes Its programme.' countries alike promise payments at an annual pledging 

12. UNDP-assisted projects are project of the countries conference.
 
concerned whose Governments are responsible for provid

3. Special concern of the United Nations with the economic development inAfrica 
16. The economic growth and welfare of newly Independent 18. When UNPAAERD ended In 1991 the overall African 
countries in Africa remains a major concern of the United econornic situation, though improving Inmany respects 
Nations. From the 1960's and every year since 1980, there still required more time, efforts and resources to regain de
have been General Assembly debates and resolutions on the velopment momentum. Accordingly, In December 199 1,the 
economic sItuation in Africa. The economic growth and United Nations agreed to a second programme, entitled 
overall development of African countries had indeed pro- the "United Nations New Agenda for the Development 
ceeded remarkably well In the 1960's. However, the late of Africa", which runs until the year 2000. This pro
1970's and early 1980's saw declines In the rates of growth. gramme aims at accelerating the transformation, integra

17. tion, dlverslfication and growth of the African economies.In conJunctlon with the Economic C,'mraiesilon for Intectxtoth"dm raitonfdvlpmt.A-

Africa (ECA), the OrgnIzation of African Unity (OAU) Inthe context of the "democratzation of development".A

proposed In 1985 the African Priority Programme for Eco- rica committed Itself to pursue the 6 per cent rate of annual 

nomic Reform (APPER) to respond to the critical economic growth which so many States had achieved in the 1960s, 
situation. Features of APPER were Incorporated In 1986 through measures which Included additional attention to aginto afive-yea United Nations Progrmme for African Eco- riculturJ production and to private enterprise. Africa also 

intoa fve-earUnitdNtios Pogrmme or frian co-reaffIrmed commitmnent concerning health, education, 
nomic Recovery and Development (UNPAAERD). This pro

gramme called, inter alia, for the continuation of policy re- population and the status of women which were embodied 

forms by African States, to be supported by Increased flows in the international targets to which African States subscrbe'd. The New Agenda also takes note of the 1991 treaty
of development resources from Member States. The organs led The estA ent o a cotent-wide 19onomic 

of the United Nations devc'opment system were enjoined to leading to the establishment of acontinent-wide economic 

Increase and Improve their cooperation with African States. communty. 

,,/
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19. Under the New Agenda, the intemational community
and particularly Africa's main development parneri.
pledged to supply "adequate resources" to complement 
domestic development efforts, to seek "durable solutions" 
to Africa's external debt problems and to take steps to Im-

o. Objectis of United Nations technical assistance 
20. Over the years, the technical cooperation offered by
the United Nations system has been redefined In practice 
as understanding grew of the nature of the development 

I. Poverty reduction 
21. By the 1970s, It became apparent that high rates of 
economic growth did not necessarily reflect advancement 
for the population as a whole and gains did not always
"trickle" down to the poorest. This Indicated a great fo-

cus of development assistance on public welfare, which 
was reflected in three ways: (a) at the national level, 
greater attention was provided to the poorest countries, 
those designated by the United Nations as least developed 
countries (ILDCs). the majority of which are in Africa; (b) 
more Investment assistance was to be supplied to recipient 
countries, In ways that could tpread benefits more equlta-
bly; and (c) sources of both capital investment and tech-

2. Enhancement of the role of women indevelopment 
23. Likewise, the United Nations development system has 
increasingly come to recognize the essential role of women 
In development. Women are now seen to be as active agents 
as men in the development process, are expected to provide 
an equal input Into the preparation of programmes and are 

3. Human-centred development 
24. More recently. UNDP has drawn up indices of human 
development that can serve as a guide to the allocation of 
development resources. These indices Indicate changes In 
such key human factors as life expectancy, Infant mortality 

4. Sustainable development 
25. Finally, States Members of the United Nations pursue 
Individually -andcollectively such universal objectives as 
the preservation of the world's environment and the 
achievement of sustainable forms of development. At the 
project level, technical cooperation Is increasingly avail-

c. Methods of United Nations technical cooperation 
26. Technical cooperation begins normally with as thor-
ough an assessment of a recipient country's needs es possi-
bie. This assessment can arise from past experience and 

prove access for African exports. The United Nations devel
opment system was again specifically enjoired to devise 
and execute programmes In support of the New Agenda.
A post-apartheid South Africa could be among the benefic
tries of this concentrated United Naions effort. 

process and as more practical experience was gained. Tech
nical cooperation seeks to reinforce the self-sufficiency of 
countries and to augment the country's Intellectual capital. 

nical cooperation sought ways to help directly low-income 
groups. 

22. Accordingly, emphasis has been given to projects that 
benefit the poor, involve their active partcipation and give
attention to people's basic needs, such as health, literacy

and adequate nutrition. (Participation has been identified
 
by the International Labour Organindaton (ILO) as another
 
basic need.) Experience has been gained In targetsng pro
grammes at poverty alleviation. Experience has also shown
 
that commitent of the Government to participation by its
 
poorer citizens Iscrucial to success. 

entitled to be specific beneficiaries. This understanding,
 
much expanded during the United Nations Decade of
 
Women %1970-1980),Is reflected In the technical coopera
tion now provided by United Nations agencies, as well as
 
by other multilateral and bilateral donors.
 

and access to education that truly measure "development".
 
The "enlarging of Individual choices" is added to the list.
 
This concentration on human-centred development further
 
emphasizes technical cooperation.
 

able to Governments searching for appropriate policies and 
technologies to pres=e the environment, such as better 
ways of exploiting forests, for using renewable sources of 
energy, and other means of ensuring an economic develop
ment which would be sustainable for generations. 

from an ongoing dialogue with the recipient Government. 
Development programmes and the need for supplementary
assistance are discussed with the country's principal devel
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opment patners in appropriate forums. One such forum, 
for which UNDP supplies support and organization, is the
round table. This Isaconference organized periodically out-
side the recipient country which is attended by repre-
sentatives of the country and Itsprincipal development part-
na. (Another such process is the consultative group in 
which the World Bank plays the leading role in organizing 
government/donor discussion.) These round tables are In-tended to promote understanding and support of the Gay= 
tende elopmotenerstandin and spot of heiGov-erment's development plans and to assist Insecuring com-
mitment of support from donors. Follow-up meetings as 
required are held locally to translate general agreement Into 
specific and operational programmes and projects whose 

i. UNOP country programming cycle 
28. With aclear understanding of priorities and policies, 
a detailed programme of technical cooperation can be 
established. The country programme Isthe recipient Goy-
ernment's responsibility. UNDP actively assists in its prepara-
tion, and enables Governments to draw on the expertise
available from other agencies in the United Nations devel-
opment system. The country programme Is intended to be-
come auseful point of reference for the coordinated applica-
tion of technical cooperation from all sources and not only
that of the United Nations system. The programme can last 
from three to seven years and wherever practicable runs in 
concert with the overall national development plan period. 

29. A country programme document Issubmitted to the 
Governing Council of UNDP for funding. The document 
essentially consists of anumber of proposed projects with a 
financial summary of the cost involved to all parties. The 
Governing Council commits support for the country pro-
gramme up to a total amount, which Is called the indicative 
planning figure (IPF). The figure Is arrived at by acomplex 

2. Country project cycle 
30. Within the country programme, Individual projects 
follow asimilar cycle of preparation, execution and review. 
The project is the basic "unit of implementation" of UNDP. 
It Is a set ofplanned activities aimed at achieving defined 
development objectives. Every UNDP project, regardless
of its size, has aproject documei;, the result of systematic 
examination of its potential contribution to developmenL 
Indeed, the first step In preparing the project is aclear 
definition of its development objective. Its elaboration Isa 
complex process for which UNDP and the appropriate cxe-
cuting agencies supply expertise. The final document fol-
lows astandardized pattern: (a) context; (b) programming 
project justification; (c) development objective; (d)immedi
ate objective (objectives and ctivities); (e) inputs; C)) risks;
(g) prior obligations and prerequisites; (h) project review, 
reporting and evaluation; () legal context; and 0/)budget. 

technical usistance componentcan beestablished and d 
taled. 
27. In recent yer UNDPbhu been helping Govenmeat 
to determine their technical cooperation needs through the 
tnechanism of the National Technical Cooperation and 
Ansm othei Te po ra tond
 

AssehUNnt Programmes. These progranmen , conducted 
with UNDP expertise, asst Governments in collectingdata required for careful assessment of technical coopera-. 
Lion needs In various sectors, within an overall Government
policy framework. The recipient country requirements oftoic f ra th rms of
ion, In coun requ 
technical cooperation, in conjunction with other forms of 
development assistance, should arise clearly from these discussions and mechanisms. 

formula. which takes Into consideration anticipated future
 
contributions to UNDP, its ongoing obligations on the one
 
hand and on the other, the recipient country's gross national
 
product (GNP) and Its population together with other sup
plementary criteria. IPF also takes into consideration re
sources anticipated to be committed directly by bilateral
 
donors, or through regular and special funds of other
 
United Nations organizations in the development system.

Including resources to be made available by the United
 
Nations Population Fund (UNFPA). the United Nations
 
Children's Fund (UNICEF) and the World Food Programme
 
(WFP).2 Once approved by the UNDP Governing Council, 
or under Its authority delegated to the UNDP Administra
tor. the programme commences and is continuously super
vised throughout its life cycle by the Government knd
 
UNDP, using programme indicators established to facili-

Late this purpose.An In-depth final evaluaon Isunder
taken, which can Improve or correct the elements of the
 
next cycle.
 

31. The programme/project Is essentially the Govern
ment's responsibility. UNDP and the executing agencies 
have complementary responsibilities. UNDP provides 
appropriate assistance and the executing agency chosen by
the Administrator is responsible for the management
related tasks withiu its competence. A firs stage of project 
approval takes place at UNDP Headquarters as part of 
the Admlnistrtor's accountability for the effective use of 
UNDP resources. Final approval of the programma or Plt
ects within the country programme Is given.by the Govern-
Ing Council at its annual meetings. 
32. Once assistance Is approved, UNDP and the executing 

agency Involved provide ti project personnel, equipmen
dude expatriate staff selected for their speclfc expertise 
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and/or qualified United Nations volunteers and associated 
experts. Their mission includes the training of local 
counterparts. The counterparts are appropriate local staff 
selected by the Government In a timely manner to work 
with the United Nations team. The leader of the combined 
group is designated project coordinator. He may be a 
government official or one of the expatriates according to 
the project document. Through on-the-job exchanges and 
Uraning, and formal courses and fellowships, national staff 
will be equipped to achieve the programme's objectives 
and to continue to function effectively by the time expat-
rate help is withdrawn. Indeed, a measurable objective 

of technical cooperation projects Is the ability of local 
staff to perform effectively without external support. 

33. UNDP might itself undertake execution through its 
Office for Project Execution when the project is of amulti-
disciplinary nature or can be Individually managed without 
the requirement of expert guidance. 

3. Mechanisms of technical cooperation 
36. There are at least eight ways in which the United 
Nations system contributes towards technical cooperation. 
The first is research that is intended to provide the bases for 
policy-making. Qualified persons recruited internationally 
or locally can be engaged by the United Nations to research 
local issues, for example population, on which develop-
ment policies can be based. 

37. Related to this are studies, the second area. Agaln 
qualified persons can be engaged to undertake studies that 
would indicate the feasibility of Investment or provide the 
basis for future programming. An initial programme for 
South Africa might Include alarge component for studies, 
the findings of which would help indicate priorities, and 
guide the preparation of future programmes. 

38. A third area is represented by technical consultancles, 
the necessary specialized input to ensure the proper execu-
tion of projects such as that provided by consulting engi-
neers, for example, who monitor progress of capital proj-
ects.Such investment-related consultancies form pan of 
the loan costs of the project, which is typically the case 
with World Bank projects. Consultancies may be obtained 
through the United Nations system on agrant basis. 

39. A fourth area is trainlng courses. These are organized 
for nationals to refresh or upgrade their knowledge and 
skills or to prepare them for new functions and responsiblli-
ties. United Nations technical cooperation can support their 
organization and execution through, for example, classes 
for trainers, seminars for senior civil servants and confer-
ence of teachers or scientists. Training can be held at local 
institutions, which can be assisted through staff upgrading, 
stipends for participants, textbooks and other educational 
materials and vehicles. 

34. Provision also exists for government execution of proj
ects, which is apreferred mode of United Nations technical 
assistance, due regard being made to effectiveneu and qual
ity of the programme. The Government, as executing 
agency, may cboose in such acase to enter into agreement 
with another United Nations executing agency, which then 
becomes the cooperating agency. (Under ,pecial circum
stances, one can envisage the central authority wishing to 
delegate its responsibilities to regional local governments.) 
35. The project cycle is ot complete without arprform
awce evaluation and atripartite review. The review by the
 
Government with the executing agency and NDP comn-

G oe e with e suts.Le nsa n co pares objectives with results. Lessons are incorporated into 
the design of new projects and the next country programme 

cycle. Other United Nations agencies executing technical 
cooperation projects within their specialized competence, 
which are financed from sources other than UNDP, have 
developed their own appropriate methodology. 

40. The fifth area of technical cooperation, study fellow
ships abroad, can be provided for nationals who, in the per
formance of their duties, will benefit from this overseas 
experience. Fellowships can include advanced studies, par
ticularly for those who will be in aposition to upgrade the 
&killsof others on their return home. Fellowships vary from 
ashort study tour in adeveloped or developing country to 
attachments to appropriate institutions abroad. The United 
Nations provides fellowships at its own institutions, for ex
ample the Turin Centre. Over the years, anetwork of contact has been built up between the United Nations systemand tanin ituonswenale United Natios e
and training instiyions which enables United Nations fe
 

41. Institutional linkages represent asixth area of technl

cal cooperation. The United Nations system has helped to 
form beneficial linkages between institutions In developing 
countries and overseas bodies In aposition to offer special
ized technical assistance. For example, staff of the London 
School ofTropical Hygiene have been associated with 
United Nations programmes and projects In a range of de
veloping countries. In some cases, appropriate "twinning 
arrangements" between institutions Inadonor and arecipi
ent country can be facilitated. A familiar relationship of
technical cooperation is that between an agricultural col
lege in the United States and an agricultural college in the 
third world. The relationship can be mutually beneficial. 

42. Local Institutional building, the seventh area, offers a 
particularly effective form of technical cooperation. United 
Nations agencies can help in the establishment of local 
training and development institutions aiding in design, the 
shaping of doctrine, and the upgrading of its permanent 
local staff. Suitable experts recruited worldwide work with 
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nationals from an early stage and leave when the institution 
hu been set on aflrm fooing. Acase inpoint is the East 
and Southern African Management Institute (ESAMI). The 
East African authorities requested UNDP to establish a staff 
college for the east African Corporations within the then 
existing cast African community. United Nations project 
staff were instrumental In securing $Imillion of bilateral 
funds (from Norway) for the construction of the Institute's 
buildings near Arusha on a site presented by the Govern-
ment of the United Republic of Tanza~iia. The UNDP regional
project assisted ESAMI through the provision of advisers, 
Its project manager also served az the Institute's first direc-
tor. The Institute, now autonomous, has flourished and pro-
vides training and consultancy services for a range of pri-
vate and public institutions in Ethiopia. Kenya. Malawi, 
Somalia. Uganda. the United Republic of Tanzania. and 
Zambia. 

43. Finally, the prov'alon ofexpert services by the United 
Nations represents the charactersi factor in&athese forms
 
of technical cooperation. The essential feature of such tech
nical cooperation is the foreign expert/ocal counterpart 
relationship. This relationship is not exactly that of a tutor 
to a student. However, the Intention remains that the former 
wil speed the day when the latter could be equipped In every 
way to take over completely. The United Nations system 
secures expert services by offering terms of service similar 
to those of regular United Nations staff, and can, in most 
cases. compete effectively In the recruitment of first.rate 
personnel. Selection is not limited to nationals of devel
oped countries. The United Nations system has developed 
extensive rosters of staff whose abilities are proven quanti
ties. It must always be anticipated that up to a year may 
pass between the selection of an adviser and his arrival at 
the duty station. 

4. Principal areas of technical cooperation offered by Unized Nations agencies 
44. Within the constraints of available funds and guided 
by their overall policies, the United Nations system offers 
technical cooperation to developing countries in a wide range 
of areas. UNDP provides about two thirds of the funding for 
the United Nations system on a grant basis. The remaining 
one third is raised by agencies themselves through contribu
tions made directly. On the direction of its Governing Coun-
cil, UNDP makes about 80 per cent of its funds available for 
technical cooperation to LDCs. As a result, about one third 
of all funding from UNDP goes to Africa. where there Is the 
greatest concentration of LDCs though the total population 
of the Continent is smaller than Asia. which also receives one 
third. The remaining third isshared by countries within 
Latin America and the Caribbean. the North African and 
Arab States, and, Increasingly, Eastern Europe, where for-
merdonor countries have now become recipients of UNDP 
technical cooperation. UNDP also administers specific opera-
tional funds of technical cooperation.2 In most cases, these 
funds respond to perception of special opportunities such as 
technical coopertion among developing countries, and come 
from specified voluntary contributions or through special 
funding arrangements established with particular donors. 

45. Technical cooperation contributes to a wide variety of 
areas related to development. Some of these are listed below 
alongside the names of the principal executing agencies, 
which Include UNDP, the appropriate departmentwiLthin the 
United Nations Secretariat and also the World Bank. (The 
World Bank executes projects on technical cooperation foe 
UNDP in its areas of specialty. The technical cooperation 
accorded by the World Bank can lead to programmes and 
projects which will eventually be financed by the World 
Bank on loans and concessional loan terms.) The following 
grouping of areas and listing of agenciesare Indicative only. 
In certain cases projects are jointly executed. 

Adyory.roaimM aew EacatIngq~ScwUO 

Administration and management 
Public administration 

Local government 
Public enterprise management 
National capacity assessment 
Public finance 
Economic management 
Private sector development 

Improving food production 

Agriculture 
Forestry 
Fisheries 
Reserch and extension 
Pasturage and dry land use 

Envr a l rtlanEnvironmental protection 
Food production 
Food distribution 

gring conditions
 

Housing 
Environment 
Grass-roots organizations 
Rural development 
Remunerativ employment 
for
women 

UNDESD 

UNDESD 
UNDESD 
UNDP 
UNDESD, World Bank 
World Bank 
UNDP. World Bank 

FAO
 
FAO 
FAQ 
FAO. World Bank 
FAQ, tNDP (UNSO) 
UN P
UNEP 

FAQ 

WEP 

UNCHS 
UNEP 
UNDP, NOOs 
FAO. IFAD. ILO 
UNDP. JNIFEM 
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AdWwr/vdArwm ava 

Prono[ing econic I'owth 

Privaic sector development 
Productive em. i/ment 

Industrial development 
External trade and
commodity agreemets 
Traspoct and communlcaticm 

Ecaoomic policy and planning 

£mauu aciee 

World Bank, UNDP 
ILO 


UNIDO 
UNCTAD
 

ECA 

World Bank, UNDP 
UNDP, agencies, ECA. 
NGOs 
World Bank, UNCrAD, 
FAO, ECA, UNIDO,
UNDESD 

World Tourism Organization 
UNCTAD, IMO 

UNDP, ECA, UNCTAD 

World Bank, UNCTAD, 

Applyirg science end technology to development 

Weather forecatiog WMO 
Civi; tviation ICAO 
Atomic energy IAEA 

AdvysorytraloaJsamm £zecXURI asqen 

2Desertiflcatlon/water UNDP. UNS,
resource use UNCTAD. FAQ
Telecommunications ITU
 
Transportation UNCTAD, IMO 

Rssource mobilization
 
Pr9-invcsLmeot studies 
 UNDP, NGOs
 
Caacity atssmnot 
 UNDP 
Capital and Investment World Bank
 
assIstance usessment
 
Round tabl.s 
 UNDP
Consultative Groups World Bank (African

Development Bank, In Africa) 
Donors meetings United Nations
 
Private resources 
 UNDP, NGOs 

46. Aspects of the above deserve some general comments. 
The emphasis on administration and management through
the Improvement of systems and the training of local staffhas remained strong throughout the years. Now Its scope 
hu become broader. Increasingly, attention Is given to economic management because it is perceived that the economic policy environment has strong effects on other areas 
of development assistance. 

47. The provlslon of technical cooperation for employ-Industry and communications has been guided also
by policies and targets set Internationally. These Include
 
the targets of the four International Development Decades
 
beginning In the 1960s, the flist
and se,'.ond International
 
Decades for Industrial Development ay..i the first
and sec
ond Trnasportation Decades In Africa. Llkewisc, technical
cooperation responds to accepted International norms and
 
objectives. These Include the WHO goal of "elalth 

All by the Year 2000" and the successfully attained

for 

WHO/UNICEF target of universal child Immunization by
 
1990.
 
48. Technical cooperation is particularly concerned with

the applications of science and technology to development
 
through training In such areas u satellite sensing, meteorol
ogy and International standards of civil aviation. Nearly all 
areas of technical cooperatlon aow make Increasing use.
demonstration and dissemination of electronic data pro
cessing. However, this does not Involve just the transfer of 
practces of Industrial countries to developing countries. 
Technical cooperatlon can also Include assistance in developing appropriate technologies, helping to desip. ystemswhich start from local resources In materials, skills and 
manpower. 

Popular participation 

Studies and research 

Tourism 


Shipping, ports 


Regional economic 
cooperaLion 


ExternEl debt 


Health 

Public health and 

primary health care 

Essential drugs

Health policy 

Health olcypersonne

Health services personnel 
Population policies 
Maternal and child blalth 

Public education 

Innovation In rural and 

science education 

Teacher training 


Educational systems 
Human resources 
assessment 

Early childhood 
development 

Non-formal education 

ECA, UNDESD 

WHO, UNICEF 

WHO, UNICEF
 
WHO, World Bank 

WHO.Worlment,

WHO 

WHO, UNFPA, World Bank 
WHO, UNICEF 

UNESCO 


UNESCO 


World BankUNESCO 
UNDP 

UNESCO, UNICEF 

UNICEF 
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o. Sonm technical #'ooperadonfactors 

i. Resource mobilization 
49. The recipient Goverament may at an opportune time resources from the United Nations system and from multiorganze a donors' conference at its capita], at United lateral and bilateral donors with which the United NationsNations Headquarters or at snother suitable location. Such systom can to some extent serve as an !ntermediary. Studiesa conference can be co-sponsored by the United Nations or and pre-investment projects can demonstrate the feasibilityby the World Bank. This donors' conference enables the of programmes and projects to be financed by bilateral or
Government to present its development strategy, with Its other sources. programme and project. in order to Indicate the external 5. Te nature and quantity of hdonor country's contribusiepport which Is required to attain its development objec- tion reflect the political will to support a particular recipi
gies. it becomes easier to agree on the financing of related ent's efforts at development. Translating this political willp ogrammesand proj e etg into specific pledges very much depends on the perceivedurgency. quality and effectivenes of the programme and50. United Nations services are available to assist coun- projects under review. The experience of the United Nationstries In elaborating technical cooperation aspects of these system in this regard encbles it to offer countries the kindprogr&mmes and projects. This involves a d!scussion of pri- of technical cooperation required for effective presentationorities,an analysis of benefits anticipated by the country of development strategies and thorough preparation of theand the costs to the recipient country, including the opportu- projects and programmes submitted for discussion at anity costs ofchoosing one set of projects over the other. It donors' conference.
 
also involves the discussion of the availability of external
 

2. Technical cooperation coordination inthe field 
52. As soon as circumstances permit and with the host that these agencies can offer. Strengthening the capacity ofGovernment's authorization and support, UNDP estab- the Government to manage the flow of resources is an imlishes an office in a developing country. The office Is portant part of the coordination offered by the resident
headed by a UNDP Resident Representative. The officer UNDP mission. 
may also have representative functions on behalf of t&_ Sec- 5 Furthermore, with respect to other sources of assist
retary-General of the United Nations and will be acco rd- 54 . F u rt iular t h o o atoure R si stnicalec per
Ingly designated Resident Coordinator for United Nations Representative can assist the Government In Its relationsoperational activities. He or the also serves as local repre- with other multilateral and bilateral donors. Howeversenative of a number of Uuitec Nations programmes, such welcome multiple external sources of assistance can be,
u UNFEM. many Governments have difficulty in dealing effectively 
53. Many other United Nations agencies also establish with a large number of donors, each with different priori.offices in a developing country, each headed by a repre- ties, methods of operation and systems of reporting. To thesentative. The UNDP Resident Representative bcomes the extent that the United Nations can assist Governments Inprinmu interparesaxong these representatives. Not the establishing development plans and securing adherence toleast of his or her functions is securing synergy in e ef. thest plans on the part of donors, the Resident Repreforts of the United Nations agencies, and facilitating their sen'Atve and the representatives of the agencies can provecoope-ation with the Government and the overview on the extremely useful allies to the GovernmenL
 
part of the coordinating authority optimizes the assistace
 

s. Technical cooperation through non-governmental organizations 
55. Resources raised by NGOs abroad and channelled to slonal resources from industrialized countries. Disburselocally run operations Indeveloping countries have become ment for NGOs In Africa exceeds $I billion a year. Countryan Increasingly large pan of development assistance. Such members of the Development Assistance Committee (DAC)*aid may Indeed be the fastest growing sphere of conces- cintribute public funds to support NGO activities overseas. 

These principal donor countries are: Australia, Austria, Belgium. and voluntarily pledje the greatest amounts for United Nations do-Caada, Denmark, Finland, Prance, Germany, Ireland, Italy, velopment programmes. One third of total bilateral ustisanceJapan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, Swizerhand, from thee Countries now JOca for technical cooperation; this is aUnited Kingdom ofOrea Britain and Northern Ireland and United thmefold Increase from the 1960.
Stst of America. These at among the countries that reliably
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Indeed NGOs now receive from such oclchl sources u-
much u 30 per cent of their funding for overs work. T, 
a cerai degree, NGOs have become additional executing
agencies for bilateral and multilateral programmes. The 
proportion of government coaitrlbution Is viewed carefully 
by NGOs who do not with to compromise their Inde-
pendence and their on-partisan nature or to impair the con-
fidence they have earned in developing countries. 

56. Donor countries and United Natlons agencies recog-
nize the particular NGO advantage in being able to respond
flexibly to needs. NGOs tend to work closely with their 
beneficiaries, a factor thal makes them Indispensable in 
anti-poverty programmes. NGOs also help attract aid fund-
ing to community-based development projects. 

57. Many ofibe NGOs active today InAisca, such a 
Catholic Relief Services and OXFAM, begin wlth emer-
gency relief activities. Thereafter, these and other NGOs 
continue to work with local communities to further self-
reliant development. Concted with continuity, NGOs 
have now begun to give attention to the Institutional devel-
opment accesary to sustain local initatives. 


58. The NGO cormnunity was explicitly recognized as a 
partner within the United Nations programme of action for 
African Economic Recovery and Development. The land-
mark Arusha Charter for Popular Participation la Develop-
ment (1990) was the outcome of the tripartite conference in 
the United Republic of 'Tanzanla, where the international 
and African NGO community participated on equal terms 
with representatives of Governments and of United Nations 
agencies. The Charter provides InAfrica the point of refer-
ence for popular participation Indevelopment, and for tech-
nlcal cooperation activities that support and benefit from 
popular participation. The NGO community Is specifically
encouraged to pursue activities in the context of theAgenda for Development in Africa (1991-2000). 

59. The United Nations system Isestablishing an effec-
tivc working relationship with NGOs, particularly in re-
spect to grass-roots approaches to development. Such p-
proaches prove very appropriate for activities whose 

E. Conclusion 
62. The United Nations system of technical cooperation
outlined above does not remain static. All its partners---the
recipient countries, the donor countries, the international 
agencies--have kept the system under continuous review 
and are constantly making changes and Improvements. Theexistence of anujmber of funds such as those that th UNDP 
Administornumb ers fectsrft ne oerns and
Administratorl a ontinoureflets ecocerns aend
approaches as well as acontinuous search (or supplemen-

63. Every aspect of the characteristic delivery mecha-
nisms of United Nations technical cooperation, notably the 

principalbeneflciaries are disadvantaged groups. They ap
ply to programmes for the poor In rural areas as well as in 
marginal urban areas where people are Involved in projects
of self-help. NGOs contribute useful Insights to the estab
hihment of policy, can respond and support community in
itiatives, atid effectively help execute small-scale projects.
Governments Increasingly appreciate the potential of con
munity-based development activities and the ability of 

NGOs to complement their own activities. 
60. The United Nations system can help Governments to 
introduce participatory approaches. A portion of the national 
IPF may be used for innovative pilot programmes that give
local groups the incentive to plan activities &ortheir needs, 
withLn the context of the overall government development 

framework. UNDP is authorized to provide technical assist
ance to strengthen local NGO capacities, especially when 
the NGO is helping the Government to implement a UNDP
supported project. UNDP and other agencies also strengLhen 
iucal NGO bodies or consortia through training programmes 
and related services. The United Nations system can facili

etatmeetings between the Government and NGOs to enable 
the latter to contribute Its views and experience to the making of policies and to secure NGOs' cooperation and sup
port. In many African countries, NGOs have proved useful 
in keeping under consideration the social Impact of struc
tural adjustment. In South Africa, UNICEF has been able to 
contribute assistance through an umbrella organLation of
 
local NGOs, the National Child Rights Committee.
 
61. *though they do not serve as executing agencies for 
UNDP programmes, NGOs can. in consultation with the
 
UNDP prograbes, o car , o uta tion bh of
 
Government, be asked to carry out activities on behtlf of
 
an exccuting agency or under subcontracting arrangements.
 
Governments can also subcontract with NGOs for services
 
in a government-executed project. An international NGO
may co-finance a project with UNDP or another United
Nations agency and collaborate appropriately in its exescu
tlon. At UNDP headquarters, a division for NGOs advises
 
the Administrator on the development of grass-roots initia
fives and helps to identify countries for special efforts.
 

expert/countei part relationship, remains under examination 
and requires continuous attention and support to achieve its 
potential. Alternative approaches are being pursued. The 
main concern Inthese and other areas remains effectiveness. 
64. Donors and recipients as well, as nternational agen
cies have become sensitively aware of the magnitude of thecosts Involved In overall technical cooperation.' Technicalcooperation now amounts to one third of all official devel
opment assistance from DAC countries. Viewed from that 
perspective, technical cooperaltlon represents arising pro
portion of the offerings from donor countries. It Is also far 
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from being a "free good" to reciplent countries which make 
a heavy contribution Inpersonnel. accommodation and 
other services. Ithas been observed that the return on capi-
tal investments has been relatively low in recent years In 
many African States; these have every Incentive to seek the 
highest possible return from the Investment I,human capi-
tal formation which technical cooperation represents, and 
to take the steps necessary to see that their capacity build-
In expectations are quickly fulfilled. 

65. Furthermore, substantial and recurrent claims on the 
public purse of donor countries cannot continue without a
publcono prseof cotine wthot acontres cnno 
measure ofpublic acceptance. Acceptance is sustained only pu 
when encouraging results can be seen. The eventual benefit 

Notes 

Execuling agencies for LINOP 
African Development Bank 
Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development 
Asian Development Bank 
Caribbean Development Bank 
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific 
(ESCAP) 
Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia 
(ESCWA) 
Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) 

Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) 

Economic Commission for Latin America and the Carib-

bean (ECLAC) 

Food and Agriculture Organizatlon of the United Nations 

(FAO) 
InterAmerican Development Bank 

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) 

International Finance Corporation 

Irternatiou-1 Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) 

Internatloual Labour Organisatlon (ILO) 


Non-executing agencies:
 
United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF)
 
United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA)
 
World Food Programme (WFP)
 

It should be tmtcd thrA although UNICEF, UNFPA nd WFP 
am not executing agencies of UNDP. they cooperate closely with 
UNDP a dwith each other both tuMeadquarters ad in the field un-
der close review thmugh #Joiat Consultative Group on Policy, as 

Operational funds and programmes idministied by UNOP
 
United Nations Capital Development Fund (UNCDF) 

United Nations Sudaro-Sahellan Office (UNSO)

United Nations Revolving Fund for Natural R.-sources 

Exploration (UNRFNRE) 

United Nationae Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM) 

United Nations Voluntena (UNV)

Special Mzasures Fund for Least Developed Countries 

(SMFA/LD) 

Short Term Advisory Services (STAS) 


anticipaited by donor and recipient countries alike Is asitu
ation where developing countries show marked improve
ment in the condition of their peoples to the point where a 
considerable and increasing proportion of their populations 
is sufficiently economically independent to constitute or
dely and secure communities. The establishment on every 
continent of apreponderance ot ,table, progressing and 
democratic societies, equipped with the conditions for self
sustaining economic growth and human development, of

fers the best promise of aw..' ofpeace and prosperity 
among nations. This Is the ultimate justification for international development assistance and its key element, Interna
tional te lopeatn.
tional technlcal cooperation. 

International Maritime Organization (IMO)

International Telecommunications Union (ITU)
 
International Trade Center
 
Islarnic Dvelopment Bank 
United Nations Centre for Human Settlements (UNCHS)
 
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
 
(UNCTAD)
 
United Nations SecretariatDepartment of
 
Economic and Social Development (UNDFD)
 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
 
Organization (UNESCO)
 
United Nations Emergency Programme (UNEP)
 
United Nations Industrial Development Organization

(UNIDO)
 
Universal Postal Union (UPU)
 
World Bank
 
World Health Organization (WHO)
 
World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)
 
World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
 
World Tourism Organization
 

agreed in amemorandum of cooperation that their executive heads 
signed with UNDP in 1984. To the extent that they can provide
training together with supplies and advocacy, UNICEF and other 
such agencies are also involved Intechnical CooprMion. 

Technical Cooperatioa among Developlzg Countries 
(TCDC) 
UNDPEnergy Account 
United Nations Funds for Science and Technology for 
Development (UNFSTD) 

Transfer of "nowiedge through Expatriate Nationals 
(rOKTEN, 
Other Special Trust Funds 
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A report on technical cooperason in Africa wu prepared In 1989 
jointly by UNDP and the World Batnk for the Inter-Agency Task 
Force, which monitored the rrosmr, of the United Nations Pro-
gramme for African Economic Recovery and Development. It pro-vidod, wier alin, infornation for the monitorin group on the mag-
allude of technical cooperation av'Iable In Africa while raising im-
portaM issues concerning its effective use. 

Given the limitations of the human resource base of most Af 
rican countries, paticularly those In sub-Saha-"n Africa, the report
observes, It could be anticipated that technical cooperation has a 
continuing major role to phy in helping to develop human Lnd in-
stitutional capacities. The study reveals the magnitude of the ef-
fort. Isconsiders a total cost of S3 billion a year to be indeed a con-
servative estimate of the total amount of technical cooperation
funding in Africa for just the year 1987. This represents an i-
crease of 50 per cent over the 1984 figure and dc.s not in.ude the 
costs of technical cooperation which accompanies cap.J invest-
ments or the cooperation provided by volunteers and NGOs. 

Looked at from another perspective, technical cooperation 
amounts to $6 per capita overall in Africa each year. This figure 
may be compared with average central government expenditure for 
education ofS9 to $10 a year. and for health ofS2 to $3 per year.

In terms ofsector ditribution, technical cooperation intends 
to be concentrated in agriculture, education and to a certain extent 
in health, followed by transport and communication. Industry re. 
.eivesrelatively little technical cooperation, 

lt is estimated that the number of advisers and consultants fi-
nanced on technical cooperation programmes in Africa exceeds 
30,000. Comparison is inevitable with the numer-70,000-of 
skilled Africans reported to be settled in the countries of the Euro-
pean Economic Community. 

Measured in terms of expenditures, the greater pan of techni-
cal cooperation provided through United Nations executing asen-
ties is for longer term resident adviser, rather than short-term con-
sultants. The situation is evolving however. The numbers of short-
term advisers is on tue increase as is the number of local consul-
tints and those coming from other developing countries. Formal 
training accounted in 1988 for $40 million from UNDP, that is to 
say, 10 per cent of UNDP assistance to Africa that year. The propor-
lion for training is projected to increase to 14 per cent by the begin-
ain&of the 1990s. (The majority of funds provided by the World 
Bank for technical cooperation goes to short-term consultants, and 
training accounts for between 20 and 25 percent of expenditures.) 

The eport notes bowever that the proportion of technical coopera
ion funds spent on training InAfrica is mu:b les than that in the 

case of Asia, where 35 per cent of the Bank's funding of technical 
cooperation goes for training.

Donors and recipients alke are concerned with the overall ef
fectivess of technical cooperation. From the donors,' side, there
is a rcognition that they do not always employ as rigomus a crite
riA to technical cooperation progrmmes and projects a"'i capital
investments projects. THis seems to be the case when the pro
grammes are motivated by the special interest of donors. To the ex
tent, notes the report, that technical cooperation is "supply driven",
this leads to duplication among donors ad the use of foreign con
sultants and advisers when local staff may be adequate tcod avail
able. On the recipient side. !herm is, likewise, acknowledgement
 
that local officials may turn to expatriates in place of their own na
tionals for a vuiety of political and social reasons, especially when
 
engagement of the former brings vehicles, computers, office equip
ment and other items difficult to obtain locally. There is what the
 
report calls a "fundamental dilemma" here for senior African 
man
agets who find it easier to secure foreign advisers (without incur
ring salary costs) than to offer remuneration gufficient to atract or
 
retain skilled local staff.
 

Excessi',: reliance on 
technical cooperation can become 
counter-productive if it undermines the indigenous effort to use lo
cal capacities. Donors and recipients have reached some consensus 
on ways to make technical cooperation more effective. They be
lieve there should be greater articulation of technical cooperation
in terms of capacities to be developed among nationals rather than 
of inputs to te provided by donors. There should be more emphasis 
on shon-term consultants and on advisers who come only on peri
odic visits. There should be more attention to specific training pro
grammes beyond the notion of on-the-job training provided by cx
pcrs to counterparts. There should be greater beneficiary pazti,.ipa.
tion, women included, in the design xnd execution of technical co
operation. There should be a thorough analysis of local manpower
availability before the recruitment of expatriate personnel. There 
should be stronger technical cooperation monitoring, supervision
and evaluation a well as s strengthening of national structures re
sponsible for the programming and management of technical coop
eration. Fin'ally, the report says there should be grea er use of na
tional experu and consultants as well as of less costly models of 
technical cooperation such as those ifforded through NGOs, 



States~~Vo fon7in whocodceNGOs get 
tentative thumbs-up 

"Bydelaying focusing on the 

EPRESENTATIVES of several United nuts and bolts of development 
l ~act-finding tour of arange of SuptnigNh rnte iko 
African non-governznental organisations losing the initiative" 
(NGOs) Late in 1992 have released a report ,,eminent 
which describes the sectojr as 'strong and 
vibrant'. Advocacy was. of particular importance 

However, they caution that due to the when trying to influence govrs.nent devel-
country's still tentative political future, and opment policies. However, the group noted 
given the legacy of apartheid, there is a that while South Africans seemed very cor~n-
dearth of comprehensive development plan- fortable debating definitions of 'develop-
ning and expertise. ment' and "empowerment', discussion 

'he decades of isolation from the interns- around the characteristics of a national 
tional community have left South Africans develceirnent policy remained tentative 
Lacking confidence in the merits of their own The,' warned that 'by delaying focusing 
development efforts and experience.' on th'. nuts and bolts of developmnen plan-

Although the group brought an outsiders' nin S inSouth Afic' NGOI rnthti of 
perspective, we could do well to heed some '.osing the initative, 
of thei" observations and recommendations 'South Africa's isolation from the interi-
about the culture and practice of NG s in tional development community has a'ested aSouth Africa. level of unrealitic idealism among South 

The delegation was impressed by the self- African development leaders about the 
help ethos among the historically dipos- extent to which indigenous NGOs can cor-
sessed and the symbiosis between NGOa pete with and/or shape the operating proce-
and communities, adding that these dures of major international development 
areas where the world could learn from organssations. 
South Africa. 'There is little insight among South 

The keen awareness of the concept of Africans into the experience of other devel-
accountabsily among South African NGOs oping countries at the hands of international 
was also noteworthy, but there were 'some agencies and very little understanding of the 
questions as to how much of the talk reflects workings of the international development 
good intentons and how much can be tra'r- industry.' 
Lated racticf'. to the US delegates, the majorinto According 

The NGO sector in South Africa ensded impetus for South Afnican econoaic devel-to 

be strongest in the rof 'welfar- ofwn opment will undoubtedly be government-

providing services which should e the driven. This raises questions, already being 

responsibility of the local authority. This considered incertain cirles, about the role a 

raised questions about wetheer NGOs new democratic government will allow 

shoutd continue suds work or become devel- existing NCOs. 
opment agencies. A further option was to Such a new government will be under 

develop the concept of 'advcacy' - pre pressure to deliver substanti l results 

surising government and local authorities quiy, whelreas the existing NGO sector in 

into providing services and develfpment South Africa 's currently best equipped to 

programmes, tackle small. ichind poects. Intrnational 


The concept of 'advocacy' was largely donors will also be impatient for rapid 

absent from South African NGOs. Although results, but, say the US delegates, an initialthere was a long tradition of political 'gush' of i nternationadevelopment fundingl 
activism in South Africa, the absence of any whgch might materialse at the appropriate 
tradition of democratic government meant political moment may not be sustained 
that there was little appreciation of 'public beyond a few yers
policy advoca g. A biger question was how the advent of 

The visitors suggested that given the bi'ateral donor arrangements (ie govern-
extensive American experience in this field, ment-to-tovernmernt aid) would affe e 
South Africans could benefit from discussion local NGO deveopest =.o e 
on the Oe phi- ios suggest that NGOs could collectively
anthroic and NGO sectors, consitute es iosal aid 

btengvrmn n h G etr 
Another option was for the NCO sector to 
organise itself into acollective voice ingov

development planning. 
The new buzz w.<rd in South African 

NGOs, noted the visitors, was 'capacity 
building. They said it was also a favounte 
among funders because training courses 
were 'neatly packaged' activities which were 
easily quantifiable and which donors felt 
comfortable funding. 

However, the group asked whether capac
ity building was only a matter of providing 
more skilled personnel for NOOs or whether 
it was primarily a question of vision. For 
example, an organisation could have excel
lent administrative capacity but lack the 
capacity to envisage the necessary steps to 
become aplayer in the national development
arena. 

A further question was whether capacty 
buiding referred only to NGOs or whether it 
extended to the communities within which 
NGOs worked. The delegates noted that 
community mobilisation and education 

so-called civil awareness - around develop
ment seemed to be an equally important 
ingredient. 

'Perhaps the more fundamental question 
inwhether Sicth Afncan NGOs still have 
the te to develop the necessary capacity or 
whether they may be sidetracked by an over
hasty government and the domineering 
ethos of international aid agencies.' 

Yet another consideration was whether
 
current N O leader would be absorbed into
 
the civil servic itte iteadvent of a new
 
democratic government, which was not nec
essaily seen as prblematic by the visitor. 

They repeatedly remarke' on the number 
of 'incredibly impressive' wimen who were 
pLaying key roles within NGOs et who selw 

dom headed the organisations. The group 
noted that private US foundatins could be 

influential in this regard by looking beyondfi'st-ter NGO leade ileahiporder toadvance 
new leaders and, particularly, women. 

Traditionally 'indigenous philanthropy' 

has come from a handful of major South 
Afrian corporations. But, the report notes, 
'despite the pockets of extraordinary wealth 
inSouth Africa, there is no establishedtadi
tion of individual philanthropy, pnpcipally 
becaus the South African tax codes have 
never favoured this type of activity'. 
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Zimbabwe and Russia are just two of the countries that face the challenge of balancing economic reform with
local development needs. Although Africa and Eastern Europe are separated by thousands ofmiles, thespecialdevelopment problems of both regions are likely to be the focus of attention during the coming decade. 

CASE STUDy #1-ECONOMIC 

Zimbabwe, a relatively "young" country, emerged 
in1980 from white-ruled Southern Rhodesia. At
independence, Zimbabwe inherited a state-run 
economy, in which whites controlled all of the 
industry and large-scale agriculture. Robert Mugabe,
head of the Zimbabwe African National Union-
Patriotic Front (ZANU-PF), one of the parties that 
had led the way to independence, was elected the 
nation's first president. Within seven years, Mugabe 
was able to merge his parrj with the only opposition 
party, effectively creating a one-party state. The 
centrally controlled economy of former Southern 
Rhodesia fit with the philosophy of the Mugabe 
government, which espoused a Marxist-Leninist 
political philosophy. Over time, however, the 
economy evolved into a moderate form of state 
capitalism. 

Today, Zimbabwe boasts one ofthe most diverse 
and successful economies in sub-Saharan Africa. 
The country has a more industrialized and diverse 
economy that any other inthe subregion save South 
Africa, and has grown at an average annual rate of 
3.5 percent. Zimbabwe's industries include manu-
factured products (chemical, petroleum, and metal 
products; textiles; transport equipment; and electri-
cal machinery) and raw minerals (gold, nickel, coal,
asbestos, and copper). The country isagriculturally
self-sufficient (except intimes ofdrought), owing in 
large measure to the small-..scale black farmers who 
produce most of the country's food. White farmers,
who still hold vast tracts of land, are largely produc-
ers of tobacco for export. 

ADJUSTMENT IN ZIMBABWE 

THE ESAP: A MACRO VIEw 

Despite this relative dynamism, economic growth
has not kept up with population growth, and high
unemployment is a problem. The economy would 
have to grow at 10 percent to absorb the people
currently unemployed as well as a large number of 
fraduates leaving Zimbabwean universities every 
year. Inaddition to the unemployment, tight gov
ernment controls have limited access to the foreign
capital necess~a-y to modernize and expand key in
dustries so they can become competitive in the 
global economy. The seemingly inevitable emer
gence of an apartheid-free South Africa isalso an 
economic concern of Zimbabwe's: Although the 
opening of the South African economy could offer 
a huge market for 2imbabwean goods, Zimbabwe's 
products are not as etficiendly produced as are South 
Africa's, and it isfeared that Zimbabwean industry
might be swallowed by the massive and more effi
cient South African economy. 

Like many other developing countries, Zimba
bwe has undertaken an economic restructuring plan
aimed at guiding it to a free market and spurring
economic growth. Begun in cooperation with the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) in 1991,
Zimbabwe's Five-Year Economic Structural Adjust
ment Plan (ESAP) involves the measures that are 
common to most restructuring schemes: the dis. 
mantling of foreign investment restrictions, cur
rency reform, price decontrol, privatization ofstate
owned companies, budget-deficit reduction, and cuts 

,)i 



in the civil 	service. The existing Zimbabwean 
economy seems sufficiently diversified to weather 
these reforms. 

The cornerstone of the ESAP istrade liberaliza-
tion. The government has moved from a highly 
centralized system, which allocated foreign exchange 
for imports, toanopengeneralimportlicense(OGIL) 
procedure. By allowing end-users to import directly 
the items they use in production, the government 
has done much to eliminate middlemen and official 
red tape. Eventually, about 90 percent ofall imports 
will be handled in this manner, with tariffs being 
used instead ofa cumbersome, centralized system to 
control demand. The loosening of import restric-
tions will in turn force local manufacturers to mod-
ernize, the better to meet increased competition 
from foreign 	products. It ishoped this will lead to 
higher-value, export-oriented standards of produc-
don for Zimbabwean industry, 

In the short run, however, finding the capital to 
modernizeZimbabwean production facilities remains 
a problem. To address this problem, the ESAP 
relaxes direct foreign investment codes in Zimba-
bwe and moves to guarantee the security of foreign 
investment. Central in the promotion of foreign 
investment has been the establishment of the Zim-
babwean Investment Center in the capital city of 
Harare. The center expedites project applications 
and has the authority to approve projects ofup to$4 
million within 90 days, as compared f the 18-
month delay that investors previously endured. In 
an additional attempt to attract new investment, the 
government has liberalized foreign exchange regula-
tions and offered incentives to export-oriented yen-
tures. Export firms are g-aranteed access to the 
necessary foreign currency to conduct business (for-
merly, access to foreign currency was allocated on 
the basis of permits), and foreign investors are guar-
anteed full repatriation of dividends after five years 
of pro-rated repatriation. 

MICRO AND SMALL-SCALE ENTERPRISES 
AND THE ESAP 
Unlike most restructuring programs, which are de
signed by the IMF and the World Bank, Zimbabwe 

boasts of the "homegrown" character of its ESAP. 
Designed by Zimbabwean planners in conjunction 
with Fund and Ba.k counterparts, the program aims 
to lessen the negative impact that such plans usually 
have on-the average citizens. A social "safety net" 
was included in the plan to aid (and limnit the 
suffering of) those who will be most affected by 
reforms. The government has taken steps to ensure 
there isbroad-based understanding of the program 
and its Implications. This isdone through discus
sions at the village level and in schools to prepare 
Zimbabweans for the economic sacrifices likely to 
come with the ESAP, and to explain the program's 
intended long-term benefits. 

The restructuring program fails, however, to 
address some key elements of the Zimbabwean 
economy and society-prominently, the street yen
dors and other small business people who make up 
the bulk of the country's "informal" economy in 
urban areas and their counterparts (both commer
cial and agricultural) in rural areas. Wood carvers, 
seamstresses, street vendors, peasant farmers-all 
are part of this parallel economy. However, the 
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ownersofmicro-andsmall-scaleenterprise(MS ),
urban and rural, are lumped into vague categories 
because ofdefinitional problems and the lack ofdata 
concerning their economic activities. 

A survey in 1991 showed that MSEs provide 
employment for over a fourth of the Zimbabwean
population. Fully 70 percent of these fell into the 
manufacturing category, but the fastest-growing sec-
tor at this level was comprised of people involved in
wholesale food, beverage, and tobacco production
and trade. The majority of MSEs are run by 
women and are located in rural areas, where the 
majority of Zimbabwe's population lives. It is 
estimated that 52 percent of these businesses 
provide at least half of the household income; and 
with high unemployment rates, more people are 
turning to this sector. 

These people constitute asubstantial portion of
the economy, yet their impact on and benefit from 
the ESAP's free-market reforms has never been 
studied, since emphasis is placed on the industrial 
sector. The ESAP isgeared largely toward macro. 
economic development in Zimbabwe, but there is 
reason to question its direct benefit to the general
nonindustrialized population. It isinformal-sector 
producers who will bear the burden of currency
devaluation and the elimination of price controls;
their ability to take part in anew free mark:t must be 
considered. If afforded help, they are likely to 
become an important source of incom., and will also 
provide for a more equitable distribution of the 
country's overall income, 

Present regulations and limited access to capital
keep these businesses locked into the informal sec-
tor. A quarter (25 percent) of all MSEs surveyed in 
Zimbabwe reported having financing problems. To 
obtain formal financing in Zimbabwe, afirm must be 
formally registered with the government. Upon
registration, however, a firm issubject to a 50 per-
cent corporate tax, restrictive labor laws, and zoning
requirements. Without the registration the MSE is 
not only prevented from obtaining formal financial 
services but also from obtaining foreign exchange,
which many need to purchase raw materials and 
spare parts. By restructuring the environment in
which these enterprise operate, economic statistics 
could be made more readily available and a clearer 

picture of the performance of the overall Zimba. 
bwean economy would emerge. 

DETERMINANTS OF ECONOMIC GROWTH 

In judging the economic growth of a developing 
country, such as Zimbabwe, economists often em
phasize the industrial sector, overlooking the contri.
bution of small-scale urban manufacturers and the 
rural agrarian segment of the population. Lack of
attention isnot intentional but arises from defini
tional problems and a lack of data. Such elements as 
basic food needs, education, and health care are all 
part ofa country's inherent wealth, and affect tradi. 
tional measures of growth, including such leading
economic indicators as Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) and per capita income. 

Studies have shown that statistical correlations,
although imperfect, exist between investment in 
people in all segments of the population (human
capital) and a growth in GDP. One need look no 
further than the developing countries of Southeast 
Asia for evidence of the correlation. The govern
ments of these countries invested heavily in educa
tion and health care and are now enjoying the 
benefits of a growing private sector driven by high
tech industries, indeed, the most significant factor 
in human-capital development isacountry's invest. 
ment in education. The World Bank has found that,
in some cases, increasing the average amount of 
labor force education in one single year has caused a 
corresponding 9 percent increase in GDP. 

Various measures of education include gross
literacy rates, school-enrollment ratios, and female 
educational attainment rates. The latter inparticu
lar Is emerging as an important indicator of eco
nomic-growth potential. World Bank data show a 
decrease in infant mortality as the level of female 
education increases. Aside from reducing the tragic
drain on human capital that high infant mortality 
causes, a rise in female education levels could prove 
asignificant catalyst to sustainable growth in Zimba,
bwe and throughout Africa. In Zimbabwe, 67 per
cent of all micro- and small-scale businesses are run 
by women with generally low education levels. Since 
future equitable distribution of Zimbabwe's wealth 



will depend significantly on economic production in 
the informal sector, even moderate gains in female 
education could strengthen the performanceof these 
enterprises and, in turn, the overall economy, 

A fixed set of social welfare statistics that serve 
as correlative indicators ofeconomic growth has not 
been established for Zimbabwe, and is lacking for 
many other developing countries as well. Perhaps 
there isno one set of data that can encompass the 
cases of all developing countries, but country-spe-
cific cases could be drawn up if pertinent social data 
were identified. By determining key growth deter-
minans, a more realistic picture of country-wide 
economic growth could emerge. 

CONCLUSION 

The ESAP has enabled policy planners to restruc-
ture the formal environment of the Zimbabwean 
economy to realize greater gains through free-mar-
ket economic activity. The liberalization measures 
are focusedon the industrial sector, with theprimary 
goal that of attracting foreign investment to drive 
economic growth. These steps are critical if Zimba-
bwe isto realize its development potential. How-
ever, iffuture economic success ismeasured solely by 
the growth of the industrial sector, a biased picture 
of the economic development of Zimbabwe as a 
whole could develop. A more equitable picture 
would need to incorporate data on the progress of 

informal-sector (micro- and small-scale) businesses 
and on the progress of the rural nonindustrialized 
population. At present, no formalized set of data 
exists for producers at this level, despite the real 
significance of their contribution to economic ac
tivity in Zimbabwe and its underlying impact on the 
long-term success of the ESAP. 

Given the presence of several U.N. develop
ment agencies in Zimbabwe and their involvement 
in different facets of the nation's economic and 
social development, the United Nations could play 
a key role in creating a comprehensive economic 
model in Zimbabwe. The U.N. family of develop
ment agencies has the access and the capability to 
obtain the information necessary to help build an 
indigenous model that would take into account not 
only such formal economic indicators as productiv
ity, GDP, and per capita income, but also growth in 
the micro- and small-enterprise sector and such 
social factors as education levels and mortality fig
ures. Industrial-sector information isavailable to 
UNDP and UNIDO, for example, through their 
ties to the Ministry of Finance, the International 
Monetary Fund, and the World Bank. UNDP as 
well as UNICEF work extensively throughout the 
country on development projects and could pro
vide the means of analyzing the micro- and small. 
enterprise sector and the various social factors that 
affect the quality of life for urban and rural people 
within it. 

-Richard Randall 
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African Petroleum Sector Loses

Millions of Dollars Annually
 
ub-Saharan Africa could save moreS region changes the way it does busi. 

ness in petroleum, 
than $1.4 billio n ev ery year if the 

says a new report 
commissioned by the World Bank and 
financed by an Italian trust fund. 

The vital sub-Saharan petroleum in-
dustry is plagued by inefficiency, saysthC study, Rationalizationof Supply and
Dis.'ributionof Petroleum Productsin sub-
Saoiaran Africa. But with the right ,'e-
forms, the region could stop losses whichyearly claim up to 15 percent of the $10 
billion in oil production, 

That could help the 46 countries in the 
region make oil products yield more taxrevenues, pay for badly needed services
and provide a strong engine for futureeconomic development, says Eleouur 
Maorga Alba, the study's task managera yoenrga s Al, istu anat ak mdand energy specialistin theWorld
Affnca Technical Department. 

Bank 

"The re is gre a t po te n tial fo r saving s inthe petroleum markets in sub-Saha 
Africa," says Mayorga Alba. "Because 
oil products play such a big role in Afri-
can econones, savings in petroleum

could bring a big boost to development 

there " 


Sub--Saharan Africa can save most ofthe lost revenue by changing govern-
ment policies and shifting business away
from governmentmonopoLies to private
companies. Greater regional coopera-
tion and a more pro-investment environ-
ment would also help. 

Petroleum is losing big money in three 
areas; procurement, refining and distri-
butio, the study shows, 

Half of the savings, nearly $700 mi1-
lion, can be found in procurement alone,
Currently, most countries lose money 
when they obtain petroleum becausegovernment interference slows the pro-
cess, while poor credit ratings, lack of
foreign exchange and high transporta-
tion costs drive up purchase prices. 

r crknow 
offsore oil platform

in Benin. 

By changing policies and making th
right investments, though, procurement 
can bernade more efficient, says the study.
It suggests that oil should be procured
through competition and not by public 
monopolies, costs for transporting petro-leumacrossneighboringcountrisshould 
be lowered and that products should be 
standardized to benefit fromeconomiesof 
scale across countries and to avoid unnec-
essary investments and waste,

Another $550 million can be found in
refining. Mostrefineriein theregionare 
small, have inefficient setups, lack skilled 
staff and do not use incentives to make
operations more efficient. The averagc
refinery in sub-Saharan Africa works at 
only 63 percent of capacity, compared to 
more than 85 percent elsewhere, says the 
study. 

To receive the windfall, the region
should make refining open to competi
tion and link prices to international lev
els. That would cut subsidies, reduce 

larfii togckl in g is tpriceto andlmsfocetenco uldwith alternative sources. 
Tackling distribution problems could 

also yield $180 million in savings. Cur
rently, roads, ports and waterway mutes 
for transporting petroleum are run
down. Also, investments in the sector are not encouraged. Countries can also
take in more revenues by changing dis
tribudon policies and investing in infrasructre. 

Mayorga Alba recently returned from 
hld Africa where conferences were held among governments and oil 

company representatives to discuss the 

study.

"The sub-Saharan 
 African govern

ments are starting to be realistic about
petroleum," says Mayorga Alba. "Theythat inefficient practices are a drai.on thaeir economy and they feel they can
not survive. A commitment is finally
n on Awhato t m e tr a
 
emerging on what to do to make petro
leum supply more efficient. The World
 
Bank should maintain its support to con
tinue the ongoing dialogue and to pres
sure for more rapid change in this vital
 
sector."
 

Petroleum is key to sub-Saharan
Africa's econ,)nmuc well-being and ranks 
as either the first or second most impor
tant revenue-earners for most countries 
in the region. 

Rationalization of Supply and Distribu
;ion ofPetroleum Products in sub-Saharan 
Africa is free to journalists who write on 
company letterhead to the World Bank,
Room J 4066, Washington, D.C., 20433,
U.S.A. Fax: (202) 477-2979. 0 
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C urrent patterns of freshwater 
use in Africa cannot be sus-
tained if the continent's popu-
lation continues to grow at its 

present rate. Between 1960 and 1990,
the population doubled to 450 million, 
Unless there is a rapid reduction in 
family size, it will double again in 21 
years. So that by 2010 it will have 
passed the billion, 

To survive and develop, these bil-
lion people will need water. But 
Africa is a semi-arid continent, with 
erratic rainfall overlying a mosaic of 
fragile ecosystems. Its people are 
already feeling, most acutely, the 
shortage of freshwater. The situation 
is made more difficult by the con-
tinent's size, its poor communications 
and its large number of countries, not 
all of which live on good terms with 
their neighbours. 

The people of Sub-Saharan Africa, 
in 46 countries, are also heavily
dependent on agriculture. It supports 
66 per cent of the population and pro-
vides essential exports. Its healthy
development is a key to slowing rural-
urban migration, which threatens to 
overwhelm the capacity of the cities to 
absorb the migrants. But productive
agriculture, in turn, is totally depen-
dent on a regular supply of freshwater. 

That water is f'mite. It will never 
increase, and without due care it may
decrease. Major rivers like the 
Limpopo in southern Africa, and the 
Save/Sabi which flows through 
Zimbabwe and Mozambique to the 
Indian Ocean have dried up and now 
flow only seasonally. There are idi. 

Managing the 
wetlands 
During the last 50 years, major rivers such as the Limpopo in 
southern Africa, have been drying up. More recently, the flow 
of others, like the Zambezi in central Africa, appears to be 
decreasing. This could be the thin edge of a greater desiccation, 
warns PatrickDugan, if efforts are not made to better manage
the river basins and wetlands of the continent. Here he 
outlines the philosophy behind the IUCN's approach to 
Africa's freshwater problem. 

cations that the flows of the Chari-
Logona, the Nile hind the Zambezi 
have also been decreasing. This could 
be the thin edge of a greater desic-
cation if Africa's river basins continue 
to be mismanaged and if c:urrent pro-
jections of global climate change are 
correct. Growing desiccation, in turn, 
would increase the pressure on the 
natural wetland ecosystems, 

With the exception of the White 
Nile and the Zaire rivers, African 
rivers discharge seasonal floods every 
year, in complex and unpredictable 
patterns. The floodplains generally 
become larger as they move down-
stream to the deltas. On the Niger, for 
example, the flood peak moves slowly 
downstream taking over 100 days to 
travel some 1,760 kilometres. The 
Senegal floodplain in West Africa 
covers some 5,000 km2 in flood, but 
shrinks to only a tenth of this size in 
the dry season. 

Even in semi-arid regions like the 
Sahel, there are extensive wetlands, 
such as the inland delta of the River 
Niger in Mali, the Sudd wetlands of 
southern Sudan, or the Okavango 
Dela in the Kalahari Desert. 

Nearly all such areas are home to 
large human communities, and nearly
all have become the focus for 'devel-
opment projects'. Some of these have 
attempted to enhance rural lives. More 
often they are designed to meet urban-
industrial demands. They commonly 
involve large dams and hydro-electric 
projects built with little regard for the 
wishes or needs )f he local inl'abit-
ants. As a result their success rate has 

The economic value of such wet
lands'is often overlooked. The Niger 
Inla. I Delta, for example, supports a 
pop. atic:- of 550,000 people, and in 
the dry season provides grazing for a 
million cattle and a million sheep and 
goats. Some 80,000 fishermen use the 
delta and it supports 17,000 hectares 
of rice cultivation, or half the total rice 
production in Mali. 

In fact, wetlands have a strategic
importance out of all proportion to 
their size. They replenish ground 
water and sustain dryland grazing 
systems, among many other functions. 
gation, to which local communities 
apply many carefully-developed tech
niques, cropping on both rising and 
falling floods. 

Such natural irrigation can be very
productive. About half a million 
people are supported by floodplain 
cropping along the Senegal floodplain
which runs for 600 km downstream of 
Bakel, and is up to 30 km wide in 
plares. Many local families also keep 
cattle and catch fish. 

River basin planning, which 
impinges on such areas, has been 
applied both within countres 
through schemes such as the Botswana 
National Water Development Plan 
or in international drainage basins, 
such as the Senegal, Chad, Gambia 
and Niger basins. This is development
planning on the grand scale and fre
quently involves foreign experts, on 
the assumption that the northern 
industrialized world 'knows best' In 
practice many such schemes fail 
entirely to understand the wisdom of 

not been encouraJ2il. 
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local management practices, and some are environmentally disastrous. 
The 360-kr Jonglei Canal, aimed at

speeding waterflow through the Sudd
swampland of southern Sudan, halted 
since 1980 by the civil war, has its
defenders. But it would have had a
damaging impact on the 400,000 pas-
toralists living in the- area, as their
lands dried up from the siphoning off 
of some 20 million m' of water per
day for irrigation projects in Egypt
and northern Sudan. This is not to
mention the half million wild grazing
animals, including some 300,000 large
rare antelopes (Tiang), which depend 
on these wetlands. 

River basin planning has been 
widely adopted in Africa, with 
examples ranging 
from the VoltaRiver Authority - where the Ako-sombo Dam created the largest arti-
ficial lake in the world, displaced
84,000 people and covered what was
formerly some of the most productive
agricultural land in Ghana - to the 
Aswan High Dam in Egypt, the Tana 
and Athi River Basin Development inKenya and the Niger Dams Authority
in Nigeria. International projects
include the huge Central African
Power Corporation, concerned with 
the Kariba and Cahora Basa dams on 

the Zambezi. 
Such projects are not only large andexpensive. They are also frequently

flawed. Nigeria, with the most exten-
sive system of river basin planning in
Africa, has exposed the worst excesses
of stifling bureaucracy. As the
Nigirian"geographer, A T Salau, has
written, 'most of the new river basin 
authorities have not collectad enough
data to warrant the large-scale devel-
opments they envisage". There has 
been a lack of trained staff to appraise
the work of foreign consultants. The
result can be haphazard and risky
development, very far from the ideal
of controlled, efficient and integrated
planning that is needed. "It has", says
Salau "to some extent, foreclosed 
alternative ways of improving rural 
welfare and productivity." 
. There is Lninescapable logic to the 
concept ofintegrated planning for sus-
tainable development, which is the
central theme guiding .IUCN'sWetlands Programme. "It is not theprinciple of planning water resources 
in an integrated way that is at fault,
but the grandiose scale of the plans
that have been put forward in Africa," 
says Wifliam A Adams in his study
Wasting the Rain: Use and Misuse of
Rivers and Wedtlands in Africa. 

It is the lure of complete control 
over nature by a centralized technical 
planzing body that has so often failed, 
says Adams. Understanding the inter-
actions of human uses, and the ways
in which they relate to the natural vari-
ations in river flow, is vital to any sus-
tainable future in Africa, he adds. 

Even now, dam design is dominated 

by hydrology, engineering, geology

and economics. Disciplines like soci-

ology, anthropology or developmentstudies are rarely given a professional
role to play, and if they are it is too
often a token one. 

Many of the dams built on African 
rivers have had serious, even dis-
astrous'environmental impacts. "It is 
truly tragic that the dams that Africans 
are enduring debt to build have suchserious side-effects," says Adams. 
Such massive engineering projects
affect the human use of the floodplain,
through for example, grazing. They
affect the breeding of fish and fishing 

economies, they upset the natural bal
ance between the various resourceusers, creating a context for disputes.

Indeed, the idea that water resource
development should involve the build
ing of large dams and large-scale irri
gation schemes is outmoded. It has
been shown that the massive costs do 
not justify the modest, or even nega
tive returns. 

The dominant desire to control nat
ural processes and to transform 
economic activity ignores the serious
limits to our understanding of the
African environment. Technical 
advisers, engineers and governments
consistently fail to understand the 
resource-use systems they affectare 
ing, and particularly, the way in which
they are inter-linked. And the planning
procedures which until now have been 
used, are frequently incapable of pro
ducing proj-cts that use money elfec
tively, improve the environment and
raise the living standards of the rural poor.

There is another way. The IUCN. 
Wetlands Programme has begun a
series of initiatives in partnership with
African governments which builds on
the principles of the World Conserv
ation Strategy, Caringfor the Earth. 

In Uganda, it has helped develop a
National Wetlands Conservation and
Management Programme. A similar 
effort is under way in Tanzania. In
Nigeria, the Wetlands Programme is 
supporting the Hadejia-Nguru
Wetlands Conservation Project. This
is an attempt to promote integrated
and sustainable use of the floodplains

along the Hadejia and Jama'ara rivers
 
against pressures of upstream water
 
abstraction 
 and demands for canaliz
ation downstream.


In all such cases. IUCN puts the
focus on the way natural systems
work, the way people adapt to them,
and the strategies necessary to
enhance the productivity of the 
resources in ways that maximize 
human benefit. U 

DrPatrickDugan was, until recently,
Headofthe IUCN Wetlands 
Programme,basedin Gland,
Switzerland.He is now Directorof 
ReglonalAffairs at IUCN. 
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TesusVLny of Ambassador Strobe Talbott really doing -- what we are doing tDgntbj -- isUnited States Senat nothing less than helping to shape history.Foreign Operations Appropriations Subcommittee
April 21, 1993 There have been three great rugges in this 

century. The first was World War I, a conflagration 
that ignited the Russian Revolution of 1917; theMr. Chairman and distinguished members of the second wasCommittee: Thank you for the opportunity 

the world war against fascism andto begin a imperialism of 1939-1945; the third was the cold wardialogue on the Presidant's policy toward Russia and against Soviet communism and expansionisa.the other new independent states. 
Now a fourth great struggle is underway inBefore discussing the sFecifics of that policy, I Eurasia. It pits those who brought down the Sovietwant to take a momant to crimpliment Chairman Leaby communist system against those who would like tofor his consistent leac,rship in support of Russia preserve its vestiges if not restore its essence. Itand the other NIS. He was one of the first to speAk pits those who are determined to build a proud futureout in favor of assisting these nations, and &Lor against thoso who are clinging to a cruel andrecently, he called on the President to take bold shrmeful past. In short, it pits reform against

action to help secure the forces of democracy in reaction.
 
Russia. 
It ir clear the President listened. His 
 We have a stake 
suggestion 

in the outcome of that struggle.that we utilize the Food for Progress Until now, many American's have been led to see ourprogram to help Russia was part of the Vancouver 4take primarily in terms of what we do njt want to 
package. 

happen: We do not want economic distress andThe task of your Subcommittee, Mr. Chairman, is political turmoil to trigger a civil war that could 
to draft legislation, just 
as the task of our 
 rage across eleven timeAdministration is to craft policy. But 

zones; we do not want aon the issue 
 nuclear Yugoslavia in the heart of Eurasia; nor do 
e 
before us in this hearing, what we are 

want to See the 
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A strategic alliance implies a policy intended to 

serve us, and our allies, for a long time. And so 

rise of a naw dictatorship that represses its people, 

threatens its neighbors, and requires the United 

to a Cold War footing. ours must.
States and its allies to return 

Yet while takin- the long view, ourMr. Chairman, while those concerns are entiraly 
valid, I believe we need to think of our objoctivss Administration has also had to act quickly. The 

anow in the beginning of this Administration has coincided with
in much more positive terms: An investment 

heroic effort of these new democracies to restructure crisis in Russian politics. Exactly one month after 

President Clinton's inauguration here in Washington,their economies will pay dividends down the road. A 


in MoscowRussia, a Ukraine, a Kazakhstan fully integrated into President Yeltsin threw down the gauntlet 
before a parliament that is dominated by 

the international economy will be a reliable source p 

for caw materials and manufactured products, areactionaries. 

April 25, Mr. YeltsLnreliable market for American goods and services, and Your days from now, on 

and in dealing with faces a referendum in which the Russian people willa reliable partner in diplomacy 


their views on his leadership, on his

global threats to human welfare and the environment, express 

economic policies and on whether there should be new
 
In other words, Mr. Chairman, our policy should 

presidential and parliamentary elections.not be only to prevent the worst that can happen, but 


We all hope that the referendum will strengthen
should focus on nurturing the best. Russia is 
the reformers' ability to pursue their course. We 

undergoing a transformation in its very nature as a 

state. No, therefor*, should undertake a want the Russian people to understand that the world 

stands with them as they mak the transition from 
in the role we play.corresponding transformation 


Having successfuly led an international coalition comunism to democracy and free markets.
 

against the Soviet Union for nearly half a century, But we recognize that Ap-il 25 may not be
 

or for worse. And theU-2must now lead a strategic alliance with conclusive, either for better 

referendum alone is unlikely to end the struggle
 

post-Soviet reford.
 
between competing interests and conflicting visions. 
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Both on April 25 and in the months, Lnd years, 


that 
follow, the show down between the reformers and 

thu reactionaries will be waged largely over the 


issue of which camp represents the inte::ests of the 

Russian people. One of the main reasons that 

President Yeltsin is embattled today is that too many 


Russians identify reform with -hardship -- with 

skyrocketing prices, falling living standards, and 

dateriorating social order, 


Uless the reformist government is able to build 

a broader and more active constituency for its 

policies in the months to come, those policies 
-- and 


that government -- will be in jeopardy. 

Thus, the Administration has had boldly,to move 

in a way that reflects our rense of urgency yet 

demonstrates our commitment to the long haul. In what 


we have done already, and in what we ar_ asking you 

to do now, as you go about drafting foreign-aid 

legislation in the weeks ahead, the United States 


must advance two objectives: 

rirst, we must do %hat 
we can from the outside to 


make the benefits of reform visible and tangible to 

the people on the inside -- that is, average Russians 

-- and to do so as soon as possible. 
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Secon., we must find targets for support that 

will last, that represent trends we hope will bOcome 

irreversible, so that we are supporting an on-gning
 

process that can survive the buffeting of political
 

and economic setbacks.
 

While the first of these objectives is short-term
 

and the second is long-term, they are, we believe,
 

entirely compatible. Indeed, they are mutually
 

reinforcing. 

We believe that both objectives are evident in 

the four steps the Administration has taken in 

support of reform: the $1.6 billion initiative that
 

President Clinton unveiled in Vancouver on April 4;
 

the $28.4 billion package of multilateral measures to
 

which the G-7, led by the United States, committed 

itseif last week; the additional $1.3 billion in 

bilateral program.s that the Administration announced 

at the same time; and, finally, the $704 million 

1RZZDOH Support Act component of the Fr '94 budget. 

Let me say a bit about each. 

At the conclusion of the Vancouver sumit two 

weeks ago yesterday, the President announced a plan 

for accelerating, intensifying and redirecting 

existing programs so that their 
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benefits will be apparent to the asian people this Significantly, the Tokyo meeting was the first 

year. Moreover, the Vancouver package is intended to joint meeting of finance and foreign ministers in the 

meet the key needs that the Russian reformers history of the G-7. It was intended to underscore the 

themselvesMDNM have identified: in the areas of connection between politics and economics in Russia: 

energy and environment, housing, exchanges, market reform is likely to succeed only in a 

private-sector development, and trade and investment pluralistic society governed by the rule of law; 

activities. democracy is more likely to thrive in a vibrant 

The Vancouver package also included $7100 million economy. 

in concessional loans for food 3ales, which permit a Tokyo also damonstrated two vital themes in this 

resumption of U.S. food exports to Russia. Administration's policy: first, that we, the United 

It has been President Clinton's determination States, are in partnership with our fellow industrial 

from the outset to use U.S.-Russian bilateral democracios; second, that we, the industrial 

cooperation as a catalyst to multilateral support for democracies, are in partnership with the Russian 

Russian reform. retfrmers who are trying to transform their country 

In that spirit, ten days after the Vancouver into an industrial democracy in its own right. Just 

summit, Secretary of State Christopher and Secretary as the contents of the Vancouver package reelected 

of the Treasury Bentsen traveled to Tokyo for a the discussions between Presidents Clinton and 

meeting of the Group of Seven. The Tokyo meeting Yeltsin, so the contents of the Tokyo package 

delivered a clear message of support for Yeltsin and reflected what roreign Minister Kozyrev and Deputy 

the reform movement. That support took the form of a Prime Minister rederov told Secretaries Christopher 

commitment on behalf of the G-7 to help Russia and Bentsen and their assembled G-7 colleagues: 

restructure key sectors of its economy, divest namely, that Russia needs Western help to maintain 

iteself of inefficient state %Lnterprises, finance the pace of reform. 

critical imports and stabilize its currency. Minister rederov and his colleagues were actively 

involved in the discussions leading up to Tokyo. They 

helped shape a 
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number of the elements of the multilateral package. This includes $4 billion for a new IMr standby 
Their involvement focused the G-7 effort on program and a renewed commitment to a $6 billion 
developing a realistic set of short- and medium-term currency stabilization program.
 

obje--tives for reform. Ministers Fedorov and Kozyrev Unlike last year's G-7 program to support Russian 
participated fully in the second day of the G-7 reform, this year' s program sets what we believe to 
meetings. The G-7, in turn, made clear to the be realistic standards for Russian performance. The 
Ministers that it is up to the Russians themselves Russian economy must walk before it can run. Each 
control inflation before our support can be 
 incremental step must be matched by prompt,
 

effectively used. demonstrable benefits to the Russian economy -- and 
The Tokyo G-7 package includes approximately $4 to the Russian people. 

billion in fast-disbursing funds from the The third component of multilateral support is 
International Monetary Fund and World Bank. These are directed toward reforms in specific sectors of the 
targeted at the primary objectives of reigning in the economy. While long-term viability depends on the 
credit policies of the Russian Central Bank and success of the stabilization program, et.' rts in 
providing critical imports to slow the economic sectors like energy and agriculture, can compliment 

contraction. Disbursements could be made in a matter and enhance the stabilization program by increasing 
of weeks. They would allow the Russian government to foreign exchange earnings and making improvements in 
undertake some of politically tough measures 
 the local market visible to the general population.
 
necessary to stabilize the economy. In Tokyo, the G-7 leaders committed $14 billion to 

These initial steps would, we hope, yield this effort, most of it in the form of new export 
substantial progress in the campaign against 
 credits.
 

inflation. The government could than translate The U.S. has already made a significant 
success on that critical front into a more 
 contribution in this area. 
In Tokyo we announced with
 

comprehensive economic stabilization program. The G-7 the Russians an agreement on a 

has agreed to support $10 billion over the coming 

year for this endeavor. 
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$2 billion XXIM framework for export credits in the strongly QndorseL by the Russian reformers -- would 
oil and gas industry. The U.S. equipment and services help easu the economic and social consequences of 
financed under this agreement will substantially privatizing some of the more than 20,000 mediu- and 
increase Russian exports and foreign exchange large-scale enterprises. 
earnings. At the same time, there will be benefits The fund would help make the newly privatized 
here at home. The first tranche of $500 million in firms self-sustaining with loans to modernize plants, 

guarantees alone will support thousands of jobs in retraining for workers, and technical assistance to 
U.S. companies that were hit hard by the recent 
 managers who are making the adjustment to operating 
recession, 
 in a market economy.
 

We also laid the groundwork at Tokyo for a number The Russian economy and society are cursed by 
of what we believe to be promising additional huge -- and hugely inefficient -- rtate-owned 
multilateral measures, 
 enterprises that utterly dominate entire cities. The
 

We hope to persuade the G-7 to join us in Special Privatization and Restructuring rund would be 
providing assistance for the safe dismantlement and used td help municipal governments in these 
destruction of nuclear weapons in keeping with the one-company towns cope with the consequences of 
terms of international agreements. We were pleased breaking up and selling off these uonoliths. Outlays 
that the Japanese announced last week that they will from the fund could be used to invest in local 
contribute $100 million toward this end, but we think infrastructure to support the smaller, newly 
more needs to be done by them and by other G-7 privatized companies and the comities of 'jhich 
members. We agreed in Tokyo to establish a working they are a part. 
group on how to expand the nuclear-weapons To be effective on ground, this program must be 
dismantlement program by the July G-7 sumit. carefully targeted, phased, and monitored. The funds 

The second new proposal put forward by the United would be directed toward enterprises and counities 
States at Tokyo was for the creation of a Spccial that are selected as the most promising and deserving. 

Privatization and Restructuring lund. This fund -

which is an American idea 
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The U.S. proposed in Tokyo that the G-7 create a 
 The G-7 has agreed to establish a working group
Support Implementation Office. The office would be 
 on the Special Privatization Fund, with a view toward
 
headed by a person with strong administrative and making a decision by the July summit. 
managerial cs-pabilities, as well as experienced in Finally, Hr. Chairman, let me say a bit about the 
Russian affairs, tuid with a small staff of technical 
 new package of U.S.-Russian bilateral initiatives
 
experts. This office would also be responsible for that President Clinton announced simultaneously with 
working with the Russian reformers to remove the G-7 meeting. 
bureaucratic obstacles to iplementation of G-7 
 You will recall that at Vancouver, the President
 
programs, and Zor ensuring that Western funds are indicated his intention to go beyond the $1.6 billion 
spent effectively, 

program he announced there. He would, he said, seek 
At Tokyo, the U.S. %old the G-7 that the 
 additional funds for certain high-priority areas


Administration would seek from Congress $500 million after he had a chance to take into account what he 
for the Privatization Fund as a "challenge grant, " to had heard from President Yeltsin -- and what he
be matched by at least $1.5 billion in contributions 
 learned from further consultations with Congress. The
 
from other countries, as wll as up to $2 billion in 
 congressional consultations have begun in earnest,

co-financing by the World Bank and the European Bank and I regard my appearance before you here today as 
for Reconstruction and Development. part of that process. 

Here again, Mr. Chairman, please note one of the The Aidministration is comitted to seeking
central elements of our policy: The U.S. is not only 
 approximately $1.3 billion in additional bilateral
 
demonstrating its leadership -- it is using that assistance to support reform in Russia and the new 
leadership to leverage from the international independent states. Those funds would be used to 
community considerably mor& money than we are putting strengthen programs in the priority areas of energy 
on the table ourselves, 

and environment, housing, the private sector, 

exchanges, trade and investment, and humanitarian 

assistance. How exactly
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the $1.3 billion vii! be apportioned is still a 

matter we are discussing. Our discission will, as I 

just indicated, depend in signficant measure on our 

deliberations with you and your colleagues, both on 

the details of the package and on the appropriate 

funding mechanisms. 

While I cannot, therefore, get into a detailed 

breakdown of the package, I can suy a bit more about 

the areas on which we intend to concentrate. 

In energy and environment, a substantial portion 

of the funds would be used to finance improvements i 

nuclear-reactor safety. With nearly two dozens 

water-cooled nuclear power plants, there is an urgent 

need for additional assistance to upgrade the safety 

syst.Ts and protect against potentially catastrophic 

accidents. 

We also hope to expand significantly our efforts 

to improve oil production and restore oil and gas 

pipelines that are an environmental hazard and that 

waste precious resources. Other industries are also 

major polluters and desperately need the benefits of 

U.S. technology, 
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In Vancouver, President YeltLn identified 

housing for returning and demobilized officers an a 

top priority. It is in our interest as well as his to 

s* the continued withdrawal of the troops of the 

former Soviet ;.rmed forces from neighboring 

countries, especially the Baltics. The success of 

continued politicil reform is, in part, dependent on 

the military staying out of politics and allowing the 

democratic transformation to continue. 

Expnded U.S. support could finance the 

construction of several thousand housing units for
 

returning officers. This initiative seeks to Include 

the U.S. private sector and American private and 

voluntary organizations in building houses and 

developing the local construction capacity. 

There is also a need to expand efforts to help
 

Russia's farmers and institutions create a
 

riarket-driven food system. If more U.S. 

agribusinesses are linked with Russian partners, it 

will help break marketing bottlenecks and make g 

delivery systems more efficient. Expanded programs 

would resnond to the eer growing demand to help 

small businesses and entropreneurs overcome the 

enormous obstacles that are the vestige of a cosimand 

economy.
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Tho funds we are requesting for the FY '94 partnership with Russian reform" -- we a'e not
 

VREZDCM Support Act will be "eignted toward states resorting to euphemisms. We are sxprssaing what we
 
other than Russia in the hopes that many will have believe to be a fundamental aspect of our policy. All 

followed Russia's lead in reform. the programs I have outlined for you today are
 
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, my overall point is intended to benefit both Russia's people and our own. 

that as you and your colleagues examine the specifics 

of our policy, I think you will see that they reflect 

our deterritnation to support reformers wherever they 

Ire to be found, whether in capitals like Moscow or
 

Kiev or Bishkek, or in the farthest reaches of those 

countries, large or small; whether in the Kremlin or
 

the parliament or the regional governments or 

municipalities, down to the grassroots.
 

We have also concentrated, to the greatest extent 

possible, on the non-governmental sector. Since we 

are trying to nurture the growth of the private 

sectors in the new independent states, it is natural 

that we should anlist the American private sector. 

That is another a common denominator of the 

initiatives we have put forward. 

In general, Mr. Chairman, when we speak about 

U.S.-Russian economic "engagement' and "partnership" 

instead of "assiotan7e" and "aid" -- when we speak 

about building a "strategic 
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with members of this Committee and other members of 	 many of the successful programs under the NFREDOM 

Congress before making final decisions on the 	 Support Act into next year. Those funds will be used 

in the same key "res I have just outlined. components of the additional request. I would welcome 

your views on the areas I mentioned as priorities as Before making myself available to your questions, 

a final point. much of what thewall as programs you think we missed. let me make 

I should add that Ambassador Thomas Simone will Administration has done so far -- and much of what I 

shortly be assuming the post of coordinator of our 	 have said here this morning -- has been focused on 

Russia. That in appropriato, given the sheer size of 

to the country as well as the magnitude of the problems 

assistance programs to the new independent states. 


After serving for several years as Ambassador 


Poland, he has a great deal of experience in helping it poses, and of the opportunities it represents.
 

this Administration's efforts will be 

what works and directed at reform in all of the new independent 

former comunists countries make the transition to 	 However, 

democracy and market 	 reform. He knows 

has the proven leadership and states. A significant thare of the grants and crredits
what doesn't, and he 

announced in Vancouver and Tokyo will be directedmanagement skills to ensure that the many agencies 


A number of the
involved remain focussed on key objectives and are 	 toward the other countrias. 

complimentary to each other. I expect Ambassador multilateral programs announced in Tokyo, like the
 

Simons to work closely with members of this Committee new IMr facility, will be available to these
 

the path to roform.

and its staff in shaping our program and carrying out 	 countries a- they move along 


Substantial amounts of our own Nunn-Lugar
his duties. 

will coordinate U.S. assistance nuclear-weapons dismantlement funds will also be used
Ambassador Simons 

rR]ODOM in Ukraine, Belarus and Kazakhstan. So will funds 
programs, including those funded under the 

and on which from whatever dismantlement program emerges from the
Support Act, which was passed last year 

we intend to build. A you know, we have requested 	 G-7. 

$704 million in the rY '94 budget to continue 
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Additional funding would also be used to Still, there must be a continuing component of 
dramatically increase the number of people-to-people humanitarian assistance as well. Americans have 
exchanges. There is no substitute for making training 
 always responded generously to medical emrgencies 
and first-hand experience in America avaiable to around the world, and the need in Russia is acute. 
people who lived their entire lives under a system The recent Congresional delegation, of which several 
that discouraged creative initiative and independent of you were a part, saw the appalling lack of 
thinking. It is our hope that thousands of students, 
 supplies for hospitals. Some of the funds we are 
teachers and budding entreprQneurs could be given the requesting in the follow-up bilateral package would 
chance to study and train in this country. They would be used for supplying vaccines and responding to
 
take back not just facts and know-how, but a view of critical shortage. of medicines, especially those 
a successful democracy and free market based on a that will help children. 
real experience. 

But in this area, too, we are guided by the 
To expand bilateral trade and nveatment, the adage: give a man a fish and you feed him for a day; 

Administration would also intend to provide teach him how to fish, and you foed him for a 
additional credits and guarantees through the lifetime. 
Xxport-Import Bank and the Ove.seas Private Our hope in that over time, Russia and the other 
Investment Corporation. Beyond the oil and gas sector new independent states will move away from a reliance 
already being targeted, the KXIM Bank and OPIC could on foreign donations. To that end, we want to provide 
use additional funds to support financing in areas technical assictance to build up local capacity for 
like mineral extraction, telecommunications and the manufacture of basic pharmaceuticals, 
air-traffic control and defense conversion. With U.S. particularly in areas outside of Moscow. 
companies and exports directly supported by these Iet me reiterate that I have purpooely not 
programs, the mutual benefits are obviouz. attached specific dollar figures to the programs 

have mentioned here because we hope over the next few 
weeks to have continuing consultations
 

I 



US Aid to Central and Eastern Europe: 
A Call for Imagination 

..	 Robert L. Hutchingst Special Adviser 
For East European Assistance 
Statement before the Subcommittee on Foreign Operations of the 

House Appropriations Committee, Washington, DC, April 1.9, 1993 


am pleased to have this opportunity 
to testify, for I believe that the US 
assistance program for Central and

Eastern Europe is one of the most 
important activities [that] our country
undertakes. Three ahd ahalf years
after the democratic revolutions of 
19S9, the countries of this region are in 
the midst ofdeep recession, with rising
unemployment and social tensions 
threatening the political consensus 
behind these painful economic and 
political transitions. Yet there have 
been spectacular successes as well: a 
dynamic new private sector in Poland, 
now accounting for more than half of 
GDP; an upsurge in US and other 
Western investment in the Czech 
Republic; and an impressive expansion
of Hungarian trade with new partners
in the West. 

In the Balkans, progress has been 
more halting and uneven, owing partly 
to the economic and political spillover
of the conflict in [the] former Yugosla-
via. Yet, despite these strains, 
Bulgaria, Albania, and Romania have 
maintained their commitment to free 
market democracy under very difficult 
circumstances. The Baltic states, too, 
are making steady progress despite the 
many problems associated with the 
withdrawal of Russian troops and the 
disruption of traditional trade relations. 

The success of these new democra-
cies isof enormous importance to US 
interests. As the first to attempt the 
transition from communism to democ-
racy, they can be an example to Russia, 
Ukraine, and others facing even 
greater difficulties. Russians need to 
see Chat this transition can be made 
successfully and peacefully. A demo-
cratic and pruspering Eastern Europe,
with acombined population of some 
135 million, isalso becoming an impor-

,,__more 

tant market for US goods and ser-
vices-and agateway to the vast 
potential markets farther east. Finally,
successful progress toward stable 
democracy in Eastern Europe is key 
to ending the continent's postwar
division and building apeaceful, 
democratic order across Europe that 
assures security at lower cost to 
ourselves. The bleak alternative to this 
vision is being played out before our 
eyes in the former Yugoslavia.

US and other Western assistance 
obviously cannot assure success nor 
guarantee that there will not be 
"another Yugoslavia." But our help can 
make adifference-sometimes adeci-
sive one. As our assistance program 
enters its fourth year, we can say with 
confidence that our help has already
made adifference-in providing capital
and other assistance to Poland's new 
entrepreneurs, for example, and in 
helping the Czechs navigate their 
ambitious program of mass privati-
zation. 

The Administration's request for 
FY 1994 is $409 million for programs
authorized under the SEED [Support
for East European Democracy] Act,
roughly the same as last year's appro-
priated amount. This will mean atight
budget, particularly in light of the 
increased number of recipient countries 
and the still-growing needs in the 
region. However, with the anticipated
completion, or near completion, of the 
capitalization of the first two Enter-
prise Funds for Poland and Hungary 
during the current fiscal year, we will 
then have somewhat greater flexibility 
to augment some of our smaller 
programs elsewhere. Two general 
areas where we intend to expand our 
assistance in the region are public 
sector reform and environmental 
assistance, both of which are areas of 
high interest to this committee. 

As the committee has pointed out, 
the early predictions of a3-to 5-year 
"sunset" for this program have proved 
much too optimistic. We, nonetheless,
continue to see this program as a 
transitional one, even if the sunset will 
take 1ngel 'to ivethi s tici. 
pated during the heady days of 1989. 
Without trying to be too specific or 
engaging in false precision, I would 
forecast roughly steady needs inthe 

advanced countries ofCentral 
Europe for another 2to 3years,
followed by agradual phasing down.
The rest of the region isharder to 
forecast, but it isclear that needs will 
rise before they begin to taper off, with 
the net result that it will be some years
before the overall assistance needs in 
the region diminish substantially.
Even after the "sunset" has finally 
arrived, we may want to maintain 
modest cooperative programs to ensure 
the survival and sustainability of 
certain partnerships and exchanges,
but these countries would, at that 
point, effectively have "graduated"
from SEED assistance. 

I would like to depart from the 
usual practice whereby Administration 
officials chronicle only the virtues of 
their policies or programs. I would like 
to focus on our weaknesses, too, in the 
interest of strengthening our dialogue
This Administration iscommitted to 
that kind of dialogue, and the introduc
tion to this year's SEED Act Imple
mentation Report reflects our readi
ness to admit mistakes, share with you
the dilemmas that we have not yet
been able to answer, and engage in full 
and open discussion. 

Let me begin by identifying what 
I see as the major strengths of this 
program: 

First, it isquick, responsive, and 
flexible. It iswilling to take risks. 

Second, it has developed innova
tive ways of delivering assistance-the 
Enterprise Funds, the International 
Media Fund, the Citizens Democracy
Corps, and others-that have helped 
cut through bureaucratic delays.

Third, through these and other 
programs such as the ABA's [American
Bar Association] Central and East 
European Legal Initiative and the 
MBA Enterprise Corps, the US 
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assistance program has built a public-
private partnership that enables us to 
use scarce public funds to leverage 
large private sector assistance. 

Fourth, it engages the strengths of 
multiple agencies, including those that 
are charged with advancing US corn-
mercial interests, 

Fiflh and most important, it is 
based on close cooperation among 
State, USAID [US Agency for Interna-
tional Development], Treasury, NSC 
[National Security Council], and other 
key agencies, so that foreign assistance 
is an integral part of broader foreign 
p,:icy interests.and linked to domestic 
poLcy as well. 

Now the deficiencies-and here I 
shuld mention that those which worr 
me most are not always those that are 
called to my attention by the Congress. 
I believe it is worth exploring why this 
is sou,also in the interest of strengthen-
ing our dialogue, 

* First, we are still too slow and 
risk-averse. These countries are in the 
midst of profound and revolutionary 
change. Their needs a.d priorities are 
in constant flux, and we must keep up if 
we are to be relevant to their transfor-
mations. G.K. Chesterton once said 
that anything worth doing is worth 
doing badly, by which he meant that 
there are some things so important, 
some tasks so urgent, that we stauld 
be prepared to take risks and be 
prepared to make mistakes. I try to 
keep this in mind when an East Euro-
pean minister makes a request that 
was not even on his agenda 2 months 
before. If we allowed ourselves the 
luxury of studying a problem until we 
satisfied every possible concern, the 
need will have passed before we decide 
what to do about it. 

a Another weakness is program 
proliferation. We are simply trying to 
do too much with too little money. We 
are making some headway in paring 
down our programs and focusing them 
more tightly, but, as we all know, it is 
easier to start a program than stop one. 
I hope that our country strategy 
papers-which I will describe in a 
moment-w il help us build greater 

discipline into every program [that] we 
undertake or consider. 

9 Coordination remains a weak-
ness. Within our government, we have 
developed remarkably good coopera-
tion among the 18 agencies involved, 
and coordination between Washington 
and the field is improving steadily, but 
international coordination leaves much 
to be desired. There is too much 
duplication and competition among 
donors and too little coordination of 
activities so that we can make the best 
and most effective use of our collective 
resources. We have no magic formula 
to offer and certainly do not want to 
build yet another international bureau-
cracy to try to solve the problem, but 
we are taking some practical steps that 

we hope will improve coordination. We 
are working to improve coordination 
among the major players-the I M F 
[International Monetary Fund], World 
Bank, EBRD [European Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development], EC, 
the United States, and others-and 
then to improve coordination in the 

region itself on select sectors. We have 
been pushing for these steps in various 
forums and will present further, 
specific suggestions at three meetings 
next month: a G-24 [Group of 24] 
senior officials meeting and combined 
G-24AVorld Bank meetings on Bulgaria 
and Romania. Our feeling is that we 
may be able to achieve more by 
lowering our sights and focusing on 
limited but sharply defined areas 
where coordination is most urgently 
needed. 


e Of course, there are also specific 
weaknesses regarding individual 
projects and activities. Given the size 
and complexity of our assistance 
program, it could hardly be otherwise. 
This committee has expressed particu-
lar concern with some aspects of the 
operations of the Enterprise Funds. 
We take these concerns very seriously 
and want to work with you to resolve 
them. At the same time, I hope that 
these efforts do not cause us to lose 
sight of the funds' great success in 
helping develop the new private 
sectors in the region. 

Some of the weaknesses ihave 

identified-and this committee may

help me identify others-are product 


assistance program that has evolved 
and is still evolving. Already, we have 
passed through three stages. In 1989 

and 1990, we sought "targets of 
opportunity" and put a premium on 
getting programs up and running as 
quickly as possible. It was politically 
essential to do so-to show US engage
ment and support at that critical 
moment. In 1990 and 1991, we put in 
place the "building blocks" of the 
program. These included the four 
Enterprise Funds, partnership pro,
grams in various sectors, and large 
institutional contracts that are ad-iiinis
tered regionally but deployed 
according to each country's specific 
needs. 

Beginning last year, we developed 
more detailed country strategies

tightly argued, real-world statements 
of our priority objectives and the 
programs we have, or intend, to 
advance those objectives. These docu
ments, prepared with the country team 
and USAID representative in the lead 
and in full consultation with host 
governments, are helping us achieve a 

greater degree of rigor in our work, 
improve transparency and predictabil
ity, enhance host country participation, 
and develop better communication 
among Washington agencies and 
between Washington and the field. In 
short, the process of developing these 
papers-the ongoing interaction on the 
substance and aims of our assistance 
program-is at least as important as 
the products themselves. 

Let me elaborate on this dimension 
of the program's evolution, which I 
know is of special interest to this 
committee. In the early stages of the 
program, some of the successes we 
achieved may have come at the ex
pense of the full participation of 
embassies and host governments. This 
was at a time when we were rushing to 
launch programs, many of which were 
by nature experimental, and when 
USAID offices were embn-onic and 
host governments disorganized. Now, 
with 3 years' experience, USAII) 
offices better staffed, and host govern
ments more clear about their own 
priorities, the program has evolved. 
The role of USA ID representatives has 
been clarified and strengthened, and 
we are developing a new balance of 

responsibilities between Washington 
agencies,embassies, and host govern
ments.
 



Here is how this process is working 
in practice. Last fall, I led an inter-
agency delegation from State, USAID, 
Treasury, and NSC to Poland, the 
Czech and Slovak Republics, and 
Hungary, stopping in Brussels on the 
way for consultations with EC officials, 
These were intensive discussions, over 
the course of 3 to 4 days in each 
country. They included meetings with 
the ambassador, the USAID represen-
tative, and the entire country team; 
!arge group meetings between the US 
delt gation-together with the ambas-
sador and USAID representative-and 
.tnior officials from all the key host 
c)antry ministries; and a series of more 
detailed meetings with individual 
,ninistries according to schedules 
'.,rked out in advance with the 
g4Jvernments concerned. We reached 
igret.ment on the strategies and 
priurities of US assistance, engaged in 
a ro,holds-barred critique of the 
assi[stance program, and agreed on an 
actiun plai for addressing problems 
tat we could not resolve on the spot. 
Regi;:ar visits like this, aluig with the 
more detailed country strategy papers 
we are developing, are helping u4 
define the agenda for an ongoing, 
substantive dialogue among Washing-
ton, our embassies and USAID 
representatives, and senior officials of 
each host government, 

The program is evolving organiza-
tionally within the Department of State 
as well. As Assistant Secretary [of 
State for European and Canadian 
Affairs] Oxman explained during his 
confirmation hearings, the office I 
direct will be under his authority in the 
Department's overall reorganization. 
The Administration, beginning most 
'mmcdiately with Mr. Oxman and 

M',s,.'f, is committed to implementing 
.his inJve in a way that preserves the 
program's effectiveness and inter

agency character while also strength
ening overall policy integration within 
the Department. 

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, let me 
return to Central and Eastern Eu
rope-to matters of bubstance rather 
than process. In that thrilling fall of 
1989, when our assistance program 
began, no one knew what lay ahead. 
No one forecast the split of Czechoslo
vakia; no one knew how these 
unprecedented democratic transitions 
would unfold; no one divined how 
quickly communism would unravel in 
Russia itself. We engaged as fa t as we 
could and learned as we went We 
were willing to take risks because of 
the importance and urgency of the task 
at hand, and we adapted the program 
to changing circumstances. 

Now, 3'/ years later, we are wiser, 
perhaps, but no more able to predict 
what the next few years will bring. 
These countries are still in the midst of 
profound and essentially unpredictable 
change; the economic transitions are in 
some cases well advanced, but the 
revolutionary transformation of these 
societies is only beginning. Democracy 
has scored amazing advances, but 
nowhere is democracy secure. Our 
commitment to this region must remain 
steady, but our policies and programs 
should stay nimble, with strong 
political leadership exercising the 
imagination and flexibility that these 
turbulent times demand. U 
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SOFT ASSISTANCE FOR HARD RUSSIAN REFORM 

by Karen LaFollette
 

Executive Summary
 

The difficulties Russia faces in 
its transition to
 a democratic market system have prompted Western lead
ers to 
pledge massive amounts of financial aid to
Moscow. 
 If the West intends to help President Boris
 
Yeltsin and assist Russian economic reforms, however,

it should refrain from sending large-scale aid. Rather

than encourage democracy or capitalism, aid is likely

to undermine the reform and prolong the transition to a

market economy. Moreover, foreign aid transfers will
 
not introduce the policy changes that the Russians

themselves must implement--widespread privatization,

deregulation, trade liberalization, and tax reform.
 
Although the West can 
help Russia by lowering trade

barriers, ending restrictive overseas investment rules,

and forgiving or restructuring Russia's debt, Western

leaders should realize that they cannot determine the
 
course of events in Russia.
 

The International Monetary Fund, the World Bank,

and other Western advisers have given Russian reformers
 
harmful advice that threatens to jeopardize Russia's

transition. 
 If Russian reforms are to succeed, rapid

anid widespread privatization, coupled with 
an end to
 
government subsidies to money-losing industries, is
 
needed.
 

Karen LaFollette is a research associate with 
the Institute
 
for Political Economy.
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-EconomicReform
and the Social Safety Net
 

Sheila Marnie 

The former communist countries inherited extensive so-
cial security systems that now require both restructur-
ing and trimming so that th'ey can provide effective
protection to the new poor of the reform period, while 
functioninp within tighter budgetary constraints. Many
aspects o the previous social security systems were 
wasteful and will have to be phased out in the reform
period. However, reform also implies the withdrawal of 
many indirect forms of support, such as price subsidies.
A carefully designed and targeted social safety net can 
pro 'ect the vulnerable from such changes while helpingto retain popular support for reform. 

he creation of a social safety 
net isgenerally considered to 
be an integral part of eco-

nomic reform. The idea is that the 
poorer, more vulnerable social groups
should not suffer excessive hardship 
during economic restructuring and 
that some mechanism should be in 
place to ensure that basic needs are 
met during the reform period. Since 
economic reform isexpected to lead 
to rising unemployment. a drop in 
real income, price hikes, and, conse-
quently. new cases of poverty, it is 'vision 

advisable to have asocial safety net in 
place to protect the low-income 
groups, While there is broad agree-
ment on the need for some kind of 
safety net, there appears to be less 
consensus over what form it should 
assume, of what itshould consist, a/ftd
how it should operate. ' 

The term "social safety net" tends 
tobe used loosely.Inanarrowsense, 
it refers to a minimum income guar-
antee; that is, "a scheme which en-
sures that everyone's income is 
broughtup to a specified minimum 
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level."' This narrow sense of the term 
suggests a last-resort measure" bridg-
ing the gap between a person's in-

'<come and the specified minimum 
income. In abroader sense, however, 
the term can mean "a series of mea-
sures designed to reduce the pain of 
unemployment for the individuals 
concerned and to protect minimum 
living standards of consumption and 
access to social services for everyone
in society, independent of their earn-
ing capacity or ownership ofassets."' 

'A.B.Atkinson, "Social Safety Nets and 
the Experienceof"WesternMarketEcono. 
mies" (paper presented at the Conference 
on the Labour Market, Employment, and 
Social Implications of Transitions inEast. 
em Europe, sponsored by the Organiza-
tion for Economic Cooperation and 
Development and the Intemational Labor 
Organization, Paris, September 1991). ' 

Seechaptr9oftheWorld Bank Coun-
try Study, Russian Economic Reform: 
Crossing the Threshold of Structural 
Change (Washington. D, C.: The World 
Bank, 1992). 

This usage of the term emlhrovs.,all 
social security benefits: a last-reson. 
minimum-incomeguarantee; and tlic 
need toi'ensure the operation :it :in 
acceptable level of instit.6.. pro
viding basic health and educ'itioni 
services. 

Most fomnrcommunist countrie, 
already 'have extensive systems of 
social security benefits, but these will 
need to be restructuredto met the
requirementsof the transition period. 
The communist systems tended to he 
quite generous in their coverage and
eligibiliiy rules but were often very
wasteful, The existing systems of en
titlementswillhawetoberaiion:lized' 
benefits may have to be scrapped or 
targeted more carefully. and sonie new 
ones will need to be introduced. For 
example, unemployment benefits will 
replace the practice underthe commit. 
nist regime of providing low-wage, 
low-productivity jobs asaIlor ofuni
versal incomesuppon. In gnceral ilt 

I idea isto move away fromItl. gur..roI 
"crle-to-grave" type of welk-rc pro

.ci.iomore carefully target vedm 
assistance. 
' Puttingin placeasocialsafvty net 
isnot, however, as simple as it might 
seem. One of the main prohlllem,
that the former communist cuntrie., 
have not inherited :t Ilexilbl.. VfiCiti 

iadministrative slruiiture or; cr(0l
i experienced niti'.rs. I will N.' dil 

ficult to make the"zi sv ,upporn s..
tems fully operatiinal inlHk" n'air 
future. If, for example. : miniwinm,' 
income guarantee isintr due, ,sint 
way of identifying those p' ple wit h I 
incomes below the minimi:m mIc.l 

i 

http:niti'.rs


SOCIA. SECURITY REFORM 

wil: have to be found and, presum-
ably, some form of income testing 
introduced. This is not an easy task in 
a Western context; but in former 
communis. societies, which inherited 
not only extensive :,ocial security sys-
teins hut ..lso inflexible, cumbersome 

tlate hi dies to administer them, there 
is a, real danger of an evcn larger 
huxreu,.racy's becoming involved in 
the .idmni!, ration of still more sticial 
kinds., lictctit en' , emenr progra ns 
%1 hae to be carefuly' designed: 
thev mu.st 'nsure that hardships are 

ninimtzed for the more vulnerable 
iOu'lil grups: in this way. they can 
in t rihire to maintaining the 

1"tions 
pric,.'.s. On the other hand, they
,ilmuld not diScourage ncople fr( :;I 
%vOrkingand should promote ent,'e-
pruncur,' .p--both vital elements of 
,ucce.,' ul economic reform. Benefit 

iI l' support for the reform 

Ipr(igr .Ils mIust provid- .,ccurit, but 
it the ,me time discourage depen-

dence orl the state. In the past the 
p,pul itrio tended to viev state hen-
,.its .is a kind of universal right. 

In drawing up berCfit entitle-
ment fmgrans, finarn:ial constraints 
oust also ')e taken into consider-

ation. Governments vill nec.' to find 
resources to finance mh, creation of 
siicial safety nets in a period when 
International lending mflsitutions, such 
,is the i,.ternational onetaty Fund, 
are making a!d conditional on the 
reci toin t budget deficits and gov-
erinent expenditures. Financing o-
tmal ,-,iire prigranms wll al ;o depend 
in the gi v ni.ero icts' ab iliry to collect 

!ax revenue, 

The freeing of prices can lead-
as has been the case in Russia-to 
high rates of inflation, unless it is 
coupled with atight monetary policy. 
If this happens, fixed transler pay-
ments, such as pensions, soon be-
come worthless and cannot provide 
adequate protection from the adverse 
effects of reform. The reaction of the 
Russian government and parliament, 
which ar,- seeking to keep social 
unrest in check and retain popular 
support, has been either to increase 
benefits periodically or to index them 
to inflation, This leads to the printing 
of ,ver more money to cover the 
increase in expenditures and, as a 

result, to even higher rates of infla-
ti :. Pensioins are at present indexed 
quarterly, but at tile current rate of 

finflatiim they become worthless well 
before the end of each (qter. Thus, 
current policies serve to fuel inflation, 
which in turi brings hardsiiptoth,)se

whom the 
 increases, indexation are 
,I ipposed to protect; namely, the poor 
living On fixed incomes, 

It is interesting to consider 
vhether tile forner communist coun,-

tries are able to le,.rn from one an-
other's experiences. Poland attracted 
internaional attention by being the 
first o'the fornercommunist countries 
to adopt the shock therapy" approach 
to reform. One O11t the argu ments 
against this approach was the poten-
tia my seriuS adverse effects on large 
segments Of the population, such is a 
sudden, steep rise i,, uieipnplointl_[ 

and a precii)itous drop in the li n., 

ston .,ri. ; i f a la rg e se c tion i th e 
population. Two years after the sart 

of reform, onecan begin to judge how 
drastic these effects have been. While 
Hungary adopted a more gradual 
approach to reform, it inherited from 

I the coomunist regime a particularly 
extensive system of social security 
benefits, which it can no longerafford; 
the cost Of rnaintairnau thi:- system has 
left the countr,'without funds to intro
duce benefits for its new poor. Russia 
has ostensibly embraced 's hick 
therapy" but is still reluctant to throw 
itself fully into re,orm, mainly becaLIse 
of residual fears anout the scial cu,,ts. 
All these countries have inheritd 
extensive social secLrity' benefits and 
indirect Corms ofsocial assistance., u h 

as price subsidies, that w%,ere loIoked 
Upon as rights that the ",tatc was 
obliged to gua:intee its citizcns. These 
rights" constituted an important ele

ment in an unwritten social contract 
whereby the lack of fre, loins and 
orhcr depivations we,we toicrated in 
ruturnforthe guaranteeofcert.afiti in
datnentals, such as jobs. housing, 
heating. and hasic food items. "oc ial 
security benefits and social iss,,ance 
will not be vithdraIN 0, hIt tihey %,ill 
almost certain!t' he less univcrs11 in 
character. Trinmming.ind targeting tile 
existing social security system %%ill 
renain politically sensitive as long is 
ti ecionomic benefits of reform re
nmin ntangihle to large segments 
0lme p-lplaltiori 

'ihe (itsi lP,.mnd. I ltinarv. .id
 
Ru.,ii ire discussS.d In !1e irtlcc. thM
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Light at the End of the Tunnel?
 
Keith Bush
 

The collapse of the planned economy, the lack of market 
mechanisms to take its place, and the disruption first of 
ties within the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance 
and then of relations between the former Soviet repub-
lics have resulted in a dramatic decline in respect of all 
,'ussia'smajor economic indicators. While privatization 
is proceding apace, the massive issuing of credits, high 
inflation, and a large budget deficit mean that the Rus-
sian economy is still experiencing serious difficulties. 
One major factor has be?n the failure of the Russian 
gove-nment adequately to raise internal prices on en-
ergy carriers and to charge wold prices for exports of 
these commodities to the former Soviet republics. De-
spite the severe drop in living standards, however, there 
has so far been little unrest, industrial or otherwise. A 
fundamental problem in implementing reform is that the 
country has become practically ungovernable. 

he Russ;an economy is expe- ductivity resulting from disincentives 
riencing a severe depression to innovation, the lack of competi-
that is expected to see amore tion, and low foreign trade participa-

than .0% decline in the gross national tion; and the monstrous defense 
product (GNP) for the period 1990- burden, unequaled in any major 
199-4. The depression followed some peacetime economy. 
hre - decades of secular, gradual 

d,,li:ie in average growth rates in the Economic Indicators 
Russian Soviet Federative Socialist The depression got urderway in 1990 
R-tpublic and the Russian Federaton when the command economy started 
economies.) Sor.,, of the preeminent to disintegrate but had yet to be re-
factors were the unsustainability of placed by market mechanisms or in-
the Stalinist growth model, whereby stitutions. It was compounded by the 
ever greater shares of GNP had to be disruption ofties first within the Coun-
devoted to new investment; a short- cil for Mutual Economic Assistance 
term approach, which led to the ex- and then between the former Soviet 
phirtion of the cheapest and most republ.cs. he measurement of this 
accessible resources at the expense decline has presented probtems. 
.fconse-vation, the environment ,nd Table 1 assembles the available offi-
rational development, demographic cial Soviet/Russian statistics for the 
trends; the low growth of factor pro- period 1993-1992 on the annual per

centage growth or decline in respect 
Keith Bush, "The Russian Econor '-t of some salient indicators. The prc- 
id-1992." The Former Soviet Unio., in cess of gathering official data has 

TDanisuon (Washington, D.C.: Joint Eco- suffered as a result of the overall eco-
nomic Committee, forthcoming). nomic disintegration, but in many 
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instances they remain the best ()r ,znk 
data available. Yet qualifications arc 
in order, for a variet, of reaso , 

Whereas output Under the tradi
tional Soviet system was nott ru',,, 
overreported to ,-nhance hn: c, 
promotion, prestige, and the w. 
being of the producer, nuw pr, &;k 
tion and sales totals are (,tote 
underreported in order to ill()\ . 
greater share to be retained for harter 
and for transactions through unoffi
cial channels. The statistic , do n(,; 
fully reveal the burgeoning activit (,I 
the private anci,ooperami. sector,
estimated to constitute abh(ut 2(',, d 

-GNP and to employ mor tn I 
the work force. Corruption is rif- hut 
has always been present and is,Lirg.l. 
unmeasurahc It is difficult to ke:I[ 
track of magnitudes expressed In\'alhic 
terms when the annual rate of inll. 
tion reportedly exceeds 2,50(,. 
Gradually, factories are switching to 
products that people want to hu\ 
And the volume of miltary prdtik 
tion is dcclining. alheit at a ,h u 
pace than foreign o,,erv'crs and tv-t 

Russians had hoped 
,For the year 199i, tILe Russtai: 

government and a wcll-ru.pected 
Western institution protect a levulng 
off of the overall declinc In gr v.th. 
with GNP falling in real terms h 
between 8" and 10% in GNP and 
between 7and lIn in indu,tn.il 
output.) The preliuimi, rNi 1',! 
the first quarter of 1993 d(, rot,. 
indicae atleast aterp nrr ,,-

A ?:' 7i.4 lii, ,2easuring Russias i' 
Sector(\vashingion. DC. (cenir.I ttlh 
gence Agency, November It')2, 1 % i 
I Andrei Nechaev. cited hy ITAP-tA. 

11 March 1993. and k'ci,,MiI-IM2al 
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period 1990-1994, Russian GNP willTable I shrink by between 40% and 50%; that 
is, by a greater magnitude than theThe Russian Federation Economy, 1990-1992: decline inrS GNP during the GreatSelected Indicators Depression. The even sharper fall(growth/decline in percentages) in investment from all sources of 
financing-the level of net investment 

..	 1991in 1992 fell to less than one-third of its 
INDICATOR 
 1990 1991 1992 	 peak 1988 level '-implies that future 

economic growth will be limited for aGross national product - - -20.0 	 considerable period even after any 
upturn. Consumption fell sharply.Gross domestic product -1.6 -9.8 -19.0 	 According to the minister of labor, 
during 1992 z.mnsumer ices rose bvNational income, produced -4.0 -11.0 -20.0 	 a1factor of 26.1, while wages rose by 
a factor of 13.4 and money incomes byNational income, utilized -4.2 -10.2 -a factor of lO0. 

In view of the importance of fuelGross industrial product -0.1 -8.0 -18.8 	 and energy for the domestic economy 
and Russia's ability to earn convert-

Gross agricultural product -3.6 -4.5 -8.0 	 ible currency, it is worth looking at 
the output figures for fuel and energyCapital investment from all sources 0.1 -15.5 -45.0 during the period 1990-1993. Table 2 
shows that the output of gas and coalHousing space completed -12.4 -20.0 -23.0 	 has stabilized of late and that the key 
variable is oil production. Most pro-Transportation -4.3 -8.1 -12.0 	 jections see oil production continu
ing to decline i-the near future, evenState and cooFerative retail trade with mas;ive capital and 	technology

turnovor '--luding public catering 10.0 	 -7.2 -39.0 inputs from Western firms. Moreover, 
since consumption has not been fall-Consumer services 10.2 -20.8 -36.0 ing in line with overall economic ac
tivity (energy use rose by 38% perRetail prices (at end of year) - 260 2,539 	 unit of industrial output during the 
period 1)90-1992),: and since anySoir F: For 1990 and 1991, Narodioekhozyaistvo Rossiiskoi Federatsii. 1992 conservation measures will take some

IThe Economy of the Russian Federation. 19921 (Moscow: Russian State Commit- time to yield results, the 	likely out
lee torStatistics Goskomstat I,1992), pp. 14, 15, and 205. For 1992 (preliminary), come istlUt the surplus ofoil forexport
Ekunornikai zhizn, no. 4, 1993, p. 13;and Kommersant-Daily, 19 :ebruary 1993. will fall further. Flow much of the 
Gskonrnsrat put the increase in retail prices at 1,750%. The figure of 2,539% refers dwindling supply will be sold to 
to Decemher 199.4 over December 1991 and was given in Rossiiskaya gazeta, 	 formerSoviet ref)ublics and how much
23l,nuarv 1993. will be left for Western countries will 

depend to a large extent on whether 
and when Russia charges world prices,)Il ,IIh' , ill in Alcpt.cording to 	 proljection appears to have been pub-- for its fuel and energy exports to other 

ic.\h . l,,hink acr fished foroverall growth or decline intank con- former S(viet republics.
Link. rti lnil mole was dovn by 199, (ther than bland reassurances
 
2r ,idindustrial ,utpUt do wn by froml politicians. 
 State of Affairs in April 1993 

hm;p.ircd %%iti the first qLi;irter tven . ith the qualifications listed n't'atization.The core of President

PI12,I1,1 Is, riuuhily at the level (If 
 and a host of other caveats, the offi-	 Boris Yeltsin's economir reform 

the Lost quirier ()11992.' No official 	 cial Russian Federation data do not 
ditfer greatly from most Western esti- Russian [connmc Monitor (Plan-

I,' ,c, /1( 12.0m1m FUrrop-an Ink 	 lilacs. They suggest that, during tile Econ), 10 %\larch1993
 
,rl. 'nim , n dnd I )'velpncni, [ct:b-
 " /z'-sttva, 9 February 1993. 
,,r I ' . 1)p m'- Interfax, 2- %larch 1993. "Financial;rimes,21 April 1993. 
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program, as initially outlined in Octo
ber 1991, is the rapid privatization of Table 2
 
most of Russa's industrial capacity

and senice sector with the declared Fuel and Energy Production in the Russian Federation,

aim of making reform irreversible. 1990-1993
 
The pace to date has been unprec
edented A large number of small INDICATOR 1990 1991 1992* 
 1993t
 
enterprises and outlets were privatized
 
during 1992, and at least half of them 
 Oil and gas condensate 516 461 399 
arc scheduled to be privatized by the (millions of tons)
 
end of 1993. More inportant, it is
 
planned to privatize a critical propor- Natural gas 
 641 643 640 647
 
t in of ti nation's large enterprises (billions of M 3)
 
belore the end of 1993.
 

According to tile Property Coal 395 355 338 340State 
Ctnicnlitree. out of' 2()5,('()o state and (millions of tons)
 
municip.il enterpriscs in Russia. ,O.800
 
were privatized during 1992. Thc rev- Electric power - 1,068 1,011 1,010
 
eniis fro in their sale came to I S- bil- (billions of kWh)
 
lion rubles. (It is thought that this
 
latter figure was couched in current *preliminary
 
price,. which would mean 
 that the forecast
 
total realized was, in re.il terms, well
 
below the original target figure of SouRcES: For 1990, 
 Narodnoe khozyaistvo Rossiiskoi Federatsii. 1992 Rhe
95 billion rubles in Decembher 1991 Economy of the Russian Federation. 19921 (Moscow: Goskomstat, 1992), p.373 .
 
prices. ) Sonic 36", of retail trade For 1991-1993, Kommersant-Daily, 24 February 1993.
 
outlets., 3", of wholea,,le businesses,
 
22'', (ocatering outlets, and -W!(, of
 
cn,,umcr service points were priva- after some inconclisive parliamentary Although Chemomyrdin suhsequently

tized. "Small privatization" fell short 
 debate, the chairman of the Supreme softened hisstanceand denied that he

hy hetoeen 30% and 50'!1, tile
of Soviet. Ruslan Khasbulatov, took the planned to make changes in the tiny

admittedly ambitious goals in 1992.' privatization program as a whole off privatization team. the exchange sug-

B 12 March 1993 more 
than 300 large the agenda and sent it back for further gests that little love islost between tile 
and nediul-sized industrial enter- study.IIAnd on 28 April the assembly two men.
 
prses had heen privatizedat voucher resLImed the debate and passed 
a Another challenge to the priva.JitIC bl,ts ' resolution condemning the programIns In sixtv tization program is presented by local

Nevertheless, the program f-ices and ordering an audit of the State Pr(;- authorities. Oil 8 April, for example.
stiil o)pisit ion fri u the parli i nient perty Committee. It voted to consider the Novosibirsk Oblast Soviet sus
and from n a ny people in he govern- til: privatization of state and munnici- pended pri\'atiz.tion aLictions until 
rnunt On 10 February tile deputy pal enterprises in 1992 unsatisfactory" . I july. following charges that outsid
prinme ininier in charge ( f privatiza- and demanded that the government ers, including foreigners, were buv
tuin. Anatolii Chubais. warned of'the repeal many of the decrees issued that ing ip local industries
 
ftirth v,iri:int" ofprivatizati(.un, which year. The standoff continues. Speak-

w\.I,
being floated by many parlianen- ing in St. Petersburg on 1 April, Prime B,4idet Deficit. The scale of Russia's 
tary deputies. This would, in effect, Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin coin- consolidated budget deficit is crucial 
mean that in tine collectives and thcr pared the current privatization pro- in many respects. Until now-% ithas 
ma nagenents could purchase all tile grain to Stalin's brutal collectivization largely been finaned by printing
shares oftheir unterprisc' Iritn earned of tile 1930s. : This was rebuffed the money and thereby stiking inflation. 
profits, leaving none for workers and following day by Chubmis, who de- Plans have been announced to auc
emlployeus in other sectors and none clared that "no honest man would tion treasury securities, but these
for tile public at large 'On 6 March, dare to make such a comparison."" . have not been welcomed by Viktor 

Gerashchenko, the seemingly' indcRuss.,ian Tclevismion 9 ,March1993 Russian Television, 6March 1993. structible chairman of tile Russian 
ITAR-TA.SS. 12 Mlrch 1993. 'rITAR-TASS, 1April 1993.
 

tInturfax. 1 Fchruary 1993. :993
i Reuters, 2 AprHl 1993. " ITAR-TASS. 8 April 
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Central Bank. The budget deficit is 
also the key criterion for stability and 
rectitude applied by the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF), the Group of 
Seven leading industrial democracies, 
and other potential creditors. The 
trouble is that measurements of the 
deficit vary significantly; it is difficult 
to e.-tablish its true size. 

In 1991, the last year of the USSR, 
the consolidated budget deficit (the 
sum of the Union and republican defi-
cits) was 26% of the Union's gross 
domestic product (GDP). according to 
IMF measurements. 

At parliamentary hearings on 
26 lanuary 1993, the then Russian min-
ister of finance, Vasilii Barchuk, re-
vealed that the federal budget in 1992 
had run a deficit of more than 1 trillion 
rubles, while local budgets had en-
joyed a surplus of about 327 billion 
rubles)." Since GDP at the end of 1992 
was put at 15 trillion rubles, this would 
suggest a consolidated budget deficit 
ofless than 5%ofGDP. in other words, 
within the target set by acting Prime 
.Minister Egor Gaidar's administration 
and in accordance with the guidelines 
set by the IMF. However, this formula-
tion appeared to overlook some major 
items of expenditure while counting 
foreign credits toward revenues. Some 
two weeks later, Gerashchenko put the 
deficit at twice that given by the gov-
eminent. which, he claimed, had delib-
erately doctored its budget figures to 
deceive foreign lending institutions 
such as the IME. "According to West-
ern accounting standards, the deficit 
was probably more than 20%ofGDP." i 

Clantv has also been lacking in the 
various presentations of the budget 
and budget deficit projected for 1993. 
What started off as a budget deficit 
equivalent to just over 5% of GDP'" 

" Th Ec n my of the Former VSSR in . 

1991 Washington, D C.: Intemational 
Monetary Fund, April 1992), p. 13. 
' ITAR-TASS, 26 Janu.,, 1993. 

lIhid. II February 1993. 
See. for instance, Financial Times, 

2- February 1993. 
Interfax. 18 December 1992. 
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had grown to more than 8% by the end 
of February." By the time the parlia-
ment gave the draft budget its final 
reading on 25 March, a quarter of the 
budget year was already over and the 
projected deficit had grown to 9.8 tril-
lion rubles,2" or 36% of a GDP esti-
mated at 27 trillion rubles at the end of 
March. And this was before President 
Yeltsin decreed on 28 March the 
doubling of the minimum wage, addi-
tional subsidies for staples, increased 
financial assistance for students and 
invalids, and other benefits. Itwas also 
before the Congress of People's Depu-
ties had voted to index savings depos-
its retroactively to January 1992. The 
price tag for such an indexation, given 
that retail prices have increased by a 
factor of more than fifty since January 
1992, was estimated .,t10-30 trillion 
rubles.2 A few days later, the govern-
merrt agreed to pay the new higher 
interest rate on credits, thereby 
pushing the projected budget deficit 
even higher."' It is thought that Boris 
Fedorov, the finance minister and 
deputy prime minister responsible 
for financial and economic policy, 
omitted these last two proposals when 
he put the budget deficit at 17 trillion 
rubles.' With a GDP of around 27 tril-
lion rubles (assuming that both magni-
tudes were couched in prices current 
at the end of March 199-3), this woulM 
imply a deficit equiva!ent to 63% ,4 
GDP; that is. a runaway deficit. 

Credits. In the absence of Western-
type capital markets, Gerashchenko 
apparently believes it is his bank's 
prime duty to keep failing enter-
prises afloat-and to keep down 
open unemployment-by issuing 
credits on a massive scale, to the de-
spair of the government, Western 

-

ITAR-TASS, 26 February 1993. 
21I.tuvt6'a,25March 1993: and Rosstiskie 
vesti, 3 April 1993. 
22 The estimate was given by a deputy 
chairman of the Russian Central Bank on 
Ostankino Television, 7 April 1993. 
a See FinancialTimes, 2 April 1993. 

RousiiskataRazeta,7 April 1993. 

advisers, and potential Western 
creditors. (Gerashchenko has re
torted that less than 10% of the 
credit issued by the central hank can 
be attributed to the initiative of the 
bank itself and that 90% has gone to 
accommodate decisions made by 
the government and the parliament.) 

The scale of such credits has 
been variously reported and inter
preted. The best estimate would 
seem to be a total of 6.3 trillion 
rubles iri1992: of this. abut one
third was Issued to the government 
a quarter to central banks in the 
other former So%ietrepublics ind 
the remainder to Russian commercial 
banks. Credit emissions thus far in 
1993 have grown faster than the 
overall rate of inflation, with a total 
of 11-13 trillion rubles of centralized 
credits issued during the first 
quarter. 

On 10 April Finance Miniter 
Fedorov announced what appeared 
to he a "major breakthrough 'He 
claimed that the three deputy gover
nors of the Russian Central Bank, 
who sit on the Credit Policy Corn
mission with representatives of the 
goveroment. had signed an agree
ment to limit the growNth of credits in 
the sec."nd quarter of 1993 to 30% 
more than the credit issued during 
the first quarter." But. two days 
later, Ger:ishchenko appeared to 
overrole his three deputies On 
12 April he told the parliament that 
the bank planned to boost the 
money ',upply by 18 in each of the 
next three months in order to pro
vide credits to industry. 

Inflation.The retail pnce index by the 
end of December 1992 was reported 
to have risen by a factor of about 
twenty-six over December 1991. 
while the industrial .holes;ale price 
index rose by a factor of 62 2.- 1)ur

" Izvestiya, 14 April 1993. 
" AFP, 10 April 1993. 

ITAR-TASS, 12 April 1993. 
:"Russian Economic .llunittr IPlan-

Econ), 10 March 1993. 
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ing the first three months of 1993, In January 1992 some 90/o of meters;the ruble zone price was one
retail prices reportedly rose by 27%, retail prices and 80% of wholesale third of that; while the price paid hy
25%, and 17% respectively. 29 How- prices were freed. Since then, further domestic consumers was reportedly
 
ever, some doubt existed about the retail and wholesale prices have been one-tenth of the world price. 4
 

March figure, as it was jubilantly liberalized, with the important excep- Many in Moscow, including

quoted in the context of the Vancou- tion of the prices of energy carriers. former acting Prime Minister Gaidar
 
ver summit meeting between Presi- These have been adjusted from time and Finance Minister Fedorov, tend
 
dents Yeltsin and Bill Ulinton and to time, to compensate partially and i to agree in retrospect that fuel nd 
the preparations for thie 25 April retroacti',ely for inflation; but they energy prices should have been liber
referendum. remain controlled and well below the alized along with most other whole

world price level when their rubie sale prices in January 1992, or raiscd 
FuelandEnergl'rces. Oi,, gas, coal, price is converted to collars at the much higher while reuinn'n._, con
and electricity prices for domestic official rate of exchange. Similarly, trolled. But decontrolling thuse prices,
 
consumers and those for forei,,n ir- theexport prices of oil and gas shipped 
 now would be poltically Suicidal al,
 
porters are another key issue. For o most of the other former Soviet hyperintlation would surely ensuc
 
while domestic fuel and energy prces republics have been kept well below Indeed. rumors that the government

remain well below primle costs, the world prices was planning merely to in,.reasc ,.,i

entire price structure is still distorted, The precise levels of domestic trolled oil prices were recently criti
rational costing is :mpossible. eco- and intra-CIS prices 
as well as their cized by the head of the presidetial

nomic incentives to conserve 
energy relationship to world prices have not staff as a "provocation.'" .-And Presi
are minimal, and either the fuel and been easy to determinL. On 6 April dent Yeltsin, in a p;ereferndum
 
energy sector is deprived of funds or 1993, for instance, fourballpark prices speech to Kuznetsk coal miners, ruled
 
the necessity for huge subsidies un- were given for crude oil- the state out any liberalization of the pric Of
 
dermines fiscal stability. On the world price of 15,000 rubles a ton; the coal."
 
market, oil and gas are Russia's pri- commodity ex -- ange price of 25,000 The situation with regard to the
 
mary source of converible currency; rubles a ton; the price of S60 a zon for 
 price of Russian fuel sold to other
 
vet much of Russia's export surplus crude exported 
to those CIS trading former Soviet republics may, hov
of oil and gas is shipped to former partners within the ruble zone: and ever, be about to change radically,

Soviet republics a1twell below world the price of S120-130 a ton for crude 
 with a potentially very nositive irai
prices. A Western stludy, published exported outside the ruble zonc. 'On pact on Russia's balance of payments.
in early 1992. reckoned that Russia the Moscow Interbank Currency Ex- At a news conference on I-i April.

would generate a trade surplus of change on 6 April, the exchange rate President Yeltsin was asked ab(tlt

$20-30 billion in 1992 if world prices 
 ended at 712 rubles to the dollar. This this very point. -Iereplied: "Weh;ive
 
were used.' Most of this surplus suggests that the state price was about quite a firm intention to go over to
 
w.vould have been derived from higher 
 16%, the commodity exchange price world prices for fuel in relations be
prices for oil and gas exports. The roughly 27%, and the ruble zone twveen the republics of the former 
chairman of the Russian Oil Industry price roughly 50% of the world price Soviet Union," withu lsaing when 
Committee. Viktor Ott. has estimated on that date. A very similar relation- But he implied that the I\F had 
that the value of Russian oil and gas ship existed between the commodity prepared :i prograin for isss ing tLc 
supplied to other former Soviet re- exchange prices and the world price other forricr :'oriet rcpUlic.; ,'M. 
publics in 1992 would have been on 24 March.." they are faced x ith greatly incr,-:scd 
S16 billion if world prices had been The domestic and ruble zone bills ibr oil and gas imii ins 
used. In return, according to Ott, prices of natural gas appear to be 
Russia received fuel and energy even lower in relation towor prices. Gook News 
equipment from Commonwealth of In the Russian-Ukrainian dispute over Perhaps the gcatust achievement 
Indepenoent States (CIS) nations quantities and prices of natUral gas, since January 1992 has en a not
worth onlv S800,000 ' according to a respected economic event. Social disirdeo has. niot oc

observer, Mikhail Buerger, the world curred with the frequency or t) the 
First Deputy Prime Minister Vladimir price in mid-March 1993 was said to extent forecast by many external and 

Shurneiko, quoted by ITAR-TASS, 8 April be -5,000 rubles per 1,000 cubic 
1993. i Iztstiya, 18 March 199'0; and he UWall 
'nTkemb An'gin Pictureof Foreiif 'co- :Private communication from the I'lsui- Srt't.ourial. 1 March 1093 

iomic RelationsofClS"'mhperReoublics tute for ieEconomy in Transition. Mos- ITAR-TASS, I Apill 1993 
fPlanEcon), 13 March I9'2. cow, 6 April 1993. 'Russian Television, 13 April 1993
 

iTAR-TASS, 30 %larch 1993 Finaiuotvizis ia, 20-26Narch 1)3. Ibul. Ii April 1993
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internal observers. Indeed, the num- counterpart cost.39 And, as noted those concepts, as, for example, dur
her of workdays lost to srike action above, Russia appears to be moving ing his first major-and abortive
in 1992 was said to be one-sixth that toward charging world prices in con- initiative to restrict price increases 
of 1991, despite a severe drop in ve-'ible currency for its oil and gas by controlling profit margins. Yet his 

" living standards. exports to countries within the ruble true sentiments are becoming increas-
No major political figure is ser- zone, which should improve signifi- ingly evident. During a recent visit to 

ouslV advocating a return to the com- cantly its balance of payments, pro- a farm in Krasnodar Oblast he opined 
inand eccnomy, even if Vice President vided that there is asurplus for export. that government support to agri,:ul-
Aleksandr Rutskoi, (hernomyrdin, ture should he based on a state con
Khal.Shlatov, and others may occa- Bad News tract system, with rhe state gtving 
"iallv nakestatements that suggest The litany of shortcomings isfamiliar contracts to farms for their produce 
nostalgia for a previous era. Instead, and has been revived during the great ind providing them on a contratual 
the tocus tends to be on the pace of Western debate on whether and how basis with producer goods su,.h as 
,.inge, The rapid progress of priva- to aid Russia. Many of Russia's eighty- fuel, fertilizer, and seeds." 1-e has 
i/;itin is nearing the point where eight regions and republics may break also been (iuoted issaving tht 
refni may he said to he irreversible. IwaV. emulating the disintegration of stroying the USSR State Planning 

In the relitively short period of the foi,,, r ',"R. (A warning was Committee ind the t'SR State ,up
.ixtecn mtonths, most prices have manifest in the reaction of Bashkor- ply Committee had heen a m;itake 
becn lihbralized, exchange rates have tostan, Karelia. Tuva, and other re- and that they were still needed ini 

'been uified. and currency and trade gions to President Yeltsin's proposed slightly different form. Under a 
rc,timctins have been greatly reduced, decree on special powers. ') As yet different president, Chernomyrdin 
The private ,ector has blossomed. there is no viable legal code, nor are might revert to type. 
Fi;vreprcneurial activity has exploded, there stable institutions guaranteeing Proponents of the market greeted 
even if me visitors to Russia may contracts. Property rights in the ac- the appointment of Fedorov in.lanu
preter to use the term "rip-off" to cepted sense of the term are missing. an, as deputy prime miniter respon
hi:mictcrize thisactivity. Inthe words The "legal qualit" of presidential sihle for financial and econo my 
,4 flormer l)eputv Prime Minister decrees has been criticized by the policy. But their enthusiasm must 
Andrei Nechaev, the 'market mental- country's own Constitutional Court. have been dampened vhen ltresi
iv" ia.s taken ioot in the minds of Millions of Russian citizens in ac- dent Yeltsin appointed Oleg t.,)hov 
,rdin.irv people. Store shelves ire Counting, banking, insurance, and or, 1i April to be first deputy prime 

!ll ;t goo)d.s, .ilthough these are other sectors must be completely re- minister with overall responsihility 
prrihitivckv expensive for many citi- trained. The infrastructure is anti- for the economy and Oleg Soskivets 
ztns Lines have largely vanished. quated, in disrepair, or nonexistent. on 30 April to be first deputW prime 
Nmnv has regained significance: The system of health care isatrocious minister in charge of industry. Both 

/,',uepatto buy] has replaced dostavat and the state of the environment is merit the labels 'industrialist," tradi
:t(bijitn1..Iost transactions between appalling. titnalist." ind "technoicrat., ind both 
entcrprscs ire now based on freely The new prune minister remains will be Fed)r vs superiors. 
dehtermined contracts instead of state a largely unknown quantity even af
,r,.ers ter four months in office. It can be Prospects 

I',tlkese recent advances must argued that Chemomyrdin is a more On paper it leist. there has been a 
bec idded the enduring attributes ot effective prime minister than his pre- succession Of rescue plans. anticnsis 

!- _;'sesses sotie of the larg- decessor. He is an industrialist tech- programs, cconomic hluCphints. nd 
.>ticrr es in the world of oil, gas, nocrat who knows how to deal with so forth. Those on the table at present 
i,.Il.timber, precious and semipre- industry. He wai elected by the par- .ippear to le the plan for pr,ority 

M.irietals, ores. and minerals. It liament and can expect greater co- economic nica-ares in March--\pril 
',ahihly educated, highly skilled operation from the legislature than 1993 submitted by Fedorov and ap
A:td Iw-co st work force: the aver:ige Gaidar received. Chemomyrdin con- proved by the Presidium of the Coun

,int hly cost (with fringe henefit.: in tinues to pay lip service to the riar- cil Ministers 25.March: " the,C' on 
!112 4l.i Russian industrial worker kct and to the need for radical reform, Economics '.1inistr' s bhlueprint for 
,.is taklcu,,ted to be DM 95 at prevail- even when his actions contradict the economy through the year 2000, 
ing exchange rates, which was 1.6% 
,)fthe IiM 0,.5-5 that his German 'A study by the Deutsches Institut fuer 'nterfax, 13 April 1993. 

Wirtschaftsforschung cited in l-andeis- '*Quoted in 7he .Ve York Tines, 1)Apnl 
,eL r"t by .tJitcago Tn- hlatt. 21)March 1993. 1993.r,1ted[the 

;rioi. ,D:.ember '2 " Reuters, 22 M':rch 19)3. '1 ITAP-TASS. 25 March 1993. 
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presented on 26 March;" and the 1996-2000, envisages the revival of ing has replaced the 100,000 or so 
president's bumper welfare package the financial market and an increase links of this mechanism's chain from 
of 26 March." in capital mobility; the development the Central Committee to the oblast 

The short-term priority economic of investment-dependent sectors; an committee, from the factory to the 
measures boiled down to yet another increase in the influx of foreign capi- kolkhoz."," 
stabilization package. They included tal; the development of competitive More fundamentally-and this is 
insurance for savings accounts, a high-technology sectors; priority be- the worst of the -bad nee.,' litany
rather vague provision that could ing given to housing and communi- it might be asked if any economic 
mean the indexation of savings de- cations; and the conserioation of fuel, reform or economic progres, is pos
posit", retroactive to January 1992-a energy, and raw materials. bible in a country that has become 
sure recipe for hyperinflation; the As for the bumper welfare pack- ungovernable. In tile words of a vet
raising of minimum wages, modi- age, this was announced one day eran observer of Russia. Michel Tau. 
fications and refinements to the after the congress had passed a reso- the long psychological drama played 
privatizaion process; curbs on cred- lution on the indexation of savings out between Yeltsin and the legisli
its to CIS trading partners, the raising deposits and thus seemed to be part ture serves to dem,,nstratc jui h,, 
of interest rates; measures to halt the of a populist duel to see who could incapable the Russians are of go vern
-discrimination against the ruble in promise the people more For his ing themselves and hoe, dcterninc 
Russia's internal turnover"; and a plan part, Yeltsin promised to "protect" they are never to obey anyone again 
unilaterally to announce a six-month the population's savings, double the Tatu goes on to ask. "How can reform 
postponement of all payment, on minimum wage, increase financial mean anything ..hen the president's 
foreign debts (iwhich appears to hav'- assistance for students and the dis- decrees are annulled by parliament 
been rendered unnecessary by the abled, empower regional govern- and disregarded as soon as they are 
largesse of--or the making of a vir- ments to peg the retail prices ofstaple signed. wher .:".n tile most basic 
tue out of a necessiry by tile Paris goods, and so on. discipline is ,acking at all levels, and 
Club on 2 April). Currently, it isnot certain vhether when a la:,,e part of production and 

The long-term plan has two the parliament will approve any of Western aid is diverted into alternate 
stages. The first, for the period the programs or packages proposed channels?" Or,as the FinincialuTmes 
1993-1995, provides, among other by the government; nor is it certain put it: "A legally justified anarchy 
things. for structura! transformations that the parliament's own resolutions obtains in Russia."" 
by curbing or reorganizing inefficient have any force. All of this points to To give a nonansvwer to the ques
production; support for key sectors; the fundamental weakness ofRussian tion posed in the title of this paper Of 
liberalization of economic relaicns; reality-the absence of governance, course there is light at the end of the 
a gradual reduction in indu.r ;al The command economy has been tunnel. But it is a very long and ver. 
output's share of GDP and a simul- abolished, but market mechanisms dark tunnel, and at the moment no 
taneous increase in the proportion and institutions have not been put in light can be seen. The track has manv 
generated by construction and agri- place. Khasbuiatov put it rather well ists in it and maybe sonic breaks,tvx 

culture; and an increase in the sa'- irhis The Stniggle.for Russia The And the tunnel rooff may ,ollipse.
 
ings ratio from 13% to between 18% ,-ollapse of the old system, he v'rote.
 
and 20% of the national income, meant that the executive had lost the Cited in Fmaincial 7zoh's I \pril v') i
 
The second stage, for the period capacity to govern. "'Ihe pyramid of " bTide'peiden. S April 1')')5
 

power controlled by the state par'ty 'iancial 'iin.s, 0 April 1')V A 

Kommersia-Da1, 27 March 1993. was a terrible thing. But, one way or 
ITAR-TASS. 26 larch 1993. another, it nianaged to govern. Noth HU9321ui RJU 20 April i9V 
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SELECTED TOPICS 

Twin Challenges Confront Economies in 
Transition in Eastern Europe 

everal ears after begmning their 

er-nomac reforms, the previ-

Ouslv centrallv planned 

,,noues PCPEs) of Eastern Europe 

Are i1tr'.mg' to erase the legacy of 

.iecadcs ot.e:ntral plaruiuim. Initial sharp 

decu.cs in ,utput and real earnings and, 

in sor:ie counr.es, an increased volat:d-

irv in aggregates exacer-oancial have 

bated unccruantv as to the structural 

haitges they need to implement. Fina,-

aI!";,',ror and Exdatwe Arrange-RcbInm 

in Ea.,ten Europe, a r-:endy pub-

Lihed rwo-part IMF Occasional Paper, 

survc'.s the reform experences of five 

Eastrni European counmes-Bulgana, 

the tormer Czechoslovakia, Hung-a'y, 

Poland, and RFomarua-through early 

19142 and cxamines two of the key chal-

len.cs tacuig them: hew to develop ef-

ficient financial markets and what type 

of exchange arrangement to adopt. 

Pint I ,fthe paper, "Financial Mar-

kts aiid lntermediation by Guillenino 

Ca.o and Niannohan Kumar of the 

,.i\F Deparment, the 

,,ient 


kReearch links 

euss 01 tile stabhzation policies and 

mri:crural refonas being inplemented 

by the PCPEs vith the development of 

etif, ent tinar:,al uintenedianes and of 

creit and capital markets. These 

ecnornues tace the challenge not sim-

)l%-of libcralizing a repressed financial 

'.bm but of refoniung, or creating 

IrW:11 ;cratch. the institutiois needed to 

support a market-onented system, 

How ,vell they succeed will be deter-

mined, in part, the paper suggests, by 

how elficiendy their fimancial ir rkets 

are able to channel savings into the 

vital and massive restructuring of the 

productive sectors. 

The Banking Sector 

In examining recent economic devel-

opments in the Eastern European 

counres, the paper notes that the 

sharp declines in output and real earn-

ings may have been due in part to 

problems in the financial sector. At the 

root of these problems are the weak-

nesses inherent in the banking sector. 

Although all five countnes surveyed 

have abandoned the "monobank" sys-

tem, under which the central bank 

dormnated the financial sector, in 

favor of a "two-ier" system, under 

which central banking and comaner-

cial banking operations are separate, 

the bulk of financial intermediation is 

undertaken by state-owned conuner-

c~al banks. 

Despite the diverse structure of the 

financial sectors across the PCPEs, 

their banks have a number of features 

in common, the most important being 

the poor quality of their loarn portfo-

Los, which, the authors assert, threat-

ens the entire reform process. 

Whereas, under central planning, the 

financial flows of the household and 

enterprise sectors were separate, when 

commercial banks were created, their 

asset portfolios consisted almost en-

tirely of enterprise loans. Because of 

the administrative allocaticn of finan-

cial resources and soft budget con-

straints, enterpnses had been allowed 

to service outstanding loans through 

additional borrowing. In Bulgaria, for 

instance, nonperforming loans at the 

end of 1991 exceeded 40 percent of 

total portfolio, while, in Czechoslo-

vakia and Hungary, 15-20 percent of 

loans were regarded as unserviceable. 

What are the consequences of the 

poor quality of loan portfolios? Ac

cording to the authors, 
* the willingness of banks to recougnize 

loans as nonpertormung will be Inn

ited thereby encouraging ontinued 

lending to weak cnterprles; 

* because of credit ceilings and hih in

terest rates, the invesmient and output 

of profitable enterprises may dechrc

banks have tended to make loans to 

keep unprofitable entcrprises afloat, 

rather than allowing others. which are 

potentally profitable at world pnces, to 

expand operatons and 

• prIvAtization of banks is delayed be

cause it is difficult to attract pna:., 

especially f-oreign, in1estors who are 

interested in 2 irchasing the banks 

outmght or in equitY participation. 

Of the possible approaches they list 

for restructuring loan portfolios, the 

authors single out cleaning bank bal

ance sheets by replacing nonperfori

ing loans with nterest-beanng gov

eniment debt, or SoIe ty'pe of 

monetan reforn, ..hercby borh the 

nomunal assets and h.ublities of banks 

in relation to enterprises are wntten 

off. They point out. however, that 

both approaches hiare two related 

problems. First, the perception that 

banks are being baded out could un

demi.: confidence in the transition. 

Second, without a cNMmtnlent to the 

hard budget constr.int md without 

proper incentives, a "onetine cleaning 

of banks' loan portfolios would be, at 

best, a temporary :Iieasure " 

The banking sector, thle paper nlotes. 

catnot be refornied independcndy of 

the enterpnse sector, which "will nied 
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developmental phase. The most signfito be restructured radically or priva-
cant benefits for the PCPEs, in theirtized before ban~ks can undertake 
view, are the provision of nsk capitalmaiket-onented decisions and begin to Chart 1 

channel credit to the most productive Eastern Europe: and the diversification of nsks. "Equity 

sectors." As well as lacking the exper- Inflation Declined Sharply markets can finance the risky yet pro

of O,,NY e,00,,) ductve borrowers that bankers avoid." ence to assess the creditworthiness 

en- 120 They can also provide a niechamsmenterprises, banks lack the proper 
Bulgaria for owners to supervise corporateterpnse accounts on which to base their 

operations.assessments. Enterpnses, moreover, are o. 

cushioned from market forces by soft 
Financial Sector Reforms andbudget constraints. "itis therefore es-

Stabilization Policiessential," Calvo and Kumar conclude, 40- ['-
"to introduce pnvate ownership to put In examining the linkages between fi

nancial sector refomi and recent inonthe appropriate constraints, and the in- 1 

19 1991 etar, pohcv ii the PCPEs, the papercentive structure, in place." 0 
because cveral counrmes25 Czechoslovakia .rtes thatFurthermor.,..hl..autll rs .gget. 

20 .I had interveied to guide 	banks in set
developing transparent rules for super-

ting interest rates on loans and depositsvising and monitonng banks and clear 	 1t 

guidelines on the role of the central 15 	 or in limiting loan spreads, deposit and 

loan rates did not reflect thle trenthbank could reduce the bamers to 
of loan demand, the supply of de

entn and spur domestic and foreign -' 
posits, or the creditworthiness of tile corn pc-,t: 	 o 

5 lo . 191 potential 	borrowers. The PCPEs, tile 

paper concludes, should institute poli-Privatization and Capital Markets 8 Hunga
 
cies to deal with problem loans and
Beset as they are with serious systemic 

problems that have largely resisted 6 ) parallel retorms of prdental regula

4- tions and 	supervision systemsearly attempts at reform, the banks.. 

Financial reforms also affect rnonethe authors argue, have a limited role 


2 tary policy in that they can produ,:e
to play in privatizatiuon. Restructuring 

significant shifts, and hence instabihtv.
enterprises would require that many 

,nplc the demand nonev Mone irh
tt conbanks close down. Moreover, as both 1990 1991 ,, 	 i ed otkfor 


pohcv needs to tak lilt,, icont the
 owners and creditors, banks could face8 

Poland quantitative changes in the structur.i.
 a senous conflict of interest. 


60 relationship between the demand
Capital markets, on the other hand, 
and the supply ,fmoney, the paperespecially. equitY markets, vould "yield 

.iauti',ns( n iarlx. itp(,its t,,tit er

substantial benefits bv nobilzing and 40 

taintie A[b';i the 11inetar' polic'
channeihng nsk capital while also reduc-

translsii ituec ,Il
aniiln. Allitlportanting its cost "But ho,.- quickly callthe,,20 
aspect oi wiich is t.e .vail.,1\ ')Ibe developed given nine and resource 


1991 ,redit Until the train, isinmechconstrains' The authors note that, in 1990 


are fUlly developd. the papcr
mianv developing counmes. notably 	 30 Romnaniainisisard eut'mreshv 
cautions, restictive mnm,tar policiesKorea ard India, eqlt% markets have 	 25-


20_ m.a% aggravate output dr linc,
grown extreniel, rapidly in recent 


15- As regaids fiscal p',hi' , the auth,
years. Far trom viewing the current 


the single out the fian!mT, of deficit,
volatile market environment of 


10 the key issue in tilecontext ot finam
PCPEs as a deterrent to the develop-
c:al sector reforms. Bank financing ofmerit of equity markets, Calvo arid 5 

Kumar caim. that, evenve in the industnal 0mthemdsml .,199o 1'91	 the much-higher budget deficits tht 

followed the move to market refom;i 
Kumr ~arntha, 


counmes, equity naikets have tended 
has led to inonetary expansion and imto play their most important role at the 
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creased inflation. At the same time, 
future nonbank financing of fiscal 
deficits will depend on domestic inter-
ust rates, which threaten to be high. 
However, the paper predicts that as 
the financial sector broadens and 
deepens, the financing of government 
deficits should become more efficient. 

Credibility and Prudential 

Chart 2 
Eastern Europe: 

Exchange Rate Developments 
(dW :O 

2 B 
15 u 

11! _-
6- "i 

teMationally with market economies, 
they are hampered by low levels of 
foreign exchange reserves. It is. there
fore, the authors contend, "especiaUv 
important for them to liberalize their 
exchange rate systems and to open up 
their economies to foreign trade in 
order to import financial discipline, 
provide competition for domestic pro
ducers, and establish an anchor for do-

Supervision 
The destabilizing impact of the reform 
process is nowhere morc apparent than 
in the banking system, and nowhere is 

.. 

. w. 

1 ........... I ......... 

mestic prices." 

Currency Convertibility
Current account convertibilit-de

* 

tabihwt, more critical. To promote con-
tidence in the systemv the author5 stress, 
the PCPEs must straightaway Sple-
nment banking laws and regulations that 
establish the ground rules for bank op-
erations and that constrain excessive risk 
taking. Adequate supervision is also 
critical in establishing confidence. 

The authors eschew the adopt' n bf 
explicit deposit protection schemes. 
which, they assert. "should be consid-
ered only after the first lines of defense 
against banking crises have been estab-
lished." In the near term, they con-
elude, the restructuring and adequate 

capitalization of the banks should take 
priority, 

1990 1991 
.- , " COzeohoslovakia 

2e - Korunyper 
24 - U.S. dollar 
22- % 

= _18-J 
18 

1614 ........... . . . . .. 
1900 1991 

80 
Hunga5-

7 
7 • 

65~Forint per 

U.S. dollar 

11 

fined as "access to foreign currency for 
current .account. purposes,'-is...thc 
paper notes, crucial in helping the 
PCPEs move to world market prices. 
Moreover, convertibda isa prerequi
sitefovr, eriit excag rtesite for determ-ining the exchange rate 

in a free market. The paper examines 
general arguments for convertibility in 
the PCPEs and the desired speed of 
the transition before going on to con
sider the desirable degree of exchange 
rate flexibility. 

One of the strongest arguments fc. 
the early introduction of current account convertibility isthat it invokes a 

system of rational relative prices palpa
bly lacking in economies with a legacy 

* 

The International Context 
Part I of the Occasional Paper ad-

dresses the largely domestic issues re-
• ted to the development of financial 
markets in the five PCPEs surveyed. 
Part ll-"Exchange Arrangements of 
PretiOuSlV Centrally Planned Econ-
',row." wntten by Eduardo Boren-?ICtII of the IMF Kcese;chi Depart-

n ,of te I .ason DfEart-
mwnt -id P-lul Rk.Masson of Euro-
peati I Departmentc-puts these 
economies into the larger context uf 
their integration into the international 

o etary ad trading system. 
The PCPEs, have inherited seriouslydiiortd pceystmsanda totoo-

distorted pnice systems and a monopo-......... 

litt. Stnncure in domestic markets. 
Moreover, having traded very little in-

.2 0 
Poland 

10000-

19O70 oai 
6 Romania 
50- I* 
40 
30-

.S, 

1990 
oI 

' 

• 

1991 

i 
, 
.. 

1991 
saffintme 

of administered prices. Import prices. 
the authors note. "provide an invalu
able guide to rational pricing," How
ever, trade restrictions can interfere 
with these forces. While convertibility 
does not demand complete trade liber
alization, the authors argue that quan
tttative restrictions are particularly in
imical to competition.onre uvee aemvdfil 

All five of the Eastern European 
countries surveyed have mroved fairly 
rapidly-and succe~sfilly in the authors' 
view--to current -ccount convertibil
icy. All of them, howver, maintain re
strictions on capital account convertibil
icy mainly, the paper notes, because of 
concern that speculative capital move

ments might 'disrupt foreign exchange
markets and international trade. 

( 
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and Masson as- controls have been 	 removed. How- more gradually because, with about 50While Borensztein 
percent of domestic prices alreadysert that it is "less imperative" to move ever, the authors point out, even if a 

adequate reserves, uncer- freed by 1988, it did not face the sameto early and unrestricted capital ac-	 country has 
tainty about the: equilibrium level of degree of market disequilibria as didcount convertibility, they argue that 

"ideally current account convertibility the real exchange rate makes its choice Poland or even Czechoslovakia. 

should be declared immediately" of the correct level at which to peg Under the adjustable peg system, its 

along with an appropriate exchange difficult; an overdepreciated rate may exports to the traditional convertible 

rate, adequate foreign reserves, and exacerbate inflationary pressures. currency area grew by more than 40 

sound macroeconomic policies. Czechoslovakia and Poland both percent during 1990 and 1991 (in cur-

Most PCPEs adopted current ac- pegged their exchange rates after sub- rent dollars), debt rescheduling has 

count convertibility with precariously stantial depreciations with ;-view to been avoided, and access to private 

low levels of foreign reserves and little using the exchange rate as a nominal international financial markets has 

margin to withstand negative balance of anchor for prices. In the authors' been maintained. Inflation, however, 

payments shocks., However, after con- view, this policy seems to have genr- remained slightly above an annual rate 

vertibility, imports from non-CMEA ally supported domestic price stabiliza- of 30 percent in 199(Q-91 (see 

[Council for .Mutual Econormic .Assis-.. tion in these countries;.4n-May 4991, Chart 1). The floating exchange rates 

tance] countries either declined or more after nearly one and a half years of im- adopted by Bulgaria, and Romania 

or less equaled the increase in exports to posing a pegged rate, Poland depreci- after it abandoned a dual exchange 

those countries. "It still remains to be ated the exchange rate parity in re- rate system in November 1991. the 

seen," the authors observe, "whether, as sponse to a deterioration in its balance paper notes, have not generated exces

income recovers and access to interna- of payments position. Just five months sive volatility (see Chart 2). 

tional financial markets strengthens, an later, in October 1991, facing waning The experiences of Czechoslovakia 

excessive switch of spending toward competitiveness and a less favorable and Poland suggest, according to the 

imported goods will jeopardize current economic outlook, it reverted to a authors, that a pegged exchange rate 
can conaccount convertibility." preannounced crawling peg. regime "can be credible and 

Czechoslovakia, on the other hand, tribute to domestic price stabilizatiun in 

Choice of Exchange Arrangement remains committed to a fixed rate with the initial phase of price liberalization." 

Ine,.tricably linked to the sustainability the result that domestic inflation has However, they conclude, once stability 

of c Tent account convertibility is the subsided toward a level comparable is attained, other-:onsiderations that re

choice of exchange arrangement. In with those countries to whose curren- quire exchange rate flexibility may be

examining the desirable degree of ex- cies its exchange rate is pegged. How- come more important. Moreover, they 

argue, while refonr of fiscal and monchange rate flexibility. Borensztein and ever, the authors suggest that it may be 

Masson point to the unique problems premature to contrast the experiences etary policy and restructuring of enter

faced by the PCPEs, among them, the of the two countries since Czechoslo- prises are indispensable to the function

most argent objective of controlling vakia implemented current account ing of the economy under an% 

the price jump that occurs when prices convertibility at .a fixed exchange rate exchange rate system, "prolonged 

are freed after decades of controls and exactly a year later than did Poland. maintenance of a fixed peg does gener

distortions. They conclude that a fixed Bulgaria, Hungary, and P.omaani ally impose more stringent require

:ychange rate may provide a useful an- have successfully adopted more flexi- ments on financial policies." 

chaor in the initial stages of liberaliza- ble exchange rate systems despite their 
MNgAtOrr CA0%~ 

non to the extent that it contributes to rudimentary financial sectors, accord- IMF.External Relatons Department 

stabilization and limts the inflationary ing to the authors. The adjustable peg 

effects of the price jump. Pegging the system adopted by Hungary allows it C 
hi.JIa,wexchange rate to a major international 	 to adjust the exchange rate unexpect. Copies orFmnaninal eaor Re torpte,and rullepect ,Aran.InUh in Estem Europe. wht, h is 

currency or basket of currencies allows edly-it has been devalued twice to No. 102 in the IMF's Occasional Paper sries, 

stable prices to be imported from defend the competitiveness of the are available forUS$15.00 (USS 12.O f.r ull
time college or univenriy srudrtnt and faculn" 

world markets and therefore removes forint--and reflects Hungary's greater memben) from Publication Services. Box 

uncertainty as to the relatve price concern for balance of payments con- S-372, Intcrnational Fund.Monetary Wash
structure and the absolute level of siderations. Hungary, the paper note, inton. D.C. 20431, U.S.A Telephone; (202)
 

623-7430; fax: (202) 623-7201. 

pnices that will eventually prevail after could afford to liberalize its market I_______________ 
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Intergovernmental Finance: 

Criticalto Russia s
 
Transformation,?
 

JENNIE I. LITVACK AND CHRISTINE I. WALLICH 

S RUSSLA and other 

transition economies 

move from centrally
planned to market-based 

svsteins, fiscal decentralizatior, 
emerges asan important 

dimension of public sector 
reforms. The design of 
intergovernmental fiscal 
sy-stems will be critical to 
ueeting key reform goalsof 

stabilization,privatization,a 
robust safety net, andgrowth. 

lntt'rgovernmentzl finance is not a "local mat. 
er. How serv:ces and gcds are provided by 
•Z11t,
us levels of government and who pays 
.,r 'hem have consequences that extevd 
-, r,:4hcut the economy. In transition 
,con ,nies. thz design of fiscal federalism is 
ruc:atl
because it affects almost all of the key

goals of reform, including macroeconomic sta. 
biliz-ation, the effectiveness of the social safety 
net, private sector development, and, in the 
cas Russia. nation building. 

Russia. like other transition economies, is 

facing a difficult period of economic and polit. 
ical transition. It is attempting to simultane-
ously restructure its economic system, protect
the well-being of its citizens, stabilize prices, 
achieve external balance, and establish a sys. 
tem of governance acceptable to 91 regions(oblasts) whose cultural identities, natural re-
source endowments, and degree of economic 
development differ widely. 

Intergovernmental fiscal reform will play
an important role inthe success of Russia's re-
form effort Russia's subnational govern-
ments account for almost half of total bud. 
getary outlays, and sound intergovernmental 
fiscal policies are, therefore, crucial to a suc-
cessful stabilization effort. Also, with centrifu.gal tendencies throughout the federation, how 
revenues are divided among oblasts is crucial 
for establishing a cohesive federation. Theownership role of subnational governments 

also makes them crucial as players or as im-
pediments to privatization. Finally, expendi-
ture reform has given subnational govern. 
ments important new responsibilities for the 
social safety net. Failure to design an appro-
priate system of intergovernmental fiscal rela-
tions can jeopardize all these goals; con.versely, a well designed system can facilitate 
greatly in achieving them. 

This a.ti.le explores why intergoverrnen, 
tal fiscal relations are so critical to Russia's 
national goals. It looks at how traditional pub-
lic finance theory is challenged by transition 
economies, and at the implications--for 

Russia and other transition economies--of
 
systems that are not well designed.
 

The right design 
An ideal system of ;nrer, vernment fi

nances would: 
* ensure correspor.dence between subna. 

tional expenditure responsibilities and overall 
subnational resources: 
•incorporate incentives for subnational 

governments to mobilize revenues: 
•ensure that the macroeconjmic manage.


ment policies of the cer.tral go.'ernraent are
 
not compromised; 

°give appropriate expenditure discretnon
 
to subnaticnal governments, suOport pubhlc
infrastructure development. and improve tue 
accountability of goverument o::cials; 

bhe transparent. bas-d on ob:ecrive, stable.non-negotiated criteria, as well a:sadministra. 

tively simple; 
* be c-nsistent w:th ration:!iy agreed :a. 

come distribution goals: and 
* support the emergence of a gover:mernal 

role consistent with markel.r'memned ref-rni. 
The challenge of transition econ

.,nus. In transition economies, the first stepin d-signing a good system of intergovern
men: . to delineate the roles of the 
p,.',ic and private sectors. During the transi. 
tion to a market economy, the pervasive role 
of government must be.significantly reduced. 
Incountries as diverse as China and Romania, 
budgetary outlays as a percent .f GDP have 
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ing the tax base) by allowing local surcharges 
-7, 7 ~~on federal taxshasth e-lirsi I'in66corne 

~ 	 tax Inmost countries, subniational revenues 
are supplemented by transfers, since typically 
the central government gets the bulk of the 
revenues, and subnational governments are 
assigned far more in expenditures than can benot leat e res nmbebecau ndhere tha0 "financed by their own revenue sources. 

Designing the transfer system is complex,0 	 ~not least beuse there are usuallya number 

of objectives, as noted above. The first step is 

L7 to dctermine the aggregate volume of the 
transfer; the second is to determine its distri.neabutionacross subnational governments. 

STransfers 	 can be ad hoc and negotiated or, 
f I' .preferably, set according to a formula-based 

distribution and an ex-ante agreed volume for 
the subnational level that would provide bud. 
getary certainty. Typically, a distribution for. 
mula will: 

*estimate minimum or "normed" subna. 
tional expenditure needs (based on assigned 
expenditures and often related to population, 
per capita income, social indicators, or actual 
cost of delivering services); and 

* assess the revenues (own, assigned,. or 
A rshared) available to finance these needs (often 

looking at the localities' tax effort).
Depending on how much inter-regional 

equalization of expenditures isdesired, trans
fers will fill all or part of the expenditure/rev. 

been halved over the course of reforms, as the played an important role in providing social enue gap. 
role of government changes from owner, pro- assets (e.g., schools, hospitals, housing, urban Mismatched revenues and expendi. 
ducer, and employer of first resort to provider infrastructure, water and sewerage) must spin tures. When subnational expenditure needs 
of goods that cannot, because of externalities, off these expenditures because they are not di. and revenue flows (including transfers) are not 
be left to market forces. rectly related to production. Some divested so. well matched, the subnational government is 

Assigning expenditures. What are the re- cial assets (e.g., guest houses) could be priva. left with inadequate resources to provide 
spective roles of central and subnational gov. tized; but many other expenditure functions needed services. Inmost countries, this leads 
ernments? Traditional public finance theory sug- (e.g., schools, hospitals, urban infrastructure) to a fiscal squeeze on the local economy. In 
gests that an "efficient" expenditure have benefit areas that dictate that they be as. transition economies, because of the soft bud
assignment between levels of government is signed to the subnational level. Experience get constraint, such an imbalance can lead to 
based on the geographic dimension of bene. from transition economies indicates that as fundamentally different-and potentially 
fits. Ideally, each jurisdiction should provide fiscal decentralization and privatization occur, more damaging-outcomes. Searching for 
and fund services whose benefits accrue the expenditures of subnational governments ways to finance their services, subnational 
within its boundaries Responsibilities for stabi . increase, relative to those of the center. The governments revert to "coping mechanisms" 
lization policy are typically assigned to the cen- key challenge for governments isto determine to permit services to be delivered where other. 
tial government, as is that of income redistri. the actual costs of providing these services wise they could not. These include shifting 
bution (including the social safety net), since and design a system of tax assignments, public budgetary outlays to enterprises still 
labor and capital mobility often interfere with shared taxes, or transfers that provides for owned by the subnational government; resist. 
serious attempts by local governments to af. sufficient revenues to meet the assigned ex. ing privatization of enterprises that provide 
fect income distribution. Until recently, penditures. social services; and, inthe peculiar soft budget 
Russias system of intergovernmental finance Revenue and transferpolicies. There environment that still prevails in the financial 
broadly oberved these principles. are many models of how to provide subna. sector in many transition economie, encour. 

Transition economies provide a special tional governments with resources. Taxes can aging government-owned entterprises to bor. 
challenge, however, because the responsibili- be assigned to different levels of government - row (or accrue arrears) inorder to bc able to 
ties and nature of enterprises and government or shared between levels of government. Some continue providing 'public services. Sub. 
are changing dramatically. Enterprises that countries allow concurrent tax' powers (shar. national governments may also establish ex. 
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ti abudgetary funds that make the budget less 
transparent. As the example of Russia shows, 
if succes"ful, these coping mechanisms c'an 
threaten macroeconomic stability and privati. 
zation; if unsuccessful, underfunding subna. 
tional-governim ents can-jeopardize the provi-
sion of the social safety, net.. In Russia, a 
three-tier. federation with considerable diver. 

the cost cutting. Superficially, this has served 
to reduce the federal budget deficit, but the 
central government is merely pushing 'its 
headaches down to the subnational level, 

Caught without enough revenue to cover 
their newly assigned mandates, oblasts have 
accumulated expenditure arrears and, in soine 
casesi,delayed federal tax remittances; bor. 

Economic growth. A fiscal squeeze on 
subnational governments can also worsen re
source allocation and growth. Oblasts' vested 
interests in enterprise revenues and the provi
sion of services by enterprises will, in an econ 
omy- as:-regionalized and with. aslfew- anti 
monopoly' policies as Russia,' inevitably 
encourage domestic protectionism and inter

. 

sity amrrii regions, resource endowments, 
and ethnic groups, coping mechanisms may 
undermine national cohesion. 

rowed from banks and from "their" enter- oblast trade barriers to protect local monopo
prises, which have easier access to credit than "'lies. This will ultimately reduce economic 
do the oblast governmeits themselves, thus growth, just as impeding trade between states 

Ficl- eerls in(,.". iL.u.ia. 
Fiscal federalism in Russia 

: 
: 

adding to pressure for credit creation; and de-
veloped extrabudgetary resources. Ironically, 

of the foriner USSR has'done, Evidence from a 
number of oblasts suggestsfrequent use of ex. 

Russ;a isat a crossroads. Since the breakup focusing stabilization policy on the federal, port bariers to ensure that revenues from ori. 
of the unon, it has been seeking to define a deficit is leading to actions that will further gin.based salestaxes stay inside the oblast. 
new identity, introduce democracy, stabilize destabilize the economy, reduce the trans- The behavior of oblast governments plays a 
and privatize the economy, and accommodate parency of bL dgetary accounts, and, ifoblasts crucial role in determining the efficiency with 
clasing regional demands., which the Russian economy per . 
Fiscal federalism is at the heart of forms. 
this political and economic chal 
lenge and key to the tasks ahead. 

Macroeconomic 'stabiliza-
tion. The immediate objective of>,:u~ sab 
Russia's economic policy is stabi. 

. "The federal governm ent s 
,..,. ,• , . .: aternts to itts bde 

a t m t..eet it but. 

Social safety net. In an ap
parent effort to balance the bud. 
get, in 1992 the central govern. 
ment in Russia transferredmn 
responsibility for social protec

p. 

-i 

lization, in which fiscal policy 
plays acrucial role. A striking re-
ality of Russia's stabilization ef-
fort is the lack of revenie-expen-. 
dite c.... spond ..e 'atmthe 
oblast level. Inthe fiscal program
for 1992, oblast budgetaryexpen. 

. ' deficit targets have pushed 
.iore an iore ....and expe u re 
resp nsibzhties tothe oblast 

tion and price subsidies-previ
ously financed by transfers' from 
the federal government-to the 
oblasts. However, it did not esti
mate the cost of the social protec; 
tion programs and whether it
could be met with revenues avail. 

ditures increased as a result of able in each oblast. Ifan adequate 
K the abrupt reassignment of many 

social expenditures and all in-
vestment outlays (including air-
ports and military housing) to 
the subnational level. Oblast gov-

level, while'retaining,ever, 
increasinga ou ts of 

'-. 

social safety net is a national pri
ority during the difficult transi
tion ahead, then subnational gov
ernments must be adequately 
funded to administer the pro

ernments are also assuming the 
many public expenditures'spun 

... 
revenues at the central level." 

grams. Local administration of 
these benefit programs will facili. 

off by their enterprises. Social tate targeting, but federal financ
outlays should continue to rise ing would be more appropriate. 
significantly as growing unem. 
ployment and inflation lead to increasing 

,)humbers of vulnerable people. On the tax side, 

, . "-

are successful in their ability to obtain credit, 
subvert monetary objectives. 

- Nation building. The ad hoc 
shifts in exp6'hditures from the central to the 
subnational lve&l-such as social outlays and 

despite increased expenditures at the subna-
tional level. the 1992 budget envisaged a 

Privatization.Efforts to reduce the bud-
get deficit by squeezing the subnational sector 

capital investment-have led ,keptical oblasts 
to wonder what expenditure functions the cen. 

marked increase in. taxes, which accrue also harm privatization. An important aspect ter performs that are sufficiently important to 
mostly to the federal level. The resulting rev. of fiscal decentrlization in ]Russia, has been justify its existence.'Already, the center is fail. 
enue-expenditure mismatch may be severe, es- the transfer of enterprise ownershipi from cen-
pecially ir.some of Russia's poorer oblasts. 'tral to subnational governments. Oblasts de-

ing to provide macro stability. By not being 
concrete inassigning expenditure, and by jet. 

Russia-, intergovernmental system has not rive significant funds from enterprises they tisoning federal outlays onto subnational gov
addressed these expenditure re-assignments, own and benefit significantly from the expen- ernments, the, federal government could con
nor the budgetary pressures they imply for. 
subnational governments. The federal govern-

ditures they finance. Hard-pressed oblasts will 
thereforeoppose privatization and seek to rein. 

tribute to its worst fear-the disintegration of 
the Russian Federation. 

ment's attempts to meet its budget deficit tar- force their revenue base by holding onto their The sense of injustice at the subnational 
gets have pushed more and more expenditure enterprises, inan effort to ensure the continued level has risen as oblasts , e left struggling 
responsibilities to' the oblast level, while re-
laining ever increasing amounts of revenues 

provision of services increasingly unaffordable 
'to blast and rayon governments under cur-

with inadequate resources'and frusirted by a 
revenue system that is not transparent. 

at the central level, The basic strategy Ws to rent intergovernmental fiscal arrangements. Wealthier oblasts complain that the present ne
push the deficit downward by shifting un- At the same time, by encouraging enterprises gotiated intergovernmental fiscal system is 
funded expenditure responsibilities to subna. to provide social services, these enterprises be- over-equalizing (i.e., they are subsidizing the 
tional levels in the hope that they would do come harder still to privatize. poorer oblasts) and threaten to opt out. 
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Regression analysis indicates that there is not today, this is arguably a key issue. If the inter- local governents seems to be making them 
a great deal of equalization in Russia's system governmental fiscal system places too much impediments to, rather than partners in,priva
in reality) This is not as impossible as it emphasis on equalization, wealthier ob-. tization. And it is not dnly in Russia that the

seemsithesystem of tax a-iton, last-including those rich in natural re- socia safety net and other outlays have been 
in which all tax revenues are collected at the sources-will be less willing to participate in shifted "downstairs," threatening both service 
oblast level and below and remitted to the fed- the federation. The need for political unity provision and provoking the introduction oferal government, makes the center very depen. may thus be greater than the need for equal- coping mechanisms-which contribute to fur.
denton oblast compliance and, thus,-vulnera-- it,suiing that the intergove ental sys-- ther instaiit.

ble. Indeed, in early 1992, some twenty tern should allow the wealthier oblasts to de- The major challenge for Russia as it devel.

disgruntled oblasti unilaterally halted tax pay. 
 velop more rapidly by reaping the benefits of ops an 'intergovernmental financing system is
ments to the centerThe proliferation of such their larger fiscal capacity, to create an integrated framework for change
behavior could lead to the fiscal dissolution of A well~designed intergovernmental system that will be compatible with short-term stabi.
the Russian Federation, just as the failure of that matches expenditures and revenues while lization, will combine rules with discretion,
union republics to contribute to the union bud- incorporating the interest of diverse regional and will be flexible enough to accommodate 
get helped to foster its dissolution in 1991. entities can contribute to the cohesion of the the major structural shifts in the economy•

Dissatisfaction among- oblasts is height- while also providing stability to subnational
enedby ethnic. tensions: and,"disagreements 	 governments. The present represents a criticalover natural resource revenues. Areas inhab. window of opportunity to introduce such re
ited by non-Russian ethnic groups claim the Jennie I.Litvack finements, inasmuch as the overall design of
right to greater fiscal autonomy. And some ar. d a Canadiancitizen, isan the intergovernmental system is still in transi. 
eas rich in natural resources feel entitled to , Economist at the World tion. New laws on fiscal decentralization intro.special 	 fiscal arrangements that allow them Bank currently workingon duced in 1992-the "Basic Principles of 
greater benefits from their naturalreeue oreaml,ana.nd.a.i.,resource 	 Vietnaminthcountry opera. Taxation"-attemptedpesiamrouegrae
iOi Eas 	 - to introduce greater 
revenue, For example, Yaral and Khanti. 
 Department She holds a transparency and to address some of these
Mlansisk, which together produce over 80 per-.ocrs oehlstedsg ftepoatn 
 concerns.ilthercent of Russia's oil and gas, have prevented 	 the gra)fromNonetheless, the design of the progovernment from capturing all ex.efederal 	 :,hoolatTuftsUrsi gram is incomplete and additional reforms arete fneeded. The next step for Russia is to underport and petroleum tax revenues. And ' take a careful, concrete empirical study of ex.Yakutia, which is home to an ethnic minority penditure assignments, revenue options, and
representing one percent of Russia's popula. Christine I. Wallich transfers. Also needed is a process to establishtion and contains 99 percent of Russia's dia - a US citizen, is the Lead consensus on the basic directions of the inter.

* monds, is demanding greater fiscal autonomy Economist in the World governmental system-the degree of equal.
and retentio of natural wealth. Itand others Bank's CentralEuropeane treatento n baa ayDepartment, Europe and ization, the allocation of expenditures, and the
have threatened to break away fron the rest of 	 CentralAiaRegion, She rights of natural resource producers.Russia if their demands are not met. h a PDfrom ak Impediment or facilitator? 

ToaUnivenityThe role of the fiscal system Isfiscal federalism an impeding or a facili. 
Given the tensions between the federal and hating factor irlthe transition toward amarket 

S overnmen n Russiathe importance economy? It certainly can be either. It is easyof developing a transparent, fair, consensus-... to view intergovernmental fiscal relations as
based framework for intergovernmental fi. yet another technical area to be addressed. 
nances 	with revenue.expenditure correspon. However, intergovernmental finance will have
dence cannot be overstated. To establish such a major impact on the efficiency with khich 
a system would require a number of specific Russian Federation, and lies at the heart of Russia and other transition economies 
steps. First one must determine the aggregate 

per. 
any solution to demands for further autonomy, form on'the macroeconomic front, on the 

revenues required by oblasts, based on their safety net, and on the success of privatization
expenditure assignments. Some proportion of Other transition economies 'policies. In sum, local finance is not a
these revenues must then be distributed The critical linkages between intergovern. "local matter."
 
across oblasts on the basis of origin of collec, mental fiscal relations and key reform objec.

tions-giving wealthier oblasts with greater tives such as macroeconomic stability, privati.

tax capacity greater revenues; the rest should zation, social safety net, and nation building

be distributed on the basis df a transparent are not unique to Russia. Indeed, these issues
 
and fixed formula, Local taxes or surcharges are found in most transition European

and limited borrowing might also be part of countries and aspects of these problems are
 
the picture. Such an approach is flexible and found in countries throughout the world.
 
can be adjusted to accommodate changing ex- Countries such as Canada, India, Malaysia,

penditure assignments. The relative propor- and the United 
 Kingdom have. tried, with
tions of the revenues distributed on the basis varying degrees of success, to buy the cooper. 	 tecrisne Ra.tgh "Fiscal Decentraization,Fiseal Decentraliztion: Intergovernmental Rela.of derivation and formula (i.e., the trade-off be. ation of subnational governments through the tionsin Russia," Studies in Economies in Tran.* 	 tween regional equity and gro th) can also be design of the intergovernmental fiscal system, sition, No 6, World Bank, and Wallich, C (ed),
adjusted: choosing the degree of equalization In transition economies such as Bulgaria, Whither Russia? Fiscal Decentralization in the
is essentially a political judgement, In Russia Hungary, and Romania, the fiscal squeeze on Russian Federation, forthro,ning, 1993. 
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PUBLICAT I.4S 

Entrepreneurs Alive and Well in Poland 
orty years of socialism have not 
dulled theentrepreneurial spiritin 

.. Poland, says a new survey of Pol-
ish entrepreneurs carried out by the In-
ternational Finance Corporation (IFC). 

When Poland launched its "big bang" 
economic reforms inJanuary1990, tsou-
sands of risk-takers reponded, says the 
IFC report, Coping With Capitalism, Tie 
New Polish Entrepreneu,. Private busi-
nesses sprouted up alJ over the country, 
selling everything from flowers to auto 
parts and computer services. 

But the 75 Polish entrepreneurs inter-
viewed forthz studysay thatdespite the 
growth of private companies, some ob-
stacles remain. Poor access to credit is 
or,. of the aain obstacles 
for new businesses. 
"By all accounts, the 

private sector in Poland 
has responded withalac-
rityto the new business 
environment," says the 
study, written by Brian 
Pinto, lead econonmist in 
the IFC's Economics De-
partment, and two con- 
sultants, Bohdan Wyzni-

kiewicz and Macie 

Grabowski. Thesurvey

finds that th're is no 
dearth of entreprenour-
ship, ability to exploit 
profit opportunities or to 
think big. The biggebt 
constraint is financial." 
The aFC,aWorld Bank 
Thliate,
promotes the 


economic development 
of its member countries 
through investment in 
the private sector. 

I he entrepreneurs in-

temiewed by the survey, 

typically between the 

ages of 36 and 45, run 
small- to medium-sized 
businesses, eachempioy-
ing an-wIhere from 20 to 

Many of the entrepreneurs left jobs at activity of December 1989, whic! re. 
state-owned enterprises where their sal-
ary reached $100 per month at best, be-
fore the economic reforms took place. 
The desire for more money, indepen-
dence and a challenge drove them to 
launchoperations making products rang-
ing from cosmetics and plastics iotoys 
and pharmaceuticals, 

Benefits of Big Bang 

Many of the businessmen and busi-
nesswomen had already opened shop 
when Poland embarked on its economic 
reforms of 1990, thanks to relatively pro-
business laws. The law on economic 

"" ' 


, 


-

Coping vith Capitalism 
Cimport 

........ 

' 

, 'T. .... 

I.. k 
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moved state monopolies ov . economic 

activity, prLved importan.in stimulat-
ing private response-

But almost everyone points to the big 
bang reforms of1990 as a watershed for 
the growth of their businesses. Under 
the program, the govenunent sharply 

devalued the currency and made it con
vertible for commercial transactions, 
largely feed prices and interest rates, 
and drastically cut subsidies to state-
owned enterprises. Sales in the 75 op-
erations now average $2 million annu
ally with average yearly profits of 
$100,000. 

The new economic reforms have 
cleared up tl.e economic 
signals business people 
depend on in making 
smartbusines- decisions, 
the study says. For ex-
ample, many entrepre-
neurs are free to start or 
stop a venture quickly 
and switch into other 
businesses when they 
want to. 

For many, that choice 

has meant abandoning 
businesses that 

are no longer profitable 
and grabbing better op-
portunities in manufac-
turing. The manufactur-
ing firms surveyed 
notched up theirsales by 
82 percent in 1992 com-
pared to 61 percent in 
importing and tradirg 
companies, 

Still. many of the en- 
trepreneurs complain 
about the lack of capital 

available to finance their 
businessv.ntures. Many 
localbanks, usedtolend-
ing to state compares 
with large assets as col-
lateral, often refuse to 

WBN Jul 8, 1993 

.d- to untred pnvate clhents with no 

security to offer. As a result, most of the 
rntrepreneurs must use their personal 

savings andb om ft,nruly to get their companies off theground. 
Other complaints focus on the usua] 

gpts,"of high taxeusand burdeusome 

regulations, the survey saya. Bad tele

phone systems, incompetentbureaucrats 
and poor labor are also cited as prb
lems. 
Coping with Success
 

Thestudyalsosaysthtalthugh mny 
entrereneursaresthingontotheways 
of private business, some are stl reuc
tant to find outside help. Even though 

many aLdmit to squandering large sums 

of money on misdirected marketing ef
forts, they still refuse to pay for profes
sional expertise from marketing compa
ries and consultants. Others have trouble 
simply dealing with their success. 

"Some entceprcneurs admit they are 
noa well-prepareJ 'o manage their 
firms," says the -urvey. 'When a firmis 
small, they do not have problems, butas 
itgrowsandexpands, th.,feel i-!ackof 
maragerial expenence and methods." 

But overall, Polish entrepreneurs are 
adopting private business methods and 
are helping to transform Poland's cen

trally planed economy to a market
based system-

In 1992, private companies and busi
nesses yielded half of Poland's eco
nomic output, markinga big departure 
from the past four decades of sc:ialism. 
"inany event, the response of private 

businessmen to the [economic reforms] 
was huge, especially evident in services, 
transportation and :onstruction," the 
study says. 'The experience of 1990 and 
after naturally led to expectatsons that 
the private sector would play a strong 
role in Poland's growth and transforma
tioninto a market economy. Theseexpe

riences are being borne out by continu
ing private sector developments in Fo
land." 0 

Coping w:"h Capitalism, The New 
Polish Entrepreeurs is priced at56.95. 
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stonia, Latvia and Lithuania 
no\ confront thechallenge 
clbuildi n g new democra-
cies v,hi!e they engage in a 

fundamental transformation of their 
economic systems. Their success in 
these tasks will determine whether 
they are able to integrate with Europe 
and the West or whether the great 
promise of independence becomes a 
greater disappointment. 

In constructing the institutions that 
underpin a democratic, market-based 
society, the Baltics literally must start 
from scratch. The \ery essence of 
democratic society, such as creating a 
cons:itution, defining the powers of 
the legislative and executive branches, 
or even defining who is a citizen of 
these new republics, must be 
addressed. These are concepts and 
institutions that evolved in the West 
over hundreds of years. 

As they e:;tablish both political
and economic institutions, the Baltic 
states represent a virtual laboratory of 
reform, in that countries facing similar 
starting circumstances are adopting 
different approaches, although all three 
remain at an early stage in their 
transition. This difficult process is 
complicated by the dearth of past 
experience available to guide the 
present experiments. 

The recent experience ofthe Baltic 
states demonstrates clearly the link 

Economic Survival
 
and Transformation
 

Mats Karlsson 

between the process ofconstructing 
democratic institutions and the 
progress of their market-oriented 
economic reforms. A successful and 
sustainable reform must be based on 
a well-established political frame-
work, one that creates a consensus 
in support of a democratic system, 
culture and principles. 

Developing a democratic con-
sensus is a top priority in light of the 
tarnished image of politics that 
characterizes the current Baltic 
political climate. After a period of 
national unity centered on civic 
norms, the political culture now 
features widespread puhNiccontempt 
for politics and politicians. If this 
mood prevails, democracy itself will 
Fe threatened and reform wil! fail. 

Another important aspect of 
establishing a political framework 
for reform is external cooperation 
and integration. External support-
through the transfer of knowledge, 
capital and emergency relief-is 
necessary for the Baltic states to 
progress. Unfortun tely, the 
process of extending this support 
seems to be painfully slow and 
unimaginative, 

Building Political 
Institutions 

Since attaining independence, 
the Baltic states have displayed a 

significant divergence in livir 
respective progress toward cr,.,iting 
democratic societies. In Estonia. f:I 
example, a new constitution has, 
been approved, and parliamentatry 
and presidential elections ha\ 
instafled a reform-mnded coalititn 
gov rnment. The expression of 
popular support for reform through 
the electoral process has enahld 
the government to adopt hold 
measures, primarily the introdIitLItin 
of a new currency, the kroon. Thui\. 
Estonia has been able to dC\'vhvl, .it 
least some for%\ard moiricnuI in it, 
economic reforms 

Estonia is not .itjhout political 
problems, however,.1, its standtrds, 
for citizenship have e..cdecl I,t 
of its ethnic Russian popIiLti()n. 
Since non-citizen. could not \ote'ill 
the national elections, tlie.% hac 
been excluded fIoI political part
cipation and are ,\with)lot istaike in 
the country's nc\\ p)litical and 
economic -.ystems 'Ibis, Sit:itioii 
may und.rmiie poliic:il stability In 
Estonia as wllas 'uture progres, 
Estonian reforms. (The box ont i.gL. 
7 describes politi,al devclopm..nts 
in Estonia and Latvia.) 

In Lithuania recent developments 
point to movement away trm 
continued reform. AlthIouOgh a new 
constitution has been pil int() pijalc 
and parliamentary elections have been 
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held, the results point to weakening parliamentary and presidential political uncertainty has undoubtedly
public support forcontinued reforms, elections have yet to be held. A dampened progress (.n the economic 
a.,, fractious political environment has front, hoth in term.s offa lack oftie former Cormmunist party won 
.tumjority (see box on page 8). yielded no consensus on how to consnsus on where to tike the 

In Latvia, political paralysis has implement reforms. The status if country and i la,k of political
been the rule. There has been no Latvia's large ethnic Rusian pope- legitiiuc.y of nminent, itcntpting 
mLrecmflent on a constitution, and lation has vet to he reso lved. Thc to implemnt rcfOnrms ItIh)Lit 1inv 

The Politics of Economic Reform in the Baltic States 
On November 19-22, 1992, theCenter for International Private Enterprise and the Natonai Democratc nstitute

for International Affairs sponsored aconference on the Politics of Economic Reform inRiga. Latvia rne conference 
joined memtters of parliament, business leaders, lournaists and others from Estonra. Latvia and L:.thuana andbrought inexperts from the West as well as Central and Eastern Eurooe After attending ,oirkscps on tre .ar.ouS
elements of economic reform programs. the parliamentarians vere askea to design reform progra-,ms ortreir :,,n
with emphasis on the political communications strategies necessary to oLi.dand ,nan'a.n suppor: forreform 3morng 
,me general puohc 

Based on tne economic reform workshoos and the oresentaton ,f:"e mocel fetorrrcrogra-"s,and on ,nsghts
gleaned from hor the expert panelists and 'he carhiamentarians the iclc.,,,ng are hn gnigts f",am :le conference 
discussions 

* Although there is support for the transition to a market-Dased s,s:em. there rermains cons deraoie 
resistance to the actual 'vorkings of free enterprise Fear and n".strust are *.'despread. and many
people associate profit-making ,4ith criminal activtty 

* As governments implement economic reform programs, they must com-municate asense of hope to 
their populations and a vision on where tineir countries are neaded 

a Foreign governments and international organizations must provide telhnical and financial assistance 
to ease the nardships involved in the transition process, olner.,.ise. suppoit for refcrm rna evaporate
and the progress in economic reform attained thus far may not oe sustanar'le 

* The transvtion process has apolarizing effect on the political cimate ,:_nchplaces great cressure (Dn
the .veak inst,tutional frameworks of nev cemocracies The leg.t-macy of reform isennancea c,getung
legislative approval for reform measures 

* The granting of property rights to the citizenry isvital to instilling asense of ntati',e among :he ceople
and thereoy overcoming the "learned helplessness' characteristic of the ex-soc:aiist countr:es 

* Gateway enterprising, based on growing East-West links, may offer 3ttract. ,efuture posstes n.
 
this potential will be hard to realize. The precarious state of tne Russian ana Ba;mlc eccnom es !redifficulties of the current transition period, and tne decentralized nature of trace are onstac es The
good transportation infrastructure and growing links among the Bac>s trer ,,crocc arncrs and 
Russia and the other former Soviet republics are puses 

* The Baltic countries must diversify their export mcrkets away trcn,,Russia, :o.ar.s Europe and o ',est 
as much as possiole. Given the competition in these markets cppcrt.r ! es 1-r e,;:crtrng .:ne T ,I 
World snould be explored. 

* Efforts to manage reform on a technocratic basis have not neen sucoes. ,nestacst'r.,nt ta 
political government inEstonia, based on popular support, has relped advance reform in :-at co--ntry
Reform inLatvia and Lithuania hlas been hampered by a lacm of pornt cai :cnsensus 

* Reformscannot be implemented effectively without clear-cut pc~iicai scro,,tns. naseDon 'he asum.t on 
of political power by persons who did not have power under the O1Areg.r--s Socn a poht cal sc.,u: ,n
embodying a clear break from the past, is the best guarantor of inst :tt,cna l s:ac,;ty and tbe een. 
success of reform efforts. 

a Prospects for regional cooperation are complicated by the o fferent pa c es eme.rgng in vacn Bai:, 
country. After 50 years of Soviet subjugation, each country iseager to assert itsncependence and seif
determination. This tendency, which is perhaps inevitable. must be tamed in favor of greater regional 
unty. 

* Regional cooperation must be strengthened, particularly forimproving transportation, Communications 
and information links Common customs and trade policies, for example, would enhance interest 
among foreign investors on aregional basis.Another possibility involves establishing acommon market
with a single currency. Regional institutions must be created and srengthened Most part:cipants felt
that the conference provided a useful forum for exchanging ideas. Further meetings along these lines 
are plznned to enhance regional cooperation. 

./ 



Until reforms can ensure the countries' priceswillhitthe Balticstatesprimarilyformnalized political support, 
through asignificant rise in the co-st (dthere develops a vehicle for popular survival in the longer run. Inthe short-. 


expressiOnl it will be hard to muster term, however, strategies appropriate fuel imports. (TheIMF estmates the
 
terms of trade for Latvla to have fallenconfidence in the sustainability of 	 for fundaiental, long-term reforms 

may conflt with those necessary for .by40% during 1992.) ItIsIno wondcria 'sreform s .	 ro.LI.a 

~iifi ........
ba'va 

struck by way of an energy .shrtagc. 
immediaii survival. 

Current Economic In thfifmeantime, output has fallen 
Situation diisically,andthehalanceofpay'ients Shortages in raw materials and 

situation has deterio.rted dramatically, inputs, such as fuel, cotton. metalsThe transition process has created 
disruptcdTrade h6S meant more to the Baltic and other key Inputs, ha\iv.avurydifficulteconomicenvironment 

basic industries. Many industric,,, inin the Baltics. The three countries are republics than most of the other former 
torn between' the demands for 	 Soviet republics, yet the external particular those formerly belonging 

position of these countries is still very to the nilitary)-industrial complex.alocomprehensive economic reform on 

the one hand and the need to keep tenuous, Trade IWith Russia and other face the almost total loss of dlmand.
 

Livestock production and agrit'ultri'their economies going until the next 	 fonnr Soviet stateshas fallen severely, 
da' on the other. Of course, only by as much as one-half or more. have been hurt by decreasing iml','t. 

A move to trade at world market of animal feed and fertilizer.fundamental economic and social 

Highlights of Political Developments in Estonia and Latvia 

Estonia 
* The threat of discrimination has beencited by hardliners"Voters overwhelmingly approved anew constitution in 

June 1992, setting the stage for parliamentary and in Russia as justification for maintaining a military 
presence, The number of troops stationed inEstoniapresidential elections in the fall, 
has gradually declined, however, and negotiations'are 

"	Elections inSeptember 1992 installed acoalition gov- continuing.
 
ernment based on a platform of accelerating market
oriented reforms.
 

"	Popularly elected President acts as Head of State and
 
may serve for no more than two consecutive 5-year Latvia
 

no agreement on a ncwterms. The elected President isLennart Meri,aformer * Because there has been 
foreign minister. Executive power is concentrated in constitution, parliamentary and presidential elections 

have not yet been held. It is anticipated that parliamenthe Prime Minister, Mart Laar, who was appointed by 
the President and confirmed by Parliament. Laar made tary elections will be conducted in the spring or sum

mer of 1993.political cabinet choices, in sharp contrast to the 
technocratic predecessor government, which was * The current Supreme Council. headed by Prme Minis
unable to overcome opposition to reform by the state ter Ivars Godmanis, has been in place since before 
administration left over from the Soviet era. independence was declared. It is thus attempting to 

* Accoroing to amember of the Estonian Parliament, the govern without any formal basis of popular support. 
which has slowed the implementation ot reformsirstallation of a political government is better for. re-

form, inthat itwil coordinate the policies of the various *The political environment is heavily polarzed, with 
ministries more effectively and thereby assume re

parties and factions covering the 	 entirenumeroussponsibility for the overall course of reform. This gov-
political spectrum Alack of consensus has hamoered 

ement will also be more accountable to the public. 
efforts to resolve issues like citizenship and the pace
 

"Numerous parties covering the entire ideological spec- and scope of reform
 
trum are at work in Estonia. Many parties lack clear d u at h e upr ee n
,Citizenship and naturalization laws have not yet en 
definition, but most take a nationalistic stance on Cite raliion ly 

adopted. Guidelines issued by the Supreme Council 
ethnic issues. Citizenship rights are a dominant issue, 

stipulate that residents who were Latvian citizens inthe 
as pre-russified Estonia was the most ethnically pure 

republic and their descendants will be granted
(95%) oprewarof the three Baltic states. 	 citizenship automatically, regardless of ethnic orign 

Other residents, almost one-half of the population, will* Newly enacted laws limit Estonian citizenship to per-
have to apply for citizenship.sons who were citizens of the republic during the 

interwar period and their descendants, regardless of 
This situation has prompted concerns ao disentran 

ethnic origin. Naturalization requires aminimum of two 
chisement nd human rights violations among ethnic
 years residence inEstonia (starting from March 1990), 	

Latvia as well as the Russian governmentRussians in
minimum competence inthe Estonian language, and 
Asa result tensions remain between the two countries, 

an oath of loyalty to the stateand constitution. Non-
and Russian troop withdrawals have procoeded slowly-

Estonians (about 40% of the population), especially 

ethnic Russians. have complained of discrimination,
 
particularly since only citizens were entitled to vote in sour,;es Conetence oresenixons.RFE/R1 Research Repor.
 

the parliamentaryand presidential elections. Vo2. No h.IJan 1993
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Former Communists Assume Power in Lithuania 
The Lithuanian political climate was rocked by amiost constant turmoil during-1992, but perhaps no---:-evet w f of parliamentary elections heldInOctober and November,- which left the former Lithuanian Communist Party, now known as the Lithuanian Democratic Labor Party(LDLP), in power Prior to the elections the country had been paralyzed by a series of political disputes,primarily involving a debate on the powers of the presidency versus the parliament. The Chairman of the 

- Lithuanian Supreme Council, Vytautas Landsbergis, who led the Saljudis movement that ultimatelyresulted in Lithuania's Independence, alienated the parliament in attempting to institute a strongpresidency. 
,Disputes also emerged over the economic reform program and over allegations that some membersof parliament, including former Prime Minister Kazimlera Prunskiene, had collaborated with the KGB.Three main parliamentary factions emerged: those who supported Landsbergis; supporters of AlgirdasBrazauskas. leader of the LDLP; andkthose who regarded neither of these leaders as acceptable.

aWith the victory of the LDLP, Brazauskas has assumed the acting presidency. Presidential electionsare scheduled for February 1993, with the major candidates being Brazauskas and Stasys Lozoraitis, theLithuanian Ambassador to the United States who is backed by Landsbergis and who is perceived asnaving the best chance to unify the country, 
How will the parliamentary election results affect the country's economic reforms? Most observersinterpret the results as a vote against the gridlock that hampered the parliament during most of 1992.However, it is also clear that there is strong public sentiment for slowing the pace of reform so as to cushionits harsh negative impact on the economy and on the daily lives of most Lithuanians. Indeed, the LDLPhas imposed price controls, granted wage increases and temporarily suspended privatization. Ithas alsopromised to slow down land reform, support industry and limit unemployment, at the same professing itssupport for the transition to a market economy. 
The party thus faces a delicate and unlikely balancing act, as any actions it takes to ease the transitionin the short-term, such as extending credits to state enterprises to prevent bankruptcies, will make thetransition more difficult over the long-term. Some observers feel that too much progress has been madein areas such as privatization to turn back to a Soviet-style system. However, given the recent election 

- results, popular sentiment, and spotty progress of reform thus far, it is not at all clear that this optimisticoutlook is warranted. 

S ources-Canleete p'esentatotns RFEIRLResfaich Reoil. Vol 2.. No. I.! Jan. 1993 

Lnemployment. though still At the same time, theservicesthat the West, despite the .shortages. theI,,w. ik rising rapidly and is likely to had been previously provided by the run-down industries and inlra-ut ,ignificantly.%worse, since most state have been rediced, Thesituation structure, and thCeshabby hou,,sing.I!. rw have not yet been exposed to is particularly worrisome regarding The duality of simutaneoLus,il ,roJgh restructuring, In addition, health care. Average life expectancy development and underdevelopmentu.ix benefits are tied to employ- is-actuallysaid to have fallen, and real is evident al.so when it Comes it) theiU:it ~and wage levels. "this means, poverty exists today in the Baltic level of education. The Iiaitic .tates,, ur.,e, that the wage loss of an states, ta ke pride in theireducatedand-,kihed,,iefliplo)yed individual is con- people, who are ,.onsiderVd anStni .ledby the loss of access to Development and important asset, At the saie tilIe,%c'are Centers, hou.Sing, vacation Underdevelopment thoutgh, their training has no( .,waysiltmn:e,, and .some hard-to-find " The economic picture of recent prepared them well l' r the new,,d.,,. - years indicates problems typically ,:hallenges of tle 1990s.
The ecnomic collapse isnaturally associated with developing countries
tV heavy for householCs , 'he luvel oftechni Iog'.,il,, Iu-.znsto bear In reality, the Baltic states display an to exhibit this duality, On the uneM.1,nil'rd price increases on basic often confounding combination of hand, there are pockets t (uiteiIa.uitiesS.'uch'sfoodandtransport, developed and underdeveloped advanced technologyciriiity. as... ,gasand hot water take out characteristics. For this reason, 
as well 

ugeneral, nderstanding of Westeinlui-e chunks of already very small generalizations on the state of techno,1gy.Ontheotherhand.i, rgehllkl()1 budg:sAspnradicsLIpply development in the lalticstates often part of the capital stock is very old or
it hot waer and suvere reductions in are misleading. 
 bmhsed on a low level of technology. Inheatin- not nly affect the quality of Although the impression is of industrial finns, the simultan olusI I11., ht are a direct threat to many very weak economies, the lifestyle is of high-tech and mnake,,hilt, low -tcinIl' k'lm- olds.s not altogether different from that of solutions is quite striking. 

~. -* ~ 0 ~ * - -  - - *7 



ipoClterprospe.cts for building 

..., ec.. onomi." sovere6igntyia"- T+Tll:Improved econonlic prospets forthe 
in-Wlrnih stel fron i variety of 

First, prospects for negt)tiations 
mnd agreements with Moscow (plus 
Kiev and others) are no\w better on 
many urgent issues, including 
currency and finance, as,.ts and 
debht. trade aind property. and,
d.Spety. erg and infrastructure.

srpecilly. nrgy nirEconomic 
\\hile the.se negotilatio)ns will still not 
necesarily he easy. ;it least tle\, can 
no w prc.eed. 

Second. the almost total integra,. 
Baltic econolies into the 

OViet,collvlllhasgvil some Baltic 
firms significant bargaining power 
with respcttheir custome~rs. Under 
soviet central planning. such firms 
were the major-or exclusive-
producers of inportant indu•.trial 
proluctL ., well is consumer goods. 
sUch as processed f)o ds and extiles. 
1( th etllire forrmer Soviet LUni,'i". 
V+ir example. ail of the tun,.rI for 
telev.,ision sets produced in the former 
,,t)vi I 'nic n are produced at tihe 
Il,inga fa i()i\in Lithuaia. Thus', Itic 

tl)in (o the"V 

a 
firms with market do1minance can 
take advantage of tile still-present 
demand for these products, as their 
custc nllers in Russia and tie other 
rub'lics,, Will need i mmake a deal l'ir 
particular input,, parlicularspare pa ls 
ind s, 'in. 

O Course, given the scarcity of 
!:ard currency. miany of' these deals 

Sill hi- on a barter basis and directly 
Sl..tween firms. Although harter trade 

\-tv-, iumhersonite and costly. many.r 
dvls are. still being made lecause the 

iti. econtolic' prOduCI e some 
Iughlt;ahir goo.ds.. 

While -stollia. Ltvia and 
,ithuania have qte diverse econ-
Ifltvel. vlen the me'dilll-trl tices 

1)()th Id oh liius positive prospects, 
I'he liltie states hlIive developed 

o,.rIlk tillilr. foomd plri,.,ing, forestIry 
. id wc ,)d productS,. texiles, chemi-

:dl,. manufacturing and electronics. 
I )spllt iilt! diversily of c uput. it is 
fli)t -asV 1) see Where tihe I5,altf 

'4A~ .4 

.. 

... 

Prime Minister Ivars Godmanis of Latvia gives opening remarks at the Politics of
Reform conference held in Riga, Latvia on November 19-22, 1992. 

st:tes will find their niche in the joint •entures illustrate the COOin mik 
world market. Tley will face difficult potential of this approach .Lik,, 
colipelit ioin froh Central and loundedin 1988. isbased onl the idea 
Eastern Europe and tilh dUel)ping of joining West.ern cc pte()LIul 
world, hardware with locally prtidu ed 

,Moreover. some of the current soft\w'-are. The firm sell, its ser'iv, 
rIdle May haVe survi'ed asa result of for hard currency thritl igh ul tilt 

extreme price distortions or privileged former Soviet Union. whil. it al,, 
access to certain inpuls., and may exports as much as .-l0, of i,, output 
therefore soon disappear. Other to Western markets. L.ioss.i.a;ni ither 
secioi.i of tle economy niay not he Latvian joint venturv. uohrs tr.1SpI t 
ablt . expand or replicate one-timei services foir \Western Iiri, inhVeIC,.d 
opportunities and thus not in Russia. u ilnprit)'ide. trading inl epL i;ll 
any new jobs. So)mt areas. hc VladivistOk adelsewIhr. iti lih)igl. atd 
may develop into profitable gro wth Pacific region. 
industries. Such growth will depend Of cO tilt 'lUl'te pF , .st 
on the creative capahilities of Baltic for this typC of activIty \\ ill dep)e.nd 
entrepreneurs. largely Orinh)w eco1n mli. Ucdili(In, 

evol\t in Russia Nmethleless, 

Gateway Enterprises prnvide..d the Russian coinc1mm\ div,e' 
Onear a in which tile BaIticstaltes nit fill intl() c m Iplte (lis,'rr.ix It t 

have a unique advantage and wIhich firms should hV W\ll.lIRINitIIl td ti 
may thus,, hold con.Sidera0bl fltlre Captili.et t hll lived 1i6 leit'g11ee 
potential igatewayenterrisinl-gi t- lpartnerslhips. capital and kni ,\-h(l\i 
%'isRussia and the other fornmer Soviet 3111a1111ill'lSill the!otherI'rulller S)\ IV 
republics. The Baltic economities have republics. 
close links to these areas Kased oin 
theirextennsive infrastrttcr-:tire-ice-ft'c Economic Reform 
hirbcrs, roads, railw'Iys-tlh. Ialtic, Programs 
halvettiditionallyservdasnmaiiitli A succs.'sicil iitiltmt' it, ili. 

i]u. As c i \ill (cI.ic ldroutintiesfte Ssia . itacts etv .n IrainaSitioin Ii t'iCess' 1 -1 
tile Baltic countries and their Nirm. ite po)licy clhanlge, i.1lite pul mili, 
neighbors (primarily Finland and place. Te dylvn.iiics ii lilt 1,i ilt 
Swdlen) expand, they may be 1bIt t( it)ward I int)r lirkeil-icirien; t-dt 

serve as a bridge ue\ktven L:is mnd cimlcinny generall\ nt lve l Illth 
W.st. reults (if cc mulCitll cf lt( i. ", 

[o wever, gatewa), e.nlterprising by the gc verninlnl id lit.' dc'Si', ,n, 
involves mniore tlhan iransit trade;- it of the aclcrS in the Ci. mIWIIIV 'Tl 
means devel)ing srviTcUS and latter act partly in respm, is ) li. 
productiOn itat build on links t) lit newopporitmnities cretlvd Il\ re01)1i1i 
v\ast LtIssim hinterland.lwo -l:i\ian and portly thrctnigh sli Intaci 'U)0 

http:Captili.et
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Highlights of Economic Reform in the Baltic States
 
Estonia 
* New currency, the kroon, introduced in June 1992 

to break away from inflation of ruble zone. Value of 
kroon backed by a US$ 120 million stabilization 
fund and fixed at eight kroons per German DM. 
Value has remained stable, making currency 
experiment a success. 

* Prices freed, except for energy, vodka and rent. 
* Privatization based on direct sales by state holding 

company, Estonian Privatization Agency. Progress 
slow thus far. However, first round of privatization 
for 38 large enterprises announced in October 
1992. 

* Government committed to giving all land back to 
rightful pre-1940 titleholders or their descendants.
Processing of land restitution claims began in 
January 1992, but many questions remain 
concerning rights accompanying land ownership
This may slow ionvatization of both large ano small 
enterprises 

* Tax reform measures nclude progessive income 

tax structure, corporate taxation based on
preumpive vaue-ddeactualta ofprfit, sngl 
(not presumptie) profits, single value-added tax of 
18%, and medical insurance and social security
taxes to be paid by employers.

* Central government earmarks particular tax 
revenues so that, for example, ocal authorities 
receive all cersonal income tax revenue and one 
third of corporate taxes 

e Estonia enjoys most success among Baltic ctates in 
attracting foreign investment. 1.500 Finnish 
companies nave invested in joint ventures,
representing 24% of nvested capital; 400 Swedish 
companies have joint ventures, representing 30% 

* Rapid growth in number of privte companies
Small businesses now account for an estimated 
20%/o of GDP 

* Reforms implemented at high eoonomic cost. 
Production :n 1992 fell oy estimated 40%"o com-
pared with 1991, ,vhile inflation rose some 40011 

Lithuania 

Latvia 
* 	Introduced temporary currency, Latvian ruble, to 

break away from Russian ruble. Temporary 
currency successful in maintaining fairly stable 
value. Permanent new currency, the lats, will be 
introduced. 

Prvatization confined to retail sector and agri
culture, based on state holding agency model 
Most of retail sector was expected to be privatized 
by end of 1992. 

• 	11500 joint-venture companies established.with 
bulk of foreign investment from Russia, Germany,U S., Finland and Sweden. 

1992 was very oifficult year for economy, as 
industrial and agricuitural production dropped
severely, unemployment increased and inflaton 
jumped in response to freeing of prices Sharp 
declines in living standards 

e Tax reform began in 1991, vith Pariament aeter
mining rnaxirr um tax rates and estaulishng
 
formulas for saring revenues with local admini-

Strations 

a Profit taxes ieyed cn ail enterprises, with tnree 
oifferent rates (15%. 25%. or 350o). depending on 
company's net profits 

* Personal income tax rates range from 15% to 35% 
Self-employed may pay either personal inccr;e or 
profit taxes. 

* Social security tax placed on any monetary reward 
for labor Generally, rate is 38%. ,t employers 

paying all but 1% 
* Other taxes include excise laxes, turnover (value

added) tax, land tax. and natural resource tax, 
'ncluding tax on pollution and fines for excessive 
resource use 

o Most rapid acproach to privatization among Baltic states, witn voucner-cased sstem for ormvat,zng land.
apartrTents aorj small businesses introduced almost two years ago Auct.,n system usea for restaurantsand other servces 80% of light industry now private, along vth about 75- cI 3r,rture AmOst 25% cf allindustry nov pi vate. Slow progress in divesting large state-ovned enle, Ir;SeS n v, ncustry 

a Rural areas hard-hit, collective farms disbanded
* Industrial sector also hard-hit. In first ten months of 1992 volume of goocs orocuced by L.tnnanan enter

prises was 41% of that during same period in 1990. With industrial producocn accoun, g for .12% of GDP,
effects of declne are serous and widespread

o Although new currency, the tas, is planned, progress incurrency reform r.as ceeri slow As of Octocer 1,a 
temporary currency, the Lithuanian coupon, has become only official legal terqder

* hIflation reached 2.200% from January 1991 to July 1992 Sharp decines n peal ,vages and lving

standards.
 

* Official unemployment relatively low, but many redundant ,,orkers at state f.r-s. ana rate lkeiy to go up

vinen firms go bankrupt.


•Socal safety net provided by 31 % social security payroll tax. out may be il C'nger of collapse unlessinemployment can be slowed or benefits (currently around 60% of laid-off worker's salary) scaled back. 
Sources Conference .resentat,ons. RFERL Research Report. Vol 2. No i. i Jan 1993 
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However, there are also the probably 
more difficult "subjective" problems, 
inClUding hesurprisinglywidespread 

-
its consequences, which has hindered 
the establlshment of the private 
property rights necessary to underpin 
privatization and other market 

'nations often obscures how 
different they are-historically, 
culturally, linguistically and 

Differences in industrial devel-
opment, cultural ties and other areas 
will mdst likely play an important role 
in the transformation taking place in 

investment on a regional basis and 
prepare for eventual European 
integration. . 

Overall, the outlook is uncertain, 
particularly in light of the daunting 
problemsencountered in the transition 
to democratic political systems and 
market-based economies over the 

Those who simply preach the
 
virtues of the market risk doing
 

democracy a disservice.
 

retornis. Related isSu es involve the 
_Ltuestion of the economic rights of 
n(Jn-citizens and the problems of 
'nomenclature" privatization and 
1,rganized crime, 

It is no surprise that the private 
,ectors are still very small, much 
stilaller than in Central Europe, 
because of the closer integration of 
the Baltic economies with those of 
the other former Soviet republics. As 
noted earlier, the Soviet system of 
ce.ntral planning featured large 
t*ictories designed to meet the output 
requirements for the entire country. 

Small-scale farming and small 
'nterprises, especially in tle service 

,ector. are developing fast, but they 
still represent only a minor share of 
economic activity. Some majorprivate 
firms..till live off of state structures, 
and are not standing on their own 
ieg, . l.arge-scale private enterprise 
• .ms .,,om way Off. A significant 
part of the Baltics' economies will 
continue to he state-owned for some 
•ime. 

Regonal Differences and 
Reform 

It is imporan itto point out that.it difk rences exist between each 
o-l" thl t intic republics. Subsuming 
I: :atonins, Latvians and Lithuanians 
uier the common concept of Baltlc 

V .. ./ ii i i ...:_ . . .. .. .. ,. 

each countryandthe policies that will 
evolve within each. For example,
Estonia pioneered economic reform 
in the Soviet Union even before 
perestroika was introduced in 
Moscow. As a result, Estonia 
established economic relations with 
foreign countries-primarily Finland 
and Sweden-earlier than the other 
formerSoviet republics. Today, thanks 
to its early start, Estonia has more 
joint ventures than Lithuania and 
Latvia. 

Different approaches to the 
economic transformation have 
already appeared in some important 
areas, such as currency reform and 
privatization (see box on page 10). 
In reality, it is not surprising that the 
Baltic countries would he aggressive 
in asserting independent approaches 
to tlcir economic and political 
structures after 50 years of Soviet 
domination. Of course, they are 
fully within their rights to pursue
policies as they see fit. However, if 
they should choose radically 
different or even only mildly
different economic reform pro-
grams-and the record thus far in 

this regard is not encouraging-
they may well be doing themse'ves 
a large disservice. They may benefit 
more from coordinating policy 
among themselves to attract 

e s l e o a ta t 

short-term. The citizens and political 
leaders.of the three Baltic countries 
must display great courage in 
confronting these problems as well as 
an awareness of the unprecedented 
position in which they now find 
themselves. 

The West face~s the same chal
lenges in attempting to support 
this crucial transition process. Those 
who simply preach the virtues of 
the market risk doing democracy a 
disservice. Democracy must not 
come to be associated with mass 
unemployment, intolerance and 
growing:social divisions. The new 
democracies must he given a social 
content. At the same time the Baltic 
economies must integrate them
selves into the global economy 
based on access to industrialized 
country markets, foreign private 
investment, and technical and 
financial assistance from Vestern 
governments. CAN;0 
_ 
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IMF Board Approves Russian Loan
 
F 	 OUoting are excerpts from a press ..... point where Ert an STF program and 

conference held by IMF Managing then a stand-by program could be put
Director %\litheiCamdessus on in place would require imagination, 

JulY I determunation, and perseverance to 
CAMDESSUS: ! am happy to confirm take and then implement persistently 
the press release [reprinted on pages . some very tough decisions. 
220-21 of this issue] and delighted to.'a 	 .'%"xs-i...this context, let me pay tributeIn 
tell you that yesterday afternoon the . to the Russian authorities who, in 
Executive Board acted to approve Rus- support of their use of Fund resources 
sia's request for a loan under tl., sys- under the STF, have submitted a pro
ternic transformation facility [STF, We gram, which is a Russian prograin, 
had a similar meeting here two ,nonths that represents a milestone in their e
ago (April 20, 1993' when we created forts to move the econcmy to a su.
this new instrument. This is a little bit tainable noninflationary growth path.
of history, because Russia's case is the It is important to note that the Rus-
Lst one in which this facility is being Camdessus: Russia's programrepresents a sian authorities have not cone to the 
used in a stand-alone fashion. Kyrgyz- milestone In Its reform efforts. Fund with empty hands. The very 
stan used it in mid-May in conjunction high rates of inflation in the lastseveral 
with a stand-by credit, which covers a comprehensive set of months have been reduced, and thus the very real danger of 
policies, including, in particular, the introduction of a new hyperinflation seems so far to have been averted. They are re
currency. It was clear when the facility was established, and it sisting with determination various pending populist initia
is even clearer now, that bringing de Russian economy to a tives. various :,,They have implemented I'k.aseturnp4r 211, 
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The First Stand-Alone STF Loan 
(Cinsnuedfiomfrontpage) concrete measures to reduce snbsi-
dies to importers, the coal sector, and grain producers, They 
have tightened monetary policy and increased interest rates. 
The program for the rest of 1993 aims at achieving subst'al-
tial progress toward financial stabilization. You remenmber, 
certainly, the recent declarations of President Yeltsin saying 
that stabilization was the key objective for 1993. Stabilization 
is no doubt a precondition for pushing ahead with the sys-
teinic transformation of the economy and the restructuring 
of the ccuntry's economic potential. But don't be misled by
the word "precondii-n," becaute stabilazcrion should not be 
an alibi for postponing 
structural transformatlon...............'.'.. 
meas:res. They have to 
be taken simultaneously , 
and as capidly as possible. 

The key policy objec-
e s to reduce the 

mur.,bJy rate of inflation 
to a low single-digit level 

.. a sustained,high-qualitygrowth 


path that can create the basis for future
prosperityfor the Russian people." 

bv the end of the year. Y'le program specifies detailed fiscal 
avd nionetary measures as wel as institutional changes re-
quired to attain this objective. At the same time, consider-
able emphasis is give, to the acceleratior, cf reforms in the 
areas of foreign trade, pnvatization, and the whole legal 
frainework. The rn'rasures of the program form an integrated 
whole, 

Among its rany elements, let me stress the impo.tance of 
institutional changes in the conduct of monetary policy. You 
remember that I hive stressed that the STF should concen-
trate on institutional changes, which would allow the stabi-
lization etfour io be put in motion in a sustainable fashion 
You will rememnber that in Russia the bulk of credit had 
been disnbuted as earmarked central bank credits at heavily 
subsidized interest rates to the so-called priority sectors of the 
econoy The central bank has now put strict limits on the 
ann .!I' (,s credit issued. The central bark refinancing rate 
h., teen adjusted and is to be set by reference to market 
rat, Thb Government has strictly limited the subsidies on 
interest rates and started auctions of treasury bills. I am not 
telisg you there will no longer be subsidized credits, but the 
sa iLdy will come from the budge: and under strict budget 
ceilngs. It will no longer come from the central bank. This 
.scais that Russia's inonezary policy will begin to resemble 

that of other market-oriented economies. 
[he end point of what the ."Russian authorities are trying to 

adulseve and where we are trying to be helpfal is a financially 
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stable market economy that is fully integrated with the world 
market. This is, of course, not an end in itself, but rather it 
will establish conditions for a sustained, high-quality growth 
path that can create the basis for future prosperity for the 
Russian people. There are so illusions either here or in 
Moscow that this road will be an easy one. But it is equay 
clear there are no viable alternatives. It is in recog.ution of 
these facts that the world financial conununity has expressed 
its willingness to assist Russia on this difficult path, including 
through the STF. 

The inunediate first step for the Russian authoities is clear: 
successful ilmlementation 
of the STF-supported pro
grain. Thus will pave the 
way for an upper credit 
trancels stasnd-by arrange
,iient, which will allow the 
Fund to remain fufly en
gaged in assisting the re
forn process in the Russian 

Federation. That can be a source of considerable pride for the 
goverrnents of the nicmber cournmes of the Funid-a sew 
instrument that was created just rwo months ago is already 
proving its worth. 

At the tim of our discussions leading to the STF, the em
phasis was placed on the Fund's ability to be helpful to coun
tries that undergo the ditficult transition to a market econ
only. The traditional instrument through which the Fund 
has backed economic refonns in many couries is a stand-b, 
arrangement, and the STF was designed to pave the way to
ward such an arrangenent. 

I would like to add one more point. Although the occa
sion of this meeting is to talk about Rtussia, I would like to 
inform you that the staff has been having ineisive discus
sions with other counmtes about use of the STF and has re
cenily reached agreements with the authonues of Belaras, 
Kazakhstan, and the Slovak republic about programis that will 
attract support under the STF. I hope that ii due course I 
shall be able to reconmmend that the Executive Board ap
prove such support, and I look forward to simlar steps. We 
are working to this end, of couse, in inany other countrtc . 
UraLnne, for instance. Now, I 'vould welcomie your que:
tions.
 
QUESTION: U.S. officials re telling us that the G-7 [Group
 
of 7] summit next week in Tokyo is going to approve as es
tablishmient of a G-7 
 office in Moscow. It has been reported 
that the IMF was opposed to the establishment of this otfice. 
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The IMFpanel at the press conference(from left) Erneato Hernindez.Cati, DeputyDlrert,7r, European IIDepartment; John Odling-Smee, 
Director, European IIDepartment; Managing Director Camdeuuse and Shallendra Anjarla, lrector, External RelationsDepartment. 

Have arrangements been made t:iat now make it acceptable our work with 74 countries because we are interested in the 
to you to have a G-7 coordination office in Moscow? historic transformation of an important seventy-fifth one. 
CA.%mDEsSUs: I would like to say that the acccunt of IMF op- As a matter of fact, I know those of you who have ob
position to aG-7 office is misreporting. Not only are we not served the work of the Fund for a long time know verv well 
opposed, not only have we not expressed any opposition, but that there are two key determinants of IMF interventions 
I must say in all modesty that we have not even been con- One is the quota of the country. There is a proportional
suited! If I had been consulted, I would have said that if the ity-a complex one, but very decisive one--between the 
G-7 countries say that such an office would help in their work quota of the country and the magnitude of IMF support. 
in Russia, then I would wannly support this initiative. We But there is perhaps an even more important determinant, 
know how important it is,indeed, to have people in Moscow which is the quality and the strength of acountry's own ef

assisting in implementing the strategy for cooperation with fort in stabilizing and transforming its economy. You know 
kussia. We know that G-7 countries are extending important my motto, the stronger the effort of the country. the 

and very diversified bilateral assistance to kussia, and if they stronger the contribution of the IMF and of the interna
see the need to coordinate the multifaceted forms of support tional community. I had the privilege two days ago to make 
to Russia, then lthink it isgood for them to set up an office, this point very forcefully at the Economic and Social Coun-

As far as we are concerned, we have an office in Moscow cil(ECOSOC) of the United Nations in Geneva. This is 
which has played an extremely useful role, an invaluable role, what matters: all countries in the world have to know that 
as a matter of fact, in helping us to prepare particularly the first if they do everything that is possible to put their houses in 
credit tranche and now the STF. It will continue its work order, the IMF will be there with its own support and with 
there. But the existence of our office working in the limited all its strength as a catalyst to make sure that iernational 
domain of the IMF interventions isno reason for us to oppose support comes in time. 
aG-7 office if they agree to create one, QUESTION: Mr. Camdessus, acouple of questions relating 
QUESTION: 'Xhere is a perception, probably wrong, that the to timing. When wuuld you expect the IMF to approye a 
IMF's preoccupation with Russia and the former Soviet - second SI.5 billion installment on the new type of lendi*ig to 
Union may divert attention from the needs of the developing the Russians? I understand the Russians are looking for this 
rountries. They may not be as unique as the RKussian case, maybe before the end of the year. And, econdly, in view of 
but they are as important. Would you care to comment on it? what you're saying naw about what the Russias ire doing, 
CADESSUS: You are right to say that this perception is give us some sort of a tinmetable, if you can. onsbringing into 

wrong. Indeed, the case of our cooperation with India isan play the $6billion ruble stabilization fund. 
extremely good illustration of the fact that even when work- CAMDESSUS Well, before the end of the year (Msia c,:tmd 
ing intensely in supporting transformation in Russia, we are tranche is a reasonable forecast or hope. This iswh-it we 
able to support, I think efficiently and most successfully, a sta- have in the back of our minds, and on the bick. I would say. 
bilizaton and reform program in India. As a matter of fact, I of our envelopes when we make calculations of the fin.ic

look fbrward to continuing to work as effectively as possible, ing for Russia for 1993, But we should be careful ,n specu
not only in Russia and India. but in many other developing lating about calendars for disbursement of external support. 
and transforming countnes. The essence here is, first, the implementation oif allthat is 

I must tell you in passing that we are now in this business inthis I don't think I amrevealing any secret deprogram. 
with 75 counries in the world, and I do not intend to delay liberations of the Executive Board in telling you that imple
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mentation was the motto of our Executive Board mcedipg 
yesterday when the STF program was apprvved, 

Second, another key element for our subsequent support 
to Russia in the following months is the strength ofpolic'es 
adopted. Our subsequent disbursement will be, indeed, re-
lated to a new set of policies, and you know there is a lotto 
be done. This program is good. It is really what the systemic. 
transformation facility is designed to support. But even at the 
end of such a good program, the Russian Federation will still 
have major problems to face. Even if f.hey go to monthly 
low single-digit inflation, (there will be] high [annual] infla-
tion. Then, certainly, a further effort at reducing inflation 
will be in order. Even if the budget de6cit is cut as stated in 
this program, it will leave a 
with all it entails about 

issallocation of resources. 

And so 2 major effort wvill
continue to be needed i 
this domain, and we will 
discuss that with the Rus-
sian authorities 

Third, I mentioned dis-
cussions. We look fonvard 

high budget deficit in Russia, 

.. - ,, 

"The stronger the effort of the country, 
the stronger the contribution of the IMF

and of the internationalcommunity." 

to starting these discussions very ioon. We are ready. But 
when you negotiate such comprehensive programs, normally 
it takes some time. You make calculations, you compare 
forecasts,.you establish financial frameworks, and so forth, All 
of that takes time. It is naive tc believe that this can be done 
in a few weeks, 

In general, good programs take lengthy preparation. I am 
not telling you that because I want to protect the IMF against 
all forms of pressure, or because I want to protect these two 
gentlemen (Mr. Odling-Smee and Mr. Hernndez-Cat4, Di-
rector and Deputy Dii':ctor, respectively, of the European H1 
Department) from never spending a weekend at home, No, I 
am only stating facts. 

So, implementation, strength of policies, and, indeed, due 
nine for negotiations are needed. 

You have a second question on the stabilization fund. As 
a matter of fact, all of our present initiatives are conducive to 
stabilization of the ruble. No wonder that for a few weeks 
now you have scen the first indications of ruble stabilization 
in the market. But, the stabilization fund is still part of the 
offer of the G-10 industrial countries to Russia. It can be 
helpful in a certain context. I have observed that, reasonably 
enough, the Russian authorities are not at this juncture 
putung a high priority on the implementation of the stabi-
lization fund. They understand how market economies and 
exchange markets work. They are aiming for stabilization. 
They certainly will consider ,he activation of the stabilization 
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fund at the appropriate time, but not for the next few 
months in my judgment. 
QUESTION: Could you give us, sir, a bteakdown of the $43 
billion in external financing that is due for Russia this year? 
And is that amount adequate? 
CAMDEssus: It is certainly adequate. It has been incorpo
rated in our balance of payments scenario for Russia, which 
is behind the design of the present package. Very broadly 
speaking, you have, first, the $3 billion of the IMF. Second, 
and most important, is $29 billion of rescheduling and re
arrangement of debt. You know, it is a very complex pack
age. Finally, you have $11 billion of grants and loans pro
vided from bilateral and other sources, All of that, if my 
aritfnetic is correct, should produce $.'3 billion. 

QUESTiON: How direct 
was the U.S. pressure to 

approve this credit before 
the G-7 meeting? Were 
you contacted by Secre
tary Bentsen or other 
people of the adinistra
tion?
 
CAMDEssus. Well, I will
 

tell you several things. I suspected the word "pressure" 
would be pronounced this morning. But, please, don't allow 
what is anecdotal to blur what is essential. What is essential 
is the excellent cooperation we have with the most inspor
tant members of the international Lomianunity in support of a 
historic development in Russia. 

Now, "pressures." The old Fund watchers here, and I see 
several of them, have heard me say that pressure is the most 
natural thing, the most ordirnary thing in Fund life. It is like 
atmospheric pressure for hunsan beings. So we have devel
oped, I would say, a kind of very siip!e, good-sense philos
ophy about pressures ii the IMF. I will give you the three 
basic tenets, even if there are More. 

First, never yield to pressures. 
Second, equally important, never be deterred from doing 

reasonable things, even if you are pressured to do them. 
And third, possibly even more important, be iure that 

your sense of huinor grows in proportion to the pressure. 
One niore thing--he date of the Executive Board niecting 

before the G-7 sunuut: I can tell ysu that the Executvc 
Board set it for June 30th. Technically speaking, by Fund 
calendar rules, it should have been die 29th, namely 
10 working 'lays after circulation of the teport of 
Mr. Hern.indez-Caii. It was the 1I th working day, because oti 
the 10th day I was its Geneva delivenng a spe:cis at the UN 
ECOSOC meeting. My speech is being distmbuted, and it is 
worth reading, particularly the final section! Thank you. -
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Slow Pace of Reform Hinders Bulgaria's Economic Recovery
 
Until the fall of 1992, Bulgaria was So far, they've done a very good job of WBN: Overall, how does Bulgaria's 

making good progress But as in many putting in place the iegal and institu- economic situation compare to other 

n 1989, the collapse of Eastern bloc Eastern European countries, the govern- tional framework for privatization and Eastern European countries? 
tr ide sent Bulgaria'seconomy into ment began to experience political diffi- financial sector reform But now they Mr.Peters: Balgariahadamuchworse 
a tailspin that would eventually culties that led to a slowing of stabiliza- have to implement that. Now, they have starting point thzn the other Eastern Eu

claimone-thirdofthecountry'seconomic tion and structural reforms, consensus to start privatizations, both through ropean countries. 
output. To revive the ailing economy, around particular rcform3. Because of widescale auctions of small firms and Bulgariafacedatoughtimeinthetran-

Bulgarialaunchcd an ambitiousreform that, the stabilization and structural re- privatizationoflarge firms. Theyhaveto sition. First, it was more heavily depen
programin early form program has slowed substantially. move these assets into the private secto: dent on trade with Eastern Eurc -e and 
1991, targeting where they can be more efficiently used. the former Soviet Union than any other 
thefinancialsys- WBN: Have Bulgaria's ceforms helped The same goes for banking. The gov- country in the region. Up to 80 percent of 

Slem,state-ouned spur economic growth? ernment needs to clean up the portfolios all its external trade took place there, 
enterprises,trade, Mr. Peters: The program has suffered of the country's banks by assuming their with half of that alone being with the 

prices, the agri- from some starts and stops and has not inherited bad debts, craft financial re- former Soviet Union. The cifficial unem
- cultural sector fully arrested the decline in GDP. In1991 structuring plans for the enterprises and ployment rate at end of 1992 was 15 

i and socio l ser- for example, output fell by aboat percen t. consolidate the banks. percent, one of the highest ui-employ

vices. The reforms have had some poAlso, Buigaria needs to reform its agri- ment rates in the region. Second, Bul-
Kyle Peters The refoas. late 1990 and 1poste cultural sector which has a lot of poten- gana was disadvantaged because its pri
paid off and helped slow down the were food shortages. Those have been tial for being a big exporter. Assets must vatesectorwasunderdevelopedcompared
pofntrys elpedmic lowes. dowjusthes erefd becushoag. Tose ha bee be quickly returned to privati hands so to mostotherEastenEuropeancountries.
country's economic losses. But just as eliminated because agricultural produc- peleanhpprdcineov. 

the economy began to show signsofturn- tion has increased. Small business and people can help production recover. At most, 2 percent of economic activity in 

ing around, the reforms lost their mo- private sector activity has increased in Bularia was in private sectorhandswhen
menum.bot reailandwhlesle rad, athogh WBN: .In 1990, Bulgaria declared a th-e com-L-urist system collapsed.mentum,. both retail and wholesale trade, although nowttotandsghen Bulatariamwasiitprivate 

Because of the slowdown, Bulgaria's it started from a small base. Before the moratoumonits debt, now totaling$12 

economicrecoverymaycomeayearlater reforms, there used to be hardly an), billion. Does that debt pose a major WBN: What are Bulgaria's prospects? 

than expected, says Kyle Peters,Senior shops. Now, all of the major metropoli- obstacle to the country's development? Mr. Peters: The key to Bulgavia's eco-

Economist in the World Bank's Europe tan areas are full of shops where goods Mr. Peters: The debt is an extremely nomic future lies in reviving external 

andCentralAsiaRegion. Petersrecently are freelv available b trade, diversifyingitsmarketsandimple

spoke to World Bank News about The first signs of the turnaround came macroeconomc uncertaint' constrain- menting reforms. Bulgaria should have 
in 1992 when both exports and imports ing private capital flows, especially di- an agriculture and service-led export

rect foreign investrn:ent in Bulgaria. oriented recovery. But there are factorsBulgaria'sfutureandthe needforquit. increased. Also, Bulgariha~s seen a v'ery 
There's a lot of macroeconomic risk in that constrain it. Bulgaria needs to have

reforms. Excerptsfollow: healthyorientaionof trade toward Wes t- that debtoverhang. The moratorium has access to markets where thLir productsernEuropeain-marr, ets whIic-his asteaditr acs omresweettrpouterWhenwillBulgria'emerelabe y can be competitive. Its recent agreementsn mareswvirtually eliminated any access the coun-

cBN: When will Bulgaria's economy and more reliable base for export growth try has to private credit flows, trade cred- with both the European Community and 
pick up again? than the~Eastern European nations they 

its and medium and 'ong-te:n. finance the European FreTmadeAsof ationholdMr. Peters: We thought the trade turn- were dependent upon 

the oun's ros doestchatdoesBulari
WN: podut ned t dothepriatesecor.some promiuse. But many- of Bulgaria'saround was a good sign that the drop in from the private sector. comnodities, like agricultural products,

the country's gross domestic product VON: What does Bulgara need to do Reducing the debt is a key step to iron and steel, I- Dutside of these agree
(GDP) would stop Now, because of the to get its e, onomy growing again? nornalizingthecountry's xternalsitua- mentsoraresubjecttoprotectiveclauses. 
slowing of economic reforms, GDII will Mr.Peters: There is a very clearagenda tionand regularizingcapital- flows. There Bulgaria can also take advantage c' its 
probably decline by another 4 pe, cent or for Bulgaria to get its economy moving is hope there because progress is being unique position between the East and 
5percentin1993 befoie it resumes grow- Basically, the Bulgarians need to move made between Bulgaria and its commer- West It also has great tourism potential 
ing in 1994. If the reforms had kept pace, rapidly on enterprise restructuring, in- cial debt creditors on seeing some con- inthe beachareas on the Black Sea andin 

Bulgaria might have started growing cluding privatization, financial sector sensus on negotiating a debt-reduction Lh- mountains. 0-rli- ~~~~~~~ n rrifi7 ht hnit ~~- _ - -_ ~ ~ ~ h mo-nAis [--rfr 
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It is my great pleasure to b2 here with you tonight. This evening bringsAN WILLIAM C.SPRAGENS be-k many fond memories of my college days when I was a member of the Center 
and participated in its vzrious programs. For me, the Center is Gordon Hoxie, an
individual whom I admire for h-s steadfast dedication to the youth of our country.PRESIDENTIAL PERCEPTON I would like to commend him for all his efforts in inspiring countless students overAND PERSUASION the years with the fundamentals of public service, patriotism, and professionalism. 

Five hundred years ago. Columbus embarked cn ajourney that not only resulted 
in the discevery of a New World, but can be viewed as the beginning of the 
interdependency of the world community. It is only fitting, therefore, that we study
the progress of these past centuries and their impact, as you have done over the past 
few days. 

Much as Columbus, we are embarked on a new era. Today, however, we live
in a world very much different than that of Columbus or even of twenty years ago. 
The threat of nuclear war has diminished, nuclear arms are being dismantled, and 
the cold war is over. But the end of the cold war has given rise to a new challenge.
Over the past decade it has been increasingly fashionable to speak about global
interdependence. And there is no doubt that the world has increasingly moved in 
this direction. We see this on a daily bai-, whether in terms of communication, 
technology or trade. The freeing of Eastern Europe and the demise of the Soviet 
Union add a new dimension and challenge to this term. These states not only have 
to become integrated into this world stracture which itself has not yet become 
solidified, but at the same time are experiencing the breakdown of a previously self 
contained and highly interdependent world. 

Over the past two years, therefore, what we have been witnessing in Eastern 
Europe and the former Soviet Union, is both a building and destruction process. 
Interdependence ranged from the previously shared economy to the legacy of Cher
nobyl across the expanse of three states. The challnge is to manage the breakup of 
interdependence so that the best parts remain to maintain and support the desire of 
sovereignty, rather than be seen as a threat to that sovereignty. This presents a rich
field for research by social scientists, but more immedistely presents a challenge not 
only to these countries but the entire world. Some countries have already managed
these transitional steps and are fast beconing meinbc.s of the international commu
nity. Poland and Hungary are examples of this.Permission granted by the Center for the Study of the Preidency,publisher of Presidential StudiesQuarterly. We are, therefore, tasked with managing the integration of a new frontier intoa global structure that itself is not certi nof what dircctiun it is taking. What I would 
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like to, do for til- few 1id1e ,ntlil ' the ptlih.'iis t1" t-wivnext ninnies i, th.t 

states face, with a p.ti,-'ular focus on LJktaii.., and the ciallengecs they posc. Broadly 
speaking, the challhucs the, enicoulntc Ar ethnic conflict. c0u11C and political 

security, defining their tegional and International roles, and inlitarv ecuritv 
U e are g tee thisas n ofut orIastern Europe a t i ilnFooittess d t So iert 

Union. For over 70 years this area ot the world h/as been frozen i tini under the 

control of totalitarian rule whticlh gave an attifreal peace and cooperation. Ve now 
have a 19th century world with 20th ceni.ury technology. hlieethnic conflicts and 
suspicions that ravaged Europe in the last cctitury have cotme back with a vetngeance 

in this part of the world. 
Thus, we are witnessing tile ravages of war io the foriter Yugoslavia, the 

division of Czechoslovakia, the conaflict it Moldova as well as in rtany states of tileformr Svie Unon.NATO 
former Soviet Union. 

The outbreak of ethnic conflict is a serious concern for the leadership of the 
newly independent states. In this environment we have witnessed a tendency to favor 

some form ofauthoritarian control or at a minimum a slowing down of the democratic 

reform process. Here we and these states face tile chailenge of maintaining a delicate 

balance between political stability and democratic reform. In no case carl the needs 
for the former be utilized as an excuse fer lagging on democratic reform. This is 

where active western involvement politically and economically can play a crucial role. 
A second feature is the growing global econonmic crisis, highlighted by the 

economic difficulties in our own nation and other econotic powers such as Britain 
and Germany. Unfortunately, these are not individual failures of leadership or plan-
ning but rather tie result of tile changing world political structure- the demise of 

communism, tile entrance into the world economy of Eastern Europe and the states 
of the former Soviet Union. The false perception for tite base of this problet is 
leading many leaders to turn inward, to promise and seek domestic solutions for 
problems that are global in nature. Retrenchnent now will ,hake us pay a greater 
price in the future. Witness our isolationism in the wake of World War 1. 

With the decline of great power conflict and the simultaneous decline of the 
econonic strength of the leading industial states, we can expect internatioual institu-

tions to take a leading role or be tile focus for security guarantees and economic 
stabilization. Thuos, for Ukraine, we see the iniportanlce of cooperaition in te NACC
stablizand on.p Thus, rainnel it deetitifinig of aitdoess kraines icition ia tiile 
and CSCE processesinterest 
helping preserve its security. Likewise the IMF and World Bank will be important 
for economic development. The challenge is to strcngthen these instititi )ts so they 

can serve as viable alternatives to tniiatcral ,ctiois or new bloc, alliances, and as a 
security measure for tnaintailing tle viabilit of tile iew state%and preventing tile 

return to empire :ii the fornter Soviet I itin. And. is the ecotomic powers of the 
West wrestle with tlihii difficulties, tile indcpcnd:tViies contnis lied to realize 

the importatce ,ofprivate verstis pubi lt.il tie-deh pin ofl ii ctheirii 'ctionnies. 
To ttake use of this. howeve . theseln til icn cd to attract investmetit by iniple-

nientingl favorable ivest melt civiiiinit 

A third featurc is thiat we arc n,, hotli hwit, wnder a global thicat. Cottllttnisin 

is dead, the Soviet lioni0I toocr cxists. Tlie fatt t the world iS no loiger uider 
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., ,hl c . t,. t,,t t l'.i.i .. , a ll tit,.-.. .. te t'wlv 

indefpendeit stat,, seek to establish their rolcs regionally and vis-a-vis tie West. In 
this context we will find states undertakin actions that do not parallel our views 

or desires. We shmld not seek to support old structures only because we are familiar 
with and used to ihtl. Thus Black Sea litoral cooperation or cooperation among the 
former Soviet Asian republics should be viewed as regional attempts to deal with 

regional problems and tie problems of iiatinal survival. These are new states groping 
for identities and roles. Our challenge in tile West is to work with these states and 
harness them in positive directions so that we can be parters and not adversaries. 

We in the West have been responsive to tile security concerns of these states with 
the creati ot e restii ive the states clo see at s wit 

t con of the NACC process which gives these states a close relationship wit'l
countries and thus a forum~l for discussion of :nlutual coixcerns. What has to 

be prevented is atty one state front inmposing its power over the others. History has 

shown that empire does not produce democracy. While all of the new states will not 

become democracies overnight, they have a greater chance for doing so if they are 

allowed to develop on their own, without external influence. 

And, finally, we are witnessing a concerted effort to limit and reduce both 
nuclear and conventional forces throughout tie world. CFE and START Treaties 

are major steps forward. But these actions are continuing witl the Middle East Arms 
Control talks and the novement towards a Global Protection System. The challenge 

is in working with the newly independent states so that they realize that cooperation 
on this front is tiot a sacrifice of security. After all. the former Soviet Union had an 
enormous nuclear and conventional ferce, but fell apart. Ukraine has been cooperating 

on this issue. In May, it got rid of its last tactical nuclear weapons. 
We also 'iveto guard against the temptation of these states seeking short-term 

economic gains from aris sales. Such a move can have a de-stabilizing effect in many 
regions of tile world. We are very cognizant of this and have moved towards 
assisting Ukraine with defense conversion, including the goal ofa multi-million dollar 
Enterprise Fund. 

As you cart see, Ukraine is ant integral part of the new world. United States 

interests in Ukraine are clear and simple. They involve security, investment, and 

partnership. As regards security, how Ukraine handles its relationship with Russia 
o the U.S. and te world. Furtherore, how it develops internally is 

as of iterest o e .S ether sp her a regiot wlos internaional 
also of interest. Problems in eather sphere cat have regifoal as wIl as international 

repercussions. A -able, viable and secure Ukraine is, therefore, a major ain ofUnited 
States foreign policy. 

In erins of iiivestmcit, Llkrainc's :atira aid IhuItati resources destine it to 
becotite a tajor eoiniic i.timtl Uklainc posseses . broad industrial base, an 

tadvalied space itidtist rv a1id has iiipot.ii uiiIn g Jild tilinja roesources. Tlie United 
States fulls' r alc.tIecthat anl ect,,oinic lv sttli I .onic iS .i set ore Ukraite atd a 

viable tradi 1'.u trcir. 
.Jkraitic is also a hew p. 1t'r 0io tilt' eitctatiotal level. Whcthelci i tie UN, 

NAC(C or the CS( U. tltc US. ik ralti.n paitniship Is aitied at furtheritg peace, 

http:iiipot.ii
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. 
sdemocratic valu aid cooperationr. llhi,par tnerslnp was in.rugratr'd during |licsi-

dent Kravchuk's May visit to WaShiit,'ton and reaffirmed in the July Helsinki meeting
between President Bush and Presient Kravchuk. 

And, Ukraine's geographic position gives it the opportunity to be a bridge
between Europe and Asia and a new international center. In this regard, the United 
States and other western states are actively engaged with Ukraine concerning the 
creation of a Science and Technology Center and a Nuclear Safety Center in Ukraine. 
Ukraine must seize these opportunities to be a regional leader. 

However, this is not a totally one-way street. There are a number of positive 
steps the West can take in approaching the challenges of tire newly independent 
states. We need to realize that we inthe West had decades for building our political
and economic bases. We cannot expect dramatic change overnight. But we can insist 
on no deviations from the road of democratic and economic reform. 

We need to understand the abiding fear of these states at losing their indepen-
dence to a resurgent empire. Their perceptions are a reality with which we have to 
deal. For example, we need to appreciate Ukraine's historical fears of its Russian 
neighbor. 

As a consequence of this, we need to appreciate these states' desire to be treated 
as equals on the international scene not only because of the signal it sends their 
neighbors, but also because of their domestic political processes. Public opinion,
exemplified by the mass media and opposition parties, constantly search for evidence 
of the smallest slight against the newly found sovereignty, 

We must also admit that we have a learning process. While previously it 
was convenient to view everything from Moscow, now we have 15 capitals. Our* 
bureaucracy has been adjusting to this change. We need greater efforts to learn the
languages and cultures of these new countries. This is true for government, private, 
as well as media officials. 

In its one year history, Ukraine has had numerous successes. Unfortunately,
its success is measured mostly by what has not happened. As we look back over the 
past year, we see a world that was skeptica! about the chance of Ukrainian indepen
dence being achieved. Once achieved, attention turned towards skepticism that 
Ukraine could survive as a nation. The fear was that ethnic strife weuld quickly bring 
an end to the great experiment. Aid even as this skepticism was prevalent, there 
were doubts being expressed that Ukraine could behave ina responsible fashion on 
the international arena, particularly as regards its nuclear weapons. Yet we have 
witnessed the renmoval of tactical weapons from Ukraine and Ukraine's connnritnrent 
to ratify the START Treaty and the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. Ukraine has 
very expertly handled its relations with Moscow. Inaddition, Ukraine has ratified 
CFE and has been cooperating with the inspection reginrr. arid has despatched over 
400 peacekeeping forces to the former Yugoslavia. Ukraine. therefore, has become 
a responsible and active partner ii the international area. Last ear's forecasts have 
proven false. But Ukraine cannot take comfort in this. Ithas to look toward tile 
future. 

Ukraine has to be carcfui, in,particular, that the goal of independence does 
not overshadow arid undermine the objective of democratic arid economic reform. 
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Movercnrtzt oil these two fronts is Ukraine's greatct guarantee of internal and extetiial 
security. On the ecoeimric front Ukraine must take the hard steps towaids privatiza
tion, freer prices and the acceptance of investment. These steps will ensure all Ukrai
nians the hope of abetter future. The government must learn the distinction between 
controlling arid managing an economy. Economic control did not work for 70 years
and those in the goverr.ment that believe it may do so now are mistaken. On the 
political front, Ukraine must continue its movement towards political diversity. This 
warrants acceptance of various ideas and organizations. A free exchange of ideas and 
values is the foundation of democracy, tolerance and unity for a strong domestic and 
political base. Ukraine must also take its military industry a,;d make it into an engine 
for civilian production. 

We will continue to work with Ukraine. We will be supportive when we can 
and critical and questioning when we believe it is necessary. Such an approach should 
not be viewed by Ukraine as a lack of support or neglect, but rather the development 
of a strong bilateral relationship in which a free give and take is a normal course of 
events. This is how we deal with the rest of our Western allies. If Ukraine wants 
to be accepted as a mrjor country, it must accept that this type of dialogue comes 
with that responsibility. Indeed, Ukraine has already shown its willingness to accept 
international responsibility. 

It is indeed rema,kable how Ukraine, only a year old, has come on the interna
tional stage with the multiple challenges of nation building, establishing its security,
and integrating into the world community and has done al of these quite smoothly.
Ukraine's mission is to maintain this course. Our government's mission is to support 
it and work with Ukraine. 

This essay is based upon an address by Ambassador Popadiuk on October 24, 1992, as the 23rd Annual 
Leadership Conference of theCentrfor the Study of the Presidency inNew York City. 
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Voices of Restraint Grow Louder 
rs:forMilitaryAction

"roping for ways to crack 

*..down on Serbia, Presi-
.d ent Clinton took liter-
illy, Congress' customary plea to-e'(.Unsuited before U'.S., forces 

iret ommitted abroad. But in re-
'rn. he heard a cacophony of 
,npass'ioned but conflicting ad. 
ice. 

Tht approaching possibility 
i,'miltary action sharpened dif. 

' rence- over the war in Bosnia-
Hterzegovina during the week of 
"pril 26. Many lawmakers went 
public In ipposition to possible 
irstrikes against Serbian artil. 

*-ry po.itions, warning that the 
'nited States could be stepping 

n:t a Balkan quagmire. 
The calls for restraint pro-

ided it counterpoint to the pre-
:ou- eek', debate. It had been 
:omiinated |) members who fa. 
.r urient military action as a 

':oral imperative to curb the 
•,rutal :erhian practice of "eth-
ic clewcsing" that they compare 

',, the Holocaust. (Weekly Re-
,ort,, 1031) 

"Peple now are trying to fig-
:1e ott whether this i, Germany, 
.142. ,r Vietnam. 1975," said 

i tht House Foreign Affairs 
,ramit(*e 

Cli.nton and his senior aides con-
ilted n h,urs ol meetings with mem-

,+r: ,,. Congress on several options: 
.cited airstrikes by the United States 
al it, allies on Bosnian Serb artillery 

-ml)lacements; airstrikes on other eco-
,';,mk"'r military targets in Bosnia or 
*.: Serbia; and pressing the United Na-
it,ns It, lift the embargo that prevents 
:',,nia, outgunned Muslim-led gov. 
rnent from obtaining weapons. 

By week's end, Clinton had not an-
I, adltltinew Bosnian policy. Aides 

aid a decision was likely May 1, al-
hough a scheduled new round of 
__.N.-sponsored peace talks among 

* ,,Nnin' warring, factions added yet 
cut 	the, element of uncertainty. 

I.av makers, lacking aforeign policy 

By Car-roll J, Doherty 

from Vietnan to the I'er-ian G!! 

this time have hrrict-d the bi 
bone of support For acr-trik- titil• 
other tough inki-al.l, Yt -lcSuch leading Dllm,rat-, ill- hw 

ng 	 Hin.- orecn Aftair- Ciaouse 
man L.e H. Hamilto,. hidh., 
emerged a., voice! of r-alitic 

Alter an exh,.iit Ic i ,, 
\White Hou.-e nccet %%, it 
group of about 26 i-ni, km 
makers April 27. l ubj.cihtibiii
and Decnoicrat- id."thc. %%ur
equally impre-ecd with lit eir.-i 
dent's willingnc.- i,t h . 
out. 

But it' Clinton. a ni-. i -n 
dent lacking in iorecin i,1it \ t. 
perience, wa. hopin'2 ftr ;it .i 
sensus from Congrt'. hell. \va- i, 
be disappointed..\f ter qiick. 
ruling out any deld ivcnnt , 
ground fore. an i1h,- Iptiio, 
president als ha: %eltoed th.t 
lawmakers disagreed oni m. 
other points. 

House Misgivings 
In a devel,,pnlenl that ci ,uld 

spell trouble Ior the .'dmini-tra 
ti, House leader ,, h-i,.

.,, of the iish. have exprec.-d in.... 
AMuslim woman and child watch from their doorway giving. alotii airtrikv ",ienry -1.Hyde. R-Ill., a member 

April 27 as the village of Kazaglci burns. 

compass for the post.Cold War era, ap. 
peared to go off in every direction. Old 
alliances had disappeared with tht So. 
viet threat, and the new array ofopinion 
defied easy categorization. 

The Pentagon's closest congres-
sional allies tended to be among the 
strongest opponents of military inter-
vention. Yet no one in Congress sup. 
ports the military services more ar-
dently or consistently than Sen. Strom 
Thurmond, S.C., who evoked images 
of the Holocaust in making an emo-
tional plea for action in Bosnia. 

"What's taking place there isworse 
than what Hitler did. Can we do noth-
ing?" Thurmond, the ranking Repub-
lican on the Senate Armed Services 
Committee asked at a panel hearing 
April 28. 

Democrats who had opposed wars 

has led oinle )eni, rJI'- ti, wr 
dict that the Hot ,m,,d rt,,' 

a resolutiin auhtlrti.in, -itit n a cltr-. 
"1think that isa hitlli 'aid '.tvr: 

G. Torricelli. N.I.. it mnint. I, ih, 
House Foreign Aft.far- t.oiciv t%%I,. 
oppoes any U.S. militcrv inv ,cwt 
in the former Yut,,-avii Hi. wrt,.i 
that the administration "-,,uld ki,', 
that therearelimit- topart-ac h.,lt "' 

But othe lawnaker- helic-vc that 1 
Clinton were to throw the full w.i-,h 
of his office behind U.S..,-l air-t rik., 
he would build sulport ii Ctiir-
and among a skeptical oihlit llht 
emphasized the trahic i.nal ilcinc! I 
rally around the presidhn-t when LI.5. 
forces are at risk. 

"I can remember only a vc'r\ hwc 
times when a pre.,ident ft lII I ni ;d 

States, going to thc ('Ci,re, it ; i
tional security issc., ha -cic-i ii 
feated," Hamilton said April 2.- oin.!t,. 

CQ Nl. tI~ t0'1 1-r 
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DEFENSE & FOREIGN POLICY 

Debating Bosnia 
"We have watched while the annihilation of apeople goes on and on. andon.: And-wehave donelittle to stop it,.. It is time to end the shelling bytaking aim at the gun and mortar emplacements." 

Sen. Dianne Felnstein, D.Callf., April 22 
"There's an old saying in the artillery: No matter

how well the gun is aimed, if the recoil's going to killthe gun crew, don't fire. Watch that over there be-
cause you've got a lot of people around here whoFeinstein haven't figured any recoil at all." 

Sen. Ernest F. Hollings, D-S.C., April 27 
"Even if the administration thinks it best to proceed with airstrikes,it is by definition the wrong policy because of the lack of unity. Ifanybody should understand the importance of maintaining the publicsupport for a policy, it should be the first president 

of the Vietnam generation."
Rep. Robert G. Torricelli, D.N .J., A pril 28 • :"! 

"The Serbs ... are a very proud people, who forhundreds of years have taken great pride in resist- .
ing the Germans and the Russians and the Austrians

and many, many other people. I doubt very much if 

a few airstrikes are going to 
make them suddenlycapitulate and turn around. My guess is their reac-
tion to airstrikes will be to be even more aggressive, Hamiltonand that will raise the level of killing."

Rep. Lee H. Hamilton, D-Ind., April 28, on PBS 

"I've been in the Senate 39 years. During my
entire lifetime, I 
have never seen a situation 
anywhere, anytime that is like what is going onin former Yugoslavia 

-

.... They are raping women,
raping little girls under 10 years old, robbing and

killing without any justification. Is the civilized 

world going to stand by and do nothing?"

Sen. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C., April 28 
"I'm not ready to risk another Vietnam situation." Thurmond 

Sen. John McCaln, R-Ariz., April 28 on NBC 
"My heart is with Strom, but my head is with McCain." 

Sen. Phil Gramm, R'Texas, April 28 
"I will decide what I think the right thing to do is and then see if 1can persuade the Congress and the allies to go along." 

President Clinton, April 28 

"MalNeil/Lehrer NewsHour." ligence Committee, Dennis DeConcini,Some supporters of airstrikes argue D-Ariz,, introduced a resolution call.thai the president will face little signifl- ing on the administrationimt ,,pposition if he carefully limit.s the 
to take im-

mediate steps with U.S. allies to neu--',,peof the mission to calm fears of an tralize Serb artillery, "including,,piin-ended intervention. Clinton's-trtig pitch should be that it's lim. 
through the use of military air force."The resolution also urges that thete:'l." aid Rep. Barney Frank, D-Mass. U.N. arms embargo be lifted, a stepThe. chairman of the Senate Intel. that appears to have broad support in 
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Congress.
A diverse group of lawmakers

including Rep. Richard J. Durbin, D.[ll.,
and Sen. John W. Warner, R-Va, - haveurged the president to seek congres. 

ua nyifnr itay. .. 
tion inBosnia. Durbin rounded up sig
natures from 91 House members for a 
letter making that case. But lawmakers 
appeared uncertain as to whether Clinton needed to obtain authorization be
fore beginning any intervention. 
ton, theIn advance of a decision by Clin.rising congressional opposi.tion to airstrikes stemmed partly frompessimistic assessments in the Penta. 
gon. A panel of senior military officers 

mitteetold the Senate Armed Services Coinon April 28 that multilateral 
attacks  without the deployment of 
large-scale ground forces - could not 
halt the Serb advance. 

"My gut instinct is that in the 
larger sense there is no military solula ge se s he ei o ii ar o u 
tion to this," said Lt. Gen. BarryMcCaffrey. The officers also warned 
that airS triangunners would respond 
toi air attacks by moving artillery
pieces to populated areas, raising the 
possibility thatLike Congress, however, the Penta-

U.S. bombing couldcause civilian casualties. 

gon appeared divided. Gen. Merrill A. 
McPeak, the Air Force chief of staff,
insisted that Serb positions could be 
effectively attackedrisk to U.S. pilots. with very little 

With little else to go on, even law.
 
makers not closely allied with the
 
Pentagon said the military's judgment

could prove crucial. "I'm looking for
 
the military 
 stamp of approval for
 
whatever policy we come up with,"
 
Durbin said.
 

Scattered ViewsIt is not merely that some Cold War
hawks have become doves, 
 and vice 

versa. Rather, the foreign policy align.ments that endured largely intact from
the Vietnam War through the Persian
 

Gulf War have been shattered:0Born-Again Hawks. Much hasbeen made of the evolution of tradi
tional foreign policy liberals, such as 
Sen. Joseph R. Biden 'Jr.. D.Del., into 
determined advocates for military action in Bosnia. 

John McCain, R-Ariz., who has led
Senate opposition to military inter.
vention, recently seized on Biden's 
past opposition to using force to un
dercut his arguments in favor ofairstrikes. "I hope Sen. Biden isn't lis.
tening to the same people he listened 
to when he opposed the action in the 



Persian Gulf," McCain said in a mini
debate with the Democrat on the 
"CBS Evening News." 

But liberal senators such as Carl 
Levin, D-Mich., and Paul Wellstone,
D-Minn, were joined by Thurmond 
and other conservatives in signing a 
letter urging airstrikes. 

* Cautious Veterans. Opposition
to airstrikes and other military action 
has come largely from pro-Pentagon
lawmakers, many of whom fought in 
the Vietnam War. McCain - one of
the nation's most-famous prisoners of war from the Vietnam era - has said
he is unwilling to "risk another Viet
nam" in the Balkans. 

"The hangover from Vietnam is 
still there," Hyde said. "It'll be 10 
more years before it's nut a force in 
people's thinking."

Yet veterans from Vietnam, such 
as Charles S. Robb, D-Va., and from 
earlier wars, such as Senate Minority
Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan., 'lave sup.
ported airstrikes. 

* Desert Storm Opponents. Sen
ate Majority Leader George J. Mitch. 
ell of Maine, Biden and other Demo. 
crats had urged former President
George Bush to hold off on attacking
Iraq to allow stiff international 
nomic sanctions 

eco
more time to work. 

Now, mtany of those same Demo
crats believe that it is too late for
sanctions to be effective in pressuring
Serbs to agree to peace terms. 

The cautious Hamilton, who 
backed a sanctions strategy against
Iraq, has been consistent in urging a
similar reliance on economic sanctions 
against Serbia. That has put him atodds with Biden, "%ith whom he has 
clashed publicly.

* Foreign Policy Pragmatists.

Some of the most influential voices on
 
foreign policy for 
 the past generation
- including former secretaries of
 
State Henry A. Kissinger and Law
rence S. Eagleburger - ha%e 
 issued
dire warnings against becoming mired
 
in the Balkans.
 

But Sen. Richard G. Lugar, R-Ind.,

who generally shares Eagleburger's

pragmatic 
 view of foreign policy, has

been one of the few lawmakers to urge

the deployment of ground forces to

Bosnia. Lugar argues that if Belgrade's
drive to create a "greater Serbia" is not
stopped in Bosnia, the entire region will 
become engulfed in war. 

"Without stopping thle music atthis point," Lugar said, "the United
States and its allies are fated in my
judgment to face difficulties that are 
very severe down the trail." 
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REMARKS OF TREASURY SECRETARY LLOYD BENTSEN 

COUNCIL

WASHINGTON,OF THE AMERICAS
D.C. 


I recall talking with the Council up on Capitol Hill about
this time two years ago. 
At the time we were discussing fast
track authority, the Enterprise for the Americas program, and the
GATT and NAFTA negotiations. 


I've changed jobs since then, but those are still my
concerns. 
And so is the pace of domestic and international 

growth, 


I'd like to talk about my new concerns, but first I'd like
emphasize our commitment to a solid partnership with our

neighbors in the hemisphere. The Enterprise for the Americas

Initiative is 
a bipartisan effort to focus on trade, investment, 

debt and the environment.
 

If you followed my testimony on Capital Hill. you know that
the Clinton Administration has asked Congress for additional 

money for debt relief and the Multilateral Investment Fund. 
We
intend to continue and build on these efforts to improve the
quality of life for all our people tnrough hemispheric growth, 


All our nations are now so closely tied together
economically, that nothing any one nation does truly happens 
in a 

vacuum. That's particularly true for an economy as 
large as 

ours. For example, our interest rate decline will shave $2 

billion a year off debt service for Latin America.
grow, it affects the growth of the rest of the world, 

And when we
 
particularly that of our closest neighbors. 


In dealing w4th growth in 
a global sense, we must look at 

more than just our own economy. We just concluded an important
series of meetings of the G-7 
finance ministers, and the
committees of the World Bank and the IMF. 
 We talked extensively

about how we can encourage international economic growth. 
Some
encouraging steps have been taken toward getting all 
economies to 
grow and prosper. 
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For instance, the United States and Canada 
are working to
get our deficits down and increase investment and savings.

Interest rates 
are coming down in Europe. And Japan has
 
announced a stimulus aimed at improving domestic demand and

reducing external imbalances.
 

We're seeing some progress in our efforts. 
 But we cannot
 
rest. 
 We must do more to create growth and jobs.
 

I'm sure you saw the World Bank forecast that said our
 economy -- the U.S. economy -- is going to help lead world
growth this year and next. 
 That report said world growth itself
 
is going to be lackluster, about 2.2 percent.
 

The fact that our economy is likely to grow faster than the

global economy underscores the importance of 
our aggressive
 
effort in this country to break free of recession. Let me just
remind you that we calculate that a decline in first quarter
exports shaved almost a full point off 
our first quarter GDP

figure. That sort of figure only magnifies the argument that we
have a large stake in faster economic growth elsewhere.
 

These growth figures also remind us 
that NAFTA -- and the
jobs and stronger growth it can bring --
 is important,

particularly for the long term outlook for our region.
 

Now, grant you, it'd be a challange to get it passed now
before we get the supplemental agreements finished. 
 I wrote an
 
article last August about NAFTA. 
I said then that we had
concerns about labor and environmental issues. 
These are issues
of interest to all Americans. Now those concerns are being met.

We're improving N,.:2A. 
 We a.te working for meaningful and

effective supplements to the agreement on 
those issues.
 

In addition, we're getting our message to the Hill on 
the
benefits of NAFTA. We're explaining how it fits in our strategy
 
of improving our competitiveness. We're explaining how it will
create more net jobs.
 

True, some jobs will be 
lost, but it's a small number in
relation to our workforce. I won't minimize the persondl

suffering involved. 
 But these jobs are at risk not because of
NAFTA, but because of the globa! challenge to our

competitiveness. You don't stay competitive by turning your back
 
on competition ard new 
markets. We're responding to a changing
world, and we're going to train our workers to meet that
 
challenge.
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I think once Congress understands how we're making NAFTA 

better, they'll agree it should be approved. This is an 

important agreement. It's important to our national interests, 

It is important to Canada, and to Mexico. It's important over 

the long run to every nation in the hemisphere because of the 

growth it can help generate. 


I stongly support NAFTA, and we're working hard to have it 

adopted this year.
 

I dlso want to see NAFTA approved because of the importance 

of trade to our entire region. Let's examine some of those 

numbers, because there's so much focus on our trade with Japan

that the business we do with one another in this hemisphere tends 

to be obscured, 


if you look at just Latin America and the Caribbean, our 

exports to these areas went up from $43 billion in 1987 to more 

than $75 billion last year. That's real growth, and it means 

jobs for Americans. And last year we exported about 1.5 times
 
more tn Latin America than we did to Japan. 


Look at the trade relationship we have with Canada. The 

Canadians are our largest trading partner. Last year, we 

exported over $100 billion in goods and services to Canada. In 

turn, we bought $100 billion of Canadian goods. Canadian exports

to the United States account for nearly one quarter of Canada's 

GDP. Free trade, obviously, is a good deal for everyone, 


I also want to see NAFTA up and running by the first of the 

year because we have in President Salinas a man who has done some
 
remarkable things. He has shown political courage in openil.g the 

Mexican economy to foreign trade and investment. He's lowered 

tariffs -- substantially -- but there is no guarantee that 

whoever succeeds him will have the same idea. 


You know, we once had a trade deficit with Mexico, but now
 
we have a substantial surplus, a $5 billion surplus. We sold 

them over $40 billion dollars of goods last year. That's up from 

$15 billion in 1987. Many people lose sight of the fact that 

Mexico is our third-largest trading partner. They buy more from 

us on a per capita basis than the more affluent Europeans. 


The importance of NAFTA as a vehicle for growth is also 

reinforced by the fact that we've just come out of the decade of 

debt in the region, and we're putting it behind us. We can 

already see substantial progress. 
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Let me give you an example. Many of the largest debtors in
 
the region have moved beyond that problem and now face the
 
challenge of properly managing a new influx of capital. The
 
dramatic inflow of capital je see now has been in response to the
 
very encouraging steps man nations have taken -- countries like
 
Mexico, Chile, Argentina and others. This capital can support
 
projects that will create obs, improve productivity, and assist
 
regional growth.
 

Obviously, I think NAFTA's a good idea. We have an
 
excellent opportunity to make a contribution to our region and to
 
its growth with this agreement.
 

If you look around the Americas, free trade agreements are
 
breaking out all over. Nations are adopting free trade
 
agreements, or expanding on them. One of the problems we have
 
seen in Latin America has been too little trade amongst one
 
another. Free trade agreements help with that, and contribute to
 
the growth we all want.
 

Let me give you an example. One Latin finance minister told
 
me the other day that before his nation and another reached a
 
trade agreement, there were 7 flights a week between the two
 
capitals. Today, a year later, there are five or six times as
 
many flights. The lesson there is obvious.
 

Now, I also want to discuss growth on a larger scale. Just
 
as we in the Americas are linked economically, the United States
 
is similarly linked to the rest of the world's economies. What
 
we do to improve our economy can affect others.
 

That World Bank report suggesting rather unimpressive grcwth
 
overall pegged our growth in the United States at about 3.2
 
percent. Our internal forecast is about the same, 3.1 percent.

A rate like that will let us start chipping away at unemployment

by creating new jobs faster than our labor force grows.
 

Our last quarterly growth figure was poor, but my feeling is
 
our economy is stronger than what the 1.8 percent figure
 
suggests. I believe our March storm had something to do with it.
 
The number that came out last Thursday is a winter pothole in our
 
road to recovery, but it's not going to give us a flat.
 

Our economic plan is an aggressive effort to deal with our
 
deficit, and at the rame time make the kinds of investments in
 
our infrastructure aiad citizens that will pay us dividends for
 
years to come. Simultaneously, we will also be encouraging the
 
kind of investments by the private sector that produce growth for
 
our economy, and a more competitive, prolitable economy.
 



The 
reason we're doing this is because we want to change the
status quo. 
Twice before we've seen our economy coming out of
recession. 
The previous administration in all 
sincerity decided
to stick with the status quo. 
They believed the recession was
over. But they went 0 for 2. 
We drafted cur plan to make
certain we don't go 0 for 
3. 


I think the economic signs we've been seeing these past few
months just reinforce our aecision to start taking these long
term steps to make major changes in our economic direction. It's
not something that's going to happen overnight. Yo, can't turn 

the U.S. economy on a dime. 
 I think most Americans understand
that it will take time to have a lasting impict on our economy.
The important point here is that we're taking action to change
the status quo. 


We've convinced Congress to pass the Budget Resolution in
record time up on Capitol Hill. 
 It has put us on the path toward
nearly $500 billion dollars in deficit reduction. That's the
largest deficit reduction package ever advanced. 
We se-nt a full
budget to Congress this year, something that's unheard of for a
new administration. 


We have proposed 200 specific budget cuts for Congress.
They affect every department and every area 
of government. We've 

even proposed making cuts in entitlement programs, what I like to 

call the third rail in American politics.
 

We have a very fair revenue package. It includes provisions
to ensure that we collect what is due from foreign-owned

enterprises doing business in the United States. 
It is only fair
that if we ask our citizens and corporations to pay additional
taxes, that we make absolutely certain we have international
 
compliance reforms.
 

It's an ambitious plan, lut one we think will bring long
term change to the American economy.
 

Change is a topic that has been getti,,g a lot of comment
these past few days. 
 People ask what change the Clinton
Administration has managed to effect in its first !00 days in
 
office?
 

We have some major accompishments.
 

Long-term interest rates are 
down substantially. Rates came
down by about a full percentage point by mid-April. They're back
up a bit now, but fluctuations are normal, and the bottom line is
rates 
are down and saving all of us money. 
Consumers are saving.
Businesses are saving. 
And our government is 
saving billions.
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Our deficit reduction plan has cleared its first hurdle, and
our budget proposals are on the table on Capitol Hill. 
 This is
the earliest in my memory that Congress has ,assed a budget
resolution. 
 it used to be that budgets were dead on arrival when
they got to the hill, or 
that a majority of Republicans voted
against a Republican president's budget. That's not the zase
 

now.
 
We've taken steps to eliminate the credit crunch. 
That will
lead to increased access to credit for the small and medium-sized
businesses that are going to be creating the jobs in our economy.
 

Our willingness to advance a realistic economic program has
strengthenod our leadership in the international economic arena.
We now talk about balance sheets, not the balance of power, at
 
our international meetings.
 

And the other thing we've accomplished is we've changed
attitudes in Washington. There is now an acceptance that change
will come, that the status quo will not continue. People accept
that there will be health care reform, and they see Democrats
cuttirng the deficit, and cutting, and cutting. 
 Now that's a
 

change.

This is a new administration, with an agenda for change, and
 

we're making it happen.
 

Thank you very much.
 



Western Hemisphere 

Forging a True Partnership 
Of the Americas 
Deputy Secretary Wharton 
Address before the Council of the Americas on behalf of 
Secretary Christopher, Washington, DC, May 3, 1993 

t is a pleasure to have the opportu-
nity to speak to you today. First, 
allow me to express Secretary 

Christopher's disappointment that he 
could not be here. He had wanted to 
speak to you personally and assure you 
that the US partnership with Latin 
America and the Caribbean is among
this Administration's highest foreign 
policy priorities. I am delivering the 
Secretary's speech, and he asked me to 
be sure you understand that these are 
his words, 

But before I read the Secretary's 
speech, let me first make a personal 
comment. Upon graduation from SAIS 
in 1948, 1joined the late Nelson A. 
Rockefeller, David's brother, in 
Nelson's Latin American activities, 
This led to a22-year career in foreign 
economic development with the 
Rockefeller family's philanthropic 
interests. Therefore, I am especial'y 
pleased to be here to compliment my 
good friend David Rockefeller. 

David, I want to pay a personal 
tribute to you for your lifelong leader-
ship and dedication to improving 
relations among the nations of the 
Americas. Nn one exemplifies our 
country's commitment to the region 
better than you. 

On behalf of the Secretary, I would 
like to begin by expressing apprecia-
tion to you and to John Avery, George 
Landau, and all the members of the 
council for the very important work 
you have done over the years. 

The council has rendered an in-
valuable service to our country. You 
have promoted greater communication 
and understanding among leaders 
throughout the Americas. And yoli 
have educated our citizens about 
what all of us have at stake in inter-
American cooperation. 

Members of the council have 
contributed significantly to the new 
growth spurred by open markets and 
free trade. You have long understood 
the link between political and economic 
freedom and the importance to both of 
the rule of law. 

Those are the values which must 
guide US policy toward Latin America 
and the Caribbean. Let me state in 
unmistakable terms: Our marching 
orders from the President are to 
engage with Latin America and the 
Caribbean to strengthen democracy
and expand prosperity for all our 
citizens to share. 

Too often in our history, we have 
turned our attention to Latin America 
in times of crisis, and we have turned 
our back when the crisis passes. That 
Isshort-sighted and self-defeatrig. 
This Administration will not make that 
mistake. 

President Clinton is committed 
to forging atrue partnership of the 
Americas-a Western Hemisphere 
community of demoiracies-to 
strengthen democratic institutions, 
to defend human i ights, to fight for 
social justice, to support economic 
reform and free markets, and to protect 
the environment, And let thcre be no 
doubt: We will build a hemisphere of 
free trade. 

Our interests in the hemisphere are 
mutual, and the benefits flow both 
ways. When our neighbors prosper, 
they buy our exports and our job base 
grows. When democracy is strong in 
the Americas, together we are able to 
address the problems we face and seize 
the opportunities we share. 

Change in Latin America today 
often comes from inspired leaders: 
from men like Presidents Salinas and 
Menem, who have led the most dra-
matic economic reforms their societies 

have ever seen, and President Aylwin,
who is promoting economic growth and 
fighting poverty. Change also comes 
from the work of the Salvadorans and 
Nicaraguans in all walks of life who are 
working to reconcile their people and 
rebuild their countries. It comes from 
voters, political activists, and election 
workers who have placed their faith in 
electoral processes and made them 
work. And it comes from entrepre
neurs, whether street vendors or 
major investors, who are taking risks, 
creating new jobs, and lifting people's 
lives. 

This is the generation in Latin 
America which established democracy 
as the only form of government 
acceptable to the people. Now, this 
generation must show that democracy
will attack the daunting problems 
which remain: that it will stop political 
violence ann safeguard human rights; 
that it will assure efficient and account
able forms of government; that it will 
reduce poverty and glaring inequalities
of income; that it will address popula
tion growth and protect the environ
nient. Indeed, our common challenge in 
every part of the hemisphere is 
achieving economic prosperity while 
advancing social equity. 

President Clinton and Vice Presi
dent Gore arc leaders of this new 
generation. Under their leadership, 
the United States is committed to 
working with our neighbors in the 
Americas to achieve these vital goals. 
Our task throughout the Americas is 
to make democracy work fir ordinary 
citizens every day, not just en election 
day. And that job begins with eco
nomic policies that put people first 
here at home and through,,ut the 
hemisphere. 

There is no longer a distinct;on 
between sound domestic and sound 
international economic plicies. Presi
dent Clinton's budget proposals are 
amore serious and comprehensive 
program to cut the deficit than any
thing Washington has seen in a long 
time, and they deserve your support. 
Already, the reductioi in long-term 
interest rates that has taken place in 
response to those proposals has saved 
billions for American businesses, 
consumers, and homeowners. And that 
same reduction will save Latin America 
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,32 billion indebt service in the course 
of ayear. The more the President's 
program works, the more it will benefit 
our economy and those of our trading 
partners to the south--.. 

Our international economic policy
is designed to expand global trade and 
prosperity, ealarge export opportuni-
ties for our businesses, and create jobs
for our workers, as the President said 
in his American University address in 
February. We will work to eliminate 
trade barriers, ensure fair competition 
for our businesses, and spur growth
and prosperity abroad. The jobs of 
over 7 million of our workers-and I 
acre in 3 planted by our farmers-
depend on exports abroad. For their 
sake, as the President has said, "we 
must compete, not retreat" in this 
hemisphere and around the world, 

Today, the Americas are vital to 
our international economic strategy.
No region in the world isdoing more to 
liberalize trade with us, and no region
is better suited to join us ineconomic 
partnership than Latin America. The 
hemisphere isgrowing again. In nearly 
every country, hyperinflation has been 
tamed. New private capital is pouring
into the region, modernizing former 
state enterprises and trading in some 
of the world's newest and most dy-
namic stock markets. Seventy-five 
percent of the new investment capital
flowing into the developing world today
isgoing to Latin America. In country
after country, the emergence of a new 
middle class, with growing purchasing
poweri, is creating new markets for 
exporters of US goods and services. 

In fact, with Mexico modernizing,
with'Chile growing at 9%, with Argen-
tina enjoying a sound currency and 
high levels of investment, with Colom-
hba preparing to develop the world's 
h'rgest new oil field, it is time to start
talking about Latin American tigers.

LL ast year, our worldwide exports,, 
grew by 6%. In Latin America and 
the Caribbean, our exports grew by
17%-and there we had a surplus. Our 

*market share is five times greater than 
that of Japan and growing every year.
US exports to this hemisphere have 
more than doubled in the past

*5years. This has created nearly 
* 	 ' 800,000 American jobs at higher than 

average wages. And each additional 

Western Hemisphere 

percentage point of growth in Latin 
America generates $6 billion in new 
US exports and over 100,000 new 
American jobs. Clearly, what isgood
for the-economies of this hemisphere is 
good for the United States. 

Moreover, Latin America is opening
its markets to US exports. This is a 
region where we face relatively little 
entrenched resistance to open markets 
or lower tariffs. Instead, for the most 
part, we are blessed with good, open,
and fair trading partners in Latin 
America. And as we move forward, 
we want to make sure that the smaller 
countries of the region, especially in 
the Caribbean and Central America, 
benefit as well. 

In the last decade, ec .,nomic 
reformers in Latin America cut their 
tariffs dramatically and unilaterally. 
Maximum tariffs ran well above 200% 
in the 1970s and 1980s. Today, most 
countries are committed to lowering
maximum rates to 20%. Our Latin 
trading partners lowered their barriers 
because they recognize that this is the 
way to raise their economies to com-
petitive, prosperous positions in the 
global economy. 

The countries that have gone

farthest in trade liberalization, like 

Chile, have seen the largest growth,

the greatest increase in real wages
for their citizens, and the biggest
reduction in poverty. We are conimit-
ted to build on that progress and 
expand trading opportunities through-
out the Americas. 

This is what we envision: a commu-
nity of Western Hemisphere countries 
linked by open markets and democratic 
values. A North American Free Trade 
Agreement is central to that vision. 
For over halfa century, every Ameri-
can President-Democratic and 
Republican alike-has stood for closer
economic cooperation and for more 
open trade through the hemisphere, 
beginning withMexico. Now the 
leaders and people of Mexico are 
embracing historic reform--economic 
and political-to open their country 
to the global economy. 

Through a North American Free 
Trade Agreement, the United States 
and Canada have a once-in-a-genera-
tion chance to open up a new frontier 

of trade with our neighbor to the south. 
And we have a chance to make North 
American free trade-and cooperation 
on labor and environmental standards
2 .a h &del fOi ii es th h
sphere and the world. 

Mexico is our nation's fastest
growing export market. The economic 
growth of Mexico-the nation with 
which we share the longest land border 
in the world between a developed and 
a developing nation-is good for our 
nation's prosperity and good for our 
security.

Let me state clearly: ANorth 
American Free Trade Agreement is 
in the overriding economic and foreign
policy interest of the United States of 
America. On behalf of the President, 
I also want to assure you that once 
parallel agreements to strengthen 
protections for the environment and 
workers are completed, we will seek
and I am confident that we will 
win-congressional approval of 
NAFTA so that it can take effect next 
year. 

President Clinton also intends to 
build upon NAFTA to expand free 
trade further so'uth. As the President 
recently reaffirmed, after NAFTA we 
are committed to enter negotiations 
with 	Chile. Ambassador Kantor will 
also seek to negotiate with other 
democratic countries in this hemi
sphere committed to free market 
policies. 

IOur global trading partners should 
know that we see free trade in the 
Americas as a building block for a 
freer world trading system. This 
hemisphere is united in the desire to 
achieve a successful Uruguay Round 
agreement by the end of this year.
And I would note that the United 
States stands today with the entire 
region, through the OAS, incalling forgreater access for our agricultural
products to markets in Europe and 
Japan. 

We will continue to urge countries 
to bring their investment laws and 
intellectual property protections up
to world standards so that these 
protections apply to domestic and 
international investors alike. This is 
not just a North American agenda.
Strong patent protections and sound 
investment regimes are the magnets 
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that will lure new investment and 
growth to this hemisphere. This 
Administration will support and 
co ribute to the Multilateral Invest-
m, t Fund at the Inter-American 
Development Bank. We will also 
continue to reduce our neighbors' 
official debt to the United States 
through an initiative that dedicates 
those aavings to environmental and 
child health programs. 

This region's free-market reforms 
-like thos.e elsewhere around the 
world-r-e creating more than jobs 
and growth. They are also creating 
new middle classes -and,in that way, 
unleashing new political forces and 
invlgorating democracy. For our part, 
we seek to promote prosperity, equity, 
and liberty in the Americas in every 
aspect of our foreign policy. 

Throughout the hemisphere, as we 
are witnessing this week in Paraguay, 
democratic elections have become the 
only legitimate means for transferring 
political power. And the Organization 
of American States, like no other 
international body, has taken on a 
formal collective responsibility to 
defend the right of all Americans to be 
governed by the representatives they 
freely elect. The OAS remains the 
premier fprum in the Americas for 
dialogue and inter-American coopera-
tion. Under this Administration, the 
Un'ted States will be a full and trle 
partner-and one that pays its dues. 

In Central America, we applaud and 
support the courage and vision of 
Salvadorans and Nicaraguans strug-
gling to bind up the wounds of war 
through national reconciliation, estab-
lish civilian authority over police and 
military institutions, defend human 
rights, and promote economic develop-
ment. I am encouraged by signs of 
progress in the peace talks in Guate-
mala. The United States urges all sides 
in those negotiations to seize what we 
believe is a historic opportunity to 
forge a permanent, just, and lasting 
peace. 

Human rights is the core of our 
foreign policy. Tf he United States will 
direct its aid and influence in every 
way possible to enable the nations of 
this hemisphere to advance human 
rights and strengthen the democratic 
institutions which promote the rule of 
law. 

First, we will support, through our 
foreign assistance, the development 
of civil society. In the past 2 decades, 
this hemisphere has seen an explosive 
growth in the number of private 
organizations such as labor unions, 
political parties, community and charity 
organizations, legal aid and civil 
liberties groups. These non-govern-
mental groups are vital to genuine 
democracy because they represent and 
enfranchise citizens at the grass roots. 
And they are vigilant defenders of 
democracy and human rights, 

We want to work with governments 
to strengthen key public institutions 
and the administration of justice. We 
want to share our experience to help 
democratic governments to fight 
corruption and other abuses of power. 
C rrption is a cancer that will destroy 
u .mocracy-and investment opportuni-
ties-if it is not eradicated, 

We will work in partnership with 
the governments of this region to fight 
narco-traffickers, whose corruption 
and violence threaten the survival of 
democratic institutions. We will work 
with the OAS to create a common 
legal framework for action. Let no 
one doubt our resolve to reduce drug 
consumption, to enforce our laws, and 
to help our democratic neighbors defeat 
the drug-traffickers. 

The end of the Cold War and the 
disappearance of traditional adversar-
ies is recasting the role of the military 
around the world. We will encourage 
countries to reduce the level of arma-
ments and prevent costly competition 
in conventional weaponry. We support 
the efforts of Latin nations to establish 
firm civilian authority over the armed 
forces. And we will cooperate with 
civilian leaders in this hemisphere to 
help them enlist their armed forces in 
international peace-kheping efforts, as 
they are doing from Croatia to Cambo-
dia, from El Salvador to Mozambique. 

Great strides have been made, 
especially in the countries of the 
Southern Cone, to control the prolifera-
tion of weapons of mass destruction. 
I believe the day is near when this 
hemisphere will ban the spread of 
nuclear, chemical, and biological 
weapons for all time. And we strongly 
support that goal. 
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In our Western Hemisphere 
community of democracies, there is 
also an important place for the dem,.
racies of the Caribbean Basin. There, 
no better model ofder.o crat ic inst~tu 
tions and fierce commitment to,human 
rights and the rule of law tha, in these4. 
nations. We applaud CA QICOM's 
continued positive role in defense of 
democracy in Haiti. 

The people of Haiti have had their 
electoral mandate thwarted by an 
illegal regime. President Clinton has 
made clear that the current situat i,,ni
 
unacceptable to us and to the intern:i
tional community. Let no one iluht 
our position or our resolve. President 
Clinton is committed to the prompt 
return of constitutional government 
and President Aristide. The f,,rces 
resisting democracy should understand 
that they cannot-and will not-provail 
against the will of the internati,mal 
community. The winds of demoeracy 
cannot be resisted. 

We are working very closely with 
Dante Caputo, the special envoy of 
the United Nations and the OAS, in 
his effort to negotiate a political 
settlement. Mr. Caputo's eff,,rts fir 
democracy and peace have been 
tireless. We are all in his debt. We cal' 
on all Haitians to work constructively 
with Mr. Caputo to speed the day wh,,n 
democracy can be restored. Then the 
international community will work 
as never before to develop Haiti's 
economy, protect human rights, and 
bolster the institutions vital ti a 
democratic society. 

As for Cuba, despite what the 
people of that nation have been told, 
the United States poses no military 
threat to their island. The people of 
Cuba believe in the revolutionary idla 
that they have the right to live in 
freedom. This free hemisphere and the 
free world support them in their 
aspirations. 

We hope the Cuban people will win 
their freedom through the kind of 
peaceful transition which has brought 
so many other nations into the demo
cratic community. We oppose attempts 
to bring change through violence. But 
our policy-through the Cuban Dem,,c
racy Act-is to refuse support for the 
Castro dictatorship while opening a 
door to a democratic Cuba to rejoin 
the inter-American community. Soon 

the time will come when the Cuban 
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Government can no longer defy 
political gravity and deny basic guaran-
tees of liberty for the Cuban people. 

In conclusion, let me thank you
again for all the work you are doing to 
contribute to the shared prosperity of 
this hemisphere. Never before in our 
lifetimes has there been such a conver-
gence of values and goals among all 
the people of the Americas-North, 
Central, a'd South-and the Caribbean 
Basin. Never has the potential for 
cooperation ahd progress been so 
great. 

At the dawn of the 21st century, 
only 7 years from now, I believe we 
will be a hemisphere of solidly demo
cratic nations--from the Arctic Circle 
to Argentina, two continents where 
liberty is inscribed into law; where 
human rights are rigorously defended 
and the dignity of all citizens is re
spected; where free trade and the free 
flow cf 'Hdcas enrich the people of every 
nation. 

Together we are putting the 
foundations in place. This President 
and this Secretary of State will work 
with you to realize that vision. E 
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PROSPERITY, DEMOCRACY
 
AND SECURITY:
 

PILLARS OF U.S. FOREIGN POLICY
 

Alexander F. Watson 
AssistantSecretaryfor Inter-American Affairs
 

Departmentof State
 

Th,,re .tollom excerpts from the confinautwn hear-
owg statement be ore the Committee on Foreign 

Relations, United States Senate, Washington, 
D C. .1hzv.5.1993 

I am honored to be nominated by President 
Chnton to serve as Assistant Secretary of State 
for Inter-America' Affairs. 

I am particulariy fortunate to be nominated 
for this post at this historical juncture when, as 

c,:retarv Christopher has said, there is an 
-anprecedented convergence of goals and values 
,iirong all the people of the Americas. We have 
,,:.
Opportunity to work together with our neigh-
bhrs in tiis hemisphere, inspired by common 
.aties, to strcngthen relations and achieve a wide range of 
ih.:iefits tor all our peoples. 

Fortunately, representative democracy is now the norm in 
this region. But elections alone do not guarantee that all citi-
Zens are fully enfranchised, have recourse to fair and effective 
systems of justice, or have a government capable of meeting 
:weeds and guaranteeing basic rights. 

By the same token, the countries of the region are recogniz-
11L the enormous potential of liberal, market economics to 
4enerate economic growth, investment and employment. But 
sond macroeconomic polices alone do not guarantee that a 
..letV will work effectively to lift people out of poverty, or to 
crate .qual opportunity for all citizens. I believe the United 
S'tates should coilperate in efforts to extend the benefits of 
ienocracy and sustainable economic growth as broadly and 
as leeplv as possible in this hemisphere, as President Clinton 
:,ttnds to do at home. 

President Clinton and Secretary Christopher have made a 
cicar decision to engage actively on the full range of issues 
c,:ofronting the Americas. 

Swould like - discuss these issues oriefly, making refer-
e:,'e to the three pillars of President Clinton's foreign policy: 
b'lxding American prosperity, promoting democracy and 
letending American security, 

BuildingNorth American Prosperity 

First, economics. This is the area where a strong relation-
-;hipwith Latin America and the Caribbean offers the clear-
est. most tangible mutual benefits. 

Latin and Caribbean reformers are adopting market-

Council of the Americas 
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"ai, oriented economic policies, and thteir econ;Ies
growing as a result. In Iare1991 and 1 o.rI 

" the first time in a decade, the region's economoic 
T growth outpaced population Lzrowt h 

These governments' unilateral i vto :op 
trade barriers and cut tariffs ha.,ledlto ,tbo(i iii 
regional trade. This hemisphere has becoirv ,,ir 
fastest growing export market. 

President Clinton is committed ti 'xirk:ni 
with the Congress to achieve approval ot the 
North American Free Trade .\grecmtnt 
(NAFTA), and to seeing it enter into forc,. in 
January 1,1994. 

The President hts also made special nII-a!in 
of this hemisphere as a region where we will 

work, after the NAFTA is completed, to reach further ace
ments with democratic countries which are succeedi at ,:
nomic reform. 

The Enterprise for the Americas Initiative. launlched in 
1990 with bipartisan support, provides a solid policy founda
tion to expand trade and investment, and to alleviate debt 
burdens in the hemisphere. Its essential elements are continu
ing in this Administration. 

StrengtheningDemocracy 

strengthening democracy - is of ital importance 
Strengthening democracy means first and forciost bolster 

ing the public and private institutions which defend huMiiri 
rights, engage citizens in the political process, aind promt 
justice and social equity. If confirmed, I would use our fr,'tn 
assistance, working with public and private rgaizatuoW
throughout this hemisphere, to strengthen these vital 
institutions. 

I know first-hand from my experience in the Andean region 
that one of the most dangerous threats to dlemocracy and fr-e 
societies is narcotics trafficking. I have seen the courage nd 
the sacrifice with which many of our neighbors are confront.ing this threat, despite resources that are even scarcer than 
ours. Their losses have been great. Their victories have bene
fitted us as well as themselves. I look forvard to examining
with our partners in the hemisphere the ways we can cooper 
ate which will most likely lead to further success in this tetTi 
ble struggle. 

I would also work with our neighbors to promote oo 
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governance. Misapplication of funds or simple corruption is 
corrosive to public trust, undermines democratic institutions, 
subverts governments' efforts to serve their citizens, and is a 
cruel tax paid most often by society's weakest members. 

Central America remains an important focus of U.S. for-
eign policy. The people of El Salvador and Nicaragua have 
ended their civil wars and are making extraordinary efforts to 
heal their societies, rebuild their economies and strengthen
their democratic systems. In Guatemala, good progress is 
being made in negotiations to end the last military conflict in 
Central America. I believe we have a strong interest in exer
cising leadership and providing assistance to help Central 
Americans consolidate a democratic peace and pursue a 
brighter future. 

Enhancing American Security 
Modernizing our armed forces and enhancing American 

security is a third pillar of President Clinton's foreign policy. 
In this hemisphere, with the Cold War ended, with the 

spread of democracy and the waning of guerrilla movements 
once sponsored by Cuba, the issue of regional security has 
been *ransformed. 

One of the most hopeful developments of recent years has 
been the action taken by Brazil, Argentina and Chile to con
trol the spread of weapons of mass destruction. 

I would also search for opportunities to contribute to the 
solution of lingering border disputes, and to foster under
standings to restrain the buildup of conventional weapons. 

In my 31 years in the Foreign Service, I have served 16 
years in Latin America and five more working on Latin Amer
ican affairs in the State Department. 

PriorExperience 

Yet I have also had opportunities to step back from Latin 
America and the Caribbean - in the Bureau of Economic and 
Business Affairs and at our mission to the United Nations -
where I could view inter-American affairs in a broader policy 
perspective. 

I value my economic experience, given the high priority of 
economic issues in the affairs of this region. If confirmed, I 
Would make economic and business affairs a key priority of 
our personnel in Washington and in the field. I want the 
American business community to see the State Department 
and each of our Embassies as working partners in the search 
for new export opportunities. 

In my service as the U.S. Deputy Representative to the 
United Nations the last three years, I gained an appreciation
of the opportunities offered by strong multilateral organiza
tions. In our hemisphere, the Organization of American 
States (OAS) is today working constructively in a wide range
of areas beneficial to our interests. I would welcome the 
chance to work closely with Ambassador Babbitt to 
strengthen the OAS for the benefit of all its members. 

I would also place a high priority on consulting frequently
with the Congress and on achieving the highest possible 
degree of bipartisan support for our policies. 

Finally. I would work to maintain a tone of partnership and 

mutual respect in our relations with the nations of the 
Americas. 

I believe President Clinton has set forth a policy for this 
hemisphere which is worthy of American values and which 
will serve our economic and security interests. If confirmed. I 
look forward to working with you and with the nations of this 
region to make that vision a reality. 

Council of the Americas 11 
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Guatemala 

U.S. Commitment to 
Democracy in Guatemala 
Department Statement, Secretary Christopher, 
Deputy Secretary Wharton 

Department Statement 

Statement by Department Spokesman 
Richard Boucher, Washington, DC, 
May 27, 1993. 

In response to President Serrano's 
suspension of Guatemala's Congress 
and judiciary on Tuesday and his 
actions yesterday against press 
freedom and other civil liberties, the 
United States is suspending assistance 
to Guatemala. 

We condemn the suppression of 
press freedom in Guatemala and 
continuing censorship. These actions 
are a sign that Guatemala is on a 
dangerous course leading to further 
repression and further threats to 
democracy. 

We urge an immediate return to 
constitutional government in Guate-
mala. We urge that this be done 
through legal, constitutional, and 
peaceful means. Guatemala only stands 
to lose by continuing on its present 
course. 

Today, we are suspending the 
following aid programs: 

- Economic support funds (cash
transfers to the government);Snilitary education and training 
programs, deployments for training, 
and joint military exercises; 

a Police training;, 

" Economic development project 
assistance and PL 480 food aid, which is 
channeled through the government, 

Aid for humanitarian, environmen- 
tal, and other projects provided t ) 
private organizations in Guatemala 
will continue, 

We reject President Serrano's 
assertion that his actions will contrib-
ute to the fight against narco-
trafficking. They will only make 
cooperation more difficult. As a result, 

US Department of State Dispatch a June 7, 1993 

we are reviewing our counter-narcotics 
cooperation with the Government of 

Guatemala. 
We note that trade benefits under 

the Generaiizcd Syztcm o Pr.fercnccn 
(GSP) cannot be maintained in a 
country where labor rights are not 
respected. Unless democracy is 
restored in Guatemala, GSP benefits 
are likely to be withdrawn. 

We will monitor closely Guate-
mala's commitment to democracy and 
take that into account as the U.S. casts 
its vote on loans to Guatemala from the 
World Bank, the International Mon-
etary Fund, and the Inter-American 
Development Bank. 

Secretary Christopher 

Statement before the Organization 
of American State (OAS)Foreign 
Ministers' Meeting on Guatemala, 
W 3, 1993. 
Washington, DC, une 
Mr. Chairman, Mr. Secretary fellow 
Foreign Ministers, and friends: First, 
Mr. President, I want to congratulate 
you on your election as President of 

this meeting. I also want to give great 
credit to our Secretary General and theother distinguished members of the 
mission who traveled to Guatemala. 
They expressed our unswerving 
commitment, the commitment of this 

organization to the restoration of 
democracy, and I know that we are all 
grateful to them for doing so. 

The events of this past week teach 
an important lesson for our hemi-
sphere. When democracy is at risk, we 
must rush to its defense immediately 
and strongly. When we do, and when 
the people of the nation affected rush 
to its defense as well, the defenders 
of democracy prevail. The prompt, 
unequivocal, and effective condemna-
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tion by the nations of the Western 
Hemisphere is a strong warning signal 

for the future to those in the region 
who might seek to derail den'ocracy 

President Serrano's actions of 
May 25 did not stand. They met a firm 
response from the people of Guatemala 
and from the entire inter-American 
community. The United States and 
other nations suspended bilateral 

assistance and placed trade relations 

under review; the OAS quickly called 
for the meeting of Foreign Ministers 
that we are holding today; the Presi
dents of Central America convened an 
emegi-icy meeting in San Salvador. 
The people and the institutions of 
Guatemala spanning the political 
spectrum rallied to the defense of their 
hard-won democracy. 

Now President Serrano himself ha: 
left office. Many questions remain, but 
we hope that Guatemala is on the path 
to restoring constitutional democracy. 

These events would not have been 
possible if the inter-American commu
nity, through the OAS, had not taken 
an historic, unanimous decision in 
Santiago in June of 1991 to come 
collectively to democracy's defense
whenever and wherever it is 
threatened in our hemisphere. 

Still, Mr. President, it is prematurE 
to claim victory. Events continue to 
unfold in Guatemala. Let there be no 
doubt about the resolve of the United 
States and the inter-American commu 
nity. There must be a full and 
immediate restoration of constitutiona 
democracy and basic human rights. 

Unless and until democracy is fully 
restored, Guatemala will find itselfisolated. 

Hence, we must remain vigilant an 
engaged. For the United States, ther 
is nothing we wish to see more than th 

immediate restoration of constitutiona 
democracy through legal, peaceful, an( 
constitutional processes. Until that 
occurs, Mr. President, our aid will 
remain suspended-and we will weigh 
suspension of trade preferences urder 
the GSP system as well as the Carib
bean Basin Initiative. 

Our organization must remain 
vigilant and engaged. We urge the 
Inter-American Commission on Humo 
Rights to ask the new Guatemalan 
authorities for authority to travel to 
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Guatemala 

Guatemala immediately to monitor and 
review the progress made in protecting 
human rights and restoring constitu-
tional guarantees. The Unit for the 
Promotion of Democracy should also 
offer its cooperation. 

We urge, Mr. Chairman, that the 
Secretary General continue to monitor 
Guatemala's rapid return to democracy, 
to return there himself, as has been 
proposed by Mexican Foreign Secre-
tary Solana, and to inform the General 
Assembly on progress to date when it 
convenes next week in Nicaragua. 

We urge as well that once constitu-
tional democracy has been restored, 
the new Guatemalan Government 
should make its first priority the 
renewal and revitalization of the peace 
process. There is no step that will 
strengthen democracy more than 
negotiating an end to Guatemala's 
33 years of conflict. The time has come 
in G3uatemala not just for a return of 
constitutional rule, but also for the 
establishment of peace. 

We urge the Secretary General, in 
consultation with the Presidents cf 
Central America and Friends of the 
Peace Process, to offer their good 
offices to the Guatemalan parties. 
Their objective should be to assist and 
promote a rapid and successful conclu-
sion of the peace process. There was 
a chance for progress in the last round 
that unfortunately was not seized 
upon by the URNG. The parties to the 
process will bear a heavy responsibility 
before the Guatemalan people and 
before history if they squander this 
new opportunity for peace. 

If peace comes to Guatemala, then 
all of Central America can unite in 
w.orking to fulfill the possibilities for 
expanding development and trade, 
strengthening democratic institutions, 
regional arms reduction, the return of 
refugees, and attention to the problems 
of poverty, 

The OAS must renew our debate 
about how to strengthen the instru-
ments available to defend democracy. 
We must recognize that after elections 
are held and power is transferred 
peacefully in this hemisphere, the 
struggle to consolidate and institution-
alize democracy has only just begun. 
Basic institutions, like the judiciary, 
legislatures, law enforcement, and 
human rights, must be strengthened 

and professionalized. The armed forces 
must function under strict and unchal-
lenged civilian authority. New threats 
to democracy, from corruption to 
narco-trafficking, must be met and 
overcome. 

Mr. President, we are reminded 
that an extensive and complex agenda 
is before us. Let us seize from the 
developments which have prompted 
this meeting an opportunity to re-
double hemispheric efforts to confront 
the broad range of problems. Let us 
use this opportunity to consolidate 
democracy. 

Thank you very much, Mr. Presi-
dent. 

Deputy Secretary Wharton 

Address to the OAS Foreign Ministers' 
Meeting on Guatemala, Managua, 
Nicaragua, June 6, 1993. 

Mr. Secretary General, Mr. Chairman, 
Ministers, friends: This is an historic 
moment for Guatemala, for Central 
America, and for the Organization of 
American States. The news from 
Guatemala could not be more hearten-
ing. The Guatemalan Congress, acting 
on instructions from the Court of 
Constitutionality, has selected a new 
president to serve out the term of 
former President Serrano. The hopes 
of the Guatemalan people, of this 
Assembly, and of the entire hemi-
sphere are being realized-the 
restoration of democratic government 
through peaceful, legal, and constitu
tional means. 

Let us give credit where credit is 
due. This is a victory first and fore-

most for Guatemala's democratic civic 
society. Civilian leaders from all 
sectors of Guatemala's society-
political parties, labor unions, and the 
private sector-took a strong stand in 
support of constitutional governance. 
And they have prevailed. We con-
gratulate as well the Guatemalan 
Congress %,hich, in a display of national 
unity and consensus, has selected one 
of Guatemala's most respected public 
figures--a man whose name is synony-
mous with the protection of human 
rights and democracy-as Guatemala's 
new president. We congratulate 

President De Leon Carpio, and we look 
forward to working in friendship and 
respect v'ith his new government. 

This is also a defining moment for 
Central America. We congratulate the 
Presidents of Central America who, 
recognizing the region's stake in a 
peaceful and democratic outcome, acted 
quickly and decisively to encourage 
and bring about that result. In doing 
so, they have responded to the highest 
aspirations for peace and democracy 
enunciated at Esquipulas nearly 
6 years ago. 

Mr. Secretary General, my govern
ment applauds the strong and vigorous 
leadership you and the members of 
your mission have shown in this 
successful collective defense of democ
racy. Your mission to Guatemala 
enabled us all to work from a common 
understanding of what had happened 
and of what was at risk. Your presence 
in Guatemala-acting with the guid
ance of all the Foreign Ministers of the 
OAS-gave strong, visible support to 
the democratic forces and the institu
tions of Guatemala. 

We congratulate you, Mr. Presi
dent, for your effective leadership ir. 
chairing the important emergency 
meeting of Foreign Ministers last 
week, which acted quickly and in unity 
to express this hemisphere's unequivo
cal support for the Guatemalan people's 
effort to defend their democracy. 

Let us be clear about what we have 
learned. As Secretary Christopher 
said last week: 

When democracy isat risk, we must
 
rush to its defense immediately and 
strongly... the prompt, unequivocal, and 
effective condemnation by the nations of
the Western Hemisphere is astrong 
warning signal ... to those.. who might 
seek to derail dcmocz uy. 

This was the intent of the Santiago 
Resolution. The wisdom of that
 
resolution is demonstrated today, but 
we must continue to find new tools to 
strengthen and guarantee that collec
tive commitment. I hope that, as one 
step in that direction, every member 
state will move quickly to ratify the 
recently enacted Washington protocol. 

As we look ahead let us all find 
ways, individually and collectively, to 
give the new Guatemalan Government 
our strong support. My own govern-
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Guatemaa 

ment has announced today that it is Deputy Secretary Wharton American States, where the Foreign
resuming the full range of our assis- Ministers met again on Guatemala. We 
tance and trade programs that were Opening statement following meeting consider it particularly important that
suspended May 25. Tomorrow, at with President De Leon, Guatemala the OAS, under the energetic leader-
President De Leon Carpio's invitation, City, Guatemala, June 8, 1993. ship of Secretary General Baena
I will be visiting Guatemala to reaffirm Soares, has committed itself to remain
our support for democracy in that I have come on behalf of the Secretary ing engaged in support of democracy in
nation. We also look forward to the of State to underscore the support of Guatemala.
arrival in Guatemala ofour new the United States for the constitution- The success of the Guatemalan
ambassador at a vey early date. We ally elected Government of Guatemala. people in resolving the crisis whichwill do all we can to help strengthen The fact that the Guatemalan people arose May 25 represents an enormous
democratic institutions in Guatemala. peacefully confronted the extra- opportunity for making progress on the
We urge all member states, observer constitutional steps taken by their large problems Guatemala faces. We
nations and the international financial former leaders and successfully welcome President De Leon's commit
institut,ons to do likewise. The OAS restored democratic government ment to seek an early end to theshould offer its resources through the through a peaceful, legal, and constitu- 33-year-old conflict which has plagred
Unit for the Promotion of Democracy. tional process is a momentous historical this country. We will work with the

The restoration of constitutional achievement. Group of Friends of the Peace Process 
government is also an opportunity. We I had a warm and positive meeting to support the peace process. Peace is 
urge the Secretary General together with President De Leon. We reviewed vital to stable democratic institutionswith the presidents of Central America the steps which he has taken to restore and greater respect for human rightsand Mexico and other Friends of the constitutional government, his hopes objectives cr nations share. We will 
Peace Process to explore with the new for the future of democracy in Guate- cooperate with the Guatemalan 
Guatemalan Government how they manla, and the challenges ahead for all Government to fight the scourge of
might jointly renew and reinvigorate Guatemalans. narcotics trafficking.
the Guatemalan peace process. Ending The United States strongly sup- Upon my return to Washington, Ithe 33 years of conflict is fundamental ports the government of President will report to the Secretary on the very
to strengthening democracy, protect- De Leon. The United States has positive democratic developments
ing human rights, and providing all resumed the full range of assistance which Guatemalans have taken and on
Guatemalans with a new, more hopeful programs interrupted May 25. We are the excellent prospects for future
vision for their collective future, urging the international community strengthening of our bilateral relation-
Thank you. and international organizations to ship. N 

provide substantial support for his 
government. 

I have just come from the General 
Assembly of the Organization of 
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n ooperaon with the U.S Agency for inem aona]Development 

.S.- Investors Discover, that Chile Has a lot toOffer~Chile's remarkable economic
growth and political stability make it 
one of the most promising markets in
Latin America. The accompanying 
surge in trade and enhanced attrac-
tiveness for foreign investors suggest
Chile isan economic model for most
developing countries. In the last two 
years, foreign investment inflows 
constituted 4 percent of Chile's gross
domestic product, a rate matched by
few countries in the 

world,world. 
Ch lis' e Miof

Finance, Alejandro Fox-Iced,rt ac nl 
ey, recently noted thatthe country is open to any 
type o f ini t iati v e , inc l uding investment, that IBer-
alizes its marketplace. 
Since the bcg.nning ofPresident Aylwin,.:.s
President Aylwin's
administrain in h99 
approved investment has 
risen to $13.9 bllion,'ofwhich $5.3 billion is from 
the United States. Actual 
foreign investment put in 

.
 

place during 1992 ion.atax 
exceeded $1.4 billion, a 
record.InDecember 1992, 

Standard and Poor issued 

a "Double A"credit rating 

for Chilean internal debtinstruments. Fourmonths...... 
earlier, it had issued a "BBB" credit 
rating to Chile, making it the first in 
Latin America to achieve an invest-
ment grade rating in the wake of the
Latin American debt crisis. 

The United States and Canada 
currently hold 40.5 percent of all for-
eign investment already in place in 
Chile, The European Community has
approximately 28 percent, In 1992,
the United States, Canada. and Fin-
land were authorized the highest
amount of direct investment in Chile. 
The United States accounted for$320 
mil on, Canada $1.2 billion, and Fin-
land $600 million. 

Since 1982, about 45 percent of
foreign Investment in Chile has been 
in mining, but Chile has recehtly
begun to diversify. New sectors 
Include manufacturing, services, and
agriculture. Total approved invest-
ment to date in mining is $8.1 billion,
services $3.4 billion, and agricuiure
$130 million. 

U.S. firms are major investors in
Chile's mining sector. A $1.5 billion' 
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 .Phelps Dodge/Sumitomo joint yen-
ture Inthe "La Candelaria" copper
mining project was recently
approved, Bell South's $40 million 

investment project 
 to further upgrade
Chile's telecommunications compa-
ny (CIDCOM) is yet another exam-
ple, 

Japan and Australia have been
given approval for ajoint venture 

invlving ENDESA (Chile's national 

electrical company), COMALCO

Aluminum (Australia), and the 

Marubeni Corporation (Japan). ibtal

investment in the project should t 
 l
reach $1.5 bWilionon 

Chile encourages foreign invest. 
ment under its Decree Law 600. This 
provides national treatment for all
foreign investors. Further, there is 
free access to capital markets and
economic sectors inChile, and mini. 
mal government intervention in
investor activities. The policy also 
provides forliberal profit and capita]
repatriation regulations. The free 
exchange system sets no time limit 

l 

_likely 

Foreign investors have two 
income tax options---either the gener
al regime applicable to all Chilean. 
owned businesses or the special
regime solely for foreign investors. 
The general regime has a corporate
tax rate of 15 percent on accrued 
income If repatriation occur, how. 
ever, there is an additional tax of 35 
percent, but accompanied by a 15 
percent credit on corporate taxes 
paid.

The special regime currenty fa. 
nurestwo alternate methodsof taxa 

on-an overall income tax rate of 
tex aepage 

on remittance of profis 
and dividends. Investeorsh-	uld note hat there isa 

note thatrinoninterest bearing casha 
reserve requirement ordeposit (ENCAJE) of 30 

erc e t or ap e ri od. 
o.ercent, for a period of 

monetary tool used to 
control ss dtyco ntrol excess lliquidity 
and is not designed to 
discourage foreign invest

rnent. 
Individuals and businesses established in 

Chile, except foreign sub. 
sidiaries, are subjcct to a 

on income received 

from Chilean as well as 
non-Chilean sources, It isthat tax agreements 
will be negotiated with 
some countries in 1993 to 
a 	odti o b et x toavoid this double taxation 
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Key Contacts for Information on Chile
 

Roger Turner 

Chile Desk Officer 

Office of Latin America
 
Room H-3021 

International Trade Admin. 

U.S. Department of Commerce 

Washington, DC 20230 

Tel: (202) 482-1495 

Fax: (202) 482-4726
 

Latin America/Caribbean 

Business Development Center 

Room H-3203 

International Trade Admin. 

U.S. Department of Commerce
 
Washington, DC 20230 

Tel: (202) 482-0703 

Fax: (202) 482-2218 


Rick Villalobos
 
Commercial Counselor 

U.S. Embassy-Santiago 

Unit411l 

APO AA 34033 


Chile... 
Conminuedfrom Page 3 


approximately 44.3 percent and a 
40.0 percent rate with variable surtax. 
Pending legislation, expected to pass 
in 1993, will likely reduce the 44.3 
percent to 42.0 percent, and eliminate 
the 40 percent option entirely. The 
same investment legislation should 
also include a reduction in the wait-
ing period for capital repatriation 
from the current three years to one. 

The Capital Goods Corporation 

of Chile predicts that between 1992 

and 1997 there will be $26 billion 

invested in Chilean projects. Sectors 

with the most projects should be pri-

vate sector mining with $3.5 billion, 

state minig witii $1.3 billion, and 

industry and services with $4 billion, 
Some additionzl projects involve 
forestry, energy and fuels, parts, 

Tel: (011-56) 2-671-0133 
Fax: (011-56) 2-697-2051 

Chilean Embassy
 
1732 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
 
Washington, DC 20036
 
Tel: (202) 785-1746
 
Prochile Commercial Offices
 

One World Trade Center
 
Suite 5151,
 
New York, NY 10048
 
Tel: (212) 938-1943
 
Fax: (212)321-1943
 

510 West 6th Street, Suite 1206
 
Miami, FL 33131
 
Tel: (305) 374-0697
 
Fax: (305) 3744270
 

1360 Post Oak Blvd., Suite 2330
 
Houston, TX 77056
 
Tel: (713) 961-3682
 
Fax: (713) 961-3910
 

tourism and travel, real estate, and 
public works. 

A May 1992 law enables the 
government-owned CODELCO, the 
world' s largest copper producer, to 
establish joint ventures with private 
firms to develop mining projects to 
improve CODELCO'S profitability. 

The telecommunications sector 
expects to continue its explosive 
growth of the last five years. Pro
posed legislation designed to speed 
up development in the telecommuni
cations sector will be presented to the 
Chilean congress in May. 

Chile's government is expected 
to continue encouraging foreign 
direct investment, including joint 
ventures of small- and medium-sized 
firms, to foster economic expansion 
and generate increased foreign trade. 
By JulieP.Doherty, ChileDesk, 
Office of LatinAmerica 



A BUDGETARY AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
 
OF THE NORTH AMERICAN FREE
 

TRADE AGREEMENT
 

The Congress of the United States
 
Congressional Budget Office
 

Summary
 
egislation to carry out the North 

American Free Trade Agreement(NAFTA), which would eliminatemost barriers to trade and investment among 

the United States, Canada, and Mexico, pro-
vides the Clinton Administration and the 
103rd Congress with one of their most impor-
tant challenges in the area of international 
trade. This study analyzes the major effects 
of the proposed agreement and, where possi-
ble, measures its likely impact on the U.S. 
economy and the federal budget. The study is 
not a cost or revenue estimate of the legisla-
tion that the Congress will be asked to vote 
on to implement NAFTA, although it pro-
vides a basis on which the Congressional 
Budget Office (CBO) can make those esti-
mates. The information and analysis pro-
vided in this study will also assist others who 
wish to understand the economic and bud-getary effects of NAFTA, 

Each of the countries participating in 
NAFTA should realize net economic gains. It 
carries Mexico further along in its strategy of 
promoting economic development by opening 
markets and encouraging foreign investment, 
This strategy has already led to a higher rate
of economic growth and an improving stan-
dard of living. A rising standard of living in 
Mexico, based on greater economic efficiency
and open trade, can also help raise the stan-
dard of living in the United States as Mexico 
imports additional U.S. agricultural products,
manufactured goods, and services. 

The United States would also benefit from 
the improvement in economic efficiency that 

accompanies freer trade. U.S. consumers 

would benefit from lower prices; U.S. workers,from a net increase in jobs and income; andU.S. investors, from new investment opportu

nities in both Mexico and the United States. 
The United States would also be helped by 
changes in Mexico that, over the long run,
would reduce pressure for illegal immigration
and increase political stability. 

A thorough review of the myriad changes
brought about by NAFTA, and of their inter
actions, lead to the single resounding conclu
sion that the net effect on the U.S. economy
would be positi andfcvery small. The biggest
changes introduced by NAFTA would be those 
related to Mexico, and the Mexican economy is 
small (les than 5 percent of U.S. gross domes
tic product) and its impact on the United 
States is even smaller. That the net effects for 
the United States are positive, of course,h ntdSae repstvo ore
should not obscure the painful adjustments
and losses that some U.S. workers, firms, andcommunities will undoubtedly experience.
But the gains cannot be achieved unless such 
adjustments are made, by shifting labor and 
capital resources from less profitable uses to 
more profitable ones. 

Contrary to some commonly expressed con
cerns, the reallocation of resources would not 
be massive. Americans should not fear that 
NAFTA would cause a wholesale relocation of 
U.S. manufacturing plants and jobs to Mexico 
to take advantage of the lower average wage.
Labor costs are only one of a number of factors 
that influence where firms locate their plants.The United States will 9till retain the eco
nomic advantages it now has, and Mexico will 
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still hold some drawbacks for firms that pro-
duce there. 

With or without NAFTA, low-skilled work-
ers in the United States will continue to face 
competition from low-skilled workers in other 
countries. The failure of Mexico to continue 
with its economi reform strategy, or of the 
United States to approve NAFTA, would not 
amount to much of a reprieve for these work-
ers, nor would the success of NAFTA greatly 
affect their fortunes one way or the other. 
Without NAFTA, a few of those workers 
might be granted a temporary reprieve, but 
technological change and the competitive 
forces that drive the U.S. economy (and larger 
flows of cross-border migrants) would continue 
to apply pressure. And more important, work-
ers and firms that now depend on trade with 
Mexico could find themselves in jeopardy if 
NAFTA were not carried out. 

What Is NAFTA? 
The 	North American Free Trade Agreement

Amean Trd 
provides rules and guidelines for dismantling 
trade barriers and creating a trilateral free-

Thes rhes Fdees mntg 

trade area encompassing the United States, 

Mexico, and Canada. The free-trade area 
eliminates barriers to trade, but does not cre
ate full economic integration or a common ex
ternal policy like the European Community's
"common market." NAFTA does, however, 
provide for the substantially free flow of capi-
tal among the three parties to the agreement, 
and for some mobility of labor in the form of 
rules governing the temporary entry of 
businesspeople. Because the most significant 
aspect of the agreement is the addition of 
Mexico to the existing free-trade area with 
Canada, most analyses, including this study, 
focus on interactions between the U.S. and 
Mexican economies. 

Each of the participants to the agreement is 
seeking to achieve greater economic efficiency 
and a higher standard of living by opening its 

markets. According to its major stated objec
tives, NAFTA would 

o 	 "eliminate barriers to trade in, and facili
tate the cross-border movement of, goods 
and services between the territories of 
the Parties; 

promote conditions of fair competition in 
the free trade area; and 

o 	 increase substantially investment op
ies in vesthe P

portunities in the territories of the Par
ties. 

Each of the parties is also pursuing objec

tives that are unique to its particular situa
tion, some of which are unstated in the agree
ment. The United States, for example, en
tered the agreement as a means of promoting 
the successful completion of the ongoing mul
tilateral trade negotiations under the auspices 
of the General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade (GATT), or as an alternative to the 
GATT if those negotiations were to fail. In ad
dition, the United States has viewed the 
agreement as the possible basis for an even 
larger free-trade area throughout the Western
Hemisphere. Equally as important to the 
United States, the agreement could, over time, 
relieve the pressure of illegal immig-ration into the United States by supporting the growth 
o job andncoein M pxico. 

Budgetary Effects 
of NAFTA 
As the Congress considers legislation to imple
ment NAFTA, one element to be reviewed will 
be its impact on the federal budget. Overall, 
this impact would be very small and insignifi
cant compared with NAFTA's broader eco
nomic effects. NAFTA could affect the federal 
budget in four ways: by reducing revenues
from tariffs, increasing expenditures for dis
placed workers, changing outlays for agricul
tural programs, and increasing pressure for 
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spending on irfrastructure and environmental Mexican border create another potential Jet ofcleanup along the border. budgetary expenditures related to NAFTA, al
though these problems predate the agreementReduced tariffs imports fromon Mexico and would continue to create pressure forcould result in revenue losses on the order of spending even without it. in 1992, the United$2 billion to $3 billion over five years. In States and Mexico issued an integrated plan1991, tariffs on imports from Mexico amount- for the border area (known as the Border Plan)ed to nearly $0.6 billion. About 50 percent of to deal with common resource and environthe total value of imports from Mexico was du- mental problems. Federal funding for projectsty free, of which one-quarter entered the coun- included in the Border Plan is subject to antry under the Generalized System of Prefer- nual appropriations. The Bush Administraences (GSP) program. The estimated revenue tion requested $241 million in fiscal year 1993loss from NAFTA depends in part on the sta- to fund projects under that plan. Although thetus of the GSP program when the Congress Congress denied some of the request, the Envivotes on the NAFTA legislation. If the GSP ronmental Protection Agency and other agenprogram expires as scheduled on July 4, 1993, cies with jurisdiction are believed to have sufand is not exten-ded before the vote on ficient funds to fulfill the commitment forNAFTA, the higher revenue loss would apply. 1993. Requests for additional funding are 
likely, but the amounts are not known.An additional budgetary cost related to
 

NAFTA could result from increased expendi
tures for workers who may lose their jobs as a

result of the agreement. The Administration

b--. indicated its intention to submit legisla- Growth in Mexico andtioDthat would address the needs of ail dis- Its Benefit to the U.S.
placed workers regardless of whether their
displacement was caused by NAFTA, defense Economy

cuts, or any other reason. Meanwhile, the Administration proposes to triple the funding for In the mid-1980s, Mexico embarked on athe main existing retraining program, from market-oriented policy agenda that brokeabout $600 million in 1993 to more than $1.9 with the past by emphasizing reduced restricbillion in 1994. No estimate is available of the tions on trade and foreign investment.portion of the increased funding that would be 

In 
many ways, NAFTA is a logical next step inattributable to NAFTA. this development strategy. The key to this 

The agreement would probably have strategy is for Mexico to attract and produca tively absorb foreign capital. In addition tosmall net effect on the cost of U.S. commodity making Mexico more attractive for U.S. invesprograms and programs to promote exports of tors (because of the investment provisions ofU.S. farm products. If exports of grains, the agreement), NAFTA reduces doubts thatoilseeds, and related products rise, the cost of other foreign investors may have about theU.S. programs for those commodities could fall permanency of Mexico's economic reforms-(dependirg on whether the Secretary of Agri- that is, it helps lock in those reforms and so reculture uses discretionary policy mechanisms duces the risk involved in investment.
that offset the budgetary effects of the increase in demand for exports). If Mexico uses The success of NAFTA largely depends oncredit backed by U.S. programs that provide whether Mexico pursues policies that enable itcredit guarantees to finance those exports, the to achieve a sustainable increase in economiccost of those programs could increase. growth. NAFTA would support this pursuit, 

but it is not sufficient.Pressing environmental problems and the on Mexico must continue 
lack of adequate infrastructure along the U.S.. 

its current path of market liberalization
and macroeconomic stability, although this 
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path will cause dislocatinns and require pain-
ful adjustments for a large segment of its pop-
ulation. Political reform may also be a neces-
sary ingredient. Most, if not all, of the reforms 
that Mexico needs to make are ones it could 
carry out on its own. 

Mexico's more liberal investment policies
will encourage additional investment in its 
physical capital, which over time should 
greatly improve its standard of living. Much 
of this physical capital will be exporced to 
Mexico from the United States--90 percent of 
the $11 billion in.capital goods imported by
Mexico in 1991 came from the United States. 
Illustrative simulations, based on the exper-
iences of other countries that have success-
fully liberalized their trade, suggest that after 
20 years NAFTA could raise real output in 
Mexico by as much as 6 percent to 12 percent. 

To achieve this rate of growth, Mexico will 
need to attract foreign financial capital on the 
order of $15 billion per year for 10 years or 
more. The potential capital flows from the 
United States to Mexico will probably not re
present a significant net draw on the pool of 
resources available for investment in the 
United States. The yearly amounts that 
might come from the United States are very 
small relative3 to U.S. capital markets, and the 
United States would also be in an enhanced 
position to attract capital from. the rest of the 
world. Thus, the extra demand for investment 
in Mexico would amount to only a small draw 
on U.S. cpital markets. And over time, this 
investment would generate interest and divi-
dend income for U.S. investors, 

Since the announcement in 1990 that Mexi-
co would seek a free-trade agreement with the 
United States, substantial capital inflows 
ha~e already occurred, leading to an increase 
inthe Mexican trade deficit and an apprecia-

tion of the peso of about 43 percent in real 
terms from its low point in 1987. CBO's mac-
roeconomic simulations confirm that a re-
duced risk premium on foreign investment re
sulting from NAFTA and Mexico's continuing 
policy liberalizations would increase capital 
inflows, appreciate the Mexican peso, and 

push Mexico's trade balance into deficit for 
some time. This scenario should benefit Mexi
co by providing capital for its economic growth 
and the United States by increasing exports to 
Mexico. 

Effects on Industry
and Employment in 
the United States 
Estimates of the overall net benefits of 
NAFTA mask its effects on individual indus
tries. NAFTA would boost the expansion of 
some firms (and job opportunities) because of 
increa-3ed efficiency or access to a larger mar
ket. Other firms (and jobs) would contract in 
favor of less costly imports. Although these ef
fects will be fairly small when viewed against 
aggregate figures, they may appear large to 
those who gain from the agreement and espe. 
cially to those who are hurt by it. 

A key reason that freer trade with Mexico 
would create winners and losers is that the 
Mexican and U.S. economies have different 
strengths and weaknesses. Mexico's competi
tive strength comes trom having a large, low
wage work force. As a result, firms in Mexico 
can produce at lower cost than firms in the 
United States those goods and services that re
ly heavily on low-wage labor. Similarly, the 
United States has relatively more capital and 
skilled 'abor than does Mexico, so U.S. firms 
can produce at lower cost than Mexican firms 

the goods and services that rely on those factors of production. By trading the types of 
goods and services that each country can pro
duce more cheaply, both countries gain over
all. The benefits of lower prices spread to all 
consumers; workers and firms in expanding 
industries also gain; but the costs are visibly 
concentrated on workers and firms displaced 
by foreign competition. 

Modeling studies reviewed by CBO consis
tently indicate net gains from this type of re
source reallocation. The gains for the United 
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States, however, are small, ranging only as and other restrictions on U.S. goods enteringhigh as about one-quarter of one percent of Mexico and by creating new opportunities forgross domestic product. Although these stud- exports of services. But the jobs created mayies fail to provide a consistent list of industries not match the skills or geographic location ofthat will gain or lose from the realignments of the displaced workers, and no provision inthese resources, economic theory suggests thAt NAFTA can guarantee that the workers whoindustries in the United States that make in- are displaced will be the ones who will find thetensive use of low-wage labor and are now pro- new jobs. Moreover, even for those who do findtected by trade barriers are likely to be disad- new employment, the transitional costs of revantaged by NAFTA. training or relocating can be high. 

CBO's review of a selected group of traded Many workers who are potentially affectedgoods and services confirms these intuitive ob- by NAFTA are worried about losing their jobs.servations. In the automobile industry, for ex- Permanent loss of one's job--referred to as disample, most of the barriers to be removed by placement or dislocation--can be quite costly.NAFTA are imposed by Mexico against im- It may take many months to find another job,ports. Hence, NAFTA would be more likely to and the new job might not be as good as thehelp than to hurt U.S. automobile firms and one lost. One way of reducing workers' costs,workers, as a group. The textile and apparel and thereby mitigating their concerns, is toindustries employ a relatively large number of provide them with temporary income supportlow-wage workers and therefore would come and reemployment assistance. A key issue isunder competitive pressure because of whether existing programs--unemploymentNAFTA. Certain aspects of NAFTA may ac- insurance, Economic Dislocation and Workertually help the textile industry slightly, but Adjustment Assistance, and Trade Adjustsome apparel workers would probably lose ment Assistance--are sufficient and appropritheir jobs in the face of increased competition ate to handle the needs of workers displacedfrom Mexico. In the energy sector, NAFTA by NAFTA.
 
woud provide an opportunity to boost the very

low level of U.S. energy and energy-related ex-
 A review of information available about theports to Mexico, but would change U.S. access potential effects of NAFTA on worker disto Mexican little.oil very In services, the placement, the experiences of workersoverall effect of the agreement would be posi-

who 
lost their jobs during the 1980s, and the protive and, because of the low level of cross- grams available to them indicates the followborder trade in services, very small. Never- ing:


theless, the agreement has important implica
tions for trade in services because it is likely to 
 o Even though NAFTA would increase tobecome a model for future negotiations with tal employment in the United States,other countries, which ultimately could add some U.S. workers would lose their jobs.substantially to the net export of U.S. services. The total number ofjobs lost would prob

ably be well under half a million, spreadSome firms that depend on low-wage labor over at least a decade. Viewed as part ofmay migrate south of the border to take ad- a larger, dynamic labor market in whichvantage of Mexico's low-wage labor and liber- nearly 20 million workers were displacedalized investment climate. Owners of these during the 1980s, the effects of NAFTAfirms would benefit from NAFTA, but their appear relatively small.
workers would not. Most workers who lost
their jobs as a result of such displacement o Judging by the experience of workerswould try to find other jobs in the United who lost their jobs over the past decade,States that are at least as good as the ones the consequences for some of those who dothey leave. NAFTA creates some opportuni- lose their jobs could be quite large. Halfties for such employment by lowering tariffs of the workers displaced in the 1980s 
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were either not working or were making 
less than 80 percent of their previous 
earnings one to three years later. 

o 	 Workers displaced because of NAFTA 
could have a more difficult time than oth-
ers finding new jobs to the extent that 
they were less skilled than the average 
displaced worker. The differences in out-
comes, however, are likely to be small. 

o 	Existing programs--particularly unem-

ployment insurance--would provide a ba
sic safety net, but many of the displaced 
workers would run out of benefits before 
they found a new job. 

Agricultural Issues
in 	NAFTA 

The agreement recognizes the importance and 
complexity of agricultural markets by devot-
ing an entire chapter to them. NAFTA in-
cludes two bilateral agreements for opening 

markets to agricultural trade--one between 
Mexico and the United States and another be-
tween Mexico and Canada. For the most part,the 	Canada-U.S. Tr AgreementFree hde 
thel cninada- ogvernU.S.- r admnt 
ricultural tradeo 

Mexico is one of the U.S. farm sector's most 
important trading partners. In 1991, Mexico 
ranked fourth as an export market for U.S. 
farm goods, with U.S. exports to Mexico reach-
ing almost $3 billion. NAFTA would expand 
that relationship by reducing tariff and 
nontariff barriers to trade between the two 
countries. In Mexico, agriculture employs 
about 26 percent of the active work force. Any 
policy reforms 'hat reduce farm supports in 
Mexico--includihg movements toward freer 
trade--would proL'bly have a large impact on 
the sector, resulting in substantial adjustment 
costs. 

The overall effect on agriculture in the 
United States would be modest and positive, 

but agriculture in Mexico could suffer sizable 
losses as a result of NAFTA and ongoing do
mestic reforms. For specific commodities, the 
results would vary. U.S. producers of grains,
oilseeds, and some animal products would 
benefit from the agreement, and U.S. produc
ers of some horticultural products would face 
additional competition. In Mexico, losses for 
producers of corr. could be substantial and 
might have important effects on employment. 
Mexican consumers, however, would benefitfrmlwrodpics 

The agreement could promote rural-to
urban migration in Mexico and, for a time, in
crease migration from Mexico to the United 

States. These patterns would depend largely 
on changes in Mexico's domestic policies for 
agriculture. Mexico has recently initiated an 
extensive process of market-oriented reform in 
its agricultural sector. These reforms could 
encourage investment and efficiency in Mexi
co's farm sector but could also lead the sector 
into a difficult period of transition. If Mexico 
continues to remove supports for agriculture,
unemployment and a growing urban popula
tion could become important issues. NAFTA 
could ease the strain of the transition by pro
moting growth and employment in other sectors, but it could compound the problem if it 
removed barriers to trade in agriculture be
fore gains in other sectors were realized. Ulti

mately, the agreement should lead to eco
nomic growth in Mexico, thus reducing migra
tory pressure on the U.S. border, but substan
tial adjustment costs could arise during the 
transition. 

Environmental 
Regulation and Other 
Health and Safety Rules 
Environmental issues have had a unique and 
unprecedented influence on NAFTA. Most ofthe public debates about the agreement have 
focused on two issues related to Mexico: 
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Will firms in the United States be at a 
competitive disadvantage because firms 
in Mexico face lower costs for controlling
pollution? If so, will U.S. firms move to 
Mexico as a result? 

o 	 Will rapid economic developinent in 
Mexico cause long-lasting harm to Mexi-
co's environment and natural resources?Arid will it increase pollution along the 
U.S.-Mexican border? 

The answers to both sets of questions are 
not unequivocal, but they are reassuring,
Most analysts conclude that differences in pol-
lution control costs should not cause wide-
spread movement of U.S. manufacturing fa-
cilities to Mexico, mainly because such costs 
are a small portion of most firms' total costs. 
And over the longer run, the quality of the en-
vironment in Mexico should benefit from eco-
nomic growth and a rising standard of living.
In the shorter term, however, the environment 
in Mexico and along its border with the United 
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States could suffer unless appropriate steps 
are taken, such as building additional sewage
and water treatment facilities and enforcing 
more strictly Mexico's environmental laws. 

Two related questions have generated con
cern. Will NAFTA undermine food safety and 
other product standards in the United States?And, specifically, how can existing environ
mental conditions along the border be reme

died? As ivith the other issues, the answers to
these questions are unclear. NAFTA creates 
new protections for U.S. health and safety
star;dards, but their enforcement is not guar
anteed; and some people believe that NAFTA 
would put pressure on the United States to 
lower its environmental, health, and safety 
standards. Although the United States and 
Mexico have agreed to a separate and ambi
tious border plan on a parallel track to 
NAFTA, many people believe that the lack of 
dedicated funding and specific goals for the 
plan will undercut its chances of success. 
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BID.INTAL/DP 461/92 Latin American Integration: Experiences of the 1980sPubl. N' 398 and Outlook for the 1990s 

INTERAMERICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK 1. The Experiences of the EightiesINSTITUTE FOR LATIN AMERICANIDB-INTAL INTEGRATION 
From the onset, the eighties in Latin America and the Caribbean witnessed a
dividing line between trends. The decade started with the 1979 second oilcrisis while the 1980-81 recession in the industrial countries prompted them to
design a joint strategy consisting of tax reductions and an expansion in public
expenditures, particularly in defense appropriations. 

These new conditions became highly perceptible on both the local and theinternational fronts. Although the developed countries achieved economic 
recovery -seven years of uninterrupted expansion even though at growth rateslower than those recorded in the sixties- there was a counter reaction in the 
form of a chain of events that brought about substantial shifts of the burden 
of the crisis to the developing countries, particularly commodity exporting
countries. High real interest rates,THE LATIN AMERICAN INTEGRATION a decline to new lows in the prices ofPROCESS primary commodities, severe constraints in the financing available to developingIN 1988/1989/1990 countries and a tightening in the developed world of "non-tariff" protectionmechanisms are events that clearly show the disproportionate burdens that fell 
on the debtor countries thus hampering their growth. 

Necessary adjustments were made in most Latin Americ.an countries in order 
to accommodate to the new circumstances. The countries that fared betterwere those that had some sort of "entrance" mechanism into industrial nations,
through political connections, a strategic geographic situation, or by means oftheir capacity to supply labor-intensive manufactured goods, especially if theywere able to "digeSt" well the internal conflicts emerging from the new difficult 
situations, from both the political and the social standpoints. On the otherhand, those countries which had to suffer a combination of high interest rates, 
net negative financial flows, unfavorable terms of trade and market failures,
had to face severe adjustments that put pressure on their economic, political
and social structures. This has resulted in a severe crisis, often accompanied
by high inflation (or hyperinflation), disarray and the onset of social 
disintegration. Production structures that had been established in a context of
less competitive strategies, as a response to prevailing circumstances, strongly 

Buenos Aires 3 
1992 
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resisted the adjustments and turned the decade into a period of increasingly 
serious conflicts, 

Between 1979 and 1981, the Latin American non-oil exporting countries 
borrowed heavily, especially from private commercial banks, at a real annual 
rate of almost 10%, wijh the idea of wiping out a current account deficit 
caused by high interest rates and capital flights. The capital flight was 
particularly significant in the larger economies of the region due to existing 
macroeconomic imbalances and an eroding confidence in the future capacity 
to meet outstanding obligations. 

Since 1982, the additional amounts borrowed were not enough to meet the 
external debt service and it was, therefore, necessary to make severe 
adjustments in order to provide the required surplus in current account that 
vould permit an adequate compliance with external obligations. Since then, 
net financial transfers became persistently negative; they amounted to an 

annual average equivalent to almost 4% of the region's GDP. Furthermoe, due 
to a deterioration in the terms of trade, this percentage would be even higher, 
by almost 2% of GDP. 

The Latin American countries responded by contracting real investment and 
diminishing expenditures in social services and infrastructure, thus affecting 
long-term growth and sowing the seeds of future social tensions. At the same 
time, not always successful attempts were made to increase taxes, diminish 
consumption and increase productivity. 

All the above was made worse by the fact that Latin America marched into the 
heavily-mined environment of the crisis debilitated by an overdependence on 

exports of primary commodities (almost 80 per cent of total exports). In spite 
of efforts made to increase the volume of exports, the drop in world prices not 
only adversely affected import opportunities, but also reduced the possibility 
of increasing tax revenue, which in the region frequently depends on export 
taxes and customs duties. Faced with a reversal in capital flows accentuated 
by "the terms of trade effect", savings did not increase at a rate cap:,ble of 
compensating for capital exports and, consequently, the obvious and serious 
result 	was investment contraction. 

Public sector deficit in the larger economies of the region had already increased 

by the mid-seventies and during the first half of the eighties tended to remain 
high and even to grow, due not only to the difficulty in raising tax revenues, 

but also to the lack of elasticity in public expenditure, particularly noticeable in 
some capital-intensive investment programs, such as electric power supply 
works, which cannot be easily curtailed in a short span. The widespread 
reducton in public ;nvestment had adverse effects on the social iafrastructure 
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and due to lack of maintenance there is a serious deterioration in the highways 
infrastructure, as well as in other public sectors. 

The difficult years of the eighties can then be summarized as follows: 

(a) The 1980-1982 recession in industrial countries lashed the markets, 
partly due to a slowdown in growth and, also, to erection by these 
countries of protective'non-tariff barriers. 

(b) 	 As a result of substantial increases in real interest rates, the external 
debt became a heavy burden that was shifted to the economies of the 
region. The financing that most debtor countries had obtained from 
private commercial banks was adjusted to soaring floating interest rates, 
which resulted in a persistent increase in debt and in debt service as a 
percentage of GDP and exports. Furthermore, private debt carrying 
exchange risk protection was in many cases accepted by the Latin 

American governments and this in turn worsened the fiscal situation. 

(c) 	 Direct foreign investment shrank, especially after 1982. External loans 
declined; the pro-cyclical performance of banking operations contributed 

to worsening the situation of debtor countries; and, furthermore, flows 
from financial markets were only possible in less favorable conditions. 
Net capital inflows dropped steeply and, at the same time, there was 
strong evidence of net financial outflows. Capital flight also increased. 

(d) 	 Commodity prices tended to decline sharply in spite of boom and bust 

periods and the terms of trade deteriorated. 

(e) 	 GNP in the region showed declining rates; per capita GNP and 
investment diminished as well. Inflationary pressures were difficult to 
restrain and in several countries there was a threat of hyperinflation that 
still lingers. Industrial production dropped as did the sector's share in 
GDP. 

(f) 	 There was a contraction in imports and at the same time an increase in 
exports. Intraregional trade experienced a distinct regression until the 
mid-eighties, but 1985 marked the 1Deginning of a sustained recovery. 

(g) 	 All these adverse circumstances led the Latin American countries to take 
strong adjustment measures. Even if there was agreement that 
adjustment measures were necessary, their asymmetrical application 
caused frequent resistance in the respective societies. In recent times, 
Latin America and the Caribbean have liveL with the constant and 
distressful ghosts of severe inflationary pressures, purchasing power 
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erosion, capital flights, unemployment and underemployment. These 
circumstdiices have created conflicts of interests among the economic 
agents, hardships for the less protected sectors, dangers that threateneconomic and social harmony and hamper the consolidation of new 
democracies. Under these conditions, the problems encountered in the 
business cycle have turned the transition into a complex issue and have 
no! permitted an adequate and timely consideration of underlyingstructural imbalances. The paradox is that, unless the latter are 
corrected, it would be practically impossible to overcome short-term 
upheavals and long-term development would be sacriiced. 

2. 	 The Outlook for the Nineties 

It would seem that in recent years Latin American economic integration has 
started to follow a more steady path than in the past. Perhaps, the conflictiveelements that have mushroomed in the external sector in recent years have
made it necessary to think about a way to conquer better conditions for the 
benefit of all. Among other things, this has resulted in an expansion of the
region's international bargaining power. At the same time, joint action may 
permit improving macroeconomic stability and increasing the region's efriciencyby means of higher competitiveness and greater access to economies of scale. 

The outlook for the nineties suggests that it would be advisable to take the 
necessary steps to achieve a more active integration than in the past. Latin 
America and its integration process will in all probability have to face, and 
coexist with, some of the following circumstances: 

(a) The collapse of the Bretton Woods agreement and its repercussions on
international monetary exchange wasand systems a situation that 
exploded at the beginning of the seventies and its effects still linger.
The shift from economies with fixed interest rates to economies with 
floating rates brought uncertainty and the need to reach international 
cooperation agreements to keep the fluctuations in parity prices under 
control, particularly among the developedmore nations. One element
that should not be forgotten or set aside is the assessment of the 
requently negative effect of the policies of industrial countries on the 

economies of developing countries. Thins is a fact that has been 
repeatedly pointed out by developing countries at international fora. 

It would seem advisable to return in the nineties to some sort of stable 
worldwide monetary agreement. The members of the Group of 24 have 
been reiterating this call at Interim Committee meetings with a view to 
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achieving a more "automatic" ceordination of the monetary policies of 
the member countries of the inenational community. 

(b) 	 The effects of the prices of oil and raw materials during the seventies 
also brought along important changes that can still be felt in several 
issues that will be the focus of attention in this new decade. 

On the one hand, price increases in critical production factors had a 
stiong repercussion on markets and ultimately manifested themselves in 
inflationary pressures. Existing pressure groups (especially the labor 
market) opposed 1he transfer of income (domestic and international) that 
had been triggered off by the impact of prices. Sectoral Ftruggle -verywell known and analyzed by Latin American structuralization efforts
became one of the main concerns of analysts in more advancedcountries. 

The cracking of the consensus has been complicated by internal 
disagreements stemming from adjustments of the economies due to the 
new conditions prevailing in the world. A well-known fact is the painful
adjustment that debtor countries have had to endure in view of the 
increase in rdal interest rates. Another issue that will have a greaterimport in years to come is the need to curtail military expenditures in 
many countries in order to reduce fiscal pressures and facilitatedevelopment and investmL.t. In the same way, growing strains are 
being perceived as a result of the generalized down3izing of the Welfare 
State that had become widespread and consolidated after li,'3rld War I1. 

(c) 	 Two elements are nowadays gaining importance: (1) technologicaladvances which are conducive to substituton of raw materi3ls and labor,
together with inbreakthroughs communications and information 
systems, which has permitted a decentralization of production, as well 
as innovations that would provide a better basis for competitiveness in 
international trade, and (2) a relocation of industrial activities to make 
use of abundant and cheap labor for off-shore manufacturing of 
components, which contributed to an expansion in "intra-industrial 
trade". It is worth noting that the abovementioned relocation of 
manufacturing industries was not fully understood by many developing
countries that could have profited from participation in the process.
Also, labor unions and other -nterested groups in activity-exporting 
countries did not welcome the idea of distributing in other nations someof the elements of the manufacturing industry. The "new non-tariff 
protectionism" and reciprocity" laws, frequently supported by
concoctions and legal swindles started to carry more weight in the 
international context, in part as a result of the tendency to international 
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distribution of productive activities. Voluntary Export Restrictions (VER) (f) The recessive trend at the beginni"g of the eighties led to a wide 
and Orderly Marketing Arrangements (OMA) have been part of this game 
of political and economic constraints that have plagued international 
trade. 

(d) 	 Another alternative considered in this context has been attracting 
domestic or external capital, rather than exporting capital by means of 
relocation. Some possible candidates have been interested in this 
possibility due to the substantial international mobilization of capital. 
Sometimes, foreign exchange revaluation in conjunction with a threat of 
future constraints on trade has induced foreign investors to establish 
themselves locally ("preventive tariff jumping") as is now the case with 
the European Community and the United States, particularly with regard 
to Japanese investments. In other cases, an attempt was made to 
establish economic regions that could offer basic conditions for 
becoming centers of capital attraction on the basis of the possibilities 
they offer and the increasing danger they face of becoming locked in 
("Fortress Europe"), with political stability and the potential of acceding 
to a "megamarket" -320 million in the case of Europe. Practically all 
countries have become players in this game to attract capital (and the 
technology that comes alongside). All feel stimulated by the possibility 
of expanding and of placing themselves as close as possible to the 
technological frontier. Good examples are China's "special zones" during 
the first half of the eighties and Hungary's "joint ventures" and the 
possibility of attracting capital to Eastern Europe. 

(e) 	 In some instances, and continuing with the trends of previdus years, 
during the seventies and eighties, an attempt was made to overcome the 
cost ol labor by means of international (and sometimes local) 
immigration. This alternative resulted in a great mobility of the human 
factor. Masses of people crossed frontiers looking for better economic 
opportunities. But this movement had counter effects, many of which 
are still felt and probably will become more noticeable in the future. 
Immigration flows have aroused resentment stemming from cultural 
adjustments; they have rekindled political positions that oppose 
foreigners and in general they have produced social, economic and 
political frictions in many of the beneficiary countries. 

Nevertheless, it should be borne in mind that in some cases migrations 
have been caused by pressures resulting from the adjustments made in 
developing countries which tended to "export" any excess labor made 
available by the new strategies being applied In Latin America there are 
clear examples of these situations. 

reassessment of the role of the State, in addition to a generalized race 
towards achievement of economic growth. The following are examples 
of this tendency: 

i. 	 On the one hand, tne appropriate size of the State h3s been 
questioned in view of its participation in income distribution 
struggles arid the excessive burden that this has placed on the 
private sector (through expenditures, level of efficiency, 
interference with private decision-making processes). 

As a result of new technology available in the field of 
communications, the need has been stressed ;or a new "fiscal 
pact". decision-making decentialization and privatization. Efforts 
have been made to slim down the Welfare State but as yet it has 
not been possible to clarify the ambiguity that still persists in the 
international field. We refer to the fact that those countries which 
have clearly shown that they are against State interference are 
not the ones that are ahead in economic recovery. In Japan, the 
State follows the strategy of giving support to private ente;prise 
rather than playing an interventionist function in the context of 
long-term planning. Nevertheless, it cannot be said that it is a 
minimal State. 

ii. 	 The role of the State has also been examined in view of the so
called "Asiatic shock": "Chinese" for the former Soviet Union and 
"Japanese" for the United States and Europe. China, with the 
"four modernizations" reform (late seventies and early eighties) 
aroused .erious doubts about systems baseo on a wholly 
centralized planning. The system of "responsibility" that gives 
more economic freedom to the people, the "special zones", the 
attraction of foreign capital, the winning of international markets, 
were all factors which improved efficiency and brought an air of 
increased freedom to production that has doubters had some 
impact in Central European and former Soviet Union countries. To 
remain isolated means economic and technological backwardness. 

Those countries with larger military budgets and comnitments .;tarted 
to undergo expansion problems aifficult to justify. The persistent fiscal 
deficit in the United States is a clear example. The painful situation of 
the Russian economy seems to be another one. On tile other hand, 
"trading countries", those with minimal military conmitments, have 
shown importan! signs of advancement. What has been called 
"econoriTy of peace" is giving clear indications that the "spender" 
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counries scen to be more williy -it lea, t ithe,, hive showfi the 
intention- to curtail military expenditures ini order to give iipetI uS to a 
more dynamic economic development. From this vantage poiit, 
econoric consict ratlions overcome military conflicts. Ii the nineties, the 
results and future of these trends will be more noticeable. 

(g) 	 In international trade, the formidable awakening of a keen competition 
among nations brought along a series of new trends in, trade. The 
following are some of the areas that may define future trends: 

i. 	 Product differentiation and flexibdity to find niches" in the 
markets requires the capacity to design a commercial strategy. 
The adaptation capacity to find loopholes in the legal aspects of 
protectionism in potential markets is one element in the array of 
schemes used by the "competitive" countries. "Ecology" has also 
been used to refrain the advances of a competitor. There are 
multiple and diverse possibilities in this game. In some instances, 
the services of an associate or iniermediate country are used to 
try to penetrate markets that otherwise would be restricted, 

ii. 	 Technological advance is part of the modern competitive game. 
Human capital is another important factor that will continue 
receiving attention in future years. Therefore, emphasis on 
education continues to increase. It has been pointed out in this 
respect that technological differences rather than "factor 
allocation" define with increasing precision the direction of 
international trade. Unfortunately, adjustment processes in Latin 
America have eroded the educational systems and have greatly 
weakened the possibilities for the development of the region's 
scientific activity. 

iii. 	 The er...,omies of scale, the "learning curves" and the possibility 
of developing external economies have also been considered in 
detail in relation to international trade. ,"iturally, these issues 
have been a permanent matter of concern for those authors that 
have insisted on the need to advance with suitable "industrial 
policies" to improve the relative positions of countries in the 
context of the international econoiniC environment, 

iv. 	 The growing weight of services in international trade is another 
modern topic that will often appear in what is left of this century. 
This has been an important factor in the Uruguay GATT Round of 
Negotiations. Services encompass ait increasing gamut of 
activities (legal, economic arid entrepreneurial advice, tele-
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COn1 	 it111iiii 01t health, tou0riSm1, training ofionS. paramilitary groups, 
etc.) hi view of the imiportarnce of services in various fields it 
seenlls thdt trMe will come when they will be analyzed not only 
frorli an ecollunic point of vi w but also form several other 
vantatge points (cultural, social, legal, political, etc.). 

v. 	 The impact of human activities on the environment has aroused 
a growing concern arid has generated public and private actions 
to increase awareness arid to spread knowledge on environmental 
issues that include the protection of natural resources (soils, water 
resources, air, forests, etc.), industrial and urban wastes, etc. 
Another issue increasingly discussed is the problem of drugs and 
soethng siilar happes wth the ams trade. 

vi. 	 Other issues particularly important to those Latin American 
countries seeking integration, are those related to the 
regioialization trends that have appeared on the international 
scene. The European Community and the advances and 
uncertainties of 1992 are an example. The latest events in 
Central and Eastern Europe add concems as to the possibility of 
establishing an European Confederation that would include the 
former socialist countries, according to the "European House" 
formula proposed by Gorbachov. Other examples are the front 
made up of Canada, the Unii,ed States and Mexico, the NICs of 
Southeast Asia (probably under the leadership of Japan). Latin 
America should probably imitate these trends to attain more solid 
advances and to consolidate its integration efforts. 

3. 	 Conclusions 

Without attempting to exhaust all the issues that most probably will be present 
in the decade that has just started, we have mentioned above many points that 
will in all probability contribute to defining the future. As is always the case 
with the economic arena, the issues that have not been mentiored will piobably
 
be the most important ones. Trying to cover as many aspects as possible, we
 
have included some factors that linger from t' e immediate or the distant past
 
and that have enough self-contained dynati. -n to assure a tuue presence.
 
We have not covered other aspects that will no doubt draw attention in the
 
future. Ecology and its impact on globalism (and relations between national
 
states) and trade relations, strategic moves among nations and enterprises,
 
population increase, anid the debt problems of the Third World.
 
6, Ay of the signis fltte Intuit, oe .ali,l y ltellt ioWvtliys Lti't Ainieiiix ,
 
ideally as a whole, will hdavU to riiu taite in order to advance with d certaitty
 

of success aloig ihe ptth of Thus most complex decade 
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Perspectives and Optic. 

for Latin America's Major Debtor Na ti', 

by Walter Eberi 

Studies andDocuments by the Foundation Development and Peace 
and the Institute forDevelopment and Peace 

1.Latin America's debt burden: 

A never-ending crisis? 

Fc. Latin America, the 80s were a "lost decade" in which economic and social deve
kopment made no progress in most of the continent's countries - a decade in which 
these countries at best stagnated and in some cases even declined. There is little to 
suggest that the 90s w;ll be any better. On the contrary. "a vivid imagination isnot re
quired to envisage a pessimistic scenario for Latin America in the 90s - a scenario 
whose hallmarks are economic stagnation, environmental degradation, increasingly 
violent conflict over the distribution of wealth and political instability" (SANGMEISTER 
1990: 29). 

A variety of endogenous and exogenous factors are responsible for Latin America's 
on-going development crisis. The debt crisis ranks first on the development policy 
agenda - it has turned into a "blockade against development" of utterly 
insurmountable dimensions (NUSCHELER 1991:143). It is preventing economic 
development, making it impossible to achieve any sort of social balance, threatening 
democratic systems, and its consequences are contributing more than any other factor 
to environmental destruction inthe countries of South and Central America. The debt 
crisis is therefore rightly being characterized by many analysts as the central factor 
responsible for the "lost decade" of the 80s (for a typical example, c.f. SOUTH 
COMMISSION 1990: 55-70). Finding asolution to this problem should certainly not be 
viewed as a sufficient condition for renewed and sustainable development in Latin 
America; nonetheless, it is a necessary condition. 

InAugust 1982, Mexico, one of Latin America's major debtor nations, declared itself in
solvent,sending shockwaves throughout the world of international finance. The debt 
crisis isgenerally considered to have begun inthat year. Ten years havc passed since 
then - ten years inwhich "crisis management" has primarily been formulated and de
termined by the international community of creaitors. The situation to date: 

i1 Latin America's long-term external debt more than doubled in the 80s (to 
around US $339 billion in 1990) even though Latin America paid over 
US $ 380 billion in debt service (interest and principal) over the period 1983 
to 1990. 

0, There has been a negative net transf-'- (new loans minus debt service) since 
the beginning of the crisis. Altogether, Latin America paid about US $ 168 bil
lion more ininterest and principal to its creditors than it received in the form 
of new loans over this period (1983-1990). 

P. For Latin America the ratio of debt service payments to export earnings isstill 
far above the level considered to be tolerable from a development per
spective. In 1990, 27 percent of the continent's export earnings were 
siphoned off through debt service. 



101 As a whole, the countries of Latin America have not been able to reestablish
their crdit-worthiness on international financial markets. In 1989 thesecountries received just one-sixth of the total amount of bank loans they had 
received in 1980. I 

These few statistics demonstrate that there is no question of the debt crisis being defused. The view of leading analysts in the creditor nations that Latin America's debt crisis merely involved a short-term liquidity crisis, and that the debtors "should be able toreturn to a sound financial footing within two to four years" (CLINE 1983: 122) has turned out to be a blatant mistake. 2Meanwhile, creditors have begun to grasp that LatinAmerican debtors are not only suffering from illiquidity,but are, in effect, insolvent 3 

Approaches to debt management have been changing accordingly for some timenow. The so-calyed "Brady Plan", in particular, is being viewed as the signal for a newdebt strategy because it recognizes that debts cannot be (completely) repaid (c.f.BRADY 1989). The taboo of a debt write-off has thus been broken. But the results ofthe Brady initiative have been more than disappointing so far (c.f. KAMPFFMEYER1990 109 and SANGMEISTER 1991 a: 21). There has been no tangible or sustainedrelief for debtor countries. In view of Ine debt burden, the reductions in debt and debtservice achieved within the framewo'k of the Brady Plan can only be characterized, onthe whole, as marginal. Even the World Bank, which had at first ecstatically hailed theBrady Plan as "a new approach to the debt crisis" (WORLD BANK 1990a: 31), has regained its grip on reality. In its 1991 World Development Report, it admits that theresults of the plan have turned out to be quite meagre. The need for "new debt reducing initiatives" is cautiously hinted at without any further comment (WORLD BANK 
1991: 150). 

The Latin American crisis requires new solutions if another "lost decade" is to beavoided. A bewildering airay of alternative proposals on ways to solve the crisis havebeen thrust into the discussion over the past few years. 4 These approaches can first begrouped into two categories - leaving aside the question of their crisis diagnoses andproposed therapies. On the one side are those schemes which (implicitly or even explicitly) assume that a solution to the crisis can be agreed upon and put into practice
by debtors and creditors on a cooperative basis (as a result of rational insight). On theother side are those proposals which (for the most part explicitly) assume that a cooperative agreement to solve the debt crisis is not possible and therefore recommendthat debtor countries opt for confrontational strategies. The following analysis revolves 
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around this dichotomy. The central question for both sets of strategies ishow realistic 
their irnplementation is in the 90s. 

The following discussion isespecially concerned with the situation of the "major' Latin 
American debtor nations. "Major debtor" is not a technical term but refers here to the 
six Latin American countries with the greatest amount of outstanding debts: Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Peru and Venezuela These six countries alone account for almost 
a third of the total external debt of all the developing countries put together. If one
looks only at the debts of these countries with commercial banks, more than half of
total claims on the developing countries is accounted for by these six countries. Ifthe 
debt crisis is indeed a 'debt earthquake", as it has been termed (NUSCHELER
1991: 144), then the epicenter of this earthquake is right here - in these six major 
debtor nations. 

Cooperation or confrontation - which perspective offers the major Latin American 
debtor nations a way out of the "debt trap" In the 90s? 

4. Conclusions and perspectives 
The socio-economic, political and ecological consequences of the debt crisis make it 
Latin America's central development problem. The solutions offered by creditors thus 
far have also changed very little in this regard. Banks and governments in the industria
lized countries are still not prepared to assume responsibility for making a suitable 
contribution to a solution of the debt crisis. There has been no lack of viable plans to 
overcome the debt crisis (c.f. 2.1). The problem, however, is that the interest of the cre
ditors currently stand in the way of implementing these proposals and will continue to 
do so in the foreseeable future. For the commercial banks and the ICgovernments, the
financial constraints are still too restrictive for significant voluntary concessions to be 
made to the debtors, especially to the major debtor nations, and this situation is un
likely to change significantly for years to come (Mexico may prove to be the sole 
exception as a result of its special situation). Unilateral actions to reduce debts there
fore appear to be the only alternative to a continued policy of "muddling through." The 
most recent results achieved by Brazil's debt policy (1989-91) demonstrate that uni
lateral action on the part of debtors can definitely be a realistic policy option under 
certain conditions. Unilateral defaults by debtor countries can be expected to occur 
more frequently in the next few years -with the major cl,.btor nations Brazil and Argen
tina at the head of the pack.A solution to the debt crisis in the 90s could folluw histori
cal parallels: Inearlier debt crises as well (e.g., the Latin American crisis in the 1930s) it was initially necessary for debtors to take unilateral action for several years before a
cooperative solution to overcome the crisis could be found. 

Finally, the debt crisis is a part and prcel of the development crisis faced by the South 
- but that is not all. Beyond this, it is an essential component of the crisis in North-South
relations as a whole and ultimately has pronounced negative consequences for the in
dustrialized countries (the oft-cited relationship between debt crisis and the destruction 
of the tropical forests isonly one example among many). The recognition that we iive
in an interdependent world the context in which the debt crisis must be grasped- has 
recently been given increasing attention (c.f, for example, BRANDT 1985:173; SOUTH 
COMMISSION 1990: 268p). This argument is not new. An almost certainly forgotten 
passage out of a book published in 1972 () - a point in time when no-one could have 
foreseen the dimensions of today's debt crisis - is worth quoting here. The under
secretary of state of the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation, Karl 
Heinz Sohn, formulated the following viewpoint, which is still valid today. 

\A ) 



"Market strategy issufficient reason for the industrialized countries 
to view the developing countries as tomorrow's trading partners.
They cannot afford to simply exclude four-fifths of the world's 
population and two-thirds of the globe from the ecdnomic relations.
If,however, they include the Third World as a normative power in 
their deliberations in the future, it would be foolish to let these 
countries collapse under the weight of their debts. More prosperous
developing countries are much more attractive than abjectly poor 
ones. If tomorrow's potential partners are driven into financial 
agony, the chances of coming to terms with them will be lost A 
generous and long-term solution to the debt problems of the 
developing countries is thus in the industrialized countries' own 
properly perceived interests.* 

(SOHN 1972: 100). 

Many developing countries have been in asituation of "agonyu, and not only financial 
agony, for almost adecade now. The term "agony" used by Sohn in the above quote
basically amounts to adeath struggle and isan extremely accurate description of conditions faced by the poorest of the poor inthe 80s. These conditions partly result from
the debt trap in which many developing countries have become ensnared. To pry 
open this trap and make developmernt possible isthe task inthe 90s - for humanitarian
and developmental reasons, for reasons of international law and inthe interest of "One
World': "-in the interest of sustainable development worldwide and the promotion of
global peace and and security.* (SOUTH COMMISSION 1990 268). 
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Executive Summary 

This report presents the findings of a regional study on poverty and income 
distribution in Latin America and the Caribbean. The study has been undertaken because of the 
significance of the issue and the paucity of statistical information on recent trends inpoverty and 
income distribution in the LAC region. Moreover, there is a great need to assess the impact
which the economic recession of the 1980s has had on the poor, particularly in light of reduced 
spending per capita on public social programs. 

The primary focus of this study is descriptive in nature, in an effort to expand the
existing state of statistical knowledge on these important issues for the region. As such, it 
should not be interpreted as demonstrating that adjustment has disproportionately hurt the poor.
Poverty is a chronic problem and without adjustment, the condition of the poor would probably
have been worse than is described in the study. 

The analysis put forth is based on micro data obtained from thirty-one household 
surveys for a total of eighteen countries in Latin America and the Caribbean. For twelve of 
these countries, the availability of comparable data at two points in time has made it possible
to examine how income distribution and the extent of poverty have changed between the two 
survey periods. 

For each data set, the principal basic statistics pertaining to income distribution and 
poverty are presented. These include the decile income distribution, the Gini coefficient, the
Lorenz curve, the headcount index, the poverty gap and the Foster-Greer-Thorbecke (FGT) P2 
measure. These statistics are based on per capita household income from all sources, as 
determined by the household surveys. 

The data for Argentina and Paraguay are for metropolitan regions only, while the
data for Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, El Salvador, Peru (Lima) and Uruguay refer to urban areas 
only. Therefore strict comparability between countries is not possible in all cases. Geographical 
coverage of the underlying surveys must be taken into consideration when interpreting the 
findings of this study. 
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As a complement to the per capita household income distributions, an analysis and 
decomposition of income inequality based on workers' income only is also presented. The
former examines the distribution of income across the entire population, which is a reflection 
of individual welfare levels. The latter analyzes the prevailing income structure in the labor
market. The decomposition of workers' income inequality highlights the individual
characteristics which are associated with success in the labor market, as proxied by earnings. 

Finally, a set of social and demographic indicators are presented for each country.
When possible, these indicators are disaggregated by various criteria, including income quintile
and urban/rural place of residence; health indicators are also disaggregated by level of mother's 
education. These disaggregations highlight the within county variability of social and
demographic conditions, and demonstrate associations of these indicators with region of 
residence, income group, and education level. 

Income Distribution 

From a general perspective, income inequality remains high in the Latin America
and Caribbean region relative to other areas of the world. The mean Gini coefficient from the 
most recent surveys in this study is 0.50, while the mean income share for the bottom 20 percent
of the distribution is 4 percent of total income. These statistics reflect a significantly greater
degree of income inequality in Latin America and the Caribbean relative to other regions. 

According to the latest data, Brazil, Chile, Guatemala, Honduras and Panama all
have Gini coefficients which exceed 0.55. The bottom 20 percent of the income distribution 
receives less than 3.0 percent of total income in Brazil, Guatemala, Honduras and Panama. At
the other end of the spectrum, Paraguay (Asunci6n) and Uruguay (urban) demonstrate the least 
degree of inequality, with Gini coefficients of 0.40 and 0.42, respectively, and 6 percent and 
5 percent of income accruing to the bottom 20 percent of the distribution. 

Changes in income inequality show mixed results for the time period examined. The 
Gini coefficient worsened in Argentina (Buenos Aires), Bolivia (urban), Brazil, Guatemala,
Honduras, Panama, Peru (Lima) and Venezuela. By this same measure, ncome inequality
diminished in Colombia (urban), Costa Rica, Paraguay (Asunci6n) and Uruguay (urban). 

Trends in income inequality appear to have been significantly influenced by trends
in per capita income. Of he seven countries for which the data span the entire decade, the three 
countries which showed reductions in income inequality (Colombia - urban, Costa Rica, Uruguay 
- urban) had an average growth of 3 percent in per capita income for the entire decade, while 
the four countries which experienced an increase in income inequality (Argentina - Buenos
Aires, Brazil, Panama, Venezuela) had an average decin of 12 percent in per capita income 
for the same period. 
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The income share of the bottom 20 percent of the distribution went up in all 
countries where the Gini coefficient declined, and it went down in all countries where the Gini 
coefficient increased during the decade. Not surprisingly, changes in the share of the top 20 
percent of the distribution demonstrated the exact opposite trends - rising and falling with the 
Gini coefficient. Given that most countries in the region which experienced a rise in inequality
also showed a drop in real per capita income during the decade, the evidence indicates that the 
wealthy were better able to protect themselves from the impact of the recession than were the 
poor. 

The inequality estimates of this study, when combined with outside sources, indicate 
that income inequality rises during recession and falls during recovery. An examination of 
twenty-six economic cycles corresponding to at least two years of either recession or recovery
shows that, in all but three cases, recession was associated with increased inequality while 
recovery has been associated with lessened inequality. 

Workers' Incomes 

Information on the distribution of earnings is available for ten countries. The
workers' income distributions are based on all individuals 15 years of age or older who were 
in the labor force and had positive income at the time of the survey. 

These distributions are important because labor represents the principal asset of the 
poor. A subsequent decomposition highlights those characteristics which are most associated 
with poor earnings performance. This decomposition analysis underscores the relevant factors 
for targeting in order to improve the earning potential of the poor. 

According to the Theil index, workers' income inequality is found to have increased 
in six of the ten countries (Argentina - Buenos Aires, Bolivia - urban, Brazil, Honduras, Panama 
and Venezuela), and to have decreased in the four remaining countries (Colombia - urban, Costa 
Rica, Guatemala and Uruguay - urban). Guatemala is the only case whereby inequality of 
workers' income moved in a different direction than inequality of the population overall. 

Among the countries with the most unequal distribution of workers' income, 
Colombia (urban) registered asignificant improvement between 1980 and 1989. Having ranked 
first in inequality during the early period, Colombia (urban) ranked fifth during the late oeriod. 
Brazil, which ranked second by the Theil index in the early period, exhibited the greatest degree
of inequality during the late period. Bolivia (urban), Guatemala and Honduras also continued 
to demonstrate very high degrees of workers' income inequality. 

There have also been changes regarding the ranking of countries with the least 
inequality. In the late 1970s/early 1980s, Argentina (Buenos Aires) and Panama had the lowest 
levels of income inequality among the ten countries. This was no longer true by the late 1980s, 
and by 1989 Argentina (Buenos Aires) presented a moderately high level of income inequality. 
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Costa Rica and Uruguay (urban), which already presented relatively low levels of income 
inequality in the early 1980s, exhibited the least inequality by the end of the decade. 

The decomposition of workers' income inequality shows that variations in educationalattainment has the highest contribution to income inequality out of four variables examined (age,educational attainment, employment category and sector of employment). On average,differences in individual educational levels account for approximately 25 percent of total income
inequality in the workforce in Latin America. Furthermore, in eighteen out of twenty country
cases examined, education also demonstrates the highest marginal contribution to total inequality. 

A further decomposition of the workers' income distribution indicates that thecontributions of selected characteristics towards the probability of belonging to the bottom 20percent of the distribution varied little between the beginning and the end of the decade for eachcountry. Low educational attainment was the factor most associated with the probability ofbelonging to the bottom 20 percent of the labor income distribution. 

Absolute Poverty 

A regional poverty reference of $60 per person per month in 198. purchasing powerparity (PPP) dollars has been established as the cut-off to distinguish the poox froi!. the non-poorin Latin America. This methodology follows the approach used in the World Development
Re t. 1990 and was chosen to minimize problems in comparing countries across the region.This measure should not be viewed as an arbitrary effort to provide the definitive measure ofpoverty. Subject to the qualifications discussed in the report, the poverty headcount index forLatin America and the Caribbean increased from 27 percent to 32 percent for the region as a 
whole between 1980 and 1989. 

At the country level, three poverty measures are presented for each household surveydata set included in this report: the poverty headcount, the poverty gap and the FGT P2 index.For each of these measures, Costa Rica and Uruguay (urban) consistently ranked as the bestperformers, while Guatemala and Honduras (urban) consistently ranked as the worst. The
poverty headcount was above 50 percent of the population at the end of the decade for Bolivia
(urban), Guatemala and Honduras (urban). 
 Costa Rica and Uruguay (urban) had the lowest 
poverty rates at 3 percent and 5 percent of the population, respectively. 

Each country for which data were available at two points in time registered a changein the same direction for all three poverty measures. With respect to these meaisures, Argentina(Buenos Aires), Bolivia (urban), Brazil, Guatemala, Honduras (urban), Panama, Peru (Lima)and Venezuela deteriorated during the decade, while Colombia (urban), Costa Rica, Paraguay
(Asunci6n) and Uruguay (urban) improv4. 

During the 1980s, poverty shifted from being a predominantly rural phenomenon toa predominantly urban one. Though the probability of being poor in 1989 was more than double 
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in rural regions (53 percent) than in urban regions (23 percent), the absolute number of poor was 
higher in the cities (69 million) than in the countryside (64 million). This contrasts with 1980,
when the probability of being poor was also double in rural regions (45 percent) than in urban
regions (17 percent), but the majority of the poor lived in rural areas (53 million) rather than 
in urban centers (38 million). 

The bulk of poverty in Latin America is concentrated in a distinct set of countries.
In 1989, over 44 percent of the poor lived in Brazil alone, although that country had only one
third of the region's population. Mexico and Peru had 1I and 9 percent of the poor,
respectively, while an additional 19 percent lived in of relativelya group small countries.
(Included in this group are Bolivia, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras and Nicaragua.) 

A decomposition of the regional increa in poverty during the 1980s indicates that
this rise occurred in a concentrated group of countries. A staggering 44 percent of the total
increase in poverty for all of Latin America took place in the cities of Brazil, though part of this
is due to the migration of rural poor to urban areas. An additional 14 percent of the total 
increase during the decade occurred in Peru. 

The poverty estimates of this study, when combined with outside sources, indicate
that absolute poverty rises during recession and falls during recovery. Recession was defined 
as any time period where there were at least two years of falling per capita income; all other
time periods of two years or longer were classified as recoveries. In fifty-five out of the fifty
eight recession periods identified, poverty increased. Of the thirty-two recovery periods, poverty
fell in twenty-two cases, was essentially constant in three cases, and increased in the remaining 
seven cases. Thus the evidence supports the not very surprising proposition that poverty is 
sensitive to the level of income. 

Social Indicators 

While income is the most common measure of economic well-being, it hints only
indirectly at many "quality of life" indicators such as infant mortality, malnutrition, access to
health care and educational attainment. Though these social indicators have generally been
improving during the 1980s, intra-country breakdowns show high levels of variability across
several criteria. Strong correlations are found between social indicator performance
mothers'/women's educational level, urban/rural setting, ethnicity and income group. 

and
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particular, disaggregations of health indicators show the greatest variations in health indicators 
to be associated with educational attainment of mothers/women. 

These factors are often interlinked. Indigenous communities tend to be situated inrural areas, and rural areas tend to have a higher proportion of poor people than urban areas. 
Poor women generally complete fewer years of schooling, on average, than women from 
wealthier families; in turn, low schooling levels are interrelated with high concentrations of 
poverty in indigenous and rural communities. 

Unfortunately, data limitations severely hamper the ability to assess the links between
income, health, education, region of residence and ethnicity in a comprehensive manner.
However, the available evidence demonstrates that the substantial variability behind aggregate
social indicator statistics is due to observable variables which can then be targeted throughspecific poverty reduction programs as well as through more general policies which incorporate
targeting mechanisms into their overall design. 
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Agencies Develop Platform on Advocacy for Haiti 
On the surface, the situation inside Haiti appears intractable. 
Human rights abuses and political repression continue despite 
a year-and-a-half long economic embargo against the military
junta in power. Refugees continue to seek asylum, mainly in 
the 	United States. The US has responded by building legal
and physical barriers stopping the would-be refugees from 
even fleeing the country. To date, the international comnuni-
ty 	 has been unable to develop strategies or policies to 
improve political conditions or provide hope to significant
portions of the Haitian population. There has been neither a 
return of representative government to Haiti nor the allevia-
tion of economic pressures on the poorest of the poor. 

For the more than 20 agencies that met to discuss these
problems at an early morning meeting April 28 at the 1Forum, 
one of the most serious consequences of the September 1991 
coup d'dtat, and the failure to return President Aristide to 
power, has been the systematic destruction of Haiti's emerg-
ing civil society and democratic institutions. "The destruction 
of these institutions and organizations will make any reconcil-
iation and reconstruction that much harder," said John
Hammock of Oxfam America. "At the local level, it is often 
these grassroots organizations that are the underpinning of 
economic and political development. The current regime has 
seriously damaged this foundation." 

Echoing the overall theme of this year's forum, participants
agreed that the re-building of civil society in Haiti was 
critical to its future and that NGO advocacy efforts should be 
more focused towaid this goal. "These groups and people's 
movements were the core of Haiti's move to democracy," 
said one participant. "They are our partners at the local level 
and we should be focusing our efforts on helping them re
gain a voice in Haiti's future." 

At the same time, however, several agencies reported difficul
ty in making in-roads with grassroots groups since the coup.
While it was agreed that the economic embargo was 
absolutely essential to pressuring the military leaders, 
agencies also expressed frustration over the way that the 
embargo has been exploited and manipulated. "The main 
question," said one participant, "is how to maintain the 
embargo in a way that hurts the military but still allows vital 
humanitarian aid to reach the poorest groups of society. So 
far, the only real impact of the embargo has been to inflict 
even more suffering on the same people that the US says it 
is trying to help." 

PVO representatives expressed concern that licensing proce-
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dures and the criteria being applied were making it harder for 
NGOs to provide humanitarian help or training at the grass
roots level, but that a lack of strict enforcement was still 
allowing the military regime to continue to buy arms, oil, and 
luxury items. 

With these needs in mind, participants developed a platform 
statement that stressed the following recommendations: 

1. The on-going abuse of human rights and widespread 
political repression are having dire effects on Haiti's 
economy and development and should be considered a 
matter of utmost urgency for the international ccmmunity. 

2. 	 Recent steps of the Clinton Administration to work 
within a multilateral framework should be supported. 
The United States should continue to play a lead role -
in close coordination with the OAS and United Nations 
- in seeking a diplomatic solution to the crisis and 
restoration of democratic rule. 

3. 	 Stronger economic and diplomatic sanctions that target
the perpetrators of the coup aie critical to pressure the 
military leaders in Haiti; all efforts must be taken to cut 
off the supply of arms and other military equipment to 
the coup leaders. 

4. Increased emergency humanitarian assistance programs for 
the general population should be facilitated to mitigate any
negative effects of the embargo; programs aimed at the 
poorest of the poor and in support of grassroots organiza
tions should be actively promoted. 

This platform was endorsed by 46 participants at the Forum 
and sent to President Clinton in letter form. 

Participants also discussed their experiences in working in 
Haiti during this cycle of unrest. Several agencies were able 
to continue operations with little interruption. Others,
however, reported that programs had been curtailed. Itwas 
agreed that current conditions in Haiti posed uniqtue
cbal!enges to NGO staff. Several agencies suggested that 
InterAction should schedule a series of serainars and training 
sessions on how to work in areas of civil unrest. For more 
information on InterAction's advocacy work on Haiti, please 
contact Tim McCully at InterAction. 
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